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"USIAC LAW SV-246, SSTS COMR13S, S. 2311,
MMUS 30, 190

AM ACT To provide for the preparative and printing of compilation of 'materiel*

relating to annual national high school mid college debate topics

Se tt enacted by the Senate and Rowse o' Representatives of the Waited

States of America in Congress assembled, That the Librarian of Congress is

Mothorined and directed to prepare compilations of pertinent excerpts. e

bibliographical references, and other appropriate materiels relating to (1)

the subject selected annually by the Rational Osiversity intension Associations

se the national high school debate topics and (2) the collect selected anomillY

by the Americas Speech Association as the national college debate topic. le

preparing such compilations the Librarian stall include materiels which to to

his judgement ere representative of, aid elm equal empilmeis to, the opposing

points of vivo os the respective topic*.
SOC. 2. The compilation's ou the high school debate topics shall he printed

as Senate documents mod the compilations on the collage debate topics shelf be

printed as Renee documents, the coot of which shell be charged to the emigres-

glean allotment for printing mod binding. Additional copies of such documents

me, be printed is each nonentities sad distributed to such 'manner as the Joint

Committee on ?rioting directs.
Approved December )O, 1963.
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"Now can the Federal
Government best decrease

poverty in the United StatesT.-This is the 1984-85 high school debate topic chosen by the vote of thousands oflocal U.S. high school debate coaches in a contest run under
the auspices of theNational University Continuing Education Association and the National Federationof State High School Associations. The three debate

propositions designated with-in this topic are:

o Resolved: That the Federal Government should guarantee s minions'annual cash income to all, United States citizens.

o Resolved: That the Federal
Government should adopt a negative in-come tax to assist all

United States citizens living in poverty.

)1.

o Resolved: That the Federal
Government should pr de employmentfor all employable

United Stares citizens liv ag poverty.

This volume begins with a collection of articles
and excerpts from booksthat present a general

background on poverty and issues surrounding potentialGovernment policies directed at reducing poverty. Subsequent parts are devotedto each of the three
propositions. Finally, a guide Co

information sources andbrief bibliographies of selected additional readings and available Governmentpublications, are included. Inclusion or exclusion of articles or other materialin this manual does not represent either approval or disapproval of them or theissues they discuss by the Congressional
Research Service.

In its stricture, this manual is designed to facilitate research for the1984-85 hiah school debate. However, it is important
that debaters using it un-derstand that the Issues' presented by each of the three debate propositions areclosely connected and that materials presented in one part may be very helpfulin debating issues in another.

This manual was prepared by staff embers of the Education and Public Wel-fare Division and the Library Services Division. Joe Richardson compiled andcoordinated the collection of materials in consultation with Vee Burke. MarshaCerny assisted in the preparation of the bibliography;
Barbara Sanders securedcopyright permission. Gene Falk, Monica Parish, and Paul Grapey provided inval-uable technical assistance. And, Cynthia Everette and Jane Lindley helped inthe administration of the project.

The Congressional Research Service would like to acknowledge its apprecia-tion to the copyright
holders who have generously

granted their permission forthe reproduction of their materials; permission is acknowledged with each articleor excerpt. It would also like to acknowledge its appreciation to Owe enpirtsin the field outside the Library of Congress who have contributed a number Ofuseful suggestions for inclusion in this manual.

Good luck to each debater in researching, preparing, and presenting argumentson 0:is year's topic.

'hart
D'aector, Co canal Rese al Sarvice
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PART 1.-GENERAL BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION

POVERTY: TRENDS, CAUSES, AND CURES

by P. Royal Shipp)

0

After a decade of steady decline
frik117f Sy another decade of'relative

stability, tae share of people in poverty it the United Stat4s began a sharp

rise in 197$, vhich continued
through 1982 and now equate 15 percent of the

populationthe highest level since 1965. In 1982 the poverty rate stood

about one-third higher than when it began to rise. The eumber of individu-

els in poverty increased by 9.9 million during those 4 years.

The poverty rate at a given time
reflects economic opportunities, Feder-

(' al and State government income
transfer programe, and demographic conditions.

Complex interactions emoog these factors account for the progress essingt

poverty in the 1959-1969 period,
thelleteeir from 1970 to 1978, and the ground

loot from 1979 to 1982.

This report summarises trends in poverty during the past 24 years. It

examines reason, for Change in the rate of poverty and discusses demographic
4characteristics of the poverty population. Further, the report analyses the

methods used to calculate the num& of poor Americeas. The messure itself

is controversial. One cr4tic contends that, no matter how measured, poverty

has been rising ever the pest throe years. Some critics claim that the ma-
curing technique

overstates, and some that it
understates, the oscura and

extent of the poverty problem.

Reproduced from: t.S. Library of Congress. Congressional
Research Service. Poverty: trends, causes, and cures. (by
F. Royal Shipp) Report ao. 84-9 SFW, February 1984. p. 1-21.

(1)
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II. NOW !'OVERT! IS MEASURED

When the Federal Government bow measuring poverty in the early 1960s,

the continued existence
of poor people in a ties of the "Affluent Society"

seemed anomalous. The search for programmatic ways to alleviate potierty

Soon generated efforts to measure the site of the poverty population. The

first rough estimate of the incidence of poVerty were built on survey data

indif.ating that families generally
spent about one-third of their incomes

for food. A poverty level income was than calculated by using SS yardstick

the amount of money necessary to purchase the lowest-cost "nutritionally

adequate" diet calculated by the Department of Agriculture (roughly equivalent

to tba eurrent Thrifty Food Plan). This price tag was then multiplied by three

to produce poverty income threshold.

Thus, this procedure assumed
that if a family did not have ~ugh income

to buy the lowest-cost
nutritionally adequate diet, 1 '

-ice that amount for

other goods and service*, it was "poor." Crude as this assumption is, adjust -

aunts were made for the site of the family, sex
of family heed, and for whether

the family lived on a farm or not. Farm families were assumed not to used as

much cash income because more of their needs could be met through homegrown

Cars productsparticularly food.
(Differentials for sex of family heed and

for farm-nonfarm resiience
were abolished in 1981.) These first estimates

found that 39.5 million--22 percent of the
populationpersons were poor in

1959.

Since the earliest estimates were made, individuals, agencies, founda-

tions and commissions have
studied poverty, and some

hays focused on non it
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is defined and measured.
The research supporting these activities has

the issues surrounding poverty and its measurement. The basic

concepts, problem associated with them, aad meaauremmots have changed little

since 1959, although in 1969 policy officials made one twit change in the

method floc calculating the poverty level of incoon. The poverty threshold is

now established each year by increasing the previous year's level by the change

in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) rather than multiplying the cost of the Thrif

ty Food Plan by three.,

. issues in the Concept of Poverty ono Its Measurement

Even though the concepts underlying
the official meesurewsat of poly

have not changed since their
development almost two decades ago, they continue

to be debited. Controversy has centered around two questions: (I) whether to

define poverty in relative or absolute terms, and (2) what definition of in-

come to use. Other issues in the measurement of poverty are simply extensions

or derivatives of these b.sic two.

Experts in the study of poverty identify two ways to think about the

problem: Poverty can be viewed as relative or absolute. La general, an ebso-

lute standerl meaeuree basic subsistence need., but a

income distribution.

Relative standards of poverty are directly linked to the distribution of

income in the society, Under this concept. poverty is not a condition of ab-

solute want. Rather, it is defined se "having a lot lees than most people"

even if that maane having more than what isconsidered to be "enough to get by."

Using a relative
poverty standard, economic growth alone would not eliminate

nor necesvarily reduce poverty. Under a relative standard, poverty would be

reduced only if income became distributed mor4

relative one 01114114felli
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The federal Government we 00000 s poverty as an "absolute" concept, which

changes only with inflation. Under this approftb, the number of poor house-

holds would be expected to decline during times of rapid growth, and to is-

crease during tires of rising unemployment, rapid inflation or ovtright @co-
o

sonic recession, such as nhatacterised much of the decide of the 1910e. The

absolute con6.46 of poverty makes possible the elimination, or at Isaac the

reduction, of poverty without. change in the distribution of Locoed.

Determinin; the appropriate concept of income causes controversy in a

number of public polic7 settings. Whether it is for purposes of taxation,

eligibility for welfare benefits, or establishing a poverty yardstick, arriv-

ing at agreed upon definitions of ountable income requires Messiest analysis

coupled with coeprowise, and in the end remain controversial.

The current policy definition counts cash income from earnings, returns

on property, and government transfer payments (Social Security, welfare,

etc.). It does,not include nastiest) employment compensation such as employer-,

paid Health insurence, employer ,:ontributions to Social Security or other

pension coverage; nor government in -kind benefits such as food *tamps, Medi-

care and Medicaid, and housing assistance; or ta4 "expenditures" such as

Childcare tax credits, earned income tax credits, etc. Substantial govern-

ment is -kind benefits go mainly to tole-income persons. Excluding chew fries

income hmmper efforts to swans the effect of government policies on the poor,

perciculsrly since in -kind benefits have been the fastest growing programs tar-
o

gated on ch; poor during the past decade. In addition to conceptual questions

regarding tie proper definition of
incosse, practical i,sues of how to value

is -kind benefits have plagued efforts to count thee.

The exclusion of in-kind benefits has been the most frequently crici-

cited feature of income measurement for poverty purposes, flowerer, other

10
BEST COPY
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features, while not so well known, may affect the accuracy of the measures

as well. Fo\example, the income measure used to determine the population. in

poverty is before-tax income, although the original definition of the porTy
thresho/ld was Used on a roecept of after-tax income. If the official mess-

ore were based on after-tax i6come, countable
income would be less and a larger

number of earners and their families would fall below Oa poverty threshold.

Althougn low-income families pay little income tax, those who work pay 6.! per-

cent of their earned incomes in Social Security contributions. Furthermore,

income is counted as an annual total without cognisance of periods of time dur-

ing a year whea's family had little or G., income. If a shorter time were used

for measuring poverty, the number of people deemed to be poor would rise be-

cause the number of poor for some period of time during a year is greater than

the number of poor for the year as a whole, On the other hand, the offi-

cial poverty counts may be too high because cosh income is unreported in cen-

sus survey, and because the value of assets, even liquid financial resources,

is not considered.

All in alt, many such anomalies subject the current poverty measure to

criticism. However, the present methodology has the advantage of being con-

sistent over the entire 24-year period, permitting assessment of trends and

changes in trends in the mtreter sod percent of people who are poor. it would

also appear that a perfect measure probably could not oe desived.,

4
S. Poverty Rates

The proportion of people in poverty declined steadily during the 1960s.

From a high of 22 percent of the population in 1959, the first year of meas-

urement, the rate dropped each year until 1970. With a few bumps up and down,

; ;
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including the lowest recorded level of 11.i percent in 1973, the rate essen-

tially stabilised during most of the 197011never dropping below 11 percent

a

and never riming above 12.5 percent. Then, startips in 1979, the poverty rate

turned up, increasing each year. until it teethed 15 percent in 1982 (the

latest year for Which-date are available), an increase of nearly one-third in

just 4 year.. These trends point a valuable picture of the prugresa and set-

backs in the Nation's efforts to reduce pov erty. gu t the overall rates tell

only pert of th? stary. They disguise s.ne important issues. Within these

overalreverages, the rates for particular groups of people have varied

substantially.

1. Poverty Nisbet for Blacks

The poverty rate for blacks has stubbornly stayed two to three times higher

than the rate for whites. During the 24-year period for which we have data,

the poverty rite for blacks declined by 55.1 percent to 30.3 percent in 1982.

still very high. In 1962 nearly one-third of all black households in the Na-

tion had incomes below the poverty level. This figuro is influenced, however,

by another characteristic of the poverty population: The group with the high-

est poverty rate of all continues to be female-heeded households. This is

largely because women's earning, average
approximately 40 percent less than

men', and barmier' their average rates
of participation in the labor force are

lower. Sire a disproportionate *here of female-headed families are black,

this factor incr he incidence of poverty among blecke. Even excluding

the relatively high proportion of black female - headed households, the poverty

.-ate for blacks is almost double that of whites: ILO percent, compared to

9.3 percent.

dv

12
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2. The Dumber of Poor Elderly Continued to Decline

The greatest success in reo:cing the rate of poverty occurred among the
elderly. Starting at a rat, of 35.2

percent in 1959, over two times the rate

for other moults, the rate hod dropped by 1982 to 14.6 percent,lust slightly
lower than the overall ratewhich by this time was on the rise. Although the

overall poverty rate began rising in 1979 and by 1982 had risen by 32 percent,
the poverty rate for the elderly held steady at a rate near its Lou point.

Throe main factors reduced poverty among the aged: The Social Security program
grew rapidly during the entire 1970s and into the 1980s;

Congress established
the Supplemental Security

Income (SSI) program, which provides, by itself, a

level of income almost at the poverty level for
elderly couples; and privets

pensions expanded rapidly. Although the overall
poverty rate for the elderly

continued to decline in the face of rising poverty f,r woos other groups, the

the rate of poverty has
remained high for some aged

persons--the very old,

the elderly living alone, and elderly blacks.

3. Poverty Among Children

The poverty rats for children has consistently
been higher than that of

of the i'r,:ition in general. In 1982, over one in five children under 18
years (21.3 percent) was poor. The poverty rate among children was

54 perccut higher than its 13.8 percent law point in 1969.

The poverty rate for children in feeele-headed households wee much higher

(56 percent) than that of children in male-headed families (13 percent). The

growth it the number of
female-headed families combined with the high incidence

of poverty among such families bee helped to keep the poverty rate for Children
high. Since

. . .

1959, the proportion of children living is female- headed families

BEST COPY
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has more then doubled--from 8.9 percent in 1959 to 19.4 percent In 1982. In

1902, every ether poor child lived in a innate- headed family, compared to about

one is every four poor children in 1959.

The more recent increase in the incidence of poverty among Children has

been the result of more two-parent families jo'ling the poverty ranksprimula-

ably as a result of the recession. Children in two-parent families accounted

foe about 70 percent of the increase in poverty moue children since 1978.

14
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III. CAUSES FOR LEVELS AND TRENDS IN POVERTY

As is true for all complicated social phenomena, the causes of poverty

and trends in its development are hard to explain.
One obvious way to begin

such an analysis is to examine
the mein sources of income to the poor.

Poverty discussions often Give the impression that the poverty popula-

tion consists of the SE4 people from year to year. Moreover, reported year-

to-year variations hide substantial
numbers of the overall population. who

move into and out of poverty over a period of years.
Recently released re-

ports of longitudinal studies
conducted by the University of Michigan (Panel

Study of Income Dynamics:
have indicated that over a 10-year period between

1969 and 1978, 25 percent of the population
was poor at least one of those

years. Aboi.t one percent of the
population was poor during the entire period,

and shout five percent
were reported poor in five out of seven years. These

studies identified the principal
causes of movements into and out of poverty

as changes in family Composition
(divorce. marriage, birth of a child, depar-

ture of a child, or the entrance
of additional family members into the work

force).

In Addition, during the period under study, performance of the economy
and the size of government

transfer programs have effected wages, work-related
benefits, and need-tested

benefits, alt of which help determine the number of
the poor. Changes in demographics

and living arrangements also figure heavily

in explaining past poverty trends.

BEST COPY
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A. Effects of Changes in the Sammy on Zeroing@ of the Poor

On the surface, the trend in poverty over the pest 24 years mirrors closet:

conditions in the economy during that period. The rapid economic growth of

the 1950' and 1960* boosted the standard of living for all Arstri:ens--low in-

come as well as high income. Since the official measure of poverty is *abso-

lute," rising productivity pushed up standards of living *cries Mt board, and

the 'hare of the population left below the poverty line decline*. 'Severer,

economic stagnation of the 19706 halted the decline in the incidence of poverty

Leal wage growth was negative on average during the decade overall, and real

family median incomes also declined. The proportion of families in poverty

totaled about the same near the end of the decade as it was at the beginning.

Then in January 1980, the economy began a decline, which after a brief reverse

dropped into the worst downturn since the Great Depression. During this time,

the rate of poverty rose markedly.

5. Government Transfers and Elderly Poverty

The rate of poverty for the elderly showed a dramatic decline over the

24-year period for which such data have been tabulated, Prom 35.2 percent in

1959, substantially above the rate of other persons, the rate of poverty for

the elderly has dropped steadily until in 1982 it reached 14.6 percent. about

the *awe as the overall rate, The growth in Federal Government transfer pay-

ments to the elderly is the primary reason for the general decline in the rate

of poverty for the elderly, Other sources of income for the elderly grew as

well, particularly private pension benefits, which have increased rapidly

since the end of World War it, The Social Security program itself had the

16
BEsrs, ;E..,
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most effect. Without income from Social Security, over one -half of the elderly
would be poor.

Social Security payments increased over the entire period for a number of
reasons. These monthly d4acks to some 35 million

persona (cum-thirds of whom
were egad) now provide

inftatioe -proof intone. The major increaser in Social
Security case as a result of the following;

1. Periodic ad hoc benefit
(acre/tees dories the 1960e which culmi-nated with the largest increases ever in the early 1970s. Con-gress increased Social

Security benefit levels
five times is thelate 1960s and early 1970e. These five increases,

ranging fromseven percent is 1965 to 20 percent in
1972, rained the benefitbase by a emulative 84 percent. The result was that when thefirst automatic cost -of -liviag adjostmeat

(COLA/ occurred in1975, it woe calculated
at a higher base.

2. The enactment of an automatic COLA in 1972. Originally toutedas a conservative chaos*
that would make it :ems likely thatthe Congress would seek periodic increase'

during electionyear., this cheap resulted is large-scale increases in benefitlevels during the
mid-to-late 19704 and early 1900s. these in-creases, which permeturatly

iscressed the base for all subsequentchanges, were tied to increases in the coasomer price Lades(CPI). Thus, during the latter half of the 1970., when infla-tion rates were highest, the purchasing
power of recipients ofSocial Security wee fully protected and keeping the elderlyfrom fillies into poverty. At the same time, however, the stan-dard of living of many working people

deteriorated es increasesis wages foiled
to switch increases is prices. The povertytLreshold, tied to the CPI, thus outstripped

increases in earn-ings, and sore not-elderly earners fell into poverty. The weakeconomy from 1980 to 1902 led to increasing
poverty rates soresfamilies with warbles members, white the amber of elderly inpoverty stabilised.

C. The Effect of Cheeses
in Earnings and transfers oe Children

The 1971-1902 increase in the rats of poverty
was sharpest *moue chiles**

in sale-heeded families.
The poverty rate for children is such families, al-

though below the overall
rats, climbed 53 percent from 1979 to 1982.

reaching
13 percent. the poverty rates

for children is resale-heeded families, *Ivey.
high, rose 15 percent in

the sane period, reaching 56 percent.

BEST COPY
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The 1982 rate of poverty for female- headed families was more than two

and one-half times that of all families. Of all children living in poor fami-

lies, 52 percent were in female-headed families.

Although female- headed families no logger are the fastest-growing pover-

ty group, their problems seem to be the most intractable. For many of these,

particularly those who rely on governmental transfer programs for their basic

sustenance, even a strongly rebounding economy could not be expected to pro-

vide much help. Of the 3.2 million femele-headed families with children in

poverty, about half get most of their income from income transfer programs.

Except for Alaska, no State provides level of assistance through its Aid to

Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program which takes families up Co the

U.S. official poverty threshold. In fact, over the 'est 10 years, the real

level of AFDC assistance has declined as inflation has eroded purchasing power

of AFDC levels, which are decided by States and lack automatic adjustments for

rising prices. In soma areas the decline in purchasing power has cut the real

value of the benefit by as much as one-third. For example, in New York City,

the maximum benefit level for a three-person AFDC family in September, 1963

is $515, compared to $766 (in July 1983 dollars) 12 ',tars earlier. Since food

stamps do not count se income for poverty purposes, adding the value of this

indexed transfer program hes no effect on reducing the 'waver counted se poor,

even though it reduces need among the poor.

The recent cut., in the budget AFDC are likely to have depressed the in-

comes of female-headed families in poverty. The new AFDC rules prevent sus-

tained we,'sre assistance to families (female-heeded or not) who have earnings.

These changes also reversed two decaZes of policy concerning assistance to the

poor. Since large numbers of family heads work nearly full time and yet are

unable to earn an income <gust to the poverty. level, AFDC assistance had been

18
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considered appropriate for such a family. The recent changes countered that
policy. Furthermore, these amendments reversed a policy tenet held for a num-
ber of /cars that tense who work should always

receive more income than those
who do not.

Defenders of these changes have argued
that participation in the welfare

programs constitutes a "welfare trap" from which one should be encouraged to
extricate oneself sod that continued dependence on welfare saps the. initiative
a person might have

to work himself or herself out of poverty. The proponents
welfare cuts argue that high levels of welfare payments actually iccrease

the incidence of poverty among working-age
adults baconse they constitute a

disincentive. Furthermore, the basic
welfare program for working-age adults

with children is AFDC. This program for the most part is limited to one-
went familiesusually with female head*. Thus the AITIC program has been
said to induce

some poor families to split up in order to qualify for cash
help.

A
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IV. FILOVOSALS TO ItEIXICE POVUFT

One overriding conclusion
of any analysis of poverty is that fluctu-

ations in economic growth
bear most directly on the extent of such hardship.

This conclusion is supported
by analyses of the changes in poverty during the

pest 20 years as well as by preliminary analyses of the effect of the 1)81-1982

recession. Through overall fie-el
policies designed to promote economic growth,

the Congress has taken
actions, which, it successful, will improve * status

G.) of people in poverty. cad will facilitate covalent out of poverty through expand-

ed work and earning
opportunities. In addition, the

Congress has recently en-

acted a new program of job training to assist poor
wo-k,.ng-age adults improve

their work skill. and enhance their earnings capabilities.

Change. in the income tax laws could increase after-tax incomes of those

in poverty who pay income cases although it would not reduce the officially

measured number in poverty,
because measurcent is based oa before -tax income

Federal income and payroll taxes have increased from $35 in i978 to $440 in

1983 for a family of three with earnings equal to the poverty threshold. This

represents an increase in taxes from 0.7 percent to 5.5 percent of income, and

tesults partly from the effect of inflation adjustments on the threshold itself

to torus of aggregate
revenue loss per dollas of benefit to poor taxpayers, the

two most effective tools to reduce the tax burden t..f the poor are the earned in»

come credit (E1TC) and the zero bracket amount (ZSA). The E1TC is phased out

for incomes above $10,000
and, therefore, all of the benefit* from increasing the

credit go to people with incomes below the phaseout.
The credit is available
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only to persons rho
support a child, but it is not increased

for family sise;
therefore, it does not raise the tax entry point for

Childless persons, nordoes it raise the
taxable threshold for large families

above that for small
ones. If it were extended

to poor workers
without children, or adjusted for

family site, it would provide extra cash aid to more of the poor.

Increasing the ZSA is also a relatively
cost-effective way of providing

tax relief concentrated
oa lower-income people

because the tax reduction doesnot go to the
taxpayers who itemize

their deductions.
Bowater, married couples

receive the 04410 ZSA rowdiest/ of their family size;
therefore, it, too, isnot * very good way of providing

extra relief to larger
families. Sizable in-

creases in the ZSA would
be needed to

raise the tax -free
incomes of single

people end serried couples to the
poverty love: (a $LOW

increase for single
people to 54,300 and

a $1,400 increase for
married couples to $4,800).

Substantial increases in the personal
exemption would be necessary to raise

the tax-free income level for large families up to the poverty level for them.
The differences between the poverty lines for four- and five-person families is
almost 52,000, and it is over $1,600

between five- and
six-person families.

Therefore, a personal
exemption of around

$1,800 would be needed to provide the
difference in tax-free

income levels between
four-, five- and six-person falai

lies that would correspond to their
respective poverty limos. All of these op-

tions would be expensive in terms of tax revenue
foregone -for both the poor

sn4 the zany nonpoor tax filers who would benefit..

Other options for reducing poverty
concern actions the Congress might take

through expanded
or better-targeted income

transfer programs. Before discussing
these possibilities

two points should be mods: (1) These proposels
would incresseFederal budget

outlays; and (2) Increased
income transfers of certain types, byOleic very nature, create

disincentives to work.
They are also alleged to affect

21
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family stability, although the extent to which eh 's happens is unclear. In any

event, tradeoffs must be mode. Value' juAgownts ultimately determine the desire-

bility of income redistribution as a national goal. It is beyond the scope of

this enAlySis to estisott the budget coats of these proposals, and there has

been no attempt to assign priorities to them.

Changes in the demographic
composition of the population also still continue

to affect what happens to the poverty population. If the growth rate of female-

headed families, does not decrease, their numbers any swamp other efforts to alle-

viate poverty, Furtherunce, as the population ages and lives longer, the number

of single demon over age 75--a group with a very high poverty rate--will increase.

Sow possible changes in Federal transfer program* would provide additional

income to t..e poor but would have no effect on the poverty rate as measured.

Cash transfer prograww night be increased to provide
'additional income to cer-

tain groups, but if cash benefits were not increased enough to bring the poor up

to the official poverty threshold, the poverty rate would not be reduced, al-

though the "poverty gap" would be narrowed. Furthermore, if food stomp benefits

vete increased, neither the official poverty gap nor the poverty rate would be

affected, since food stamps are not counted as incomealthough the poor clearly

would have more disposable income. This is not to suggest that the Congress way

not want to consider such changes as being most helpful in reducing the need.

Bo: the current official poverty measure, would not reflect such cnanges.

Additional spending for transfer programs
would have the greatest effect

on reducicg poverty if directed at specific groups of the population. For ex-

ample, increases in social benefits for unremarried widows and widowers would

target additional incone to a group of the elderly with a high rate of poverty.

In addition, the Federal SSI program, which already provides income almost. up

to the poverty line for poor elderly couples, could be liberalized to guarantee
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8 poverty line income
for all the *sod. However, a general boost iu Social

Security would not lower poverty
subsist:unscially, because only one -tenth

of recipients are poor after
receiving current benefits.

Similarly, a general lures** in
unenploymeat oapeasation (VC) outlays

would not reduce the official
poverty rate 'abets -tielly because fewer than oneout of tee VC claimants

is poor.
Additional VC outlays for the longterm unen -played who did not receive UC in the last year

would, however, have
amore target -efficient effect. About two out of five of these

individuals were classi-
fied as poor in 1982. A special

unemployment assistance program for individuals
in this category who had substantial

work experience in the last three years,
for example, could have a greeter

effect on the official
poverty rate. One

could also enhance
this effect by applying s family

income test, but this might
stigemtise the program in the eyes of

some, by making it similar to welfare.
These changes, white adding to budget

expenditurwe, would be notably
less controversial

than proemial' for
increasing transfer payments to younger

persons who are poor,
Proposals to reform the welfare assistance

programs by
expanding eligibility for non-elderly adults and children have surfaced over thepast 15 years, have

been vigorously
championed by Republicati

and Democratic ad-
inistrstioes alike, and have failed

of 04ACLOCat. In 1981, however, Congress
enacted significant

AFDC changes to narrow eligibility and to restrict benefit,
to those who do not work at all. One possible change to direct additional
benefits to the poor would be to restore the so--called

"work incentive boner,'
which permitted aiDC-eligible persons to receive declining

benefits as a supple-
sent to earnings.

feta more controversial would be proposals
to enact various bailie changesin these programs or replacements for them. Ideas of this sort which have been

COPY
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proposed is the past include: 4 program of children's allowances, a negative

income tea vhich would provide
benefits through the tax yCee to all the poor

regardless of household
composition or source of income, and requirement that

States establish an AFDC incur floor that would guarancee all poor one-parent

families minimum; income equal to a
particular proportion of the poverty

threshold (most likely lower than 100 percent),

In summary, the recent econoeic recession and cuts in social welfare

programs have induced a rise is the rate of poverty in the United States.

Continued economic recovery could be expected to relieve these conditions for

some of the poor--those able and willing to
work. Changes in the income tax

laws could be designed to increase after-tax income
of the poor who have earn -

ins,. for those with no close attachment to the work force, income treoafer

program increases could be directed to those most in need. All each policy

changes, whether income tax relief or social welfare spending increases, would

put additional pressure on the Federll budget deficit and would be decided on

range of grounds, some beyond those discussed here.
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went lobe largely responsible r the iscrease on peetrans

her impishly that we her &commas .'saner pupa-

tes., of boonthoith ate now
headed by the young. the cod.

sod wacaes without wiles all groups with beloovavtf

age mosses° Sot these changes elan do not "vomit for

the Wore of inequality to dation lo fact teem larches

hem Mown that anquality nobs specific demographic

imps, iachanto massed married men. has saceemed. °

Is abloom, owegialety between
cohorts has also la-

mmed. the ratio of the earsiap of the yams sad of the

elderly to thine of plow age has folks "

At the tame way that these hoes hold treads have been

taking place. Mks of populate** on a large scale have

bent occumes The nation's oldest and Largest cites

hate. hoc decade% been maim gang a steady Iasi of their

popalstoon. motto mem. and industry to the espeadiog

suburbs and to new. fast-growing fitCsfefoliCan areas in

the South and West. *tide lowowome people largely

blacks have moved (rent the rural Smith to metropoli-

tan areas is the North and. Moir recently. in the South

These mtgration patterns have had bah socemotwoue

and teem aspects that have gresely coosperesded he

strains on out olio Chic consapicace has bees increased

attention to the olphcaloops foe nuirfatiefi patients of
proposed urban programs such as the ghetto condiment

policies saggesied by the Nohow! Advisor/ Comentee

00 Civtl Duman* ( 14681 and the call for yob monitrn

programs la central cities issued by the Plessdesn's Urban

30.

and Rqgmtal Policy Geoup (19711). Sods progreesa. it

has Meat argord. mold fed the tobarbon montman of
whites ("wise Right") and black imigratios. imitatay

mg the ails they ours meatad to allevesta ° Scheel de-

segregation programs were viewed with similar

appaheostoo.

hEdhlmtilert

&booing has king boa Moog* to be the lemma of

towoontec advaacanest,
sad mob* policy has thus might

to among! owe schooliag its a mom to moat lotti-

alba with ecotwericay nasal*AA and esaleatish.

Rematch molts new the We decade. bowelier, base led

meanie pessimism about the rams of higher educative for

Massie* noohdity. Roma mama of sibling data bas

kW to the amitholm. etomthelsor. that foot mono( high

school rinse an indatiebters occoposimal states modestly,

aid ram lowool moolodo by
Wane. 15% sad 25 % .°

Completioa of fan rim of college ream occopotional

slants sobstamisly, both among eons ia roast and

mach; men with ideotical ten same from the same faar

dy, and raises carvings by SO% to 40%

Wit* not the pet'

We base suggested that reduction M poverty once 1965

have bees mama primarily Omagh growth is the scope

and effectwann of goomosneot traosfee policies. Lack of

progress es redeems privity that results from low amid

Incomes nukes a insponsot to dandy the demographic

snaps most Wu* to be poor. Table 5 highlights the cher.

Interviews of those who were poor befoce treaders on

1976

These groups are most lady to be pour.

1
The aged Almost half the pretrander pons live to

households whom heads are 65 years of ose or one Sim

ire our society the aged ere not expected to wort. this

group should not be regarded as a tabor motet problem

Indeed, the', Air no Wager 003 transfer policy problem.

in the 4en-,e that seurtt? Suppkosental Semity

Income. food stamps. Medwase, and Medicaid now Mo.

vide ntliceently generous benefas its move an the aged re-

memos them oar the poverty line (The dealers now he.

mg brotighe about by cuts and stints at these programs

may change the amnia, dranscally. as may raising the

Moment age fat aortal sc:urity 1

2 The theaNed Ness so the sea, the disabled represent

the Wiest group so peen-nuke poverty The hkehbood of

iernselticant numbers of III rm escaping poverty through en-

hanced careworn also km, although abadued she,-

tend employment may etiolate the pure transfer bunko

to some cgs.
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tigellktm This apProach reflects the general Klrc-
tares to provide 'twofers to employed aid manually
employable persona Added to this refocuses is the deter-
meastme oe the pert of the current admiametratros to re-
eve sorer imeat's role m armor* for the welfare of its
comes Although less money will be evadable to 4C101.1ffi
plash the gook el the system, nee* cast still be date.

Wefts he deal.

Cowed". GAM In coverage have Meg bees apparent be
1979, needy eaholf of the weal unemployed were inch-
ptair far beadle from uneinployineat tbsurastet. Unem-
ployed fathers an imehiphle for AFDC Maeda it 24slaw his im stales whore they am eligible, pan rcipation
h a s b e e n I s m m/y 15 % to 10% ." The Food Stamp pm-

ameted re 1964 sad easeadell m 1971 1974, and in
1977. is the ale mown maiatermace program which of-
fers weissased commge. tuelvdens intact (Ainslie* will a
ambits mmeher, leek Maks. and childless camphor'

Wliale some low-iwome poems do as maw any rum-
mos. others are served by a mulatto& of programs id-
moissered by many difftment agencies with bale or Na co-
ordinatoon of objectors or operation procedure* The
Melton adminiatrotroo has called public *Matron to
overlaps .eewesn Social Security and SSI A more war-
ren mom* is the amour of disability (Nor SO public
programs priestly proymie protection against the risk of
disabling illness or merles is the form ofcash. len ices. or
sabsadres.n Despite this rrokferattoo of public programs.
secretariat* 20% of the nosoged disabled remained
poor et 1977."

Ainprocv The sdapacy of local security heiteits. food
Nampo, SSI. and a somber atelier programs depends on
them tram levied to 'he CPI. so that they rise with the
QM of bonne. Not all programs are litrielled. however Re.
ceetly, the adequacy of the kF DC system karmic under
close eitansioskon Mott states refer to then aial poverty
lima what sesuag up the mamma standards the poor
nolitd tr order 10 let bo, but in 1976 sally two moue set
that mandords as or -Stews the poverty hue. and in no
note was the mammas hericat as high as the Norris lane

ils menkonal earlier. oak in ( Aroma are Af bau-
lks a:Opted for lecrerset us the .osi ir.tnit (NCI t be 1.0
decade the real Salites of At IX Acattaltdarth and pi*
meal levels bow, on Ostrow. bait eroded by maroon M
27% aid 17% respectively Bs the i1.1414100 standard
adtqoary, AFDC folk short and large differences in hem-
* levels costume to cum scrims stria

4.wroisloy Estimates of theparircipmain rates of chip -
We persons is welfare programs range irons 43', to 90%
and they exceed 75 % for only two porgy.' rns .411X" and
arrtert-bresher property tae relief la reboot on the la.
omit oils of a portion of the property tat card by some
low- manse gospel for ARX.linemplosed Father,

35-632 0 84 3

the eras 1S%; for expetiment.rt Naomi elloortems, it
varies Maims 26% aid 0%; for food mato^ it borers
armed 41%. In amain. POrktalmllin M the old age
insuntems prostates virtually 100%. The problem of
peracipotioa is dearly a major ewe. but artempts to iden-
tify the ramose that people do mot or wail sot pertscipate
have use with oily MOW weak*

slIcienry In adatioisteang a social welfare magma, ca-
suist, is a masa of speadieg the wow, oboe it will do
the Meet prod. The camp of "target eikiency" b ate*
seed to Judge poverty peogreees. k whew* the propor-
tion of the allocated mosey that goes to the poor. The
Itighir the proportion. the more Akira the program is
deemed to be. Bet this measure obscure* a *ember of
mess. arch is emit dreineanive effects Of a high stargonal
as cats on the poor Some of donee dierocammus are de.
sCrebed below.

Adreretfleseider Arms

Faders if aware, pronramn to schism all of their or-
tended goals is orgy part of the problem. As critical as
Woe. and one the has mimed malt atteortoo. is the
chirp that the program advert*

area 000001739C and
socsal behertm."

Work disinernrovi. Although. as mem lama earlier, CO %
of those who rowan poor are net expected to work Is g
the old) the 0.11f .10% who to ice redeem of society,
should work, have been the stsbasct of a long-nuitung de-
bite Both macaw theory and commoo saw suggest
that rash payments can induce loner wort effort. These
disincentives can *crease poverty sad inequahty at the
same time that baulk payments decrease than.

Sumba have revealed that work effort a adversely 4-
ft:wed by marginal at ratessw earned ratallne. Moreover,
the respoisiveness to us rates of grooms currently stied
most by the monster programs the aged. disabled. single
parrots, the poor. the seemployed n substantially
Water than that of able-bodied employed named ram
who hose Am reacted 61, especalk married men hying
abuse the poen, 1140 1 Stoned trunICII alto sirs the
amount of pet wed sheo do moth more modal, In re-
speflfC in the tat rate

Gorr thew strong ...ma:masons ,ns the lip cis of Lis
races, the high effettne rates mon passed into the 4.1.
tboo*s income support system Lac en new smulleaace It
is emanated Ow mime uresfer prognoses Wooed ag
nregate lobar supply in the late 1970a by about 4 per
year 'the perrentrge redaction m triad ecoemate aawrv-
ny will be less than 4 6 t however, became recipient
wimp are well beim the U S pelage far all workers

F frill on sownto Is recent years. a law nano cc.
searchers lase curried in a sported debate kart the local
smarmy-savage most " They have reached few ben con-
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University of Wisconsin-Medison
iseihrto for Itseserdo on Poverty

II Focus
Poverty in the lished Siam When do we seed sow?

Pro yaws he a apercial sate et Focus "Met l'overty Ow Owed Smarr Whew Po Pht SMIrsir r'
Moir 19111-821

wawa taws* fa Amery and Me row* ofisesewsapparr proowns sauce 11103. kr Walter MO the reatemleref pewits

AmriallfvmSPIAUSneromllaer
OberNOW yeas Sabconondner oft Pattie Mamma and Lawarepassynow Qtagisms-

OA *Ay 004 floral Adam CondnifireOf* tirorregflkermuotivas re hold *anew on the estseamsforlossate ancvmws

M pawn, me saw 19T f. Among iAe gweesione Maw invissti warms al aalsiMess wee AV MAIM( inwparleaCe of recession.

alsmagearatte Amy. bealites naSreosons. eel a reerlorrOw* er *a Orr real /off chard* affemernar lanallts of cowing Inerversed

poterpt me pilaw sarasaurges parts af ski sestinowy presentacl ra Consms to assess ontreff we sword wow honey wan

Ow Me mato steclorvel ref maw co Marc! a faatewie otbrf as bekol/ of the poor.

Tk plabitir of perefly

Before out can drgeuvr probable cauves and posublt cum,
a is fins necromy to address 4 he i ask 444.V.tton*.ofteansrif
poverty. How moat po env is there, 'alio are the pour'
How poor are they' And how well; 14 they motion al
poster

-Wan howls pewit.'

Pommy has been on the inenease m ream years. The

Wi= of the Cants mons that 15 wane of the popula-
tion owe *Ivo the poser, hoe as 1962.compered w 11,7

perces° to 1979, abet maws that the number of poor pet -

meg had tocasel by more than eel° annum . The oflicse

poverty nee *a as high as Pie as w am is 1966. Do as

/teat a ra 01 atl rbtrialn toe al pinery no. is when
the N.0 4° Pmess staled? ()toe the official numbers
iniskadone

to 1).a td Stockman. Mose of the ()slim of
Mona/moms and If Woe. and others who teethed before

Comae.. the '..-orois Surcatis measurement poled. Its do

nut peps hic a 4.umpkte testae: 'The teeCUlusiOn of any

salmi of norcadi asumanor when measurall the asieleace
of poser, is a Lev to .14 mewed po*ou has not
deemed dolinf the lest decade."' He teams the to-kind

means tested benefits Ouch as Sleilicatd. Food *amps,

wheel hatches. and AtlItiang tubsydrest. wtrsfi were reta-

il%
tiligitnrfre-apt rn 1959.5y 11W3 oat pmWes as a half

of sit meaus-testod assiosanoi. WI by 1962 more than loots

of cote', WO dollars of such assiesace ACISCIDA.. The

Reproduced with the perisissioe of the Institute for Research

ow Poverty, 0 1984 free 111, focus 1, wiater 1964:

(80)
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TONI Viol its Messerisa Poverty

I c & n o s ontv0re ( ant to draw the offirsal nos'
errs line. ...emus for posuransien thsvfne rnehrdes
mowers *ate, .u111 %gangs,. net meow from sell.

ocilli tes.ort41, ramie, pubk mut-
lance trwotrie, and other sash posernmens trans
tem, properly Owurne prelftera, nem, des Weeds,
tee I. and tuna* Itantieri. tusk as pethrons and
Amoco tt not subtraet cues fwd.

2 Porrunsfer noway. Also termed motto 'mom
on pre pos craning emote. anomie. this :tamps rs
:anus mouth et. Woo ?Anonyms transfers but

no Ware pf 'kale naggers such at pHs, AIWA,.
:had support and prose pompon

3 Prue/err "too Armchair OVOMineerigin
1114.-Omt nunus sally :ash pub*: Ai+01a0Ce pro-
ruins unveils .team/. weft aSSOpettalneural SOM.
tits Income and 1100 10 f- wok. Mull Dependent
( Mallen It onsludet tonal rouranst besides.
unit Al %kW .CUfttl, ten ettlettritfTW111 UtOrraelee,
tailwind tehrentent. eteran erNtr,T misted pro.
suns. and Mort 1W1g0tneM,, *Inshore riot mean,
*mot

4 l djusted two Corns stwortle StIVIchted by
the aloe of such In rod transfers a- Mediate.
loireard, good stamps, and pubite loosing. wh-
o astute federal assume and mould taws, and tar,

Int/ tato .k.uurrt undeffeporturg worn( *lief
nese MCA...WCS lW CsIMIAM141 the AWC of to Aid

'motile (reported in f vat4 6 1 .remade "11111141

Alue uhe1 thr henna mould sou it puts-haw'
in the tharrer. "Inaptern afar' tuts muff cab
the twprent *child to utfisall 14 pas for the Noe-

and -posers, budges share-- the peoponsurt
or these ina;tne that chow Of the pinent lute
Ispk-4.13y *MS t. the good la 1540-44, obeli in.
fund ben nts sere miasmal.

3. .-insokeet orfterfi tlnrshold IInw The "ad
.ethos at lesel befogs *hot households are
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To Naha eaplorc the Mame effectsof thew factors,GumWolk in his testimony Marnsd analyses twanging 0444
throe dements -Isangss in mean marker Ineenle. Wheel
realm the sate or the evonorns, changes hi moo cash tram.
fee "ayi M. and., reildttal ~) that captures dhows in
ilie Amour Me tannic dinnbutitio."Thar third moos" isunproctaat Iowans( durnuairopis M Poverty rises mull from
chassis MI the atartnatan of income. For man*. of the
real tmeenn of ad hossattkokia rise peopothostaidy durum
good runes. a smaller propotioua of hoursholds woe al
Mon the rased pooeny line. IC hootisr monomer noon-
won does not rant the MOMS ofasp householth fly.
the shave of the Income disaibution

dumps And. if the
'incomes of thine boineholds at the bottom of the dilute.
!tats pow slower than the memo. noway may rise Jamie
an /Mane m ineeele wows. TAIt.11..dectimposesthr--

poseny rates ma two time mutt*. the embermac marked by dellining, dasinore recent min
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pansy err

se

Mantes. Mosso 1979 and 1982.
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market moms solids increased poverty by 0.11 mums gar
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t

banurgnisomm &chard mom sharply amonghose in die low wane
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CASH AND NON-CASH
BENEFITS FOR PERSONS WITH LIMITED I(By Vee Burke)

More than 70 benefit programa 1/ provide
cash_and non-cashaid that is

directed primarily
to persons vith Itgited income.These benefit

programs cost $121.3
billion in fiscal year (FY)

1983, up 1.3
percent from FY 1982,

and equal to 3.9 percent of
the gross

national product.
Federal, funds provided 75 percent

of the total.
After adjustment for price inflation, 1983welfare spending was up 3 percent

from 1982, but down 3 percent
from the peak level of 1981.

Measured in constant value dollars,
1983 outlays were the second

smallest since 1980.

Collectively, these benefit
programs constitute the public"welfare" system, if welfare is defined as income-tested orneed-based benefits. Most of the programs base eligibility onindividual, household, or family income, but some use group orarea income tests; and a few offer help on the basis of presumed

need.

This report consists of a catalogue of 74 need-based pro-
grams. For each it provides the funding formula,

eligibilityrequirements, and benefit levels. At the back of the report
a table dives

.expenditure and recipient data for FY 1981-1983by program.

Of FY 1983
welfare dollars, 61.5 percent

were spent onmedicsl aid and cash relief (34 and 27
percent, respectively).Food benefits

accounted for 14 percent of the total, and 15percent was in the form of housing benefits,
jobs-training,and energy aid. The remaining 9 percent went for educationail and other

services. (See table 1 for FY 1931-1981
suc-cors, page 2.)

1/ The List of 74
programs in the table of contents in-cludes one (Public

Service Employment) that ended on September 30,
1981, and another (Emergency

Food Distribution and Shelterprogram) that was scheduled to end in 1964,
Tne number of pro-

grams is somewhat
arbitrary. For example,

General Assistance,Listed under both cash and medical aid, could be regarded instead
as a single

program.

Reproduced from: U.S, Library of Congress.
CongressionalResearch Service. Cash and

non-cash benefits for persons withUnited income: eligibility rules, recipient and expendituredata, FYs 1981-83. (by Vee Burke)
Report no. 84-99, June 1984.

p. 1-14.
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,TABLE 1. .laipeeditures of Major,lieed-Tested Benefit Programs, FY 1981-83

(oillions of current dollars)

Federal expenditures
''..Itste-local expenditures

Total expenditures

(millions of current dollars) (miitions of current dollars)
(millions of current dollars)

Categori rysi FY82 FY83 FY011 FY82 FY83 FY81

....WW.V.I.o.WW

F1(82 FY83

1. Medical care $22,091.7 $23,135,9 $25,085.3 $16,673.4 $17,790.4 $18,730.6 $ 38,765.1 $ 40,926.3 $ 43,815.9

2. Cash aid 21,566.2 22,076.8 22,831.4 1!,97!.. 11,271.8 11,697.9 32,563.0 33,348,6 34,529.3

Food benefits 15,600.0 i5,534.7 17,770.5 580.0 647.0 -712.3----26,t80,0 16,181,7 18,484,8

4. Housing benefits 10,455.5 11,380.5 12,722.7 0 0 0 10,455.5 11,380.1 12,722.7

5. 4deation 4,710.2 7,890.8 8,450,7 215,0 238.1 238.7 4,925.2 8,128.1 8,689.4

6. .bybs i training 7,516,3 3,989.4 4,087.9 83.9 74.8 81.5 7,600.2 4,064.2 4,169.4

7. .ervi4epi 3,324.1 2,724.8 2,778.4 1,461.5 12.5 9.2 4,785.6 2,737.3 2,787.6

8. Energy aid 2,008.9 1,763.5 2,048.9 0 0 0 2,008.9 1,763.5 2,048.9

TOTAL $81,272.9 $80,496.4 $95,775.8 $30,010,6 830,034.6 831,470,2 $117,283.5 $118,531.0 8127,246.0
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Gtort 1

Total Expenditures for IncomeTested Benefits

1968 1973 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 196" 1981 1982 1983
Fiscal *or
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A. Nature of Programs

Most of these programs provide income "transfers."
That is, they transfer income, in the for of cash, goods.
or services, to persons who make no payment and render J
service in return. licrever, in the case of the job and train-

ing programs and some educationel benefits, recipients must
work or study for wages, training allowances, stipends,
grants, or loans.

This report excludes income maintenance programs that are
not income tested, including social insurance, many veterans'
benefits, and all but one tax transfer program. Thus, it

excludes social security cash beiefits, unemployment insur-
ance, and Medicare. The first of these programs inl/Y 1953
paid out 34 percent more than all income-tested prggrams, or a
total of $120.7 billion, financed from payroll tax collections.
The report also excludes payments, even though financed with
general revenues, that may be regarded as "deferred compeesa-
tton," such as veterans' educational benefits ($1.7 billion,
in 1983), veterans' housing benefits, and medical care tot. .e
veterans with 4 service-connected disability.

The report includes one tax transfer program, the re-
bitable earned income credit for low-income workers wiAp

children. This program reduces the taxes of working eWeilies
with gross income below 510,000 and makes direct payments to
those whose income is below the income tax thrkshold. Other
tax transfers are excluded because they are not income tested.
Tax transfers (also known as tax expenditures) increase families'
Jisposable income by reducing their tax liability. Examples
Ore tile deductibility of mortgage interest and property taxes
on owner-n.!copied property ($20.8 billion and $8 billion re-
spctively, in 1981/ and the parental personal exemption for
students a4ed lq and over ($140 billion in 1983).

i. hilli;n-Dollar Programs in FY 1983

In FY 1463 a total of 2' income-tested progris spent more
hillion eich in Federal, State, and lo' al funds. The

list ...cis lel oy Medicaid, which cost more than the sum of the
two , pr,4ran4, 4i to Families with Dependent Children

ixFx) dill food .it.rep4. Here are the 20 programs and their
FY 1431 xproittures.
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1. Medicaid
2. AFDC
3. Food stamps
4. SS1
S. Section 8 lower income

housing assistance
6. Medical care for veterans

with a non-service-
connected disability

7. Veterans' pensions
8. Low-rent public housing
9. Guaranteed student Wakes10. Pell events (formerly

Basic Bducational Oppor-
tunity Grants)

11. General assistance
(medical care component)12. School lunch (free and
reduced-price segments)

13. Title XX social services
14. Section 502 rural hous-

ing loans
15. General assistance (cash

and non-medical care vendor
payments)

16. Low-income eneray assistance17. Earned income tax credit
18. Comprehensive employment

and training services
(CETA Titles 11-8 and
ti-C)

19, Special supplemental food
program for women, infants
and children (WIC)

20. 4u4dStart,

Stilton,

Percent
Increase From

FT 1981

$34.96 15.1
15.39 5.4
13.27 12.8
10.10 9.1

4.99 60

4.41 24.6
3.89 3.7
3.21 34
3.10

2.86
23.7

2.44
(-24)

2.41 4.3
2.40 b/ c/

2.33 (-18)

2.11 21.9
1.90 6.4
1.80

(-9)

1.76 (-21)

1.16 28.9 ,
1.13 11.6

a/ Not applicable.

b/ Federal dollars only. Data are unavailable
on State totaloutlay. after 1951.

cl State data are unavailable to calculate
percentage changein total spending.
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C. 15.111141111.-
Spending

Total expenditures on cash and non-cash welfare proeram100

were eight times greater in 1983 than in 1968. Seen after

allowance for price inflation, spending more than tripled

during the 13 years. Measured is constant 1972 dollars, it

climbed from $19.9 billion is FT 1968 to I peak of $61.3 bil-

lion is 1981, a period when the U.S. population grew by

15 percent. Per capita welfare speeding grew is real terms

(constant 1972 dollars) from $100 ie FT 1968 to $266 in

FY 1981, an increase of 166 percent. However, is FY 1982,

welfare spending failed to keep pace with inflation for the

fire( time since 1973. 2/ In real terms welfare outlays fell

5.5 percent ($3.4 billion in 1972 dollars). Only slightly

more than half of this was restored by increased speeding is

1983. Chart 1 and table 2 show the course of welfare spending

in both current and constant dollars.

During 1968-1978, Congress liberalised some old welfare pro-

grams and established new ones. Some of the major expansions

follow: effective in 1969 Congress gave a work incentive bonus

to all mothers who received AFDC checks; the bonus, virtually

repealed in late 1981, was the right to a welfare supplemeet even

after their earnings rose above the State standard of need. In

1969, minimum rents for public houeingivere abolished (rein-

stituted, at a low level, in 1974). By 1770 mmendment,,the food

stamp programs was converted into a Federal income guarantee in

participating counties. By 1972 amendment, basic edudational

opportunity grants were adopted for all needy college students.

(extended to "middle-income" stud is by 1978.1m). In 1972,'

effective in 1974, Federal cash'income guarantee (SSI)' was

enacted for the aged, blind, end disabled. Effective in 1974,

food stimps were extended to all counties, providing a national

income guarantee in the form of food stamps. In 1975, a Cebat-

able tax credit was adopted for low-income workers with

.1hildren.

to 101, however, Congress moved to restrict eligibility

far 4043e prograMf and to lower some benefits. For example, it

Ir's9 income eligibility limits far .%F' and food

.taap, rins:ea AFDC and food stamp benefit, for families

2/ Federal outlays for six major income and medical assist-

ance proArams (and program groups) for low income persons, as

mesured in constant dollars,
declined 3 percent from FY 1972 to

FY 1973. In all other years, from FY 1964 to FY 1981, such out-

lays rove. The programs: medicaid, subsidised housing payments,

food stamp program, cash assiseanco, and veteran pensions.

U.S. Library of Congress. Congressimal Research Service. 1985

budget perapectives:
Federal pending for the human resource

programs. ibyl 2ichard Rimkunso and Gene Falk iJashingtoni 1984.

CRS Report 94-35 EPY. p. 159.
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with earnings, raised public housing rents, and reduced sub-
sidies for school lunches. Effective in FY 1983, it tempor-
arily reduced the food stamp guarantee.

As table 2 shows, the annual rate of growth in total ex-
penditures for need-based benefits declined in the latter partof this period. Measured in constant dollars, the increase
in successive 5-year periods was: 19645-7.1, 81 percent;
1973-1978, S4 percent; 1978-1983, 7 percent. Further, as
mentioned before, real spending declined is 1982.
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TABLE 2. Total Expenditures for Income-Tested Benefits

Fiscal ),ear

Current dollars 7 Constantferinllars
(billions) (billions)

1968 $ 16.062 $19,910

1973 36.829 35.995

1975 54.025 44.221

1976 66.463 50.867

1977 73.092 52.392

1978 82.675 55.472

1979 69.894 50.310

1980 103.819 59.911

1981 117.283 61.267

1982 118.531 57.908

1983 127.246 59.611

a/ FY 14od and FY 1973 data are from "Income Security

for Americans: Recommendations of the Public Welfare Study."

Report of the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the Joint Economic

Committee. December 5, 1974. Table 4, page 28. Data for other

years:
-- FY 1975 data, CRS multilith 77-152 ED, p. 1. From the

total, the net sum of $441 million has been subtracted- -

$297 million was added to correct an error in housing

outlays, and $738 million was deducted because of a

revised estimate of medical benefits for veterans with-

out a service-connected disability.

FY 1477 date, CRS report 79-216 EPW, p. 2. From the total,

the net sum Jf $950 million has been subtracted--$33f,

million and 5142 million in lower estimntes of medical

4Pen4ini for veterans without a service connected disabi-

lity And for General Assistance (GA) medical aid, respec-

tiveli, offset in part by the addition of S28 million,

tne sum spent on weatherization.

-- FY 1977 data, CAS report 41-44 OW. p. 2. From the total,

the so," If >1.3 billion has been aubtracted--$1,050 and

i:50 aillio i,i lower estimates of medical spending for

veter_ms without a service-connected disability and for

GA :relic ;I aid, respectively.
iY 177i 3.1 a, CRS report 42-113 EPW, p. 2.

Ff 1979-3o data, CAS report 83-110 EPW, p. 2. FrOM the

1379 and 1464 totals, $57 million and $76.1 miltion,

respectively, have been deducted to correct an error in

reportel 'Inlays for nutrition for the elderly.

-- FK 1961-S) 4.1E3, p. 2 of this report.

b/ Current Sollars have been translated into 1972 con-
-

stant value 4,,tlirs by use of the implicit price deflators

for the gross nati,nal product: fiscal years 1968, 0.30675;

1973, 1.0232; 111S, 1.2211; 1975, 1.3066; 1917, 1.3951;

1913, 1.4904; 1979, 1.5964, 1980, 1.7329, 1981, 1.9143; 1992,

2.0:61; ani 1441, 2.1346.
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The 1982 welfare cutbacks are reflected is table 3, whichpr.:messes 1981-83 spending totals in cosecant dollars, by formof benefit. As this table shows, spending declined in realterm, in 1982 for medical aid, cash aid, food benefits, jobsand training, services, and energy aid.
Growth resumed in 1983for sedical aid, food benefits, and energy aid, but continued todecline for cash aid, jobs and training, and *weir s.

In constant dollars, speeding increased during bothyears for education aid and housing benefits.

TABLE 3. Recent Trends 'by Fora of Benefit,
FY 1981-1913 if

FY 1981

outlays
(billions of

FY 1982 FT 1983
outlay. outlays

constant 1972 dollars)

FT 1983 as

percentage of
1981

Medical Aid 820.250 819.994 820.527 101%Cash 17.010 16.292 16.176 95food aenefits 8.452 7,905 8.659 102Housing 5.462 5.560 5.960 109Education 2.573 3.971 4.071 158 b/Jobs-Training 3.970 1.986 1.953 49 --,Services 2.500 1.337 1.306 52Energy Aid 1.049 .862 .960 9247Y1a66 557.907 OEWIY -011f

a/ Data sources are the same as for table 2.

b/ The rise in education's share of need-tested benefitsfrom 1981 to 1983 is due in part to the FY 1952
restoration ofen income rest Or the

Guaranteed Student Loan Program (CSLP).As a result, the program was returned to this report's inventorysfter an absence in 1979-81, when it had no income test.

1, Share of Gross National Product

As a oer:entage of groin national
product (CRP), welfareoutlays more than doubled from 1968 to 1976, then were relativelysteady. In 1 the share rose to a peak of 4.07

percent. The
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share of GNP used for
income-tested benefit programs was as

follows:

FT 1968
1973
1975

1976
1977

1978
1979
1980
1981

1982

1483

1.93%
2.94
3.65
4.05
3.92

3.95
3.81

4.03
4.07
3.88
3.94

2. Share of Federal Budget

The share of the Federal budget used for benefit programs

for the needy more than doubled from 1968 to 1976 and peaked

in 1978-1979 at 14.1 percent. However, it began dropping in

1980 and in 1983 fell to 12 percent, lowest since 1973. Table

4 summarizes this.

TABLE 4. Share of Federal Budget Used for Need-Tested Benefits

Federal spending
for

need-tested benefits a/
(billions of current dollars)

Total
Federal
outlays

Share of Federal
budget for

need-tested benefits
(percent)

1468

......

$11.352 $178,1 6.4X

1973 26.775 245.6 10.9

197i 39.140 324.2 12.1

1476 49.1392 364.5 13.6

1471 54,701 400.5

1973 03.047 448.4

1719 69,188 491,3 14.1

1464 71,464 57,6.7 13,8

tyil 37,273 657.2 13.3

1482 88.496 728.4 12.1

1983 95,776 796.0 12.0

a/ Data soqrces are the Saar as Or table 2, p. 6.
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3. Share of Welfare Outlays Paid ky federal funds
x

The federal Government's
share of outlays for need-testedprograms climbed 9 percent from 1968 to 1979 and then declinedsomewhat, as follows:

FY 19611 70.72
1913 72.7
1975 72.8
1976 74.8
1977 74.8
1918 76.3
1979 77.0
1980 76.5
1981 74.4
1982 74.1
1983 75.3

0. Composition of benefits

The largest increases
during 1968 -83 in need -based benefitexpenditures were in forms other than cash. The result is adramatic change in the composition of the benefit dollar. At thestart of the period 46.9 cents per benefit &liter were given ascash, but by 1983 the cash share had fallen to 27.1 cents, adrop of 20 cents

per dollar (42 percent).
The share of aidprovided as food and housing more than doubled during the period,rising from 10.1 cents per benefit dollar to 24.5 cents. Theshare given as medical aid rose 3.5 cents (15 percent), but theshare provided as jobs and training

and ocher services declined2.3 cents (29 percent).

This is summarised
in Charts 2 and 3. Table 5 shows,further, that in the 4 years, 1979-83,

there use a significantshift toward aid in the form of medical benefits, food, educa-tion, and energy assistance. In this period the share of aidgiven 44 jobs-training
plunged 7.1 cents per benefit dollar(78 ?er:enr).
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Chart 3

Composition of NeedsBased Benefit Dollar
Fiscal Year 1983

..1As r(0,11,ng
3 3'

60

Percentages lo not sum to 100"Y doe to rounding

Energy
167
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Composition of NeedBased Benefit Dollar
Fiscal Year 1968

Edwcation
S ens

Housing
4.99:

Jobs
4.17

- froining

Cash
441.9011

Pertentopos do not NMI te 004,14 due to rounding.
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MALE S. Composition of limed- Tested benefit s/

FY 1968

Form of aid

all/
FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1983

(percentage share of total aid)

Medical Aid , 29.9Z 29.9Z 31.02 33.12

011.0.1
34.5 34.4Z

Cash 46.9 28.6 28.3 27.8 28.1 27.1

Food Benefits 5.2 12.0 13.0 14.0 13.7 14.5

;lousing 4.9 8.9 8.9 8.9 9.6 10.0

tducstion Aid 5.4 5.5 4.9 4.2 6.9 6.8

Jobs-Training 4.7 10.4 8.4 6.5 3.4 3.3

Services 3.1 4.4 3.9 4.1 2.3 2.2

Energy Aid 0 0.3 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.6

./M......

100.0f b/ 100.6f MTH b/ 05761 TWO1 b/

a/ 'Oita s,ur.e.; are the same as for titils. 2.

tot
dosi :lot add because of rounding.
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YEARS or POVERTY,
YEARS or PLENTY

Greg J. Duncan

The Dynamics of Poverty*

..1.111

You bow the poor arriamg you atoms
Matthew Mkil, Now English Odds

We speak easily of -the poor" as if they were an era - present andunchanging group. Indeed, the way we coriceptwalize the 'povertyprofilenr" seems to presume the permanent esistence of a well- definedgroup or poor people" within American society.
A number of different views have beep advanced about the maser ofpoverty and the appropriate solutions. One view holds that poverty it aresult of people bevies inadequate job skilfs and few opportunities to usethe skills they do possess. and that the solution lies

in increasing/oh skinsthrough training programs, or in inereastng job
opportassideo tbraniih avigormss, evading economy. Another holds *hot poverty results fromcertain attitudes, or an entire set of values and belieh held by pratpeoplethat there is a "es hom or poverty," There Is i tole censensus nowhat might cause such attitudes; they have even been attributed to dmvery government programs that have been designed to alleviate povertyin the first place.

Among the proponents of both views are dune whothink that the causes of the poverty problem" ar an *amerces andpoorly understood that the most important issue at the policy level is toaddress the effrcts of poverty, with particularconcern for children living

* Chapter 2 of: Duncan, Greg J. (with Richard D. Coe, Mary 2.Corcoran, Martha S. Rill, Saul 0. Roffman, and James M. Morgan).Years of poverty, years of plenty. Ann Arbor, Institute forSocial Research (University of Michigan), 1984.

Reproduced with the permission of the Institute for SocialResearch, 0 1984 from Years of poverty, years of plenty, 1984.p. 35-69.
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io posertc. In this inniroat.+ the most efficient 1411004101 is to augment the

Incenses of tlw paw with a simple intsmse transfer program. But 174OICVCT

ilk' yww, the stereotype that "tlw prior" this year will also he "Armor-

nest vear lievontl is whinny opirstioned. Poverty is seen by most

people AS A persistent conclition of We fur its victims.

In Mart 10 t'1114,77V the dynamics of poverty, we must first ennsider

bow !inserts is defined. lien again, as with upintims about its causes and

cores. dale ate congicting points of view. (hie set derides argues that
(lw official chfinition of poverty...understates its true extent becouse it is

tun Parsonominis us Ineause Is shuirld be geared to li.mges M the general

losing standards of society. Another set of critics arc,: es that the official

iliontiou iwrstates dw esters* cif poverty since the 'else is of in-kind

i°1"103011k sith as final stamps are omitted from tite measure of resoorres

Roth views call for adjustments to estimates of annual income or

needs However, err the purpose of understanding the extent and NA-

SOW of poverty, neither adjustment is as telling as changing the time

;wind over which income arid needs are owasured., Esaminations of

pa crts based no data covering one-year penosla do not caption. the

ANA olatilitv of family ecornimic fisrtunes. This volatility demands that

we distinguish between the temporarily and the persistently poor. 13e-

cAls so many irolicies are designed with definition of poverty hosed

income and needs, it is crucial to know the extent to which

Animal figures inisclasslh' the short- and the longer-term porn-.

pata limn the Fidel Study indicate that nearly one-quarter of the
plimlaticm experienced at least uccasirmal periods ollxwerty dur-

ing the cimrs of the decade between 1969 and 1978. Ilowever. the
ismillicr with persistently low resources was notch kisser than one-

quarter. and substantially lower than the poverty mints hoed 001
singl -year Census Burrito information. Individuals wills persistently

low incomes are not, as some would have it. predominately an "under-

class- of young *dolts living in large urban areas. Rather, persistent

pose( ts falls disproportionately ON blacks. On the elderly, and on those

!doing in rural areas and in the South. The persistently 11017, are more

diSOWIti by these demographic characteristics than are those

Gomel to be pour in a given year. llsis fact has important Implications for

programs that set+ to aim anti-poverty funds mint effectively at geo-

graphic Arras with only single-year inkwmation to define their target.

The patine of need in tt.S. society, then, is largely one of many people

N7 temporary owed, of whom some have the resources In we themselves

timing!, ()raish times, while others may need temporary assistance. A
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smaller but by no means *signifies* number lives in householtb inwhich puserty is the nrie rather than the eaception
A related sad crucially important qtasstian is whether information onthe economic well.being of families over many years slimes us a betteruoderstanding of the causes and nature of loaner-term poverty. (,e.third of those persistently poor are elderly, with little opportrosity forimproving their own rep...Oink positions. But amoag those who IN? poorin a WWII year. we Soul that many of the noneklerly do improve theireconomic status and that family

coniptaition changes have the mostdramatic effect on the poverty status of the incinidaals living * familiesheaded by mimeo. Indeed. spells of poverty often begin with a divorcehut end with remarriage. Finally. we Ind little evidence that "betterattitudes" essMe many people to climb out of poverty.

Measures of Poverty'

Following Presi<lent '<Arnim's declaration of -war on innerly" inthe 19fiOs. an official poverty measure
was needed to help channel aid tothe neediest individuals and to help monitor the efficiency of the aidprograms. In BM, the federal government adopted as its operationaldefinition of poverty a set of annual dollar need levels developed by theSocial Security Adminitretion, uncler the direct** of Mollie, Orsharisity.These guidelines. in spite of much diseussIon and criticism. havemimed firmly entrenched as the main indicalors of the country's successin fighting ilweertY.

The function of a puverty measure is to identify individuals who donot command sufficient
economic resources to attain a smisfectory stan-dard of living.' The official definition ofpoverty tests On COMP1100 ofa family's cash income with an estimate of its needs. Family needs, inturn. arc hosed on the number of family members, theirages, and theirsec The heart of the needs standard is an estimate of weekly food Costsfor individuals of each age and sea, produced by the (*Ned States

IkPartment rir Agriculture.' The resulting poverty, line in 19713 wasroughly $3,300 for an tetheidosil living alosse, $4,300 he a tearcouple. and $13,600 Far a family of four. f a gives family'r money incomekid short of this poverty line, then the family was deemed "; if itequaled or era-ceded this line, it was "noo
poor

poor.1
Although kw would dispute the concept that poverty involves Iowa-tient restorers to meet basic needs, matey critics have *mord thatfamily cash income is a faulty measure of resoorces, while ashen have
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argued that the Wien' poverty weeds standard la a Iiusdty measuse of

minimal isc...1s in our society. Few of these critics have actively ques-

tioned the notion that a single year is a remenable period of time over

which to oneissure manures and needs. Hotarser, these two motor lines

ref antoment, reviewed below. raise important questions about the way

these IneaSUOM affect the cornet
and &erecter's*** of the poor.

Money Income as a Faulty Manure 11( Illosourees

Mosley incosm- is an incomplete mossure of* family's potential ability

to fulfill basic needs. It omits aM of the goads and services such as

homework and child core that a huueehold provides rather than pur-

chases Air itself as well as the goods sod services that a household may

ree1.1% flume others in earhange for its services (without the interniedi-

aisr ow of money). Fusiliers:rum it foils to distinguish 11w "time

posit those whose lobos market and housework hours leave

rto leisure timefens others.'
Ns far the most publicized criticism of money income as a immure of

family wormers is that it neglects any in -kind benefitsi.e.. the bene-

fits ',willies receive from the government 10 the form of goods or WV

vns tatter than cash. The Imes. of these p.ugmms air roue Stamps.

Me tiu an Medicaid. various housing subsidy pogroms. sod aid to edu-

4 Aeon Souse Writer% have argued that if the benefits of these programs

acre mooted as additional cash income of recipients. then virtually all

families would be Idled out of poverty.'
.S4M/I elf these arguments areoverstated since programs like Medicare

awl Medicaid pay filf extroonhnary inedkal nerds, far above and be-

SUSHI the Israel medical mitoses
assumed to he included in (he official

!kiwi ts needs standard. A 115.000 Medicaid payment to cover the costs

id smelly. fin esansple. metrly increases the fausily's resources by the

..41114 oust i as the family's nerds were increased by the coats of stir.

gel ir lire so/ efievt on a family's ability to meet its bask needs is virtu -

.ills michasiged"
I lowever. the argument does hold for one of the largest in -kind ben.

elk programs the loud stamp program. The eNects of food stamp in-

Polite- im poverty are explored MI Chapter 3.

Th ()Mend Poverty Line as a Faulty Measure of Needs

Niceptioe the argument that fiaid needs are a proper Innis for a

poi co ty level needs ct assault it is easy to argue that the uncial staadard
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is esstreolisticatiy low. Akhoue h generous enough for "nutritienal ade-quacy- as drtennined by the Hatimml Iletnerds Council, the food needsstanched was desigeated as appropriate oak ix "temporary or ewer-gency use." It atometes that absoletely too mesh are eters outside thehome and also requires considerable
sophisticattua is food purchase andpreposition. Some evideece (Ors limey, 19610 indicates the. very fewfamilies whose resourves are below the powerty eetwallY achieveadequate nutrition. Perhaps doe best way of stating tin swipsnanst is toask witedter 1991 a featly of fear with daffy OM Par weak far bad.housing, and other limas and services could have pruvided itself with anadequate standard of

It has lwen segued that a minimal hying standard ansht not to bebased on food needs but rather on emend livtng otsodends the societyas a whnk. If nothing
ohm, the esocept of poverty is a relative one:poverty kvrls of income to the United States might be viewed as verysent-row indeed by most developing coes. It follows dot the defi-nition of poverty ought * be based not only cm Amps ho the cost delilted bundle of Keyes:item of life but en changes he the cumpositionthe bundle as well. Survey evidence

(Rainwater, 1975) tends to cunins,
of

that the level el &mow perceived Of the minimum needed to get by ontends to rise not only with inflation but 'be with gliftelltati in noel krausstandards, An dies mimed Motive poverty snamouns is some fraction(Image one-half) of the nation's median Ineorae 111tose convincedby arguments favoring
a relative standard should note that the officialpoverty standard has risen only with inflation since it was lint devel-oped. and thus has fallen further behind a relative standard.

The Importance of der Accooristing Period

so wers
The general statement that poverty depends on a comparison of re-and needs does not abbess the question of the accounting pe-riod river which income and needs are measured. The official povestydefinition is limed on a comparison of annual fantilyincouse with ammo!needs. A oue-yrar account* perbal coneetaiewt. widespread. formany purposes. rqaprupriete in addressing powertyielated

lames. Forexample, we need to identify fasivilies in need of short-term emergencyassistance (such as help with their winter haste% bills), since familysuffering an atypical had year 'without financial reserves or the ability toborrew is as needy as a fansily in penistently 'metaled eircumstossees.An annual ur even shorter sauteeing
period is pauper few identifying

6 7
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families needing thirst -tents essergeney nati. However, in targeting -

lossger-nas prortranss.. week Ai those melting so improve elloarilional op-

portunities or to provide job halving. orrolyor necorontimil Period IP

ma short and may misciasalfy maw/ famiiss.

Perhaps more important, a onr-yeer accounting period may distort

our undentandisat of the anises and eimeagoeireao ilideer-terio PO.

wetly. The snapshot pictures of the peer puvided by emetial onwatims

from Census Bureau ninny, sinew the iduandecletits of these isidivida-

ids who war poor its ray one veer. If the persisasssilp pow are in fact a

smaller bat similar subset of these one-year-paer gramps, then the peels,.

lure painted with Census Bunton dem wa spot be very esisleadirgr. But if

the cherecteristies of thyme-yam and di persistently peel' are *mini-

thess not only will the policies directed longer-arnat poverty swiss

the mark by relying cm annswl poverty iseformabon, bat so too will

rifles tP test the rations theories of kookiene trovettY,

The Panel Study pnwitles informatiol on the esperienees of a repre-

sentative sample of observed aver Mate than a decade. Is the

Pell sections, several question conconsiag the extent and nature or

king-term poverty are addreared mint; Prowl Study data. Vint, how .

much turnover is there Ni the poverty population, sad bow lame is the

persistently poor wpm* of that popalitiont Second, how me these

estimates of the extent of poverty afeeted by nil** the poverty line? .

'MIA what an the characteristics of the presietenthr Poe

Panel Study data are used to investigate the detennirseate or longer-tenn

poverty' if these is something about them intkvideds or their environ-

ments that lends them to leafier-tem poverty, caa it be identified--and

coo the rendition be cormeted?
Throughout the rmainder of this chillier, poverty statigies are based

cm al I income measure that inelocks cash welfare income but omits

inkind welfare income. '

Patterns of Amaral Poverty

Census Minim tions of the Widmer of poverty are hosed on a

cumporigun of a family's aantail cash impose sad the annual needs stan-

dard applicable to that family. Thew oosstparisoos have been made each

year by the Census Sumas Iron its lame Current Populotion Surveys

and am he made from the Panel Study data aswet Figure 2.1 plots the

path of thew one-year snapshot proem of the extent of poverty.

According to the Census Bottom Agues, the incidence or Poverty

--4

r
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Figure 2.2
biciousici: OF PERSISTENT POVERTY IN TIIE UNITED STATES, 1960-1978

Persistently Poor.
Poor in 8 or More of
Ole 10 Years (2.6%)

the 10 years (21.8%)

the grotty (and 2.6 percent of the entire population) was persistently

poor. For the remainder (8.3 percent of the entire population) poverty

.was intermittent, occurring for three to seven of the ten years.

Raising the Poverty Standard

Since many believe that the official poverty standard is too low, it is

useful to examine how a 25 percent increase in the needs standard

wonkl affect the estimated incidence of short- and long-run poverty.
These effects will, of course, depend upon the size and characteristics of

the group of individuals with incomes sufficient to place them just above

the poverty line.
As shown in the second column of Table 2.1, 'these effects are dos-
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matie. The incidence ofone-year poverty is increased by more than half(from 6.8 percent to 11.0 percent), and the incidence of persistent pov-erty is nearly doubled (from 2.6 percent to 5.1 percent). This indicatesthat a substantial proportion of the population lives on the margin of
poverty and woukl be brought into the poverty counts if the needsstandard were somewhat ineraised."

Changes in the Persistence of Long-Run Poverty

Our analysis has found substantial turnover in the poverty populationduring the 1969-1978 decade, with nearly one - quarter of the population
pnor at least once, but a very small fraction persistently poor. In lookingat the entire decade, we have not yet considered the possibility that thenature of short- and longer-term poverty may have changed. Ideally, wewould like to know whether the extent of turnover was as widespread inprior decades. The Panel Study information is limited to the late 1960sand the 1979s, so we are confined to examining this ten-year span for
structural changes between the first five-year period (1969 1973) andthe second (1974-1978). Tlw economic conditions of these two periods
differed substantially. Although there was a recession in the first periol,it was mild in comparison with the deep recession during the first twoyears of the second period. And although single-year inflation was high-est in the first period (in 1973, when it reached 11 percent), the overallrise in prices was considerably greater during the second period (32
percent) than during the first period (19 percent).

The results of this analysis are easily summarized: despite different
economic conditions and social policies, there were no perceptible
changes in the structure of short- and longer-term poverty. A compari-
son of the first five-year period with the second shows that almost equalfractious of the population were poor in at least one of the five years(17.5 percent in the first period, 16.6 percent in the second). Of these
individuals, the fraction poor for one year only or for all five years was
virtually identical between the two periods. Finally, there was no trendin the year-to-year poverty turnover rates. Thus, neither the extent of
turnover nor the incidence of temporary or persistent poverty appears to
have changed within the decade.

What Can Patterns of Poverty Tell Vs about its Nature?

MOVEillellt into and out of poverty is extensive. Some individuals arepoor for only a few years, while a relatively small number are peens-
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teutly pour for most of the time. Panel Study data provide information

on both the patterns of poverty and the characteristics of individuals

with different patterns. Before linking patterns with characteristics, we

explore the question of whether the year-to-year patterns of poverty

themselves can shed light on its causes.

We can illustrate these patterns with information from the five-year

period from 1974 to 1978. The fraction of the population that k4I below

the poverty line varied a hit from one year to the next during this time,

ranging imin a high of 8.6 percent during the recession year of 1975 to a

low of 7,1 percent in the final year.' About one-sixth (16.6 percent) of

the population was poor in at least one of those five years, while less

than two percent (1.8 percent) were poor in every one of those five

years.
Suppose we designate individuals who were poor in a given year with

a -I" and those who were nonpoor with a -0." Each individual in the

population has a five-year pattern of and Ws corresponding to

whether he or she was poor in each of the five years. Those who never

fell into poverty would have the pattern (0000, those poor in the second

year Only would be represented as 01000, those poor in all but the last

year would show up as 11110, and soon. What can these patterns tell us

about the nature of poverty?
First, the patterns illustrate the diversity ofexperiences with poverty.

It might be thought that those experiencing poverty would tend to

group themselves into certain characteristic patterns. One might find a

group with progressive upward mobility (with patterns like 11000,

1110)), etc.). a group with downward mobility (00111, 00011, ete.), and a

remainder persistently poor (11111). But this is not the case. There arc

32 possible combinations of poverty patterns for this five-year period,

aml at least a hatulful of Panel Study individuals fell into each of the 32

patterns. The most frequent patient, of course, is (KKK)), representing

the fig (-sixths of the population that escaped poverty altogether. Of the

remaining 31. the most frequent pattern was a single-year poverty epi-

sode in the recession year of 1975, experienced by'ouly 2 percent oldie

population. Close behind was the 1.8 percent of the population who

were poor iu every Oil of the five years. The only other patterns that

were experienced by at least 1 irenent of the population were single-

year poverty episodes in years other than 1975. In stun, patterns of

poverty are quite diverse and refuse to conform to a simple typology,

But we can be more sophisticated in our search for order in these

patterns. A crucial question regarding the nature of poverty is whether

72.
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there is anything about the effects of poverty itself, rather than thecharacteristics of the poor or the effects of their environment,that leads to subsequent poverty. It is certainly true that an individualschances of being poor "next year" are heavily influenced by whether heor she was poor "this year." The patterns of poverty between 1974 and1978 reveal that between 50 and 65 percent of the poor in a given yearwoe poor in the nest year as well. In contrast, only 3 to 4 percent ofthose nopoor in a given year were poor the next.Although these differences are suggestive, they do not prove that it isprior poverty as such that causes the subsequent poverty. The true causesof persistent poverty may instead be found in unchanging characteristicsof poor individuals or their environments---.or example, education, sex,marital status of the family head, or geographic location. We can examinethe five-year patterns more closely to distinguish between these twopossibilities, To look at patterns evidenced by people who empt.ieneedpoverty in at least two out of five years, suppose we take all of theindividuals who were poor in both 1974 and in one of the other years.Four patterns are possible: 11000, 10100, 10010, and 10001. if poverty assuchrather than other personal andenvironmental factors--is itself thecause of subsequent poverty, then most of the individuals' patternsshould take the 11000 form, indicating that poverty episodes tend to beself-perpetuating. But if individuals' poverty episodes are more evenlyspread over all four possible patterns, then factors other than povertyitself would appear to play the stronger causal role.Using a recently developed analytic technique to investigate thesepatterns. [fill (1981) found that while there was a modest tendency forpoverty episodes to lump themselves together, most were in fact dis-persed intermittently throughout the period, indicating a very looserelationship between prior and subsequent poverty and an importantrole for some other unchanging characteristics in the lives of those whowere poor at some time during the period."'

Explaining Short- and Long -Bun Poverty

Poverty has been defined as a state in which resources are insufficientto meet basic needs. In turn, the definition of basic needs is primarily afunction of family size and society's judgment about what constitutes aminimal living standard for families of different sizes, while the defini-tion of resources is primarily a function of the cash income and nuncash(in-kind) benefits received by family members.
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A complete explanation of why individuals are poor %tlk' require
many interrelated parts. An understanding of family composition differ-

enes requires theories of marriage, divorce, and fertility. The definition

of what constitutes minimal living standards requires an understanding

of society's judgments of basic needs and how they change over time

Siim..e most of a family's income comes from the labor market, we also

.need to know the determinants of the wage rate an individual can com-

mand for each hour worked, and understand how many hours, if any,

each individual chooses or is constrained (through unemployment or
underemployment) to work. Since some income is a return on savings or

other assets, we need to explain why some individuals accumulate such

assets and hers do not. Finally, since some income comes as transfers

front the government, we need to ,ckpw why these various transfer

programs exist, how generous they are, and why SOW eligible individu-

als do not participate in them. Compounding our task, these explana-

tious must take family decisions, rather than individual decisions, as

their misc. Moreover, these components are obviously interrelated. Of

f tcvfar policy concern is how transfer programs affect decisions about

work hours, savings, childbearing, marriage, and divorce.

Althoogh it is important to know how many of the.poor are elderly or

most theories of twnerty fortis on able-bodied. honelderly

adults. whose totential lot rising out of povetty rests on their ability to

work enough hours at a sufficiently high wage rate. Such theories of

poverty consequently become theories of wage rates and labor supply.

Sbiller (1976) groups such explanations into categories of "flawed char-

ater" and -restricted opportunity." The "character" explanation as-

St11114'S that there are abundant opportunities for improving one's eco-

mimic status, but that the poor fail to take advantage of them because of

lack tit initiative and diligence. The "opportunity" explanations. on the

other hand, mittlad that the poor have been denied sufficient access to

etooromi opportunities and that, regardless of their initiative ur dili-

voice, they cannot avoid poverty unless their economic opportunities

improve.
Formor,t among the character explanations is Oscar Lewis's "culture

of poverty" theory. Developed from anthropological case studies of poor

families in a number of countries, this theory was influential in formula-

ting policies to tight the war on poverty. The theory holds that an

identifiable minority of poor families share attitudes and values that

keep them poor and cause poverty to be passed on to their children as

well:
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Once it (the culture of poverty) comes into existence, it tends to perpetuateitself from generation to generation because of its effects on children. Bythe time slum children are age six or seven, they have usually absorbed thebasic values and attitudes of their subculture and are not psychologicallygeared to take full advantage achangingconditions or increased opportuni-ties which may occur In their lifetime (Lewis, 1968: p. 50).

In other words, Lewis thinks poverty is more a function of the waypeople think than of their physical environment, and thus to cure po-verty one would have to change the attitudes of the poor. Lewis doesnot believe that all of the poor share in this culture of poverty; rather,he offers a -rough guess . . that only about 20 percent of the popula-tion below the poverty line . . . in the United States have characteristics
which would justify classifying their way of life as that of a culture ofpoverty" (Lewis, 1968: p. 57). The poverty Lewis describes is persis-tentlasting many years and even spanning generations. Since the Pa-nel Study was designed to include Measures of some of the attitudesthought to be part of the culture of poverty, we will be able to testwhether they differentiate the long-term poor from others:

The conventional economic approach to poverty is to regard it as aproblem of low individual productivity. The ideological foundation forthis view is the human capital theory, developed in its modern form byBecker (1975). A more detailed explanation of this theory is given inChapter 4, but it is sufficient here to note that it views an individual's
productivity as dependent upon the training acquired formally, asthrough school, or through less formal on- the -job training. Although the
acquisition and monetary value of this training may be influenced by dis-
crimination, nepotism, and changing labor market opportunities, the fo-
cus of the human capital approach Is on the productivity of the individual.

Other theories shift the focus away from the individual to the labor
market in which he or she works. The labor markets in which low-wageworkers find themselves are seen as characterized by instability and
little chance fur advancement; indeed, career ladders may be lacking
entirely. Furthermore, the dynamics of these labor markets are seen as
causing workers to develop wilrking habits that tend to lock them intotheir jobs and greatly reduce their chances of moving into the more
stable, better-paid labor market. In this view, low-wage employment isnot a result of individual productivity but rather is a result of the struc-
ture of the labor market in which low-wage workers are employed. Thisis clearly a "restricted opportunity" view of poverty.

The multitude of factors affecting economic well-being makes a
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simple. single "test" of the various theories of poverty impossible. In-
stead, we will begin with a descriptive overview of the characteristics of
the persistently poor, followed by an explicit examination of the role of
work hours, unemployment. and low wage rates as possible causes of
poverty, and finally, we will look at the factors associated with changes
in poverty status. This analysis parallels the general analysis in Chapter
1 of the ways in which attitudes, other background factors, and events
operate to product' changes in the economic status of a group of house-
holds representative of the entire population, but differs from it by
focusing on initially poor male and female heads of households.

Characteristics of the Short- and Longer-Term Poor

If we had found little turnover in the poverty population, differences
in the characteristics of the short- and long-term poor would not be of
concern, and the use of a one-year accounting period would not have
misclassified many of the poor. An understanding of the incidence of
one-year poverty would have been equivalent to an understanding of
hunger -term poverty. But the Panel Study data show considerable turn-
over, with a substantial number of individuals who are only intermit-
teutly poor, and a much smaller group who are persistently poor. When
we examine the demographic characteristics of these different groups,
we find striking differences between the characteristics of the persis-
tently poor and those only temporarily poor during the decade, and
notable differences between the characteristics of those two groups to-
gether and those of the group of individuals poor in a specific year
(1978). The temporarily poor do not appear to be very different from the
population as a whole, appearing to differ from nonpoor families only in
that they have one e: two bad years. In contrast, the persistently poor
are heavily concentrated into two overlapping groups: black households
anti female-headed househokls.

Table 2.2 compares the demographic characteristics of individuals
poor in one year (1978). individuals 1700r only one or two years out of the
ten from 1969 through 1978 (termed here the "temporarily poor"), and
iudiviihrels poor at least eight out of the ten years (the persistently
pow. For purposes of comparison, the demographic composition of the
entire population (not just the poor) is given in the final column." Al-
though the table is based on counts of individuals poor in the various
time periods, many of the demographic characteristics relate to the head
of the household in which the individual resided in 1978.
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Tlw following can serve to illustrate the structure of Table 2.2. In the
rightmost column ("Entire Population") the numeral 6 appears in the
eighth row down, showing that of the entire population, only 6 percent
lived in families headed by a black man under the age of 65. is Relative to

this 6 percent figure for the entire population, individuals living in such

families are overrepresented among both the one-year poor (11 percent)

and the temporarily poor (11 percent) and are particularly .overrepre-
sented among the persistently poor (20 percent). Thus, persistent pov-

erty is considerably more concentrated among households headed by
innIderly black men than the one-year poverty figures would indicate.

In general, the demographic composition of the temporarily poor is
much more similar to the composition of the population as a whole than

it is to that of the persistently poor or to those found to be poor in a
given ,eal .19 Whereas 5 percent of the entire population lived in families
headed be an elderly woman, 7 percent of the temporarily poor were in

such 3 Sit1146011 Comparable fractions were also found for families
headed by an elderly man. The geographic location of both groups was

similar as well. The temporarily poor were somewhat more likely to be

black or to live in a household headed by a woman or a disabled individ-

!pal but these differences were small relative to the sharply different

ehanbeteristies of the persistently poor.
A glance at the second column of figures in Table 2.2 reveals that the

haritteristis of the persistently poor differ substantially from all other

groups. including the one-year poor. Persistent poverty is heavily con-
centrated among blacks, and particularly among families headed by a

black woman. Although blacks constitute only about 12 percent of the
elliift population and 42 percent of the one-year poor, they account for

62 pererut of the persistently poor. Almost as striking is the concentra-
tion of peisistent poverty among families headed by a woman. Although

just one-fifth (19 percent) of the entire population lived in such families,
they amnioted for more than three-fifths (61 percent) of the persistently

war. But while similar proportions of the one:year poor and the persis-

tently poor were living in households headed by a'woman, these propor-

tions difirred markedly by race. Of the individuals poor in 1978. almost

one-half (47 percent) lived in households beaded by nonekierly women;
slightly over half of these female household heads were black and ,

slightly less than half were white. Of the persistently poor individuals,

rinsghly half also lived in households headed by women, but persistent
poverty was much more heavily concentrated among families headed by
black women than among those headed by white womenindeed,
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nearly one-third (31 percent) of all of the persistently poor (in contrast to25 percent of those poor in 1978) were found to be living in kuniliesheaded by a nonelderly black woman.
A comparable racial difference shows up for male-headed families. Inthe population as a whole, individuals living in families headed by notsel-derly white men (65 percent) outnumbered those in families headed bynoneklerly black men (6 percent) by 10 to 1., But among the persistently

poor, the ratio actually reverses to 1 to 5, with only 4 percent of thepersistently poor living in families headed by nortelderly white men ascompared with 20 percent in families headed by nonelclerly black men.Poverty figures from a single year also give a misleading picture of thelocation of the persistently poor. Whereas more of the one-year poor,lived in large urban areas than in small towns or rural areas, the propor-tion of the persistently poor living in large urban areas is considerably
smaller than the comparable fraction living in small towns or rural areas.Taken together, the figures shown in Table 2.2 concerning the location
of poverty suggest that southern and rural poverty are much more pi.r-sistent than is urban poverty. These findings do not support Lewis'
(1968) emphasis On northern, urban blacks nor Auletta's (1982) depictionof the persistently poor as an urban underclass. Although persistentpoverty is heavily concentrated among blacks (and their poverty maywell be explained by factors unrelated to their culture), it is not heavily
concentrated in northern urban areas. Among the persistently poor,only about one-fifth lived hi cities of 500,000 or more, a smaller propor-
tion than of the one-year poor or even of the population as a whole.
Despite the fact that the official poverty standards were lower for farmfamilies than for nonfarm families during the 1970s, rural poverty ap-pears to be more persistent than urban poverty, characterizing aboutone-third of the persistently poor.

Finally, it must be e-noted that the poverty counts discussed in this
section include cash welfare payments in the measure of income. EX.
eluding those payments not only increases the number of families found
to be poor "prewelfare," but alio results in a somewhat different geo-graphic distribution for the prewelfare persistently poor. Long-termwelfare payments are concentrated among families living in urban areas,so subtracting welfare from income results in a percentage of thoseliving in large cities which is as high among the prewelfare persistently
poor as in the population as a whole. Characteristics of the prewelfarepoor are given in; Table 2.3. A more complete discussion of welfare andpoverty is given in Chapter 3.
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Work Hours, Wage Rates, and Poverty

For households headed by able-bodied individuals, earned income isviewed as the best vehicle for climbing out or staying out of poverty.Labor Income is the product of two componentsthe hourly pay rateand the total number :1* hours worked. In this section. we explore the
relationship between work hours, wages, and poverty, and assess the
influence of abnormally low wages or few work hours on the povertystatus of families.

Most of the group that we have defined as persistently poor lived inhouseholds where the head worked in fewer than half of the ten yearsunder study. Thus it woukl appear that employment offers considerablepotential for raising some of the persistently poor out of poverty. But acloser look at the persistently poor reveals that the vast majority live inhoosehokls headed by someone who might not be expected to workbecause of a physical Of mental disability. age, or childcare responsibili-
ties. In fact, only about one-sixth of the persistently poor live in house-holds headed by an able-liodied, prime-age man, and nearly half ofthese men worked fur substantial periods in at least live of the ten years.To what extent can the economic status of families headed by able-bodied, mmeklerly men and women he improved through increasedwork hours or higher wages? Levy (1976) calculated answers to two"what if questions in order to determine` the effects of low numbers ofwork hours and low wage rates among Panel Study households headedby abk-txxlied individuals for the years 1967 and 1972." Ills resultsarediscussed in the following sections.

Effects of I-ow Work Hours and Unemployment

What if the heads of poor households all had full-time jobs at theirreported hourly wage rates?" Levy found that low numbers of workhours were not a major factor in the incidence of poverty among house-holds headed by either men or women. The typical able-bodied, non-elderly male household head living below the poverty worked 85percent of normal full-time work hours, and increasing hours to100 percent would have lifted very few out of poverty. house-hold heads in poverty, on the other hand, did work many hoursthan their nonpoor counterparts. However, their wage rates re so lowthat even large increases in work hours would not have pulled many ofthem above the poverty brie.
This weak relationship between low work hours and poverty was
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borne out by an examination of poverty and unemployment undertaken

by Corcoran and UM (1960). They used. Panel Study information for the

years between 1967 and 1975 to calculate the fraction of the poverty

population that would not have been pour if the heads of their house-

holds bad been able to work the amount of time they reported being

unemployed. Overall, the heads of poor households were unemployed

for kss than three weeks per year, losing an average of about $620

annually." Unemployment cmnpensatkm made up foronly about one-

sixth of thew lost earnings.. The ioddition of earnings lost because of'

unemployment would have brought only about one-tenth dal individu-

als in pour hcniseltokls out of poverty. Clearly, then, ;ow numbers of

work hours in general and unemployment in particular were not a pre-

dominant cause of poverty among the households headed by nonelderly.

able-bodied

Efkets of Low Wage Rates

What ;f heads of poor holt Ids had worked their reported number

of boors at "normal" wag rates? The concept of "normal" wage rates is

more complic:atod than "normal" work hours. The latter can be reasona-

bly assumed to he equal to the overall average, full-time wotk week. But

it would not he reasonable' to assume that all heads of poor households

ce old earn a pay rig equal to the overall average since hourly earnings

are systematically related to the demographic Characteristics that distin-

guish the beads of poor and rumpoor househoklslevel of education,

geographic location, race. sex, and so forth. Thus a more appropriate

procedure is to define "normal" pay rates as the average hourly earnings

of indivichlak with similar characteristics Levy finds that based on the

characteristics of the heads of poor households the expected average

wage rate4 were very lowbetween $2.00 and $2.20 per hoar in 1967

for all ;nen and for white women, and only about $1,30 per hour for

black women:" Low as these expected wage rates were, the actual wage

rates of these men and women still lowerbetween 10 and 40

per rent .ban th.- expected rat . If wage rates of poor household

heacls had been brought up to expected "normal" level, while maiw

tabling the same number ofwork hours, the incidence of poverty among

male-headed households ...would have declined by 30 to 40 percent. For

women, an the Wier band, the increase in wage rates from the actual to

the expectes! "iormar would not have increased labor incomes suffi-

cntly to king litany of tlw households headed by a woman out of

poseity.
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In sum, poverty among female household heads is neither a functionof an abnormally low number of work hours nor of wage rates that areabnormally low fir women with similar characteristics. Normal wagerates of women with comparable demographic traits would be too low tobring many of the poor female heads out of poverty. Neither low workhours in general nor unemployment in particular keep many householdslwaded by men below the poverty line." Must of these able-bodied menwork close to hill time, and while a relatively small number *pufferhmg spells of imempkryment, only a small number would be lifted out ofprty if unemployment were completely eliminated. Poverty amongmale household heads is much more a function of unusually low wagerates. Although the problem may be due in part to temporary misfor-tunes that mem occasionally and randomly, it may alto stem from per-,
maoent characteristics of some men that lead to lower wages. In thetwit section we examine in more detail the ink of personal characteris-tics. Libor market cyprienee, and marital status in improving the long-rim economic well being of poor families.

What Causes Some of the Poor to Improve Their Status?

We have seer the dramatic extent of turnover in the poverty popula-tion. indicating that many of those who were poor at one time subse-
quently escape from poverty, while a minority suffer from persistenterty. This diversity ofexperience provides an opportunity to investi-s.ge the initial conditions and subsequent events that distinguish thosewho do well from those who do not. The analysis presented here parot-is that summarized in Chapter 1, except that the unit of analysis hereis the family head rather than all individuals. From the entire set ofPanel Study families, we selected families that began the 1970s below or
near tin officio' poverty line and that were headed by a nondisabled,
noneklerly man or woman." Improvements in economic status are mea-sured by increases in the ratio of family become to needs. The measureused here is identical to the one used in Chapter 1an average annualgrOwth rate in family income/needs during the period from 1971 to
1978,216

All in all, the growth in this measure of economic well-being was
even more favorable for these initially poor families than for the popula:
Non as a whole. For more than 75 percent of the male-headed families,the income-to-neds ratios grew faster than inflation, compared withMHg 70 percent for the female-headed families. Black female household
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Table 2.4

IncluEnct AM) Errecrs or VMUOVS Evans ON GNOWTII tN INCOur/Nras

Eon INITIALLY Poo* HOVSE110LOS, 1071-1178

ent

Male Household Heads (Married or Unmarried)

Fraction Meet of
Experiencing Event on Annual

Event Growth hate

Marriage.
Nut married in 1971

married m 1978 8%

Labor Forte:
Head worked in

both 1971 & 1978 80

!feud started
+5% higher growth than

working 5 reference group (below)

'lead stopped
working 5

Head didn't work
either time 1 Reference group

Wife worked in
both 1971 & 1978 8

Wife started
+5% higher growth than

working 34 reference group (below)

Wife stopped
working 8

Wife didn't work
either time of
no wife present 50 Reference group

t:hikben:
Number or births

2% lower growth per birth

Number of years in which
children left home 1% higher growth

heads were somewhat less able to keep pace with inflation than were

male and white female household heads, but even among this group.,

more than 60 percent succeeded in keeping up. As with the averages for

the entire population, these figures conceal a great diversity of experi-

ence; some families greatly Increased their economic well-being while

others ended up considerably worse off than they had been originally.

In order to differentiate the successful from the unsuccessful, we used

a framework similar to that used for the analysis presented in Chapter 1,

distinguishing the effects of initial characteristics such as attitudes, edu-

cation, and age from events like changes in marital status and move-

ments into and out of the labor force. The events are listed in Table 2.4,
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lsble 2.4 (Confirmed)

Event

Fen. household Heads (AR Unmarried,od, 1971)
Fraction

Experiencing
Event

White Black

Mkt of
Event on Annual

Crow* Rate
Marriage:

Not married in 1971,
married in 1978

Labor Force
Head worked in

both 1971 & 1978
Head started

working
Head stopped

working
Head didn't work

either time
Children:

Number of births
Number of years in which

children left home

+7,4 higher growth rate41% 14% than those renraiering unmarried

+8% higher growth than
38 34 reference group (below)

+5% higher growth than
31 28 reference group (below)

5% lower grcorth than
14 11 reference group (below)

11 29 Reference group

2% lower growth

Table reads: "Of all white female household heads (unmarried) who were initially P°4/re41% had become married in 1978. Of alt black female household heads who were initiallypoor. 14% were married in 1978. Combining the two groups, those who married expert.sliced a 7% higher annual growth rate in incorneineeds than did those who remainedunmarried.
Nate: Asterisk (°) indicates that the effect was not statistically significant.

-

along with their frequency of occurrence and their effects on change ineconomic status. 27
By far the most important event for the economic status of femalehousehold heads was marriage. All of these women were unmarried inthe first year of the periodthat is, they had becorie divorced or sepa-rated from a previous marriage, had never been married before, or (inrare cases for these relatively young women) had become widowed.

Those who had married by the end of the period had annual income?needs growth rates that were about seven percentage points higher thanfor those who had not =mice' Althousli 7 percent may seem insignifi-cant, in fact such an increase fs quite large, lifting a family just at the

13.b6 ()On
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.poverty line in 1971 to more than 60 percent above it in 1978. There

were dramatic differences, however, in the fractions of white and black

female household heads who had married. More than two-fifths of the

white women had married by 1978, compared with less than one-sixth, of

the black women. Thus, one main reason that persistent poverty is so

much more prevalent among black than white women lies in their differ-

ing rates of marriage.
In contrast, wither marriage nor divorce had much effect on the

CV01104111C status of male household heads. Fewer than one-tenth of these

men were unmarried at the beginning and at the end of the period, and

their change in economic well-being did not differ significantly from that

of comparable men with other marital patterns.
Movements into and out of the labor forte might iw expected to

produce substantial change in economic status, and this was indeed

fimind to be the case, especially for female household heads. Compared

with the group of female heads who were out of the labor force at both

the beginning (1971) and the end (1978) of the period, those entering

the labor force did substantially better, and those leaving it did substan-

tially wors.24 Perhaps surprisingly, the women who had been working

at both points in time and had begun at a higher income level also had

the highest income/needs growth rates-6 percent higher, on average,

than tile reference group composed of those out of the labor force in

both 1971 and 1978.
For the male household head, growth in economic status was signifi-

cantly enhanced if either he or his wife entered the labor force. Note,

however, that the vast majority (89 percent) of these able-bodied men

niftier the age of 4,5 were working at both points in time.
other demographic events also had some effects. Births were asso-

ciated with lower int-mew/needs growth rates in households headed by

men, presumably because births reduce the work hours of wives and

family needs. The effects of births were not strongenough to be

statistically significant for househohls headed initially by women. Chil-

dren leaving home had a significant effect on both groups, but with

wiltrasting results. For male-headed families, children who left had

consumed more than they had earned so their departure had a positive

net effect on the growth in income /needs. The reverse was true for

femal-liaded families --the net result of their children's departure was

to take away more in income than they had consumed and thus lower

tlw growth in well-being of the family left behind.
As a second step in the analysis, we attempted to distinguish success-

4
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Int from unsuccessful households by using a set of characteristics mea-sured in the initial years, including race, attitudes, age, and education.Here the results differed substantially for the female and male house-hold heads, and each group is discussed in tun."
Race was one of the most powerful predictors of which of the initially

poor female household heads would do better in subsequent years, withwhite women enjoying annual growth rates in income/needs that wereabout four percentage points higher than those of black women. Thiseffect was estimated using a statistical procedure that made adjustments
for differences in age, education, attitudes, and initial level of income/needs, so the racial differences could not be attributed to differences inany of these characteristics.' An investigation of the role of race in thevarious events confirmed the importance of marriage in producing thisdifference: more than half of the race difference could be attributed tothe lower incidence of marriage among black female heads of house-
holds. None of the other events accounted for a significant share of thisracial effect.

Analysts have made repeated attempts to test whether the attitudinalmeasures were capable of identifying the initially low-income familieswho would do better subsequently. Morgan made the first and in somerespects must thorough attempt, and he summarizes his findings, basedon five years of information, in the following way: lOjur search forpossible individual attitudes and behavior patterns . . . that may affectfamily status . . [showed that) . . nothing individuals believe or dohas an effect that persists consistently through the different statistical
procedures and measures" (Morgan, 1974: p. 75). Two years later hereached the same conclusion from his analyses of seven years of data(Morgan, 1976).

In the present analysis, there was some evidence that women withhigher initial levels of achievement motivation were subsequently moresuccessful, primarily because of increased chances of labor force entryand decreased chances of leaving the labor force, but many of theseestimated effects were on the borderline of statistical significance. Theeffects of efficacy on income/needs growth were also positive but notstatistically significant at conventional levels. The effect of the otherattitudinal measure. future orientation, was negative but insignificant.'
These initial characteristics were considerably less able to differenti-ate successful and unsuccessful male household heads. Black men hadgrowth rates in income /need` that were aboht three percentage paintslower than for whites, but these differences were only at the margin ut
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statistical significance. Those with higher levels of education did some-

what better; the growth rates of high school graduates were about two

percent higher than the growth rates of those with only an eighth grade

education. Attitude differences failed to account for high and low growth

rates.

Summary

The Panel Study's decade-long survey of poverty shows that the

popular conception of the poor" as a homogeneous, stable group is

simply wrung. Although the series of snapshot pictures of poverty pro-

vided by the Census Bureau surveys show fairly constant numbers and

characteristics for poor families each year, actual turnover in the poverty,

population is very high. Only about two-thirds of the individuals living

iu families with cash incomes below the poverty line in a given year

were still poor in the following year, and only about one-third of the

poor in a given year were poor for at least eight of the ten prior years.

Although the living standard afforded by a poverty level income may be

unrealistically low, and although many individuals climbing out of po-

verty may not go very far, it is clear that persistent poverty characterizes

a considerably smaller fraction of our population than the one-year fi-

gure's would suggest. The addition of in-kind (noncash) benefits from the

government would decrease the estimates of persistent poverty Mill fur-

ther, although the effects on poverty of programs that assist families

having extraordinary (e.g., medical) needs can be overstated.

The flip side of the turnover coin is that poverty touched the lives of a

surprisingly large fraction of the population over a ten-year period.

About one-quarter of the population was found to have lived in poor

families in at least one of the ten years between 1969 and 1978, but for

half of this group, poverty years did not occur more than twice. Very

few characteristics distinguished those individuals from the population

as a whole. They were somewhat more likely to be black or to live in

families headed by a woman, but on the whole, the main difference

between them and the rest of the population was simply that they had

experienced one or two particularly bad years.

In cemtrast, the characteristics of the persistently poor were quite

different from those of the population as a whole and even differed from

the characteristic's of individuals found to be poor in a given year. The

single most powerful factor that distinguished persistently poor people

from the pew hi a given year was racemore than three-fifths of the
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persistently poor were black. Although k has king been known that theincidence Of annual poverty is considerably higher among black familiesthan white, the Panel Study information, spanning more than a decade,reveals that blacks are even more disproportionately represented amongthe persistently poor than among the poor in a given year. The effects ofrace were particularly strong for families headed by a woman, and couldnot he attributed to differences in such characteristics as education orattitudes.
Although the economic fortunes of many low-income individuals fluc-tuate a great deal from one year to the next, it was possible to identifysome who had improved their economic status. For low-income womenwho headed their own households, marriage was the most importantfactor associated with increased economic well-being. This improvementheld true for both white and black women, but marriage itselfwas muchinure frequent among white women. For men who headed low-incomefamilies, changes in marital status did not significantly affect economicstatus. And, finally, there was no evidence that the initial attitudes ofmale household heads affected their subsequent improvement in eco-nomic status, and there was little evidence of such effects for femalehousehold heads.

Implications

Findings from the Panel Study show, most importantly, that it iscrucial to distinguish between those who fall into relatively briefperiodsof poverty and those who are unable to meet bask needs for prolongedperiods. The characteristics of the temporarily poor are similar to thoseof the population as a wholethere appears to be virtually no demo-graphic attribute that distinguishes people with brief contact with po-verty from the rest of society. The implication is that few people areimmune to such events as personal illness, adverse local or nationaleconomic renditions, or the death or departure of a spouse; and for asubstantial proportion. these events can precipitate a year or two ofsevere hardship. For them, antipoverty programs are perhaps bestviewed as insurance programs, available if necessary to cushion themagainst the most severe impacts of their temporary misfortune. Giventime to adjust, they will be able to move out of poverty on an essentiallypermanent basis, and will presumably be paying taxes to support thevery programs that mice aided them. The majority of these people es-cape from temporary poverty in the same ways that most people avoid
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entering poverty: by acquiring a job with decent pay or marrying some-

o who has one.
I A'S5 than 3 percent of the population were members of the group we

defined as persistently poor. Although government programs aimed at

fnlhilling short-tert needs (e.g., help in _paying energy bills) need nut

distinguish between the shorter- and longer-term poor, programs aimed

at curing knigr-term poverty clearly do need to make that distinction.

One type of program allocates aid to and local units of government

based on the economic status of the populationfor example, grants to

school districts, based on annual poverty counts in the counties contain-

ing those distrkts..' But other programs, including Federal Revenue

Sharing, use income levels as a criterion in allocating their funds, and

their definitions of poverty are typici;lly based on an annual accounting

period. If we had found that the persistently poor were a similar but

merely smaller subset of the one-year poor, then the use of the one-year

ammuting period would not be misleading. However, we found that the

characteristics of the persistently poor differed markedly from those of

the one-year poor, suggesting that allocations based on one-year figures

are not efficiently targeted to reach the longer-term poor. In particular,

for rural areas, the Smith, and especially areas with heavy concentra-

tions of blacks, allocations based on one-year figures arc lower than

warranted by the longer-term poverty prevalent in these areas.

Lost antipoverty programs allocate aid to families and individuals,

rather than to school districts or states, and these too need to be formu-

lated with an understanding of the extent and nature of longer-term

poverty. The demographic characteristics of the persistently poor pro-

vide some climes about the nature of ling -term poverty and have implica-

tions for possible policies to combat it.
One-third of the persistPlitly poor are elderly people, who have se-

verely limited opportunities to escape from poverty through either of the

two most coinmin strategiesby acquiring a job with decent pay or

marrying someone who has one. 'Thus it is not surprising to discover that

the elderly, regardless of race or sex, are disproportionately represented

among the persistently poor. Of course, persistent poverty is not a charac-

teristic of the majority of the elderly. A thorough understanding of why a

certain group of the elderly spend their last years in continual poverty

requires king-term informationas yet unavailableon their working

lives and past family situations. But given the existence of a group of

persistently poor elderly people, the only apparent method for eliminat-

ing such hardship is to provide direct public transfers. In the past gecade
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major advances in this direction have been undertaken with the liberal-
kration of Social Security eligibility requirements and benefit levels and
the introduction of the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program.
These reforms have undoubtedly reduced the number of elderly peoplewho live in long-term poirerty. But the Social Security program does notcover all of the elderly, and the effectiveness of the MA program has been
weakened by low participation rates among those eligible as well as by the
fact that bent-fit levels are insufficient in themselves to remove the elderly
from poverty. increases in benefit levels and better delivery of these
benefits to the elderly appear to be the only short-term policy to elimi-
nate persistent poverty among this group.

Of the remaining two-thirds of the persistently poor--Aose.who are
nut elderly-65 percent live in households headed by women, and al-
most three-quarters of these women are black. Most of the women inthis group have children at ht,me, a fact that has two-fold implicationsfor the nature of their poverty. Children not only increase the house-
hold's needs for income but impose child-care responsibilities that se-
verely constrain the single parent's ability to work full time. Although
public opinion concerning the competing demands of child care and
employment appears to be changing as more women enter the labor
force, it is still not clear whether as a matter of policy mothers shoukl be
encouraged to entrust their children to the care of others so that they
can work.

Unfortunately, even if more child care were provided to help single
parents balance child-care responsibilities with full-time employment,
the available evidence indicates that these women are unlikely to find
jobs paying enough to remove them from poverty. Whether low wagerates for women are a result of low productivity or some institutional
factor, such as pure discrimination, is an issue of considerable debate.
Evidence tletailed in Chapter 6 indicates that a substantial part of the
wage gap between women and white men cannot he attributed to differ-
ences in etniventional measures of productivity, implying a considerable
role for institutional factors. If this is true, then labor market solutions tothe persistent poverty of women who head their own households would
have to be far-ranging indeed, encompassing more than the traditional
productivity-enhancing manpower [sic] training programs (whose record
of success has not been encouraging). Antipoverty programs would have
to aim at restructuring the basic institutional arrangements of the labor
market. surely a difficult task.

Another common avenue for women to escape persistent poverty Is to
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many or otherwise combine households with a man whose income

(either alone or combined yith the woman's income) is sufficient to meet

basic needs. The evidence indicates that this mute is often taken by

white women, but not by black women. The fact that black men are also

disproportionately poor lessens the black woman's opportunities for mar-

riage to someone whose income would lift the household out of poverty.

In any event, it would not seem appropriate for public policy to exert

any active influence on fundamentally private decisions regarding one's

living arrangements. The major role of policy with respect to family

composition should be no more than to avoid either inadvertently dis-

couraging marriage or remarriage, or encouraging marital dissolution.

One possible long-range approach to preventing long-term poverty
before it occurs is to prevent unwanted Pregnancies by providing in-

creased birth control information and sexual guidance. Unfortunately,

the relevant programs initiated to date do not appear to have been

particularly successful. Moreover, certainly not all births in this group

were "unwanted." let alone unplanned. Marriage itself, after all, can

result in unwanted outcomes of divorce or separation, usually leaving

children in female-headed households. Stricter child-support enforce-

ment laws designed to collect from an able father a more substantial

amount of the cost of raising his children are one possibility. But past

efforts in this direction have been only marginally successful, and be-

cause of the typically low incomes of black men, have had virtually no

effect on the situation of black women. All in all, one is left with the
disheartening conclusion that, as with the elderly, direct public transfers

offer the most feasible solution to the difficult problem of persistent

poverty among nooelderly female-headed households with children.

Very few nonelderly white men are persistently poor, a fact that presu-

mably reflects their more favorable labor market opportunities. The situa-

tion is different for nuneklerly black men, who account for a substantial

portion of the persistently poor. The possibility of labor market solu-

tionsin particular, programs aimed at raising wage ratesseems most

promising fur these groups ofnonelderly men. The evidence suggests that

most individuals in these groups work when jobs are available, but re-

ceive abnormally low wages. If they could earn wages normal for persons

with similar characteristics, the chances are good that the burden of

poverty could be lifted from them. Thus, wage subsidy programs or other

programs aimed at increasing their wages, including pcograms to elimi-

nate racial discrimination in the labor market, appear to be desirable

approaches to eliminating the persistent poverty of this group.
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A final set of implications of our findings on kmger-term povertyconcern the efficacy of prognmis based on the notion Of a culture ofpoverty. Can poverty be eliminated if we change the way poor pebplethink? The relationship between individuals' attitudes and their eco-nomic status is a complicated one, and mils for further research, but wesee little need to change the qualifications and conclusions reached byMorgan and others after the first five years of the Panel Study project:
Can one really assert that because we find little evidence that individualattitudes and behavior patterns of individual economic progress, thatmassive changes in those attitudes and behaviors would have no effect? Ofcourse we cannot...

Perhaps there has not been enough time for attitudes and behavior pat-terns to exert their effectsover inertia. random Auctuations, and sluggishaggregate economic conditions. Perhaps we have not measured the rightthings or have not measured them well enough. Perhaps we have notadequately isolated theeautonomous groups for whom individual factorscan show their effects and not be dominated by other factors.
On the other hand, we may have been oversold on the Protestant Ethicand have refused to see theextent to which people are the victims of theirpast, their environment, luck, and chance.

It is alter all difficult to believe that there are not some situations whereindividual Awl mattersin seizing opportunities for better jobs, movingto new areas, or avoiding undue risks. But for public policy purposes andfor arguments about du extent to which one could reduce dependency inour society by changing the behavior and attitudes of dependent mem-bers, c findings certainly do not encourage expectations that stintchang svoiskl make much difference (Morgan et al., 1V74. P: 366).

Notes

'For a review of the ckvekrpment of the official poverty standard and its conapetitillts,see U S. Department of Health, Education, and Wane (IVO"
'Some would dispute this definitiostuard argue that poverty depends not only on thelevet of resources but the way In which they are used to provide a standard of living. See,for esamF4e. Rainwater (1M) and Townsend (1$76).
)Among the several different food cost estimates (descriptively titkd "thrifty: lowcost." "nioderate cost" and 'filrensf), the most parsimonious. Ifirilty" plan, is used as abasis for the official standard. Fiampks of these estimates of weekly food needs in March1990 were: $14 NO foi a 20- tb S4,year-old man, $12.10 for a 26- to 54-year -okt woman, and$6.70 for a child under the age of 3. Food needs are summed for ad finally members andmultiplied by 52 to obtain an estimate of annual food needs. To go from food new k, totalneeds, the Gnaw/ are multiplied by a factor of 3. The JesoSceeket for this Is thatinfoloutti4m con expenditures of kw-income families show that, on average, roughly MC-
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third of then immix is spent on kred A number ofother adjustments are made, theainst

important of which are downward adjustments fur larger families hecassse they enjoy

"mummies of scal ", thin is. many fixer, hying expenses such as thaw kw heat do not

nouveau-
preportionatek with an iracree.e it family sine. The oppose adjustment is made

kw very small families. theta £960. the neesis of Wm families went assumed to be SO

percent of those of otherwise commis-Ale sustain fanrilies. The Aida; poverty thresh-

holds an listed in emu's Raman publicationseotitled "tics of the Popelation

Helm the Pose-sty beset." Careen, Population Surveys, Consumer
Income, Series P-40.

'An alteroatise in iowswporisting
leisure time into the Income coacept is to express the

ow ed% stasetrol as a NM:NM of Martel, and lifffe. See Vickery (1975).

'See, for rumple, the articles by Lights (19: ) and Browning (1975), or a genets!

so lllll nary oil the argement in Anderson (1979). Chapter'1, The %Audios* din-kind Ireneffis

storposiegls Jacek A dollar spent subsidizing tent is riot appreciated as much as an

extra dollar ori nworrow. since the dollar, if given as cash, may have been spent for kind,

transprtation. or something else valued more Own the additional housing. Food stamps

are tlw closest in kind benefit to cash, and if the recipient makes additional food esprodi-

owes out of hp or lief Men picket, then it can he argued that a &lbw-for-dollar eorrespon-

4141141' ..51515

'NW' anahsts have avoided this criticism by treating meshes) benefits according to

Haw 11111S111:111(1 fifine
rather than the fell dollar valise oft actually received,

'It mas seem onrearansahle to expect that a group of IOW five thousand families Car

greereAte acs gorier estimates kw a 11:14Itoff Of more than 60 million families. The technical

explousation is lengths. loot a simple analogy illustrates the technical principle. In order to

trot the cliaraierostws of a batch of soup, it is only necessary to take one well-mixed,

repreferilalk vownfool regardless of how large hatch of soup is, The same Is true with

sample son rys If Ow lamilies are chosen careio..y to be reirresersielive of the population

oot lannla s, owoo faints 'doable estimates can be made o'vm samples as small as 1.000,

Larger samples orrease the precision of the estimates (and increase one's ability to make

Amman- e%11111.11eS conteneing important derriograpltic subgroups of the population), het

cloulthee the sue of the sample does not do ulrle the precision of the estimate. Further-

more. it takes 411990 as large a sample to make estimates
of the population of a city or state

as A dm, for the nation as a whole.

`See Morgan (1977) her a comparian of the the Panel Study sample

with charactrested of the samples of several large su conducted by the Census

Hinman
*Mineral i119751 'rakes this conclusion after a detailed esamination. It may result from

lire fair that ilse list of imonne-related questions Is MOM complete in the rand Shish, the

rapport Milt op through repeated interviewing may make a difiefenree. And respondents

miss think that a imiversity-based survey organization is less threatening than a govern-

eleestal one soh iu der Census Bureau.
first analyses of the income dynamics of the poor with Pastel Study data were

int-welted in Morgan et al. (1974) and Lone mid Morgan (1975). Work 4./ Levy (1976)

extended this work iswpidersibly, as has the work by Coe (197$). ltairvwlster (1990). and

Iltfl
"An Ahem:dive Approach would he to compute ten -year average income and relate it

ten Veal ~rage needs lt has the opposite disadvantage. namely. that one exception-

ally good year earth) cause a family poor M nine of the ten tears to how ten-year average
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Orvinne !create, than nerds. and thus the family wrSok1 not 1w dirmilirli as persistently
Pour The Krona of persistently paw (in at least right of 1hr lest years) is about three-
quarters the sire sit the gimp with tell-vrar income less than nerds, and their Is a pratdeal of iwerlappissa between them More than 96 percent of the persistently porn have
ten year average income hss than needs, while more than haft ail the gntanywith ten-year
average hotinfor lesc du:. nerds are *Iwo persistentlypoor. Virtually all (97 percent) of the
individual/s with trey %VA, iiNrna less than steeds are pilaf Inc at least five lit the ten years.

"In loolissig at the more population over dsr ten-veat period of 1964 thns.gh 1978. we
most testier:4 then astal)sos tee thine individuals whit were living Inc that entire period. Thus.
aiMnae born alter tiw beginning of 1969 and 'anyone who died before the end of 1978 wasescluded A ;similar sestristion was imposed on the analysis presented in Table 2.1."It is irinpling tot tviltSkler all individuals who were poor in only one or two of the lea
Seas as has ay( shod spells of pverty. Rat this wassik1 not he entirely accurate, since somewho were pair molt in 1979 may be in just the beginning of a keg spell of poverty that
eilleails Irvin's! 1978. meal urine who wrie pilaf only in 1969 may have been at the end of alame spell that emended prior to 1969. In looking at patterns of poverty in the period from1911 to 1979, it is found that about 12 present of the individuals with one or two years of
prvcris weir, in lint. poor In 1979, with about 24 percent more poor hi 1970. Indeed, it ispossible to t int an Analysis of short- and kung -emu poverty in terms of spells of poverty'either than the incilester of poverty over 11 specified length of time. Bane and Ellwood
(1992) performed sonh an analysis with data from the Panel Study and found what ap-
peared tie he a Ishrisilostcal irsohl itt the individuals coming tats contact with poverty. most
turn out to has, spells of larrerty that last only one or two years: but of all (Ise individuals
whit are Poor in a gtivit year. moat appeared to be in the midst of a long spell ofpoverty.The wail/a for the apparent pasioalos is that those who slit esperience long spells si
have a mush girater chance of showing up as being poor in a given year.

''Similar results were obtained by Rainwater (1900), whit devekrped a relative stands
01 poverty Is ranking all families each year according to their inconichwrds. The fried'
sin lune/nerds is i determined Iry finding the incomeineeds level that divided the sawnof families precisely into two equal poops. 11w pretty hue each year was then defined
triii half of the oiwdlan income,nerds in that year. Ilis poverty line is eonsideobly higher
Shaft (tor official now. so that his estimate of single -year poverty ina1975 (18 percent) wastwice as high as the one estimated with the official standard. Confining his analysis toadults age and older. he finds 5 2 percent of the sample was pair by his definition in
every one of the ten years between 1967 and 1976, compared with the 2.6 percent figure
shown on Table 2.1 based on the official/ standard. In defining persistent poverty. Rain-water argues that should in nut only those whose incomes fail to rise above his
relative poverty line, hut shook' also include those whose incomes are insiofficient to
escape near-noverty, which be defines as between one-holland seven tenths of the median
income/nits '-o All in all. 16 percent of the entire adult population are estimated to be
in long-ten. a by

7.1 p .st estimate nI poverty in 1978 differs from the 6.8 percent figure shown
in 'rabic 2 1 because die two figures are hosed on slightly different popsilaiion 'troops. The
7 1 peornt estimate is based on all individuals living daring the period from 1974 to 1978.
The 6 It permit estimate is hased on the population living during the 1989 to 1978 period
and thus excludes ehildirri Whit had MA reached the age of five by 1974

"sthe techniques Inc analyzing patferns of poverty and other important events sre still
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in their iodates.. Their tlevritopment has been associated with. the growing number of

reouchers who air Aushring the vorinus longitudinal data sets now oradoble.

"The first column of numbers in Tolle 2.2 is based on A sample individuals who were

Its Mg no 197ti All othrs numbers in the tattle are based on all sample individuals who were

lis Mg cloning the entire 1969 to 197$ period.

"Simi- families chanter composition. this statement cm be made more precisely: the 6

percent home is the fraction of the entire priplohdimo who lived iii families headed by a

nonekleth black man in 1978. They may have lived in families headed by someone Ow

rather In the decode. floaracteristics that change over time make it difficuk to develop a

mitre complete table. row rumple, noshes than liming the cloanocieristies at o point in lime.

e crock) base detailed the poverty ftoctions according to the number of years the family

1 'nal woos a black man. a woman. etc. Such an analysis was conducted, but did not Aker the

noo...ions hosed on Table 2.2.
"As mentioned Above. not all of the group defined as -temponwily poor" exiwriemvd

short spells of poverty. The prohlem is that in any given period of years. souse Individuals

will be just Igegionsing in just entlag long spells of poverty. Their poverty is tenoiturary in

the sense that it did not occur in more than one Of tint (tithe ten years studi...1.

.'"'t A, 5 population mimesis of families headed by nonchothled individuals under the

,tr, 14.g t 60 %hose nosonv etc-Ionise of welfare paym its was below the poverty line.

''lo Lai, the clefioition of -fisll time" varies somewhat according to the race and sea of

lons.40141 Io'. loot Is always within 300 hours tithe full-time 2,000 loom mark. IP hit.

compotatolos, Less does not adjust the work hours of household heads with rent work

hoots a 11'sheictonis that applies to less than one-tenth of male hoosehold hearts and less

than one-gooter of female hoosehold Nock without children. Between one-third and

three fifths of kflIA14' hatlISCh441 Ingots with ellikhro reported rem work hours. Hourly

'sage rate's were cak Sailed Iv fliVillHOR mood labor income Ivy animal work bors.

I'llin. Acr,ogs conceal a great disparity in the distribution of memployment among

these hoteshold heads. Aland onethird of the poor household heads escaped osseinploy-

mega Altogether 41 g the nine-year period.

'Less c list of characteristics "tied to define is rood wage rates inc-lade: age. education,

regime cite site. whether clisahlest wiwthes onion 'aerobe., and whether a farmer.

''Sionce onceopktntent rates have been considerably higher in the cooly 19S0s than in

the 1900's and 1970's. they may play a more Important role in pnalocing poverty. Levy's

golds sis was conclocied kw A HOW period in which the oonenepkiyinent rate was consistently

bekry 5 perveol. However. Corronuo and Hill's (19A01 analysis includes the recession of

197A-75 its which ttar onvinpkryinent now use to 9 percent.

l'kture specifically. the analysis is restricted to nondisabeed male honseloold heads less

than age 45 in 1972 whose family incimw between 1969 and 1(111 averaged less than 1.5

times family needs d g 160 period. There were 229 inch families. Also included in the

analysis were ootolisabhd female household heads less than 45 yens forage in 1972 whose

family income in 1971 was less than 1.5 times the genial poverty steeds standard. There

svete 257 sods families-206 blacks and only 51 whiles. The relatively 'miniver of

whites preelooles a separate analysis for them. The present analysis u espy-.

cialls Ion this hook, lost the general malts are similar to those find organ (19741.

"'As discussed in (;hipper 1, this growth race Is calculated from all of the annual.

gplocis Atoms on family income and family needs during the eight -year period and is ad-

justed kw inflation. atswdingly, a positive growth rate , es that family income/nerds
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more than kept sip with ineation. A growth rate of 9 permit will roughly double a family'sincome/needs lave' in this eightyear period.
"The initial haracteristics included here are identical to those in Chapter 1. exceptthat the India/ level of iriconiesineeds was included in the predictor list and the index ofundue risk avoidance was excluded
*The estimated impact of individual events on income/needs growth rates presented inthis section was adjusted statistically fog the effects anther events and initial elnuarteristks.*11w number of 1 work hours used to define labor force status was 500. Inclividueh reporting more . 3 work hours in given year were deemed to he in the laborfore?. thew with les, AO hours were out of the labor force.
*Since these regression results have not been published elsewhere, they are detailedin thr Am-tenths to this cis -tic's
"This adjusted rate ro t was about firiirfiAhs as large as the simple, unadjustedeffect.
*The achievement motivation measure was administered in the fifth (19'12) wave ofinterviews and was not availalde for Morgan's t974 analysis. Other results of interest fromthe' stati,Ik.al an:attn.. are that an index of connectedness

to sources of information and helphad a negative effect on income/needs growth. possibly because it captures a propensity toremain fisted geographically and not take advantage of existing opposiimities. Income/needs growth was much slower for women in the older age ranges, principally becausetheir chances iof remarriage were less favorable.
"This program is Title I of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1905 asamended in 1474 Other examples Are Title 1 of the Housing and Conorminity 1).evelop-orient Act of 1974 earl the Comprehensive
Training and Employment Act (CETA) of 1973.
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RIGHTS TO INCOME SUPPORT AS AN ISSUE
IN WELFARE REFORM

(by,Paul Vernier)

The rights of those who need or depend upon welfare
benefits have been the subject of intense interest among .

social philosophers in recent years. It is also a subject
of substantial importance in any consideration of concept-
ual and moral issues in welfare policy today.

Philosophic discussions of welfare rights, generally
speaking. are more concerned with questions of broad moral
principle than with concrete policy issues in the field of
welfare ker se. This is no criticism of social philosophy,
of course, grace elucidation of the principles of social
morality is what one needs and wants from social philosophers.

At the same time, there are urgent policy questions for

welfare planners and decision makers that bear on the sub-

ject of rights as discussed by philosophers, jurists, and

political scientists. 'A general lack of connection between
welfare policy planning and scholarly discussion of rights
has served, I believe, to limit the potential contribution
of scholars to policy formulation to the general detriment

of welfare programs.

My purpose in this paper is to try to draw together the
subject matter of these two fields in such a way that the
work being done by rights theorists might have a more direct

impact on policy considerations than has so far beep the

case.

To that end, my discussion will be largely expository,
and I will not be arguing for or against anv particular
moral or political theses. 1 want to show, in a general
way, how the question of rights,is linked with welfare pol-
icy, and why it is an important subject for decision makers

in this field.

I will begin by offering a brief characterization of
the concept of a right in general, and of the particular
features of a right to income support. Next, I will offer

a short historical background concerning rights and welfare
policy, to be followed by a more intensive examination of
the ways in which welfare rights are most likely to influ-

ence and condition welfare policy decisions.

Reproduced with the permission of the Center for Philosophy

and Public Policy, 0 1900.
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I

We live in an age in which questions about people'srights rise quickly out of the welter of public issues toreceive public attention. What is it, however, to have aright to something? What is meant when the rights of somegroup, such as racial minorities and women, are invoked?Social philosophers, jurists, and political scientistshave written at length on the answers to these questions,and several basic conceptions appear to be generally agreed, upon in what has been written.' I shall make use of themin the characterization
of rights with which my discussionbegins

The assertion that a person has a right to somethingembodies three distinct, but closely related ideas. Firstto have a right is to have a claim of a special kind topossess, or do, or be something. The claim is one of en-titlement to the object of the right without having to se-cure the permission
or consent of anyone else. Second,having a right to something implies, in most instances, acorresponding obligation or duty upon some other person,group, or institution. The object of a right cannot ar-bitrarily be withheld or denied to the right-holder bythose upon whom such a duty is imposed. Third, both aright and its correlated duty are sanctioned by a govern-ing set of rules or principles which are binding on thoseinvolved.2

To invoke an individual's rights, therefore, is Comake the following claim: that he or she is entitled topossess or enjoy something
(e.g., choice of religious wor-ship) in accordagce with some set of valid rules or princ-iples. and that some organization or other individual isobligated under the same rules to satisfy that entitlement.If there is a right to we:fare, therefore, some :.et of in-dividuals is entitled to the behefits of welfare, yet to bedescribed, as a claim against others, in accordance withsome set of valid rules.

These governing rules may belong either to the realmof law or to that of moral principle. Sometimes they fallin both realm. For example, the Declaration of Independencecalls for liberty as a moral right, and the Bill of Rightsof the U.S.
Constitution guarantees us certain specific lib-erties, such as freedom of speech.

111.11/4, ouPY
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While this distinction is generally familiar tc profes-
sional groups such as lawyers, philosophers, and :political
scientists, it may not be as well known to the wider public
engaged in the debate about welfare reform, It is of central
importance in this debate, however, because certain welfare
rights are already contained 'n law, while others are claim-
able solely on grounds of moral principle. Unless the dis-
tinction is kept clearly in mind, and we know which of the
rights under discussion are legally sanctioned and which are
not, our debates on this subject will not be well informed.

Another distinction, this one concerned with whetHer a
right is to non-interference in one's activities as against'
a right to receive somethings also needs to be kept in mind.
It is important because traditionally we have been concerned
mainly with rights to r'on-interference, such as those guar-
anteed in the'rill of Rights of the U.S. Constitution. Artic-
ulation of rights to receive something, for example, a min-
*mum standard of living, educational opportunities, and Med-
ical care, is a more recent deveppment. For this reason,
the notion that there are rights to welfare is not as familiar
as the notion of forbearance rights.3

Rights are seldom absolutely enforceable in every sit-
uation, In specific circumstances. th7y can often legitimate-
ly be overridden, In Oliver °Wendell Holmes' famous example,
the right of free speech does not extend to shouting "fire"
in a crowded theater, If there is a moral right to income
support, there are clearly circumstances in which it cannot
be honored. For example, in time of famine, there may be
no resources for responding to need. From the viewpoint of
welfare Plicy, the recognition of a welfare right thus en-
tailsthe further question of the circumstances in which it
can be validly overridden,4

There is a great deal ipore that one might say about the
nature and scope of rights,' Howe%er, tor purposes of an in-
troduction to the subject of welfare rights, the points I
have made seem to be the importantlenes. To summarize brief-
ly, a distinction needs to be mach feetween moral rights and
legal rights in considering rights to.welfare. A further
distinction between forbearance rights, like the right to
privacy, and positive -social and economic rights, is like-
wise important. And finally, the question of circumstances
in which rights can be legitimately overridden must be taken

account of. I turn now to a' brief characterization of wel-
fare rights, and specifically of rights to income support.
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What is meant by a right to income support? Based onthe preceding discussion of rights in general, I want tooffer a particular construal which links the notion of sucha right directly to practical policy issues concerning elig-ibility for aiu and levele of payment to be provided by anincome support program. According to this construal, aright to income support is the right to the economic re-sources needed to bridge any existing gap between an in-dividual's own resources and those required to achieve someagreed-upon standard content of living. The central concepthere is that of a deficit between standardized need and anindividual's resources. if there is a right to income sup-port, it is the right to exist at some level or standard ofliving. Those who have the correlative duty are obligated
to supply what is needed the gap between that leveland any individual's own resources. Fresunably, everyonehas such a right, bur it actually accrues for any individ-ual only when his income falls below the established level.

The crucial factor in determining income support rights,if this construal is accepted, is the standard to be used indetermining when someone's right accrues, and what his bene-fits should be. Such a standard can vary from one of meagresurvival to a much higher level of well-being and opportun-ity for realization of individual potentialities. In Sec-tion III I will examine this range of possibilities in somedetail.

Understood in this way, it should be noted, a right toincome support is equivalent to a right to a mnimum standardof or income "floor" for everyone, fixed at whateverstandard is decided upon. This follows from the circumstancethat tf%, right to income support would accrue for an individ-ual 1 al-.3 when his or her resources fall below the Level of
expe%,:.,u:e which has been set. The amount of the entitle-ment w: be the amount required to enable each individual
to enjoy the established standard.

Although this account concerns only income support,
the same formula can be extended, I think, with suitable
modifications, to other welfare services, such as medical
care and day care for children. There are, of course,
otter ways of defining a welfare benefit right, such that
income testing is not the crucial factor, For example, thefamily allowance system, which is nor based on need, might
also be used to generate a definition of a welfare right.
One advantage of my definition is that it fits current wel-
fare reform proposals, which are income-tested in basic
strticture,
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II

Before going further into the content of a right to
income support, let us look for a moment at the historical
record on this subject. To what extent and in what ways
has the rights issue ii welfare been a subject of debate
and legislative enactment in aarlie periods? Is it a
long -time issue, or one of recent emergence? And how far
has the concept of a welfare right been implemented in our
welfare programs up to now?

According to a well-informed writer on this subject,
A.D. Smith, writing in the Harvard Law Review in 1949, "his-
torically and traditionally . . there was no legal tight
to public assistance. "6 A major obstacle to its legal rec-
ognition, he says, was the firm conviction of many people
that the claim to subsistence is "a claim to what can only
be 3 gratuity." Aid to those in need, according to this
view, can never escape its origin as g "charitable bene-
faction." Changes in the economy of the nation in the last
century, according to Smith, led to the possibility of a
different view about the relation of individuals and the
economic mechanisms of society than the highly individual-
istic one of earlier times. The newer outlook made possi-
ble the passage in 1935 of the Social Security Act, with
its emphasis on providing economic security through social
Insurance. Part of the Social Security Act was the enact-
ment of public assistance for special groups of needy
people -- dependent children, aged, and blind.

A major purpose of the Act, and hence of ch.! public
assistant titles of the act, according to Smith, was to
"give enforceable legal rights of participation." These
rights were brought into existence by requiring an oppor-
tunity for a fair hearing for dissatisfied applicants and
recipients. How far did this take us'along the road to
the establishment of legal rights to income support? Those
special groups who qualify under these programs do have
legal entitlements to assistance, as Smith holds. This
was confirmed in an opinion of the Supreme Court in
Goldberg v. Kelly in 1970: "Such benefits ri.e. AFDC7
are a matter of statutgry entitlement for pirsons quali-
fied to receive them." The courts have also, in recent
years, articulated certain rights of welfare recipients
to due process and equal protection under the law, as il-
lustrated by the ruling in Goldberg v. Kelly that recipi-
ents whose assistance is being stopped and who have appealed
are to remain on the rolls pending the hearing decision.8
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These are a1.1 steps in a cumulative recognition of
rights of welfare recipients, but they do not add up to ssieneral right to benefits for those unable to support them-selves. In the first place, these programs are based uponstatutes that can be amended or discontinued by legislativeact. Moreover, persons eligible for the programs that pro-vide entitlements are a limited class of these who are poor(i.e., families with dependent children, the aged, blindand disabled).

A related set of developments since the passage of th,1Social Security Act are also of some interest and importancein the field of welfare rights. These are expressions ofpolicy and opinion outside the legislative and judicial con-text. First, President Roosevelt s famous declaration dur-ing World War II of the "Four Freedoms" included the rightto freedom from want. Next, the Universal Declaration
Human Rights of the United Nations was adopted in 1948 andincludes the right to a minimum standard of living. Eventhough this is an international J.eciration which theUnited Star.es has not ratified, it has frequently beencited by riters on welfare rights (e.g., by Wayne Vaseyin a paper entitled "Social Welfare as a Human Rtght"9).
A few years ago, the national association of welfare recip-ients adopted as its name, the "National Welfare Rights
Organization." And recently, Secretary of State Cyrus Vancestared as United States policy that "There is the right tothe fulfillment of such vital needs as food, shelter, healthcare, and education,10

These instances do not, it is true, add up to a majorgroundswell, Yet it is fair to say that they reflect some-
thing more than a random, unrelated let of occurrences.They express a point of view about rights of the poor whichwould not have been found prior to the 1930's.

III

The issue of rights to income support, as we have al-ready observed, is closely connected with the designation
as a matter of policy of some standard or level to which
entitlement applies. This is true whether we are speaking
of moral or legal rights. In the discussion of this sub-
ject which follows, the close link that exists between ab-
stract questions of rights and programmatic requirements ofpolicy determination comes clearly to view,
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It makes a great deal of difference whether we are
talking about rights to a level of bare survival or to a
level which permits a mode of life exceeding survival. This
relativitization to some specific level of existence is re-
quired for two reasons. First, it is only by such moans
that we are able to identify the content of what a person
may have a right to. Second, the grounds for asserting
moral rights to welfare are not the same for different
levels. For example, one possible argument for rights at
the level of survival is that such rights are part of what
we mean by the right to life. That is to say, if there is
a right to life, as the Declaration of Independence asserts,
one'possible argument for support at the survival level is
that such support is part of what we mean by the right to
life because it may be required for remaining alive. How-
ever, if the asserted right is to some level of existence
beyond mere survival, the argument from the right to life
is no longer sufficient taken by itself. Other arguments
will be needed, e.g., that everyone ought to have equal ac-
cess to what he needs to successfully pursue his life in-
terests, including a reasonably adequate level of economic
goods. Moreover, the arguments for rights at one level of
benefits might be significantly mar' persuasive than those

for another. It is also possible at rights might be
strongly justified at one level, at that there are other
powerful motivations, such as ac levement of certain social

ideals, for providing support, ithout reference to rights,
at some higher leve1.11

Standards of living relevant to income support policies

can be viewed as constituting a continuum along a dimension
extending from the barest level of survival upward. Points
.along the continuum, however, must be selected in order to

focus discussion. A number of possibilities are ?resented.
For example, Benn and Peters, in The Principles of Political
Thought, IL offer a three-fold set of levels as follows:
T) the biological level, which defines the requirements
for simple survival; (2) the level of basic needs, which

are those that must be satisfied for enjoying what the au-
thors call a "decent sort of life" at any particular time

and place; and (3) the level of functional needs, defined
by those requirements which a person must satisfy as a con-
dition of performing his or her particular job or task in

the community. A virtue of this classification is that it

gives us a hold on some important stages along the continuum
of individual and family needs. I shall offer a somewhat
different, two-level classification, howeverpartli because_
it appears to bemore directly relevant to welfare policy
considerations, and also because the kinds of arguments that
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can be made in support of welfare tights may, I think, relatesomewhat more directly to these levels than to others. The twolevels or standards are (1)alwrel of subsistence, which dif-fers in an important
way from Benn and Pecers'. biologicallevel; and (2) a level of minimal well-being. Both levels arebroadly characterized in the discussion that follows.

(1) The Level of Subsistence. Subsistence, as I shallunderstand-it, is a lever of minimum economic securitywhich encompasses the elements of biological survival, butgoes beyond them, This level of subsistence, taken from ananalysis of subsistence needs by Henry Shue,13 provides theeconomic means to live a healthy and active life of more orless normal duration. This level exceeds that of bare bi-ological needs in specifying certain positive conditions ofhealth and activity as well as introducing a durational com-ponent. Survival, as a concept of living, imrlies more aday to day meeting of primitive needs without explicit con-sideration of one's state of health or longevity.

At the same time, the concept of subsistence or mini-mal economic security clearly does not extend to a standardthat is comparable to Benn and Peters' "decent sort of life."That level not only enables an individual to subsist, butto live in a certain manner, i.e., one that is consideredminimally acceptable within the community of one's abode.The notion of subsistence, while going substantially beyondsurvial in a biological sense, is nevertheless not to beidentified with any particular manner of life. Subsistenceneeds would be met, for instance, by one's having warm cloth-ing and shelter in winter even though they may be quite dif-ferent from one's neighbor's clothing and shelter, and of aless desirable character by accepted community standards.
(2) The Level of Minimal Well-Being. Achievement ofthe level6Tsubsistence just descri5id-is a necessary con-dition for the continuation of life in any sense but thatof mere survival. It is by no means sufficient, however,for the 1 vel I shall call "minimal well-being." Achieve-ment of this level requires not only economic security onthe subsistence level, but also a set of oppolgtunities forliving in a more comprehensive sense. Three such opportun-ities are essential

to this conception of welt-being. Oneis that of being able to have what Benn and Peters call a"decent sort of life", that is, of living in accordance withwhat is minimally acceptable in one's community so that oneis not looked upon as different or outside the establishedpatterns of community life. Second, at this level an in-.dividual can participate in the general range of ordinary
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community activities such as church-going, modest entertain-

ing of one's friends, and taking part in political and com-

munity affairs. Third, one can achieve a sense of one's

value as a human being, and enjoy some confidence iv the

ability to plan one's life and fulfill these plans.14 A life

which meets these
specifizations would, I suggest, be re-

garded by most k-iericans as meeting a test of minimal ade-

quacy. More important a life which did not provide such

opportunities would be considered seriously deficient.

It would perhaps be more accurate to designate this

level as one of opportunity to achieve minimal well-being,

since the actual achievement would depend on a Complex set

of factors which extend beyond economic and educational re-

source: to their utilization by each individual. The level

of economic support which is linked with minimal well-being,

as I have characterized it, is an enabling instrumentality,

rather than constitutive of that condition in its full sense.

The characterization I have offered here is extremely

.
general. and requires further elaboration in several di-

rtctions. For example, circumstances under which well-being

in this sense can be achieved differ markedly for different

croups of people. Children and the elderly have clearly

diverse prospects in life, and the kinds of opportunities

needed by children as they are growing up are not those of

*.heir grandparents. Other distinctions apply to bread-

winners in contrast with family members who are not in

the job market. Despite its generality, however, and

taking account of the need to relativize it to different

groups of individuals, the central notions of minimal

well-being as a level of existence, as I have described

it, can be grasped from this delineation.

What level of resources is needed for the achievement

of minimal well-being?
Stated in terms of an income sup-

port program, what would have to be provided to an individ-

ual who lacks resources of his or her own? A specification

of the needed goods and services is far beyond the scope of

this paper. In general, however, it seems clear that food,

shelter and clothing within standards accepted by one's com-

munity az needed. The ability to utilize educational and

health resources, insofar as they are available generally,

and the requirements for holding employment (e.g., work

clothing, transportation) are further necessities. This

listing is only illustrative. A full listing would add fur-

ther similar items.

If there is a right to income support at the level of

minimal well-being, as I have described it, such a right is

to the goods and services noted above.
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The Official Poverty Line. In 1969, the federal gov-ernment adopted an "official" poverty.line or threshold asa measure of economic
insufficiency.15 In the past decade.this poverty threshold expressed in dollar amounts has beenin general use as a base for

establishing levels of incomesupport in proposed welfare programs. For example, the pay-ment level in a given proposal may be computed at 75% of thepoverty threshold.

Because this quantified measure of economic need playssuch an important' role in contemporary policy formulation,we should take time to look into its relation to the vari-ous living standards I have been discussing in conceptualterms. One point of interest comes to light at once; Al-tivegh the poverty line is expressed in dollar figuresbased on empirical
research into what people are thought toneed for food and other requirements for living, its use inpolicy formulation is nOrmative and reflects moral judgmentsregarding the level of existence which a support programshould sustain. When we have located the poverty line, aswell as we can, at a point along

our continuum of livingstandards, we shall observe that it designates a conceptualstandard which calls for moral justification as the standardseleted for purposes of setting payment levels. From theviewpoint of rights to income support, the poverty lineeither implies a description of what people have a right to,or else it is not to be construed
as descriptive of suchrights. If the former, it requires moral argument to justi-fy its selection, If the latter, its selection conflictswith people's rights, if there are such rights.

The concepts and premises that lie behind the povertyline computation are compl-x and,'in
some respects, highlycontroversial. We need not enter into these difficultieshere, wever, `since our irter-!st is only in the questionof where the official poverty line falls along the continuumof possible standards of living.

The primary component of the official
poverty line isthe economy food diet issued by the Department of Agriculture.This is described

as minimally adequate for nutrition, al-though not for long-time use. The first step in the compu-tation is to price this diet for families of differing com-position. The second step is to use this dollar cost forfood as the basis for computing the total cost of all itemsof living expenses. This is done by multiplying food costsby a .certain factor (for a family of 3 or more, the factoris 3). This formula is based on empirical studies of actualexpenditure patterns of American families concerning the pro-portion of expenditures for living expenses that goes for the
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purchase of good. The poverty line is the dollar figure

obtained by carrying out this computation.

Because the method of computing non -food costs gives

no clue as to what can be purchased, we cannot place the

poverty line oz our standard of living continuum with too

much precision. However, the use of a minimally adequate

diet as the basic component gives us some grounds for the

view that it should be considered roughly comparable to the

level of subsistence which I described above. There seems

no reason co place it higher on the continuum, and possibly

it should be placed somewhat lower, because the Depa:tment

of Agriculture has
recommended it for only temporary use.

Iv

What can be said, now, about the impact of the rights

issue on the actual formulation of income support policy?

First, I think it is clear that in setting policy, the 'ien-

tral issue is that of moral rights to income support rather

than legal rights.
Whatever legal rights are secured for

recipients in law, they are the outcome of political de-

cisions already made, and their implementation is a technical

problem. From the policy planning viewpoint, therefore, the

important concern is with moral rights. Moral rights, in

the context of legislative planning, are
expressions of what

ought to be the case in law. They are moral directives to

legislators. If moral rights are recognized and accepted

as valid, it follows that one responsibility of decision

makers is to identify the nature of these rights and the

conditions under which they accrue. Based on this identifi-

cation, decision makers would then seem to have an obliga-

tion to make policy decisions that reflect these results.

If these rights are denied validity, on the other hand,

another set of motivations for providing income support

would be determining.

Even if the validity of moral rights to income support

were accepted by polit;ymakers, of course, there are other

motivations which are present and will play an important

role. The difference made by non-recognition of the valid-

ity of moral rights is that in this ease, 4.ho other motiva-

tions would stand alone. The role of rights in policy

formulation is not to displace these other motivations en-

tirely, but to serve as one important factor in the process.
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Let us look for a moment at some of these other motiva-tions to the provision of income support. We cannot discussthem in any detail in the present setting, but several maybe identified. Humanitarian concern for these in need isone motivation. A second is the desire to provide greaterequality of opportunity. Another is concern for-the well-being ofthe community at large. That is, poverty, withits associated crime and ill health, is seen as a patholog-ical condition affecting the entire community and thereforeneeding to be controlled. A fourth motive is desire forsocial stability and security from possible social dis-ruptions.

Whatever motivations are operative in policy formula-tion, they will each have some effects on program policies.If one of these motives is an acceptance of some set ofmoral welfare rights, then policies will, to this extent,reflect the views of policymakers regarding the substanceof these rights, who has them, and the conditions underwhich they would become effective. These views about rightswill not be the only motivating factors at work, but theyshould give important
direction to the kinds and levels ofbenefits provided, the groups of individuals who are to beeligible, and the limitations to be imposed on eligibility.For these reasons, the question of whether there are rightsneeds to have attention in this project on moral issues inwelfare reform.

V

To conclude this survey of the nature and ramificationsof welfare rights in the field of income support policy, Iwant to raise four questions which require consideration indeciding whether or not there are moral rights to income sup-port, and to whom they apply. First, how can it be shownthat there are moral rights to income support? We can veri-fy the existence of legal rights by consulting the actuallaws of a society. We cannot, however, find a similar em-pirical basis for %hawing that there are moral rights unlesswe resort to polliqg public opinion. Except for ethicalrelativists, however, philosophers have not found this kindof test persuasive.
Another approach to showing that wehave such rights is that of John Locke and other natural lawtheorists, who attempted to find the ground for moral rightsin purported laws of nature; but this line of justificationhas not proved convincing. One task of the advocate of moralrights, therefore, is to formulate persuasive arguments tojustify them. This is a task to which social philosophersin recent years have devoted considerable time and effort.
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The second question concerns the identification of the

persons or organizations having the duty or obligation cor-
relative to a moral right to income support. A necessary
condition'for the ascription of a right to someone is that

we can point to someone else who has the correlative duty.

In the absence of an agent so obligated, ascription of the

right is empty. It is not easy to identify the holder of

the obligation that is correlated with a moral right to in-

come support. If no government authority now has legal

responsibility for providiqg assistance to some class of

needy people, who is obligated? Professor Brandt has as-

serted that if an individual is in dire need, and we are

the only one in a position to help, then we have a moral

obligation co do so. But in a larger sense, as Brandt also

recognizes, we are not each individually responsible for
helping everyone who is in need, even though we may have a

duty to help some individuals. Where, then, does the ob-

Ligation rest717

Third, there are potentially serious problems of re-

source allocation to be met. If there is a right to income

support at some accepted living standard, the simpli obli-

gation is to provide the funds needed to finance a program

which meets all such needs of those whose resources fall

below the minimum level. In times of affluence, this may

not be a source of problems, but when resources are limited

in respect to demands for services which may have comparable

priority (e.g., education, police protection), difficult
moral issues of allocation are raised. The proponent of

welfare rights must have answers to these challenges as a

part of a comprehensive and persuasive account of such

rights.

Fourth and last of the questions requiring considera-

tion if moral rights to income support are claimed is that

of defining the obligations of the right-holders themselves.

A frequent response to the assertion of a right to income

support is to say that what is really important is the ob-

ligation of the needy individual to take care of his or her

own needs. It is the general wisdom that an individual

should work to support himself or herself if able and there

is a job. If someone simply wants to live a life of leisure,

or finds work distasteful, would he or she have any as-

sortable right to support? I take it, from the viewpoint

of formulating policy, that the problem is not whether,re-

cipients 6f Supporthave responsibilities as well as puta-

tive rights, but what these responsibilities are The re-

sponsibilities can, in theory, range from almost nothing at

all to requirements that are recognizably extreme, likere

quiring a mother of several children to submit to sterilize-
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tion as a condition of eligibility. There are seriousmoral issues to be faced in determining what these conditionsshould be and the advocate of income support rights must pro-vide some answer to them as part of the charActerization ofthe right.

These are all difficult questions, tut they are not,I believe, unanswerable. One task for social philosophersis to identify and consider the possible answers to theseand questions like them across the spectrum of moral issuesin welfare policy.
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NOTES

1 Se* Joel Feinberg. Social Philosophy (Englewood Cliffs,

N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973) Chapters 4 and 6, for

a comprehensive discussion of characteristics and types

of rights.

2 "To have a right is to have a claim against someone whose

recognition as valid is called for by some set of govern-

ing rules or moral principles." Joel Feinberg, "The

Nature and Importance of Rights," Journal of Value Inquiry,

Winter, 1970.

3

4

Although this distinction is important to a clear under-

standing of the issues under debate, it also needs to be

kept i,e mind that positive government action is equally

required to ensure the enjoyment of both kinds of rights.

This point has been forcefully argued by Henry Shut in

"Foundations for a Balanced U.S. Policy on Human Rights:

The Significance of Subsistence Rights," a working paper

issued by the Center for Philosop'ay and Public Policy,

University of Maryland, November 14, 1977.

Rights that can be set aside in certain circumstances

have been characterized by some philosophers as "prima

facie" rights. Cregory.Vlastos has adoptld this charac-

terization in "Justice and Equality," Social Justice, ed.

Richard B. Brandt (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice -Hall,

Inc., 1962). A.I. Melden, however, rejects this account,

holding that it incorrectly undermines the authoritative

status of a warranted right /?f. Rights and Persons

(Berkeley: University of Carifornis Press, 19771),

5 In addition to the volumes already cited which deal with

rights by Feinberg, Brandt, and Melden, see also A.I.

Melden, ed,, Human Rights (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Pub-

lishing Co., 1970).

6 A.D. Smith, "Public Assistance as a Social Obligation,"

Harvard Law Review, V. 63, 1949.

7 Goldberg v. K!liy, 397 U.S. 254 (1970).

8 Other'Supreme Court decisions which have reinforced the

rights of welfare recipients to equal protection and dull

process include King, v. Smith, 392 U.S. 309 (1968);

Sha iro v. Tho son, 394 U.S. 618 (1967); Weaver v, Doe,

A.$. 98 ;
end Wheeler v. Montgomery, 397 Drg.

280 (1970).
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NOTES - Continutid

Wayne Vasey, "Social Welfare as a Human Right," SocialValues, ed. Katherine A. KenUall (New York: CoutiarTin'56cial Work Educasion, 1970),*
10

/ Cyrus R. Vance,
"Human Rights Policy," (Washington:Office of Media Services, Bureau of Public Affairs,4 Department of State, 'April 30, 1977).

11
Recognition of this nevi to formulate

distinct argumentsin support of welfareWrights at different levels ofeconomic end.socis1 adequacy is yo be found in contem-porary social philoloophy. As ekamples, see FrederickRosen, "Basic Needs and Justice,"
Mind, January 1977;S.1. Benn and R.S. Peters, The PriEniles of PoliticalThought (New York: The Free Press, 1965) C 'hapter 6;Hugo edau, "The Right to Life," The Monist, October1968; and Henry Shim, loc. cit.

12
S.I. Benn and R.S. Peers, The Principles of PoliticalThought (New York: The Free-Press, 1963) Chapter 6.

13
According to Shue's

account, subsistence is equivAntto "minimal economic security," by which he means,"healthy air, healthy water, adequate food, adequateclothing, and adequate shelter." The basic idea, hesays, is to have "available for consumption what isneeded for a decent chance at a reasonably
healthy andactive life of more or less.normal

length.." HenryShue, loc. cit., p. 9-10.

14
In a Theory.of

Justice (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univer-sity Press, 1971), John Rawls identifies these condi-tions as necessary for achievement of what he terms"self- respect." (see p. 440.)

.1 5
See Mollie Orshensky,

"Counting the Poor: Anooher Lookat the Poverty
Profile," Social Security Bulletin, v. 28(1965). .

16
See Frank I. Michelman, "In Pursuit _of Constitotkoms1Welfare Rights., One' Viei;-of Rat4ls' Theory of Justice,"University of Pennsylvania Law Review, May 1973, for acomprehenstVe consideration of the question of whetherthere are constitutional rights to income support.
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NOTES - Continued

I7 Richard B. Brandt, Ethical Theo (Englewood Cliffs:

Prentice-Hall, Inc , p. 9. One possible answer

to the qupstion of who is obligated to respond to wel-

fare needs is the following: Although we cannot in-

dividually be held responsible, except in very special

'circumstances, we are jointly members of a society which

has certain public and private institutions in which wf

participate. Our obligations, on this view, are to be

met through these institutions, (e.g., the public wel-

fare departments of government).

This paper is a draft version.' Comments, criticisms and

suggestions will be welcomed by the author. In its present

form, the paper has benefitted substantially from criticisms

and suggestions by Peter C. Brown, Conrad Johnson, Douglas

MacLean, and Henry Shue.
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WEALTH AND pommy'

George Gilder

The Coming Welfare
Boom

FOR MANY YEARS defenders of welfare have acknowledged that thesystem was harsh on intact poor families. The answer, it was widelyagreed, was to extend benefits to families with unemployed fathers. Thiswas done in twenty-six states and, to the surprise of some observers,had no effect on the rate at which poor families broke down. The reasonwas clear. As under the guaranteed7income plans tested in Denver andSeattle, the marriages dissolve not because the rules dictate it, but becausethe benefit levels destroy the father's key role and authority. He canno longer feel manly 'n his own home. At first he may try to maintainhis power by the use of muscle ask! bluster. But to exert force againsta woman is a confession of weaknesS. Soon after, he turns to the streetfor his male affirmationci
These facts of life have eluded nearly all the sociologists who havestudied the statistics of the welfare family. The studies focus on povertyand unemployment as the prime factors in family breakdown becausethe scholars fail to comprehend that to a great extent poverty and unem-ployment, and even the largely psychokr,icil conditions of "unempkwa-bilitv" are chiefly' reflections of fauna) ..eterioration. In any multiple-regression analysis, these economic factors will loom largest as causesof family breakdown because they casuals) and reflect all the other lessmeasurable factors, such as male confidence and authority, which deter-mine sexual potency, respect from the wife and children, and motivation

From WEALTH AND POVERTY by George Gilder. p. 114-127.
0 1981 by George Gilder. Reprinted by permission of
Basic Rooks, Inc.; Publishers.
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to face the tedit.ia and frustration of daily labor. Nothing is so destructive

to all these male values as the growing, imperious recognition that when

all is said and done his wife and children can do better without him.

The man has the gradually sinking feeling that his role as provider, the

definitive male activity from the primal days of the hunt through the

industrial revolution and on into modern life, has been largely seized

from him; he has been cuckolded by the compassionate state.

His response to this reality is that very combination of resignation

and rage, escapism and violence, short horizons and promiscuous sexuality

that characterizes everywhere the life of the poor. But in this instance,

o the pattern is often not so much a necessary reflection of economic condi-

tions as an arbitrary imposition of policy --a policy that by depriving

poor families of strong fathers both dooms them to poverty and damages

the economic prospects of the children.

In the welfare culture money becomes not something earned by men

through hard work, but a right conferred on women by the state. Frotest

and complaint replace diligence and discipline as the sources of pay. Boys

grow up seeking support from women, while they find manhood in the

macho circles of the street and the bar or in the irresponsible fathering

of random progeny.
The crackdown type of welfare reform attempts to pursue and prosecute

these fathers and force them to support their children. But few of these

fathers have permanent jobs that they value enough to keep in the face

of effective garnishment. Those who do have significant incomes often

give money voluntarily to the mothers of their children. But these funds

are rarely reported. The effect of child support prosecutions in such cases

Is usually to reduce the amount of money going to the children by effec-

tively diminishing the welfare allotment and to transform the father's

payments from a morally affirmative choice into an embittering legal re-

quirement. He tries to escape this situation as soon as he can. Attempts

to force people to work and support their childrenwhen it is clearly

against their financial interests and their children'swill always fail.

In the cases of the so-called "love children," born of barely postadoles-

cent fathers or of others passing by, the child-support litigations are

equally futile, for the children are really the offspring of the welfare

culture of Aid for Families with Dependent Children (AFDC or ADC).

In a free society a man cannot long be made to work to pay for children

whom he rarely sees, kept by a woman who is living with someone

else. Work is not a matter of mere routine but of motivation, X-efficiency

as it has been called. The fathers arraigned for child support in the welfare

culture typically make a few desultory payments and then leave their

jobs or leave .own. Some of them enter the world of part-time work
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for cash, or the more perilous but manifestly manly world of crime. Otherseventually get new jobs in the often reliable hope that the computerswill not catch up with them again. But the general effect is to add tothe perils of employment and marriage.
Work requirements are particularly futile because they focus on womenwith small children, the official welfare clients, rather than on the unlistedbeneficiariesthe men who subsist on the system without joining it,who live off welfare mothers without marrying them. These men arenot necessarily fathers of the particular children they happen to be livingamong. They are just men who live for a while with a welfare mother,before moving on to another one. These men are the key beneficiaries---and victimsof .the system. Because the-systern exists, they are not forcedto marry or remain married or learn the disciplines of upward mobility.There are hundreds of thousands of these men. Their legion is theinevitable counterpart of the mass of welfare mothers who preoccupyall the social workers and reformers. Yet the mothers in general cannotlift their families out of poverty, nor can the social workers. Makingthe mothers work confers few social benefits of any sort and contributes.almost nothing to the fight against poverty. Only the men can usuallyfight poverty by working, and all the antipoverty programsto the extentthey make the mother's situation bettertend to make the father's situa-tion worse; they tend to reduce his redemptive need to pursue the longerhorizons of career.

1 'lege unlisted welfare men form a group almost completely distinctfrom the "able-bodied men" actually listed on the rollsaging winos,over-the-hill street males, wearied ex-convicts, all the halt-and-lamelaunderers of the worldwho receive money under the general assistancecategory and are harassed mercilessly during every crackdown. The realable-bodied welfare fathers are almost universally contemptuous of wel-fare and wouldn't go near a welfare office. In county jails across theland, these men disdain all transitional programs des.kwed to give themaid after release while they get back on their feet. Welfare-based employ-ment programs, like those envisaged in many reform proposals, will tendto miss all the youth on whom the future oF, poor communities willfinally depend.
Even the antifraud efforts, necessary as they are, can have unfortunateresults in the context of the welfare culture. The usual way to'combatwelfare fraud is to compare the welfare rollsincluding all listed husbandsand fatherswith lists of the holders of jobs, savings accounts, homes,and other ASSOC in order to find any duplications. This approach candiscover several types of fraud. One is the most obvious and reprehensible;the fully employed we'nan with children who at the same time collects
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a day-care subsidy and a welfare check, or sometimes several, perhaps

even on the basis of false representations of the ages and number of

her dependents. This kind of case, though relatively infrequent, always

gets lot. of publicity and is a great triumph for the welfare investigator.

The more usual types of fraud are much more ambiguous. They consist

of women on welfare with bin:Irking husbands. Often these men no longer

live with their wives or have anything much to do with them; the wives

normally are livie- with other men. This case of fraud differs from all

the legal welfare uses, which also involve absent fathers and new men

in the ilmne, chiefly in that the woman made the mistake of once getting

married and the man made the error.of taking an officially recorded job,

buying a house, or acquiring some savings.

The fraud cases, in other words, can often arise among the more honest

and ambitious of the welfare recipients; the ones who tell the truth about

the whereabouts of their husbands or the fathers of their children, the

ones who make an effort to marry or save or accept regular workthe

ones, in general, who try to leave the welfare culture and thus come

into the reach of welfare department computers. The antifraud techniques

necessarily miss the welfare mothers who live and bear children of dubious

paternity, with a succession of men working froin time to time in the

cash economy of the street, or those who dabble in prostitution, sharing

apartments with other welfare mothers while leaving the children with

a forty- five year old grandmother upstaits, who is receiving payments

for "disability" from a sore back.
Indeed, the ideal client according .tylte computer is a woman with

several illegitimate children of unsure p4ternity who goes deeply into

debt and spends all her money as soon as it arrives. This ideal has proved

easy enough to achieve for some hundred thousand young mothers in

recent years. The efforts to radically reduee the welfare rolls by cracking

down on morally unsatisfactory recipients--"shirLers" and "cheaters" and

other miscreants whose crimes can bring crowds indignantly to their feet
normally offers a small yield of real offenders but a large number of

marginal cases that would take thousands of Solomons to fairly sort out.

No one argues that welfare should not be resourcefully policed. The

law must be enforced. But endless injustices and anomalies are absolutely

unavoidable in any means-tested system, any system for which one quali-

fies by showing a low income. There is no such thing as a good method

of artificial income maintenance. The crucial goal should be to restrict

the system as much as possible, by making it unattractive and even a

bit demeaning. The anomalies and perversities become serious chiefly

as the benefits rise to the point where they affect the life choices of

millions.
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As in all insurance policies, it is the level of benefits that determinesthe moral hazards. Fire insurance, for example, becomes an inducementto arson chiefly when a neighborhood declines to the point where thepolicy payoff exceeds the value of the housing. Our welfare system createsmoral hazards because the benefits have risen to a level higher than theostensible returns of an unbroken home and a normal job.Under these circumstances nuts/ of the cases are fraudulent, in the sensethat most of the fathers could presumably marry the mothers of theirchildren and could support them if they had to. But from another pointof view, very few cases are fraudulent, since neither the mothers northeir men, in .the context and psychology created by the system, couid
support their children at the levels of "decency" or "adequacy" specifiedby the U.S. government in its "low-income budget."For an ill-educated man from the welfare culture to support a familyat that level requires delay of marriage and childbearing until after thedevelopment of economic skills and then the faithful performance ofwork over a period of years. These requirements are most essentiallymoral and familial. The attempt to elicit them by legal pressures whiledeterring them remorselessly by contrary financial incentives is as hopelessa venture as has ever been undertaken by government.
The most serious fraud is committed not by the members of the welfareculture but by the creators of it, who conceal from the poor, both adultsand children, the most fundamental realities of their lives: that to livewell and escape poverty they will 'have to keep their families togetherat all costs and will have to work harder than the classes above them.In order to succeed, the poor need most of all the spur of their poverty.By the early seventies, however, a national consensus had been reachedfavoring a program of "welfare reform" designed to conceal such realities,not only from welfare families but from all American families. A negativeincome tax was to be established, distributing money to perhaps one-third of all Americans as automatically and comprehensively as the IRStakes it from the rest of us. Poverty was to be abolished by redistribution.Endorsed on various occasions by such diverse voices as Richard Nixon,Milton Friedman, George McGovern, Paul Samuelson, andabove allin eloquent persistenceDaniel Patrick Moynihan, it was an idea whosetime had apparently come. But no sooner had the consensus prevailed,so it seemed, than it collapsed.

Senator Moynihan announced, with great courage and simplicity: "Iwas wrong." Books and articles poured forth, declaring that the presentwelfare system, for all its manifest faults, was, as it were, "our welfare
system, right or wrong," an almost geological feature, one expert describedit, with rocks and rills and purpled hills like America itself. "A wonderfully
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complex array of programs, payment levels, and eligibility rules," wrote

M.Artin Anderson, Ronald Reagan's counselor, "a comploc welfare system

dealing with the very complex problem of the poor in America."' Ander-

son thought benefit levels could even be raised if is ork and child-support

requirements were stiffly enforced.

Richard Nathan, Nelson Rockefeller's formes adviser on the subject

and long a high level Republican at HEW and the White House, agreed:

no large changes were needed, just marginal reforms. Three liberal profes-

sors from the University of California at Berkeley endorsed this view

. lass% intelligent _article I. The Pekfic hOrrat: "The uniform, efficient welfare

system of the economic textbooks is nothing but a Mirage. Even the

most comprehensive reform will leave a system with many of the current

problems, and much of the current public unhappiness."' They called

for incremental changes only. Senator Russell Long read Anderson's book

and distributed it to all members of the Senate Finance Committee, which

would have t8 approve of any reforms; and Senator Moynihan held hear

ings that finally interred the idea of the kind of guaranteed income which

he had often previously acclaimed as "the most important domestic pro-

posal since social security."
Meanwhile, out in Wisconsin at the Institute for Research on Poverty,

Irwin Garfinkel, Robert Haveman, and David Beaton of HEW applied

their earnings capacity concept to ten different income-transfer proposals,

including Nixon's Family Assistance Plan, Wage Subsidies, Child Allow-

ances, and several Negative Income Tax schemes. Running all of them

through their computers, the Wisconsin scholars discovered, much to

their acidpfltirally muted surprise, that AFDC was easily the best in its

ability to reach efficiently the truly needy poorthat is, the poor who

not only lack money but also lack the means to earn it' AFDC had

the advantage, it seemed, of excluding most of the college students, trust-

fund remitees, semiretired nearly novelists, willingly part-time cabinet-

makers, and other potentially self-supporting types who are heavy benefi-

Ciaries of any of the purely income-based programs. After all the years

of ingenious research and embattled legislation, all the urgent speeches

and recriminations, we had ended up very does to where we had begun

with the established welfare system, admittedly much amended, and a

resolve better to enforce its provisions.

What had happened was fairly AM* and altogether remarkable two

kinds of experiments were conducted and their results were taken to

heart. One was a program of reforms applied statewide in California

by Governor Reagan. A determined effort to enforce work and child-

support rules while increasing benefits to the "truly needy," the Reagan

measures were hailed a success by everyone from Nelson Rockefellei to
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Jerry Brown. Over a period of two years costs were controlled and therolls were reduced by four hundred thousand below previous levels andby eight hundred thousand below protected levels.3 The, other experi-menta test by HEW of the impact of guaranteed incomes on workeffort and marital stabilitytook place in several cities and was climaxedby extensive programs in Denver and Seattle.
In this HEW test, income guarantees turned out, in the view of HEW's

own contractors, to be a catastrophic failure, reducing work effort bybetween one-third and one-half and increasing marital breakdown byabout 6o percent, compared to a control group largely on AFDC. It wasdetermined that work force withdrawal would constitute between 25.and 55 percent of the real cost of a program maintaining incomes at alevel near the poverty line, and that any benefits in reducing povertywould be nullified by the effect of broken marriages in perpetuating it.The conclusion was that a guaranteed income would be far more destruc-tive in every way than the current welfare system.
Because of the amazing capacity of social-science methods to avoiddiscovering the most obvious facts of work and family, these findingscame as a great surprise even to people who had long ago predictedthem.' Not only had the results of a previous experiment in New Jersey

been interpreted in a' way that at first failed to show any such effects,
but endless analyses of AFDC, made by apparently scrupulous researchers,had also revealed no consistent causal link between welfare and family
breakdown and had indicated that a guaranteed income would be benefi-cial to families. The consensus of social scientists was that unemploymentand poverty were the culprits, causing families both to break up and togo on welfare, and that racism and sexism were the chief causes of lowincomes.?

The findings from Denver and Seattle, though, banished all confidencein the beneficial impact of federal income supports of any sort, whetherAFDC or radical reform. Since no one was proposing structural reforms
that did not movein the direction of guaranteed Incomes, Ronald Reagan's
California crackdown loomed as the new hope for a better system.Most of what Reagan accomplished in California was indeed impressive.By the time he acted in the rolls had quadrupled in less than adecade, reaching a total of more than five hundred thousand families(2.1 million total recipients) and were still rising by some eight thousand
cases a month.8 Similar upsurges in other states had met with numb
indulgence, as in Massachusetts and Michigan, and with feckless appealsfor help from Washington, then considering the Family Assistance MatAccompanying the bail-out demands, all too often, were foolish postur-ings. New York attempted to reimpose a six-month residency requirement,
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though it had already once been ruled unconstitutional and though resi-

dency rules have the perverse effect of tying down the poor at the very

time they most need to move around in search of jobs.
Reagan instead developed a set of legislative proposals and administra-

tive measures designed to put teeth into the work requirement, remove

from the rolls all cheaters or others with adequate income or assets, and

search out delinquent fathers and force them to make child-support pay-

ments. These actions halted the flood of new applications in their tracks

and slowed the growth rate of welfare expenditures from 25 percent a

year to 5 percent a year.
Nonetheless, for all Its short-run effectiveness, the Reagan program

reflected a serious misunderstanding of the welfare problem. After closing

the barn door, applying an elaborate system of locks and alarms, after

hiring new detachments of police to patrol the premises and bureaucrats

to manage the new paperwork, the Reagan reformers, it might be said,

set the whole new structure on fireby agreeing to index the benefits

to the rate of inflation. Moreover, they raised the grants for families

certified to be truly needy by 43 percent. The result was fine for Reagan,

who managed to gain political support to retrench the rolls during the

final years of his administration, but the longer-run effects were less

appealing.
Governor Brown later asserted that the program was "holdfng up well."

But, in fact, by 1978 Californiaa sunny state with relatively low living

costs and a buoyant economywas running behind only Massachusetts

in the continental United States in the percentage of its budget devoted

to welfare, the level of payments tcf each family, and the amount of

welfare spending and number of recipients in proportion to its population.

With about 25 percent more cases than economically stagnant New York,

California's case load was increasing at a rate that was 4o percent faster,

in the face of a far greater welfare bureaucracy, enlarged by Reagan to

enforce the new rules. Of course, Massachusetts' rolls, which were ex-

panding at about the California pace when Reagan acted, were growing

almost five times as fast toward the end of the decade. The worst approach

to welfare is still to do nothing to restrict its growth. But California

may well have hit on the second worst approach.'
Thus, in the new consensus for "conservative" reforms, is evident the

same illusion that was earlier found in the arguments for a guaranteed

national income: the mirage of a "good" welfare system, the idea that

one can create a "rational" and "compassionate" program that raises truly

needy recipients above the poverty line while rigorously excluding the

unworthy, forcing fathers to support their chil:ren, and requiring all able-

bodied recipients to work.
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Any welfare system will eventually extend and perpetuate poverty ifits benefits exceed prevailing wages and productivity levels in poor com-munities. A change in the rules can produce immediate cutilacks, as Reaganproved. But in time welfare families will readjust their lives to qualifyfor what is their best available economic opportunity. As long as welfareis preferable (as a combination of money, leisure, and services) to whatcan be earned by a male provider, the system will tend to deter workand undermine families. Rigorous enforcement of the rules only meansthat the families must adjust more and conceal more in order to meetthe terms specified by Washington
This does noc mean that welfare families carefully catulate-their benefitsand deliberately choose to break up, that teenaged girls forgo contracep-tion in the assurance of welfare, or that welfare mothers reject tendersof marriage consciously in order to stay on the dole. All these things

may happen; but in the more usual pattern, welfare, by far the largest
economic influence in the ghetto, exerts a constant, seductive, erosivepressure on the marriages and work habits of the poor, and over the
years, in poor communities, it fosters a durable "welfare culture." Neces-
sity is the mother of invention and upward mobility; welfare continuously
mutes and misrepresents the necessities of life that prompted previousgenerations of poor people to escape poverty through the invariable routesof work, family, and faith.

Above all, by making optional the male provider role, welfare weakensand estranges the prime mover in upward mobility. Unlike the mother'srote, which is largely shaped by biology, the father's breadwinner dutiesmust be defined and affirmed by the culture. The weifarrculture tellsthe man he is not a necessary part of the family: he feels dispensable,,his wife knows he is dispensable, his children sense it. The comof welfare and other social services enhance the mother's role obviatethe man's. As a result, the men tend to leave their chit whetherbefore or after marriage. Crises that would be resolved in a no I familymay break up a ghetto family. Perhaps not the first time or fifth,but sooner or later the pressures of the subsidy state dissolve the rolesof fatherhood, the disciplines of work, and the rules of marriage.
The fundamental fact in the lives of the poor in most parts of Americatoday is that the wages of common labor are far below the benefits of

AFDC, Medicaid, food stamps, public housing, public defenders, leisuretime, and all the other goods and services of the welfare state. As long
as this situation persists, real family poverty will tend to get worse, partic-ularly in areas congested with the poor.

The battle between the two kinds of "reform," liberal and conservative,then, is largely fake. Neither side is willing to tolerate fraud, both sides
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advocate largely fraudulent work requirements, and neither side under-

stands the need to permit a gradual lowering of the real worth of benefits
by allowing inflation to diminish their money value and by substituting

relatively unpalatable in-kind supports. Iry fact, both sides are willing

in principle to index the benefits to the price level, thus making them

yet more reliable and attractive, still more preferable in every way to

the taxable, inflatable, losable, drinkable, druggable, and interruptible

earnings of a man (not to even consider the female recipient's own poten-

tial earnings, which require many hours a month of lost leisure and oner-

ous work). All earnings, moreover, entail the hazards of forgoing Medicaid

for the sick, food stamps to: the hungry/ housing subsidies for the lucky,

and public defenders for the unlucky, often needed in the welfare world.

The conventional wisdom on welfare has not even begun to acknowledge

or come to grips with the implications of this long series of generous

and seductive programs.
The Denver and Seattle experiments give what should be shocking

testimony to the existing dangers of AFDC. 'These tests are ordinarily

discussed as if their interest was chiefly academic, bearing on the problems

of some now utterly unlikely program of guaranteed incomes. But, in

fact, AFDC already offers a guaranteed income to any child-raising couple

in America that is willing to break up, or to any teenaged girl over sixteen

who is willing to bear an illegitimate child. In 1979 there were some

20 million families that could substantially improve their economic lot

by leaving work and splitting up. Yet they did not. Three-fifths of eligible

two-parent families even resist all he noxious advertising campaigns to

apply for food stamps,1° which thly can have merely for the asking.

Millions of qualified couples continue to jilt the welfare state. Only in

the ghetto, among the most visible, concentrated, and identifiable poor,

have the insidious seductions of the war on poverty and its well-paid

agents fully prevailed over home and family.
What the HEW experiments showed, however, was that many of the

yet uninitiated families are vulnerable to a better marketing effort. They

will break down rather readily when fully and clearly informed of the

advantages and not effectively threatened with child-support suits. In

other words, the test showed that millions of jobs and marriages would

be in jeopardy if placed in the midst of a welfare culture where the

dole bears little stigma and existing jobs pay amounts dose to the welfare

level or pay cash untraceable by official investigators.

As serious as existing welfare problems may seem, they are dwarfed

by the potential crisis. At presenteven among the actual clients of AFDC,

only about one-fifth have capitulated to the entire syndrome of thewelfare

culture. Only 20 percent accept the dole as a more or less permanent
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way of life. That 2.o percent, though, takes some 6o percent of the
money." The rest of the beneficiaries dip into the system during a few
years of family crisis and then leave it, often never to return. One dangerof benefits indexed to inflation is that they will induce increasing numbers
of welfare cases to become welfare cultured, with results resembling Den-
ver and Seattle, More recent evidence suggests that this is happening in
California, where nearly 3o percent of the recipients appear to be long
term."

The more profound threat, however, arises from the current demo-
graphaf situation. There are three principal trends relevant to welfare:
one is a fifteen-year period of declining birth rates; two is the aging of

, the baby boom generation; and three is the increasing reluctance of the
American poor to perform low-wage labor. These trends mean that begin-
ning in the mid-198os, there will-be a long-term decline in the number
of workers available to support the increasing numbers of the retired."
This development portends a grave crisis for our social-security and pen-
sion systems. It is doubtful that work effort will persist if pension taxes
rise to double and triple the current levels, even if largely disguised in
value added taxes or other concealed imposts.

The solution to this problem, though, is close at hand, looming beyond
the shores of the Rio Grande. The current flood of immigration, legal
and illegal, will be permitted to join the official economy and replace
the unborn workers of the baby dearth, workers who might have paid
for the pensions of their elders. It takes no special feat of insight or
imagination, or even much scrutiny of Latin American birth rates and
economic growth levels, to predict that the current Hispanic minority,which now numbers some 12 million, about half of the black population,will equal it within a decade or so. Whether the Hispanic minority wilt
follow the footsteps of blacks into the welfare culture should be a para-
mount concern of American domestic policy.

As the seventies drew to a dose the portents were dire. Hispanic fami-
lies, once more stable then black families, retained a small advantage in
the proportion of those still intact, but they were breaking down at about
twice the black pace. Legalized aliens were moving onto welfare in dis-
tressing numbers. Hispanics were increasingly adopting a posture of con-
frontation with the government, seeking aids and subsidies and minority
status, and they were discernibly slowing their movement into business
and 113w-wage jobs.'4

Even more disturbing was the response of the U.S. government. Rather
than learning the clear lessons of the American experience with Indians
and blacksthe previous minorities reduced to a state of bitter depen-
dency by governmentthe Washington bureaucracies were rushing to
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accommodate the new immigrants within the old formulas of "discrimina-

tion" and "poverty", Ear worse, HEW adopted, in defiance of the entire

glorious history of previous immigrants in America, an utterly indefensible

program of bilingual education, which in practice means education in

Spanish. At the same time, HEW is issuing requirements that all public

documents and forms be translated for Hispanics. 'these actions simulta-

neously undermine the group's entry into American life and culture, segre-

gate it in presumably separate but equal classrooms, often run, according

to many reports, by anti-American teachers, and open the group chiefly

to two influences: Spanish-speaking politicians with an interest in segrega-

tion and Spanish translations- of bureaucratic social programs."
These approaches together constitute, for Hispanic women, a gilded

path into the arms of the welfare state, and for Hispanic leaders, aglittering

invitation to a politics of sedition and violenceto a prolonged posture
of protest. with a segregated and subsidized captive audience, against

the country that seduced their women and left their men without a role.

This is the danger that the welfare culture poses in coming years. It

is a danger, however, that can be easily avoided. The necessary steps

are clear. Welfare benefits must be allowed to decline steadily in value

as inflation proceeds. The Medicaid program, which alone provides a

more than adequate reason to remain in poverty, must be amended to

require modest payments in all but catastrophic cases. Rents must be

paid directly to landlords, who are easier to supervise than hundreds of

thousands of welfare clients, most of whom pay their rents only sporadi-

cally.
Under the present system, recipients treat their rooms as disposable

items, so much residential packaging for their lives of dependency: Moving

from apartment to apartment as landlords finally manage to evict them
leaving their quarters in a shamblesthe members of the welfare culture

tend to consume more housing, in terms of its financial value and deprecia-

tion, than does the middle class. This process is as demoralizing for the

clients as for the landlords and for the government officials who condone

it, It leaves vast stretches of many cities in a state of physical and social

ruin. It can be mitigated by paying the money to landlords, a procedure

widely used until a federal court vetoed it, or by issuing some kind of

rental stamps that are difficult to convert into cash.

A solution to the welfare problem is possible if the essentials are under-

stood. The preoccupation with'statistics of income distribution has led

to a vision of poverty as the steady state of an inert class of citizens.

Social policy is conceived as acting on these persons, but guy are not

believed to act on itto exploit it in their own interests. For most people,

however, poverty is a passing phase, caused by some crisis in their lives.
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The goal of welfare should be to help people out of these dire but tempo-
rary problems, not to treat temporary problems as if they were permanentones, and thus make them so. This goal dictates 4 syistem nearly theopposite of the current one.

The current system, like Harvard in a popular epigram, is very difficult
to get into but relatively easy to stay in. It is of comparatively tittlehelp to people in. emergencies. Applicants normally have to wait weeks/
fill out forms by the ream, and submit to prolonged tests and evaluation*
before they are finally admitted to the promised land. As a rule, the
more generous the grants, the narrower the gates. The more comrnodioui
the benefits for the qualified recipients, the harder is the regimen fot
the unpremeditated poor: the woman newly arrived from afar, the mastwho lost his job or lust his wife or suffered a medical catastrophe but
did not choose to sell his home. New York State's welfare program, fofexample, is third in the country in the real value of its benefits butt
according to one study, it ranks fiftieth in ease of entry. California hi
not much ahead. Both programs create maximum incentives to qualify
for them: maximum rewards for maximum familial strife and disruption!
A sensible program woutii be relatively easy on applicants in emergesicieebut hard on clients who overstay their wekome.

Ideally such a system should be supplemented with child allowance*
given to every family, of whatever income, for each child. These payments;which would be taxable, are designed to relieve the pressure on large
families to become female headed, because welfare is the only income
source that automatically increases as the family grows. Allowances also
reduce the pressure for constant inflationary increases in the minimunt-:
wage rate, by counteracting the idea every wage by itself must support
a family. If Moynihan's career in welfare reform yields any clear lesson,it is that professors in politics should advocate their favored program/
rather than invent compromises supposedly more acceptable to the public...
Moynihan's preferred policy was always child allowances, but he urged
a guaranteed income scheme instead because he thought it would be
more appealing politically to the Nixon administration. The result wail
a lost decade of initiatives of little political appeal or objective validity"'Child allowances are currently in effect in most Western industrial'
nations, but the system has been roost fully developed in France. Theret
they were enacted as a program to promote large families. The evidence
is that it failed in that goal but succeeded in strengthening all Emilie*and in permitting France to avoid the blight of dependency that affikisi
the United States.I8 Child allowances succeed because they are not means!
tested. Because they do not create an incentive to stay poor, they avo+.4.
the moral hazards of the war on poverty while giving support to the
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most welfare-prone families. There is no panacea. Overcoming poverty
still inexorably depends on work. But in a world where children are
little permitted to earn money for the family, payments to those families
that nurture and support the next generation represent a social policy
with its heart in the right place.

Such approaches to welfare will win their advocates no plaudits from
welfare-rights organizations and few perhaps from politicans who enjoy
the power of granting excessive benefits to some and cracking down on
others. But a disciplined combination of emergency aid, austere in-kind
benefits, and child allowancesall at levels well below the returns of
hard workoffers some promise of relieving poverty without creating

welfare culture that perpetuates it. That is the best that any welfare
system can be expected to achieve.

Welfare now erodes work and family and thus keeps' poor people poor.
Accompanying welfare is an ideologysustaining a whole system of fed-
eral and state bureaucraciesthat also operates to destroy their faith.
The ideology takes the form of false theories of discrimination and spuri-
ous claims of racism and sexism as-the dominant forces in the lives of
the poor. The bureaucracies are devoted to "equal opportunity" and "af-
firmative action." Together they compete with welfare in their pernicious
influence on the poormost especially the poor who happen to be black.
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mouths of 1932. The share in the national income
of property receipts in general. including pmfite
intone rem, and royalties--dropped from 25 to
23 'cent over that period. Welfare payments,
which are not maned as part of the national in-
come. ballooned (as ! have already noted). A low
hopeful note loo business was a significant drop in
the pace of inflation. In all. the picture was hardly
the dream of the wotld's greediest capitalists come
true.

It would went, then, that the fury aping Reagan
on the Left is mused not by his deeds but by his
expired intention to halt the growth in programs
aimed at siphoning income foam the richer to the

Aside from proposed cuts in welfare, which one
still to be won mix Democratic protests. the min-
cipid symbol of this intention, and a prime tames
of liberal fire, has been the three-stage 25.percent
reduction in personal income-tax rates included In
the Economic Ramer" Tax Act of 1981, the foss'
insullment of whiff is due next year. That tax cut
was "across the board," meaning that is applied
equally, at lean in relative terms, to all Inns of
income. For libersh, especial dime with intellec-
tual ereientiab, it was received as an insolent rejec-
tion of a gentleman's agreement. a loutish bleak in
the precepts of the "good society." In the pest, tax
chumps had been formulated to yield smatter ins-
pect on upper - income groups when axes were ha-

mmiest and greaser impact on chow at the opposite
end of the scale when they were reduced. Together
with the steadily Ming "bracket creep," the effect
was expected to intensify the progresevity of the
income-tax schedule, and it did so sharply.

Between 1960 and 1980. marginal tat rases for
middle. and upon-ncome dames flourished like
crocuses in sprinetime, increasing the um binder/
for nutty by as muds as 50 percent, despite un-
changed real incomes. Added to this was the explo-
sion of direct benefit) for the poor, succinctly suns.
warned by It. Emmett 'Tyrrell, Jr.:

. . , . .

Since 1970, Medicare and Medicaid have sewn
436 percent. Through the 1970's, welfare pro-
gram grew 21/2 times as fast as the GNP and
One times as Lin as wages Between 1910 and
1960. real spending per individual poverty diem
Env 82 percent, not counties increases in Social
Security. Medicare, and federal employee retire-
mast programs.

By all available standards, the conclusion we nn
inescapable that the push so equality made giant
tandet One might imagine that- libenthewerensil-
ing, at kin until the election returns of November
1980. But the opposite was true. The liberate
disappointment remained just as fixed, their true
tined compassion for the indigent just as flainboy
antly displayed. In their eyes the push to equality
was a outage, while the future loomed as a
nightmare.

-

Tins judgment was espetially influential when
emanating from the Democratic pony's two lead-
ing economic advisers, MIT's Lester Thurow and
Yak's lames Tobin. 'T'hermo's considered eon
elusion, repeated relentlevsly over the past der.,
ask, is that notwithstanding all the spreading para
phemalia of the welfare state, the distribution of
income among American families has remained ap-
proximately fixed since the end of World War II.
As he sees it, the widely publicized .welfare pro
grams have simply succeeded in keepilig the dis-
tribution of income front growing more unequal.
Indeed. Thurow predicts that even this service will
subside and "the distribution of family income will
start moving toward inequality in the 1980's anti
1998's"--unkst, of onset. his own stronger egali-
tarian prescriptions are adopted.

To all this, Tobin adds a philosophical contribu-
tion. Like the late Arthur Okun., his predecessor as
adviser to the Democratic party, he finds on both
economic and moral grounds a "strong presump-
tion" for perfect equality in income distribution.
limited only by sufficient incentive differentials to
keep the economy goingt That same presumption,
not always so openly expressed, seems to underlie
the calls far "reform" stirring in such radicals as
Michael Parenti, L K. Hunt, Howard J. Sherman,
Frank Ackerman, and Andrew timbales:.

Wreturn to the normative
1'V proposition of Tobin and Okun,

but demanding attention first are the astonishing
assertions about the past. How can Thurow con
tend that4income distribution has remained sub-
stantlsily unchanged in the United States over the
Ian thirty years, against an almost unanimous pub-
lic conviction to the contrary? Answer: by Pains-
takingly ignoring the relevant data. Thurow uses
official Census Bateau statistics clearly labeled by
the bureau "Distribution of Money Income Among
U.S. Families." But this tabulation, as the Census
makes no effort to conceal, Mows the money in-
come received by families, poor and rich alike,
before payment of inconii ixs& It Asti etude des

rimrinuney income provided by government, such
as outlays for Medicaid, food stamps. housing.
and other stecalled inking" benefits kw the poor.
In asklition, it inadvertently excludes a significant
pan of the cash transfers to the poor, which the
bureau acknowledges are sysumuticalb tinder-

suited in its data.

_
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In short. Munro- densonstretes that limner-
benefits and proerntssive taxes have no Ara on
"income distribr 43" by carefully ming data
which effeaivelY omit their impact,

Fortunately, there are other econonaisa who fed
politically and morally free to me any data, if in-
formative In a weltknown study published six
year ago, Mot k. Wanting mended the Census
tabulation on income distribution. at Iran in part,
by taking account of income in kind and die Iglu-
ewe of pemonal Mamie tams. Thurow tautens
that the share in total tastily income of the Platoon
fifth of the population was only atuund 5 percent
in the 19101.. Browning shows that it was about 12
peronst Thurow expresses dismay at the 42-percent
dam that he says accrued to the richest fifth.
Browning asserts the true figure was a bit kw than
3 percent. Thu row maintains that dr pattern
of distribuoun had remained stubbornly stabk.
Browning shows that the two key percentages since
the 1950's had mated almost halfway toward per-
fect equality.

As one mien expert, Browning's estimates did
not go unchallenged by liberals. But in doe time
they received mom support from authoritative
worm The Coma Bureau itself. for the first time
this spring, took amount of in-kind benefits and
conceded that its own earner nimmirensent of the
incidence of poverty had been onnuated by half.
A pith-breaking study by Patricia Ruggles of the
Congrestional Budget Office and the British moss
°mist Michael O'Higgins estimates the flow of all
goverment services. benefits. outlays. and taxes to
and Erma households, classified by income sire,
with results consistent with Browning's.t And a
group of Harvard economists is at present probing
the influence of changes in the age distribution of
the population. a factor heretofore entirely mg.
laud, Over the last tan decades the pnoportion in
the total population of young rubs and the elder-
ly has that Since maximum lifetime earnings nor-
many carts us the middle WM. this detangranhic
change in itself provides a 'pinions appearance of
Mousing -inequality_ Tu him as' all these studies
demonstrate, by the start of the 1980's an enormous
push to equality had occurred, even greater than
that viliented by Browning's annum&

ow much farther should redistributionH invosed, it at all? Six yews ego
Browning answesed, "It may be that we have gone
be enough." By 1980, judging from the rhetoric
of Republican candidates and the election returns

Noronha. it was dew that many ens be-
lieved it had gone too ler. But these many voters
mainly did not include the more Candy devoted
Mauls an-4 their professional leaders. When asked
hew much equality is needed, they faithfully join
with Robert Lekachntan in answering "Morel"
Consciously or not, the aim is toWard the pasi of
Perfect equably, heartened by the academic sem-
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twist that ancient socialist dream has been accordedis the marks of Min and Tobin;.
Fundanwsnally. Okun rests his philosophical case

on du ,eincipk of human rights-4 right to all
the prerogatimi that money prods*. Tobin far
his part stressa the democratic right to equal op
porusnity, which he says cannot be exercised in
the presence of "inequality of width." "Hutson
beings air hymen heirs"- he intones. winch is
beyond divine exempt when coupled with his as-
suntsition that we are all the sank but for a purely
lornsimen distribution of talentsstrictly called
"endowments- in his essays. Inexplicably minimin such
mks) cleae

ncHluding
d

the p M

Rawls, A Theory of Junioris jammers argu-ment tee pawed freedom
jammers danic work, The Ethics of Redis-

tribution., is now thirty years old and it would be
remarkable if experience since then had not sharp
and our focus on the issue, involved. Joessmiel
Properly under cures the inescapable month of a
cornise state under an egalitarian rule But he
scarcely mention* the coos-dilute peril to individ-
uality, which he mutt have assumed is obvious
Reading some of today's liberals one must conclude
that it is not so obvious. The starkest evidence is
in Tobin's view of economic outcomes as arising
from a purely random chits-Ben ion of aptitudes
and skillsgenetic seeds fatefully tattered among
the populace and ineluctably destined so determine
who will be rich or poor. No ink is allowed in this
scheme for variations in the degree of conomtrated
ef ort. fortittuk. self indulgence discipline. hide
later, tabus-ante. or motivation that an individual
may or may not bring to his native gifts. to
Tobisi's credo it is mostly automatic, except for the
play of Lady Luck and the influence of inherited
Money. If a cbikl has exceptions/1y king, dexter-
ous fingers and a preternaturally sensitive au; we
will be blamed with a Horowiu or a Rubinstein.
The child with a sufficiently rare gift for words
inevitably grows up so boosine a liernimpely tar
a Willi Cather.

Neglaux1 above all in the Tobin-Okisti this is
the detimmatic right of the individual, whatever his
aptitudes, to pursue the kind of life he chooses
Provided the rights of others to do likewise are
respected. Shall the individual who cherishes name
vial things, and works and saves for than, b.; forced
to share with the nature lover who by choice byes

'Woo Mode Nose ttqcoltry Cos We Alloor0" Porf,tri
forerror. Spring MO.

Vilte misidasusen it rob& expowitars assoog
tanweantin in the Usitrd Sestet," Reran" sf hymns andWealth, Jaw NW,

Is r1104 both 'robes And Moo ass somaorbd by (brim.
pier Jonerio, who irs lorefse44y: A itossusisseos 1 the Et,
kw, et masts 404 1.thsahvg in 4surka (1972) rosood
eras mete chance rotifer duo Ines* aecorrots tot moo) of
today's iroalooboor.
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simply and labuts only when required? Shall 1..t
risktaker who wins be forced to share with the risk.
Avesta who winds up in modest circumstances?
Shall a family that stints and saves for the summit!
of later scab be forced to share with profligates
*Aortas' for each pinning fancy as they go along'
Must the conscientious and forbearing share with
the careless and the indolent? These who side with
Tobin. Okun, er at. would have to answer. Yes.

The norms of modern civilisation should make
it ummeessary to affirm society's obligation to care
for its infirm, disabled. 'Meth. and indigent

mothers of toddler- Many would also aim that it
has an obligation to guaranteenot full employ-
ment, which is impossible. but a reasonable oppor
rintiry to find and hold a job for all capable of
contributing. But the notion of income equality,
no matter how abstract and idealised, is a formula
for regimentation. In theory it is destructis-e of the
relationship between democracy and the individ-
ual's fundamental right to be different, oaf in prac-
tice it has spawned a tawdry cukure of dependency,
the immense cost of which underlies matt of the
canonistic problems of the Western world.
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CAUTIONARY TALES
FOR POVERTY POLICY

Robert L. Bartley

Since the advent of the "War on Poverty," the Bureau of the Censushas periodically estimated the number of Americans "living inpoverty." Over the same time span. 0w Federal budget has displayeddramatic annual increases in transfer payments intended to maintainincome and provide adequate food. shelter and medical care for theaged, infirm. yobler; and impoverished. In laying these two sets ofstatistics side by side, one finds some cautionary tales for povertypolicy.

In 1967, for example, the official estimate of the poverty populationwas 27,769,000, while transfer payments ran to an amount equivalent,in 1972 dollars. to $47.1 billion. By 1975, transfer payments had grownin constant dollars to $115.6 billion, while the poverty populationstood at 25,877,000.1

In other words, an expenditure of $68.5 billion hattrAited.an_Ad.--ctittonal-1,692,0610 -persons outndt -643Viiity7-115'raise one person abovethe poverty line $4,430 in 1972 dollars it coat some $36,000 an-nually. Given a median family income of about $12,000, this meansthat to raise one person from poverty, three American ferridles mustlabor for a year and donate all of their income for the government touse in transfer programs.

The essential dilemma depicted in these numbers can probably hebetter understood graphir-ally, as in enart-t. 'We see that the big in-creases in transfers since 1967 have failed to reduce officially defined
F 'gums for ParlOns in poverty are from TN, Sureeu of mite Census Current

PoptAstrOn Repeals,ser.es P 60 and are regularly putskshed ,0 The Stashes"Abstract of the u S The figures On NYter pavrnents Are from &wow Roma of the Farordere January 1975 obi* 547 convertettto 1972 dotter, Dv the Ghtf) 00*ton m Taw. 5.3
A study 4041040 by The InStrfute nor SoCiaCononirc

Stuclues finDD mat officual CA$CuillgtOneunderestimate the smotrat of opentimq on income transfers The Instsvle celrullne$ rurdltral MD*401 1917 at 5210 bullion in current Wears An ithereory of Federal Owner Torts* ProgramsFocsi Year 1977 The Onstaute for Socioeconomic Studies. Whtle Pletns, 1979

Reproduced with the permission of the Journal of the Institute
for Socioeconomic Studies, 0 1918 from the Journal of the
Institute for Socioeconomic Studies, v. 3, summer 1978: 29 -38.
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poverty. Conversely. however, poverty numbers did decline smartly

prior to 1967, when Federal transfers were only growing slowly. How

can this be explained? Precisely what cautionary tale does the

paradox tell?
It will pay to ask. first whether these hard-to-believe numbers

Should be believed A Simple and surprisingly persuasive answer to

the paradox is that the official statistics on poverty are wrong and

misleading.
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-___Tha_Census.ay.reau_deftinition of "poverty" counts only cash in-

come toward the established "poverty fiiiia:The big surge in transfer

payments since 1967 has been fueled by "in-kind" programs food

stamps. medical care programs and various housing subsidies,

Presumably these programs benefit the poor, serving as aneffective

substitute for cash. But the official statistics simply ignore them.

This omission calls the, Census Bureau figures greatly into

question. And without these commonly used figures. we are without

any meaningful guide to the eVent of poverty. If the Census Bureau

statistics do not measure poverty in any meaningful way. how would

we ever tell if we succeeded in abolishing it? Indeed, how do we

know that $68 5 billion did not succeed in abolishing it between 1967

and 1975?
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Perhaps stimulated by thiS question, and explicitly addressing the
"apparent paradox" of mounting transfer payments and stagnating
poverty numbers, analysts of the Congressional Budget Office have
done a study of in-kind transfers?

The CBO estimated that stti no transfer programs whatever, 21.4
million families, or 21 per of all families, would have been in
poverty that year. Social inso nce and other cash transfers reduced
this number to 10.7 million milles, or 13,5 percent- This would
correspond to the Census,. Bureau definition of poverty, and the Cen-
sus estimated 13.8 percesiof families. were in poverty in the com-
parable period of calendar 105. After adjusting for in-kind transfers,
the deduction of taxes and estimated under-reporting, the CBO con-
cluded that the poverty population was 6,6 million families, or 8,3
percent.

The CBO concluded that the transfer programs have been much
more effective in reducing poverty than the "official" Census Bureau
statistics show. Between 1965 and 1978, they estimated, poverty was
reduced by 58 percent, rather than the 28 percent shown by the Cen-
sus count.

The particular methods chosen by the CBO do not facilitate
butwith other data. It chooses to talk not of persons, but of

families, "multiple-person families" and "single person families," Its
adiustment of the Census concept to include Puerto Rico, not usually
counted in these estimates, probably confuses more than it clarifies.
given the special problems of the island commonwealth.3 Its
estimates are only for year and denominated by fiscal year rather than
calendar years,

Some perspective is possible, though, if on the basis of ex-
trapolations from the Census figures, you assume that CBO's 6.6
million families represent roughly 15 million persons. Then the $68.5
biliton increase on transfers between 1967 and 1975 reduced poverty
by roughly 12 million persons. This is a far better record than the 1.8
million reduction the Census figures show. It means the cost of lifting
a person out of poverty was about $5,700. For a family of four,
however, this is equivalent to 522,800.

Congrestuonsf Budget °PICO. Poverty Status of Pamir*, Under Atternateve Oef"taxts of In-
come &schism/0d Paper AO 17, Junk 1977

Puerto Rco tor instance a partecoarty nerd-nit Dy itte U S minimum wive la*. Riding wages
at eve its natufai competitors CarittOesst Puerto Rican oovemments per$001tetly urge a
separate minimum for M. ConsmOnlveeittt
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Another, and more optimistic, estimate of the effect of in-kind trans-fers arrays the figures in more accessible fashion. This was done byMorton Paglin, professor of economics and urban studies at PortlandState University. Professor Pagfin's yearly estimates of persons inpoverty after in-kind transfers are presented in Chart II. He finds thatby 1975, the poverty population had been reduced to 6.4 millionpersons.

Proles Sor Paglin also makes clear that his residual 6.4 millionpersons. or three percent of the population, would includehouseholds with a wide variety of special situations.
retired persomi living on savings:

young it o,..1 households
dependent on contributions from theirfamilies:

recipients of transfers from wholly state .end local income sup-port programs. not included in the study;

families formed after the reporting period, but before the in-terview period:

families with accounting losses, but positive cash flow:
those who qualify as poor by income tests, but who are excludedfrom in-kind transfer programs by asset tests: and
those who do not wish to participate in the programs.

If Professor Pag lin's estimates are right, remaining poverty is not somuch a social problem as a statistical artifact. flimsy be that the "Waron Poverty" has after all been won. at Tsikst in terms of providing prac-tically everyone a minimum level of support. This would be no in-considerable victory. but even if true, moSt of the social pathologiesusually associated with poverty remain, Tt?e South Bronx is still ob.v:ously a dreadful place to live and so \ on. If poverty' ha', beenabolished, we will need a new rubric for describing these problems.Perhaps we suffer not from poverty;j, but from dependency.-
Curiously enough, though, a great deal tan be learned by layingaside the problem of defining poverty an accepting for a moment
Transfers ,n IK,m3 rne,( CrIPSC t pn Poverty,

1959 49 75 P"SPilf WI for Hower ,nomuyeet con.Terence on Irv..ome Ronsootavtron Octoirror 7-4 1971 fmorneor

35632 0 - 84 - 10
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the Census Bureau estimates. In Chart III, a second and entirely dif-

ferent cautionary tale is evident. Poverty did decline rapidly, after all.

before the big expansion of transfer payments started in 1967. And if

you glance at Chart III, you can take the stagnation of me numbers

since 1967 merely as the result of a stagnating economy.
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While money income is no longer a meaningful measure of hard-

ship. it would appear to be a rough proxy for the integration of the

poverty population into the general economy. In the post-1967 period.

Chart III suggests the relationship between economic growth and

providing the poor with opportunities not only to escape severe hard-

ship. but to become reasonably sell- sufficient rndividuvls

There would of course be wide agreement that fast economic
growth is a good way to fight poverty. but at this 'tincture few agree

on what policies will produce fast economic growth. Here

the issues of poverty merge with the entire field of macroeconomics,
itself in vast disarray This is far from the occasion for a com-
prehensive review of economic theory. but one general caution and

one specific possibility seem particularly relevant to the issue of

poverty and transfer payments.

The general caution is that our experience over the last few years

suggests that we know a great deal less about macroeconomics than

146
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we once believed. Given the record budget deficits and Slowisheconomic growth we have experienced. and given that internationally
the nations with the largest deficits bre those in the most trouble, itsdifficult to sustain beliefs That manipulation of the deficit can 'linetune" an economy.6

While the inflation of the past few years has been accompanied andpreceded by rapid money creation, it is much more difficult to findplausible monetary causes for recent perturbations in real growth,such as the 1973 boom and 1974 collapse. it becomes reasonable tospeculate that while Keynesian and monetarist--modiste-succeed-1npast periods, something in their underlying assumptions no longer fitsour current situation. Both are demand models, assuming that ifeconomic policy creates sufficient aggregate demand, supply will beforthcoming. There is currently renewed interest in the other side ofthe classic equation. Perhaps something is retarding aggregate sup-ply.

This leads to the specific possibility. If there are supply-sideproblems, the list of possible villains is a long one: the generallydebilitating effect of inflation, inadequate capital investment. rapidlygrowing government regulation of business to further environmentaland social goats. But this list of possible villains does pis° need to in-clude the high levels of taxation needed to finance growing govern-ment expenditure, in particular surging transfer payments.

An important source of financing for the recent surge in transfer
payments has been the government's "inflation dividend." As inflationleads to higher nominal salaries for the same real income, taxpayersare pushed up through the progressive tax schedule and the govern-ment takes a larger share of their real income. There are similar ef-fects on business taxation.

By 1977, further, larger outright tax increases were being passed orcontemplated by Congress and the Administration, to regulate energyuse and finance Social Security transfers. By pushing the SocialSecurity wage base up to levels where the progressive income taxbites sharply. the Social Security bill sharply increased marginal taxrates to be faced by the broad range of taxpayers as the tax increasephases in. Economists typically conclude that ultimately the employeebears both his share of the Social Security tax and his employer's Bythis calculation. the final rates in the bill mean that a single workermaking 520.000 would pay a combined marginal tax of more than 52percent. while a working couple making 540.000 would pay amarginal rate of more than 62 percent.
C Key,les is Dead fly Wall Street botanist January 31 19 77
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The possibility that such levels of taxation may retard work effort

and economic growth has not been seriously investigated. There are

a number of reaonts for this. The general emphasis on aggregate

demand has led economists in other directions. Anecdotally, some
high-Income individuals seem driven not by financial incentives, but

by personal neurosis.

What consideration has been given the incentive effects of taxation
has started, and pretty much stopped, with the observation that there
is an "income effect" and a "substitution effect." As marginal tax
rates increase, a taxpayer may work less, feeling he gets less return

from addition effortthe "income effect" On the other bend. he may
work more to sustain a desirestandard of livingthe "substitution
effect" Few economists have thought enough about this to observe
that when taxes finance transfer payments any substitution effect

washes out over the population. You are left with the income effect
and its incentive for less work and less production.

It is intriguing to look at foreign societies that have experienced the

rates of taxation toward which the United States seems to be headed.

In Britain, talk of a need for "incentives" for middle and higher

managers is now endemic. Even the head of the Labor Party finds

himself disavowing conventional Keynesianism.* And the most widely
discussed recent work of economics, by young Oxford economit. :s
Robert Bacon and Walter Ettis, argued that Britain's problem has
been too much public spending on non-productive enterprises./

The case of Sweden ie even more intereVing. For some time.
despite its high welfare spending and *Coco:tingly high tax rates.
Sweden enjoyed the best economic growth ir, Europe. This seems !izi
have been an artifact of high rates of capita! investment, maintained
through a social insurance fund. The Swedes decided that rather than
financing social security on a pay-as-you-go basis as in the U.S.. they

would accumulate a portfolio of investments like a private pension. So

tax rates were held above social security expenditures, in effect ac-

cumulating massive government surplus for reinvestment in the bond

markets, thus providing funds for capital investment.

PrIMQ MiniSter Jambs Callaghan Mkt the 19/6 Labor Reny Conference We used to think that

you court spend yOuf *16, out of a recession and increase employment by Cutting lases and

boosting government spending I tell you. in ell candor. that the) option no WON Exists and Met

insofar IS it ever did exist in only worked by infecting bigger dose* Of inflation into the economy

lonowed by higher levels of unemployment as the nest step That 4 the history 'or the paSt 11

veer*
Robin flacon and Wafter Ewa. "Eritam's Economic Problem. Too Few Producers:" New YOrk

St Manta's Press 1976 The book is adapted from the Orrginal series of article* published by The

&o des rows rti 1975
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In the current world economic difficulties, though, the crash Of theSwedish miracle has been particularly spectacular. Perhaps Iheproblem was caused simply by a blunder: a classic rink of centralplanning But perhaps it is more systemic. Swedish businessmenreport that their biggest problem is labor absenteeism. Leonard Silk.an economic Journalist well versed in conventional Keynesiananalysis. reports that high taxes are widely seen in Sweden as "sap-ping the initiative of both businesses and individual workers:If
Assar Lindbeck. one of Sweden's several world-class economistsand in politics a Social Democrat. holds that, as paraphrased by Mr.Silk. the root causes of the 'Swedish sickness' are those againstwhich Professor Friedrich Hayek had warned during the Depression:that the welfare state, with its burgeoning social benefits and hightaxation, would in the end arrest the dynamism of the economicsystem." There is reason to believe, especially since Mr. Lindbeck isan adviser to the selection. committee, that the Startling selection ofthe pre-Keynesian Professor Hayek for the Nobel Prize in Economicsowes something to the Swedish experience with the welfare state.

Precisely what moral, then, do these cautionary tiles leave forpoverty policy? Surely not to abandon the effort to help society'sdisadvantaged. Their problems extend beyond mere sustenance, andsurely one measure of a lust society is providing the opportunity forsolving them.

Beyond that, the poor have much to offer the rest of us. This societyhas been vastly enriched by succeeding generations of poor raisingthemselves not only to affluence. but to positions of importance. Thereis no reason to believe our current generation of poor will not suc-ceed as well it provided at least the same opportunities.
The experience of the past few years. though. suggests that furtherhuge increases in transfer programs are unlikely to fuel such an ad-vance. Between 1967 and 1975, Federal transfers grew from fivepercent of GNP to 9.7 percentignoring state and local social welfarecontributions and Federal grants-in-aid to State and local government.both of which also grew rapidly in the pork:kilo Short of actual as op-posed to rhetorical war, it is most unusual for anything to double as a
crivit .t-sser+ Tsoole ine A040 to Utopia Tv Wall SOW( Journal November 10 1977Leonard S. Tne Swectrall Sioaoleas

Gwent, Coonotetc Picture The Near ) Oce nines.
NOweetetef 10 1977
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percent of GNP in eight years. This growth is not likely to be repeated.

f"3r is it entirely clear that the poor would benefit if it did continue.

The poor will surety suffer from shrinkage of the economic pie to be

divided between producers and non-producers, and it is scarcely in-

conceivable that further large increases in transfer payments would

have this effect. While our recent experiences teaches us to be wary

of any economic "truth." we may be reaching levels of taxation that

will hamper economic growth,

But here is also a bright side to the coin. Quite substantial

resources are already available for easing the burden of poverty. One

would have thought tAat an increase of $66.5 billion in transfer

payments would have gone a long way toward easing poverty aeficit

of $13.6 billion. One can understand that a certain amount of inef-

ficiency is inevitable, and that the expenditure brought a measure of

security for others besides the desperately poor. Still. something in

the priorities was sadly wrong if such an expenditure did not provide

sustenance for pose who most net ed it.

If the increase in, transfer payments did not reduce the poor, as the

Census Bureau would have us believe. then surely the next ernphtisis

of poverty' policy aught to 'be nol pouring money into the same

programs. but reforming them tedeliver out what is put in. if the CBO

poverty estimates are the accurate ones, the situation is less scan-

dalous, but the programs leave plenty of room for more reforms. If, as

the sheer magnitude of the spending would suggest. we have fairly

well solved. the problem of sustenance. it would perhaps be time to

pause and celebrate. But it would also be time to think of rediiecting

povierty policy sway from merely providing support, toward providing

ari Opportunity to -grow- -away- loom- -income . tranifers. toward an

association between effort and reward, away from eCOnOrtile--- ---
redistribution, toward eccnomic growth. away from the goal of more

equality, toward the goal of greater social mobility.
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Tbe
welfare state

vs.
the redistributive state

MARC F. PLATTNER

the muse of the 1970's, the
United States has been engaged in an intensifying public debate
over the future of the welfare state. At the present moment, wide-
spread concern about inflation, along with resentment against high
taxes and "big government," is cleating pressures toward a modest
retrenchment in spending on social programs. We will probably be
witnessing further efforts to make these programs less wasteful and
more efficient, and even to eliminate some of the more unproduc-
tive and intrusive ones. But despite the hopes of some on the Right
and the fears of some on the Left, these efforts are not likely to lead
to the crippling or destruction of the welfare state; indeed, if suc-cessful. they will undoubtedly conserve and strengthen it

During the past decade. however, there has also been another
noteworthy development in the debate over the welfare state. This
more subtle but nonetheless critical change, which has been promot-
ed largely by academics and intellectuals on the Left, amounts to
nothing less than an attempt at a fundamental redefinition of the
very purpose of the welfare state. This new vision of the purpose
and the agendaof the welfare state can be expressed in a single
phrase: the redistribution of income.

Now it might appear that such a platform would be nothing new

11

Reproduced with the permission of Rational Affairs, Inc.,0 1979 from Public Interest., no. 55, spring 1979: 28,48.
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for American liberalism, but merely muse of the same medicine it

has been prescribing for many yews. After all, the United States

has had a progressive income tax since 1913, and an extensive set

of social-insurance and welfare programs at least since the New Deal.

In more recent years the scope of these so-called incometransfer

programs has grown enormously, and therefore the United States is

already redirecting a vast amount of income from its richer to its

poorer citizens.
But while the principles of progressive taxation and of the wel-

fare state have come to be almost universally accepted, it would be

a serious error to infer that the American polity has ever embraced

the idea of income redistribution. Properly speaking, a policy of

income redistribution is one that is explicitly aimed at reducing in-

equality in incomes. And the legitimacy of this goal has never been

endorsed by the American people or their elected representatives.

The progressive income tax was generally justified, not as a means

of channeling funds from the rich to the poor, but as a fair distribu-

tion of the tax burden according to the taxpayer's ability to pay. The

rationale was not that after-tax Income should be made more equal,

but rather that there should be an "equality of sacrifice" among the

citizenry in meeting the revenue needs of government As Walter J.
Blum and Harry Kolven Jr. argued in their classic study The Uneasy

Case for Progressive Taxation, progressive taxation was originally

able to become a "respectable idea in our society" precisely because

it was justified on non-redistributive grounds.
Similarly, social-insuranos programs were meant to provide a

cushion against particular contingencies, and welfare and other anti-

poverty measures were intended to relieve those who were unable

to provide for their own needs in a minimally acceptable fashion.
But one can easily accept the principle of public insurance on the

one hand and public charity or relief on the other without acknowl-
edging the propriety of governmental etorts to promote the goal

of greater equality of incomes. And, in fact, the United States has
adopted an impressive array of policies that wind up transferring
money from the rich to the poor, but it has never approved a policy
of explicit income redistribution. J. R. Pole, in his recently published
The Pursuit of Equality in American History, asserts, "Not until

George McGovern became a Presidential candidate ... was the ques-

tion of income redistribution placed on any party's agenda for
serious political consideration ..." The fate of McGovern's "demo-
grant" proposaland of his candidacyshows hew far the Ameri-
can public is from accepting the legitimacy of income redistribution.
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TIIII views et tbratian
The hostility of the American people to income redistribution isclearly recognized by the most intelligent and forthright of its pro.poneob. A notable example is' Christopher Jencks, whose Inequalityis perhaps the most explicit attempt to discredit the pr mil* ofequality of opportunity that animated social-reform eborts in the1960's and to put in its place the principle of equality of result, withinfante redistribution as its chief instrument. The final chapter ofJencks' book features the following conclusions:

The crucial problem today is that relatively few people view incomeinequality as a serious problem ,

U egalitarians want to mobilize popular support for income redis-tribution their first aim should be to convince people that the distri-bution of income is a legitbniste political issue. Americans now tend toassume that incomes are determined by private decisions in a largelyunregulated economy and that there is no realistic way to alter the re-sulting distribution. Until they come to believe that the distribution ofincome is a political issue, subject to popular regulation and control,very little is likely to change .... We need to establish the idea thatthe Federal government is responaible not only for the total amount ofthe national income, but for its distribution. If private decisions makethe distribution too unequal, the government must be held ce>ponsibkfor improving the situation....
OR we want substantial redistnbutiosi. we will not only have topoliticize the question of income inequality but alter people's basicassumptions about the extent to which they are responsible for theirneighbors and their neighbors for them.

It is doubtful whether Jencks' exhortations have had much of animpact on the thinking of most AnleriCIU3S. However, the redistribu-
tionist premise has made considerable headway among those di-
rectly involved in the discussion and formulation of public policy.increasing attention is being paid to the distributional consequencesof government policies and programs; there is a growing sense that
the distribution of income is a proper political concern; and there is
a marked tendency to view specific public policies as justified only
ifwhatever their other effectsthey contribute to (or' at least donot work against) a narrowing of income inequalities.

Consider the public debate about the prop iety of some form oftax credits :eduction for parents paying college tuition for
their children. A principal argument employed by the opponents ofsuch a policy is that it would bring greater savings to those tax-
payers in the upper half of the income spectrum and thereby makethe post-tax distributkm of income more unequal; moreover, itwould result in some tax reduction even for tuitionpaying parents
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who are at the vary top of the income distribution. These overall

distribittionid arguments are regarded by miulY as outweigh any
specific considerations relating to the tax treatment of college tui-

tion: whether, like homeownership, college attendance should be

encouraged by Federal tax policy; and whether it is fair that two

otherwise identical families ( say, with incomes of 125,000) should

bear the same tax burden if one is supporting two children in col-

lege ( say, at a cost of $8,000 in tuition) and the other has no college

expenses. Ina wide range of other policy areas, there has been a

similar tendency to give greater weight to &eta distributional im-
plications, especially where the tax system is «lammed. Tax policy

is increasingly viewed by public-policy experts as a way to redis-

tribute income, rather than as a way to apportion the financial sacri-

fice citizens must make to support their govesnment
The distinction between these two conceptions of taxation is nicely

illustrated by another quote from Jencks' Inequality: "Americans

have a strong feeling that once they have 'earned' a sum of money,

it is theirs to do with as they please. They view taxes as a necessary

evil, not as an instrument for making the distribution of income

more equal." This appraisal is surely correct. It is true that, insofar

as Americans generally endorse the notion of the progressive income

tax, they accept the view that the better off should contribute a
somewhat greater proportion of their incomes than the less well off

toward defraying the cost of public business. Yet, most Americans

still adhere to the traditional conception of taxation, according to
which citizens pay a share of their own income to provide for the

common expenses. The redistributionist view, by contrast, Implies
that the income obtained by individuals is not their own but that of

the society as a whole. Hence, in assessing the rate of tax on an
individual the government is deciding not how much of his own
income it will require him to pay, but how much of the society's
income it will allow him to keep. And if it allows its more produc-

tive citizens to keep a more than equal share of the national income,

this is only because the government has decided that allotting
unequal shares will promote a more efficient and more productive
national economynot because the more productive citizen is in any

way entitled to a larger income.

Instifylag resfistrilsetion

How can the redistributionist position be justified? On this ques-

tion Jencks is not very helpful. The only theoretical support be

154
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offers for his egalltarianism is s brief paragraph arguing that equaliacomes -usarriasize the satisfaction of the population" ( later followedby the somewhat inconsistent assertion that "need should play alarger role than it now does in determining what people get backfrom society"). But in any case, armaments or assertions about the
desirability, in the abstract, of a more equal society cannot by them-selves suffice to establish the justice of income redistribution. Wecould doubtless achieve many desirable things with other people'smoney, but this does not mesa that we ha.* the right to take it fromthem. To justify income redistribution (as distinguished from a fairdistribution of the tax burden), it is necessary to show that individ-uals somehow do not haw* just tide to the income they have earnedand that what individuals have "earned" (as Jencks would have it)therefore may rightfully be thought to belong to society as a wholeSuch an attempt to show that bidividuals do not have a validmoral claim to the income they have earned is made by ArthurOkun in his Equality and Efficiency: The Big Tradeoff. As the titleof his work indicates, Okun is willing to allow the case fos redis-

tribution to be limited by the need for unequal incomes as an in,native for pester economic efficiency. Yet despite his moderate toneand his unabashed admiration for the efficiency of the market me-chanism, Okuda argumentr wholly undermine any moral basis for
opposing the most thoroughgoing redistribution of income. He findsthat "the ethical case for capitalism is totally unpersuasive," becausehe holds that the income, that the nsarket yields cannot be regardedas "fair" or "deserved.*

Okun begins his discussion by citing the "so-called marghsal-pro-ductivity theory of distritettion," according to whith a perfectly
competitive market "will pay workers and investors the value oftheir contributions to output" He then points out that in the realworld, various market insperfections prevent the distribution that
would be yielded by a perfectly competitive market from beingfully realized At this point in the argument, 901110 antes believe
they have completely tuxiernihrd the case for granting any ethical
value to the distribution produced by real-world markets, Yet thecritique founded on market imperfections insplicitly assumes that
marginal productivity is the true criterion of just distribution. Thus,the moral bearing of this critique seems to be not that we shouldblithely override the distributional outcome of real-world markets,
but that in the interests of justice, we should strive to make those
markets as competitive as possible.

Olcun himself appears to realize the insufficiency of the critique
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based on market irapesfections. -Hence be proceeds to challenge the

fundamental notion that rewords corresponding to contributions to

productivity are fair or just. He launches this challenge by citing

the problem of inequality of opportrmity: The contributions that

people we able to make are affected by the unequal material and
cultural advantages that they derive from their family backgrounds;

therefore, competition in the marketplece is unfair in the sense way

as a race in which the contestants are not assigned equal positions

at the starting line.
The question of whether and to what extent inequality of mine-

trinity vitiates the justice of unequal rewards is at complex and diS-

cult one. But inequality of opportunity is not the fundamental

ground on which contemporary advocates of redistribution like Olcun

choose to rest their case. And it is easy to see why. For just as the

critique based on market imperfections implicitly assumes the jus-

tice of rewards distributed by a perfectly competitive market, so

the critique based as inequality of opportunity implicitly assumes

the justice of market rewards insofar as equality cif opportunity pre-

vails. That is, it assumes that once"the starting position for all con-

testants are made equal, justice requires that rewards be given ac-

cording to bow well one performs in the race. Hence this critique

suggests that the best way to achieve economic justice would be

through a strategy aimed at eliminating the factors that make for an

unequal start ( the strategy that animated much of the Great So-

ciety ). Any attempt to correct for the effects of inequality of °ppm,

tunity simply by redistributing income from high earners to low

earners inevitably would unfusdy penalize or rewind many individ-

ualsthose who achieved high earnings despite lesser opportuni-

ties and those who wound up with low earnings despite greater
opportunities. Moreover, since even the wholesale elintination of

inequality of opportunity would achieve easy a relatively small

reduction hr the overall inequelity of income; the critique based on

inequality of opportunity could in any case justify no mote than a

rather modest redistribution of income.

s Jencks and his colleagues oiler the following concloskso: "Ow best estimate is
that family background explains around 15 percent of the variation in incomes.

This implies that even if America could reduce inequalities to 09PudualitY
to the point where they were no than those that now arise between one

brother and another, the boot fifth of all male workers would still be mak-

ing 500 percent more than the wont-paid fifth. We cannot, then, hope to elim-

inate, or even substantially reduce, income inequality in Amasica alsaPstpt
providing children; from walks of We with equal 09Poatlaner When
have had relatively equal opportunity as banbers molly hove, they still mid
up with wry unequal incomes."
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This the full- fledged redistributionist must attempt to show thateven if there were complete equality of opportureity, with everycompetitor enjoying an equal start, it would not be just to rewardthe swift and the determined for their superior performance in therace. And to do this it is necessary to explain why the two chiefcharacteristics that enable some to "run" better than othersnamely,
superior ability and superior effortdo not entail * legitimate claimto the fruits of the successes they bring. Olrun's discussion of themoral status of what he calls "natural abilities" is rather sketchy,but his view seems to be the following; People's natural abilitiesare the product of the genes they inherit from their parents; butthese are in no way "earned" by individuals, and hence they can-not be regarded as deserved; therefore those who receive superiorgenes enjoy an undeserved and unfair advantage over their lessfortunate Edith'''. From here Okun leaps to the conclusion that"society should aim to ameliorate, and eertainly not to compound,the flaws of the universe. It cannot stop rain, but it does manage-ture umbrella:. Similarly, it can decide to restrict prizes that bestowvastly higher standards of living on people with greater innate abil-ities" ( italics mine).
It is worth stopping to consider for a moment the bizarre meta-physical doctrine that is expressed in this passage. The universe isheld to be flawed because some human beings are born with greaterinnate abilities of various kinds than other human beings possess.The dear implication is that the universe would be much improvedif the existing distribution of innate abilities were replaced by asituation in which the innate abilities of all human beings alikewere reduced (or increased) to the level of the current mean. It ishard to believe that Okun would really consider such a conditionof universal human mediocritywhere there were no great scientists,or artists, or economists, or athletes, or statesmenpreferable to the"universe" that actually exists. A more likely and more charitable

interpretation of this passage is that Ohm was led to overstate his
position by a momentary excess of egalitarian zeal. A bit later in hisdiscussion Okun cites John Rawls' elaboration of the "principle ofredress." Indeed, by turning to Rawls we can see a much morecoherent statement of the viewpoint that Okun is here trying topresent.

John Rawls' A Theory of Justice is the most ambitious and sophis-ticated attempt to provide a theoretical justification for the redistrib-
utionist view. And the foundation of Rawls' entire theoretical struc-ture is the premise that greater natural talent or ability cannot
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provide * moral claim to greater desert or reward. Unlike Okun,

Rawls recognizes that the "natural distribution (of talents! is neither

just nor unjust"; it is simply s"natUnd fact" What he stresses, how-

ever, is that inequalities of birth and natural endowment are ssn.

deserve& (italics mine). Because these diferenees in natural abil-

ity are undeserved, they are said to be 'arbitrary Iron a moral point

of view." Instead of exclaiming against the "flaws of the universe,"

Bawls speaks more reasonably rind precisely of the 'arbitrariness

found in nature" or the 'arbitrariness of the world." But the con-

clusion he draws from this is essentially the same as Okun's: Since

superiority in natural ability is undeserved and hence arbitrary, jus-

tice calls not for rewarding those endowed with superior ability but

for compensating those endowed with lesser ability.' In short, the

redistributionist view is based on supplanting an ethics of rencard

in favor of an ethics of redress.

Effort

Before examining the claim that the arbitrariness of the distribu-

tion of natural ability justifies an ethics of redress, let us first con-

sider how Okun and Bawls deal with the other human characteris-

tic that allows some men to make a greater contribution to prodisc-

7 It is worth noting that, despite the very different nature of his conclusions,

Hawk shares to a surprising degree the premises of such notable champions of

the free market as Friedrich Hayek and Mama Friedman. Ube Hawks, Hayek

and Friedman both assert that superior natural ability is undeserved and bent
can generate no moral claim to superior reward. In pert, they nee this argu-

ment because they with to defend inhevited wealth by showiog that inequality

deriving from the inheritencer of property is ass lea digionie than inequality

deriving from the inberitanen of superior natural ability. eat in Hayek's case

at least, this also points toward a further weeniest with Rewls--namely, that

the distribution of income in a market ems in no way be understood

as rewarding; moral merit or desert. Rawls from this that the market

distribution lacks any ethical standing and thus should be overridden by gew-

ernment to promote greater equality. Hayek. while she balding that the market
distribution has no ethical validity, opposes is the new of indivklusil liberty

any such attempt at governmental redistribution.
Hayek is quite explicit in asserting

that the distribution of income in a -free

society" cannot be defended in terms of correspondence between inert and

reward. or indeed on the basis of any notion of distributive justice at
(Hence Hayek's own defense of the free society is founded not won consider-

ations of justice. but upon considerations of freedom and efficiency.) I befieve

that this view is not only mistaken, but Is bound to leave liberal capitalism

morally disarmed in the face of redistribistionist assaults hies those of Okun and

Rawls. This is not to deny, of course. that there are serious probtenn involved

in attempting to provide a satisfactory Moral justification for the distribution

of income in a liberal society. Hut such a task, which would require a greet

deal more than a refutation of the redistributiomist critique, far exceeds the

scope of this article.
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tivity than otbersnamely, effort Okun begins his discussion of
effort sensibly enough:

Differences in incomes that are associated with differences in effort are
generally regarded as fair. If everyone were offered the same hourly
wage rate and the opportunity to work as many hours as he or she
chose, the resulting discrepancies on payday would be understand-
able. In fact. it would seem unfair for the person who takes more lei-
sure to get just as much incense. Leisure is a form of income and an
element in one's standard of living; thus, a sacrifice of leisure must be
compensated in other ways if fairness is to be achieved.

But he then proceeds to muddy the waters with his subsequent
paragraph:

Extra income for extra effort is unquestionably useful in providing in-
centives as well as fair compensation for porting with leisure. The two
roles are hard to disentangle. When the fairness issue is viewed in a
broad and searching contest, some Moth questions arise. Shouldn't
society be capable of tolerating diverse indtvidual attitudes toward
work and leisure? Would society really want to starve those who might
conceivably have lazy genes? Suppose for a moment that incentives
are not relevant. If the total input of effort were completely unaffect-
ed, would society want the beachcomber to eat less well than his fel-
low citizens, including tithe's who do not work, such as children, the
elderly and students on fellowships?

It is hard to find in this "broad and searching" view any principle
that casts serious doubt on Okun's earlier contention that fairness
requires greater rewards in return for greater effort (or a greater
sacrifice of leisure). Society is likely to be capable of "tolerating
diverse individual attitudes toward work and leisure" precisely to
the extent that it is not expected to reward them equally. One hesi-
tates to believe that Okun means his remark about lazy genes" to
be taken seriously; but in any case, the world has probably never
seen a human being whose genes were so lazy that he chose to
starve rather than to make an effort to earn a living. As for Okun's
final question, all modern societies--capitalist, socialist, or whatever
do hold that men who possess the capacity and opportunity for
productive (or otherwise useful) work yet refuse to perform it have
no moral claim upon the society's resources. And he has offered no
argument that would establish such a claim independently of work
or effort.

Despite all the attention he gives to society's distribution of in-
come and wealth, Rawls has almost nothing to say about the human
effort that produces them. At one point, however, be puts forth a
somewhat more refined version of Okuris lazy genes" argument:
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".. (I jt seems clear that the effort a person is willing to make is in-

fluenced by his natural abilities and skills and the alternatives open

to him. The better endowed are more likely, other things equal, to

strive conscientiously, and there seems to be no way to discount for

their greater good tontine." Consider the consequences of this claim

that the willingness to make a greater effort is as undeserved as

greater natural ability. For it would imply that greater effort, like

greater natural ability, has no moral claim to greater reward; in-

stead, according to the ethics of redress, lessee effort, like lesser

natural ability, is entitled to be compensated or, in effect, re-

warded ). Thus the person who works harder is entitled to nothing

more, while the person who works less hard gains a greater claim

over what others have produced. The moral absurdity of this view

is transparent.
Bawls is abk to deny The moral connection between effort and

material rewards only by ignoring the fact that income and wealth

_arc not simply "there" to be distributed, but we produced in the

first p#ace only by human effort. Labor or effort is the human cost

of material benefits. And, all other things being equal, it is clearly

unfair to distribute equal benefits to those who have borne unequal

costs. So even a community that decided to apply the principle of

redress in regard to unequal natural abilities would justly insist

that equal rewards be allotted only on the basis of equal efforts.

( In Okun's words, If everyone were offered the sane hourly wage

rate and the opportunity to work as many hours as he or she chose,

the resulting discrepancies on payday would be understandable.

In fact, it would seem unfair for the person who takes more leisure

to get just as much income.") And if such a community ( whether

a commune, or a kibbutz, or a political society, or persons in Rawls'

"original position") determined to share its material benefits in com-

mon, it woukl undoubtedly require that its members also assume

a fair share of the common labor.

Natural ability

Neither Okun nor Bawls, then, succeeds in discrediting the propo-

sition that those who are more productive because they make great-

er efforts deserve, all other things being equal, to enjoy greater

material rewards. But now we must consider the claim of those who

are more productive because they are blessed with greater natural

ability. Let us take, the case of two men living in what economists

refer to as a "Robinson Crusoe economy" ( and philosophers have
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called a "state of noure"). Now suppose that each of these menexpends equal efforts in constructing a dwelling for himself; but
due to their differing natural abilities as builders, one producesand this is able to live in--quite a comfortable habitetion, whilethe other products en adequate but has desirable shelter.* In such
a cam, wealth would be unequally "distsibuted" ( by nature itself )
according to 'undeserved" differences in natural ability. Here is aclear instance of what Rawls means by the "arbitrariness found innature: But what possible moral justification could there be for!scheming this natural distribution, or bolding that the less talented
man is entitled to a share of the rewards earned by the more talent-
ed? And if such a junification does not exist in a "Robinson Cruses
economy," at what point of increasedjoemplealty in men's'economic,
social, or political relations does it'illaidenly become valid?

basing his 4....trine on a version the social-contract ebony ( an

Rawls never answers this with any precision; but by

agreement that -free and rational persons concerned to further their
own interests would accept in an initial position of equality as de-fining the fundamental terms of their aucteiadon"), be implies thatthe crucial change comes about when men enter political society.
The agreement that underlies a just political society, according toRawls, will include adherence to the "difference principle," which
as he formulates it specifies that "social and economic inequalities
are to be arranged so that they are to the grestest benefit of the
least advantaged ..."

Now, Rawls says of the difference principle that it l'represents, ineffect, an agreement to regard the distribution of natural talents as
a conunon asset and to share in the benefits of this distribution what.
ever it turns out to be?' This "collectivization* of individual natural
talents is obviously of material advantage to the less talented, but
how can it be considered fair to the more talented? Rawls' answer
essentially boils down to repeating his assertion that the more tal-
ented do not deserve their greater natural gifts in the first place;

'This example Is of course, intentionally constructed in such * way that theman with how natural ability is not incapable of providing for his needs in aminimally acceptable fashion. This fits Rawls' argument for redistribution.which is based not on need but simply on inequality. If dime were a case ofgenuine needinessfor example, if there were a third man in the neighborhoodwho was crippled and unable to build a duelling for himself at anit mightbe argued that the others would hoe a mond obligation Co assist hien In thatcase, the individual's right to the fruits of his own labile would have to bebalanced his obligation to others. But this would in no way isevalidatrethe principle that the rewinds that Sow from superior sound ability
are
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hence they have no come for complaint. Hut why do these made-

served natural talcum whose consequences me unobjectionable) in

a stem of nature, require rectification or mdress in political society?

The closest thing we finds to an Ammer to this question is the fol-

lowing passage:

But there is no necessity for men to IMO themselves to these contin-

gencies (i.e., the arbitrary distribution of natural talents). the social
system is not an unchangeable order beyond barman cocaina but a pat.

of human action. In justice m fairness men agree to sham oae

fate. In designing instigations they undertake to avail them-

selves of the accidents' of nature and social circumetanee only when
doing so is fur the canienon benefit.

What Rawls teems to be saying hem is that in political society

men are not bound by the arbitrary dispensations of nature precisely

because they have the power to alter them, or at least their elects.

Men can collectively design the inednatioas and implement the

conception of fairness that they choose. And that conception of fair-

ness need not be based no a coasidnration of men as nature has

actually made them; instead, it can and should be based an a con-

sideration of men that abstracts from the differences that nature
has established among them. Social fustian cannot take its guidance

from human nature. It must improve upon and armed nature, by

taking e moral starting point which is above or prior to the arbitrari-

ness of the reel world.
Is it possible, however, for boom: justice ever to attain a starting

point that is totally free of the arbitrarine ss of the world? Rawls him-

self is forced to confront this problem when he poem the gaestion

whether our coaxing* toward animals should be governed by his
principles of justice. ( For after all, is it not merely a contingent fact

of nature that we are born human benngs rather than members of

some other species?) Rawls' answer is that human beings, as op-
posed to other living things, are entitled to equal justice because

they possess the "capacity for moral personality" Having or not

having this capacity is said to be the only continigacy which is

decisive" in determining,who is entitled to just treatment. More-

over, the comma posseMion of this capacity by all men constitutes

the bests of human equality, which thus is 'supported by the gen-
eral facts cfnatuns," At the deepest level of his own theory, then,

Rawls in effect concedes the impossibility of wholly pushing beyond

the limits imposed by brute natural facts. For the underlying human

egalitarianism of Hawk' doctrine cannot itself escape being founded

on what is arbitrary and contingent
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since Airestaphanes Las bike the call foe a kcinmani4y of property,
women, and chikhen. But despite the radical egalitarianism of theirethical premises, our present-day redistribetionists want no past of
communism. Not only are they perfectly content to Won the -boar-
pots" family intact, but they even shrink bum advocating a com-
nsunity of ',repeal. Indeed, even their call for redistribution falls
far short of a demand for equality of income or wealth.

Enealty m. wealth

Why are our tedistributionists so *moderate with respect to their
vends for egalitarian political refocus? The SUMO: is to be found
ay investigating the principle that they accept as permitting (or
requiring) a justifiable limitation on redistributive toward com-plete equality. In Muses case, the opposing principle is dearly
stated in the very title of his book-1401ft and firWiefeer: The
Big Tradeoff. It is for the sake of econmilikefficiency that Okun is
willing to stop far short of attempting to achieve complete economic
equality. But why should we be so cononned about 00013011* effi-
ciency? Okun explains the justification for making this "tradeoff'
as follows: In pursuing such a goal [La, complete economic equal-ity J, society would forego any opportunity to use material rewards
as incentives to production. And that would lead to inefficiencies
that would be harmful to the 'velars of the majority. Any insistence
on carving the pie into equal dices would shrink the axe of the
lee." Thus economic efficiency is to be valued because it increases
the welfare of the majority." And welfare is to be measured, it ap-

pears, in strictly economic teamsa largm slice (in absolute terms)
of "'economic pie` constitutes pester welfare.

In fact, then, Ohm's tradeoff" is really an eackende between
equality and wealth. The pursuit of 00011100* equality is to be cons-
promised or abandoned when it would lead to =acceptable reduc-
tions in usost people's wealth. But as Okun presents it, there is a
strange imbalance between the two sides of his tradeoff equation.
Equality is plesented as an ethical principle, while efficiency (or
weak!) ) is treated merely as a practical or pragmatic consideration.
It n a curious sat of moral reasoning that allows practical con-
siderations to be weighed equally in the balance with ethical ones.We would hardly approve of the conduct of an individual who was
just only when acting justly was compatible with preserving his
wealth. Why should we be any more approving of a society that
acts in this way?
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productivity and total output to a point where even the poorest
mambas of the society have an income of $11000. And then sup-
pose that by increasing the maximuns allowable income to $1 ma-
fiosi, we increase the income of the poorest members of the society
to Ofl,100. Each of these steps nay from ecoaoasic equality would
be justified by the difference principle. Indeed, that principle would
justify the most 41111OrmOta income inequality if it were to produce
merely the tiniest increment in the IMMO of the poorest class. So
there can be no doubt that for Rawls ( as for Okun) economic
equality has only the most subordinate status when weighed against
the maximization of wealth.

It is only in this light that one can property appreciate the ex-traorchnary role played in Rawls' theory of justice by economic
incentives. Recall that Rawls absolutely refuses to allow that those
who make a greater commie contribution deserve greater economic
rewards. Yet his difference principle nonetheless affirms that it isjust to grant them greater 'commie rewards insofar as these serve
as indispensable incentives to increase their contributions in ways
that ultimately benefit the disadvantaged. In other wants, according
to Rawls justice requires that the more productive receive rewards
that they do not deserve.

This points to the profound inconsistency that besets the sects-
tributionist position in its attempt to embrace simultaneously both
radically egalitarian ethical premises and economic incentives. To
deny that individuals deserve to enjoy the fruits of their efforts and
natural abilities is to deny that powerful principle of human justice
which holds that each is entitled to what Is his owns. It is him*
less radical a dealsl of the 'right to one's own than would be the
taking away from parents of their own children. And as such, it
entails the most extreme sort of invasion of the private sphere and
the rights of the individual in the name of the public and communal
good,

The denial of this principle would be understandable in a doctrine
that, aiming at a profound transforniation of human nature, sought
to erase men's attachments to what is private and to refocus them

It is the right to what is naturally oar's own that John Locke. the pre - eminentphdososibm at al sun, holds to be -the great faumistion et poverty":fEivery maa has a property is his own person; this nobody has any right tobut hW10. The labor of his body and the work of his hands, we may say, aremopes* hi." This, of course, is precisely what Rawls and Oksen deny. Theywould presumably comet Locke along the following lines: "No man has aproperty ire his owss person; this everybody hes an maid right in sin% withbluing. The labor al his body and the work of his hand., *vs may say. oneproperly the society's as whale."
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wholly upon the public ( whether in the benign manner of the
Israeli kibbutz or the barbaric manner of Pol Pot's Cambodia). But
this is surely not the kind of thing our redistributionists have in
mind. Their devotion to maximizing individual wealth sod their

consequent championing of economic Licentives are inevitably cal-
culated to foster' selfinterest and attachment to private goods. In
this light it is not surprising that Bawls turns out to be almost as
great an admirer of economic efficiency end of markets as Okun is.
The prevailing spirit of both of their doctrines is profoundly bour-
geois and capitalistic. Indeed, one suspects that both their hope and
their expectation is that a society structured in accordance with their
principles would not be terribly different from the United States as
it is today. They want all the benefits that come from a bourgeois
liberal democratic order, but merely wish to improve upon it through
a kind of egalitarian "fine-tuning" aimed at bringing about a intos
equal distribution of income and wealth.

dilits as Weal godety

Yet the moral basis of Rawls' and Okuda economic egalitarianism
is incompatible with, and destructive of, the moral basis of a liberal

society. The moral and political tradition that animates liberal
democracy is founded on the notion that the rights of the individual
are prior to the claims of societyindeed, that the protection of
those individual rights is the very goal of political society. Liberal-
ism does not merely recognize that principle of justice which holds
that each man is entitled to what is his own; it seeks to extend and
exalt this principle, imparting to the private sphere a sanctity far
greater than it enjoys in any other political doctrine. Liberal society
leaves each mare free to devote hlniseU to the pursuit of his own
happiness; in particular, it promotes the pursuit of economic self-
interest. In Locke's phrase, it aims "by established laws of liberty
to secure protection and encouragement to the honest industry of
mankind .." And the bedrock moral premise of a liberal society
is that those who devote themselves to "honest industry" are entitled
to reapin the form of private propertythe economic rewards that
it brings.

By contrast, the redistributionist view, in holding that individuals
do not deserve the economic rewards that are the fruit of their own
talents and efforts, and that the goods produced by their "honest
industry" are instead the "common asset" of society as a whole,
totally undermines the moral foundations of private property, and

168
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therewith of liberal society. And the consequences of such a view
are not merely theoretical ones. As Jonas makes char, the reeks-
tributionist position requires that society "politicize the question of
income inequality." For if individuals have no moral claim to the
private property they obtain, it is up to the government to decide
how it should be distributed. Now, it would be one thing if, under
the new dispensation, the distribution of income and wealth were
to be determined by a benevolent despot applying the "difference
principle' and carefully weighing the longer-range benefits that
would accrue from varying degrees of economic incentives. But in
a democracy, distributional decisions will be the subject of the most
intense political controversy, with each citizen in effect casting a vote
about how large his own share of the society's income and wealth
should be. And since the potentially adverse long-range effects of
reducing incentives will necessarily remain speculative, there is
likely to be a tendency to cut down the sham of the better off first
and worry about incentives later.

Moreover, if people really come to believe that no one deserves
the income he earns, the case for incentives by itself is bound to
look morally suspect, particularly when it is a question of ineteasing
them To argue that those who are already better off should be
granted still greater incentives to make them produce more will
then resemble arguing that the rich should be given a wholly un-
deserved bribe paid out of the pockets of the poor. Under such
circumstances, it would not be at all surprising if the poor decided
that even if their own incomes were to suffer (from the general
loss of productivity), they would prefer this to paying so offensive
a bribe. (One cannot extrapolate from the relative self-restraint
shown by democratic governments in !similar' matters today, because
that self-restraint is in large part precisely a product of the belief
that individuals do deserve what they earn and that taxes are a
necessary evil rather than a mechanism for redistribution.) In any
case, just the uncertainty about the safety of one's wealth and the
prospects of one's future income caused by the politicization of the
distributional issue would be bound to have a deleterious effect not
only on incentives but also on the general feeling of political and
economic security enjoyed by the citizenry. 1.1 this sense, at least,
the shelter of the private sphere would be severely threatened.

But this is far from being the only danger to the private sphere
implicit in the redistributive ethic. Jerold says that in order to have
redistribution we must "alter people's basic assumptions about the
extent to which they are responsible for their neighbors and their

$
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neighbors for them." He presumably has In mind here primarily a

heightening of people's feelings of mutual solidarity and benevo-

knee. Yet so long as the maximization of people's wealth remains

a fundamental goal of the society, it is likely that their feelings of

reciprocal responsibility will take a less attractive form. For if the

society's wealth is regarded as s common product of which every-

one is entitled to a generous share, the economic well-being of each

individual becomes directly dependent upon the behavior of his

fellow citizens.
In the first place, this is likely to lead to heightened public con-

cern about who is admitted to citizenship. It is one thing for a

entry to accept unskilled immigrants ( say, Vietnamese refugees)

when it is essentially up to them to "make it" economically on

their own; but it is a very different matter if they are immediately
and perpetually entitled to draw upon a sizable share of the society's

resources. Similarly, fears about adding to the number of unproduc-

tive people in the society could lead to attempts to restrict child-

bearing on the part of those who are thought incapable of raising

children to be useful contributors to the natiou's wealth. Moreover,

there would be a strong tendency for the public to impose some
work requirements upon those living oil the common wealth without

making what is deemed an adequate contribution of their own

efforts. Or there might be an attempt to regulate the ways in which

the beneficiaries of redistribution spend their money (designed, for
example, to make sure they do not buy luxury items while stinting

on the needs of their children). Public money is seldom disbursed

without any strings attached, and if everyone comes to be viewed

as a recipient of society's benefactions, it is only to be expected

that they will be subjected to greater public accountability regard-

ing the details of their private lives. In short, it is difficult to see

how the private sphere can retain its autonomy when wealth is

regarded as communal. The practice as well as the premise of re-

distribution would be incompatible with liberal society as we know

it.

A flail word

By way of conclusion, it is worth re-emphasizing the vital dis-

tinction between redistribution and social-welfare programs. Social

insurance and assistance to the needy can be regarded as legitimate

functions of the public sphere, properly supported by public reve-

nues. The obligation of citizens to pay taxes to finance the legitimate
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expenses of government has never been doubted by the liberal tradi-tion. Financing public-welfare expenditturs with tax dollars in no
way conflicts with the notion that people have a right to what they
earn, and that their own property is genuinely private. But as social
programs pow larger and more complex, It is all too easy to make
the mistake of regarding sedishibution m a logical 'attension ofor
even simply a way of rationalizingthe welfare spending of the
liberal state. This is an error to which economists are particularly
prone, given their penchant for focusing on economic effects ( i.e.,
how much is being transferred to whom) rather than political prin.
ciples (Le., on whet pounds the money is being transferred). Yet
there is an immense gulf of principle between the welfare state andthe redistributive state, which can be crossed only at the gravest
peril to a liberal political order.
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Goals and Purposes of Social Welfare Expenditures

to this paper I examine welfare reform in the context of social

welfare expenditures (SWE). Both terms have a variety of definitions--

there is no universally accepted,
standard usage. !Wow, we use the

term "SWE" co cover what Ida C. Merriam. formerly of the Social Security

Administration, originally defined as

cash and medical benefits. Services, and edainistrative
costs for all programa operating under public law thatare of direct benefit to individuals and families. Includedare p5ogelomaAvviding income maintenance and health benefitsthteGgh social 1m4yrance

and public aid, and those providingpUblic support of Nealth,
education. housing And other welfare/ services.1

Social welfare expenditures case to $394 billion in 1978. They were

equal in amount to 19.3% pf GIP. (Cash transfers are, of course, not

part of GNP.) Table 1 shown that since 1950 these expenditures by the

federal, state, and local governments have risen much faster than GNP.

In fact. they have more than doubled as a percentage of GNP in the past

three decades. The principal categories of expenditures that they subsume

are "social insurance," and "education." Social welfare expenditures now

amourt co 602 of all combined
government expenditures.

-'41fsre," it appears, is used 'ay many writers to cover some or

all at the expenditures
classified in Table 1 as public aid, and other

social welfare, as well as public housing. These three c.Asr.:fications
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Tablet

Suclit W3lase gapanditurcs beasts Public Programs as a Percentage of 4)0', Selected Fiscal Year,. 1950,1978

Grua*
National Totrl*
ecuJuat

(lo State-

tss.A1 Ec40 i.11 I i.nrs3 tut a1 Federal local

19.,0 $164.8 8.9 4.0

379.7 1.6 1.9

V041 498.3 10.5 5.0

1965 056.0 11,7 5,2

19/0 960.1 15.1 6.1

1914 1,361.2 17.6 10.1

1975 1.452.1 19.9 11.5

1976 1,625.4 20.4 11.1

19174 1,118.0 19.7 11.9

.19/84 2,044.0 10.I

BEST COPY

4.9

4.7

5.5

6.0

7.1

7.5

8.4

8.3

7.1

Social la- Public

swam. Aid

%oath

Medical
Programa

Veteranu
Progress P.hx'at tun

I,9 0.9 0.8 2.6 1.5

2 6 .0 .8 1.1 2.9

1.9 .8 .9 1.1 1,5

4,3 1.0 .9 .9 4.)

5.7 14 1.0 .9 5.3

7,3 2.3 1.1 1.0 5.2

8.5 2.1 1.2 1.2 5.6

9.0 3.0 1.2 1.2 5.4

8.8 2.9 1,1 1.0 5.1

8.6 2.9 1,2 1.0 5.0

Other

Social

Oelfare

total
health 6

Medical
Expae4i
tures

11.2 1.2

.2 1.2

.2 1.1

.3 1.4

.4 2.6

.5 3.0

3.5

.6 3.6

.5 3.7

.5 3.7

*Isclms booming, kit 'howl soparstmly.

I'Conlainas health mild medical progress with nsdicel
services provik4 is commettioe with social lessreaee#

peblic 414. NVISFSdaft° services,
vocatioaal rehabilitation, mod antipoverty programs.

4Preliminary astimatus.

*perces: Alas McM$114m, "Social Mellare
Expamktures ender Public Programs, Fiscal Year 1977," Social

OulAmtln. June 1979, p. 10. Table 3; Social /*eerily Admisistration. lAgpegrcbosakfitettaiicu Motu

Nu. 2. Fab. 14, 19M.
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accounted for 2.9t, .52, and .12 of CNP, respectively, in 1975. However,

some writers use the term more narrowly to mean only the cash benefits

payable under kin to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and Cameral

Assistance (CA). Supplementary Security Income (SST) is also a cash

benefit program but it has received less critical attention than the ,there

because it, unlike the others, reaches those traditionally regarded as

"the deserving poor," i.e., the aged, blind, and disabled. Cash benefits

under these three
programs amount to about 12 of GNP.

Table 2 shows more detail about what may or may not be counted as

welfare. All of chest* expAnd::11t,e3 Ate 'un4ei 341 ,t ,teneral revenues,

unlike social ins,icance, whi.th :s 'aid tor ,tir of payroll taxes.

Most of them are targeted to lower income people, and many are income-

or moans-tested. Only about a third of
chest expenditures take the form of

zaah benefits. A larger part is used to provide health care, food, and

housing. (Note that Medicaid la the largest single welfare program.) The

remainder is largely devoted to a range of social services from counseling

to day care to training
(note the overlap with education).

aais of :4e Refora

re:orn is another tdrn wnich Lacks a mreclse and agree:: :mon

meaning. ":1L:obrediv the most famous of lent' reform efforts was that ..4n.,c'n

led to edoot'-on of a new -poor law early nineteenth :enturm. Znaland.

At that t',,me, reorm: meant division of the poor into two groups, namely

chose erected to or and those not, and denial of "outdoor relief" for
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Table 2

Expenditures for Public Aid,, Public Rousing
and Other Social Welfare,; by Type. 1977

(in billions of dollars)

I

total 564.8

Caen 20.4

AFDC and GA $13.6

SS1 6.8

Health care 18 0,

Medicaid 17.6

Institutional care .4

Food 8.7

Food Stamps 5.4

Child nutrition4 3.3

Public housing 2.5

Social services twy 5.8

Nonmedical services 3.1 ,

Chil Welfare .8

Vocational Rehabilitation 1.3

Special 0E0 and Action programs .6

Otner public etc? 5.9

Social welfare. n...c.c 3.2

ASurplus food for schools and programs under National School Lunch

and Ohild Nutrition Acts.

'.iork relief, other emer41pt* aid, surplus food for the needy,

repatriation and refugee assistance, and workexperience training.

`'Indian welfare and guidance. aging and juvenile delinquency activities.
antipoverty and manpower training programs. day care, child services.

legal assistance, care of transients, and other unspecified welfare services.

Source: Derived from Alma McMillan, "Social Welfare Expenditures under
Public Programs, Placa' Tear 1977," Social Security Sulletin,

June 1979. pp. 4-7, Table 1.
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those in the first category and enforcement of
responsibility of relatives

to contribute to the support of those in the second category. This reform
was in part a reaction to the

alleged failure of a kind of negative income
tax known as theSpeenhamland

scheme, *Mich paid benefits to the working
poor. The reaction emphasised the need to doter malingering and to encourage
work and thrift.

On the other hand, welfare reform ii the Later years of that century
came to mesa separating

out groups of the poor for
special consideration.

Criminals', mentally tIl persons, orphans,
widows, veterans, the aged,

ind the disabled were among those ingleJ
out for study, concern and

legis/sciou. This categorical
approach to welfare gull:144 the federal

goverusmnt in the United States when it adopted the public assistance and
social services titles of the Social Security Act in 1935. Since that
time we have seen several

themes competing for the label of welfare

reform. One theme has introduced new categorical programs to make existing
welfare programs

more generous and to allow more people to quaWy for
o

then. Some of these reforms have been accomplished by the courts in

extending the i:onstirutional
rights of due process and equal protection

of the laws to welfare recipients. Others have clme About
z!;rough congressional

establishment national minimum in specific programs, e.g., SST, which
VMS A,:ipted in 7:y72.

A second chime of recent years has been to cut back on sl..giilltv

for welfare benefits by pushing for relative
responsibility and work- tests.

This theme is, of
course, reminiscent of the previous century, but is
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focused this time on the AFDC program and its PoPwletibu of.fAsilias

heeded largely by divorced and separated women. Unlike some earlier

themes, this one carries the emphasis on work to the point of creating

public jobs for those on welfare and cf subsidizing child care
to enable

the welfare mothers to cake the lobs.

The third theme to claim the title of welfare reform Is distinct

from the other 'Imo. It emerged in the 1960A under the flag of the negative

income tax (NIT). It featured elimination
of categories among the poor,

a minimum income for all, including the
"working poor" who were not eligible

for AFDC, no work-tests, and a moderate benefit-reduction rate designed

to avoid strong disincentives to work. Some enthusiasts of NIT saw it as

a repleveleot for all existing cash and is-kind social welfare benefits.

President Nixon incorporated some NIT ideas in his 1969 welfare reform

package of SSI (which passed) and the Family Assistance Flan (which did

not). The latter. FAP, deviated from; a p4re SIT in that it was categorical

(it excluded single persons and childless couples as well as the aged and

disabled persons eligible for SSI); it featured a work-test; it had a

high benefit-reduction rate (PAP, food stamps, and other programs together

produced a combined benefit-reduction
rate of 70% or morel; it was not

strIctly a cash program (it offered child day care services to working

4

mothers): and it proposed to create public jobs.

'4ith FAP. NIT became identified as a substitute for AFDC. As such,

:t eTahast , the second theme identified above. Alternatively. Presideni

Nixon could have designed NIT as a substitute for CA, the unemployed fathers

17d
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segment of AFDC. and the minimum wage law. This would have meant a new

categorical program for the working poor.

While the failure of FAP and the rejection of Senator McGovern's tax
reform, which featured a $1.000 per person

guarantee and a 33-1/32 benefit

reduction rate, are often said to have
signalled the demise of NIT, it is

plausible to argue that its theme is not dead. It livap in SSI, the
!cod Stamp Program, the &Laic Education

Opportunity grant program. the
earned income tax credit and other income-tested

benefits.

f ,spear that everybodv
is f..r welfare reform, but that chore

/iv ways to be a tArgrmer one is to create new cates.,41,
of beneficiaries and new types of benefits and to make eligibility easier
to attain. For some observers,

the welfare explosion of the 1960s and
early 1970s was the reform.

2
A second way is to tighter tip on eligibility

,nd to push people out into the world of
work, even if this means creation

special jobs. .A third is to abolish the maze of special welfare programs
replace them with a single cash benefit

program based upon progressive
income tax principles.

Clearly, the adversaries in this several-sided
debate have different

goals in mind. The first emphasizes
compassion for the poor, who are seen

as victims of systemic social and economic failure. The second highlights
the loss of self-respect

and withdrawal of potential labor tine assocated
with oelfare dependency. The third claims that the s3ai is to release the
poor from paternalfstic

guidance and bureaucratic restrictions.
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Goals of Social Welfare Expenditures

We said earlier that welfare programs are part of a broader pattern

of SWE. The welfare programs listed in Table 2 in fact amount to only

1674 of SWE. We easy gain some nem insights into the welfare reform controversies

if we look at the goals and purposes of the Larger system represented by

SWE and the taxes Levied to pay for it.

Eton/Julies are wont to characterise the purposes of public expenditures

es pursuit of equity and efficiency. Government can Presumably improve

upon market outcomes by redistributing income and reallocating resources.

Textbooks often relate equity gain to the reduction in inequality of the

sire distribution of income accomplished by expenditure* and taxes. Efficiency

has to do with gains in output associated with reallocations toward production

of consumer goods net highly valued, and toward productive investments in

physical and human capital. It is likely that there is a tradeoff between

equity and efficiency. Indeed, the lesson of economics is that there is

no such thins as a free lunch.

It seems to be the general view of economists that SWE accomplish a

considerable amount of redistribution but relatively little reallocation.

That is to say, the distribution of final incomeincluding nonmoney income--

is less unequal then the Oistribution of market income, but the allocation

of resources among goods and services is not much different than it would be

if 411 SUE took the form of cash transfers. (For example, the consumption

of food would be about the same if food stones were converted to cash.)

However, economists generally believe that SWE result in some loss of GNP

180
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because they increase
the attractiveness vf leisure and because the taxes

paid to finance SUE reduce the , lit, of people to save and thereby to

increase the capital stock.

That particular formulation,
which highlight, the equity-efficiency

trade-offs, is perhaps more prescriptive than descriptive of any nation's

decisionmakiug with reference to SWT. An alternative formulation is more
inductive, based upon the record Of

announced purposes and of formulas
of existing SWE programs: and tax Laws. In this approach the goals are
thought to be revealed

by legislative behavior. Thus the immediate goals
of C:1A Aerlicao system of SUE would appear to be

.tfsett,ng income loss

helping people to buy essentials

reducing income poverty

sharing tax burdens fairly.

More than half of SUE in the United States
ate motivated by concern

for Losses of income associated with old age, disability, unemplostent,

and loss of a family breadwinner. This concern is not limited to those made
poor by events beyond their control; the mere fact that income falls below
its customary or expected level is deemed a sufficient bails for social
intervenc;on. Social insurance, which features contributions by worker,
And employers and benefits payable as a getter of coot:or:mai

right. is
a preferred method for offsetting loss. However, e4t same risks are also
protected against by public assistance as a second level of defense. For
example, as unemployed worker may receive

unemployment insurance benefits
first and public assistance benefits later. This goal is associated with
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the sharing of income loss during a recession, which may have the side

effect of automatically stabilizing the economy.

Another substantial part of SUE is devoted to helping people buy

essentiale.
3 The leading example under this beading is public spending

for education, which amounts to 51 of GM? (see Table 1). Free public

educatior at elementary and secondary levels is provided as a civil right

mad funded out of general revenues. Parents are, of course, compelled to

send their children of specific ages to school and hence must meet certain

noninetruccional costs of school attendance, including the forgone earnings

of Ihildren, out of their own pockets. Higher education is typically not

free, but governmeets eay subsidize tuition and otherwise help students

and their families meet the costs of going co college. ;etch help nor

or may not bear any relationship to financial need in the narrow sense,

but it is given in recognition of the difficulties most families have in

planning for--or borrowing for--the costs of college, and also in the

faith that there are external benefits to be captured from encouraging

more people co seek higher education.

The point about external benefits raises the question of whether the

goal is simply to help people buy what they, as individual consumers, want,

or whether the goal, and hence the standard for evaluation, is to provide

education that will improve their capacity to produce. Should one count

education benefits in the year the expenditure is made or is the year that

extra income due to education is realized? Should health care expenditures

be counted only if they result in lower mortality and morbidity? Interestingly,
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few writers ask whether one should count cash transfers only if we can

prove that they sake the recipients happier.

Similar considerations to those for education seem to underlie

government expenditures for health
care, which tiov amount to 3.7% of

OP, or about a third of total health care outlays. We appear to be moving

coward the view that health care, like education, should be available

as a civil right. On the ocher head,
housings and food are less touched

by the civil right concept, but are apparently seen as essentials

meriting public support. Social welfare expenditures for the latter two

trees combined .1moint to tees than 1% of GNI and are highly concentrated
,n the pat. it .s i:t.relting that housing outlays make up a much

larger part of SWE in some welfare states other than the U.S., e.g.,

the U.K. and Sweden.

The third immediate goal of American SWE is to reduce income poverty.

This goal, enunciated by President Johnson in 1964, encourages a tilt of

SWE in tne direction of those people who fall below a recognized national

minimum in terms of income. Hence, it requires us to ask whether SWE

that offset income loss or help people buy essentials really do reach

the poor as well as others. Can we design cash transfers to help those

.rho have chronic low earnings but have not suffered an income loss'

It also asks whether the programs we have traditfnnallv addressed

specif.,ally to categories of the poor are the best possible. Can the

whole range of SW be managed so as to contribute, along with growth in

pretransfer income, to year by year reduction
in the number of Americans

with below poverty line incomes' At present, almost 407. of SUE, that
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is, about $150 billion worth of the goods and services as well as the

cash transfers provided under these public programs, go to people whose

pretransfer money income is below the poverty line in the year of receipt.

The 202 of persons in the latter group, who receive about 22 of pretransfer

money income, receive about 102 of total income, defined to include all

SUE.

These nuabers about the pro-poor incidence of benefits should be

taken with a stain of salt.
There is what we may call a secondary beneficiary

in many cases, that is, a person who would have made a private payment to

the poor beneficiary if the public progress did not exist. For example,

an elderly person might have been supported by his adult children, who

may or may not be poor. The calculations above nee as the counterfactual

a world with no private transfers and thus show more redistribution toward

the poor than may be credible.

A critic may ask, are we sure that the slumber of posttransfer poor

is leas than it would be if SW! were only half as great, that is $1,500

per pretransfer poor person instead of the present $3,000? That question

is not easy to answer because it requires assumptions about behavioral

responses to the availability of SW benefits and to the "poverty trap,"

or high benefit-reduction rates (which are particularly severe for the

poor) associated with those benefits.

One of the long-standing
debates is thiS field is whether you can get

people out of poverty by "helping" them, or whether you need to induce or

coerce them out of "the culture of poverty" by what Sidney and Beatrice
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Webb called "the exercise of plastic power." There can be no doubt that

the coercive approach to poverty is still followed to some degree, but it

is less popular than it once was.

We now move to the fourth immediate goal of the SWE system, namely

sharing the tax burden fairly.
Inductive inquiry into the goals of the

American tax system leads to the finding that we appear to want a set of

combined tax races that are roughly proportional
throughout most of the

posttransfer income range. Progressivicy does not begin short of the top

5t or so of income receivers, according to the consensus view of tax

incidence. if -le hnlJa that property taxes, sala taxes, and

payroll taxes are progressive, than one is led to believe that our tax

system is progressive throughout.)
Although the level of taxes is higher

than it was, the pattern across income ranges has changed very Little in

the last several decades.

We apparently want dur income taxes to recognize family size, to

offset extraordinary medical expenses, to encourage private health and

retirement insurance, and also to subsidize home-ownership and child day

care. Through exemptions, exclusions, deductions, and credits, income

LAX expenditures duplicate SWE's pursuit of the goals of offsetting income

loss -lid helping 7eople buy essentlals. The idea or the NIT is to extend

the income tax mentality to pursue the goal of reducing income poverty.

One example of this in the current tax law is the earned income refundable

credit for low income faigilies with children.

Some Broader Goals

The four immediate goals of the SUE system relate to the secondary

distribution of income. The primary distribution arises in the market
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place, but it too is subject to social goals, the most important of which

are high employment and positive growth in per capita production. Attain-

ment of these goals. which may be aided by skillful application of fiscal,

monetary, and other policies, will ease the problem of reaching the goals

of the secondary distribution. Conversely, high unemployment and negative

growth will place a heavy burden on SWE.

There is a school of thought which teaches that we can alter the

primary distribution by tax incentives for employers to hire disadvantaged

workers, by carefully targeted public job creation, and an egalitarian

income polic--chat is, without relying upon conventional SWE--and thereby

increase share of pretransfer income going to the poor. Some argue

that such a shift could be engineered even at a time when unemployment is

high and economic growth is slow. However, most would agree that such

policies have a better chance of succeed±ng (though they might think such

policies are then unnecessary) if the economic climate is more favolable.

The four immediate goals for the secondary distribution and the two

for the primary distribution are reflective of still deeper goals we hold

for our society. These include individual freedom of choice and ;quality

of opporrunitv. (Incidentally, inequality in the dire distribution of

income is not a good indicator of attainment of equality of opportunivf;

'measures of intergroup, e.g., black-white, income differences may be more

meaningful.) This complex set of goals has some internal conflicts;

pursuit of one goal may entail costs in terms of loss with respect to

another goal. For example, high offsets to income loss may cause a
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reduction in employment and hence a slowing of economic growth. Or, steps

to reduce inequality of ipportunity may infringe on some individuals'

freedom of choice.

Similarly, there are problems of setting an appropriate balance among

efforts to achieve each of several goals. Hera we confront an economist's
paradox. There is such a thing as too much of a good thing- -or less than

the optimum amount of a bad thins, such as pollution or poverty--and that

can be avoided only by
balancing benefits and costs at the margin. For

example, suppose vw Were considering adding $50 billion to SW, rutting
the who;, .4', elp ag people buy essentials nit

t-h
)m c of it into reducing moov., ,

poverty. Although there may be wide
agreement that the goals enumerated

above are the operative goals'for policy choice, there is less agreement
about the priorities among then.

Recrt Revisited

Let us return now to the question of welfare reform. A review 'f

the goals of and of the broader qoals for t.-re br:'mary distribution
turned t3e, following points whien nay enanie s Netter evaluation

:n elfare reform.

"oi: beneflts go to the nonnoor.

7te '17eneftt; :e.eived by tie poor f'ar e-yee.1 .elfaebenef.:, in :able :.

The reci.ients of welfare are nosily poor, but not all the ,00rrecei:e 4elfare.

Not all of ways to reduce incor
lovev.v are listed in 7abIenor even :axle I, :ax reform aid fob zraat:on are .,so that areWIZ out.;
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The goals for welfar-, which is part of the SWE system, are the
same as the goals f r SWE.

Pursuit of these goals presents harsher disincentives for the poor
than for the nonpoor. This is because SWE are * larger part of
total income for the poor than the nonpoor, and because benefit-
reduction rates are higher for them.

' Pursuit of chess goals differentially restricts freedom of choice
for the poor. This is because a disproportionate part of their
SUE benefits take the form of goods and services (some of them
designed especially for the poor) as opposed to mosey.

The challenge for -welfare reform is the same as that for SWE reform,

namely, co achieve, by reaurie to reason and experience, a desirable

bslanze among (1) the four goals of S-E and the taxes to pay for them,

(2) the primary distribution goals of high employment and positive

economic growth. and (3) the broader social goals of freedom of choice

and equality of opportunity.
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NOTES

1
A1ms McMillan, "Social Welfsfe Expenditures under Public Programs,

Fiscal Your 1977," Social Security Bulletin, June 1977, p. 7. A time

series has also been developed on "privets social welfare expenditures."

5uch expenditure* are not discussed in this paper.

"'hat attracted the most attention was the rise in the number of APX

recipients, from 3.1 million in 1960 to 11.1 million in 19-2. It !las

tended to declts q,- And Ncood it 1;;.

3_
vne mighf c ot*.twifr SJF

doS.ple..;
. !Or- 4,

helping people to buy leisure. 4
4
0ne nay ask whether

some SUE, such as those for
education, should be

counted as capital
transfers rather than as income transfers.

7
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BEYOND THE SAFETY NET:
REVIVING THE PROMISE OF OPPORTUNITY

AMERICA*
(By Saar A. Levitan and Clifford It Johnson)

Hindrance Instead of Help
Conservatives surely, above all, have long known and warned thatreal poverty is less a state of income than a state of mind and thatthe governulent dole blights most of the people who come to dependon it. The lesson of the period since 196 a lesson so manifest itcannot be gainsaidis that conservatives, if anything, understatedtheir argumentsOstoaaa OrLoms

0Having made the claim that the poor suffer deprivation by choice, orat least by virtue of their owo inadequacies, opponents of governmentassistance in aid of the poor also develop what they view as a logicalcorollarythat federal efforts to help the poor are counterproductive.Conservatives address the effectiveness of federal interventions withconsiderable caution, for in so doing they abandon the high ground ofmoral absolutes provided by assertions that the poor do not deserve ourhelp. Yet, to the extent that the American public remains convincedthat some groups do deserve federal support, advocates of laissez fairecan mist the growth of the welfare state only by challenging the effi-cacy of public action. The result is a recurring theme: we cannot assistthe poor even if they need our aid, for federal interventions inevitablyconstitute a hindrance instead of a help.
Underlying the conclusion that federal antipoverty efforts are coun-terproductive is the assumption that poverty is a function of moraldeviance. Conservatives argue t at government interventions areharmful 1w definition in that t y weaken links between individualbehavior ; r.' income among ups already plagued by an inadequate( setise of 1 ,. nal responsibil y. Other unintended results of federalaction are les, obvious but e iv no less threatening to the welfaiof the ptior and to the total social fabric. Public assistance prgsumablydestroys families and communities, inhibits individual advancement,hinders broader economic growth, and we ens the capacity of state,local, and private agencies to provide f e truly needy. Throughoutsuch assaults on federal interventioi. wel are, programs are portrayedas a threat to the nation's moral fiber and a disruption of the propitiousfunctioning of private markets and local governance:

These diverse attacks on antipoverty initiatives are not easily dis-credited in that they rarely address the narrow and immediate resultsof federikl intervention. Instead, conservatives contend that federal ef-
*Reproduced with the pennimion of Sat A. frights and Clifford M Johnson, fromhierami the Safety Net: Reviving the Promise of Coppertanity in America. Cambridge,%Winger, 11184.
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forts to aid the poor undermine their moral character and trigger de-
structive pony -terns changes in basic social and eecitiomic institutions- -
changes that outweigh any short-term benefits enjoyed by program
participants. These criticisms rest heavily upon assertions of casual
relationships not readily sub ,..tot to empirical test. The critiques often
embo4/y some element of truth, but their relevance to the net effective-
ness of government aid to the poor depends on subtler questions of
degree, further complicating the task of rebuttal. Nonetheless, a care-
ful analysis of conservative assumptionsthat poverty is a moral prob-
lem, that social and economic structures are dramatically altered by
antipoverty efforts, and that federal initiatives merely displace more
effective state or local public and private programsreveal that they
are sharply at odds with both historical evidence and the findings of
contemporary research.

POVERTY AS A MORAL PROBLEM

If poverty i 'tied as the lack of an adequate income, the federal
government obviolis has the capacity to reduce or eliminate it. How-
ever, if poverty is recast as a moral condition rather than a standard
of income inallequacy, it may well prove impervious to government
action. Conservatives offer numerous reasons for minimizing the re-
distributive impact of federal tax and spending policies. Their first
line of defense is the claim that government aid cannot help the poor
because poverty is a cultural and moral problem rather than an eco-
nomic one. v

In portraying poverty as a moral problem, conservatives view the
poor as plagued by behavioral disorders that shape and define their
condition. Crime, delinquency, and other social problems are cited as
evidence of moral deviance among the poor whtch cannot be redressed
through income transfers. One welfare critic, troubled by the "decline
in civility" among the poor and assigning responsibility for this trend
to federal antipoverty efforts, concluded that "more than any further
economic resource, disadvantaged now need a more secure sense of
order in theniselvel and the neighborhoods around them. . . . The
problem is now more a moral one than an economic one, and so is the
challenge facing the welfare state." 2 George Gilder makes the argu-
ment explicit by claiming that "redistribution cannot fight poverty"
and warning that acceptance of "self-indulgent" lower-class behavior
will assign the recipients of aid "to permanent poverty, erode the re-
quirements of growth and opportunity, and foster processes of cultural
and economic deterioration." 3

The grains of truth in these descriptions of poverty are evident. In-
come redistribution can bring,only modest gains if unaccompanied by
meaningful initiatives to expand the poor's opportunities for work,
self-sufficiency, and control of their destiny. Because greater progress
has been made in developing a system of income transfers than in
broadening employment opportunities for the pqor or advancing their
political clout, the lack of future prospects remains a key aspect of
poverty in America. These facts can he accepted without believing that
poverty is a moral problemthat is: that poverty stems primarily from
the deviant. character and behiVior of the ptibr. These findings also do

Footnote* at toed of article.
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not contradict the pressing need of those in poverty for additional in-come and the effectiveness of federal welfare programs. in placing anincome floor beneath those facing abject deprivation.By emphasizing the imagined moral causes of poverty, opponents ofgovernment intervention deftly seek to shift attention away from theeconomic plight that is shared by all the poor toward an idealizedimage of individual responsibility. The tone and substance of sucharguments imply that welfare benefits are irrelevant as a response topoverty and that government is actually impeding the self-reliancethat alone can resol a moral problem:
Time and time ag overninent has perpetuated a problem that wouldhave solved itself Itni, ago if there had been no interference, because theindividuals involved would have seen no alternative but to get their ownhands dirty and take ^re of the matter themselves.

The rejection of personal responsibility for an undesired turn ofevents, the outward projection of what often is the result of the individ-ual's inadequate conetra planning, precaution, preparation, effort orplain reglect or unwillingness to face unpleasant facts, expresses thespirit of a wayward welfare state.'
The curious presumption that federal intervention has not reducedpoverty ignores incontrovertible data on the subject. Nonetheless, be-cause conservatives are preoccupied with the behavioral problems andpresumed moral deviance of the poor, the true causes of poverty areignored.

Another variant of the view of poverty as a moral problem presentsloss of dignity as a more onerous fate than material deprivation.According to Ronald Reagan, welfare is one of our major problemsbecause 1. destroys "self- reliance, dignity and self-respect . . thevery snl., Ance of moral fibre." 6 The alternative has been termed"earned dignity" or "dignity of achievement"--the dignity that is ob-tained when one achieves "that modest well-being presumed within thegrasp of honest effort" and that is meaningful only if accompanied bycensure of failure and "a strong sense of the shameful." 6 The poor arefaced with a ho-win situation: reliance on welfare precludes a sense ofdignity, and yet failure to earn a decent income also must invoke
i

censure slid shame. In this view dignity can be found only in self-sufficiency through work or inheritance, a goal that is out of reach formillions of the working and dependent poor.Granting the virtues of personal responsibility and dignity, thequestion is whether any attempt to alleviate the economic problems ofthe poor necessarily destroys these qualities and worsens their plight.In the absence of efforts to enhance employability and earnings capac-ity, income transfers certainly can undermine recipients' sense ofdignity and responsibility. Yet when coupled with appropriate initia-tives to expand economic oportunity, income support can extend ahelping hand to the poor while bolstering self-sufficiency and con-comitant self-respect. Conservatives overlook this vital distinction be-twe'n policies that dstrov self-esteem and those that give it a chanceto flourish. To help is to hurt, they argue, and therefore the poor arebest left to their own devices -- albeit poor, but retaining as much of asense of responsibility and dignity as their failures will allow.
Footnotes si end of article.
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in casting pov,a-ty as a moral problem, conservatives also ignore
the tangible ways in which federal initiatives have succeeded in
reducing depriVation in America. Largely as a result of the anti-
poverty programs launched in the liftios, the oaicial poverty rate fell
from .2:2 percent in Ittin to a low of 11.4 percent in tiles, and in-kind
assistance' flirt her eased the hardship suffered by the jaw. Since Witl
this decline has been reversed and the poverty rate has risen by more
than one-third in four years, a result of retrenchments in government
aid, inflation, and high unemployment. Notwithstanding this setback,
however, federal aid has enabled millions of households to secure their
basic needs, carrying the poor through difficult times and giving them
a chance to took to tne future.

Despite increasing federal expenditures for programs in aid of the
poor, pregess let combating poverty has been it !peeled by a diverse
set of developments. Rapid escalation in housing and energy prices
in the 1970s hit the poor especially hard, and slack labor markets
lessened the opportunitic; of impoverished Americans to improve
their fortunes through work. Efforts to reduce poverty have also been
hampered by a sharp rise in 0:e number of telltale-headed, single-
pareid lamseleolds--a trend t hat opponents of government intervention
have seized upon as evidence that federal antipeverty programs de-
stroy the family and exacerbate the morel problem of poverty. The
role of social programs in the dissolution of low-income families
has emerged as a subject of intense debate', for a strong eausal relation-
ship bet ween welfare and family breakups is a central conqxment of
the claim that federal aid to the poor is counterproductive.

FAMILIES IN POVERTY

The charge that provision of income to the poor destroys families
typically elicits strong emotional reactions. Evoking image's of an
intrusive state disrupting an otherwise tranquil family nest, federal
welfare programs take' on a sinister quality. Already sitspicions of the
moral character of the poor, the none oor majority find it easy to
accept the not ion that their less fortunate neighbors are unable to
manage of their personal lives or to make reasonable decisions re-
garding the' future of their families. The causal relationships between
povert:v and family instability, and the net effect of income assistance
and family dissolution on the broader well-being of poor individuals,
rarely receive careful attention.

Assertions of a direct link between increases in federal social wel-
fare expenditnres and the proliferation of low-income, single-parent
fa mili0.s have become commonplace in contemporary conservative
thought. Milton and Rose Friedman blithely accept the conclusion
that welfare programs weaken the family and "rot the moral fabric
that holds a decent society together." T Considering the family to 1w
"the only institution capable of generating upward mobility." George
Gilder contends that social programs have brought "a great increase
in the income's of the poor in America at the cost of the' catastrophic
breakdown of their families." President Reagan has placed this
litany at the core of his administration's social policies, unabashedly
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stating that 'liter'. is no ipiestion that many well-intentioned GreatSoety-type programs contributed to family breakups, welfare de-pendency and a large increase in births out of wedlock." 9Regardless of its cause the trend toward single-parent, female-headed lion.ieholds, popularly termed the feminization of poverty,dearly enhances the difficulty of combating poverty in the UnitedStates. Two-parent families are far less likely to suffer poverty-----onlyone in thirteen are poor, compared to one in three families headed bya feniale--while many female heads of households have no hope ofearning enough to hit their families out of poverty even if they areable to obtain full-time work." The rise of single-parent families isparticularly significant as uti obstacle to economic progress amongblacks. Virtually half of black households are headed by single women,and their low earnings capacity has completely offset relative incomegains by other types of black families over the past two decades."The decline of two-parent families am-mg the poor poses a seriousobstacle to antipoverty efforts, but it is by .10 means clear that federalprograms in aid of the poor have played a major role in promotingfamily dissolution. It is a fact that increases in social expenditures andin the number of single-parent families occurred during roughly thesame period. Conservatives are quick to correlate the two phenomena,assuming that welfare benefits and regulations govern the lives of thepoor.
One of the few detailed accounts of how federal social programsaffect interpersonal relations within low-income families (a version inmany ways unrepresentative of conservative orthodoxy regarding thefamily) is offered by George Gilder. His graphic explanation speaksfor itSelf :

marriage dissolve not because the rules dictate it, but because the bene-fit levels destroy the father's key role and authority.
Nothing is so destructive of . . . male values as the growing, imper-vious recognition that when all is said and done his wife and childrencan do better without him. The man has a gradually sinking feeling thathis role as provider, the definitive male activity from the primal daysof the hunt through the industrial revolution and on into modern life,has been largely seized from him; be has been cuckolded by the com-passionate state.

His response to this reality is that very combination of resignation andrage, escapism and violence, short horizons and promiscuous sexualitythat characterizes everywhere the life of the pdor.'3

Basing his argument on this extraordinary blend of chauvinism anlsocial history, Gilder concludes that the expansion of welfare shim1964 has left behind "a wreckage of broken lives and families worsethan the aftermath of silvery," particularly among blacks. He alsoclaims that the "fact that they have more income only makes thesituation less remediable."
Besides his bizarre presentation of male sexuality and motivation,Gilder's explanation of the link between public assistance and familydissolution is based on highly selective data and held together byunsubstantiated logic. While Gilder portrays the inability of husband
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awl father to provide for his family as central to the disintegration of
marriages, he fails to acknowledge the extent to which the inade-
quacies of the labor market contribute to this frustration. Whatever
sense of personal failure accomranies the inability ;o support one's
family, it certainly would be at least as powerful if the family lived
in abject poverty as in welfare dependencythe obvious difference
being that the secure income of welfare heightens the potential inde-
pendence of wife and mother under sudi adverse circumstances. Yet in
Gilder's view all members of low-income families would be better off
if welfare payments were withheld, for while they might have less
income the male heads of households would still retain their pride,
thereby fostering the preservation of stable marriages.

Gilder's argument runs the risk of all theories unsubstantiated by
empirical evidence; that causal relationships that seem plausible will
prove nonexistent, lie relies heavily on the claim that welfare is the
primary sonny of humiliation and destructive behavior, allowing a
poor man's family to do better without him. But research data have
failed to support this account of family dissolution. An Urban Insti-
tute.study found that most female heads of households on welfare at-
tributed their separations from husbands or boyfriends to personal
rather than economic factors and that the primary effect of welfare on
women beading families was to reduce pressures to remarry rather
than to provide incentives for separation." Similarly, a report pre-
pared for the emagressional Joint Economic Committee established that
36 percent of the increase in female-beaded households between 1450
and 197'2 could have been attributed to the movement of existing
female-headed families out of the hotiseholds of parents or relatives
rather than additions to the number of female-betel-1 families through
family dissolution." The negative income tax experiments in Seattle
and Denver found that the rate of marital dissolution among recipients
increased despite the availability of payments to two-parent families
and a graduated tax structure that ensured that low-income mothers
would not be better off without the presence of earnings of their hus-
bands." Rather than claim a causal effect. it would be more correct to
argue that assistance to low-income families produces an "independ-
ence effect." allowing greater choice in establishing separate house-

holds outside marriage.
Ironically. in the past it has been the desire of conservatives seeking

to r'striet assistance to the deserving poor that has had the effect of
establishing perverse incentives for able-bodied males to abandon their
families in order to ensure a subsistence income for their wives and
children. Nonetheless. nearly half the states recounting for roughly IV
percent of all AFDC recipients. have qualified unemployed fathers to
receive we; fare payments, thus eliminating the obvious impetus for the
creation of female-headed households from the welfare system. Still. in

some undefined way it is suggested that public assistance dictates the
behavior of the poor and is resonsible for the dissolution of families.
Closer to the truth is the realization that welfare rides do not dictate
the family decisions of the poor lint that adequate benefits ma offer
them the opportunity to act. on their own needs and desires.

rootuotes at eod of article.
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The strains that 1:)w wages and deprivation place on families livingin poverty are factors in family dissolution that conservatives gener-ally choose to ignore. Considerable evidence suggests that the adequacyo: male anti female wage rates have had a far greater impact on thegrowth of female-headed households than has the level of welfare bene-fits. While a lo percent increase in AFDC benefits was linked to a 2percent rise in female-headed families, a comparable jump in femalewage rates was accompanied by a 7 percent increase in such families.Furthermore, a 10 percent increase in male wage rates was associatedwith an 8 percent decline in female family heads." The implication isclear: improveinents in the earnings of men in poor families willlessen financial strains and reduce the attractiveness of female-headedfamilies, while enhanced income prospects for poor women (throughwork or welfare) will lailster their ability to maintain separate house-holds and escape difficult marriages.
Those who choose to view welfare or other aid to the poor as dis-ruptive of the family focus on the fact that broken Marriages andsingle-parent families make it more difficult to escape poverty, ignor-ing the fact that poverty tends to break up families. PsychologistJames Corner attributes the withdrawal of impoverished black menfrom family and work to a growing sense of futility. He states that "ina society where the male is supposed to be the breadwinner . . . it's atremendous psychological burden when you know you don't have asnowball's chance in hell of taking care of pour family. One of thedefenses is not to care, to not do, not try." is When trapped in poverty,the familial relationships of the poor are severely tested, all too oftenfalling victim to battered self-esteem.
Finally, although conservatives would like to presuire that fewsocietal changes beyond an increase in antipoverty effor could ac-count for trends in family dissolution, ?ompeting expahations andcontributing factors abound. Welfare critics are correct in noting thatthe rise of female-headed households has appeared more sharplyamong the poor. However, the weakeningof religious and communalties, the loosening of sexual mores, and the greater acceptability ofmarital separation and divorce over the past two decades have fueledan increase in the number of single-parent families in all incomegroups. The decline of the traditional family is an irreversible result ofsocial change in an increasingly affluent society, obe that will have tobe accepted and considered in the development 01 new strategies to al-leviate poverty in the United States.

Decisions about marriage and work are vital choices that Ow ecourse of one's life. There is no reason to suspect that the poor vreliable spouse or family ties any less; than do the nonpoor. The avail-ability of welfare benefits may expand the options open to the poor,giving. recipients the means to end a bad marriage. Certainly whenpossible. fathers; should be forced to support their children, as legisla-tion approved by Congress in 1983 provides, so that, divorce does notbecome a means of escaping financial responsibility for one's depend-ents. Amid these difficult realities, however, it is not credible to arguethat federal social programs alone have governed the lives of the poorand been responsible for the deterioration of their families,
Footnotes at end of artido4
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STIFLING THIS RNGINES OF GROWTH

ponents of welfare view the deterioration of low-income families
as the major moral threat posed by federal aid to the poor. They also
contend that government nitervention creates poverty and destroys
opportunity by diminishing the economy's potential for growth, there-
by restricting upward mobility. Claims of government's counter-
productive role rest both on the alleged misallocation of resources to
nonproductive endeavors and on the presiniied costs of social regula-
tion. The underlying assumptions are that the free labor market is the
most efficient distributor of opportunity based on merit and that the
lot of the poor would improve if the federal government ceased to
interfere.

Moving from the premise that the market's allocation of resources
maximizes efficiency and growth, those committed to laissez faire prin
c;ples necessarily conclude that federal spending to expand op-
portunity can only subvert that goal. As expressed in the Reagan
administration's initial economic recovery program,

Federal programs have thus been created and expanded in the name of
stimulating growth. jobs ... ano in other ways to alter and dnetune the
level and composition of national economic activity. Many vf these pro-
grams. however. have served to distort the market economy asst have
thereby contributed as much to the problems they were intended to
address as to their solution."

Even in cases where opportunity and self-sufficiency are increased
through federal efforts, conservatives contend that the benefits are
outweighed by the diminished growth and inflationary pressures that
accompany social welfare expenditures. For some, social programs are
inherently wasteful and inflationary because they divert resources from
productive endeavors in the private market. For others, the danger lies

in an excessive commitment to insatiable social welfare demands, re-
quiring prudent limits on federal social programs despite evidence of
unmet needs. Revs -red! ess of the rationale weakened economic perform-
ance is deemed sufficiently harmful to negate the beneficial results of
federal intervention in aid of the needy.

If the link between social welfare expenditures and poor economic
performance is accepted. the rejection of government assistance can
rest solely on the assumption that economic growth and price stability
will help improve the economic status of the poor. Michael Novak pre-
sented precisely this argument as a moral justification for Reaganom-
ics, claiming that

The Reagan economic plan is based upon a diagnosis of the 'upward
push' of the poor and lower-income dames. who seek upward mobility.
The only hope such persons have for upward mobility lies In (a) a
growing, innovative. investment-rich economy and (b) the containment
of inflation. Unless inflation is contained, the progress of lower-inrome
families is virtually impossible. Upward push stops when the economy
stops growing and when its industrial plant becomes obsolete. A society
which loses economic dynamism cannot over hope to families of lower
income."

President Reagan has offered similar justifications for cuts in social
spending and inaction amid sharply rising unemployment, Claiming
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that poor families have gained additional purchasing power throtighits anti-inflation efforts, the Reagan administration has argued thatlow-income Americans benefit more from reduced inflation and accel-erated growili than from direct aid and that it is not possible to haveboth. In the administration's words, "the Federal Government can doinure to provide lasting assistance to the disadvantaged by assuringstrong and less inflationary economic growth than through incometransfer programs." 21
The 1983 Reorecnnie Report of the President, prepared while jobless-ne ss reached its postwar peak, reflects the strength of the philosophicalbias against federal programs to expand employment and broadeneconomic opportunity, Although it voiced support for training to assistthe structurally unemployed, the report implicitly rejected the jobcreation proposals of "well-meaning" members of Congress with the.:,tatement that "only

in
balanced and lasting eecovery can achieve asubstantial reduction in unemployment." " In addition the report washighly critical of public works projects to boost employment, contend-ing that they generally ar3 poorly timed 44snlacs or delay state andlocal expenditures, crowd out private sectel =iiployment, and offerlittle jwietit to the unemployed. The only proposed responses to whatthe report labeled "the most serious economic problem now facing theUnited States" was a modest training program for displaced workersand otfter long-term unemployed and revisions in federal unemploy-ment insurance statutes that would allow states to use unemploymentinsurance funds for training, job-search assistance, and wage stb-sidies."

Throughout his political career President Reagan has opposed fed-eral job creation programs, arguing that they generate unproductivework and weaken the national economy. With a litany of references to"make-work jobs" and "quick fix"
responses to recession, his adminis-tration has portrayed public employment initiatives as dismal failuresthat led to long-term economic decline. Even when the unemploymentrate reached double-digit figures in September 1982, presidentoffered the following accounts of federal public works a'hd other jobsprogram:

Publie works jobs programs have proven to be expensive failures.They were the things that for seven previous recessions the Governmenthas turned to. and it was like a quick fixstimulated the e"rnomy brieflybut about two years later you fell into another recession. And every oneof them was deeper and worse than the one before. Now they'd (liberals]drag us right back with that kind of Itrogram into the swamp that we'vebeen trying so hard to lift ourselves otit of."
Actually, what we're talkinguboot is building a solid base for theeconomy as the method of providing the Jobs the unemployed need. andproviding them on a more or less permanent basis instead of just a quickflurry that does no real good but leaves us closer to the brink of disasterthan we were before."

Reagan's assessment of the much-maligned federal employment andtraining program was similar. He has charged that public serviceemploymeni, created "jobs without any future" and that trainingefforts left, participants unsuited for jobs in the private sector."Footnotes at end of article.
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The 'trickle down" theory that the poor are best served by anti-
inflation and growth-oriented strategies has a long history. For this
tactic to meet the test of social justice it is not necessary that those
with low incomes reap the greatest gains or even that all income groups
share its benefits, equally, it simply must be shown that other federal
policies would be leas effective in promoting the well-being of the poor.
As proponents frequently acknowledge. "some Americans will surely
do less well than others, but everyone does eventually gain" when
demands on government are redcced to allow the economy to pee`
form, albeit imperfectly, its traditional role of increasing the welfare
of all Americans. '7" The relative .fairness of this approach ultimately
depends upon the accuracy of conservative claims that federal social
welfare interventions are incompatible with stable prices and economic
growth.

By idei.tifying federal spending as the cause of stagflation and
labeling defense expenditures as essential to national security, con-
servatives have sought to forge a direct link between &vial welfare
programs, budget deficits, and the nation's economic ills. In the ex-
treme, huge federal deficits can push Literest rates upward, thereby
fueling inflation and dampening economic growli. However, social
expenditures represent one of several components of the federal
budget, and numerous combinations of tax and spt. tg policies can
yield deficits within manageable levels. As lien it attenberg has
stressed, the unprecedented prosperity of the past thirty years has
coincided with the rise of the welfare state, a development its critics
generally choose to ignore." These parallel trends in economic growth
and federal intervention may be coincidental, but they belie the claim
that prosperity and social justice are mutually exclusive.

The Reagan administration has exaggerated the dangers posed by
federal deficits when assaulting social programs while recklessly ignor-
ing those threats in its defense and tax policies. The rapid growth of
entitlement expenditures throughout the 1970s lent credence to the
argument that social spending lay at the heart of the persistent deficit

roblem. By 1983 that causal relationship was rejected by President
n's chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, Martin Feld-

stein, who argued that an unprecedented defense buildup and tax
reduction were "driving the deficit." With federal deficits projected to
exce' .; $200 billion annually throughout this decade, and with defense
expenditures under Reagan consuming an ever-larger portion of the
projected federal budget, the impact of federal aid to the poor on the
nation's broader economic health is far less certain than conservatives
generally imply.

While federal deficits have swelled to manunoth proportions during
Reagan's first three years, spending for social programs has fallen con-
siderably. Between 1980 and 1984, the shares of the total federal budg-
et devoted to nondefense diecretionary programs and means-tested
entitlement for low-income Americans declined by roughly 25 percent.
President Reagan has cut $26 billion from 19 federal programs de-
signed to provide aid to the nation's poor, and he proposes to spend a
smaller percentage of GNP on means-tested and discretionary pro-,
grams in 1989 than was allocated for these purposes at the inception
of the Great Society in 1965. His administration's massive deficits may
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jeopardize future economic g-owth, but spending for social programsdearly is not responsible for the rising tide of red ink. Even if alldiscretionary spendingfor education, nutrition, pollution control,health centers, employment and training, and so on- -was eliminatedby Iusl, the federal deficit would still exceed $70 billion.Federal social welfate programs can also be equated with largedeficits and pot,r economic performance only if conservative taSSIIIEPtions about American tax burdens are accepted. Acknowledging theneed for increased defense expenditures M the near future, there is noneed to choose between federal efforts to reduce poverty anu responsi-ble fiscal policy. In 1980, prior to the sweeping Reagan tax cuts adopt-ed in 1951, the combined receipts of all levels of 'government totaled30.7 percent of the nation's gross domestic product (GDP). In con-trast, 42.6 percent of GDP was devoted to gvvetrunent functions inFts.ncv, 37.4 percent in West Germany, and 32.8 percent in CanaclSimilarly, Western European nations spend far more proporiionafor social welfare programs than th,p United States. These countrare frequently cited as challenging America's predominant position ininternational markets, and yet they support a tax burden at least asgreat as any found in the United States.
Economic trends since enactment of the Reagan tax cuts have failedto substantiate the potential returns advocates claimA for the reducedtax burdens. Mcst notably, the tax cuts have not produced the surge insavings and investment which played a key role in supply-sidetheories. While the old-fashioned Keynesian medicine of deficit spend-ing fueled economic recovery in 198 3-- 19841 pattern of the past fouryears provides no support for conservative assumptions of a directlink between tax burdens prior to 1980 and sluggish economic growth.The prospects of the poor are diminished by &low rates of economicgrowth both because aid to them is reduced and because their livingstandards can be seriously eroded during periods of rapid inflation.Yet there is little reason to believe that general prosperity offers a sub-stitute for the assistance provided through targeted employment andincome transfer programs. At best, the poor appear to benefit propor-tionately from long-term economic growth, and among the most dis-advantaged low-term groups the returns are likely to be moremeager." In contrast, targeted employment policies have been foundto generate substantially greater benefits for the poor than have taxreductions or other strategies for broad economic stimuhs." To theextent that prosperity does not reach many of the rzedy who cannotcompete effectively in the labor market, federal intervention to ex-pand eeonomic opportunity is essential.

Given the goal of broadening economic opportunity for the poor,it is ironic that conservatives reserve some of their harshest criticismfor federal employment initiatives. Critics of federal jobs programsraise some valid concernspast efforts have suffered under multipleobjectives and political pressures. have often been implemented toolate to be effective as a countereyelical measure, and have been devel-oped too hurriedly to promote careful targeting or sound administra-tion of federal funds. Yet available evidence sucrgests that carefullydrafted proarrams with adequate financial support can he successfulin imnarting valitablew ork experience and open opportunities to low-Tsotasiss at end of article.
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income Americans. 1Vithout fel al aid the most disadvantaged have
,little chance of sharing in the fr is of prosperity and the increased
economic opportunities it might bring.

Opponents of federal intervention attempt to recdricile their laissez
faire philosophy wan a commitment to expanded economic oppor-
tunity by casting government as the obstacle :0 individual and societal
advance. In another example of Orwellian 'doublespeak," President
Reagan kicked off his reelection effort with appeals to "our -0014.1 vision
of an opportunity society fur the future," one which seeks to "bring
out the best in every person, because we know every man and woman
carries the spark of greatness." si While sounding distinctly liberal,
his prescriptions implied that only the meddling habits, of liberals
anti federal bureaucrats limit the horizons of the poor and disadvan-
taged. Arguing that opportunity is limited by government-imposed
barriers to economic growth, Reagan returned to the usual litany of
appeals for lower taxet, i Aimed governwent intervention, and a re-
turn to traditional vdues as the key to extending opportunity to all
Americans.

Perhaps the most frequently cited example of how government
limits oppoetunity and creates poverty is that favorite conservative
whipping the minimum wage. Critics of federal minimum wage
legislation contend that recent increases have priced many low-skilled
workers, particularly minority anti teenage jobseekers, out of the labor
market. While the federal minimum wage remains too low to lift
many families out of poverty even when full-time work is available,
its opponents believe that a sizable number of the unemployed in poor
households would gain access to earned income in the absence of a
statutory minimum wage.

Research attempts to measure accurately the rei. lionship between a
statutory wage floor and aggregate employment levels have been in-
conclusive and often contradictory. The implications of lowering or
eliminati- 'he minimum wage are particularly difficult to assess be-
cause this wage protection has become inextricably intertwined with
the nation's social welfare system. While continuitur to fulfill its orig-
inal function of preventing rampant wage exploitation, the minimum
wage also rtivains the most direct iffid comprehensive policy tool to
improve the lot of the working poor. An excessively narrow focus on
the probable elimination of some jobs obscures these broader benefitS
of a federal minimum wage.

At the current federal minimum hourly rate a wage earner working
full time and year round with two dependents still remains in poverty.
Mroeover, few sobs in the secondary labor market, where Most low-
wage workers are concentrated, ere stable enough to ensure full-tirroe,
full-year employment. For these' workers the federal minimum wage
remains the last line of defense before slipping into abject poverty.
Elimination of the wage door, favored by many conservatives, would
undoubtedly save a few more jobs but would also swell the ranks of
the impoverished. Required to pay a minimum weer, some employers
may be encouraged to invest more in the training of their workers, thus
raising productivity and enhancing those workers' employability and
sel f-sufficiency.

Footnotes at end of
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For prospective workers the federal minimum wage provides an iti-centive to rely on earnings rather than on welfare. Torn between theknown benefits of dependency and the risks of an unstable job market,these workers are more likely to choose the latter if the money rewardis sufficiently high. El lieu:citing the minimum wage, or lowering it to anineffective level, would reduce work incentive and make welfare. themore attractive alternative. A society that places a high value on thework ethic should also be willing to pay a price for inducing the powto work,
The benefits of recent proposals to lower the minimum wags to in-crease job prospects among unemployed youth are similarly limited. Inloose labor markets such a program may have the effect of 4,,v,wistudents out of school and displacing older workers to fill newly createdjobs. Solving the problem of youth unemployment by lowering theminimum wage provides a mixed blessing for the poor; any advantagesfor the young may be gained at the expense of their elders."

DESTROYING PRIVATE INITIATIVE
The claim that government intervention in aid of the poor iscounterproductiveundermining morality, perpetuating poverty, de-,stroying jobs, and weakening economic performanceis bolstered byinvoking the images of voluntarism in Americit. Conservatives arelthat federal programs diminish opportunities for the poor by stiflingefforts of private institutions to aid low-income persons in more con-structive ways. Just as the private market would provide jobs andopportunity if unencumbered by government interference they claimprivate charities and local communities would combine to meet theneeds of the deserving poor if not preempted by federal actions. Con-tending that they do not lack compassion, true believers, in laissezfairs insist that their oppoeition to federal aid is based on efficiencyconsiderations. Federal initiatives, they assert, simply get in the wayof cost-effective aid to the roof.

The Itiagan administraton has frequently a tj+ led to voluntarismin defending its reduced 8°401 welfare efforts. ' writing the nation'ssocial history, President Reagan portrayed the era prior to substantialfederal involvement in social welfare as one without serious socialproblems, charging that "this Federal Government of ours, by tryingto do too much, has undercut the ability of individual people., com-munities, churches, and businesses to meet the real needs of society asAmericans always have' met them in the past." " He perceives the /federal bureaucracy as having intruded into the affairs of stag- andlocal governments and displaced the efforts of communities to r solvetheir own problems :

We nerd only to believe in ourselves and to remember that the truesteepen, of this country lice in the minds, the motivation, and the faithof movie like you've:vets. not the bureaucracy In Washington, D.C. .(TIbere are Just some areas kshere the Government has been,teyhtS todo things that the Government was never set up to do, and those thingsbelong back here in your States and in your comunities."
The troth is that we've let government take away many things we Onceconsidered were really ours to do voluntarily."'

/Somme' at sae of Wick.
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Reagan's appeals to voluntary and community action, reflecting
nostatoric yearnings for the past that lie at the core of conservative
philosophy, presume that privatiorganizat ions can respond adequately
to most social Problems and that the proliferation of federal roles
and responsibilities has led to the erosion of community in modern
America.

The theoretical underpinnings of the Reagan administration's ap-
proach to private norprofit organizations can be traced back to the
writings of Edmund Burke." In a modern context sociologist Robert
Nisbet has argued that government interventions accelerate the decline
of community cohesion and weaken "intermediate associations" be-
tween the individual and the state. According to Nisbet the disintegra-
tion of ,community ties and institutions in modern industrial society
has been caused by the expansion of government power:

The conflet between the central power of the wittiest state and the
whole net of functions and authorities contained in church. faintly. guild.
and loyal community has been, I believe, the main "puree of thoiie dis-
locations of soda' structure and uprootlugs of status which lie behind
the problem of community in our age.*

Thus, the present-day disciples of Eurke argue that government,
rather than compensating for the slackening bonds of community. has
been primarily responsible for the presumed deterioration of those
traditional ties.

The reverse casuality.proposed by Nisbet has been embraced enthu-
siastically by conservatives fo' two reasons. First, this reasoning im-
plies that reductions in government power anti interference will halt
the destruction of conunarnity linkages and perhaps rejavenate private
initiatives directed toward social problems. Second, to the extent that
stableiand closely knit communities can be shown to contribute to the
upward mobility of the poor, Nisbet's view suggests that federal inter-
vention is detrimental to their long-term interests. Gilder speaks for
numerous critics of federal, social welfare policies who eherge that,
"egalitarian" federal programs destroy the strong communities and
familial culture; on which upward mobility depends." Conservative
assumptions lead directly to the conclusion that federal program in
aid of the poor are,inore hindrance than help.

A parallel but narrower argument against government social wel-
fare efforts focuses on the impact of such intervention on private
charity. It is based on the claim that expanded government activity
hampers the operations of voluntary agenetesby competing for clients
and labor, restricting the scope and nature of private services and
diminishing the perceivell need for charitable contributions." Welfare
critic Martin Anderson concludes that because "government, at all
levels, has taken a great* and greater role in welfare, people seem to
have become more reluctant to contribute to private charitable institu-
tions. "" Implicit in these attacks ib the belief that government
programs have merely displaced prior private efforts and that the
withdrawal of federal aid would result in no net loss, and possibly a
net gain, of resources available tp combat the nation's social problems.

Many of these presumed relationships between government inter-
vention and bleat initiative are too broad to be assessed objectively. By

irooteows st end of artiets
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their nature family and community structures evolve in response tomyriad social and economic forces. The expansion of governmentresponsibilities may have contributed to a weakening of familial andcommunal ties, yet federal :ntervention has responded to powerfulsocietal changes. Trends in geographic mobility, per capita real in-come, and the secularization of American culture have all influencedthe disintegration of extended families and organic communities; theexpansion of government responsibilities has been more a reflectionof these trends than a cause of resulting changes in family and com-munity life.
In historical accounts of private initiative and charitable giving theconservative thesis appears more clearly at odds with the record. Priorto government intervention private voluntary activities managed toprovide only the most modest relief and assistance to portions of thepoor population. These efforts were least effective in areas with highconcentrations of low-income households and seldom moved beyondthe provision of minimal temporary aid to improve the poor's pro-spects for self-support. The inadequacy of private help, if not its com-plete breakdown, generated the need for government interventiontinder the New Deal. As government responded to unmet-basic needsthere is no convincing evidence that charitable contributions suffereda corresponding decline. Ample evidence suggests that governmentsocial welfare efforts have not dampened private giving and thatcharitable activities may receive greater private support when sup-plemented by public expeditures." No doubt the focus of privateinitiatives has shifted as government has accepted responsibility forthe provision of basic needs, but the activities of a healthy nonprofitsector still complement government efforts to fulfill pressing socialneeds. Intic--d, the progressive tax structure has encouraged much ofthe char, giving.duritig the past four decades.

Admii,:,:*)-Aion claims that cuts in federal social welfare expendi-tures would be offset by an increase in charitable donations to non-profit agencies have no empirical basis. To make up for the $35 billionlost as a result of Reagan budget policies during fiscal years 19&2 -85,private voluntary contributions would have to quadruple over priorlevels of giving. At the same time, however, the purses of potentialdonors may have been tightened because personal income tax cutspoised at President Reagan's insistence had the effect of raising thepotential cost..4 of charitable contributions." Despite perceptions ofincreased need, expectations of a dramatic jump in charitable dona-tions hardly seem realistic.
To examine the impact of Reagan budget cuts in greater detail, theUrban Institute has conducted an exhaustive survey of some 6,900nonprofit organizations throughout the nation and compiled detailedinformation regarding their financial health. Preliminary data suggestthat private agencies have suffered considerably as a result of the ad-

ministration's social welfare philosophy. The study found that federal,state, and local governments are the largest source of funding for non-profit organizations, providing approximately 39 percent of their 1982revenues. Of the organizations receiving this support, 57 percent re-ported reductions as a consequence of recent federal budget cuts; only
roataitose st end of Wide.
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8 percent could claim increases. The remaining 35 percent with no cuts
suffered a real decline in the value of their support, which was eroded
by inflation. Organizations primarilyconcerned with the arts and cul-
tural activities escaped relatively unscathed, but significantly reduced
government support was reported by 6$ percent of those organizations
etigagt1 in employment and training, 72 percent of legal services

groups, and 62 percent of social service agencies."
Empirical evidence casts considerable doubt on the proposition that

federal social welfare expenditures are crowding out private charity.
The Urban Institute finding that two-thirds of the existing nonprofit
organizations have been founded since 1960 and flourished during a
period of rapid government expansion runs counter to conservative
claims. The proportion of Americans willing to volunteer some portion
of their time in service to others has also increased during the past two
decades. The few studies that have examined government expenditures
and volunteer effort in areas of higher education and social welfare
have found no clear or significant relationship between these two

factors."
In its glorification of "the American spirit of voluntary service, of

cooperation, of private and community initiative," the Reagan admin-
istration consistently omits references to improvements in the quality
of life that have accompanied federal social programs. The claim that
government has merely displaced private charity is strongly refuted by
qualitative assessments of the impart of public expenditures. Federal
support has improved the quality of care for children, the elderly, and
other dependents. supulementing the continuing efforts of families and
purchasing a greater degree of privacy and autonomy for many adults
who prefer to live independently and maintain separate households."
While the nostalgic image of home and community care is appealing,
in fact it too frequently involved inadequate health care. degrading
living conditions, and wide disparities in the availability of support

across families, communities, and geographic regions.
Federal assistance to those in need has filled the gaps that always

exist between uncoordinated private initiatives, ensuring broad avail-
ability of essential services and placing an uneven income floor beneath

the poor while else raising standards for provision of such aid. The

federal government has played a similar role in complementing the

efforts of state and local governments to Meet community needs. In

most cases where federal aid has been reduced or withdrawn. commu-
nity leaders and agencies have found it impossible to maintain existing
levels of services. Private and public social welfare efforts at the local

level, far from being crowded out by federal intervention, have been

shored up in diverse and useful ways.

THE ASSAULT ON LOCAL CONTROL

The final refuge of opponents to federal welfare efforts often lies in

rigid and outmoded concepts of federalism. In the classic conservative

view virtually all responsibilities for social welfare should rest with

state and local governments, while the role of the federal government
should he limited to selected areas such as national defense and inter-

state commerce. The argument is that state and local governments,

lrostsotem at and of Wide.
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being closer to the people, are better able to assess community needsand to distinguish bet weep the undeserving poor and the truly needy.The fear of federal intrusion and preference for local governance hasdeep historical roots, reflected in the structure of the Constitution abdrecurring conflicts over states' rights throughout American history.Local provision of aid to the poor in particular has long-establishedprecedents, dominating welfare laws for more than three centuries.ram the passage of the English poor Jaws to the inauguration of theNew Deal.
Despite vast social and economic changes conservatives repeatedlyinvoke this legacy of state and local control in arguing that federal so-cial welfare efforts are counterproductive. "On balance," Martin An-derson wrote, "the closer the level of government is to the people, themore efficient and effect ive our social welfare programs are apt to be." "Similarly, Roger Freeman asserted :

Decisions on whether parents should be required to workor be partiallyor wholly exempted because of personal impairmentrequire individualjudpment its each case which can be properly exercised only under localcontrol because no nationally uniform system can do justice to the infi-nite variety (4 types of need, individual problems and Potentials."
The images evoked in these arguments are of small, closely knit com-munities uniting together to take care of their problems and residents.Many social needs presumably will be met through private initiatives,but what tasks remain fall to the democratic mechanisms of localgovernment.

Although the appropriate balance of federal, state, and local powershas been debated under every administration, President Reagan hasmade the issue an integral part of his attack on federal social welfareprograms with his proposals for a new federalism:
(The] massive Federal grautmaking s)sten3 has distorted State and localdecisions and usurped State and local functions ... I propose that overthe coming years we clean up this mess. I am proposing a major effort torestore American fedenslism..

In a single stroke, we will be accomplishing a reilligntnent that will endcumbersome administration and spiraling costs at the Federal level sc.,h1lewe insnre thette4trnarams-selabs
1114)144-r.eppertafre-tubotirtitCWofili- theyare meant to help and the people who pay for them.*

Taking the principle of subsidiaritynamely, that federal governmentshould not undertake functions that can be performed by a lower levelof governmentto the extreme, Reagan implies that only state andlocal authorities are competent to identify social needs and to distin-guish the deserving poor from the malingerers. Federal interventionIs eimated with intrusion and waste.
The attempt to decentralize program administration in federal socialwelfare initiatives can be an appropriate re-imonse to regional diversityand centralized bureaucratic inefficiency. However, the Reagan admin-istration has shown hide willingness to engage in a thoughtful andobjective sorting of federal, state, and local responsibilities. Despite abroad consensus that income maintenance should be financed at thefederal level in a national battle against poverty, President Reagan hasVootnotss at end of article.
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sought to transfer AFDC and other income transfer programs serving
able-bodied recipients into the states' domain. In return the otdminis-
tration has proposed federalization of Medicaid, an entitlement pro-
gram in which waste, fraud, and abuse have been reduced as a result
of state cost control and enforcement efforts. If a reevaluation of fed-
eralism is to be constructive it must begin with a more realistic
appraisal of the resources and capabilities present at each level of
government and the nature of the problems that are being attacked.

The administration has defended its propiosals to decentralize wel-
fare by citing its belief that "income redistrileition is not a compelling
justification in the 19808 for Federal taxing and spending pro-
grams." " The unspoken intent of Reagan's new federalism proposals
is also to strengthen the links between income transfers and low-wage
labor markets. Elimination of a federal role in income maintenance
for the able-bodied poor would enhance the ability of state and local
officials to maintain benefit levels below prevailing wage rates, thereby
ensuring, the availability of low-wage labor in local labor markets.
Critics of federal intervention promote these interests when they
euphemistically declare that "communities should be able to decide
on the standards at which they wish to support their needy members.""

As in the case of voluntarism, conserve* res seek to obscure the
reasons why federal social welfare progr is have grown in recent
decades. Contrary to the idealized notion community responsibility,
state, and local governments consistently "ailed to marshal the will and
the resources to alleviate poverty am) :spend economic opportunity
for the most disadvantaged prior to ...sleral intervention. By defini-
tion the poorest states and localities faced the most severe problems
while having the least capacity to redress them. Competition among
states also discourages individual states from taking a lead in expand-
ing outlays for welfare p ms while contiguous states hold back.
The federal government, wrrtrits broader and more equitable financing
structures and revenue base, is far more able to support income main-
tenance and large-scale human resource programs. Past experience
strongly suggests that if the call to return social welfare responsibil-
ities to state and local governments were heeded the result would not
be more responsive aid but simply leas aid to those in need.

A recent stuty o ie areas Or federal spending-cuts-ow-state-and
local governments demonstrated that such concern is well justified._
Close examination of the nature and impact of changes in fourteen '-
states and forty local governments during 1982 revealed that only
about one-fourth of all cuts in federal funding for employment, and
job training compensatory education, health and social services, and
entitlement grants were replaced by states and locidities. In some cases
the effects of the cuts were delayed by utilizing carryover federal
grant funds, thus offsetting the immediate cuts and delaying their
ultimate impact. However, as tighter eligibility requirements trimmed
AFDC and food stamp rolls, several states even enjoyed net savings.
The cuts in entitlement programs were the least likely to be replaced,
leaving the working poor who were on the margin of income eligibility
for means-tested proctrarris most affected by reductions in federal aid."-

Some critics of federal social welfare programs defend this result,
Pootooteo at oisd of *stick.
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citing as just fication the charges of waste and counterproductivityalready discussed. Others still contend that if unmet. needs were realand pressing state and local governments would step in to fill currentfederal roles, refusing to acknowledge the barriers to broad politicalrepresentation which decentralization creates. By placing decision-making authority in state houses *nd city or town halls, opponentsof antipoverty ettorts would succeed in fragmenting the constituenciesthat support aid to the needy, reducing the visibility of social.prob-lems and restricting the policy options available to public offi.nals toadopt potential remedies. This political strategy constitutes an im-portant hidden agenda in the federalism debate and renders the al-legedly greater responsiveness of state and local governments largelyirrelevant to prospects for aid to the poor under a decentralized sys-tem. Many state and local officials would strive to meet the most pres-sing social needs in their jurisdictions if federal support were with-drawn, but the means at their disposal would normally be very limited.This argument does not negate the fact that in some realms decen-tralized decisioninaking and program administration is crucial to theeffectiveness of government efforts. However, many pervasive socialills are national in scope and cannot be addressed efficiently or effec-tively at the local level. Even in traditionally local areas of respon-sibility, such as education, a federal role is necessary to ensure theavailability of resources in impoverished regions to reduce the dupli-cation of efforts that occurs when separate jurisdictions reinvent thewheel, and to facilitate improvements in knowledge and practice per-taining to complex social problems. These federal activities have nothampered related state, local, or private initiatives in the past. Rather,federal intervention has increased the total resources devoted to alle-viation of the nation's social problems and strengthened the safety netthat protects the well-being of all Americans.
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Nothing to Be Done
[Al man whose labor and self-denial say be diverted from hismaintenance to that of some other man is not a free MIA, and-approaches more or less toward the position of a shire. . . . Weshall And that every effort to realise equality neeessit*tes * wart-lice of liberty.'--Wtulax

tilIZZAdit SUMNIta

Convinced that the poor are responsible for their poverty and thatgovernment aid exacerbates their light, conservatives arrive at theinevitable conclusion that poverty is an unavoidable natural state ofaffairs. Although true believers in laissez faire anticipate that economicgrowth will somewhat alleviate poverty, they accept the notion thataunts individuals must fail even in the most affluent society. The penal-, ties of failure cannot be softened, they contend, because governmentintervention to alter market outcomes would diminish the rewardsfor achievement and undermine the motivation and moral characterof those it sought to help. Further, conservatives view inequality asinherent in a system that distributes income on the basis of talent,effort, luck, and merit. About the resulting deprivation, however unfor-tunate, there f.resumably is nothingto be done.The determination of conservatives to place the problem of povertyoutside the government's scope of proper responsibilities is revealedmost clearly in their polarization of competing societal values. Argu-ing that every attempt to aid the poor is a threat to liberty and s steptoward ruthless egabtarianism, conservative ideologues portray. free-dom as an absolute good that can never be comprounsed or balancedagainst other ideals and aspirations. They similarly construe everyprogram that redistributes income as leading irreversibly, toward asystem that assures equality, of result without regard to individualeffort or merit. By framing the debate in thecontext of polar extremes,opponents of federal intervention seek to cast aid to the poor as fun-damentally at odds with basic societal values. Last is the notion of abalance between competing valuesono that preserves individual free-doms in the framework of a compassionate welfare state in order togive those freedoms meaning for all its members.Oyponents of federal intervention also justify inaction and resig-nation amid the persistent failures of free markets by invokinga set ofcontradictory arguments. They claim that the current combination ofinkind benedts snd cash assistance to the poor has eliminated the prob-lem of inadequate income in America and that poverty remains largelya figment of the liberal imagination. Picking up on the notion that thenation's natural rate of =employment has risen due to structuralchanges in the economy, laissez faire adherents also imply, psradozi-call), as it may appear, that forced idleness and related deprivationsVostnotoo d sad of orate"
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are normal. Disregarding their internal inconsistency, diverse adher-
t ents claim that these eclectic arguments reinforce the theme that the

nation has done all it can to combat poverty and inequality of
opportunity.

Beneath the rigid polarization of competing ideals and the wide-
ranging rationalization for public inaction, conservative views on
poverty and inequality arise out of fundamental value judgments.
Adverse to change, they are willing to condone known economic prob-
lems and social ills rather than risk the uncertain consequences of
federal intervention, and they justify this choice- by resorting to a
presumably moral el tin) that we are not our brother's keeper. Thus,
the premises of conservative ideology are rooted more in normative
judgments than in the nation's experience or empirical evidence and
lead to negativism concerning prospects for helping the poor and ex-
panding opportunities for them A belief in collective responsibility
for the deprivation of the least fortunate in American society leads to
a very different and compelling view.

THE TH)IEAT TO FREEDOM

Since colonial times political and economic freedoms have been
perceived as closely intertwined in the United States. The first settlers,
along with generations of immigrants to follow came to these shores
to escape the volitical or religious oppression arid economic restraints
of authoritarian governments. Because property rights conferred
political rights, strong safeguards were established to prevent the
usurpation of private property by government. As America evolved
from an agrarian to an advanced and predominant industrial society,
Of nation's democratic institutions developed more fully and the link
between political and economic freedoms lwame less clear. Nonethe-
less, the rigid notion that every step toward expanded opportunity
places liberty in jeopardy persists, enjoying renewed popularity in the
1980s.

Vigorous assertions of the importance of economic freedom and the
dangers- of federal intervention emerged in the 1940s in response to the
expanding role of government under the New Deal. In his famous
work, 11u, Rood to Sverfdom, Friedrich Hayek argued that government
bureaucracies by their nature shift decisionmaking away from demo-
cratic processes and toward totalitarian or dictatorial control.' Sim-
ilarly, Ludwig von Mises warned of the tendency,of government of-
ficials to seek everlarger and more powerful roles and institutions in
which to operate.3 Milton Friedman has reiterated this claim, asserting
that government "restrictions on economic freedom inevitably affect
freedom in general. "' Threatened by proposals for er economic
planning, opponents of federal intervention have claimed that bu-
reaucracies administering the welfare programs would escape demo-
cratic controls and secure a frightening autonomy. Conservatives
quickly dismiss the potential for effective legislative or popular over-
sight of government initiatives; thus, they perceive the preservation
of economic freedoms as indispensable to the protection of political
freedom.

As in other areas of conservative ideolory, the Reagan administra-
tion has presented a remarkably frank defense of the presumed rein-
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tionahip between political and economic freedoms. The 1982 EconomicReport of the PreAident, calling the link between these freedoms "im-portant" and the evidence to support it "striking," offered the follow-ing syllogism:

All nations which have broad-based sepreeentative government and civilliberties have moat of their economic activity organised by the market.
EC0410.nic conditions in market economies are generally superior tothose in nations ( with a comparable culture and a comparable resourcebase) in which the government has the dominant ecionomic MO.
No nation in which the government has the dominant economic roleas measured by the proportion of gross national product °relating inthe government sector) has maintained bread political freedom ; econom-ic conditions in such countries are generally inferior to Chose in COWParable nations with a predominantly marketeconomy!

Curiously, the same report notes that the economic role ofgovernmentin the nations that guarantee their citizens both political and economicfreedoms differs widely, without jeopardizing the former. Yet thisselmowledgment somehow fails to diminish the Reagan administra-tion's fervor in concluding that an increase in economic freedom will"provide greeter assurance of our political freedom."The skimplistic causal relationship implied by the administrationthat restrictions on economic freedom necessarily bring curtailment ofpolitical freedomhas been described explicitly by former Treasurysecretary William E. Simon. Using the Soviet Union as his model ofgovernment intervention in the economy, he attempted to demonstratethat the unfortunate consequences of the modern welfare state forceus to choose between polar extremes. The Soviet economic controlsbeing oppressive and counterproductive, Simon concluded that theUnited States must avoid restrictions on free market activities at allcosts : "A nation that decreases its economic freedom most be less po-litically free. And because freedom is a precondition for economiccreativity and wealth, that nation must grow poorer. It follows asnight follows day. I f one understands the polar systems." In thisview, economic freedoms cannot be constrained without significantlosses in political freedom and without declines in economic growth.Simon summarily rejects the ides that a middle ground could provide
Granted that sharp restrictions on economic choice threaten politicalfreedoms, conservative analysts fail to demonstrate that this cruderelationship is relevant to the subtler degrees of economic regulationand income redistribution at issue in modern America. The scope ofgovernment intervention in the economy varies widely in France,Sweden, Japan, and the United States, and yet the dominance of polit-ical freedom in these nations cannot be seriously questioned. Op-ponents of federal social welfare initiatives are fond of portrayingcurrent programs or any proposed expansion of redistributive meas-ures as an imminent threat to political liberties. In reality. federal ef-forts to expand the welfare system, including the most ambitious pro-pose's that have received serious congressional consideration duringthe past, two decades. have fallen well within the range of economicconstraints already found to be consistent with political freedom inWestern European nations.
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Conservatives recognize no circumstances in which members of a
prosperous and free society might choose to share their acquisitions in
pursuit of greater economic secralty and social justice. Heiying on the
experience of an earlier, less &Went era, they aasociate govenuuent
regulations of guild and colonial vintage with tyranny and view cur-
rent :intervention as inimical to the spirit of entrepreneurship. They
perceive, accordingly, the combination of democratic institutions and
free markets as the only alternative to this authoritarianism. William
Graham Sumner explicitly described the incompatibility of freedom
and aid to the poor:

If any one thinks that there are or ought to be somewhere in society
guarantees that no man shall suffer hardship, let him understand that
there can be no such guarantees, unless other men give themthat is.
unless we go back to slavery, and make one man's effort conduce to
another man's welfare

Even if modern social welfare programs were intended to provide a
guarantee against hardship -a noble goal far beyond the more im-
mediate objectives of current policiesthe required redistribution of
income would not constitute a burden so onerous as to be labeled
"slavery." Yet, by defining liberty as the total absence of government
restrictions or claims on personal resources, conservatives reject even
modest steps to reduce hardship through the expansion of oppor-
tunity and redistribution of income.

Centrally planned economies instituted by authoritarian govern-
ments of course represent the antithesis of freedom. However, the
prudent reallocation of economic resources to serve democratically
designed and clearly defined is may have opposite and desired
results. With rising affluence it has become conceivable that a free elec-
torate would voluntarily surrender some portion of its economic free-
dom. As but one example, a payroll tax that "robs" individuals of part
of their income provides a guaranteed income to the retired generation
while also expanding their options to continue working during their
old age or to be relieved from the burdens of the workplace during
their declining years. Devotees of laissez faire do not acknowledge
this choke as rational but fail to explain how political freedoms were
weakened by such restrictions on economic activity.

Opponents of federal intervention ignore the voluntary acceptance
of economic restraints in part because they question the legitimacy
of public deisionmaking in representative democracies. With a highly
individualistic concept of freedom. any form of collective aetion, even
when initiated and ratified throned) democratic processes. is equated
with force and tyranny. As one observer described the conservative's
definition of freedom,

The market Oren freedom : if you like rItra-Glop toothpaste. no one can
tome you to buy Presto-Goo instead, Government. in contrast. means
coereion: if you want your taxes spent on street repairs but a malority
of your nelothlwrs are more concerned about tire protection. your dollars
are enslaved and shipped off to tm the coffers of the Ore department
against your will . . . . Buying and selling are freedom; voting and
planning are slavery,
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The irony is that, by denying the legitimacy of government decision-making right-wing ideologues denigrate the very political freedomsthe4, purport to defend. Rather than viewing freedom as the oppor-tune to participate in public decisions, conservatives laud an an-archic indepenflence that makes a mockery of politi-al participationand collective action through democratic means.Conservative endorsements of unrestrained freedom to pursue indi-vidual self-interest ma' well be self-defeating in a modern era. AsRobert Reich has stressed, a philosophy that relies upon the motiva-tional force of greed and fear, allowing do substantial tempering ofthe extremes of affluence and deprivation, necessarily undermines thepotential for cooperatic,1 in advanced societies:
A society that offers both the prospect of substantial wealth and thethreat of severe poverty surely will inspire great feats of personal daring,dazzling entrepreneurialism, and cutthroat ambition. But just as surely itmay reduce the capacity of its members to work together toward a com-mon end. The couservatirworomise of prosperity is an ideology suitedto a frontier economy in which risk-tailing Is apt to be wore sociallyprodiniive than cooperation, but it is hardly appropriate to an advancedIndustrial economy in which collaboration is critical."

The complex social and economic problems of the 1980s cannot be ad-dressed unless American society has the capacity to decide collectivelywhat needs to be done and to marshal the resources to do it. By castinggovernment action as a threat to liberty, conservatives impede thenation's progress.

OPPORTUNITY VERSUS EQUALITY OF RESULT
The confusion and misrepresentations of conservatives are nowheremore evident than in the debate between equality of opportunity and%quality of result in the modern welfare state, Accepting the goal ofequality of opportunity, the serious and legitimate debate in main-stream American politics turns on the question of the appropriate stepsthat should be taken to promote and ensure this equality and the speedwith which it is to he attained. At a minimum, equality of opportunityrequires the protection of basic civil rights, the elimination of discrim-inatory practices in the economy, and universal access to public serv-ics, Yet equal opportunity may remain elusive for segments of societyunless the effects of past and present discrimination are offset throughmore active government interventions. For this reason numerous policyinitiatives over the past two decades have attempted to meet basichuman needs and to provide remedial or compensatory aid throughemployment, training, and affirmative action programs as a means ofopening. both entry-level jobs and opportunities for advancement.Critics of the welfare system consistently attempt to portray federalinterventions and regulations as insatiable drives toward radical in-come redistribution. Although the subject of frequent philosophicaldebate, a strict egalitarian goal has never been the intent of Americanpublic policy, nor has it been embraced by major political leaders orparties in the United States. Nonetheless, opponents of federal inter-vention insist that the modern welfare state pushes society inevitablyOhotnoma at out of Witt*,
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toward an unattainable equality of result and that social welfare pro-
, grams are designed to serve that illusory final. The perceived link
between egalitarianism and the expansion of government responsihili-
ties has become a central theme in modern conservative thought, but-
tresing t lw conclusion that poverty is inevitable in a free and equitable
society.

The preoccupation of conservatives with egalitarian thought is per-
vasive and frequently indistinguishable from liberation doctrine. They
have claimed that "liberalism pushes with increasing aggressiveness
for equality," abandoning "America's unique meritocratic tradition
that for generations has rewarded achievement and fostered social
mobility,"" Simon identifies striving for .equal opportunity with
"equality of outcome," ....filch he insists requires that everyone "finish
the race at the same time . . . in clear conflict with liberty." " The
United States, according to the Friedmans, has become "purely and
simply a redistributionist state, ercllessly shaking down Peter to pay
Paul," a nation in which "leveling" is the dominant.goal."

By linking social welfare programs and egalitarianism, conservative
ideologues portray federal intervention as antithetical to meritocratic
norms. They attempt to fan public fears of injustice at every turn,
trying federal social welfare efforts to egalitarian ideals which

Wrest the rewards/ away from those who have earned them and give
them to those who have not. . . . The more one achieves. the more one
is punished ; Ste less one achieves, the more one is rewarded. Egali-
tarianism is II morbid assault on both ability and justice. Its goal is
not to enhance individual achievement ; itoi to level all men."

Then assaults on federal intervention make no mention of the role
of tht. state in shaping earning opportunities in the marketplace nor
of the , rue measures of luck that combine with effort and talent to
determine personal income.

A policy the goal of which is to achieve equality of result would be
subject to challenge on both moral and pragmatic grounds. Henry
Ifazlitt has articulated the moral objection to such a policy:

if you claim a "right" to an income sufficient to live in dignity. whether
you are willing to work or not, what you are really claiming is a right to
part 0( somebody else's earned income. What you are asserting is that
this other person has a duty to esen more than he needs Or wants to "-e
on. so that the surpjus may he seised front /ilia and turned over to you
to live op. This is an absolutely immoral proposition."

In addition to the perceived inequity of these transfers conservatives
lament the "assault on earned dignity" which detaches achievement
from deserts, robbing those with ability and motivation of the pride
and distinction that would otherwise accompany their efforts." Re-
distributive policies, therefore, are judged to be both wrong and
counterproductive.

Conservatives create a classic straw man when they attempt to cast
liberal social welfare policies as a denial of differences in achievement
or a threat to meritocratic rewards. Federal social welfare prooramo
since the early 1960s have sought to expand opportunity and minimize
the hardships of the unfettered market through modest reductions in
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income inequality, never seeking or endorsing the unattainable equali-ity of result, Federal intervention during this period has increasedbecause most Americans distinguish between government interventionto expand economic opportun;'y or to meet basic needs andbroader at-, tempts to redistribute Income.
Although a majority of Americans profess a dislike for big govern-mentiin the abstract, they continue to support a major federal role inseeing that the poor are cared for, that no one goes hungry, and thatevery person achieves a minimum standard of living. A. 1981 HarrisSurvey showed Americans fivoring federal responsibility in theseareas by 72 to 26 percent. More recent polls continue to provide evi-(knee of support for federal employment, training, health care, andeducation programs, despite Reagan administration assaults on theseprograms."

There are limits beyond which the tax burden required to support.social programs might stifle achievement and initiative bratmatical-ly reducing rewards for individual effort. The 1981 pe l incometax cuts were rooted in the claim of supply-side economics that progres-sive federal tax and transfer policies had already reached this coun-terproductive stage and that reductions in margutal tax rates wouldincrease economic growth as well as government revenues. The antici-pated boom in economic activity and subsequent tax revenues has notmaterialized, creating theominous prospect of huge and lasting federaldeficits which could impair future economic growth. The results of theReagan experiment certainly do not suggest that social programs havedeprived the affluent of the fruits of achievement in order to openopportunities for th(jess fortunate.If the welfare state itifles achievement and deprives individuals ofthe fruits of their labor, it does so among the working poor rather thanthe affluent. The Reagan administration's social welfare policies havebr,n properly criticized because they presume that the rich can beenticed to work harder with a carrot while the poor require a stick.The prohibitively high marginal tax rates that President Reagan hasimposed on welfare recipients foreclose numerous opportunities foradvancement through individual effort. In the process conservativeshave come far closer to insisting on equality of result than any priorfederal social welfare initiatives, foreclosing opportunities of manyimpoverished Americans to raise their Meager incomes regardless ofhow hard they work.

POVERTY A FIGMENT OF IMAGINATION?
Beyolid their visions of tyranny and egalitarianism, conservativesinvoke a wide range of arguments to bolster their claim that povertyis inevitable. George Gilder has concluded that "there will be povertyin America for centuries to come."" President Reagan has long as-sociated the persistence of poverty with "the inadequacy of humannature" and salted proposed federal remedies as "untried theorypaekatril as 'Utopia."" His adminishiption has stressed the superior-ity of free markets over the imperfsetions of government interven-tions in resolving conflicts, echoing assertions made by Governorrooms.. at oort of elide.
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Reagan in the 160s that "big government . . is incompetent to
deliver molly of its prone " 't hese claims ignore the potential for
refining fede I intervene and thereby making incremental gams
in the light gainst povert Deprivation and hardship are posed as
facts that le tiatioit,IttlIst accept, unfortunate but unavoidable reali-
ties about ie way the world woi Ks,

Consery two asseage their.conscience by insisting that the poverty
.problem is. of as bad as it seems. ttepeating.a constant refrain, Simon
contended that poverty is in part an invention of "new cXse liberals.
*hose livelihood depends upon an ever-growing populatft served by
social programs." A similar questioning of motives and integrity is
reflected in charges that proponents of aid to the poor are guitled'by
envy of the rich rather than by objectively and coipassion. President
Reagan has suggested repeatedly that poverty and welfare dependen-
cy is perpetuated Uy bureaucrats and. ptograni administrators who
enhance their own wealth and importance at the expense of the 'truly
producti " it is as though census data showing that poverty has
been on rise since 1978 and that some 84 million Americans live
in pove are not adequate and legitimate cause for concert

Reports of growing hunger are similarly disimseetl,. Despite a large
°increase in the number of privately organized and operated food
assistance outlets and an increase in the number of people who seek help
from them, the Reagan administration proposed sharp reductions in
food assistance .in the midst of a deep recession. President. Reagan's
Task Force on Food Assistance, noting. that hunger. does persist, still
claimed -that administration- pnposed cutbacks were uet responsible,

r. and administration officials have aei;s-stthose.standing soup lines
of ripping of food. giveaway programs while theirscopboards re-
mained .full. The task force's primary remedyadditional business
tax breaks for donations combined with tighter eligibility require-
ments for food aid recipientsifertainly belies the administration's
professed "deep concern" for the hunger problem.

In recent Tears opponents of government intervention have at-
tempted to discredit or explain away official steisiical measures of
unemployment and poverty. Emphasizing the value of federally sub-
sidized food stamps, housing, medical care, and ether in-kind benefits
not considered in government data, some critics of the welfare system
have declared victory in the war on poverty, precluding the need for
further efforts." Yet the Census Bureau estimates of the value of
in-kind assistance to the .1. r suggest that poverty certainly has not
disappeared from our mi. Depending upon the methodology used
in nuking estimates, the number of poor in the United States in 1982
its reduced by between 9and 88 percent from official levels when in-kind
transfers are counted as income. However, the same study found that
poverty increased by 47 percent (from 6.8 to 10 percent) between
1979 and 1982 yen after the inclusion of noneash benefits --a rate well
above the official 28 percent increase in poverty when cash income.
alone is considered. As a result of the 10.4 percent decline in the aver-

-

age market value of noncash benefits between 1979 and 1982, these.
benefits were significant135 lees effective in reducing poverty in 1982
than three years earlier."
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The hypocrisy of conservatie.) who claim the war an rvertybeen won and subsequently endorse cuts in federal social welfareprogroms is blatant. In the absence of any federal aid to the 6 r,percent of all Americans would have lived in poverty in 1 1, com-pared to the official rate of 14 percent.* For nearly one in ten Ameri-cans federal social welfare programs provided the added incometo lift their ho Adcls out of ptiverty. Federal in-kindbenefits t relief from deprivation for additional minions withcash incomes low the povert The refinement of official povertystatistics provides further evidence that federal intervention hss sty,-ceeied in alleviating hardship and offers no basis for reducing federalsocial welfare expenditures without reversing past gains.The, very effectiveness of federal welfare program has also encour-aged opnonents of federal intervention to explain away rising unem-ployment ottes as more tolerable and more natural than in prior eras.In defense di* sharp increases in joblessness under the economicprogram, his administration argued that the lowest unemp t ratecompatible with stable prices has risen substantially during the pasttwo 'decades, the result of demographic changes as well as the "be-havioral and reporting effects" of social programs on the mew 'redunemployment rate." President Reagan has advanced the pa.allelclaim that the "normal unemployment ratewhich is based on . .the people who are between jobs or have quit a job to try for anotherone, this sort of thingmay, instead of being the 4 percent that weused to talk about, it may be 6 or 61, percent. "1,7 The thrust of thawclaims is to suggest that higher rates of unemployment are not "a re-flection of a bad economy," but rather represent natural changes in thelabor market that offeir no cause for alarm.
The notion that frictional unemplcyment necessarily leaves at least7 million Ameripans without work is grossly misleading. While re-search findings suggest the' the availsbility of unemployment insur-ance and other social welfare benefits is responsible for a mall rise inthe underlying unemployment rate, joblessness can be plausibly re-dired to below 5 percent if appropriate action is taken to remove ob-stacles to employment. Joblessness far above this level cannot be at-tributed to voluntary job changes and temporary job search and canbe assumed to arise from causes that can be ameliorated through gov-ernment actionFurthermore, even if one accepted the Reagan admin-istration's view of the normal or, natural rate of unemployment, thisrationalization offers no excuse for its refuse; to respond to record job-lessness that existed in 1982 and continued k a high level during thesucceeding year.

The perversity of conservative )iallenges to official unemploymentstatistics again lies in their desire to reduce or eliminate the very socialwelfare benefits that they contend make high unemployment rates tol-erable. Asserting that efforts to eliminate curable povyrty have beensuccessful, advocates of retrenchawnt justify their position as thoughthe victory they imagine could he permanent. The fact is, however,that the bulk of progress in alleviating deprivation in modern Americahas come through federal income transfer programs, and theadministration s budget cuts have already demonstrated thstIZtiirensoo at out of undo.
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Lions in this aid lead to increases in poverty. If conservatives truly be-
lieved that the plight of the poor has improved, they would be obliged
to support the programs that have facilitated such gains. Few have
proved so consistent in their approach to poverty and social' justice in
the United States.

INDIVIDUAL CHOICE AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Social change necessarily challenges established values and institu-
tions. Conservatives find it tempting to blame government programs
for the evolutionary processes that they find threatening, even when
the link between federal efforts and social change cannot be established.
Anticipating disastrous consequences from contemporary trends, they
prefer the certainty that government will not accelerate change to any
benefits that federal intervention might bring. In so doing conserva-
tives place themselves in opposition to not only government respon-
sibility for social welfare but also the legitimacy of personal choice in
a free and open society.

The social changes that conservatives lament are the products of
diverse individual decisions made by millions of Americans. Whether
to end a marriage, accept income tansfers, or relinquish religious and
cultural ties are difficult and painful personal choices seldom taken
lightly. In some instances government intervention has established
perverse incentives, forcing families to dissolve in order to subsist or
rendering welfare more attractive than work. However, in most cases
conservatives simply dislike the individual value judgments reflected
in patterns of social change. By seeking to preserve the status quo they
are forced to deny the sanctity of personal choice which they presum-
ably revere.

It is important to recognize that the detrimental impact of social
change is not as evident as conservatives would have us believe. Does
the moral degradation of welfare dependency impose more hardship
than material deprivation f Were the strained marriages of yesterday
.necessarily better than the pain and turmoil of today's divorces? Did
the closely knit organic communities of the past offer a more hof,nitable
environment for the poor than the current welfare system? In each
mow conservatives glorify old patterns and practices while ignoring
the compensating advantages of social change. A more objective view

A would document gains as well as losses, citing the freedoms and bene-
fits of emerging institutional arrangements while remaining cognizant
of the price that has been paid for them.

Conservatives' resistance to the cumulative results of personal choice
is closely related to their Portrayal of poverty as a moral problem.
Despite their laissez faire ideology opponents of government interven-
tion are reluctant to view low-income Americans as capable of rational
decisions that promote their well-being. The poor presumably are irre-
sponsible and linable to make prudent judgments or shun immediate
gratification for long-term benefit. Hence, the choices made by low-in-
come persons reloading their families, incomes, and future prospects
allegedly tend to run counter to both the national interest and their own
narrow self-interest. Conservatives believe that unless the decisions of
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the poor are altered, government aid to .them may only acceleratetheir demise.
The logical conclusions if one follows this line of reasoning, is anendorsement of paternalism sharply at odds with a commitment toindividual freedoms. Indeed, the refusal to accept the legit' of thechoices the poor make negates traditional conservative views. tothe conservative creed, gan administration economists have ex-plicitly rejected a paternalistic approach to the needs 4f the poor :

Paternalism occurs whet the government is reluctant to let individualsmike declaims for themselves and seeks to protect thou /Wm the pos-sible bad effects of their own decisions by outlawing certain actions.Paternalism has the effect of disallowing certain prefevencee or actions.This Administration rejects paternalism as a basis for policy. There isno reason to think that commands from government can do a better jobof increasing an individual's economic welfare than the individual canby making choices himself. Moreover, the long-term cost of paternalismmay be to destroy an individual's *Witty to make decisions for himself."
Nonetheless, the administration has challenged the ability of the poor.to make crucial decisions regarding their families, dignity, and futurewell-being, contending that social welfare programs induce low-in-come Americans to act contrary to their best interests.One need not cast the poor as incompetent to account for their plight.Evidence of unequal opportunity and barriers to economic advence-ment in contemporary labor markets provides ample basis foran alter-native view of poverty and dependence-one that avoids paternalismand respects the integrity of personal choice. The contradictions oflaissez faire advocates strongly suggest that their op -;tion to federaliintervention in aid of the poor is rooted more in t t it apprehensionof social ci anne than in a realistic appraisal of the nature and causesof poverty. Given a different set of value judgmentsc that placesocial progress and justice before the protection of vested intereststhe importance of federal intervention in aid of the poor cannot bedenied.

POVERTY AND DEPENDENCYAN ALTERNATIVE VIEW
A realistic account of work and poverty in die United States shouldbegin with an acknowledgment that the great majority of the poor donot lack work motivation. Although unwillingness to work poses athreat of dependency within a small segment of the welfare papule-tion, most impoverished adults face numerous barriers to amp] ntand advancement, including aggregate job deficits, ed defi-ciencies, geographic isolation, discriminatory employmentemp y t practices,lack of prior work experience, and a perverse welfare structure thatfrequently discriminates against the working. poor. A large portion ofthose living in poverty already work, many in full-time Jobe, but thelow wage rates that prevail in secondary labor markets are inadequateto lift the working poor above the poverty threshold. Because workand poverty are not mutually exclusive, only government policies thatcombine work and welfare can adequately address the needs of thelow-income population.
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While the poor in general seem to have as much of a commitment to
work as do higher income groups, they are not oblivious to rational
calculations regarding the returns of work and the marginal utility of
income versus leisure. Without accepting the conservative conclusion
that welfare benefits are too generous, one can still share the concern of
welfare critics that high marginal tax rates for the poor have the po-
tential for creating a " poverty wall" which "destroys their incentive

to work and sentences m to a life of dependency on the government
iiidole." " The experie of the 14,4 two decades suggests that income
transfers can alleviate poverty by placing a floor of minimum benefits
beneath the poor, but in the absence of initiatives to tap their work
motivation too many of them will find a steady, albeit minimal, source
of, income preferable to the uncertainties of low-paid work. Welfare
policies can avoid the no-win choice between deprivation and depend-

ency only if they are structured to provide rewards for work effort and
if they are accompanied by programs to promote work opportunities.

Opponents of government intervention who harp on the motivation
of the poor seldom acknowledge that their willingness to work has
never been tested in peacetime through the ve expansion of em-

ployment opportunities. Although Great . iety rhetoric placed a
strong emphasiiiizseodpportunity, trawler payments and in-kind as-
sistance far surpassed expenditures on education, thaining, employ-e

ment, community organization, and social service initiatives, leaving

the potential for expanded work experience among the poor largely un-
realized. This pattern has been repeated in more perverse fashion dur-

ing the Reagan administration; despite its presumed commitment to
opportunity as an alternative to welfare dependency, the administra-
tion's opposition to spending for employment, education, and social

services has left federal domestic activities increasingly dominated by

cash transfer and health - financing programs." Even as social spend-

ing, has grown steadily, opportunity has taken a back seat to income

maintenance.
Given the absence of opportunities and the limited rewards for work

when jobs are available, it is perhaps surprising that the poor have not

responded to subsistence benefits and high marginal tax rates by drop-
ping out of the labor force in far greater numbers. Research findings

suggest that when welfare recipients are faced with benefit reduction

rates of less than 100 percent, their work effort is affected only moder-

ately by variations in benefit levels and marginal tax rates." This
commitment to work has been exploited by the Reagan administration,
which has reduced the returns from labor for those on AFDC while

relying on the strength of the work ethic to stein the shift toward

greater dependency and higher long-term welfare costs. A more com-

panionate and constructive policy would tap the desire and willipg-

nese of the poor to work by bolstering rob availability, strengthening

the education and training opportunities that contribute to upward

mobility, and supplementing low wages in secondary labor markets.

The existing welfare system gives partial recognition to the inter-
relationships between work and welfare, helping many Americans and

allowing some flexibility for movement in and out of the labor market.

Yet sharp restrictions 911 aid to the working poor still confine some
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recipients to dependency and threaten to create a permanent under-class. A public policy that expects low-income Americans to makerational calculations regarding the costs aid rewards of work as com-pared to welfare must ensure that work is more renuinerative thanwelfare. Past federal approaches to combat poverty have fallen farshort of this fundamental goal.
To minimize conflicts between work and welfare, federal programsin aid of the poor must recognize the limitations of private labor mar-kets in offering employment opportunities that permit the unemployedand the working poor to escape poverty.. The world of opportunity,upward mobility, and adequate wages envisioned byconservatives doesnot exist for large segments of the low-income population. A commit-ment to work and self-sufficiency through government initiative wouldrepresent a sharp departure from the rhetoric of those who, in PeterEdelman's words, "would engage in further punishment of the mil-lions who lack skills or, having skills, lack the possibility of obtainingemployment because there are not enough jobs to go around." " Yetthis is the task that remaii.% before the nation, for it is the barriers toadvancement and self-support in the labor market, not the ministra-tions of government, that most directly hinder the rise from povertyin modern America.

NOTES
t William Graham Sumner. What Social Claws Owe To leek Other (New York : Harperand Bros., 1883) P. 15.2. Friedrich A. Hayek, The Reed to Her /doss (Chicago : Univers.ty of ChleaSe Press,1944).
S. Ludwig von Rises. Etsreweereer (New Haven : Yale University Press. 1944).4. Milton and Rose Friedman, Free to Choose (New York : Harcourt Brace Jona:meek1980), p.
h. geowstisk Report of the Presides*, 1989 (Washington, D.C. : U.S. Government Print-ing 011ie, February 1982). P. 21.& Ibid., p. 29.
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ECONOMIC COOICES 1904

'Alice M. Rivlin (Ed.)

Helping the Poor

AMERICA sI) live comfortably in comparison with the rest of
the world nd with earlier generations in their own country.
But not everyone shares in the general affluence. in 1982 more
than 34 million people---about 15 percent. of the population
had incomes below the government's official poverty line.
Between 1979 and 1982 the percentage of the population in

poverty rose steadily to the level of the mid-19605.
Moreover, the chances of being poor are not passed out

randomly. In 1982, 12 percent of whites were poor, compared
with 36 percent of blacks and 30 percent of Hispanics. Families

headed by a woman were far more likely to be poor than other
families. Indeed, for some groups, poverty was the norm rather
than the exception. More than 70 percent of the children living
in families headed by a black woman were poor.'

In previous ci,apters, we have urged that high priority be

given to policies designed to keep the economy growing at a
healthy rate. Growth not only raises the average sondard of
living; it also mak-s it easier to finance government services,
find new opportun ties for dislocated workers, and assist the

poor.
But significant reeuctions in poverty will not be automatic

even if growth is sustained. To be sure, some of the recent

Alice M. Rivlin urickntr ilt primary responsibility for drifting this chapter.
1, U,S, Bureau of the Census, Current Popkiation &pot* series P-60, no. 144,

"Characteristics of the Poptdation Below the Poverty Level: 19152" (Government Printing

Office, 1904), p. 5,

Reproduced with the permission of the Brookings

Institution, 0 1984 from Economic choices 1984

[Alice M. Rivlin (ed.)). P. 157-171.
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increase in poverty is related to the 1%0-82 secession and will
be reversed as the economic recovery proceeds. But poverty is
now heavily concentrated in groups that are not likely to share
automatically in the greater general prosperity, especially mi-
norities and women with children.

A major challenge to public policy, then, is to find ways of
ensuring that the fruits ofeconomic growth can be more widely
shared. The United States should not lolerate a permanent
underclass that is shunted aside as the rest of the population
improves its standard of living. This brief chapter serves to
highlight the problem and to suggesesonse solutions.

Measuring Poverty
Since the 1960s, when the United States rediscovered the

paradox of poverty in an affluent society, the govenunent haskept a count of those whose incomes fall below an official
poverty line.2 The government's definition of poverty income
is adjusted for type and size of family and for draftees in thecost of living. Income is measured before taxes and includes
cash transfer payments, such as social security and welfare,
but not in-kind benefits, such as food stamps.

By this measure, over 22 percent of the total population lived
in poverty in 1%0 (see table 7:1). The incidence of
dropped quite rapidly in the 1960s and more slowly in the

poverty

early 1970s. By 1974 only about 11 percent of the population
lived below the official poverty. line.

These quite dramatic reductions in poverty resulted from a
combination of strong economic growth and increased transfer
payments. Through 'most of this period real wages were rising
and unemployment was declining. Social security benefits
increased substantially, contributing to the reduction of poverty
among the aged, and transfer payments aimed specifically at
the poor grew.

Progress against poverty was interrupted by the 1975-76
2. That line was istitialy defined by taking what nutittionies Ms the

of Agriculture determined to be the mat ot an "econosticar diet tor a of toutand nns that figure by tour, since ii thready 19t0a it was thought that roughlya quarter a s incase was spent on load.
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Table 7-.1. Percentage of the Population below the Poverty lire!,

1960-82
Year Percent Yon Percent

1960 22.2 1971 12.5

1961 21.9 1972 11,9

1%2 21.0 1973 11.1

1963 19.5 1974 11.2

1964 19,0 1975 12.3

1965 17.3 1976 11.8

1966 14.7 1977 11,6

1967 14.2 1970 11.4

1968 12.S 1979 11.7

1969 12.1 1980 13.0

1970 12.6 1901 14.0
1%2 15,0

Saftrars. For 00-14, U.S. %maw of She Caws, Gowns Pemba*. $ iPertc Mein P45. nix i& 11wiestT in

the Liam/ %WM PM to 1940" Komooniowee 11.01410 Qllla, 19494, p. 24; kx 146-40, Comae flipsdation &Wolk

sonss P45. ris. WC "Omoradeviestar at she Itapaimeso 1144ow 04* Peva, Li 19W 020. 11110. 11. 7.

recession and was slow for the rest of the decade. The

proportion of households with cash incomes below the Poverty

line in 1979 was only half a percentage point lower than a
decade earlier. The lack of improvement in the 1970s was
related to slow economic growth, rising unemployment, and
high inflation, although these negative factors were offset by

continued increases in real cash transfers.
The decline in poverty was dramatically reversed after 1979:

the poverty rate rose about 1 percentage point each year from

1979 through 1982. The rate in 1%2, the last year for which
complete figures are available, was the highest rilince 1965.

The 1980-82 recession was longer (though no ) than
the recession of 1975-76, but it had a much AnitOle im-

pact on poverty than did the earlier recession. in the

real value of cash transfers cushioned the impact of the 71975-

76 recession. In the most recent recession, cuts in the real ifalue

of those benefits aggravated the effect of unfavorable economic
conditions on the poor. &substantially higher fraction of the
unemployed received unemployment insurance benefits in
1975-76 than in 1%0-82.3 While real increases in social security

3. Testimony of Cony 15441t1eas befonv the Sabannuallkes 041 Onnsight and an

Public Assistance and Unenyloyawent Compensation eaf 5., Howe Conassinne an
Ways and Means, October 18, 1983.
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benefits protected the aged from increases in poverty, the
assistance relied on by many of the nonelderly poor wasteduced in real terms. The average value ofthe public assistance(aid to families with dependent children and general assistance)received by a poor family rose 5 percent after inflation between1974 and 1977; that vale ce declined 17 percent between 1979and 1982. , ,

Since the distribution of income other than transfers appearsto be increasingly unequal, even a period of sustained growth
may not lead to reductions in poverty in the future unless therecent declines in the teal value of means- tested cash transfersare reversed.'

The official poverty line is a crude measuling instiuMentand numerous efforts have been made to refine it. One set of
refinements designed to provide a more accurate indication ofchanges in the well-being of the low-income population in-dudes in-kind benefits in the definition of income used todetermine poverty. Considering only cash incomes gives anincomplete picture of changes in poverty, since governmentaid to the poor in the form of food stamps, housing, andmedical care benefits has increased substantially since the1960s.'

it is not clear how noncash benefits should be valued,however, since their market value (the cost the governmenthas to pay) may be greater than their value to the recipient..,(what he would actually have spent if given money rather thanthe in-kind benefit). Several alternativevaluation methods havebeen suggested.
Not surprisingly, inclusion of in-kind benefits in incomereduces the incidence of poverty no matter what valuation
4.. One recent study finds that over 1967-79, rises in incomes reduced poverty 2.4percentage poinh and changes M the dupe at the income distribution increasedpoverty 2.9 percentage points; both of these effects were dominated by the 3.1-percentafte-pornt reduction attributable to growth in real tranektre. Over 1979-az theoonsparable figures are 0.5, 2.9, and - 0.4 permit=Is, , the transfereffect overwlwlaset. See Peter Gottschalk and

Income Transfer*, and the Trend in Power (Universityot Wieconeirs-Medium, Institute for RINAKIS an Povesty, September 190, 21.S. Cash benefits atecosusted for 7$ percent el all rsreaas ees assistance to the poorbt 1965, wbik noncesh benefitsaccountad ke the answinder. Ily'1982, thew proportionswere nearly reversed; noncash benefits were 6 percent of asarnrktessed aseeetance,while cash benefits amounted to only 36 perryent of fire total.
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Table 7-2. Percentage of the Population below the Poverty Level,
Adjusted for In-Kind Transfers, Seieded Years, 1965-82

Yea Ptivrett,

190 12.1

1960 9.9
1970 9.3
1972 6.2
1974 7.2
1976 6.7
1979 6.1
1912 8 8e

Swear lboodo M. Semedres, AvArfawilty Effect of lo-grod Twofers, A 'Good Mei Goo, Too Farr
Rem *aka *mil. vet 10 lift& 1410.

a Woks artirrowno for weristod Woo of Was sod Mows Iessieterpoetiew

b. torlismOr few Pew Gottschalk and Sitoidoo Drsoorper, "Mectoecooteok Grotbronejocosew Twofer*. sod
der Toted et rotorty" Netitoody of Wiecossw-Motbreo, feetiorte for floweds as rower, **mem, met

method is used If food, housing, and medicaid benefits are
valued at their full market value, only 10 percent of the whole
population in 1982 would have been counted as poor, rather
than the 15 percent counted by only cash incomes.°

The pattern of changes over time, however, is not greatly
affected by the inclusion of in-kind benefits, no matter how
they are valued (see table 7-2). On any measure, the incidence
of poverty declined substantially between the 1960s and the
early 1970s as economic growth reinforced the effects of in-
creased cash and noncash assistance to the poor. For the
balance of the 1970s poverty changed little, as the negative
effects of slow growth and relatively high unemployment wer
offset by continued increases in cash and noncash transfers.
Between 19:9 and 1982 poverty increased; indeed the increase
appears larger if in-kind benefits are Included than if they are
not!

The Changing Composition of the Poor
Over the last two decades, the characteristics of the poor

population have changed. A smaller proportion of the poor is

6. B ass stliOlhotliat ill wade kr *Wow So the tedieeset, the oteoporobie or=
12.7 patent. U.S. OSMIUM of the Ceases, Tedaviall Paper 51, "Endsiolts of
lochading the Value of Nona* Benefit* 1419 to 1941" (GPO, 1984), p. 3.

7. Ibid.
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aged now than in the 1960s. A larger proportion is in familiesheaded by a woman without a husband, and a smaller per-centage is in families headed b a woridng male. These changingdemographic characteristics of the pot* affect the choke ofappropriate policies for reducing poverty.

The Elderly Poor

The most dramatic reductions in poverty have been amongthe elderly. in 1967 about 30 percent of those over age sixty-five had incomes below the poverty linemore than twice therate for nonelderly persons. The incidence of poverty amongthe elderly dropped precipitously in the early 1970s when socialsecurity benefits were increased rapidly in real terms, andbenefits have stayed roughly constant since then. Slightlymotethan 14 percent of those over sixty-five had cash incomes belowthe poverty line in 1982a lower incidence
the rest of the population. of poverty than for

Although the elderly make up a larger portion of the totalpopulation than they did in the 1960s, they represent a smallerfraction of the poor. The proportion of the poverty populationthat is elderly has fallen from 19 percent in 1967 to about 11percent in 1982.
The aged receive relatively small amounts of tamed income,and their participation in the labor foratand relianceon earningshave declined substantially in recent years' The reduction inpoverty among the elderly is attributable to increases in thecash transfer programs specifically directed at this age group,espedally social security and supplemental security inmate(S51). In-kind benefits, especially medicare, have also beenimportant. Because the elderly rely heavily on bunsfers, theY

are insulated from the impact of the business cyde. The elderlyare the only demographic group that experienced no rise inpoverty in either the 1975-76 or the 1979-82 recession.

8. Labor on participation noes for the efdeify low been noir* bahnd minaMO. See %neon of tabor Statistics, lake roar &Wisely tkvitgul pow s OstrowPupwlitias Sorwy: A Paola* val. I, NILS Dalletin 20% (CFO, VIVA p. Mt Thepercentage ot elderly household hes& wetting Attnitip income bas barn corm-soundingly, from 52 percent to 44 potent over 1974-82.
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Nose 'deftly Poor Families

A major change in the living arrangements of Americans
has occurred in the last two decades and is having an exag-
gerated impact on the population in poverty. The traditional
husband-and-wife family is less prevalent than it used to be,
while families headed by a woman with no husband have
become more common. The percentage of family members
living in husband-and-wife families dropped from 91 percent
in 1%5 to 86 percent in 1982, while the proportion living in
families headed by women rose from 9 to 14 percent.

This shift is even more apparent for children under the age
of eighteen: the percentage living in families heeded by females
nearly doubled between 1%5 and 1982, while the proportion
living in two-parent families fell from 90 to 80 percent.

This shift may be viewed with alarm as reflecting a break-
dOwn of traditional values or more positively as reflecting
increased freedom and opportunity for women, but there is
no question that it has changed the nature of the poverty
problem. Women who head families are less likely to be in the
labor force than men, and they have substantially lower
earnings. They are much more likely to be poor. Increasingly,
statistics reveal the "feminization" of poverty.

In the 1960s most poor families were headed by husbands
or other males. Many of these men were employed at low-
wage jobs and did not earn enough to keep their families out
of poverty. Rising wage levels reduced the incidence of poverty
among these families and, combined with the changing family
structure for the whole population, substantially reduced the
proportion of poor families with male heads.

The percentage of poor persons in families headed by a male
was reduced by roughly one-third from 1%0 to 1979, falling
from 80 to 53 percent. The proportion of poor persons in
families headed by a working male also fell dramaticall over
the same period, from 67 percent to 34 percent. Since 1979
poverty among families headed by males has increased again,
but this increase may have been, a recession phenomenon and
will probably be reversed if growth continues.

The incidence of poverty among households headed by
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females fell slowly over 196O-79 and rose again in 1979-42.The proportion of all families headed by women was rising inthis period and the proportion of poor Writhes with femaleheads rose even faster. Forty-three percent of all poor families
were headed-tiyononelderly women in 1%2.

For blacks, thi figures are even molt striking. More thantwo-thirds of poor black families are headed by women.' Three-fourths of poor black children live in such
Like the aged, poor households headed by females dependheavily upon transfers for the income they receive. The transfer

programs upon which these households relyprimarily AFDCsome forms of general assistancehave not maintainedreal dollar value as well as those upon which the elderlyrely. Thus, even though both the elderly and householdsheaded by females depend heavily upon transfer income,
poverty rates for the former group continued to fall through1%2, while the rate for the latter went up after 1979.

The feminization of poverty is a worrisome trend, sinceeconomic growth Wade is unlikely to have a major impact onthis group. One study of the means by which families escapepoverty found that a female family head was only half as likelyas a male family head to. end a spell of poverty because ofincreases in the head's earnings. Conversely, female familyheads left poverty more than three times as often as malefamily heads as a result of increases in unearned (transfer)income.'

Policies to Reduce Poverty
The lessons of the last few years make dear that recessioncan make poverty worse, especially if transfer programs arerestrained at the same time. But the composition of the low-income population gives little reason to expect a substantial

decline in poverty even if growth is sustained. The group thatmakes up the largest and fastest-growing share of the poverty
9. Wry Jo Sone and neritl T. Ellneood, "Slipping Into and Out of Poverty! Theot Spells." National Osman of Economic Resents* Workins Pam 3199, Mass.; NOES, September 19831.
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populationfamilies headed by femaleswill probably ape-
/ rience little reduction in poverty from economic growtkalone.
One study finds that with exclusive reliance on growth rather
than some combination of growth and tranders to reduce
poverty, it may take as brag as eleven years to get poverty
rates back down to where they were in 1979." That is too long.

In the short run the most direct approach to easing the plight
of the poor is to increase benefits going explicitly to poor
people, especially those programs that have failed to keep up
with the cost of living. Benefits could be targeted to those most
in need without major restructuring of current programs.
Several transfer options are desaibed below, together with a
proposal for shifting more of the cost of support of low-income
children onto the absent parent.

Although cash transfers may be the most direct way to
reduce poverty, they are not necessarily the most desirable in
the long run, from either, the point of view of the poor or that
of the taxpayer. It would be far better to help the poor acquire
the skills and the opportunities they need to be self-supporting.
However, training and iob placement programs for the poor
have had mixed success in the past and are unlikely to produce
positive results if unemployment is high. In the growing
economy that we hope will result from improved economic
policy, however, new efforts should be made to increase the
chances that more of the poor can become self-supporting.

Some of these proposals will require considerable expendi-
tures by the federal government. The plan we have offered in
earlier chapters for reducing the deficit, includes sufficient
funding to allow programs for the poor (AFDC, food stamps,
and SSI) to be maintained at their real 1982 value. We believe
that more needs to be done, as we suggest below, but in the
interest of keeping deficits down, we believe that further
expenditures should be financed by additional tax revenues or
savings from other areas of the budget.

19. Gottschalk and Danciger, "Macromancimic Conditions, Income Transkei, and
the Tnind In IP'oyerty,lp. 30. They used a model Posed on some rather optimistic
assumptions (sustained 3 percent per year reel strith in GNP and tomatoes maintained
constant at 1962 kneels).

a
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Transfer Prognoses
.

The following four proposals would reduce poverty directly
by increasing benefits for those who are especially needy orare exduded from present prgrams."

1. Establish a national minimum benefit for AFDC, AFDCbenefit levels vary greatly among states. Even when combined
with food stamps, benefit levels in lawbenefit states are farbelow the poverty line. Bringing the combined AFDC and foodstamp benefits fora family with no earnings up tothree-fourths
of the poverty line would directly increase the incomes of abouta million and half families with children at a combined state
and federal cost of $2 billion to $3 billion.

2. Increase food stamp benefits. An uncomplicated way toincrease the income of a broad range of low-income people
quickly would be to raise the. maximum benefit for food stamps,now set well below the poverty level; Food stamps are availableto almost all poor households; including many who are ineli-gible for public assistanc e. because they contain .tvio patents ordo not include children. Raising the food stamp maximum
payment by $4 per month. per beneficiary would cost about $1billion. ..

3. Cover low-income families with children under medicaid.Many poor families with children are not eligible for medicaid
because they do not qualify for public assistance. These include

, working poor families with two parents d AFDC familieswho have worked their way off welfare bui kill have incomes
too low to provide adequeite gealth -Care for their children.
Extending medicaid coverage to all families with children andincomes below the poverty line would cost the federal govern-ment about $6 billion a year and the states another $5 billionunder present cost-sharing arrangements, but even° a morelimited program would be of substantial help to needy familiesand might improve the health of children in low-incomefamilies.

4. Increase the earned-income tax credit. Although the federal

Testimony of Rudolph C. Penner befom the Stitcoannitters on Oversight sonPublic Assistance and Unemployment Cornpensation of the House Committee onWays and M,-ns, October IL 1961

4
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income tax largely exempts those with income below the 

poverty line, increased relimce on payroll, sales, and prniPerty 
taxes at the federal, state, ai-41,local levels has increased `tax 

burdens on the poor in recent years. The fact that the earned- 

income tax credit is not indexed has eroded that form of 

assistance for the working poor. When tax rates were cut across 

the board in 1981, no mention was made of the epned-income 
tax credit. In addition, while automatic iadexatioir of income 
tax brackets is set to begin in 1985 to acquit foe fuhwe inflation, 
no such provisions have been made for the ea rned-inecane tax 

credit. 112 An immediate upward revision ,of the credit to adjust 
for past inflation and permanent indexing would seem the 

logical remedy. 
Part of the cost of increasing assistance to low - Income families 

with children could be offset if a more vigorous national effort, 
were made to require absent parents to contribute to the 

support of their children. One such proposal has been caned 

the social child support program (SCSP).13 The SCSP would 
reduce some of the complications and cost of the present 
welfare system by shifting some of the burden for the child's 

support onto the absent parent. A simple payroll deduction 

(scaled to income) from the absent parent's wages would be 

supplemented with a federal subsidy should the revenue fall 

below a certain minimum. The SCSI) effectively nationalizes 
what a number of states already do: require absent parents to 

pay for child support. A federal program along these lines 

would have two distinct advantages over a myriad of state 

plans: first, an absent parent could not evade financial respon- 
sibility by moving to another state; and second, the Internal 
Revenue Service and social security mechanisms could be 

employed to locate noncustodial parents and enforce payment 
in a way states are unable to do presently. The potential savings 
in AFDC payments resulting from national implementation of 
the SCSI/ could be as high as $1.5 billion. 

12. See General Exploration of the &PIM* Recovery Act of 19$1 4242, 97th 

Coyne; Nair Lao 97.34), prepsrof by the joint Committee Taxation, 97 Cons. 1 

ono. (GPO. 1%1), pp. 31-32 36-40. 
13. for a more 4ftiird explanation in the , se* Irwin Grafanket, "The Role 

al Chihli Support in Antipminty Policy," Discussion Paper 713-82 (Unitersity of 

Wiftaillitt-Oel, Institute for Research on Poverty, October 1992). 
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Thelma% and Work

In an improving economy with declining unemploymentrates, well-designed job training and placement programs standa better chance of SUCCr ea than they would have in a low-growth economy with high unemployntent. We believe a majornew effort should be made to try new approaches to helpinglow-income people move out of poverty through.employment.
Efforts should be concentrated on teenagers and low-incomemothers.

If the economy continues to grow and unemployment de-clines, the next few years will offer an unusual opportunity tobreak the cycle of poverty by concentrating on improving theeducation, training, job experience, and motivation of youngpeople from low-income families. The opportunity arises fromthe fact that there will be fewer young-people entering thelabor force than there have been in recent years. Hence itshould be easier for new entrants, including those hunt low-income families, to find jobs.
Young people, typically frririviantilies headed by females,now represent a significant-part of the poverty population.Some of them make it into the mainstream of American societybut many have dim futures; they drop m

,
it of school with fewskills and little ability to compete for jobs; a substantial fractionare functionally illiterate; and many are teenage gifts who havebecome mothers themselves. Unemployment rates fur theselow-income teenagers are appallingly high. Young peoplewithout job skills (and with children 'themselves) quicklybecome the next welfare generation.

Yet relatively little emphasis has been put on helping thisage group. Compensatory educatkm has focused primarily onpreschool and elementary school children. Summer job pro-grams for youths have had some success, as have some in-school programs. But in recent years high unemployment ratesand competition from large numbers of better-skilled, better-educated young people have stacked the deck against disad-vantaged teenagers. The next few years could be different,however. Unlike the 1970s, when especially large numbers ofyoung people entered the labor force, the late 1980s and early



IMO

1990s will see unusually small numbers of new entrants. If
general unemployment declines, intensive efforts to improve
high school education in poor areas and to help-students gain
work experience while staying in .sclwol may pay off in
substantial reductions in the number of new families entering
the poverty cycle."

Studies have shown that youths who have botlx early em-
ployment experience and a satisfactory Ws school education
will fare better in future employment than youths possessing
only one of these job market credentials. A subminiintun wage
for high school students might increase job opportunities for
young people, but might also provide an incentive for students
to quit school and thereby lose one of these credentials. One
study, the Youth Incentive Entiderent Pilot Projects (YIEPP),
combined both school and work ea rience in an attempt to
ensure that youths would obtain. tiab."

The program was targeted to from low-income
families, both those still in high sch those who had left
school before graduation. A job' at the federal
minimum wage (pan time dun tW school year, full time
during the summer) was provided so long as the youth
remained in (or returned to) school and achieved satisfactory
performance in both school and work. More than half of the
eligible youths in each pilot area participated in the program,
and despite some problems of coordination among schools,
employers, and program sponsors, the results were very
promising. Implementation of the ',program nationally could
cost between $624 million and $1.8 Million. This is an expensive
proposal but one with substantial potential for long-term
benefits.

In addition, renewed efforts should be made to help low -

14. Growth in the share of the population aged sixteen to twenty-four will be
negative through 1995. For example, over 1985-90, the number of males aged Piattil
to twenty-lour will fail 2.13 percent, while the number of females will fall 2.07 percent,

See Howard N. Fullerton, 'The 1995 Labor Force: A First Look," Monthly Labor Rony,
vol. 103 (December 1900), p. 14. Because birthrates have begun to rise again in recent

years, such an ideal opportunity may not Oat long and may not present itself again

for some time to come.
IS. See William A. Diaz, Joseph Bail, and Carl Wolfhagen, Linking Moroi arid Work

for Divadzwniegnt Vodka, tire VEIT Prinanatintion: Find Impiententation Rep* (New
York: Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation, 1902) for details of the project.
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income parents earn enough to move their families out ofpoverty. To increase the attractiveness of work to parents infamilies eligible for AFDC, some changes in tax policy andsome new emphasis on federal job training programs will benecessary. The present income tax code provickts a credit forchild day-care expenses. To take advantage of this, however,a single parent must earn enough to make it worthwhile to filea tax return. In the interest of simplifying the tax system inthe manner outlined in chapter 5, such a deduction should be
eliminated and replaced with a universal, taxable grant to coverp- both forma! and informal child-care and work-related expenses.These changes will do little to reduce poverty, however,unless they are accompanied by both employment counselingand job placement efforts. The National Supported WorkDemonstration was quite successful in preparing AFDC-eligiblefemale parents for work experience, and did so at a cost roughly

equivalent to that of providing public service employmentunder the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act."Such a supported work program would be considerably moreexpensive than simply providing a grant to cover child day-
care expenses. The potential benefits to the individual are great,however, in terms of increased employment, homs worked,and earnings. An additional benefit accrues to society fromsuch a program; a reduction in both welfare dependency andwelfare payments. The cost of national implenwntation of thisprogram could produce significant savings in AFDC, foodstamp, and rental housing subsidies and thereby defray muchof the program cost, These benefits and the great handicaps
with which this group would otherwise enter the labor marketmay well justify the expense.

Conclusion
In earlier chapters, we have advocated policies to ensuresustained economic growth and an easier adjustment to growthin the comingyears. Though the plight of the poor has mirrored
16. See Manpower Peenonaration Rewards Corporation, Sammy and Findings *henand Supported Went Thwoonstnitiott (Caollifirlor, Mass.: Mgt p. 151.In tack or boar "haret-tovniptor groups, the AFDC parents bred best.
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the plight of the general economy in recent yearsprogress in

the 1960s, ..tagnation in the 1970s, and retrogression in the

1979-82 recessionthere is no guarantee that this parallelism

will prevail as the economy grows in the future.
Progress made against poverty before 1979 resulted from the

combination of expanding employment opportunities and strong

growth in transfer programs. Now, however, poverty is more

concentrated in groups that may be unable to take advantage

of the expanded opportunities that should result from simple

economic growthparticularly minorities, female family heads,

and unskilled youths. At the same time, transfer programs

that had previously helped those with little attachment to the

market economy have experienced sharp real cutbacks.

The prospects for reducing poverty solely through growth

in the next few years are thus bleak. But this diagnosis suggests

a prescription: creating new initiatives in job training, elimi-

nating the barriers to work faced by the poor, and resuming

real growth in transfer programs to help those still unable to

earn enough to keep out of poverty. The cost of such an agenda

is not insignificant, but it is a price worth paying to ensure

that the economic growth we have advocated is more widely

shared.
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PART a-DEBTE PROPOSITION OM THAT THE FZDERAL
GOVERNMENT SHOKILD GUARANTEE A MINIMUM ANNUALCASH INCOME TO ALL UNITRD STATES anima

CUARARTERD mow PRODOSALS: MDR TP AND CDR AADONINTA
(By Joe Rmephreys)

The tern "perentood mmoml rose* ", although it hes hems the subject

of arch debate is room yew*, is sot very well defiled. The best

ilisetraties of this lack of donsition is the Family Aosistonee !lam

(141), which en's proposed during the Olat mod NW COON*444e by the

Administration. is an edited' em 444141141 television no MOM S, 1969,

the Provide= amoopecod this proposal mid said of it: "this astismal

floor radar ieceram for verities or deporiest fardliee is net 'ameramesol

fatome." is bsatIsso no the plan before the Cienittes no nomeme of

the swats. the thoo-Soesetwy of Neelth, Adasatise, sod balfare Mon Pinch
said: "Tha lost widely discorso' question is Anther family.seetetaase

is really in fact a sumareateed sorrel Loom', mid to this omelette.*

can emphatically assume Ile." Same of these who riotously

opposed the proposal also considered it to be somothilsgathar then

suaratsad Looms plus. And yet, the Family Aolistamee Ms no

frequently characteriold as 4 $44T44t1144 1100000 by echoes -- isoludise

both propomasts and oppoomes. Is fact, sae of the Adedalatistion's

chief advocate* of the plan, Vonial t. Mhymilms, boo entitled his

boob as the history of the Family 4440/0tAie4 Plan 'Ain Aelitiso of s

Guarsottod Iacono sod states is it: 'The proposal we* a goorestord

imago ..." (p. 220).

Characteristics of a Guarientime4 inane

Althoueh there is no promise. definition of the term "Nommeteed

imesse, there are a 'umber of chernotoristics which are opemeri7

mosomistml wish it. The first and most Obvious of those is the

Reproduced fros: U.S. Library of Congress. CongressionalResearch Service. Guaranteed income proposals: ease pro sod
con argument,. (by Joe Rosphrsys) Report no. 73-146 SD,
Aug. 20, 1913. p. 1-10.
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mesempe of providimg a grass sat payment to perfume with incomes

below sane "needs" Level. On this basis, any moonseonditioned

payment repreemets a type of gaiwanteed thecae including the existing

welfare system. however, one of the most comma elements of proposals

*bleb are characterised as mgeeresteed looms plass" is the fact

that they differ in sow sub/genial may from the existing welfare

emote. while totalities the basic foetus's of a gosureemet payment

heeled on seed. One such difference which is characteristic of asny

"guaranteed income plans" in Federalisation in any or all of three

areas: adminiatration, funding of bemefits, sad level of assistance

(or at least a Federal minimws level of assistance) .

Another characteristic is universality of coverage as contrasted

with the castles welfare slates in which eligibility for noolotooro

ie limited to those who have a statutorily acceptable teases* for

loading assistance: i.e., the aged, blind, and disabled, sad children

(with their mother. or other caretaker relatives) who have been deprived

of support because of the death, incapacity, Outage from the home

of a parent or (in sons 22 States) because of the unemployment of

their father. Using this characteristic, the Family Assistance Flea

was a guaranteed iticome proposal bac..ise it euemled coverage to all needy

families with children including families with a father working

Cull time at wage. too low t-o stupor:
family ;. r FA? was not a

guaranteed income because it restricted coverage volely to families

with children, leaving the aged, blind, and disabled to be covered

seder a separate program and
leaving other childleee needy persons

without coverage under any Federal cash welfare program.
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Still another eharacteriotic of gmexamtood income plass relates

to the presence or ammo* of coalitions -- particularly work requiroments --

ft the greeting of aid. Avis. the Family assistants Flan sea ma
sugragitaeg incase plan because it required employable family members to

Kojaost, Jor essgrionsittat and posatisod sham AL they 414 met

work or job training when Offered:
or is !ft a goankii0141 ina0100

because ace-spume of angleworm moos sot a emodition of aligAbility

but only a requirement necessary to avoid a penalty (the redaction of

the totel firmly assistance peysmet by the amount attributable to the,

presence of the parent refoaftgamoloymost).

lo connectiou with the comoapt of * work roquiremest, the Committee

on finaace of the Soots in 1972 costrormed the YAP "goormstood income"

type of work requirsommt with the Committal's "guarastood orploymest"

plan ender which as employable parent would be smeared to earn the first

1200 per month of family Iacono by working; sod, if he did not, the

family would not be eligibls to roost,* any part of that basic locos,

frog assistance. The proposal included a goaraotee that sufficient

work would be mode available to make it possible for bin to earn the

1200. (However, the Committee's proposal did include some provision.

for making assistants available to the children of payouts who

refused to work.)

Irt acme respects, the level of asaistauce in Voiotia:whip

to some definition of adequacy to considered to be a bellonrk

for determining whether or not a plan qmelifies as s suesenteed income.

Thus, a proposal such as the Sadly Assistance Plan which provided
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se income of $1400 for a family of four (later raised to $2400 for a fray

of foes in the version comei4sred is the 92nd Cowes') might be lose

likely to be considered a euaramteed income thee the plan of the National

Welfare Sights Organisation which proposed a level of $6500 for a.family

of four.

Another feature closely associated with the concept of guaranteed

income is the " disregard of income provision food is most plans. Under

this provision, the earned income (or is some plans, including the first

version of TO, any income) which the family gets from sources other then

assistance dots not cause a donor-for-dollar reduction in 40SiStauce.

Thus, if there is a disregard rate of 40 percent, $1000 of seminal income

will reduce the assistance payable to ,a family by only $600 with the

other $400 being disregarded so that the family cm enjoy some of the

fruits of its earnings (and so that it will have as incentive to continue

to earn.) Although the disregard provision is commonly considered to be

characteristic of the guaranteed income concept, it *coolly is one of

the aspects of most guernsteed income proposals which makes them depart

from the meson-mimes inning of the words "guaranteed income" 'face it

assures that low - inches families ss a group will not be snaranteed a

specified level of income but will have varying amounts of total income

depending upon the amount of earnings they have from sources other than

the "guaranteed income" program itself. Also, although the current welfare

wystes is sometime pictured as having no income disregard provision, it

has included such a feature since the time of the Social Security Amend.-

ments of 1967, sad, is fact, the disregards in the existing Aid to

t
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Visalia* With Dependant
Ckildren,(AF0C) program are in some LOSVISCIO0 NOVO

substantial than those which were proposed in the Family deeteceece Plan.

Makes aelmtaitoLthe Quereateed Lucerne

Although there hes been much discussion of guaranteed income over the

past few years, the debate has often' focused on specific proposals

rather than at the Abstract (and, as noted above, ill-defined) concept it-

self. Glean Ire diversity of proposals, the same arguseat which is mod

re

in "rapport of( plan sight be of small importance in connection with

eanother plan might actually be used as an orgasms= against smother

plan. For example, one argument which is sometimes raised in favor of a

Federal incoma maintenance
program is that such a plan is necessary be-

came the existing State-controlled
pleas provide an inadequate level of

sesistance. This is an important argumeat to those who are supporting a

$6300 guaranteed annual in44111M for a family of four; it is of far Lem

importance as en argument in support of a $1600 guaranteed annual income

for a family of four since all but a handful of States provide es mach

or nore to families now on welfare.

I. 2911LISSEflaligfalt

Guarimteed income proposals are sometimes supported as represeatiag a

necessary shift of emphasis in the cure of poverty from a services strat-
egy to an incomes strategy.

It iswrgued that the poor by and large are

not so differeat from the rest of the population except that they for a

variety of reasons are unable to attain a fair, minimal share of the

nation's prosperity. What they need therefore is not some service program
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or Ilint to Change them into now and self - sufficient peruses; what they

i

mod raiserlis simply money to enable then to lead a decant, digaified exist-

ence un41 lich time as they arm able to become self-sufficient. This line

of a t holds that the poor are se motivated as swops sloe to better

damsel7 and can be expected, ao a group, to avail ammeselves of may

4,90 mil for employment which become available so as to loom= self -

eupperti Irhis mrsummot also includes the belief that muck of the fund-

ing requi ad for a guaranteed income program could be found by dismantling

existing rosiiame based on a services strategy designed to change the lieu'

of the but actually --tn the view of those making the argument --serving

primarily o support those vho operate the program.

i

Sy eo4traslt, it is arsued that it is not sound social policy to rely

on hymen toreto strive for self-sufficiency in the face of am available

source of rk -tree loco**. While !society may have as obligation to core

for those w are really unable to provide for thaw...Ives adequately through

currant so ,such`, as the blind, aged, and disabled, it elsomoder this lies

of argument has a responsibility to encourage and aid those oho can care

for thesmal a and berme self-supporting to do so. This type of argumeat

would be use o support the provision of servicee'leading to employability

so opposed to the provision of income. to support 2 categorical as opposed

to universal o of welfare system. esti to support the concept that income

maintenance le'elfs Shoq:d !mot t.e rAlsed to the point of becoming too nettle-

tine sa an sit motive to work.
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la favor of guaranteed
income proposals, it is sometimes argued that

a nation as prosperous 4S the United Stamm should adopt sedb s pine sinply

because it is disgraceful far such s nation to allow widespneed poverty to
continue to exist. This line of areummet is reflected in the titles of two

coedasion reports both of whirls rocommanded a form of emerantood income.

In Jame, 1966,che Advisory Council on Public Welfare issued a report ea-

titled "Raving ths Punier, Ws Nave the Duty". In November MN, the

President's coendasioo on locos's Nainteesoce Progress tamed a report
entitled: "Poverty Amid Plenty: The Anaricao Paradox". Is opposition,

it is argued that the nation.is not sufficiently
prosperous to support a

geerenteod income proposal. those who seeks this 4r$UNIMIt Cite estimates

mede during the debate on the family ASiiitMUCO Plan
that proposals with

guaranteed Locove payments pegged to shout the official poverty level

would have gross annual costs in encase of $J0 billion and that the $000

plan of the Mstiooal Welfare
Rights Orgreis.tion would have costs is the

arcs of $70 billion. With respect to losseempessive
proposals (e.11.. PAP),

it is argued chat the adoption of soy guaranteed inconseouls
remelt in

pressures whidhwould ultimately lead to the adoption of one of the more

costly programs.

3. Nettynal v $14c, ?MIAOW

those who support saga guaranteed Locum. proposals place much emphasis

on the benefits to be obtained from deo Federalisation of income maintenance.

It is argued that poverty is s national problem and bent* one which can moat

properly and met effectively be dealt with aweigh a national income
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mmistamemes (searestee4 image) proem. The argument goes both to ego*

nod efficiency. It is pointed out that protest Welles, programs ars ad- 00

eteisterea by over 1000 different State sad local juriedictioes with the

result that there is modeles oppresthims national uniformity is the way

thee* programs are non. As a result, it is alleged that clients suffer

free moves treatemet and the integrity of the prevail odium foam Leek

of accountability. (A motet Committee Print of the Sebesmeittes on fiscal

Polity of the Joist Xceesmic Committee is entitled: "Insuss is Weigare

Adindaistrstioe: WelfareAm Admisistrative inehtners".) The setter of

equity is also raised with respect to basic apoiatanca levels tdeidt vary

widely from State to State. (An of July 071, assistance levels for a

family of four ramped from 560 in oast State to $335 in another.) As oppos-
e

Lag arguseet is that welfare, twins based on individual opet, is sot proper4

ly a Metar for admisistration by's federal bureaucracy but should he left

to the Stenos and localitise who ere closer to the problems involved. It

is also osootimoo argued that the "welfare problem" width has given rise

to the dammed fora gussmotooi income is a national problem only in ths4

sines that it bee been caused by national action os the part of all three

brew:hoe ,f tho Federal government which had the affect of talkie; away from

tbo Stateo and localities much of the discretion they originally were given

is operating their welfare programs. With respect to the equity of dis-

parate aosistases levels sweet the States, it is argued that so feasible

guerenteed mucous program can solve that problenwince a plan with a Ion-

level of euoistaeco would require rutting back on the benefits nossestailobla
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(a problem which could be avoided only by requiring or at least encouraging

State* with higher levels to suppleennt the Federal guaranteed income and

thus continue the inter-State inequities) or by establishing a Federal

level an high as to *eke the
program prohibitively expensive.

4. Workinceetives and Family Stabilitv

14Oes of the arguments offerred
in support of guaranteed income proposals

is that such plans reinforce
the incentives for socially acceptable bets for

am entered to the present welfare system which is considered to undermine

such incentivee. The incentives areuemnr-concerus two stow especially--

work incentive* and incentives for family stability. With respect to work

Incentives, it is argued that
guaranteed income plane, because they include

the disregard feature described
previously, always make it in the family's

self-interest to continue employment.
In addition, those plena which in-

clude a work requirement eubjec4 to some penalty are thought to provide

*trete incentives to work through a coebinatioa carrot -and-stie. approach.

Opponents, however, argue that the disregard features of guaranteed Income

plass are too season to offer any real incentive for omplormaut (and that

they must be meager because
any substantial increase in the rate of income

disregard results is a drastic increase in assistance caseloa4 e and in

protium costs) and that, in fact, when benefits from other programs such

as medicaid and food *tamps are considered, there may be no incentive at

all (or there may even be a positive Aleincentive)
for welfare families to

work. Further, it is argued chat both the disregard and work requirement

features of guaranteed incase plans have in fact been incorporated into the

existing welfare system without remarkable results.
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With respect to the incentives for family stability, proponents of a

guaranteed income argue that the existing welfare system drives families to

split up because the family cannot get assistance if en employed father (or,

is about half the Stevie. an employable father even if uneiployed) is

present in the home. Thus, it is argued, the father nap desert In order to

enable his family to get on welfare. By contrast, a guaranteed income would

allow the father to remain at hose and still receive income maintenance

meanie to help support his family. Opponents of guaranteed income plane

gestation the allegation that non - availability of welfare for families with

employable fathers is xprime cause of desertion. It is argued that deser-

tion is as likely to be caused simply by the availability of welfare which

alleviates some of the drastic economic consequences which would otherwise

be faced se a result of family break-up. Thus, to the extant guaranteed

income makes assistance more readily available, it could be mild to increase

the incentives for desertion. It is also pointed out that even under a

guaranteed income, the total benefits payable to the family would be in-

creased by the father leaving home.

The past several years, and in particular, the past three years have

seen ostensive writing and debate over "guaranteed income" proposals partic-

ularly with reference to the Administration's proposed Family Assistance

Plan (which was not enacted and is not currently being requested by the

Administration). The record of public hearings by Congressional comeatteee

on:this proposal run to more than 15 volumes, and the measure was debated

ostensively on the floors of both Houses in two separate Congresses. This

report. then, represents Just a very summary treatment of some of the more

promaneut themes which appeared in the argementation of the issue.
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POVZRTY AMID PLENTY: THE AMERICAN PARADOX

and

Our investigation of poverty in America has
convinced this Conunimion that At problem
cannot be +(rived without Government interven-
tion. The challenge we face is to design a mans
of picwiding basic morainic security to all Matti-
cans. We want a swami which help people oh.tai adequate imam which is equitable, and
which preserves both dignity and incentive. Ny
increasing the income of the poor, and by prey
venting many from becoming poor, such a system
would reduce the growing ihnimee betwixt* the
poor and the average American.

The Federal Goienunent and State and local
goventments have operated income emit enure
programs for many years. Before developing a
new system we mist leant the know of these
earlier programs designed to the poor. This
chapter mintaarians those lemons, A detailed
review of existing programs is included in
Appendix A

The Orbs of Eating Freiman
The existing system of income maintenance

penmen originated in the ikprestios of the
1930's when nsilions were miemployed. As it has
evolved mu 33 man, it has been based oa a
throe-pronged strategy of amylopsin*. social is-
snow, and Pubic Astiataisee. In our society the
great majority of people obtain their income and
social nuts through CloPIOYMent The OMNI'this amused that monetary and flied pdicies
would pomace sufficient employment at ade-
quate wages for most peovic, while education and
training programs would Aran Oben in develop-
ing their employment poundal. If than woe
enough jobs, adequate education would mime
young people a place its the labor force. In addi-
tion, a family or individual would need protection
*thug changes in the ullemPlurnent rate and
against the tripping losses of income when the
breadwinner rains, dies, or becomes disabled.

Reproduced from: Poverty *mid plenty: the amoricen paradox.The report of the
President's Commission on Income MaintenancePrograms, Nov. 1969.

Washington, U.S. Govt. Print, Off., 1969.p. 45-60, 65-75, 142-148.
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Maly, Public Asistance would be neems.uy
as a "Nsidssal poogram" to aid those considered
unable to enter the labor force.

This analysis gave birth to the Social Security
System, which provided partial income replace-

ment to workers and their families upon ret, e-
inem or death. More recently it has provided
in: nue to disabled workers and health insurance
for the aged. State Unemployment . laminate
programs were encouraged by Federal legisla-
tion to keep those who were brielly unemployed
from becoming eoupem The Public Assistance
system was constructed as an optional State pro-
gram, jointly financed tw all levels of governmast,

to provide aid for particular categories of the
poor: the blind, the aged, the disabled, and
dependent children and their guardians. Gen-
erally, able-bodied male workers were ineligible
for assistance under any of these programs.
Training and manpower programs have been
developed to increase the earning power of
employableshut only recently. Other transfer
programs have been created for special gimps
deemed deserving and in needuch as vet-
eransand a variety of subsidized goo and
services such as bussing, health, and food
have been made available to various income

groups.
The strategy behind the income maintenance

programs of the 1930's was aimed at the lack or
low of employment rather than directly at the
problem of poverty. Today, however, the con-
test of poverty and our view of it are vastly

different from that era. We have learned to
manage the economy so that catastrophic un-
employment no longer is a significant threat.
While the economic growth of recent decades has
multiplied vastly the output of the economy, we
have learned that a very substantial portion of

poverty and unemployment is chronic, beyond

the control of individuals or the influence of

rising aggregate demand. The American economy
holds the promise of continued economic growth,
a growth in which all Americans could share, but

in which some may not.
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In the mid-1960's as drosS was made to mount

a war on poverty; the main emphasis was placed
Social

and related pro-
income mink

fight the war with
old programs
wequirements,

every month an
=live Social

on programs to expand
service, training,
grams grew rapitBy. But on
111111Kr hunt we anentptoi to
old weapons. We sought to
by raising benefits, easing
and extending coverage.
the average, 24 million
Security cheeks, 10 million aio helped by Public

Assistance, and 1.1 million orals' Unemployment
Insurance benefits. But many the poor remain
=touched by any of these

Crifigne of Cenral*

We have done much to the poor in our
midst. But we have not reassaseicl our theories or
changed our program structure. We have not
developed a National program 1 which (1) pro-

mo:itvides economic security to all in need, not
just those in certain categories. (2) Prmicia aid
in an efficient, dignified, fashion, and

(3) preserves the incentives dist have provided
much of our unique growth a$ a Nation and as
individuak. The morns incrime maintenance
system has not succeeded for Several reasons.

,

l'ingrana roan ow t Uanseidayaide Poor

of an adequate National maintenance
One of the major obstacle} the development

program has been the rekittance to supplement

the incomes of employed and pot niaily employ-
able persons. We have assumed that the labor

market would provide such persons with sufficient

income. But many proem are at least intermit-

tently unemployed clue to troth cyclical and
structural lemons. In 1968, a good year in semis
of employment opportunities, monthly unem-
ployment averaged 2S marina prisons. During
the course of die year, a total of 11 =Man per-
sons experienced some period of unemployment.

The major program dealing with the tem-
porarily unemployed but employable person is

Unemployment Insurance. However, in 1968 this

'
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insurance did not psovide compensation for
nearly two-thirds of total unemployment because
of gaps in coverage and expiration of benefits.
Not only are payments limited to a specified
length of time, but Unemployment Insurance
benefit levels are low. In most State! they are
below the poverty level for families with children.

The program of .id to Families with Depend-
em Chi Itimn is aimed primarily at families with
absent or incapacitated fathers. An Unemployed
Father component of this program ( AFDC- UF)
can provide benefits to households headed by,
unemployed able-bodied men, but the eligibility
requirements Arc stringent. Only 25 States have
chosen to implement this program since its enact-
ment in 1961 and less than 100.000 familiesarc
benefiting from it.

In 1966 there were 2.6 million poor families
headed by nonagcd able-bodied men.' These men,
and their 10 million dependents, were excluded
from Federally-assisted Public Assistance, al-
though a few received locally-financed General
Assistance. That exclusion may have weeded out
a few potential malingerers and saved a few dui-

S Department of Health. Education, and Welfare,Office ,4 the ,Sisiolant Sri retarr Planning and EVANSPity St4SN. r4bisiatIONO, 1966

lass in the short not, but in the bag run it has
produced harmful social and economic effects.

The structure of existing welfare programs en-
courages the mato feigned break-up of poor fam-
ilies, since unemployed or poorly paid fathers gen-
erally must leave home if their families are to be-
come eligible for AFDC benefits. AFDC benefits
vary by family sire and provide a predictable if
low incense, while wages are subject to the
vagaries of a labor market cbsxacterized by disnin-
tatting nee4 tor low-slulled workers.

The employment potential of AFDC recipi-
entsand hence the rationale for treating them
.separately from working men and women- -is un-

ar. The employability of incapacitated AFDC
fathers obviously is limited. The education and
skill levels of many AFDC mothers severely limit
their employment opportunities in the current job
market, especially since the demand for low-
skilled workers has been declining, Partially be-
cause of this, provisions were enacted recently
which allow AFDC recipients to work and still
retain part of their grants.

While many AFDC recipients could increase
their total income from this provision, the em-
ployed poor and the employable poor are put at
a further disadvantage vis-a-vis welfare recipients.
These work incentives make increasingly frequent
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the inequitable situation in which a poor family
headed by an employed wadies may have signifi-
cantly lower income than as AFDC family which
the male had has deserted.

Thus, the lack of a program which aids west-
ing men and women not only creates economic
disincentives and moorages family breakup; it
also is socially divisive, because it is posialle for
the incomes of some aid recipients to aimed the
incomes of low earners of. the same family size.
The understandable resentment that has de-
veloped against welfare programs aometiones has
been inaerpated to mean that all efforts to assist
the poor are resented by the nonpoor and espe-
cially by the marginally noripoorwho have
somehow "made it on heir own." But moiety-
knee need not be the 'QOM' of this resentment.
Clearly, resentment can spring from a sense of
unfairness because programs reverse positions and
ranks in the income distribution for no justifiable
reason.

The potential for reversing positions in the in-
come distribution exists under the weliate system
because we have largely clung to the notion that
employment and receipt of welfare must be
mutually exclusive. This view is untenable in a
world where main, employable persons have
potential earnings below assistance payment
standards. In developing programs to eliminate
poverty, esclu.sion of the employable and the
working poor from categories aided by the Gov-
ernment would be justifiable only if all who
worked achieved adequate incomes. This is not
the case.

Sod 4 lossawator Emsrlib Depend an Earinsigs

Social insurance programs protect workers
and their families against the loss of earnings
from some of the hazards of industrial life. Each
social insurance plan is built around one of sev-
eral carefully specified risks that have been sill atti-

fed as potential interruptions to earnings. Old
Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance, Unem-
ployment Insurance, Workmen's Compensation,
and other forms of social insurance generally pay
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benefits bused on taming levels before employ-
ment is interrupted.

These programs have departed somartat from
attics Mumma principles became they abo pro.
vide benefits to some persons who have contrib-
uted link or nothing, and the ratio of bowfin to
contributions declines as the sire of contributions
Maraca. Despite this they do not pservide ade-
quate benefit levels for the very poor. They pay
adequate benefits only to those with strong labor
force attachments and relatively high earnings
records Became cligibiTity for social insurance is
related to employment, it cannot math effectively
thane who are poorest-Abase who have fleeting
or irregular labor farce tics. Mortover, low wage
eaters will receive low social insurance benefits.
The poor worker will become a poor beneficial,.
.nd the system's coverage is still denied to the
most poorly paid workers and to the poor who arc
nut employed at all.

Programs &ad Diforsed, rents Cahrtorks
ef Ale Poor

Federal assistance and social insurance pro-
grams are designed to provide aid to selected cate-
gories of the poor. Programs air designed to cover
only certain risks or to benefit only certain groups,
such as persons who are old, blind, or disabled.
veterans, and formes.

One consequence of this categorical apprasch
has been the exclusion from Public Anistance of
many who are unquestionably in need of help.
Part of this e-schnion has been by design, as in the
case of the employed or employable poor. Other
exclusions mutt because it is impossible to design
categories which can cover all cases of need, an-
ticipate the wide variety of human circumstances.
and change in response to new manifestations of
need. So, we exclude many and arbitrarily in-
clude others.

Similarly, it has proven impossible to spell out
and devise social insurance programs for all the
possible risks to earnings. While old age, death,
severe disability, and involuntary unemployment
are fairly obvious risks, otherssuch an partial
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mental and physical disorders--are not so obvi-
ous or so easily covered. ft is most difficult to de-
sign programs for those who cannot work due to
psychological disorders than for those with physi-
cal disabilities, although they may be equally
unemployabk.

Public Animate(' Programs Are Slam meal
Loaf haymow

Public Assistance was designed as a residual
program for Lux 1114oyalge persons which would
wither away in the fact of effective employment
and social insurance programs. Instead it has
grown increasing/1, larger. Employment has not
guaranteed commie security to workers. Social
insurance does not cover all workers, or provide
adequate benefits to those with inadequate earn-
ings. Thus, the primary burden of providing basic
economic security for many Americans has fallen
on Public Assistance programs. These respoissi-
Wicks car beyond those originally intended for
the programs

Public Assistant provida Federal matching
funds for State Public Assistance programs that
operate within loose Federal guidelines. The pro-
grams exist at State option, and the decision to
implement or ignore each of the various cash
assistance and service programs is kit to the
States. The Federal Government can provide
financial encouragement for participation, but it
cannot compel States to offer these programs.

This local option arrangement has consistently
thwarted efforts at National welfare reform. The
Federal administering agencies simply have not
been able to develop uniform practices and pm-
cedars in the 50 States. New administrative
guidelines may be Owed at the Federal level with
comparatively little information on how they will
be interpreted and instituted at lower levels ot
government. The multiplicity of governments
involved has made effective policy ecronlination
nearly impossible. The major power of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
for affecting State programs is the power to with-
hold funds. But the burden of such action falls
primarily on the poor rather than on the State,

so such a step never has beat taken. Hence, it is
not surprising, given resource motions at the
State level, that several of the more significant
welfare atoms in recent years have been the
mutt of coast decisions rather than Natioaal kg-
isiation or Federal administrative action.

Clearly, it * somewhat tnisleading to talk of
Public Assistance as a single set of program com-
ponents, since there are at least 50 State programs
with considerable intra-State variations. This
multiplicity of programs has several effects: pro-
gram benefits are generally low ; program cover-
age is restricted; alminisenttion * subject to local
discretion; and programs differ markedly born
State to State in benefit levels, program coverage,
and administrative practices.
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There MC wide differences both in the neat-
mem of needy individuals who fall into the state
categories -- because of variations in State benefit
levels -and in the treatment of needy persons in

diffewnt categories. Within the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children Program, in January
1969 for example, average grants per recipient
ranged from $10 per month ia Mirsinippi to $65

in Massachusetts. For Old Age Assistance the
range was from $36 per person monthly in Minis-

vippi to $115 in New Hampshire.
Average grants reflect the .variety of factors

taken into account by States in determining pay-
ment levels and eligibility. Among thew factors

are amounts of income from other sources and
family composition. The data below, however,
allow maximum payments for cases with no other
income under the various programs.

Moruormie MenitiV
Ira. if cilia

Lou sus. Hun slits

MpC parsons) $55 $332
MIX (6

(4
6 persons) OS 423

OAA (1 meson) to 182

These arc the amounts that would be paid if

the assistance unit had no other income. Six States

wt maximum AFDC payments for families of four

persons at a level almost identical with those for
single aged women under OM. One State actu-
ally pays the family leas. Differences in benefit
levels by State far exceed cost-of-living variations.
These programs dun act to accentuate rather than
to reduce the sharp differences in living standards

across this Nation.
The administration of Public Assistance stands

in marked contrast to other public programs such

as Social Security and the Federal personal in-

come tax. In both of those, administrators have
little discretion in dealing with individuals and
follow objective rules and procedures. The deter-
mination of eligibility, need, and grant levels in
Public Assistance on an individual case-by-case
basis gives a great deal of discretion to officials
at the lowest level. They have the power to inter
part regulations broad!y or narrowly, to give or

withhold anistasser. Moral fitness requirements
not characteristic of more impersonally run pro-

grams often are imposed, and administration of
the program may be harsh and stigmatiaing.
While such individual discretion is not misused
always or pertains even generally, the poiestial
for abuse and the way in wnicb this potential af-

fects Assistance dimes compels no to emphasise

here the types at problems we have encountered

in the synem.
Some recipients of Public Assistance have not

had sufficient access to information regarding the
rules which govern them or the benefits to which

they are entitled. In many areas, this infonnadon
has been systematically kept from them as well

as from the general public. Thus more stringent
interpretations of regulations may be inside in
times of budgetary immure. Various fonts of
coercion may be used to impose conditit*s on the
recipient of and Recipients mar be harassed by
investigators and their private lives may 'oe ex-

pawed to governmental scrutiny seldom found in

an open society.
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Pnwramm Novi* ffinseitts-in-ikiati

There are also governmental programs which
supplement low incomes through direct provision
of goods and services or subsidies to consumers.
The major in-kind programs provide subsidized
housing. health care. and food.

Federal housing programs reach low and
middle-income families through a number of
means, including public housing, mortgage in-
surance. rent supplements, and urban renewal.
The limited funds allotted to these programs have
restricted their scale. There are approximately
700.000 units of Public Housing, for munpk,
while the number of families potentially eligibk
as tenants exceeds seven million. These housing
programs require a basic financial capability if
families are to repay loafdespite very low in-
terest rates--or to pay rent--even subsidized.
modest. below-market rents. Hence, many of the
poorest families are excluded.

Two major programs assist families and in-
dividuals in paying for health care. The Medicare
program, enacted in 1965. provides medical care
benefits to those over age 65. Part A, under which
virtually the entire aged population is enrolled,
primarily covers hospitalization. Part 0, under
which approximately 90 percent of the aged arc
enrolled. rows enrollees $4 per month for coverage
of physicians' fees. Because cf deductifiles, co-
insurance formulas, limitations of benefits, and
non-coverage of out-of-hospital drugs, Medicare
pass onit 40 percent of the health care costs of
aged proems.

The Medicaid program assists States in furnish-
ing medical care under State Public Assistance
programs. Many of the poor are screened out of
the program due to stringent income tests and a
variety of State-imposed non-income eligibility
requirements. Medicaid covers a minority of low-
income persons, and generally does not provide
fully for even this group.

Two major programs have been developed to
subsidize food for low-income families: the Com-
modity Distribution program, which provides for
direct distribution of certain commodities, and

the Food Stamp program, which scar damps at a
discount to low-income families, with which they
can purchase food at commercial grocery stores.
Both programs give tow-income households an
opportunity to supplement their diet, but neither
program is designed to assure a participating
household of an adequate diet. Moreover, non-
food needs go unmet. These needs often dew per-
sons from buying stamps since outlays for stamps
tic up scarce dollars and may leave families un-
able to meet other needs, such as rent. Commodity
programs have been unpopular with recipients
breause the range of foodstuffs generally is limited
and many of the conmsodities are not very palat-
able. Both the Commodity and Food Stamp
programs are administered by local' welfare de-
partments and are governed by State Public As-
sistance eligibility requirements which exclude
many of the poor. These exclusions, plus the
reluctance or inability of many persons to buy the
Food Stamps, have limited program beneficiaries
to only one-fourth of the poor.

In-kind programs arc a response to both the
limitations of the marketwhich cannot always
make available an adequate supply of housing
and health services at low cost- -and the inade-
quate incomes of the poor. Government efforts
thus far have not compensated successfully
for either of these facton. Programs have been
funded at low levels, And responsibility for their
implementation and operation often rests with the
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Steam Hence, not all of the poor have been
reached. Many of the who have participated
have had their range of choice severely limited
by earmarked benefits. In-kind programs aimed
to supplement low ins-omes generally do so his
well than direct cash payments Fragrant. which
provide a money income suppienksit allow for
greater consumer choice, and permit greater flex-

ibility of family resources than governmental
programs which attempt to set family priorities
ar..4 allocate family resources. Moreover, we fed
that the market systems more efficient at disbar-
uting goods and services than direct govern-
mental distribution.

The Need la a New Propos
Although performing the bask functions for

which it was created, each of the component
programa of the existing income security system
has internal !laws. More *nib Andy, the overall
strategy which guided development of these pro-
grans is defective in conception. The airstrip
which this Nation has followed -relying on full
employment to pcuside adequate income to work-
ers and thek families, social insurance to main-
tain the incomes of workers forced out of their
jobs. and residual aid to those who are unemploy-
able .ha% faikd to eliminate poverty. And we do
not feel that it can.

In response to the clear failures of the existing
system, many proposals have been made for re-
forms within the framework of the existing sys-
tem. The Commission has reviewed the major
proposals for reform: guaranteed employment
programs, broadened coverage and higher bene-
fit wider Public Assistance and social insurance
programs, and the addition of children's allow-
Ames to the cy.tem. We have found these aftera.:'-

tives incapable of meeting the basic objectives of
noises al coverage, and fair and adequate treat.
merit. This review, summarized here, is discussed
more fully. in Appendices A and B.

Earphone.* and Training Program
It is often amens-if that the labor market could

provide adequately (or those who are employable,

if people could only be placed in the proper job*.
That simple improvements in Public Asionace
and social insurance programs easily could dim-
inset residual poverty. job-oriented proposals in-
clude expanding training and employment pro"
grans, =king the Government the "employer
of last mart," providing employment subsidies
to private industry.

The fundamental limitations in relying on the
labor market tO provide income for "employ-
abks" are the cs cal d structural probknis
noted carrier whit, h keep many people out of
work, at least temporarily. We have not been able
to regulate the economy well enough to raise the
level d aggregate demand and to increase em-
ploy-mast to a high level without bringing unac-
ceptably high inflation.

Employers readily acknowledge that the con-
cept of "employable" varies with the number of
applicant* for vacancies. In periods of high unem-
ployment, hiring standards rue and employers
me quite selective, while standards fall is peri-
ods of low unemployment But many people re-
main unemployable even at low unemployment
rates because of their low education levels, tack
of skills, or poor health. Some may have prison
records or debts that make them difficult to place
in jobs.

Programs that integrate the hard-core unem-
ployed into the labor force can and do wort, but
they are expensive and slow. Currently, such pro-
grams are reaching only a few huothed thousand
of the poor annually. It has been estimated that
reaching all of the employable poor who could
benefit firms manpower services and training
would require making these services available to
1 1 million persons. Even if funding levels of these
programs were increased substantially, training
and manpower programs must be viewed as long-
term solutions. Moreover, the effectiveness, of such
programs is contingent on the ready availability
of jobs for those receiving training.

To guarantee employment directly for all

potential candidates at the minimum wage would
require creating some nine million jobs. Such a
count of action would coat $16 billion, and still
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might leave millions poor, since ernploymast
the minimum wage would not remove larger
familia from below the poverty line. Government
employment pro rams an a more modest scale,
without a general guarantee of a job .-would
omit many more.

The lam regarding employment and ernplov-
ment programs fly in the face of the frequent
assertion that anyone wining and able to work
can earn a decent living. Improvements M edu-
cation and human resource development pro,
grams contribute to long run solutions, and they
help redress previous deprivations, but they do
not help those in poverty now. And programs
predicated on employment, such as the social
insurance prognuns, cannot ease greatly the finan-
cial plight of prawns who have not aperienced
steady employment at high wages.

These observations have led is to conclude
that employment approaches alone cannot pro-
vide a ratisfactory sole basis for a general eco-
nomic security system, and are not fundamental
alternatives to income supplement programs.
Employment-oriented programs and innime
maintenance programs must he viewed as
complementary.

Ssntal Isisunasior &for=
Instead of creating a new comprehensive pro-

gram f maintaining the income of the poor,
have been made for broadening

the social insurance system to include more of
the poor. Among the changes suggested are
"blanketing-in" under Social Security the aged
who are not efigibic on the basin of their own
.contributions, increasing minimum benefit keels
to provide adequate incomes for low-wage gawps,
extending unemployment benefits in periods of
high unemployment, and creating new kinds of
"insurance** to increase the coverage of present
programs

Some of these proposals are motivated by a
desire to provide more adequate income to the
nerdy persons who are similar to the insured but
who never have earned coverage. Unfortunately,
many of these proposals would weaken further

the link bona:is contributions and benefits, a
link which has earned broad public support for
the social insurance programs.

In any case, broadened social insurance would
perform an antipoverty function far leas efficiently
than programs which pay benefits on the basis
of need. Social insurance benefits generally are
related to past earnings in covered employment
rather than current need. Any increase is benefits
made with the objective of helping needy bene-
ficiaries would result in a high proportion of that
increase going to the nonpoor. Attempts to help
the poor by broadening eligibility mean that aA
mnnbers of some population categorysuch as
the aged are brought in regardless of need.

There is a role for improvements in and expan-
sion of social insurance coverage, as we will note
in Chapter 6. llut we must also consider the need
that would remain.
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Weffrers Mann
The lack of programs to aid the played and

ensployabk poor is one of the &fide's-
( id Of the existing welfare system. wel-

fare benefits are clearly inadequate is Suites,
broken families may receive more AFDC
than families headed by fully men re
crier from earnings. Reforming the are sys-

tem by establishing minimum Na standards
for the misting categories would even
higher incomes to families headed by
women than can be earned by dimities

hiaded by a working man or This in-
equity would hr greaten in the Star with the
lowest .'SFDC payments, where pa would

have to rise with Federal payments,
and where' wage scales are low.

It has been proposed, for essurspk that a floor
under AFDC be csatilished at per month
net income for a woman with f children. In
poor States, the net earnings of in laborers are

lest than this amount, and their cm may

he unstable and uncertain. For families of

such workers, AFDC would a better basis
for economic security than relyi on the earn-
ings of the father. Nationally, are millions

ol families headed by both men and women with
earnings below welfare standards, and who are
ineligible for assistance. This inequity exists under
pretest programs and would be worsened by rais-
ing AFDC benefits without supplementing earn-
ings of noareccipients.

In recognition of this, a new Federally-assiated
category of General Anistance sometimes has
been proposed. Such aaristance, if extended to
persons outside the mining categories, inch.
employed male heads of family and single indi-
viduals, could allow more uniform and equitable;
coverage of all the poor.

Ahlrosigh these and other reform might help
many people, they would have a limited effective.
new because of the Federal-State nature of wel-
fare programs. The Federal Government could
not easily require all States to adopt a new pro-
gram, equalise payments among program cate-
gories, employ consistent and sinsplified Ildminito-
muive techniques, or provide adequate benefits.
And the States that do not adopt the program
create additional problems for those that do. If
one goal trif an income maintenance policy is com-
plete and equitable coverage of the poor regard-
lest of location, then the administration, choke of
benefit leveh, and especially the decision as to
whether to institute the programs, cannot be kft
to the States.

Currently, the administration of welfare pro-
grams imposes a major burden on State and local

governments. A reformed welfare system would
tiave a much larger caseload, since coverage
would be expanded. Yet the present welfare sr
tern is already an administrative morass. Com-
petent caseworkers are in short supply, and the
volume of paper work is enormous. No system of
expanded coverage could be launched without
providing for simplified administrative methods.
greater efficiency, and more impersonal, rational-
ized procedures.

Conelnsion

Employment and training programs, social in-
surance, and State welfare programs continue to
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hone significant rotes to play in niainte.
nonce. But they arc of limited WC in an
income floor for all of the poor in an el:mita*
and efficient manner. There is a prated need for
cash grants in income maintenance than we have
acknowledged in the put. Such cash Oats are
most appropriately financed and admin.:tied by
the Federal Government Co assure universality
and uniformity of coverage.

In short, we have concluded that:
Requiring low-income hours-holds to sup-

port themselves from earnings creates gross
inequities because every abk-bodied aduk has
not been assured of opportunities to develop
skins tufty, and to find employment.

I

Social insurance programs that are Caminp-
related cannot be expected to make payments
on the basis of need to those whose earnings

have been very low if those who finance these
programs are to be truly insured against threats
to their income.

The sole eligibility test for Mae requiring
income not available from employment or
social insurance should be a test of income
need. Afeshhership in a particular demographic
category should not be a condition for aid.

Paymans must be structured in such a way
as to provide financial incentives to work, and
to limit incentives for family tweak-up. Pn:
tiding proper incentives efiminates the need to ,
allow subjective evaluation of applicant!, and
for allowing adosininnitive discretion in grant-
nig

Those in need should receive a basic cads
income floor administered and financed by the
Federal Govanment.
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norspoor. Mart of the poor want to work. They
*ant to improve their potential and to he trained
for better jobs. Like mast Americans, the poor
would like to do something with their lives beyond
merely rubsiaing. By providing them with a basic
system of income support, we pros ide them with
an opportunity to do these things.

Exaggerated fears of massive work disincentise
effects often have influenced discussions of income
maintenance. Though these effects could be
important, our fears should not lead us to forget
the (rippling effects of poverty. Men and women
who are poor cannot afford to take risks. They
are seriously impeded in making plans. They usu-
ally are precluded from accepting opportunities
that require the investment of time or money.
Most of their time and energies are absorbed in
survival on a day-to-day basin Once the poor arc
auesaul a minimum stable income, they will be
in a much better position to use other antipoverty
programs. Education, job training, and employ-
ment counseling can lie expected to operate more
successfully on persons who have a base of eco-
nomic stability on which to build, It is unrealistic
to expect these programs to be utilized effectively
lry persons whose basic incomes are inadequate.
uncertain, and unstable, And to require people to
enter such programs as a orereqiiisite for income
support is unnecessary, We have noted that exist-
ing training programs generally are oversub-
scribed with volunteers. links jobs were abun-
dant and the training programs had adequate
capacity, any requirement that unemployed recip-
ients of income support accept training would be
meaningless. The Commission believes that mar-
ket incentives and not compulsion should be the
his for accepting both employment and training.

Because the recommended program would
make payments to all in proportion to their need,
financial incentives to alter family composition
would be reduced sharply. With payments as ail-
.stlic to male-beaded families with low income.
the strong inc cntise for family splits inherent in
.1FDC would be mitigated. Similarly. payments
would be available to families and individuals
without children, thereby removing inequities

between childless couples in nerd and families
with children in need who may currently be eligi-
ble for AFDC.

Programs Tastsfees

The recommended plan would increase net
Federal budget coats by an estimated $7 billion
in 1971. if States which currently. make assistance
payments above the recommended initial level of
the Federal program made supplementary pay-
ments to current recipients up to their current
standards, State and local spending would be
reduced by one billion dollars. .111 estimated 28
States would not have to make supplementary
payments to recipients of AFDC since their pay-
ment levels are below or about equal to the fere!
of the new Federal program.

Thus, the estimated net added cost of the rec-
ommended program to all levels of Government
would be $6 billion in 1971. This amount is the
increase in the disposable income of the 10 million
households receiving payments under the plan.
Five billion dollars of increased income would be
received by the estimated eight million house-
holds poor prior to receiving payments, and the
remainder by Imuseholds somewhat atone the
poverty line, Cher one million householdswould
be removed from poverty, while all of the poor
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pervade the poor with incentives to work and to
increase earnings, the failure to offer job oppor-'
tunnies and employment services would be a seri-
ous omission. By helping low-wage workers, the
unemployed, and the not in the labor force,
strengthened manpower programs could de-
crease the cost of the income support program,
and could play a major role in eliminating pay-
env, Mariner, such programs are needed not
only for the poor, but also for the nonpoor who
must adapt to continuously changing technology
and labor market requirements. Thus, continued
development and growth of programs that assist
individuals to increase earnings is an essential
feature of a broad economic security system

Laker Deswassi

The success of manpower programs requires
«isthmian strong market demand for the serv-
ices of program graduates, and for the low-
skilkd in general. Such labor market conditions
arc most likely to cock in a full-employment econ-
omy. Ca' wisequentls, the Commission recomnwnds
continued pursuit of fiscal and monetary polices
which ensure the steady growth of employment
opportunities within the contraints imposed by
the goal of reasonable price stability, The Com-
mission also recamiwnds that both general eco-
nomic policy measures and specific manpower
programs increasingly be directed at reducing
inequality of empkryment opportunity. Such
recommendations arc not novel or original, but
they arc worth repeating since they are vital to
the creation of a successful program of income
generation and maintenance.

Coordissatios said Ratiossalisatioss of
kfarspowor Programs

Greater coordination and integration at all
les cis of government

are necessary for the succeen
of manpower

programs. The multiplicity of Fed-
eral funding sources, for example. encourages in-
efficiency and competition among agencies at the
Federal level and among programs at the local

Manpower and training programs are rela-
tively new, and their effeetivenesshas been varied.
Future development of these programs should be
more nuernatic and coordinated. This will re-
quire careful planning and evaluation. It seems
desirable to van responsibility for funding, plan-
ning, coordinating, and evaluating all such pro-
grams in one Federal agency.

Similar coordination is equally desirable at
the local level where potential users of services
come into contact with a multiplicity of agencies
offering a wide range of services. Local opera-
tions should seek to establisha single point of con-
tact between the user and the source of all
manpower services. Thus, at one location, an Indi-
vidual's training needs could be determined and
he could be directed to the relevant services, such
as testing, skill training, placement, relocation as-
sistance, and the like. The potential benefit. 01
operating local manpower service distribution
programs in conjunction with local facilities
providing other social services also should be
investigated.

Trailer' se wed Wank JO/winces Programs
At present, training and work experience pro-

grans are major components of the United
States manpower system. Pnagrants based on the
work experience concept provide the participant
with useful paid employment and some training,
but are designed primarily to instill good work
habits and motivation. Although experience with
these programs is limited, the available evidence
seems to indicate that training-oriented programs
produce greater benefits relative to cost than do
those programs based on the work experience
concern. While education, training, and work ex-
perience basic-ally complement one another, the
apparent inferiority of the last leads the Commis-
sion to fay or reallocation of limited fund, toward
on-the-job training and institutional training
programs.

Participants in institutional training programs
generally arc p.dd a training allowance- -which

a fonts of income support. Recipients of income
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support under our proposed program should be
encouraged to accept training to improve their
earning rapacity. Training allowances for those
enrolled in institutional programs should be dis-
regarded in calculating both income supplements
and income tax liabilities. This will provide a
strong incentive to enter and to complete institu-
tional training programs

join ire ihs Public Sr der
This country has experienced a rapid growth in

the demand for public soviets which has caused
a shortage of trained professionals to dispense
these services. This in turn is creating a rich source
of future empkyment opportunity for subpro-
tensional workers at all levels ,of government.
Many of these positions could be filled by train-
ing persons who are presently untrained and
unskilled. To achieve this, however, special em-
phasis must be placed on the redefinition of jobs
and the creation of new entry level **trainee" posi-
tions in government. Such a change in govern-
mental job structures can be accomplished
through a program patterned after the New
Careers and the Jots in the Business Sector pro-
grams. A Jobs in the Public Sector program annul -

taneously might satisfy the projected demand for
subprofessionals and provide socially productive
jobs for many persons otherwise lacking opportu-
nities for self - improvement.

Too little is known about the proper ways to
utilize the government as an employer to enable
us to make specific program recommendations
However, large -scale experimental programs and
pilot projects of more than token dimensions
should be undertaken to help develop the knowl-
edge and data needed to evaluate the long-run
potential of such programs.

The Training and Employment Service
The Federal Government can make a substan-

tial contribution to the ureal antipoverty effort
by helping to improve the labor rmaket position
of disadvantaged groups. By undertaking this task
the United States Training and Employment

Service (formerly the United States Emplonnenc
Service) not only could aid disadvantaged groups
but could increase the efficiency of the entire labor
market by pro siding more and better informa-
tion to those demanding and supplying labor.

To insure that the quality of services is en-
hanced and to improve cooperation among local
and regional offices of the TES, the Commission
recommends that the operation of the TES be
Federalized. The funds are prinided fully by the
Federal Government already, but little control or
supervision is exercised over these programs and
the same variations that appear in Public Assist-
ance programs exist in operations of local em-
ployment and training offices. Expansion of such
operations. unless accompanied by reforms, would
make these variations worse.

Other specific TES rdorms which the Com-
mission endorses are as follows:

Outreach programs that find the hidden
unemployed should be expanded.

Testing and counseling should be developed
to deal with the population they are supposed
to serve. 'rests designed for middle-class white
persons have not been appropriate for use with
Blacks or Puerto Ricans, for example.

Betides counseling, testing, and refenat of
applicants, the TES should provide relocation
aid --cash aid as well as counseling and
follow-up services.

.1ttempts to induce employers to register
job vacancies with the TES should be

increased.
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Equal Esvpivrwoost 00"wtoessity

Federal action against discrimination can help
make the labor market a more viable means
for minority group members to escape poverty.
Unemplin mem, underemployment, and lowwagesall prime causes of poverty- -often arc
rooted in discrimination.

While urging strenuous action on behalf of
equality of opportunity in the labor market, the
Commission specifically recommends more vigor-
ous enforcement of antidiscrimination chums in
Federal contracts. In addition, the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity C.orsimieslion should be
given the power slaw cease and desist ordas
when evide...e of discrimination is in:covered in
its investigations.

Caschreins

Perham thr most important point to note when
reviewing numpoiver programs in the United
States is that they are relatively new and in many
cases experimental. The potential Yalue to society
of an efficiently functioning Manpower system is
unquestioned; it is the proper role of individual
programs within the system which mint be deter.
mined. This can best be achieved by continuing
exprrimental programs along with expanding
operational programs that have proven success-
ful. Consequendy the Conuninion veconunends
that on-going experimentation and innovation
within the system be encouraged. Continued re-view and evaluation of these programs with a
perspective broader than that of any particular
agency if required.

Total costs that might be added by expansion
in these program areas would depend on the
scope and expansion of services offered. Increased
services in these alma are clearly justified. Solong as we requite people to earn =a of their
incomes, we must panicle them with access to
employment opportunities. And as long as pat-
terns of labor demand shift over time, individu-
als. regardless of whether poor or not--must be
Pluvitied with opportunities to adapt to those
changing demands.
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Social buswance Ihvgneass

The major Federal social insu
have been stretched to
absence of a general income
Their are several changes which
in conjunction with the inauguration of
income supplements.

OASDI Objective*

programs
for the

Phut
made

The present Old Age. Survive-ire, and Disability
Insurance program ( OASDI) seeks simultane-
oath to provide a minimum adequate incase for
beneficiaries, to preserve earlier living standards
of beneficiaries, and to require contributors to
pay the costs of anticipated benefits. These objec-
tives are not fully consistent.

To provide an adequate retirement income
through this program, a minimum benefit mtnt
be established which may have to be quite units-
lated to an individual's contributions or prior
earnings. To preserve an individual's standard
of living, benefits must be related to the mast
recent earnings of the inured worker which are
usually his highest earninp. But equity in a con-
tnlnstory system requires that benefits paid be
related to onstributions made over the entire
working career, although benefits determined on
this basis can be adjusted as general earnings
levels change. The effort to provide a minimum
adequate income in the OASDI program distorts
the relationship between benefits and contribu-
tican or earnings. This is particularly trite in the
care of dependents' allowances for wives, who are
=tided to an amount equal to 50 percent of their
husbands' OASDI benefits. For husbands with
identical average earnings, a couple in which the
wife never has worked may receive the same haw-
fits as a couple in which the wife has worked and
paid OASDI taxes, because the working wife's
earnings record may entitle her to an earned
benefit less than she is entitled to automatically
as the wile of an O.%SDI contributor. Depend-
ents' allowances unrelated to contrilnitions are
jurtifiable if the objective of the program is to
provide a minimum adequate living standard.
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Dependents' allowances paid on this basis are,
however, a departure from principles of individual

equity.
The absence of a good alternative income

maintenance migrant to assure alt households a

minimum income has been partly responsible for

the introduction of redistributive elements into

this program to meet social goals inconsistent with

the cone opt of earnings-relined social insurance.

Once a universal income maintenance program
has teen established to assure all howeltokis

minimum adequate income, the Commission rec.-

OSTIMCMS that benefit formulas under the 0.iSDI
program be rea.swssed to remove thaw features

that reflect attempts to mlistribute income to

than in presumed need. The C.omtnission also

recommends that the Social Security .dvisory
Council consider change- in the structure of

0.Sal benefits which would be required upon

adoption d a unit mat income maintenance

program.

Unringdaysenst besainsises

Our recommended income supplement plan is
designed primarily to aid the low-income or inter-
mittent worker, those chronically unemployed or
unable to work, and those not in the labor force.
This plan should not be impacted to meet the
needs of short-term unemployed workers or to
provide for other emergency cash needs. linem-
ployrnent Insurance should continue to provide

short-term income protection for many people,
including thaw whose income would be too high
to qualify for income supplements. In any case
this social insurance program exerts a significant

stabilizing effect on the economy by supporting
purchasing power in periods of darkening
demand.

As noted earlier, however, Unemployment in-
surance programs are hampered by major gaps in
worker coverage and by low benefit level in many
States. To achieve a comprehensive income main-

tenance system the Commission recommends
that Unemployment Insurance be estenckd and

expanded to accomplish the following goals:
Provide brooks coverage of wage and salary

workers. Protection of income during short
periods of involuntary unemployment for per-
sons at al income levels is importaut to the
workers and to the economy. A large part of
the labor force should not be denied coverage.

Provide more equitable treatment of the un-
employed among all the States. As with Public
Assistance. State variation is a problem in this
essentially Federal program. National mini-
mum standards for the determination of efigi-
bility and disqualification rules, weekly benefit
amounts, and duration of benefits, would elimi-

nate this problem.
Provide benefit kvds which adequately re-

place income during short-term unemployment
for all covered workers,

Cash Transfer Progpranss

Cate pricid Public Assigns/ or
Public Assistance, by default, has developed

into a means of supplementing r.hronie low in-
comes of certain groups. As the major program
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providing cash benefits bailed on nerd, its ppm in
coverage and admirastrative difficulties have
come under sharp criticism. But efforts to reform
the system have been impeded by the fact that
it is easentially a State-option program.

The Commission recommends that Federal
participation in existing Pubtx Assistance pro-
grams be terminated. In many Stab, currant
Public Assistance benefit levels exceed the pro-
posed Federal income supplement program. The
Commix:at feels that these States should con-
tinue to pay supplementary benefits up to current
standards with their own funds, Because the Fed-
eral Government dinxdy pays 100 parent of the
costs of a bask income support program, States
will save an estimated $1 billion of what they
would spend for Public Assisunce, even if they
supplement Federal payments up to current wel-
fare standards for curient recipients. All of the
States that would pay supplementary benefits
would still have reduced demands on their own
funds.

If it appeared likely that some States might
reduce benefits from current let*, Federal
matching funds could be continued until the level
of the direct Federal income supplement program
reaches adequate levels. We do Ida think such
matching is needed or desirable, however. The
same factors that have led some States to adopt
high standards can be expected to result in Con-
tinuation of their current levels. And those States

inadequate progrants probably would not
wish to supplement the Federal program even
if matching funds were available. One objective
is to replace ffie existing categorical Public As-
sistance system, and more the Iced of benefits
under the Federal program towards adequacy.
Federal funds should be applied towards this
objective rather than be used to extend the
:Wilk Arista:ice program.

A Now Pr to of Temporary Aeriaanee

We are aware that Federal withdrawal front
Public Assistance means that some States with
benefit levels below those of the new Federal

prognun may abandon many of their current
programa. In those States, current samistance re.
cipients still would be better aft under the new
Federal program than they were under the
previous State programs. But abandonment of
these programs may kite unprotected those peo-
ple who have exceptional emergency needs or
who suffer a sudden large drop in income, For
such people, the Federal income supplement
program cannot extend aid as rapidly and as Km
itively as a locally- administered assistance pro-
gram. Locally-operated programs to provide "in-
stant aid" are needed for those with suddennerds

To encourage the development of such pro -
grams on a State basis, we recommend that the
Fedend Government should participate finan-
cially in State programs that meet the following
criteria:

The program must be noneategorical, cov-
ering all persons without demographic or other
distinctions.

Assistance should be based on a simple test
which takes into account income and assets.
States providing short-term aid would be re-

quired to provide such aid to all persons in need.
imposition of work requirements for employabk
persons might be appropriate since a short -term
emergency aid program at even a low level would
be vulnerable to abuse.
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The Federal' Government would reimburse the
State* for 50 percent of the special assistance
benefits paid to each individual, up to the basic
benefit level of the Federal income supplement

program. Thus, the Federal Government would
contribute to State programs only to the extent
that they are short-term in nature. Individual,
with ineornes exceeding the guarantee levelof the

&demi, income supplement program would be

ineligible for supplementation from a Federally-
financed State entergency assistance program.

Estimated total cost of such a program would

be $600 minion, of which the Federal share

would be $300 million.

laeousesin-Kind Programs

The enactment of a cash income supplement
program would not allow the Federal GOVall

merit to drop most income-in-kind programs

immediately. Some of these programs could be

phased out in time, while others might be con -

tinned and improsed in order to meet bask social

needs.

Homin'
There is a shortage of adequate housing avail-

able to the poor. Only a small percentage of the

poor are served by present housing programs.
Since any significant reduction in the costs of

construction and occupancy because of techno-

kigical deseklintents is ill take some time, Federal

subsidies will remain necessary to bridge the gap
between marketplace costs for standard housing

and prices that lower-income families can afford

to pay.
This Commission concurs with the analyses

and recommendations of both the President's
Committee on Urban Housing and the National

Commisvion on Urban Problems. Construction
of more subsidized low-income housing through

the private lector is necessary. and is preferable

to more public housing projects.
For the immediate future, large-scale Govern-

:rem ins olvement in housing programs is essen-

tial to complement the bask income supplement

plan. White additional income would enable

more poer families to obtain somewhat better
housing in the private market, it is likely that con-

tinued direct Government action will he required

until there is significant improvement and expan-

sion of the housing supply.

Health Programs
Government fteale% care programs will con-

tinue to be needed to promote the well -being of

both the poor and nonpoor. The poor cannot
afford private health care, and !len with ade-

quate incomes they would be unable to meet
high nonrecurring costs of major illnesses with-

out aid. Moreover, scarce disability and illness

force many families into poverty, the health of
the nonpoor is also a vital concern. Thus, health

care programs cannot be supplanted by cash

income support.
Existing health care programs have inherent

structural flaws: they are categorical, providing
free or subsidized medical care to some but not

to all who are in equal need, Moreover, Medicare

and Medicaid do not meet allot the needs of those

eligible for assistance. The ranting programs are

dependent ultimately on an industry which has

lacked the capacity to meet large increases in the

demand for its services. Medicare and Medicaid

have reduced the financial burden of obtaining

adequate health care for many of the aged and

the poor. But these programs have raised the cost

of health care for many other people. Ily enabling

the poor for the first time to purchase adequate

health care, the prices of a relatively fixed supply

of health care services have been bid up; it is the

nearpoor who have been hurt most by this

process.
Complete health care coverage is an elusive

concept. Veer few insurance programs come close

to providing it, ahhough in several States Medi-

caid promises such care. Hoipital insurance, the

most widely held form of protection. generally

does not reser the full costs of catastrophic ill -

nesses. Because the poor and near-poor lac Is access

to private coverage more frequently than other

4.11.4
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mot groups, they are most vuineishie to the
;axial hazards of major inlICAlet. Medicaid has
t protected them adequately and cannot do so
shout expenditures much higher than the cor-
ns level, I% hik Medicare has paid for much of
e hospital and post-hospital confinements of the
kr*, the bard. it of drugs and physician fees
II rests largely with them. For the elderly poor.
e $4 monthh premium for medical insurance,
affiled wits deductibles and drug costs. is a
sere burden. In only a few Stater are these
'minims paid fax the aged poor by welfare agen-
ts.

Meeting basic income needs of the poor will
duct their health care problems somewhat. But
*is still not increase immediately the supply of
raid) services orcover the costs of short-term and
atastrophic illnesses, two problems which plague
ooh the poor and the nonpoor. These problems
nil the role the Government should play in *oh
o( them are of great importance. This Corr-
ugation has not developed a specific program to
mist in the financing of medical care. But me
tel that such programs are needed, and memo.
rtend that the Administration complete the
ladies now underway to develop them.

70dd Programs

The Food Stamp and COmmodity Distribution
irograms, unlike other in-kind programs, could
se replaced easily by a well-designed cash tram.
or plan. These programs supplement incomes but
Jo so much less efficiendy and with km consumer
.hoice than direct cash transfer programs; they
mpxwe living standards only by increasing food
nsurnption. So long as total income remahis in-
adequate. there will be a tendency for recipients
".either to substitute free food for their former food
purchases or to eschew any food program which
requires a fixed outlay for food and hampers their
ability to adjust expenditures to meet other famil
nerds. Normal market channels are efficient sup-
pliers of food products. Government intervention
is not net essary to assure a supply of food for low-
itICINTW households king as those households arc
abk to afford market prices.
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We recommend that special food programs that
provide food to poor families and individual- -
Surplus Commodity Distribution and Food
Stamp- -he phased out with the introduction of
a program diereses suppkrnenting cash income.

Social Services

For the past 30 rars, Government has been
the principal scarce of a contintudly expanding
range of social sees ices which are provided to the
nonpoor as well as the poor. Some services are now
part of Public Amistanoe programs, while mans
others are provided under a variety of auspices.

It is difficult to deal with this area because of
the lack of an adequate definition of services. Cur-
rent programs add little to our knowledge: most
of the activities labeled soviets under Public As-
sistance, for exampk, are actually closely related
to program administration.

There are three general types of social services.
rust, there arc services of a surrogatenature, such
as homemaker *mica or d4 care, aged at en-
hancing an individual's ability to function socially.
The second type of social services are informa-
tional and referral activities which attempt to
establish a link between an individual's need and
existing community services such as legal aid,
housing, and medical assimance. Finally, there
are clinical social services, which include pay-

chologis al, psychiatric, and casework counseling.
The Commission feels strongly that all three

tines surrogate, informational. and clinical
have to be provided as a necessary complement to
an efficient and effective income maintenance
system. But the delivery of services should not be
attached to income support. Useful service; should
be justified on their own merits.

Sery ices cannot be a substitute for adequate
incomes; they cannot pay rent or buy food for a

poor family. Yet Public Assistance programs ire-
quendy have offered sets ices in lieu of adequate
benefit levels. Moreover, grants too often have re-
quired the acceptance of social services. This
reduces or eliminates the trust and confidence be-
tween professional social worker and client which
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04 essential for surcessful social service work. Corn-
filiV.1011 menthes were Mimi:toed by the testimony

of both social workers and diem which pointed
out that the utility of social services often has been
impaired In the link with cash inc omc support.

The Commission recommends the adoption of
a new systrin of Federal grant-in-aid programs
to rinaribute needed social services equitably
throughout the Nation, but which does not allow
these services to he used as sof isolates for adequate

benefits revs desires for coercion and social «m -
trot cif the poor. To accomplish this

Kerr-its of social services must tx: voluntary
CSi CM for refitt," MiliCh arc inherently iner-
t n 0 and whit h are imposed through due proc
4'4 of law. stub as probation or parole.

Esperintentation with different forms of or-
ganizatin and &goers s:stents including
creme t souther. to mipientl to allow them to
{ house the sets it es they wish to purchase and
to r /loose the .uppher 4,1 those services- should
he encouraged and funded by the Federal
;in ailment

The Commission believes that oast income is
the print4ry instrument for the erratum of

°mimic sec unity : hcnyever, cash is a necessary

lit not a tiffic (CM Ift,iftliTICIlf lit a COMM< /4 in-

dustrialized six rely some low-income citizens are
lincfcredur ated. inesperiem cd, overwhelmed. and
defeated. V. a result. they may he explcsted. de,
me:med. and disc rinonated against by institutions
w tin h should I ic ..er.rg t hem.

The Commission has found that many of the
poor have v unit acme to infomuttion. Tbey

have never I what rights they have by
law, how to find rgains on food, where to ob-
tain free medical nice. Programa tailored to
provide int< irmat . education. and even str:c ific

assistance such as legal defense) would help the
poor better to utilize and to increase their limited

resources.
We were struck by the overwhelming array of

places poor people must go for the services they
need. Often the various an ice agencies are far
from one another and from the poor neighbor-
hoods, to get there clients must award consider.
able tine, energy', and money. The Commission
reek this sit cation omit be remedied.

We recommend that the bask services pros Ord
through Federally- .tided programs be included in
multi- purpose urban neighborhood sem ice centers
which would pros idea single location from which
social services could be disposed. These neighbor-
hood service centers also could provide informs.
bon and referral services, have outlets for man-
power programs, and, provide space for clinical

services.
These recommendations could be financed ini-

tially with the $500 million that the Federal Gov-
ernment now spends for administration, services,

and training in Public Assistance programs.

Other Programs

Problems of adult poverty today largely reflect
the failure of programs that dealt with children
cesterdas. 'Ilse children of the poor tend to re-
main pour themselso as the cycle of poverty -

cones increasingly dais ult to break. America's

traditional piths out of poverty are lecoming
harder to follow as unskilled jots disiappear and

the !meth of time required fur education and

training for decent jobs emends beyond the abilitv

id poor families to absorb the costs,'
lVc have seen that sr n 'K es .1%ail.shic to the poor

trod to be inferior whether in health. education.

If welfare. The poor base the worst nutrition.
noir c ticktrer eerxratfy go 11) w hock tat are run
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down, poorlv maintained, lack supplies and facili-
ties. Often these sctwols arc staffed by teachers
who are unable to find assignments in better
wheals.

To ensure creatrr opportunity for poor children
to tweak the cvs k Hof poverty. we must direct pro-
:trams to their nerds. In part this means taking a
new kok at the failures of health, education, and
welfare programs. Specific, recommendations in
this area are beyond the scope of this Commis-
itorrq charter. We merely note that for a lontrun
solution to problems of poverty, the root causes of
inadequate earning potential must he desk with

Government programs.

Day Care for Ckatinni

The Commission has considered programs to
provide des <are to the children of working
mothers. Such programs are important and
worthy of discussion. The tone of current public
debate is disturbing, however. Much of this debate
has been fox used on providing places to put chil-
dren so that mothers on welfare can work. It
is often proposed that day care be provided with
the stipulation that mothers must accept work or
training. The Commissirm cannot recommend
cstemise provision of day care for this purpose be-
came it is conk-. narrowly conceived, and coer-
rise, Unless porch custodial sarc is to lie offered,

35-632 0 - 84 - 18

costs are quite high. Head Start program cow,
excluding capital cools, provide a benchmark for
estimating the cos of enriched care on a full -day,
full-sear basis for three to five-year old children.
to 1968 theses uses were approsinuitely $1,700 per
child, For children under three costs are higher
because a greater aduk-ui-cbild ratio is necessary.
The potential eaminp of most AFDC mothers
are not much more than the cost of day care for
one childbut most such mothers have more than
one child.

In 1967, 33 percent of children receiving
:%FDC were under 6. Thus it would cost $2.7
billion to provide there children with day care. If
the half million mothers responsible for these 1.6
million children could work all year at the mini-
mum wage, their total receipts would be only $1.6
billion, The rt cost to society of providing day
are for dependent children under 6 alone would

amount to $1 .1 billion to accomplish uncertain
goals.. full-scale program for all poor mothers
would le <len more costly,

The Commission dislikes the coercion involved
in requiring poor mothers to work regardless of
their *kilts, abilities, and desires. The Commiaion
therefore rejects the notion that day care should
be provided so that women on welfare can be
required to work.

Whik the costs of providing enriched day
Care ace fortnidabk, we recognize that many
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women now work and many other women
strongly desire to do so, including both welfare
recipients and nonsecipients. We recommend ef-
forts to develop adequate day cart facilities for
children at lower cost which could he avaiiabk
on an abilisy-topay basis. Pilot projects and ea-
minima in this area would be. very useful.

If day care is regarded as an important child
development opportunity, then programs for
young children an be seat in a universal exten-
sion of the concept of public education. This
concept is worthy of exploration but detailed
recommendations are beyond the scope of this
Commission's respormibilities.

Fess* Pirstag
he C.oimniasion notes that for many families

poverty is a mink of having more c
frequently unplanned childnu-- than the parents
can adequately support. Yet family planning wry-
ices are kw accessible to the poor than to middle
and upper-income families In 1966 only 13 per-
cent of the 5.3 million poor and near-poor women
who could have benefited from family planning
services were receiving them from any public be
private agency,' and few of them saival these
services from private physicians. Yet such pro-
grams have relatively low costs and high benefits.
Costs of =vices aseragen30 per woman annually.
Five million poor and near-poor women could
he helped for an annual COO Of $150 million.

Even if benefit-cost ratios was not favorable.
iswalculahk tiuMan cast, would be overriding.
The human cost to individuals, to families, and
to society of unwantnil chile ken growing into
adukhood in poverty without hope or opportun-
ities is enormous and the remedy is inexpensive.
There is no reason to deny to the poor what is
SO easily purchaseddie ability to plan famih
sire.

' Planned Parenthood -World Population, Fete Moilreo
te40.$ Who Amami Amensoou is N..4 of Sok.

mimed Famsly Plamtorg Smut, Maimed Parenthood
federation of Americo. 1967

Polkolofioo and Parody Ploomog. Report of the Pro*.
dent's Canino nee on Porsiaffoo and EOM* Plirul
November 1966, p. IS

The Commission ircommends that the Federal
Government rapidly expand family planning pro-
grams to make information and serviora aviulahle
on a voluntary basis to an American women who

want but cannot afford them.

Cooduam
The adoption of a basic program supplement-

ing low income; is a neceniary component of a
serioin effort to eliminate poverty. Such a pro-
gram should he enacted whether or not exiting
'migrants are charged. It would provide added
income to many ineligible for aid. under existing
programa: Coupled with the changes and modi-
fications in existing programs outlined in this
chapter it would mold the old and the new pm-
grams into a coherent National economic security

system.
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Briefly, a wage subsidy is a means for achieV-
nog one or both of the foilowing two ends: first,
insuring that low-wage employees receive a more
adequate wage, and second, inducing the employ-
ment of unemployed labor. A subsidy can fill all

or part of the gap between the workers' valtse on
the open labor market and a "target wage." The
wage subsidy may be paid directly to the worker
or may be paid to the employer who in turn pays
his employers a wage exceeding their market
aloe. By definition, the subsidy program can aid

only those who are now working or who arc po-
tentially employable.

The income needs of nonemployable persons
*add have to hr met by other programs. And,
there may be residual income nerds for employed
persons with large families.

It is estimated that a wage subsidy set at 50
percent of the difference between a "target wage"
of $2.00 and actual wage rates would nuke pay.
manta of $7 billion to nearly 15 million persons.
Graduated taxes on subsidies in excess of family
poverty fies would yield $1.3 billion, leaving an
estimated net con of $''1.7 billion.

A potential problem inherent in any wage sub-
sidy scheme is that employers could gain a por-
tion of the subsidy. The las competitive labor
markets are, the more likely it is that employers
will be subsidized. Some lesser amount of benefits
could also be "less." to the working nonpoor
especially second earners in a family who work
in subsidized jobs.

While our purpose of a wage subsidy is to
induce private sector employers to hire tow pro-
ductivity workers, guaranteed employment direct-
ly provides jobs in the public sector. Candidates
for guaranteed employment will generally be
those Wane productivity is less than some "tar=
get wage." They either will be currently employed
below that target wage, or unemployed. Ideally,
work would consist of socially useful tasks which
otherwise would not be performed, assuming
there is an adequate supply of such tasks.

A program with the Federal Government serv-
ing as employer of last resort and offering employ-
ment at the minimum wagesubject to a number

of eligibility restrictions including overall family
incomewould cover an estisnated 9 million
workers and cost an estimated $16 billion.

Coverage
Wage subsidies and guaranteed employment

are both "'wont -conditioned" income mainte-
nance programs; that is, only those who are able
to work qualify for program benefits. Thar are
at kart dine social reasons for supporting such
Prodhuns:

To offset the gloss cost of cash income main-
tenance through the production of socially use-
ful goods and services.

To provide an educational experience which
eventually makes it possible for participants
to succeed in the private labor market.

To provide participants and/or society with
the psychological bowfin that accrue when in-
come is received. not as a gift, but as compen-
sation in return for services.

The relative weights aarigned to these three
reasons have important implications in any de-
termination of who should be included in pro-
gram participation. In an actual program at least
some of the conflicting values implicit in these ob-
jectives must be compromised. Operationally
feasible eligibility criteria must also be formulated.
If equal weight is given all three, universal cov-
erage is implied, but this may be quite expensise.
If the number of opening; in the program must be
rationed, a relatively high weighting of the first
reason (minimum costs) suggests creaming the
most productive of the low productivity labor
force. A large weight on the second meson ( work
experience) implies an emphasis on those who
could benefit mast from training (e.g., the young
or chose who live in arras where nonsubsidized
jobs can be procured) . Highly weighting thethird
reason ( psychological benefits) may imply that
only family heads should be permitted to partic-
ipate. Should secondary workers (e.g., the wives
of working husbands) participate, family income
may be brought well above the poverty line. If
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Wears Dilemmas&

Assuming that the general wage level is given,
establishing wage differentials for participants in
work-conditioned income maintenance programs
involves a very intricate set of problems. Wages
under various programs may differ by geographic
region, work assignment, individual merit, senior-
ity, and, in the case of wages subsidies, by industry.
Since a family's standard of I:ving is a function
of the number of people in the family, it also may
be desirable to vary the wage on the basis of
household size. The type and site of the wage dif-
ferentials will affect program costs, the flow of
individuals into, within, and out of the program,
and possibly the wage structure of the nonsubai-
diond sector of the economy, to mention but a few
of the possible implications.

Cesichssisis

Under either program the net costs would be
economic equivalents of cost transfers of the same
amount and distribution. Apart from whatever
nonlabor income they may have, home:holds are
poor because their members We not employed,
are underemployed, or are employed at wages
too low relative to household size. Persons not
employed are without labor income because, at
the time, their c,ontrilnation to an employer's in-
come (a) does not justify payment of 'Le prevail-
ing wage b) is so low that, given that only 96
percent of the labor force is employed, they have
been screened into the 'moaning 4 percent; err
(c) is less than the value of their labor in the
home. Or, they may be too old, young, or sick to
work. Persons employed presumably are produc-
ing all that they can and are censpensatut for
what they can do. The wage subsidy in private
employment could leave way persons who are
now unemployed out oi work or could displace
some of those presently employed. Total employ-
ment might not necessarily be raised, depending
on the structure of the program and whether the
program could be used by employers to subsidize
their current workers. Goverannan jobs might
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accomplish some worthwhile things, but Gov-
ernment output is not sold in the market. In the
National Income and Product accounts, Gov-
ernment output is valued at cost. This convention
should not delude in into believing that an in-
crease in Government payroll automatically in-
creases real output by a corresponding amount.
Hence, the assertion that net labor costs (

value of output minus wages) of these pogroms
are economic equivalents of cash transfers.

In general, the Commission believes that wage
subsidy and limited ( i.e., non - "guaranteed ") cm-
!Amnion programs might be best used as comple-
ments to a basic income maintenance system
should they prove feasible after further study.
These programs can affect only employed or po-
tentially employable perioni. For those unable to
work, the basic income afould be the soma of
support. Moreover, an income alpplaneut pro -
gram stall would be needed for huge fa/sulks to
augment the wages from the subsidy or employ-
ment program. Thus such programs are not sub-
stitutes for the ckvelopment of adequate income
supplement plans.

Redistribution of Wealth

Serious proposals to redistribute wealth are few
in number. Redistributing wealth could put in-
come-producing property in the hands of all
Americans, thereby reducing their dependence on
both labor and transfers as a source of income.
Given the absence of the potential for large in-
creases in capital productivity, however, such
schemes would not provide enough income to
make passible adequate incomes to all without
earnings and other Government transiers, Trans-
faring income rather than wealth seems a more
appropriate and direct means of affecting income.

Income Transfer
In principle, redistribution of income is not di-

(5erent from redistribution of wealth. The higher
macs to finance income transfers reduce the after-
tea income and, hence, capital values of those
who pay taxes, and grants create at least implicit
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capital ushers for those receiving than. The capi-
tal value of grants is recognized by lenders who
may consider an AFDC mother with a grant of
A given sin a better credit risk than another
woman with no income or even with the same
monthly earned income.

Modificatiams of Eximing Programs
A number of proposals would modify existing

welfare and sexist insurance pragrarns. The rea-
soro for rejecting this approach to alkviatiag pov-
erty have been discussed in Appendix A. While
these programs are worthy of improvement. a
new program is needed as well.

Nov Programs

A variety of proposab to redistribute income
through new programs ranging from chiklren's
allowances to negative income tax plans have
also been made. Basically, two kinds of new pro-
grams have been presented: those, such as the
plan recortunended by this Commission that
would supplement incomes and thus have a test
of income nerd, and those such as children's al-
krwances that would provide payments to personsin a selected category of the population regard-
leo of the kvet of their other income. Neithertype of program is a compkte substitute for Pub-
lic Assistance as envisaged in most published Ver-
sions. Under most of the plans being discussed
benefits are not high enough to cover the full
needs of all current recipients. Moreover, they are
not tailored individually to the special needs of
particular families. Rather, they are viewed by
proponents as partial substitutes for welfare, and
AS a was of giving aid to new groups now outside
of the welfare systemprimarily the working
poor. Also, they are seen as a means of giving the
Federal Government a greater role in a National
si stem of income maintenance and a greater share
in the cost.

imam* Sapplemerg Programs Related to Ncsd
.1 frequent proposal is that a guaranteed an-

nual income (GM) be pros ided to all. In this

program, the Goverment would pay the differ-
ence between a family's income and a socially
defined keel of minimum income. If the pso.gram is Federally-administered,

the burden of
administering cash payments is lifted from Stateand local welfare agencies except for providingemergency aid. The same results can be achieved,
it should be noted, through a State and locallyadministered program by setting a unifonnstand-ard for payment levels, making men who workeligible for supplementation, and includingcouples and on:elated individuals. A guaranteed
annual income can be regarded as a welfare re-
form program. This was essentially the proposal
of the Advisory Council on Public Welfare in1966.4

This type of plan, as generally proposed, is
universal in coverage. If the guarantee level is set
at the poverty line, all poverty is eliminated at'
once. However, a basic defect of the program is its
failure to deal directly with the work incentive
issue. The plan would make it unprofitable to
work unless earnings exceed the guaranteed level.
In the economist's terms, this program has an
implicit 100 percent marginal tax rate on earn-
ings- -for eves-y dollar earned, a dollar of guaran-
teed annual income is lost. In the construction of
tax systems, we exhibit a great deal of concern
lest our marginal tax rates be set so high as to
discourage work efforts. The same concern must
apply to programs for transferring income to the
poor.

One can build on this type of plan, however, by
adding a positive work incentive feature, such as
reducing die payment by some fraction of a dollar
for each dollar of earnings. This type of plan is
frequently referred to as a negative income
tax. Characteristic of all proposed plans of this
tape is that they guarantee a certain income level
to families with no income, with the guarantee
vary mg by family size.

' flevtng the Pontes
. We Nate the Doty. Reportd the Ms iron, coward on Public Welfare (W*Shif1000,DC. U S Government Printing (Mace. 1966).
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As a family's income rises, the supplement from
the Government decreases, but only by a fraction
of the increase in income. That is, the plans allow
the recipient to build upon that guarantee by
adding earnings which arc only partly taxed
away. These plans provide a financial incentive to

work.Those who work will always have more in-
come than those who do not.

Most proposals of this nature are univemal:
that is, they cover the entire population. However,
it is pcssibk to have such a program only for
certain groups in the population such as

families with children. The Family Assistance
Program proposed by the current administration
ii an example of this type of plan. This Com-
mission's basic recommendation is for such a plan
on a universal basis.

PViagraisis theretated to Nord

Programs can also be designed to provide in-
come without a needs test of any sort. Such pro-

grams, known as demogrants, make payments
based on factors such as age or sex. The many
suggested plans in this category are known
variously as social dividends, universal old-age
grants, and children's allowances. The coverage,
structure, and cost of these programs vary widely,
depending on the specification. The most often
proposed plan is a children's allowance.

Children's allowances usually arc proposed as
modest grants per child regardless of family in-
come. The universality of payments to all chil-
dren is alleged to remove any stigma of a means
test from the program, and to demonstrate Gov-
ernment interest in the well-being of even non-
poor children.

While the strongest case for ci.ildren's allow-
ances is made or social grounds, the strongest
arguments against their use as a major anti-
poverty program are set in benefit/cost terms. Vie
problem is that to provide significant aid to poo,
children requires that a good deal of expenditures
go to nonpoor children. nu* in terms of gross
payments, this program is much more expensive
than an income-tested program per dollar of aid
to the poor.

Payments of $50 monthly per child, foe ex-
Asople, would entail a gross cost of over $41
billion. The financing of such a plan through
such means as taxing the allowance and eliminat-
ing the income tax exemption for children would
undermine some of the alleged advantages of the
universal approach.

Yet these two measures would reduce the cost
of a $50 per child monthly allowance only to $28
billir, so additional financing would be required.
Even at this cam, many children and their fami-
lies would remain poor, and programs based on
need would be required, both for families with
children and persons and families ineligible for
children's allowances. Payments at a lower level -
more realistic in terms of conwould leave even
more families with children in poverty;

Thus, because of the financing mechanisms in
such programs, some of the advantages of chil-
dren's allowances are much more apparent than
real. We must face the fact that not everyone can
benefit equally from a transfer program. How-
ever cleverly disguised, there MUM be net payors
as well as net payees. When we recognize the
need to recapture benefits from the aflkient
through the tax system to finance benefits for the
poor, this type of program does not appear to be -
very different from an income-conditioned grant
for families with children. This undermines the

argument that children's allowances would
garner greater social and political support than
equivalent income-conditioned transfer programs.

The main technical difference between the

children's allowance and the negative tax for

families with children is that in negative tax
programs the transfer of funds is done on the
basis of a net transfer- an income deficiency is

met. In the case of children's allowance or demo-

grant plans, two transactions are involved. Gross

payments are made to all in the selected category.
Thaw whose income is above a certain level,

however, must pay a portion of the benefits back
through the positive tax system to finance the

program cost. The ultimate distribution of bene-

fits and burdens of financing can be made identi-

cal by the financing mechanism. Thus, benefits in
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one case depend on a prepayment means test,
and in the other net benefits depend on a poops"
mein means test. The poor would be net bene-
ficiaries in either case--receiving cash imam in
a simple way. Under children's allowance plans,
the more affluent simultaneously receive an in-
crease in gross income and an increase in tams.

Children's allowances are essentially extensions
of the categorical system of aid. While new bene-
ficiaries are added, many pawns ip equal fmasi-
cial need are excluded. On the basis of our past
experience with categorical programs, it seems

es

dear that this inaemental approach which care-
fully defines eligibility aho equally defiant occlu-
sion. While many children are desperately in
need of aid, there are too many other equally
needy persons to justify proposing another cate-
gorical program.

If there were an adequate pmgrani psoviding
a floor under income to AU Americans, an argu-
ment could be made that children's allowances
are a good way to redistribute income bowens
families with children and others within similar
income thaws. Rut, children's allowances are a
poor antipoverty weapon.
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Welfare Policy in
the United States

A critique and some proposals
derived from the experience of former Secretaries

of Health, Education, and Welfaig

Foreword
The paper which follows presents a con-

Aructive proposal for changes in one portion
of our nation's welfare system. The need for
revision is recognized aaoss the fuk spectrum
of America's political opinion. even though
different changes are desired by different
constituencies and often fur contradictory
reasons.

Despite the widespread agreement on a
range of inadequacies. efforts to make basic
changes in federal welfare policy have had a
gloomy history. The motives and goal,
which various parties bring to the effort are
too diverse for accommodation within a
single overall design Added costs for some
level of government also apnea inevitable.
so that opposition to change has financial as
welt as philosophical bases.

But revision is urgently needed. Even if
one could ignore for another decade the
faults and inadequacies of our welfare pro-
grams. one would still be impelled toattempt
revision now because of the new regency to
design a system which. at an affordable level,
tvik provide benefits to the most needy reci-
pients throughout the nation.

In 1981 The Johanson Foundation, ln c..
headquartered in Racine, Wisconsin. con-
vened a conference on welfare. The con-

frees bad one striking qualification in
common: each had served as Secretary of
Heath, Education and Welfare. They were:
Anthony Celebretae. Wilbur Cohen. Robert
Finch. Arthur Flemming. Patricia Roberts
Hanes. David Mathews. and Eliot Richard-
son. Abraham Ribicoff. while not present at
the original conference. has participated in
subsequent review of the proposals.

Among them. they represented every ad-
ministration from Eisenhower through
Carter The conference set in motion con-
versations and consultations about

andreform which continued into 1982. and led
finally ti this paper. What follows is the
product of the thought and experience of the
above named former Secretaries of Health.
Education, and Welfare. their stated prefer-
ence; among available choices. Their pur-
pose is to contribute to the national debate
about welfare. not to draft specific legislation.
Natural y. the participating former secretaries
do not stand together on every point. on
every criticism, on every objective. But their
common experience has enabled them to
make a thoughtful and realistic contribution
to the debate about welfare reform in
general. and about aid to fansikes with
dependent children. in particular.

Reproduced with the permission of the Johnson Foundation,

Inc. 0 1982.
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This paper. the outcome of a conference
and subsequent COnSuitldorts involving a
money of the nation's former Secretaries of
Health. Education, and Welfare, recom-
mends the revision of the present program of
Aid to Families with Dependent Chiklren
(AFDC) . The revised plan intioduces policy
measures of national ebgibility and benefit
standards. and calls for fun federal funding of
phased-in minimum cash benefits, while
maintaining state program administration
and strengthening the role of state gov-
ernment in making significant policy
determinations.

Section IV below presents our proposals in
outline An analysis of current programs and
of the issues associated with them will. set
these recommendations in their historkal
and policy context. Our hope is that in this ,
manna the experience in public service
which we have been privileged to share can
make a contribution to the needed public
reflection and debate about the weltare
policies appropriate to the United States.
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I. The United Stases II .v System

Citizens of the United States are generally
agreed that the community at large has some
obikaaaon to protect jhe unfortunate and
vulnerable. From motives that have their
basis in religion. humanitarian feeling. or
concern for the best interests of the com-
munity. Americans have traditionally acted

on the belief that people who are poor or
handicapped or at risk are to some extent a
responsibility of the entire community

This responsibikty has been discharged in
a variety of ways through religious argent

zations, individual and organized private
charity. voluntary associations, and through
public actions at an levels of government. In
this century. assistance provided by govern-
ment to the poor and less fortunate has

grown. Social insurance. Income main-
tenance. and assistance efforts of var. xis
sorts constitute large public programs and re-

quire large public expenditures Programs
funded and managed by government are. no
less than private charity. the expression of

the general community's obliaaons. as

perceived by that community. They repre-
sent the discharge of a general obligation on
behalf of the aged. the widow. the orphan.
the sick the disabled. and other groups

There is also a consensus that the U.S.
economic system, while providing benefits
for most individuals and for the nation at
large. still leaves in its wake some who for
various reasons and for varying periods of
time are unable to compete. to contribute. or
to participate in the benefits For these. the
public assistance provided by Welfare and
social insurance programs serves as a cotrec.

ave. ameliorating what would otherwise be
the harshness of the system. and by that very

at helping to preserve the system itself

The intent, therefore. of our system of

transfer payments was to create a nation that
would be protective and car. as well as
free and open In pursuit of thrh goal. a suc
cession of programs has been brought into

existence. ineluding general assistance.

veterans pensases. Aid to Families with

Dependent Children (AFDC). housing

assistance. fuel assistance. food stamps.
Medicaid. earned income- tax credit. and

Supplemental Security Income (SSI). Those

are the inccxne-tested "welfare programs
available only to the demonstrably needy.
and do not include the "social insurance"e
programs such as Oldage. Survivors' and

Disability Insurance (Social Security).
workers' compensation, and unemployment
insurance. Taken all together. our various
welfare and social Insurance programs repre-
sent a substsntial system. In Coto. the
programs crease not merely a floor under.
foot. but a ceiling of protection overhead.
Thus. in the United States. most people in
most ciecumssances of need are eligible to
receive some assistance. Our welfare system
is extensive and effective. devote its corn.
pkawies, anomalies, and inequities. gaps
and overlaps.

The welfare system is also expensive. In
1978. the eight major income-tested pro-
granrs. including AFDC. SSI. food stamps.
and Medicaid. cost the federal government
$344 billion. and state and !oatl govern.
ments $15,3 bigion. for a total 'of almost $50
billion.' By another count. seven of the large
incometested programs cost an estimated
$70 5 billion dollars in 1981. These same
programs cost $25 25 billion dollars in 1973
Worth noting is that our social insurance pro-
grams involve approximately three times the
expenditures of our welfare programs

Concern over costs which rise by entitle
ment and appear out of control Siegiamate

This concern needs to be tempered.

however. by a recognition that from 1976

through 1979. public social welfare expendi-
tures (including social insurance programs)

decreased as a percentage of gross national
product and as a percentage of the federal
budget. a trend which the President's Corn

mission for a National Agenda for the

bylaws expected to continue for the king

tram unless halted by iezession Nor are

United States social welfare expenditures

high in comparison with those of oche, .

industrial nations if anything, we seem less
generous. less willing to comma ourselves to

the support of the less fortunate and the

vulnerable.
In any case. tie system of social expend''

tures in the United States does work. and

figures show to what extent. For 1976. the
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Congressional Budget Office calculated.27% of American families 121 4 million
families/ had incomes below the poverty
level before income transfers. After transfers
(including the social insurance program*!.
$ 1% or 6 4 million families. had incomes
below the poverty level a Martin Anderson.
until recently President Reagan's Assistant for
Domestic Policy Devekipment. uniting in the
Hoover Institution's The U.S. In The 1980s.
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states that if we Judge solely by the twin
criteria of the completeness

and adequacy of
coverage. then "our welfare program has
been a brilliant success." But, of course. he
did not mean to imply that those are the only
criteria. and the effectiveness of the system in
accomplishing certain goals does not provide
immunity from esititism nor obscure the
need for reform

II. The Need for Revision
To speak of our welfare "system" may

mislead The configuration of present pro-grams did not emerge from a coherent
design It accumulated, piece by piece.
through a Process of distunctive incrementattler , ssive administrations continued what o if then: labeled "the War on .Poverty Now, 1n 1982. there are varying
assessments of the 'taw of that war, of the
identity of the victors and of the number ofthe victims But from various sources a
variety of criticisms of the system itself are
offered From the far right. which sees it as
extravagant and fraud filled. and from the far
left which sees it as inadequate. it is regard"
ed as a failure" The great middle ground of
American politics is less parttsan and less
strident. but it generally shares a negative
appraisal of our system of welfare. while
viewing some welfare programs as necessary
in a market economy

Hear some rix.eierate voices the PreSI*
dent s Commission for a National Agenda for
the Eighties states that "Our welfare systemcontinues to 'be a maze of uncoordinated
programs that trap people m poverty and
dependency Arici in The State Of BlockAmerico 198 Veerion Jordan writes of the
need to replace the present totally disastrous
welfare system Speaking to the
NAACP in 1978. Senator Edward Kennedy
stated that "there is ample evidence that the
v. fare system itself in combination with
it et factors. has helped to produce the very

are we now must seek to cure Those
are not the sources from which one would
traditionally have expected such criticism

What are the charges against our welfare
system, the points whether valid or not -that reform must consider?

t. It fa replete with Inequities,
Hew are some examples noted by the

President's Commission for a National
Agenda for the Eighties.

A Minnesota mother of three could
receive AFDC. Medicaid. and food
stamps' untr! her income reached
58.000 a year A Minnesota father who
remained with his family and worked
full -torte at a low wage disqualified his
fanuly for aid. regardless of need In
1972. according to :s Congressional
sub committee. a man who worked for
52 00 an hour could increase the an
nual income of his family (a wife and
two children) by an average of $2.158
rf he deserted them The system in
these cases rewardedi one family over
another and many wolf:liad argue that it
rewarded the wrong family '
A principal source of inequities is the Aid

to Families with Dependent Children pro-
gram, the most basic component of the
nations welfare system The program is
administered by states. with the federal
government meeting about 54% of the
costs Because of state by state differences in
eligibility rules and benefits. there rs a wide
variance in support for families, from
Mississippi's November. 1981. low of $120for a family of tout. to Vermont's $601
Whether or not welfarterivaicies and funding
are federal responsibilities*

arguable. as the

,C.*Apri44)nai H.dyrt (814t 1.4+Icee gebem 14,4es (litet 1.4,ff and Approoches 1W11101.04011 1971,.S4.4.11,ed 1,0si p 14'
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present public debate illustrates_ but a strong
case trusts for some minimum standard to
promote the cause of cowry in the national

interest

2- It eacoerages ben* brealk-ep.
The Mirmesota example eked earlier it-

lustrates tlw way in which fathers are induced

to desert fdinibes. And yet. the present
system. if it contributes to the disrupnon of

families, leaves the female-headed family in

doe straits Half such families in the United
States live in poverty today The significance

of that is emphaseed when one realizes that
threefourths of al black clukiren live in

families headed by women.

3. it encourages teenage pregnancies.
The breakup of traditional families and

the spawning of new . truncated families
demonstrate the way in which tragedy
breeds tragedy within an tnspoverished sector

of our population antics assert that the
system encourages teenage pregnancies by
making a baby an admission price to a
welfare system for which there is ofted no
work alternative, given the high teenage
unemployment rate. especially -among
minority youth We are aware that this is
only one of several causes for the rise in out-

ot wedlock births. but it is one which a
reformed welfare program should address in
the national Interest The children of children

resulting from this phenomenon add yet
another generation to the history of thrNse

families trapped in welfare dependency
Moreover. children's children are over
represented in the ranks of victims of child

abuse. school dropouts, the unemployed.
and the pron population The social costs

are incakulatie and the fiscal costs are
nearly so Those for welfare and medical

expenses alone are estimated to be above $8
billion Many of the costs. moreover. are
paid under some rubric other than welfare

4. ft serves as a disincentive to work.

The Minnesota example cited earlier

demonstrates that in some cases welfare
provides a higher income than a low-paytne,

entrance.ievel yob Yet getting people to
break out of welfare dependency into the
wotidorce should be one of the mayor obiec

eves of a welotclered welfare program. That
transference type* requires &period in an
entry-level 'ob. which means tan program
must be flexible in order to move a person
from the one status to the other. from
dependence to independence

Fortunately, the widely held suspicion that
many able-bodied persons are on slake by
choice is unfounded. or. at bast, exalt
voted. irripownelwd Americans
wade or are pawns whose status or
disability makes welt impossible. Many of
der poor walk for pan of a year. parttime. or
for low wages that kave them poor even
after working. Many mow in and out of
povete and in and out of welfare programs.
even wnen holding paying jobs. Moreover.
there have been and are work 'equity-
ments for welfare recipients. The Work
Incentive Program (WIN) has been pan of
AFDC since 1971. and swims local etre.
&bone. including at least one state. have
had work requirements for recipients of
generhl Assistance, Our own view is that
experimentation with- work requirements
should be encouraged. under broad local
and state autonomy.

5. It rftecouseges delft and savings.
This tendency'. relating to the work dis

ire-entive, derives hour the fact that near
destitution is a necessary entry mode for
welfare. Continued poverty is required for

sustained eligibility for relief through income-
tested programs. Reform needs to resolve

the tension involved in that dilemma, so that

families may hake the transition from-sup-

pod to indeiseatience

6. it is costly.
As noted above. the eight major income

support programs cost the nation nearly $50
bilion in 1978. The Congressional Budget
Office repots that eleven public welfare

programs cost all levels of government $46
billion in 1976 More striking than the total is
that those same programs. or their pre-
decessors. cost only $7.5 billion ten years
earlier That 612% increase over a decade
Aramanzes the increase sn costs and In
numbei of recipients for some programs.
especially food stamps and Medicaid For

better or worse. the growth el welfare
expenditures will be limited, at least in the

next few years. for political and economic
reasons. Public expenditures must be sublect
to political control so that public policy can
determine. through the political profess,
whose income should be supported, and to
what extent

7, It is too bereseliratic.
The range and dumber of categorical

programs developed !kr, some Ni
one clep,atment, each with

tell, 286 BEST COPY
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its own rules. assumptions. and benefits.
require an array of federal. state. and local
admaiistrators for Implementation and for
accountabety What cots like to call a
reeler* industry has been created a
growth industry whicla 'some suspect is the
principal beneficiary of our welfare system.
That cynicism aside, the fragmentation of
services. the confusion. and the added costs
constitute an important welfare Woe. The
problem of bureaucracy was ellustrated by the
Presidents Commission for a National
Agenda for the Eighties with this example:

A recently widowed mother of several
children. one of whom is disabled, may
now apply to seven federal programs
for aid. Yn a typical jurisdiction she will
have to go to at least four different
offices, M out at least five different
forms, and answer some 300 separate
questions. The programs may treat the
information obtained from these forms
differently, the value of the same car.
for example. is almost sure to differ
from program to program. Fourteen
hundred pieces of inforrnatron may be
needed rust to determine accurately the
level of the ri,ornanSli5C4orne

In part, this amount of paperwork is
necessary, the result of different programs
designed for the benefit of different cate-
gories of recipients. Some of this complexity
can be srmplified, however, by program
consolidation or coordination and by the
more general use of available management
technology Although attention to better
management lacks the glamour the policy-
making or legislative proceises, there can be

to no substitute for clarity and ethaency. The
duplication ar.' complexity of program
administration 4.ng the collection of
information to . pent eligibtkty,and
benefits. cost abou , 5 billion in FY 1976 c

thus administrative costs represent 8 per c
cent of the total benefit costs of the American fwelfare system.'

tr
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acute. The variety arwl complexity of pro-
grams. accumulated during administrations
with differing emphases and views of the
federalstate relationship, has king since
replaced the layer cake view of federal, state,
and local governments with the metaphor of
marble cake. A clean. clear separation seems
impossible. The incometested programs,
especially AFDC and Medicaid. present the
tougliest challenges. "General Aanstance
that most ancient and generic form of
welfare, would appear to be an exception
because it iixthe responsibgity of hearties. or.
in some cases, of states. but even rt is not
immune from tension. The levels of ris-
diction and responslbilay are intermixed.
Budget cuts in federally funded programs,
such as AFDC. food stamps, or uneinphy-
melt insurance, quickly result in heavier
genera assistance burdens for states and
locakties.

In nearly all programs there is some para.
ceetron. either financial or administrative. by
both federal and state govemnwnts. even in
the so-called "federalized" programs One
characteristic of our experience has been the
ten deny of one level of government to
criticize another for mandating programs and
services without appropriating funds to pay
for them. In recent years. rising welfare costs
have been a growing burden for state and
local government. The idea of national stan-
dards and federal funding. with local respon-
sibihty for administration. gained support in
such an era. Now, in 1982. the rhetoric is
mixed Its the financial plight of the federal
government takes a priority over the more
traditionally noted burden at the local level,

The New Federalism raises old questions
for which no simplistic answer is acceptable
The problem involves appropriate balance
between sectors. but the customary
metaphor of a scale balance of federal state
oncems is inadequate, A more complex
handelier balance is suggested. with many

actors involved in the funding and adminis
anon of contemporary welfare programs
The modem history of welfare in the

western world has been marked by a move-
ment from a primarily ecclesiastical concern

the secularization of chanty and "relief'
rider lay control. and of a subsequent

mover /fa from a reliance upon volunteer
agencies to the development of a profes-
sional cadre of administrators and social

8. it le a poor flit wids our federal
metes, of government.

In a system such as our; relations among tovarious levels of government present a uchronic problem In the case of the develop-
ment and implementation of welfare policy,
that chronic problem sometimes becomes

'Cortgremonai Budge Office WeItarr millers /:«,r, Ckfrenves w d Appmechel M eshnvon 19771 p
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workers In some cases. even the bens-
hoagies. the -clients.- are organized. To
accommodate the competing tensions, to
draft acceptable compromises between
equally worthy alternatives. is one of the
principal tasks facing anyone who proposes
to improve or reform the nation's welfare

system
In pursuit of the goal of a more her.

monious. rational. effective. and economical
system. the last decade and a half has seen
several proposals advanced for comprehen-
sive overhauls of the welfare system. includ-
ing the report of the Heineman Commission.
the Nixon Family Assistance Plan. and the
Caner Administration's Program for Better
Jobs and Income. These and other
proposals for comprehensive reform have
so>ue categorical programs with
newTS'Aliind 'knobbed programs. such
as a guaranteed income through the

mechanism of a negative income tax

At least for some wits, it seems that it
may be politely impossible to implement
irzfotris similar to those previously proposed.
For our time the temptation to overhaul must
be foregone in favor of more modest goals

improvement in coordination, administra-
tive effklency, reasonable wed' incentives.
and clarity of function in federal-state rela
tiers. We believe that our proposed welfare
',vision would make a corthibution to those
goals. The proposals are measured rather
than sweeping. They deal with the poktically
feasible rather than the stuff of which dreams
are made. Appropriate to the flux and
financial concerns which dominate curdle
political debate. the recommendations are
flexible and embody principles whim can be
adapted to various funding levels and con-
Meting ohdosophies

Policy Objectives

A reform of welfare programs would ideal-
ly include the following obiectwes:

to provide a basic minimum level of in
come support for families with children
in which the breaduenner is absent.
disabled. unemployed, or deceased:

to help hold families together in whole-

some fashion.

to provide fiscal relief to financially
distressed states for the costs of AFDC.

to provide incentives for those on welfare
to work and to save.

to enhance the roles of states in ad,

N. Policy Recommendations

We former Secretaries cif Health. Educa-
tion. and Welfare are proposing a set of
changes which. although short of the ideal,
we believe would improve our welfare
system tr,r revising the current program of
Aid to Fairit!;es with Dependent Children
AFDC) We believe our changes represent a
creative and realistic form of federalism.

The key featuras of our retommendations

is ministering welfare programs.

to simplify administration by making
uniform definitions of income. resources.
and work ificentives:

to -mcouraga innovation and
experimentation:

to develop a long-range practical and
realistic program that recogniats national
economic conditions and the fiscal heeds
of state and federal governments.

to incorporate constructive ideas that
have been put forth in recent years by
officials with practical administrative
experience

are these: national eligibility standards.
national minimum benefit levels. federal
funding of those minimum benefit levels, and
re.ention and strengthening of state/local
proven adrnmistration and service delivery.
We wish to stress the frnpottance of these
few principles. They are the heart of our pro-
posal. Simple as they may seem, they
embody an important potential reform of the



U.S welfare system We urge their consider
Mon and present the following specifications
as desirable public policy options We in
dude dates and amounts to give an idea of
what might be feasible, but we are not wed
deed to specific figures

Effective Date.
the ti program C"

live October 1. 11784 e..

ome effec,
tar 1985)

2. General Obtective.
The program should provide z .atonally

defined minimum level of support for all
eligible families, above which aates would be
free to make improvements With the pro,
visions speller., out below. rt would be posse
,le to overcome pan of the negative image
currently associated with AFDC

3. EiSgibilky; Discouragement of
Family" Sneakup.

The revised program would oxhide as
eligible recipients families in which n child of
children are depnved of financial support
dug to the breadwtnnefs incapacity for wink
las defined by the state) or unemployment
(as defined by the state) Thus fainikes it
they met its ireorne test. would be eligible fie
assistance in ti:ty states and the District of
Columbia it one Or both parents are de
ceased, incapacitated for work disabled,
absent from the home, or unemployed This
standard of eligibility would eliminate incen
fives for fathers to desert their families This
goal could be phased in river several years to
enable states to prepare for their broadened
responsibilities

4. Minimum Federal Benefit Level.
The basic obiective is Ii) provide a Motion

WO** minimum Inc., gut, for all families with
children This benefit level should be eUSTS
Pebble with some minimum budgetary stan
chard of health and decency The standard
could be related to some propintion of the
U S. established poverty level. to the median
income of the individuals in the state. or to
some proportion of the income level estab-
lished for families with children under the
Supplemental Security Income Program.

The minimum benefit level could be
reached by phased implementation over a
period of years. in order to take if tro account
the, financial. economic. and administrative
implications for, both federal and state
governments

A suggested timetable arid the minimum

state standard of need related to the national
poverty level might be as follows

FAChIlftt of keelesdiest
Fiscal Yens food Stair.ps Food Stamps

1,30e, 14h Y)14 w F,

14447 V4 44/lb

l'ANY t
1941 w fi t

The above levels are only illuatrative The
specific levels would be determined by the
Congress. based on the availability of funds
and the public policies related to the status of
the economy and federal and state budgets
For comparative reference one might note
that in 1981 AFDC and Food Stamps for a
oneparere family of three persons was ilti%
of the 1981 poverty threshold in
50% in Alabama, Arkansas. Tennessee. and
Texas In nine states, the proportion reached
95% or more Alaska. California. Connecti
cut, Hawaii Michigan. New York. Vermont.
Washington and Wisconsin

5. Federal Share of Minimum
Payment.

We recommend that payments to families
up to the minimum benefit levels be financed
entirely from federal funds

6. State Supplements,
States would be tree to supplement the

federal minimum benefits The federal
girvernment would pay 25'T, of state supple
mental payments up to 25'4, if the defined
poverty level by family sue

7. State Administration.
Individuals would apply to their state

agency as determined by the state The state
win:id make the eligibility ifeterminaiinri in
ace ( HdOTICe with the provisions cif the (c.. .serf
program An mein idual would trac a light 1,,
A IAA hearing and appeal qarel-rrortr,
federal government would pay f)5'':, of the
,littes proper and efficient administrative
Lost, States would be requited make
audits and reports

S. Wadi incentives.
To provide an incentive to i.cork and to

lessen the impact of marginal tax rates, we
would disregard (at 1980 wages) the first $75
a month of fulferne employment and tne cost
of day case for a child One third of earnings
over the S75 a month disregard would like
wise not be counted as income (These
amounts would be indexed to the int tease in
wages over the 1980 base I States could

-r
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increase these worn incentive factors ($75
and oneehirdl rod the federal government
wouki pay 25% of such additional cost. the
states 75%

IP. Ingmar, for Seviag.
To provide an nee mire for saving, the first

130 a month in interest, ...evidencfs. or any
social security or other benefit for which a
family member paid 50% or more of the
premium or contribution would be disregard-
ed in cdrillxillne payments. These amounts
would be indexed to the rncrease in wages
over the 1980 base..

10. Nadirmaride Definitioa of Income.
Income" would 'w defined as al wages.

salary. net setemploymert, interest income.
dividends. rents. royalties, alimony, inheri-
tances and gifts. Up to $20 a month in gifts

(indexed). infrequent and irregular 'ncorne
up to $20 a Month (also indexed). and earn
ings of a student wound not be counted as
income

11. Maintenance of Payment Level.
Payments to eligible families shoriki be

maintained at an amount not less than thee
standard in 1980. i.idexed to the price level.
effective FY 1985

12. "Hold Hottoless" Provision.
The federal government would provide

federal funds of not less than the amount it
paid to the state in FY 1980. indexed to the
increase in the price level States would not
be required. beginning in FY 1985. to ex
prod from gate funds any more than the
state expended in FY 1980, indexed to the
increase in the price level

13. Simplon of Paper Work.
States would be required to use the i<1171.4'

definition of income and resources for
Medicaid and be permitted to use it alai for
the daoeirlin loon of eligibility for food

stamps in state, subject to "14

14. Optional Food Stomp tochettoo.
Each gate could request permission of the

federal government for the use of a single
eligibility form and a single definition of
income and resources for afl AFDC and
Food Stamp recipients in that gate States
would have the discretion to apply different
disregards or exempt amounts

15. Optional Medicaid Inclusion.
States wouki have the option to include In

290

Medicaid families with one or more members
incapacitated or unemployed. but would
continue to be required to include in

Medicaid and AFDC the families of those
who are deceased, disabled, and absent
from home

16. Block Grant Experimental
Alturnative.

Temporary waivers for spectfic provisions
of the federal taw should be extended to the
revised program. Additionally, the Secretary
may authonae up to four or five states to
establish such different programs as will allow
states to experiment with other approaches
to meeting the incoree maintenance needs of
families. On condition that each such state
continues its estimated financial share for the
period, a state would receive for up to five
years the estimated amount it would have
received under the revised AFDC program.
as determined by the Secretary

17, Evaluation Reports,
Orwhalf of one percent of the federal

expenditures would be set aside for use by
the Secretary to make grants or contracts for
the evaluation of the program or for .ae
Secretary to evaluate the program These
evaluation report, would be published and
daanbuted to states and other interested

parries

IS. Periodic Advisory Committee.
Every four years there would be establish

ed an advisory committee to exam,ne the
program and the evaluations and, after
public freanngs, to make recommendations
to the President and Congress far any
changes There could be ten members of the
advisory committee three selected by the
Speaker three by the President pro tempore
of the Senate, four by the President The

chairperson would be selected by the
President

19. Qualitative Standards.
We believe that the **qualitative standards.'

dealing with Grants to the States for AFDC in
Tide W of the Social Security Act should be
retained They Include such essential safe
guards as requirements that aid be available
in counties in the state, and that in
dividuals whose claims are denied be given a
fair hearing

BEST .cppy



V. cond...10.

We beiseve that the changes suggested tn
this paper would promote the goals of
adequacy. eqtuty, and efficiency, which are
among the important criteria lot a welfare
program, and that they would contribute to
addressing the issues outlined above-,

This peofYosal would establish they Jrn
ciples of national standards of el gibtliii; and
support. of federal funding of mi/umum
benefits (with the option of state sup
plernents). and of state local adminis atom
The political process, tensed on flu( (Joan;
realities and perceptions of good pitiic
policy, would determine the level 0 if bsisietits
Whatever that levet we urge he essablish

tent of these principles Nearly a half cen
tury of experience with programs designed to
protect the health and welfare of the nation's
children. the pnnctroal beneficsanes of AFIX.7
leads to the concern that rt is most appro
prime for the national goyernment to ft 411111
late policy. set standards and serve as
primary fonder. while reserving to states the
administration and delivery of services
Economy and compassion are both called
for in (Or present national environment We
former pevretaries of Health. EducY,on. and
Weltarti believe that the recommendations
containled 1,i, this proposal can advance both
causes
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mere arc man,' problems with current welfareoprograWs.
They have been

evolifd esten;isely for *Joy years, most intensely since war war declared on

ismuartp in 191,4, and 090erows reform proposals have
been put forward.. 111

asters debate and study home Usually focused on four
esparto of the welfare

seated is seed of improvement benefit inadequaCy; great inequities in

tred4mena 'of different gri-p of people, undesirable
social and ecunnotc

incentives; and administrative complesity.' Resolution of :hest often

conflicting problems his been the obiective of reformers, and mary specific

plias purporting to do so have been put forward,
eregident Carter's

'Netter _hobo and fns, e proposal has now moved to center stage and will be

most important item on the Congressional agenda in 197R.

1. Relevant Federal Covernsent
reports un welfare reform include.

U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity.
'fattens' Anti-Poverty Plan FY I960-FY 1917. Part 9, Program memorandum
submitted to the Bureau of the Budget.June 30, 1966, reprinted in U.S. Congress. Senate, Committee on Governmentoperations, A New Fetoralism: Nearinp_. YJrcl Congress. It Session. Febr-uary and March 1971, Part 2, Appendix 2. President ' Unfnms sclOn on Pl.'44rIrMaintenance Programs. Poverty Amid Plenty. /969. V.S. Congress, Mouth,The Public Welfare System: "" Messasf from the Presiden:, 91st Congress,lot Session. 1969, Nouse

Durursent;91 -14hi U.S. Department of Health, Educa-tion and Welfare, Income Suillement Prolum, 14:,, ME" Welfare kfslacementpropmyal, offi,o of Assistant Seiretary for rtanning .30 -1:737.-rio7n; u.s, irogiss,
Joint ft.,n0.444. Sub.onmitt.

Ifh.etnt' Sv.uritv tor Americans:
Reeonmu.ndatiens141.. The 'me. .mmi t al.-, pub i (Shed ;o v

4',in . 4' r.,oilsEc tnt
..,ep114t ion i .1.t 111.1 in it t 141 ..rat Cr.system and

:bey, I Jn4f I t 1 it
dent lissom's Fasitly Ah4 Nt ant e PI in are dissosi,vJ in :in,nt I. rriAmrke, *Ikon's Good Deed. Welfare Retorm, Celtnr0$4

VnlveroftY PrPs, NewYork, lel; Daniel P. Moynihan, The Politics of a taranteed Income: TheNixon Administration and the Faxislz Assistance
Plan, Randm Mouse, New York.Ti9riii11E:Kenneth Bowler, The lissom Guaranteed Income Proposal, BallingerPubligh'iox Co

Cambridge, Miss, 1974. A biblr7J-aphy at the en of thispiper lists selected
publications on President -Carter's Better Jobs and n"4keme Plan.
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The welfare problems being &hated tod.ty reflect has itally the same

criticism that were raised by HEW and OW %Last In the mia-lo6u...,

though there have been large Inkrease in wet tare aod it lcceo 1..,41,r... .0 ch..

intecuensnit years. Federal .h (son& broads ning the stop. ot to ,r m,

include the following.

A tederattred supplemental security in. mmt s,l! .,st. r

replaced the State programs of old age assistance, :rid

co the blind, and .std to the permanently and fotatly

disabled. The new federal system is more generous [two

many ot the State programs it replaced, and benetits are

indexed for inflation.

o A new food stomp program was enacted and then broadened

- to iovetall low-income people, providing assistance to

many poor people who had been completely excluded tr,m,

aid before.

o to earned income tax .relit was t', ititiahed to aid the

working poor with tax reductions and rebates to offset

the Impact of payroll taxes.

o sizeable across-the-board 4rwreases in social security

benefits wege provided during the Mixon years, and bene-

fits were indexed for Inflation. While social security

benefits are not based on need, a large proportion of

these benefits goes to low-income people.

o Enactment of medicare and medicaid directed billions

of dollars to the payment ofhealth care
bills for the

aged and certain categories of needy people.

is These has been a huge growth to the extent of federal

subsidies for low-imomy housing.

ltd 1,t ,44/ f14 1i 4,11(

it lhis h.. ii pr.n.1 1..1 I, 1
. 'to. it I ',IS oprOt oti i I ,

Ana most let.ntl,. 64 i

11ofIt'V to job ...It 1

and lung-term unemployed.

Ye are now spending much more money than we were when we declared

war; on poverty. We have helped snow of the poor a gri,rit deal, and some

of the structural flaws in programs have been dimin'.hed. sot to the

alb

view of woef.40alysts, the
basic problems remain because, despite the

BEST
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retentive growth and change over the 14, 17 years, no thorough sfruktural

tortoni of the oysters has yet been enacted.

in A',gust 19,77 President Carter sent a welfare retursl Jilt to Congress

for consideration. Wile nil reform r!rin embodies new ideas, such as

..integration of cash assseter.., with a iv.h1 sr service lobs program, it basic-

deals with the sane problems and imiudes elements similar t, those

found in past proposals.

The stated obieLtives of P estdent Carter are essentially
the same as

those espoused by Presidents Joinstin and Sisson; to reduce inerrities; to

improve worh incentives; to provide adeqoAr., benefits to the needy; to

reduce the fiscal burden ,n States and localities, and to have system which

can by administered etticientiy at an atfordable cost.
However, s 'Prob1,-'m

With these obiectsves is that they are at least partly ioniiiiting. For

of earl , the more attey,,,t,, the benefit level
,%, the 14reater the program's

cost and the weaker the recipient's incentive to work. Or, for a given

hudRet. the more tisi4l relict provtded
the less the incomes of

the poor Itr e ant re ased The dastKn of .1 new rm involves ,ho ice; trading
ott mai9 of one tit, t IV, against less of another. Is, Pr adopted, any new

plan requires a careful balancing 01 these obivCtives.
i'nfrtunately, making

no 0,4nK, 'tither, an implicit hogs- -$.e., t, di,ept the torrent tradeoff

ir/..!og s f hr pf ri t pt, t, f fa f

An.sf L, f iti is th 1he .sts :s I ssr ! 1.sfr. lfitf (t
lead undsh.,4,,,,,.t

, t, .p,.rti, pr rei ssfriffs ni 'ft 'ft 1,1 it Aa, ',I
meeting these obirifives,

numerous different approaches and plans have

been put forth. Three broad types are outlined below. 121

2. A number of specific plans
have been analyzed on detail by theCongressional budget Office. See Welfare Retort; [5.404.$ Objectives androaches, July 1977, "her specific plans are discussed in the reportstit inTootnote 1 and in Robert Harris, Public Policy to Provide incomeSecurit : The Recent Politic, of Welfare Reform, Urban Institute Paper,1978, orthimpingt)
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One approach Is (0 develop J n44 }<age 1hinecs in vx NE tn./.

programs to improve and hitter ,.ordinate thcr., iddiov

programs to ti t1 to the . I 4VA s. " A tpl..11 in rnnr0( it t. torsi t.r,rp,,.al

would simplify roles in all progiams, impose J nittun.tl Mininnon

standard for aid to families with dependent cftIdren (Ark?, hrodden program

eligibility somewhat to :over some people now rxrlodcd, but p(dy within the

fraspewark of current program; Other proposals would add new tcd,rat pro-

grama, such housing allowances, tederal sharing in torsi general assistance

coats, fuel stamps, or clothtng stamps.

The increment.," approach sn,old provide 070T adequate benefits to some

and reduce some Inequities, but admioistrattve
piohlems In the torrnt -,rstem

could be compounded. Incremental changes would not elimilate the worst

torgultier. or the most..ondesirable Incentives in E current m and

could make the .Ituataun WV( , Attempts to deal adekluaceiv with the reform

obirstiyes within the general framewor: of rurrnt inevitahlv leads

to artvnacy of such far - reaching ,harig, that it is .lard to maintain that

thyv are ,nctvmntal in the ,Auar ot i.',rd plttr-

rally moving toward dexiiabl

A srond approach 18" to restro. t li (fir rx I .t me yet 1,I atrg.,rr, at

pr I. init to in. t /I. I f . - 1I it. . II. .r

lit- r t v

/,.. .1 let. $1011.III .1 I I r /
r. I t If

progisMS.

it pursued on a scale large enough and with ,:a!tol design, this apprvarh

can meet all 01 the reform objectives except administrative simplicity.

BE' evr)'"w
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sower bath a sysvm 114 I sloelV.to by Mt oxpvrolave to be cenordered qeri-
*lying ell,'Iso.svelv on lobs to provide Jdoquate tiuorilw Co virtplovahles

govern nt
the emplover ..I 14Ni reOrt tor °Alp low- .

teQUIrtoS ttle e

0,...emplovables who de. not have *orE ot wi 0 h.i y. litadegodty vitntnits.

Opea-ended 'war loterd *lob protttlms sr.' untct..4 404 I. 'lid be very Loathe. It

foe,. a plan did not provide "good" Jot's, :I.V.,
lob. at high wage') for ii I

eariargb140.4:iet left than ineligible tOr ,;.1.41 aid, the oh iv, t tve nt .0,41,04. yV
would not be met, i'rob 1 elhe also Jr tae in attempt in to 4vvelop fair. oper Js

JillIi4041 dirtin't tattoo lor the ditticnIt toncept
ot umpIovabilitY, 4 goals

ivpendeat upon MJI1V I.j tor., int 101 ing how tight 'the labor market
Is

entsocaso about 14- re4r InAt h.onit &not not Ions bout retirement 4g..

A third Approa, h is Cu adopt 4 uatver*a; ins one flpplemcnt pcoiram t.
provide cash aid to 01 i in nee4--fiotli ii tent nf Jr, tvciptentft n,1 nttOy

maple nut stele the t u tt,. rh,k JpproAt Pu wiold pr .vide a i benef 1 t

1h.60* with o it,, 'ii,. Ind mr44n31 iv red:n
t 4. eArninu, roar, Wi th

j .,d 31 e hull it r ion f 4f , 41.4 t 4 pl 4V, 1M in pre,,rv., 1 imam t di

tilyvocive, t, tcick to cl. r v.ite m 1 PI .Ao d, twnet it n in egos tdbt,

basso.

mit appg h not prri. Ind.. the F1{1 tbA I 4r of ..rnna el in
to pr ,A.., ,0; htogr4ms lIi
1h, .1v 4 I oh . tiog1; go I, f II

r .1 t .n *i. c nt uI P r1i r .1

an trIpor Inc
t . rt It 0101 furl

for separate e pr ojgc.ern,,,

. S.,.

W
I

pit $c,

1,14 vmpf ment pf .14 rim Je..1. led to provide ;ohs

to grog or 411 of those
aid applicant. vspeLtvd to work and inivirr

sI WI 01

a cmi I cis,' .1**1df1CC plan.
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The main argument raised against this approach is the politically diffi-

0 cult tiff* of scrapping existing programs to build a new system. it is also

argued that the increased soots for essistance would be better spent on jobs

whAeli, wile mot* czotly, would provide local communities with services

presumably not otherwise available,

The Carter reform plan, called the better Jobs and Income Plan, includes

a universal :ash aid component and a job creation program. Cash assistance

would be provided to all with low incomes. For those expected to work,

payments would depend on their willingness to work. Opt if job. were not

' available, they would receive aid on the same 1140110 as those not expected to

work. A large program of public service jobs would be part of the overall

plan to coed. that financial worn incentives and work requirements have s

real chance to further the goal of economist self-sufficiency for recipients.

The authors of this paper have all contributed to the reform literature

of the past decade and are currently engaged in further research on related

topics. In studying President Garter's plan--which is quite complex and

difficult to understand, an inevitability for any comprthensive plan

translated to legislation --we posed many questions to each other and to

Administration officials. The answers (which outitne the nature of the Clan)

are presented in this paper in question- and - answer t,rm to promote 3 Wider

understanding of the new prOp0 its ff(101,31e, and the M.4,01 issues now

beta; Debated in Congress. The from% p, tied in4 inswts given are Olif

Own. drawl tram public documents ovtdeL.tty rho Administration to support of

its plan, unpublished information provided by colleesueb and government

'olfirtals, the general literature on income maintenance policy, and current

ilst:Lck4n progress,

298
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11. IATIONALE FON A CONIMENENSIVs. OVERHAUL OF WELFARE PROGRAMS

j, Itave'seAjained ground in the war on poverty' Who has been Irk

A person to counted as poor if total income for his or her householder
taw below the official Census bureau poverty standard. The standard was
govalopm4 in the laid-- 1960's as an estimate of minimal Iy adequate budget.
Tie standard vies by family ise and place of re:idence (urban or rural.
tam of non- tare) and is adjusted annually for changes in the Consumer Price
Index. in 1910, the poverty income standard for a non-farm family of four
was $5,670. This Amount wou, I rise to $0,4.00 if ad'fbsted for 1971 and

projected 1918 pc ice incrases.

In l970, about. one ink *of twelve Americans had Income below the poverty
level, even counting federal food assistance as income. The dollar value
of this income gap amounted to 59.8 billion. these lb million poor people
are a much smaller group than existed two decades ago, bxt the/ sluggishness
of it e economy in the )970's and the 14,14 of assistance for :wee low-income
peoplab has slowed theqi,dur t ion of the poverty population.

To the Nation's progress in iedu.ing poverty. SI ID useful Co

look back to earlier yeafs. Had the poverty standard existed in I( ill, it
would have equal led 4: ,9f4t) Jo.- an t.,t. ban tam11%, of Fi this ,,1311ia,rd,
)9 million percent of the l4h11 p, p,13t1 All b,40 ,Oontvd

at poor based on h in, orte.

I. Census data measure poverty based wifely in cxh income, and in 1976one out of eight Arsericans was counted as poor, However, Pat rowel' that takefood benefits into account, have been wade by the CLingresssonal budget Office(CIO. See ConsresssOnal budget Office background Paper No. 17 !Revised),Poverty Slatus of Families Under Alternative Definitions at Income (Jug!)9rf). 'am measures. of poverty used in this paper were eiveloped by CM furtheir analysis by aggregating certain census poverty indtre and applyingweighted averages. The 55.670 figure cited above se an average for non-farm,Mateoboad441, feat -person tams I les,
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During the 19*CO'm the Nation enperienr ed a sustained economic espamston

which, ramified with increased assistance spending. reduced the poverty

population muti;tnrittally.' In IVO the poverty otandord tot an urban family

ef (our was wet at $3,970, and by this standard 24 million persons --l2

pircent'of the 1970 populationvet; Poor. lhe poverty population was

reduced over that decade by 15 million people; the probability of being poor

was cut in half.. Most of the reductions in povertyabout If m4Ilion out of

the. IS million peoplevett in household. headed by able-bodied, work:ng-age

wales, households that were likely to haveprospered in the tight labor

markets of the 1960's. The et ter ts of a buoyant economy more than offset the

ine In poverty that the r is ng number ot female-head lams 1 les would

have prompted.

Netween Wit and 14715, the size of the poverty popolat ion wan 11{111.W/4.'4

by two opposing fortes. The severe ek otio014 downturn that put sill lions

our at work, oupled with a rapid pr
IIntl at ion reflected rn J SWIttIV

increasing poverty standard, would have rn,rrased dubstantrally the number

of pour people. However, growth in henef It [laments and enactment of the

flew supplasental mecurAty income tSSI1 It the -ind ocnt aged, blind and

disabled largely 1 It Svg the potent ill rise in avert.... in 192b. with the-

'

poverty standard to f non -:arm!arm fami lc -I foot at ,/1 u, ,,, en I l ion popl ,--

againontout I; percent of Lite IA I pul.,11,..1 -w. f .. t.ft f cd - 1..-r b f,e,f ,ri i .1:

int claw. thus, the war declared on poverty lir te , 4i,,,' -, f,,, nt, ,e,,t a

.
holding act ion in the I970'4.

Official poverty data have been cr it'. ized hecay.e they cmipsre the

poverty standard only to a (amity's snowy income, thereby excluding in-kind

,income received in the torm. of food stamps, .Astdizect heus ing , avid other

Bos
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benefits. 141 If the implicit dollar value from food programs--

lnegaing food stamps, subsidised school lunches and breakfasts, and supple-

mental' foals for women, infants and children (W1C)--were added to recipients'

incases, rhe site of the 1976 poverty population would be reduced from

25 million to ld million people. However, this lower figure still amounts to

eight percent of the populationone out of every twelve Americans- -with

income (including food benefits) below the poverty line.

As an aid in understanding the causes of poverty, Table 1 classifies

the 1926 poverty population (after ad just ing the data for food benefits

received) by the, characteristics of household heads. 01 This classification

gives some idea at J household' s labor market potential.

The data indicate that 21 percent of the poor live in households headed

by someone who ib over age b4 or disabled. Another lb percent are in families

Molded by an able-bodied, working-age female.
The remaining 43 percent If the

poverty population live in households headed
by able-bodted. working-age males.

Table 1 also shows the 1976 distribution
of weeks worked by heaus

of poor families. Amorg those most expected to worki.e., able-bodied,

working-age irs1 'bout one-third worked year-round, end over half worked

at least halt , sr. Among able-bodied, working-age female heads, about

a tenth worked year-round, while
nearly 40 percent worked at least sometime

Health and housing benefits have not been c.mmted as income in thispaper. There lb sonsidetable
debate over how such benefits should be valuedin measuring income, since public housing is often undesirable and medicaidoften pays for unnecessary medical treatments,

making the worth of theseprograms to recipients far tees than the cost to taxpayers.S. The of fir i a l poverty
- clataatee--do--eurt--iii-tow-.ftsr-Tnrtante reduce disposable income. If taxes were deducted.-teem each household'sincome in determining

poverty statut,_Llia-terrarber" of people in poverty wouldincrease by IQ percent. _Als-VIlliicount
offsets a possible overrount justannounced by the Census Bureau based on analysis of the 1975 Survey of Incomesad Education.
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roldiggdelgpler is Poverty s t 1p11A400dinstal ,1

charseStrigtico of llowiehold feeds ttit Extent 4t roptoymeot. 1976

Characteristics of
hous4hold head* People in poverty

then her

(milliOns) Percent 0

'ND

Distribution of poverty
population by weeks 'forked

by household heads*"

47 or

1-26 27-46 more Soil

Over age 64 3.0 16.9 71Z 3Z It 252 10002;

theIsr Age 64

but disabled 0.9 4.2 52 4t1 100--

Weitier aged our

disabled:

regale hoods

White 3.5 19.6 62 18 5 11 100

Non-white 3.1 15.9 63 18 6 12 100

Nine heads

White 5.5 34.4 24 32 16 29 100

Non-white 1.7 9.0 20 25 19 36 100

Total poverty
pTipul at ton 17.7 100.0-

ci 45 71 B 26 100

Source: Tabulations of the i976 Current Popul4tion survey obtained Iron the

Congressional budget Office.

al Household income is defined an the total of before-tax income from all

.the eyltctr value of any benefit* received (roe food stamps and

other food benefit program,.
The distribution for household heads was mtighted by the number of

peopliin each household.
s/ The percentage of poor people who are white is 70 percent. The

proportion who are children under age 18 is 34 percent. The distribution of

the poverty population by Cansya region in its follows: Wortheaat, 18 percent;

South. 44 percent; North lentral, 21 percent; West. 17 percent.
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ocios tfit gear. Thus, many of the poor who cam work do work. Moreover,

it 100SPOneble to expect that, if aggregate demand
were higher, work effort

w .1d be higher and the poverty count lower.

Amt poverty will not go away with full employment, since low wage rates.

deo rinds of large families, the ineffectiveness of
benefit programs, and

individual infirmities cannot be expected to melt away in the warm light of

economic recovery. In I'M, when the unemployment rate was 3.5 percent, a

booming economy by histi,rical standards,
24 milliorepeople were still poor,

including many full-time workers, This fact has led many analysts to conclude

that a program of general income supplementation is
needed.

2. Now do current profiramm affect the
poverty population?

LoW-income people currently receive
government assistance from a variety

of programs which fall into three broad categories. First, there are social

insurance programs, including social security, unemployment compensation, and

workers' compensation progriAss, whose benefits have been earned through prior

participation in the labor force.
The second category of programs provides

cash benefits based on need ancLipijudes supplemental security income (SS!).

aid to families with'dependent
children (AFDC), and local general assistance.

The third category of programs provide, non-cash
benefits based on need in

a manner similar to needs-tested
cash programs (i.e., income is supplemented

based on financial need). however, benefits ate given in kind (e.g., food

stamps, subsidized housing, and free medical .are under medicaid),

These program significantly
reduce the extent of poverty. The following

figures from census tabulation, obtained from the COO indicate what the SVCS-
Cy population would have been in the absence of government programs:
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800Mate of Income Counted

Private sources only (includes

ameniess Tram public service

employment)

Potential Poverty Population
in 1976 (mil-lion-0

15/
45-

Private seeress plus social

inemreace Meeefito
78

Private sources, 'social insurance

beeerite and cash swede -tested aid 14

private sources, social Insurance

benefits, cash needs-tested aid,

and food assistance

7/
le-

If government programs were
eliminated and people onliviele income from

private source., the 1976 poverty population would have been 45'million.

Social insurance benefits
(including *oriel security/ educed this nneber

to 2fi million. Cash needs-tested aid reduced this amber by another four

millioe people, and food aid lever4A it by snort, r six million. Nonetheless,

the poverty population
stands at 1. million. fen when all these income

sources are considered.

3. Nhat are the main problems with current program.?

Current ssaistence programs
have been criticised for many reaSOns.

The most widely beard
criticisms include the gaps in coverage, inadequate

benefits in some areas, unfair disparities in benefits, impediments to

work, inadequate administration,
and the excesssve unit burden placed on some

State and local government..
An overriding problem is that the programs

----77This number is overstated, lf there were no social security system,

for example, some individuals
eight have put sway more savings for retirement.

7. If housing assistance were
counted, the number in poverty rounds to

17 million. Counting public medical benefits as income would reduce the

poverty population to 12 million. However, the analysis in this paper does not

libeled. ouch benefits since methods to s their value to recipients as incur

are not widely concurred in at this time.
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moo together as's national system. and the resulting inability of the

pedOcal Government to alter systematically the incomes of the poor in a quick

00d direct fashion inhibits public policy decisions in fields such as energy

og imaistion. (The Appendix describes the nature and site of each major

esogrom.Y

caps in'coveragi. Virtually all poor people are eligible for food

wasp*, but nearly half are eligible for nothing more. Recent estimates

indicate that 46 percent of the poverty population lives in households

iOsligible for cash assistance under either AFDC or SS1, the two major ca h A:

assistance Programs. FM! This gap in coverage is a serious inequity in

public treatment tot people with like needs.

Rost of those poor but ineligible live in two-parent household*

with able-bodied heeds. A second group left ouA are single individuals

!.and childlers couples who are neither aged nor, disabled. People aged or

disabled are covered by the SSl program. Families with children headed

by an able-bodied single parent are covered under AFDC. A two parent family

with children headed by an able-bodied male may be eligible for cash Assis-

tance under the unemployed father (UF) provisions ofrAFDC, but only in *Soot

half the Stases. And in those States, the program contains a number of

eligibility restrictions which, among other things,. preclude a family from

receiving assist. Ace no matter howl tow thy nom ;I the- tathrr

working more than i00 hours per month. SI: a1mo,t halt it poor are in

families headed by able-bodied males, theilimmfatAons of Alqw-1, ,overage

deny cash assistance to a significant proportion of poor families.

repYit prepared
for the Department of Wealth, Educiiiion and Welfare by Mathematic,' Policy
Illesiearcli, Inc. (December 1976).
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Snadannateaed unfair benefits. As noted above -many poor households

sore ieeligible for cask assistance. gut aone who are eligible receive aid,at

very law levels. Today:26 States pay AM cash benefits at rates less than

two-thirds of the poverty standard (less than $321 per month for a family of

four). In four of these States, even the addition of food stamp benefits

Fields a total less than $321 monthly for a faiily of four. The wide dispar-

ity is benefit amounts among the States (from $256 monthly for AFDC and food

stamps in Mississippi to 6,60 in Mar York, to $03 in Hawaii), is generally

regarded as untair, since the result is greater federal support for some poor

people than for others based.solely on place of residence.

Work efforts not encouraged. M ny people think that existing welfare

'rel....rams do too little to encourage recipienfb to nark. In fact, most

nelfare programa do attempt to encourage work either through financial

work incentives or work requirements. However, as currently practiced, both

methw4s have serious shortcomings.

Programs like food steeps, AFDC, and public housing all provide financial

incentives based on the same principle -if a person's earnings increase by a

dollar, program behefits sho Sd decline by less than a dollar, thereby leaving

the person better off for having worked. However, a problemaarises because

the typical recipient benefits from two or more programs: In such situations

individual pro's-on benefit reduction. are at least partially additive

and can offset almost totally any additional dollars earned, thereby leaving,

no monetary ince. ive for the person to work. For example, although actual

rates vary among Statts depending on how work expenses are deducted and ltdw

..---paysaseta-acs-441-Letscl-to-waied.__ALIC-alune-s.sa__Tecluce benefits by as much as

67 cents for an added dollar of wages. For the more than two million families

.-Orr-

receiving both AFDC and food stamps, this reduction race can be as high as

-..#4r*P0.1
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week', or 117 percent for the roughly
300,000 oi.these families who also

bow their rants publicly subsidized. While the rates are not this high in

case., rates approaching these'upper limits
can apply to discourage work.

0"eome testancen where eligibility is denied to persons who work full-time

.0,4., in the AFDC -UF program), additional earnings
can leave a family worse

pig financially.

'A mejor difficulty with present work requirements is adminintrative. In

today's labor market witlehigh unemployment rates, it is hard for a focal

adolissiatrator to determine whether or not a person has mode a good faith

effort to find a job. There is no easy way to distinguish lasy recipients

from those who honestly cannot find work,
Also, work requirements are

itseffective is dealing with reductions in work effort when the reduc ions

are in overtime work, second jobs,
or secondary workers' jobs.

Finally, gaps in coverage and disparities in benefit saounts make a

travesty of self-help efforts, since people on welfare in high-payment States

often have total incomes greater than comparable families with heads working

full time. For instance, a four-person family in Oregon can receive $549 a

meth from AFDC and food staspo,.$90 more than a person not on welfare would

earn in a fulltime job at the miniaua wage.

Adainietretive weakness. Current programs have gained a reouration

as error - ridden and prone to fraudulent manipulation, although this situation

is improvinsto some extent. In ION., NEW i4dits found that peLent of
all AFDC cases involved some type of benefit or eligibility error. Today,

that error rate has been reduced to 22 percent, and some States have welfare
- -

adeiniatretinns cdziasks fisaascnte..- -

Nonetheless, two problems remain.
,First, some States have been slow

CO adopt the best
current administrative practices. We know, for example,

BEST tnopy
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Mat case errors are
substantially reduced by adequate staff education,

frequent case reviews, and other simple procedures. Yet, manv States have

neglected to institute such improvements. 191 SeLond, the wide variety of

complex aid ark-grams imposed on the States through federal legislation and

regulations rakes good management difficult. Each program requires separate

forme and administrative
structures, and the multiple bureaucracies invite

confusion and mistakes in program administration.

fiscal burden on- State and local evernments. In 1176, the combined

expenses of AFDC, SS!, food stamps, medicaid and other welfare programs,

including public service job creation. totalled 3.5 percent of the gross

notional product, About two-..thirds was paid by the Federal Government with

the neimainderabout 515 billion -- flowing from State and local treasuries.

This burden often falls heavily on States with large
welfare costs, and or

counties and cities as well in New York and a few other States. State and

local organizations have
increasingly advocated a greater federal assumption

of program costs, There is also a general awareness of the national nature

of the poverty problem and
the inability of State and local governments to

adjust budgets quickly to sharp changes in costs prompted bysuch tortoni as

natiome! changes in uneeploymeacr inflation, interregional
migration, and

iota' 1.1),(11;1 resulting trim luittondri trade or enerxv

Poor in.frument_lor rflpjeniertdrin nitr2nrj_ulfrr. As 411ad.

mentioned, ,,,,rrent assistance prugrAmc vry videt., in ,,,vvr.14.! Searilt

levels. Administrative control is vested in a large number of different

agencies at all levels of government,
and legislation is subject to the

9. See Marc Sendick, Jr.'s
testimony before the House Government

Operations Committee, Subcommittee on
Intergovernmental Relations and Hunan

Iteeverces, October 4, 1977. Also, are Marc Dendick, Jr., Abe Lavine and Toby

N. Campbell, The Anatomy of AFDC errors, Report 5902-01, Washington: The

Urban Institute, 197$ (forthcoming),
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jurisdiction of numerous committees in both House and Senate as well as the

$01 State legislatures. And the courts are frequently called upon to correct

defects im these laws or the regulations drawn up to implement them.

'TOria- antic lack of control leaves the Federal Government with no

',stem it can use to alter the f.
of poor, taalilies in a tiaely manner in

coejunction with major national policy initiatives. This situation can

inhibit the bold action that map beEnquired to change energy pricing policy

or to revamp transportation systems.

For example, a tax on gasoline
to reduce consumption might be .opposed

because it raises transportation
costa to prohibitive levels for the poor.

Lack 'of an integrated assistance
system to offset this effect makes consider-

ation of such an option a
largelyjutsle exercise. Another example is the

am,* of tam cuts to stimulate the economy. To avoid inequitable treatment of
people with no tax liability. the 1975 tax cut was accompanied by special $50
payments to social security

beneficiaries, However, a majority of poor people
do not benefit from that

system, and many social
security beneficiaries are

well-to-cfo. MIS, in the absence of a direct systematic way to deal with the

equity problem, this attempt at equity targeted public
funds inefficiently and

precipitated needless administrative intricacies and a tack of public oncfer-

4. C.an weltate p be rectcucturei
__-

Some welfare analyst. have Viagvte;11TIC-ww4,14lt
ret,irm vculd be best

accomplished through an incremental strategy of piecemeal impriwas

existing programs. 1101 It is possible to design a series of incremental

changes which, taken together, wouldsachieve several mayor objectives

W. A recent expression of this viewpoint may be found in RichardP. Nathan's testimony before the House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform onOctober 12, 1977.
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of the Administration's proposal or any other comprehensive reform plan.

Ametheleee, such incremental proposals are subject tS an important semantic

qualiffcatienthat is, they may be coo big to be called "incremental"

in the venal sense of the word, even though'building on existing programs

."incremeagslty."

The incremental refbrmer's agenda usually begins with establishment of

minimum standards in the AFDC program. This change would require that States

pay at least a sinuous benefit in the AFDC program and that all States offer

the AFDC-VF program. The basic proposal can be elaborated in "ariety of

treys. For example, in order to eombine these minimum standards with fiscal

relief for the States, the Federal Covegimment
could finance 100 percent of

the minimum benefit for each recipient while giving States the option to

supplement the minimum benefit to higher levels. In order to safeguard its

fiscal int s, the Federal Government might require that. if It is to pay

100 percent of the minimum benefit, it would also administer the minimum

benefit, thereby moving AFDC toward the administrative model developed In

SSI. fill An AFDC program with national standards would begin to resemble

the cash assistance component of the Administration's proposal. 1121

A second incremental step would involve an expansion of current

Comprehensive FmploymenT and Training Act (MA, programs combined with a

11. here, however, is an example.ot the .4einvintik. qudlifIciACIOn

mentioned above, for few would call SSI an incremental .hange even though

it built on existing programs of cateadrical

12. There would be three major differences. First, the Administration

proposal involves paying different benefit levels to those expected to work

and those not expected to work. AFDC and AFDC-DF make no such distinctions.

Second, AFDC-0, contains the 100-hours rule in which a family, no matter how

low its income, is ineligible for benefits it the principal earner is working

wore than 100 hours per month. The Administration's proposal keys benefits

to income alone and hes no additional limitation based on haute yorked.

Finally, the Administration proposes to cover all individuals (for whom work

is not available). *roc and AFDC-Ur are open only to families with children.
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o re direct targeting of CET* job. oe welfare recipients.
Currently,

Titles II and VI -if CgTA are expected to create 725,000
jobs, about half

site moiler envisioned in the Administratioo's proposal,
and targeting public

service jobs an low-income applicants has b'gun only recently. In addition,

($TA jell* currently pay wage rates well in excess of the minimum Waal. These

lose rotes make the jobs attractive to a such broader
group than just AFDC

recipients and the.woriing poor. 'Thus, current wages create pressures that

w ould weaken attempts st further targeting of the program. Of course, a

eni wager coupled with s program expansion would
create s jobs prOerms that

generally would love like the jobs component of the Administration plan. The

similarity would be even stronger it first priority for jobs went to AFDC

recipieatti#

A third incremental step alight involve expanding the earned income tax

Credit (MC), Currently, these credits, which are refunded to families with

no tax liability, equal 10 percent of,annual earnings up to limit of 54,000

and phase out for higher earnings, ending at 58,000. The Administration's

. proposal has modified this formuts so that a (amity's maximum reinburseeent

would depend on family sire. Aiternative modification. of the EITC are

currently being examined by the Congressional budget Office. Adoption of any
one of these proposals would

be a step in the direction of the Administration

plan,

However, the Lo.t ,f these three changes to AF04", UtA and the EITC

mould be in the billion, and is certainly
more than would usually be implied

by the term "incremental". Moreover, major salminkstrative
changes would be

required as well. Thus, to achieve improvements of this magnitude, it is

tempting to think in terms of an entirely new
system, particularly since

even the changes'clisiaseed
above would leave several important reform

311
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Objective* untoseched. for example. the President's plan reinforces work

incemtiyee by a two-tier cash benefit structure in whist, those expected to

Work are paid Weer benefits than those not expected to work. incremental

changes to AFDC and AFDC-UF would not provide such an incentive. Second, the

Administration's proposal, by consolidating a variety of programs, hopes to

make s anifiCant savings and improvement* in administrative practices. An

incremental proposal, by retaining separate program administrative structures,

would make fewer improvements in this area. Finally, the Administration's

proposal involves coverage of all individuals, whereas an incrementally

reformed system based on AFDC and the current EITC would aid only families

with children. though such covrrav could be broadened through further

"incremental" changes. Such action., of course, would take the incremental

reform* further in the direction of .omprehenssive retorm.

5. Should refoms be tried out on an experimental basis first.'

It has been argued that dramatic changes in welfare progr should be

postponed proofing pilot tests of proposed retorms to avoid enactment 4,1

ineffective new laws. the Administration has moved ahead with its proposal

in the belief that further experimentation is unnecessary. Since many

element. it their proposal have been stmlird and tested in ,treat detail over

the past .1etade, that ..ms se in ty. !,,,t ..1.

fn fArt I. 1,1 , program tg-Ir. r. 411 IT w ,prl k1,4. geinr1 ire

.t of), of the ettrstiveness aol adminIstrattn
of .urs.nt welfare programs, Incluaing establishment
of a qua:sty casetrol system to smpfove 'manias-14,ot.

Large -aisle experiments of alternative Income main-

' renegue plans, many of whish are similar to the cash

program proposed.

o The Implementation in 1974 of the SSI program, which
replaced State welfare programs for the aged, blind
and disabled with a federal system.

312
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mascurnom Of TWA NETTER )011S AND INCOME PLAN

Now would the new system work?

The Setter Jobs and Income Plan would address
the many problems with the

current welfare oyetem, providing income support to the needy in s fairer way

mid swaging strong work incentives through financial
rewards for work, a,

woe. work requiremeoc, and direct creation of job.. (Although this paper

disCesstS the new employment program as a jobs program. ('ow of the proposed

1:4 million slots could be used for training as well.) Several current pro-

grime would be replaced with the new system.
The bailie federal plan would

work as fallow*:

A new program of public service employment would pro-
vide up to 1.4 millson jobs for poor adults in families

.with,children. mrw and Dol. eitimate that a program of
this else should provide for one job per family for
all low-income families in which an *dolt is expectedto'work to contribute to family support. This jobs
program would replace the work incentive (WIN) program,
which has not been succe..eful

in moving welfare recipi-
ents into jobs, and the CETA Title VI jobs program,
which only recently began to target jobs primarily on
1.N-income. and long-term unemployed wiirkers. 1131

O A simplified, fairer cool, assistance program would pro-
vide aid to all American(' with

inadequate family income,
either as a basic support

payment or as a supplement to
low earnings. This new program would replace AMC.
551, and food 'tempt. which

now provide assistance in
an uncoordinated and fragmented way, with an integrated
cash assistance plan that would reduce the great bene-
fit disparities across the country and among differentgroups of the poor. Its simplified structure also
should greatly reduce possibilities for error, fraud.and Abut,. and maintain strong work incentives.

o An expanded earned income tax credit (EM) would provide
additional supplementation to low-income workers in
private sector employment. This would be an integrated
component of the new system, along

with the job' and the
cash assistance program.

D. SeeNearing* galore the &mete Nudger Committee first Concurrent' Sesetotiom on the Sodget -fiscal Year 076, Vulvae III (April 9. 10737----eapticially pp. 19-40.

11 sirame41/4:
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o
sews* years of increasing outlays for Outola se -vice

employment programs,
which increasingly have been

z^:e closely
targeted on the poor.

o Several years of operation of the earned income (as

credit.

Stualtes
zookcted for Ccongress-in its 1977 reftirm of

the food stamp program.
O

Ma

.1**0,,,tie

the,reforo proposal
addresses Welfare problem* on a comprdbensive footsie.

0

.but tt contains
few new or upknorn component,. Delaying enactment for

further
experimentation would be a trsleoff between the chance that jesting

would significantly
alter the proposal, ah the one tend, and the certainty.

t delay would
postpone the many improvements the new system promise., on

c other.

Of caveat, enactment withoist prior experte4ntiltidn would not preclude

pilot projects
immediately following enactment to field-teat the administra-

tive arrangement',
computer system.. and staff training program, that would

have to be adopted by the Departments of Health, Education area Welfare (NEW).

and Labor tlgoLl.

a,

'7=

I

*. a.
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The three components of the plan are intended to provide both incentives

to leek work and financial reward from work. The cadh,benefit system serves
as a nationally onifosim rsafety

net" under all incomes f r these who cannot
attain en adequate wage and need such support.

A work requirement would be imposed on all
recipientts expected 6,

work. with greatly
reduced benefits paid for an initial eight week period

_ daring which job search is expected.
Public service jobs could be offered to

these who cannot find private
employmeet within five weeks. Refusal to

job without good
cause would result in loss of benefits for the

person expected to work. Only if a private job could not be found during the
waiting period snd a public job were not available would eximum benefits be

r.

4110

.pOid to someone expected to work. There woad be a monetary incentive for

individuals to continue to seek private sector
jobs even while in public

employment, 49 thelITC would further increase private earnings.

In general, federal cash benefice would be reduced by no sere than.

90 percent of earnings, providing a substantial
financial gain from work.

This feature seers two important objectives
- -co provide incentives for

individeals to seek and take jobs, and to iaprove equity for working people,
who would have more total income than non-workers.

2. Who.wuuld be eyected to work'

People who are aged, blind
or disabled would not be expected to work,

nor would 'Single parents with
pre-school children (under age 7). (fit adult

in all other households
would be expected to work. 110 In particular:

One adult in two-parent households would expectedto work.

o Single individuals and childless couples would beexpected to, work.

14. Am adult who suet care for
a disabled person would not be 19f44:04to work.

4
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o 'Slagle parents with mo children under age 14 would be

..i't
. expected to work.

:-. ----"------ jr -Slagle parents with children ages 7-13 would be

expected to work part-time during school hours.

This work requirement is based on the prevailing customs in American ir

'society today. Women with children in *chop' would be expected to work under

--The pima, AS that is now the customer" practice of such women not on welfare.

10 1976, about 4, percent of all married women with children were in the

labor force 02 percent for [ht's* with no pre-school children). The labor

feces participation rate fox unworried women with children is even higher.

Adults is families with children who are expected to work would still

receive benefits if family imam were inadequate, but on a lower stele than

skate met empected to work. Thmre are good reasons for including these

workers in the assistance system. even under the best of circumstances, with

relatively low unemployibent, many
employed people will remain poor, and the

'repotted plan would pay income supplements to them. (Food stamps and local

general assistance programs provide such supplements now). l'nless wages for

public service jobs were set at
unrealistically high levels, it would be

ettessary to provide income supplements to these jobholders as well. Thus,

even greatly expanded job opportunities would not render cash assistance

unnecessary.

The cash assistance proposed in this plan to ,uppl ment low earnings

would decline automatically as employment opportunities improved. The

plan as proposed could be coordinated with general- economic policy and job

creation programs.

3. inio would lot a public service jab?

If an adult expected to work were in a household with children present,

!PIM"7rafftam.0-
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flat adult would be eligible for consideration for public service employment
etMho migimum vase if he or she could not find a private job. Only one

public service job could be held by members of a given household (namely the

_household's primary earner). No income or asset. test would be applied for

job eligibility.

The proposal cells for 1.4 million such jobs, a number which limits the

Ileitilehilt.te of taimmr-jobetut Mou14 be sufTieienc, based on estimates
of the em giber of adults defined ea expected to work who would gain financially
from taking a public iiervi:e job. lf,no job were available, a person expected
to work whose family meets the income and asset tests for wish assistance would
receive the same benefits at s similarly situated adult not expettad to work.

The categorical limitations
on job eligibility and the 1.4 million

. .

toiling on slots are necessary to ovoid chime*
problems involved in guaran-

teeing a job to every person who might wane one. Even the modified liumphrey-.,

hawkish) bill recently. endorsed.by President Carter avoids such an open-ended
commitment. A guaranteed jobs program at the minimum wage open to all comers

eouTdivijuire several million more jobs at a cost in the tens of billions.
Such a program would be difficult to finance and even harder to administer.
Creating and running

government operations providing that many new jobs, if

they were,to be real,
productive jobs, would be an immense undertaking.'

4. Now would cash benefits be determined*

The plan include.. two-tier berleti.c structure td provide different

beneficafor recipients expected to work and those not expected to work. The

higher schedule of benefits would apply to households in which no adult is

expected to work. If a weber of an eligible family were expected to work,

reduced hod frihuld be available (the lower tier), since these units would
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eepeeted to have earnings. If a job were not available, either in the

private Hector or in public service employment, then asks tort aiming a

Saber everted to work would wove to the higher benefit 'schedule (the upper

tier).
In both epees, federal benefits would be reduced by no more than SO

retreat of earnings to provide financial work incentives sad ensure that work

resell In higher income.

Federal benefits would depend also on family size, age of children, and

ether demographic
characteristics related to need. For most current recipi-

ents, the new plan's federal benefits would exceed current feud stamp benefits

plus the federal contribution to A$DC os £51.. With.Stele_suPP!!mellgation.

total incomes of most recipients would at least equal those under current

praltraes.

benefit amounts could be determined more easily than under the present'

system. Currently; many Stereo compute each family's actual budgeted monthly

seeds under their AFDC standards in great detail. The new system would

not require such individualised calculations. Examples of proposed annual

federal benefit levels are shown below. (State supplementation would be

encouraged but would have to follow the same
basic structure to maintain work

incentives and administrative simplicity.)

An aged, blind or disabled person with no income

would receive 32,500; a similarly situated couple

would receive S3,750. These amounts exceed slightly

the current federal 551 and food stamp benefits for

similar people.

o A penniless single-parent family with three children,

at least one of whom is under age 7, would receive

$4,200 on an annual basis, an amount greater than the

federal share of AFDC and food stamps in all bye seven

States.

o A four-person family with an adult expected to work

would receive 52,300 on the lower tier. (It a job

were not found or offered by government in eight

weeks, the higher benefit. would apply.)
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o As unrelated single
person would receive mutual

benefits of $1.100, and couple without children
would -eceive 32.200.10ot may it job. were notavailable. These amount* exceed their current foodstamp benefits. (If jobs were available but refused,they would receive no benefit. If they work at low
vases, they might be eligible

for supplemental benefits./
In all Callas, whether

individuals were expected to work or not, total

,

Iacono could be increased
by earninse or income from other sources. In sea

with *armless. benefits would lie reduced gradually by SO cents per dollar of
gamed iecome, providing

earnings supplements that taper oft es canniest; rise.
Federal benefits for most specific cases can be computed from

the arrow -

Ployierreference table (Table 2). however, there may be certain situations
sot covered by the policies

proposed thus far. For example, foster children
,say mew receive AFDC benefits,

even though the tooter
parents may not qualify

as Am eligibles. The Administration
plan appears to make no each exception

for families with foster children in their bill.
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Table 2

Reference
Table for Federal Cash Benefits under the Setter Jobs and Income Plan

A

A, Annual Federal benefits: No Adult Szie!cted to Work, No Other Income

poker and type of adults Adult benefits-
b/
- Additional Total

in household unit
benefits per benefits,

No Children child c/ family of

_. ___, .._........children -rosent four

,,......----

One adult --aged, blind or

disabled (ASO)
$2,500 $2,900 $600 $4,100

Two adtilti3O-one ASO
; 2,100 1,500 600 4,700

Two adults - -601h siOD
3,150 4,000 600 5,200

skir4le adult- -not, ASO 1,100 2,400 600 4,200

Two adults - -neither ADD
2,200 3,000 600 4,200m

a/

Is/

cl

The adult benefit per unit would be increased by the presence of children

only for one adult. That is, two or more adults in the same unit could not

each claim added amounts fur the presence of children in the unit.

Deduct.$800 it unit lived in household with another unit, If two related

units shared household rights or
ownership, each unit's grant would be

reduced by 5400.

For a disabled child, add $1,100 instead of 5h00. Increzovs per child

would apply only for upits of seven cr fewer members.

O. Deductions to Reach Lower Senefir Tier for Adults Taper:p..0o Work

1. If j [amply member in a household with children were expected to

work. the haste adult benefit would be reduced by $1.900;

1. Single individuals and childless couples Aenetally would be expected

to work, and benefits would be reduced to zero.

3. After an eight-week search period, if a private were not found

and a public lob were not
available, those expected to work would

move co the higher benefit schedule (see "A" above).
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Table 2.(cont'd)

C7114AtefiSaiseiJWIListre_ntefor'EarnisiAand Other Income

I. Deduct 50 percent of earnings from
basic federal grant, in general.

2. In families with as adult expected to work, disregard the first
$3,000 of earnings in the benefit reduction calculation.

3. For one-parent families, up to $150 a month could be disregarded forchild care expenses of s_worliing.Retent with one child, 04 up I.000 for two or more children.

.

4. Seduce benefits by 80 percent of non-employment income (e.g., interest,annuities, rent, social insrance benefits).

5.. Seduce benefits by IVO percent for other federal assistance payments(e.g., VA pennant'.

D. Calculation of Federal Benefit Pay_abt6

Benefit paid basic benefit from A. less applicable deductionsdescribed in B and C.

Source: Derived by authors from "Benefit Structu and Computation",and
"Piling (or Eligible) Unit", U.S. Qepart t of Health. Education
and Welfare, Office of the Secretary. Ste Pa- vs on the BetterJobs and Income_Act - HR 9030, October 3, 1.
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S. flow would the earned income tax credit be changed?

The earned income tax credit (EITC), a refundable credit originally

mulcted in 1975 to offset the impact of social
security taxes on low-income

weeltere, would be retained under the President's proposal. However, certain

changes would be made in the E1TC to coordinate the credits with the proposed

new cash benefits. The credits as imodified would provide strengthened

iacentivet to peek private sector employment
since credits would not apply

for public service jobs.

The existing EITC.
The EITC now provides a worker with children 10 cents

per earned dollar up to $4,000, with
the maximum payment of $400 ($4,000 multi-

plied by .10) reduced by 10 cents per dollar above earnings of 54,000, thus

phasing out at $80000. This 10-cent reduction of the credit for each dollar

earned between $6.000 and $8,000 has the same effect as a 10- percent tax on

earnings over that income range.
41. example of how the current ELTC is cal-

culated is shown below:

Cross earnings EITC calculation
EITC AMOuOt

54,000 .10 x $4,000 400 5400

6.000 .10 s $4,000 - 400

.10 x ($4,000 - Sh,0001 -MU
200

8,000 .10 x $4,001)
t

.10 x ($4,00.0 44,o00)

It 0

The proposed EITC. If the EITC were not
changed, the financial return

from work would be less than
desired, because the 10-percent ELTC plme-out

rate between $4,000 and $8,000 would odd to the basi federal cash assistance

phase-out rate of 50 percent udder the proposed welfare reform, creating,
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Is effect, a 60-percept tax on earnings between 54,00U and 58,000. The LIM

would be chamgarf so that the phase-out would not begin until earnings went

above the federal cash benefitsi eligibility ceiling. To illustrate, for a

famollY of four, 10 cents per earned dollbr.tetIld
be paid up to 54,000 in

awnings, S cents per earned dollar would be paid up to 59,100, and the F1TC

would be reduced by le cent:: per earned dollar above 59.100, falling to zero

at 515,650. Following is en example of how the proposed FLU is calculated

for this family;

Gros. , trnine EITC ealculati 'ft EiterZwunt

54.000 .10 x 54.000 +400 5400

14,000 .10 x 54,000 . .4,40

.05 x 54,000 4-200

.4,04.) 4,111)

12,000 .10 x 54,000 .400

.05 x 55,100

An /4 5%, 100".CI ,0011) 224o

+)IS 1455

.10 x $4,ud0 .400

.05 x 55.100 = +255

.10 x 159,100-515,650/ .

The propeced flit; would be mote genrro,... than ,,,trent taw fot .111 r- atntns
levels above 54,000. There tote, tt would help assure MOIe adequate ("tat sit-

Calbes for low- and moderate-income workers. Molenver, it would provide tax

relief to moderate-income. workers whose real Incomes have fallen because of

inflation and higher social s.cursty taxes.

Table I summonses further details of the changes proposed for the EITC.

C
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Table 3

Current and Proposed Earned Income Tan Credit

feature Current EITC

periodic
Only computed and disbursed

disburamment once 0 year when income

taxes Are filed.

Welationettip
to family
slam

of

Eligible
families

Standard formula for all

family sites.

All families with dependent

children.

Proposed EITC

Disbursed regularly through
withholding adjustmen0s; end -

of -year reconciliation when
income times are filed.

Phasic *out pointer are family-
sire related, so that phase-

out begins slightly above

federal cash benefits eligi-
bility ceiling for each

family site. ver

All families with dependent
children, except that credit
cannot be paid for earnings
derived from special public
service jobs in order to

enhance attractiveness of
private-sector jobs.

6. Now would total family_ income be determined from the combination

of work, cash benefits and EITC?

The cash benefit program
would provide a base income upon which isdivi-

deals would be expected to build - -through *oriel insurance
benefits earned in

the past and past savings as well as current earnings. Federal cash assist-

ance would decline with receipt of income from other sources in a way that

mild lead to higher total family income generally. This can best be illus-

tested by tracing through the
system's impact On a family under a variety of

circumstances:

o A penniless mother end three children with one child

under age 1 would be eligible for an annual benefit of .

$4,200 ($2,400 for Of mother plus $600 for each child).

With no other incone. the $4.200 would be the total

family income unless supplemented by the State.

324
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o If the family received
social security survivors'

-1 benefits of 51,T00 a year, the assistance payment
would be velleced by 60 percent of that amount 09601
to 61,240. providing a total income of 54.440 ($1,200plus $3,240).

o When the children are older, the mother would beexpected to work. Family benefits would then be
reduced by $1.900, at an annual rate, to $1,140. Withher social security income, annual income'would thenbe $2,540. This reduction would apply for up to eightweeks of job search". If no job were found or offeredby governNent during that peri.4. family benefitswould be resumed at the higher tler rate. If a jobwere foun0 at the minimum wage of 92.65 per hour,
benefits would be calculated as shown in Table 4.
Table 5 shows total income

for employnent in both
private and public jobs.

In effect, the benefit system would provide basic income support upon

which individuals coold build through their own efforts. The family in the

Oftemele in 'soured 54.200 of basic federal support when the children are

young and there is no other income. With socia, security benefits, total

family income rises to 54.440. When the children are all in school, the.,

motheei expected to wort and federal support drops, unless no job is

available. Family income only declines permanently if the mother refuses to
work. If the mother accepts work in ieputcic job. then family income increases
to $91090 if she works half

time (youngest child under 13) and $7.090 if she

works full limo (all children over 13). 1A.rk .n thv privair sector increareu
income further. Table 5 shows the orogressi.n up the imone sale as circum-

stances change for this family.

these tables show income taking into account federal benefits only. If

the family lives in a State with higher benefits
currently, and that State

chooses to mapplement the federal benefits, total family income would be

higher in each case.

ite44regi-, 1:14-
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Table 4

Calculation of Annual benefit for a Fierily of four

(mc:her and three children, .other expected to work)

Step. in calculation (from Table :7)
Annual *mount* if "Pother works:

Half-time s Full-time

Basic benefit

Seduction, expected to work

Lower tier benefit

Seduction for $1.200 social security

benefit

Met benefit. no work

Seduction for earninsel/

Net benefit paid

14,200

-1,900

2,100

-960

1,140

0

$4,200

-1,900

2,100

qh.
- 960

1,340

- 750

51,340 $ 590.

a/ tocsins* at $2.65 per hour are $2,650 for half-time, $5,300 for

full-ties work on annual bmois. Disregard first $1,500 of earnings,

deduct half of remainder. Examples 4$14onv no child care coati.

I
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Table 5

Differences _ip Total Annual Income forA ramify
of Four Untierjarious Circuescsncee

Circumstances of
soshor and three
Alta., (per es-
01114, in Tabie 10,

Vastly income at annual rates. by source'

Total

$4',200

5.190

5.455

7,090

7,555

New cash
benefit

Soctal
security farninss. ILTC

52.650

2.650. 5265.-
b/

5.100

5.'00 .06i/

I. So other income
st

54,200

31140-.....-L----Za--E.Lisiblit-for--$4130----
a'imenth in social
security benefits

3. Mother works
half -time in

/public service job-

4. Mother works halt -

flee in siiiimuswase
privet* job

S. 6iihiir works
tul'I.time in

4/public service Job-

6. Mother works full-
time in skinimum-wage

private lob

1.340

1.340

590

596

1,200

1,200

1,100

l.z00

r

at

4

It/

The publti jobs retyrred to ACV t
the getter Job'. end In ot31. t
to work under the prop,/:rd rules
ho14erc. .err not e2littble 1..r the
cocliild 'wk., the job-holder ellohl
s privdte-,,ector job.

The credit is 10 percent of the
.10 x

that would be 4reated under
pr,,IJe work for adults expected

for Jsh s%%istance. Such job- 1
UT( . Resulir public employment
e for the I'll(' the eatee bests as

first 54,00i1 of earcitorts (in this C

The 4.Fi4)t is 10 percent of the first 54.000 f eitnindx Plus S percentof the occt 51,000 tin this .45(. .10 X S'.,0011 phis .05 51.100.
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7. 1110, ill lb* versed Autos is comelsa

The propmsed 'Mem is so more
coMplieated than the economy in which we

tie*.
The system has .moral

campaigns that spoke up family income bacimia

yaa,

ig ia magmosiary to aatiomodate to a complex economy in which diblierent sources

income erft eneilak:s to people depeoding on past arising*, savings, current

-eareiegli, the tin system, end the welfare system.

Ati

gammwar, sea with thin compleaiky, the new systewwouid be much simpler'

to osoderstmod
them current welfare. prowlers. It would be possible loader the

a
*01 system, given a family's income and

foupoWition, and the information in

yeti, 2. to matte unambiguous calculation* of federal benefits and total family

iiscome. as previously iilustrated. State supplements would be encouraged to

followths befit design of the federal benefit system, The current feetem

bete* benefits upon any more factors 01.g., rent, cost of work clothing),

t:

sow of which arc not standardised even within States.

A
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THE CARTER BILL -
WELFARE REFORM?

Otitotyn Shaw Bel

According to Secretary Califon°. H.R. 90301 repreaents a "workableand fair new welfare system." The legislation contains an implicitanalysis of the causes.of poverty and the'remediei for it as well as animplicit quitrent.* of help to poor families and individuals. But thepolls rest on a set of value judgments about the way people livehow they should choose or be persuaded to choose about havingchildren, having jobs. working for pay or working without pay. Andwhat deserves closer examination is what is root expressly Vamp inH.R. 9030; itis Mese implicit assumptions that determine whether ornot the "new welfare system" is workable and fair.

The WOW* 1404101

Others have optected the word "system" applied to what the....Conglisekartat Budget Office more realistically calls "a Collection ofoverlappirg and ill-coOrdinaSed fragmented Federal and state incomeSeefstance programs. Mortimer, the bill's title. "Better Jobs and In-come Act.' also avoids the term "welfare... Since, however. theat -is directed to "kivr-income families and individual.," andle "families with children," it implies Ore are the People currentlyserved by welfare.

The meaning of the ter+ "welfare" needs two other comments.Finn, many people equate it with one income assistance program: thatof Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Most of these familiesconsist of a mother and Children. with no husband or father present.Second. and m some way connected to the first, the word -wetter*"has become an invidious, him. as in -welfare mother." never a phraseused in con % -tent

ficksor f %joie M q 9030 *as trte fqg prem.-1.4/0n of :no AarnintStrato% s ProgramkW Boner J001 4inci Income It Nita 94409aCluar: 94.113P,anteX1 ay the &aviator, etGorman Suiscommttloo.
101150

S
.Seproduced with the permission of the Journal of the Inst1f for Socioeconomic Studies, 0 1978 from the Journal of theineSitnte for Socioecomosic Studies, v. 3, summer 1978: 9-
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Of course. AFDC does correspond 'to the population described

above low-income families with children. But it represents only

One-fifth of total government expenditures on welfare programs if that

term is more clotiely defined as income transfers to people with pre.
transfer incomes that fall short of some established figure. (Welfare

goes to the needy: demonstrating "need" requires a means test, some

proof of poverty or income deficiencies of some kind.) And AFDC ex-
penditures account for only five percent of the total spent on income
assistance programs. including transfers to people whose eligibility
does not depend on proof of need.

Nor is it correct to trace public concern with "the welfare mess" to
some sizeable rise in the AFDC program. expenditures in 1976
represented a smaller proportion of both welfare and income
assistance than in 1966 If H R. 9030. its discussion in Congress and
elsewhere, helps to make people aware of other major welfare
programs and the comparatively small contribution of AFDC to the
economic burden of income transfers, it will be a major ac
cornplishment

The bill would replace AFDC. and it would also do away with
Supplemental Security Income. which in 1976 accounted for 13
percent of total welfare expenditures. down from 29 percent ten years
earlier. Moreover, it would end the Food Stamp program where ex-
penditures have grown to 20 times their 1966 total. It does not.
however. even mention the third major program of cash transfers to
needy people: veterans' pensions. which in 1976 cost six percent of
total welfare spending, but is rarely described as "welfare."

The Congressional Budget Office identifies seven other means-
* . tested programs. including food donation, national school luncheS.

housing ass seance. Medicaid, the earned income credit, and general

or emergency assistance. Some of these currently define eligibility by
referring to AFDC or SS1 and they will. therefore. be affected by H.R.
9030. But *Wale the term used in the bill. also includes
three major social insurance systems: social security, government
retirement, and unemployment insurance Expenditures for these. in
1976, called for three times as much spending as all the welfare
programs put together. Furthermore, it is in this area that spending
has burgeoned: 1976 amounts represent five times the 1966 sums.
And research from the Institute for Socioeconomic Studies, using an
even broader definition of both "income- and assistance.- has iden-
tified some 182 Federal programs. costing $250 billion. as opposed to

330
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the S141 billion- figure used so far.2

Clearly. to establish a "fair welfare system" requires a social con-MMus. First we need a wilier understanding of welfare as opposed toincome assistance and more appreciation of the numbers of peoplecurrently affected by all the various programs. Then we need somegeneral agreement about what is fair. All transfers represent flows ofincome from one set of people. who earn it, to another set of people,who receive It There exists some limit as to how much income peoplewill agree to transfer, but it cannot represent a constraint for any oneprogram. unless people have full information about the range of alltransfers.

There also exist. however, public attitudes as to what is "fair," Matmake some transfers very close to voluntary sharing of income, whileother transfers are deeply resented: veterans' pensiors may be anexample of Me first. while Aid to Families with Dependent Childrenwith unemployed fathers probably represents the second. These con-clusions appear to reflect two types of attitudes: those toward therecipients of income transfers, and those toward the reasons for in-come 'transfers And, once a transfer system has been established.Mere is no guarantee that either or both of these attitudes will notchange

Something of the kind appears to have happened with AFDC. whichoriginated in the 1930's as a program to enable children to grow up athome even when their widowed mothers had no means of supportThe prevailing social attitude, expressed in Congressional hearingsand public debate. defined the mother's place as in the home rearingher children: Aid to Dependent Children (as it was first established)was fo free her from pressure to get paid employment so as 10 supporther family. Since the present AFDC program contains a workrequirement for mothers continued in H R. 9030, a significant shift hasoccurred in attitudes.

To some extent it coincides with the same social developments thathave doubled the percentage of married women in the labor force.People have changed their minds about the reasons for AFDC, whyfamilies with ctuldren need help About half of all mothers withyoungsters are now in the labor force. a percentage which almosttriples the rate existing in 1948 They now earn income to supporttheir, families Why, therefore, provide income to other mothers who
arid Stephen Leeds An ,r,,fr y Feler31 t,lcome t(ansterPrOgr4,11., 'fox 1977 The institute nor S.1CJeCOnOTPC Studies White Plains.New I978 pp 219 1,12

.
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do not have fobs helping to support their children"

It is also highly, likely that the shift in attitudes reflects public
awareness of the changing character of the recipients of AFDC They
are not widows and their orphans these days. but single mothers.
deserted and divorced wives with their children, and poor families
with 'both parents present.

The public ideas about what is fair will influence the course of H.R

9030 through Congress and, more importantly, the success or failure
of any income assistance program. How does H R. 9030 identify
recipients, and will the identification be acceptable

Who Gets Incense

The bill divides the potential recipients of income assistance Into
two groups: those who will be expected to work .at paid lobs and
those who will not. The first well receive "lobs, training, and income
supplementation." the second will receive -income support" only.
The language could also tie interpreted differently: two kinds of

benefits will be provided, lobs and income But benefits will hot be

distributed equally. sobs and income will go to one group of 'people

and income to another. These groups can be distinguished. ac-
cording to the title page of H R 9030. as -low-income citizens able to

week". and "low-income citizens in need who are not available for
work." The latter group can be further described. according to the
legislation. as unemployable -by reason of disability. age. or faMily
circumstance.-

That the elderly. blind and disabled should continue to receive in-
come assistance seems uncontestable. The level of assistance
specified in the bill wilt continue to be controversial. however
Discussion will also attend the Admmistratons intent of exempting
mothers of small children from the work requirement. Table A
provides background on this issue.

.
Current evidence exists that millions of women with small chitateil'

pave already become available for paid lobs Jacoe Mincer pointed
out 20 years ago that "not available for work cannot be aoploed to
most women. who merely have the choice Petween.unpaid work at
home and paid work outside the home One would wish that tne
authors of this legislation had read the Mincer article or any of the
subsequent research in the area., the word work occurs over and
over in the OW, although 'paid emploiment would oe the accurate
term to use
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MOWN IN TM LA000 POMP., RY MARITAL. STATUS,
PRIUMINCLI Oil OWN CSOLIORRIL. MARCH en

Tom
16 years and barer

Women with Children
under 16

\ Maimed.
Husband present

Married.
Husband absent

Divorced and
widowed

Never married

Women with Chiedren
under S. none
younger than 3

Women with Chldrer
under 3

Norallor of
Maslen

in Penssiolies
(in Onismands)

Nomber of
Wooten

in Leber Force
(in tfitiosafide)

Perlielosofien
Rafe

80.834 37.817 46,6

30.568 14.895 48.7

25,381 11,893 481

1,735 980 56.5

2.819 1,925 68.0

653 297 45.4

6.170 2.926 47 4

7,781 2 631 336

&We U S Department or Laor. euseu of Labor Stet)StiCs, Bulletin 1977: "U S.Waffling Women A Gruel:rook, Government Printing Office. Washington. DC 1977.Tab* 19
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The most controversial aspect of the bill applies to those families
where someone does *wit- W paid employment. Cash supplementary
benefits will be provided when the earnings from such a job fall knew
the predetermined income for the worker's family. In effect. H.R. 9030
asks us to expand our area of benevolence. We do not begrudge in-
come assistance to the blind, the elderly, the disabled. let us add the
working poor to our list of the deserving. Like the blind and disabled,
'their poverty results from circumstances beyond their control.

But it is just here that the unanswered questions lie. Why are the
working poor poor?

To the authors of the legislation. the answer was clear. "The.
majority of poor and near-poor families depend upon their own ef-
forts...Yet many such families are forced to live at or below sub-
sistence levels either because their wages are too low or because
they are unable to secure stable employment."

But there is a third possibility People who hold paid jobs may be
poor because they have families. Wages that seem adequate for a
"self-supporting" gob holder wall be "too low" for someone with three

dependents.
Secretary Marshall's analysis of poverty, quoted above. refers to

families with low wages or lacking employment. But families do not
earn wages. individual workers do And families do not get or lose
jobs. only tividual people do. Implicit in the legislation is a com-
parison of wages. paid to individuals. with poverty levels defined as
income to families.

The analysis. and the policy recommendations that follow from it
rest upon the value judgment and the assumption that any family
should be supported by one wage-earner. Fur the first time. according
to H.R. 9030. most American families with an employable member will
have an income above the poverty tine. If earnings do not provide the
calculated sum. supplementary transfer income wall. The lank is direct

between value judgment and policy legislation. one person with a
paid job will be entitled to income for the entire family. The im-
plications are many, and most have been overlooked.

First, the fact that identifying the working poor" requaes iden-
tifying their families No single poverty line exists. of course Some
124 different dollar incomes have b6en calculated. for families dif-
fering in size, composition and residence It follows that a given
amount of earnings will make one family eligible for benefits and
another not

Second. the fact that to guarantee that one earner will entitle a
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family to income above the poverty fine reverses the pattern of recentU.S. experience in which two ears provide the typical family with in-come.

Third. that to provide cash benefits to any one earner, i.e.. someonewith a paid fob. writes into law the definition of work as paid em-ployment that has repeatedly been shown to lack validity.

Poverty and Famines

In dealing with this question: we must proceed in this way. Sir...ethere is no single "poverty line." our total count of the poor requiresthat each family's actual income be compared to the poverty leveldesignated for that size and composition of family. Now do such in-comes compare to actual wageS.paid to the earners who constitutethe "working poor?"

In 1975. the poverty level income for a family with three childrenand two parents was $6,417. Among the 5.5 million poor families in theCountry. about one out of five consisted of two parents with three ormore children. To what extent is it correct to say that their povertyreflects low wages or lack of employment? Now many people earnedwages amounting, to less than this particular sum? Now many of themwere classified as poor?

In 1975, over 13 million individuals reported earnings less than$6.500. and tneir included more than four million fullture woricers, em-ployed all year. Most of these people with such low earnings were notclassified as poor. It is not that .vages of 96.500 are "too low." but thatone individual earning less the n that sum does not provide sufficientincome for another adult aria !hree children as well. To speak ofpoverty income and low wage! as more or less synonymous overlooksthe essential circumstance that poverty levels refer to families.Wages. earning, jobS the solution of H.R. 9030 refer to in-dividuals.

The distnbution of earnings, paid to individual workers, differssignificantly from the distribution of family, income. How much oneearns in any given year depends not only on the levet of wages. butwhether one holds a full or part-time ;00, whether one works overtime.whether employment is gear -round or only seasonal, and whetherlayoffs or other spells of unemployment occurred during the year.Table C. in fact. reveals that most people wan low earnings do notwork tulltime. year round. Still, the table shows millions of peopleworking at paid Jobs with very low sums of reported earnings. wellbelow the 53,000 figured as poverty for the single man, or 52.700 for
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i
the single woman, Now did they survive without the cash sepals lien

to wages to bemade available by H.R. 9030?

The answer, of course, is that few of them counted their wag
total family income. It they were single, other sources of Inc i$

existed, but most of them lived in families where other people also
earned wages or received other types of income. Note that although
the' chart shows one out of tour men earning less than $4,000. only
four percent of the families headed by men received less than this
amount in total income. Of the five million married men in this group
of low earners. half Were married to women who also earned wages;
these exceeded their husbands' in almost halt the cases.

This circumstance of the dual-earner family has. unaccountably,
been totally overly 4ed or ignored by the authors of H.R. 9030. The
distribution of family incomes. as opposed to individual earnings,
reflect wages and employment. but also another vitally important tact.
Families may contain one wage-earner or they may contain more than

TAKE 0

PERCENTAGE OISTAINMON of FAMILES,
BY MOW AND sax OF FAMILY HEAD. 197S

Income Class

S I . 2.000 or less
2 - 3.999
4 - 5.999
6 - 7.999

- 9.999
10 - 11.999
12 - 14.999
15 . 14.999
20 - 24 999
25 - 49.999
50.000 +

Koko Family
Heeds. Married

12 .0
37
68
76
S
gn

14'
20.4
12.9
145
16

FIMMOIP
Family Moods

8 2 0,
18 7
173
139
11 5
82
86
7tf
37
2.1
02

Total number
with earnings 47 318.000

Note Tatme refers co individuals aged 18 or aoove

1 482.000

Soa/ce U S 9 .,,t, Census 1.7rlelf PopoarronRecoirs 5e, es P 6C , Money ,n

come n PerSOnS n 'fro Lip,rect 5%0es Pf,n'.nj 9fcce

viasn.rgto, J C ,9" tele 20
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one. In fact, most families with adults of working age contain morethan one wage-earner.

The "typical'.' family in this country does not consist of a husband
and father supporting. as the "breadwinner," his homemaker wife andchildren. The typical wage-earner in this country is married to anotherwage-earner. Most children who live with both parents know bothparents hold lobs; most children who are supported by a single parentlive with their mothers. The number of dualearner families in theCountry is growing faster than the number of two-parent families. Allthese circumstances mean that the earnings of one individual countfor less and less. these days. in terms of family income.

It is therefore impossible to calculate the extent of poverty bylooking at figures for individual earnings Whether or not peoplereceive "too low"' wages or 'tact( stable employment, their 'undies'poverty will depend on two other circumstances First, the size andcomposition of the family will determine its poverty. level income and,Second. the individual's earnings may be supplemented, not by cash

TABLE C
)

PERCENTAGE DiSTRIOUTION OF MEN AND WOMEN.
EY EARRINGS FROM EMPLOYMENT, 1513

Earning Class

S 1 - 2.000 or less
2 3 999
4 - 5 999
6 7,999
8 - 9.999

10 . 11.999
12 14 999
15 - 19 999
20 - 24.999
25 - 49.999

50.000

Total lurnoer
kr.,r1 g.,3r- 1g5

Men Women

E010*Tod

15 5 ',
88
8 2
92
98

104
137
135
5 3
46
0 9

59 258 ...)00

EmOdoral
Feil-Tine

2 P'..
23
5 7
95

118
139
191
196
8 1
68
1 3

3- 26' MO

EPPON01,41
Employed Full -Time

32 7 , 2 8 't,
177 68
15 7 21 4
134 251
88 183
54 118
40 88
18 39
0 3 0 7
02 04
0 0 0 0

-12 926 300 " 4")2 000
fsof.e Tlote refers is '9 if)

h 3S" )
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transfers under a welfare Scheme. Out by earnings of another family

member.

Among the non-poor, dual-earner families represent the norm. They

occur at every income level and combine all sorts of wages and

safeties. A poverty income for fanitlieS need not automatically result

from the low wages or lack of employment of one adult member.

Yet H.R. 9030 identifies these as "the cause" of poverty.

Furthermore, the legislation promises to deliver from poverty every
family with one adult wonting member, by supplementing the in-

dividmal wages with cash benefits to yield a higher income. This flies

in the face of recent experience.

Most families in the country have escaped poverty by having two

adult members holding lobs. The rise in employment among married

women has contributed to rising income at all levels. More than 45

percent of the families in the upper fifth of incomes contain two

earners, contrasted with only 36 percent 30 years ago. Among poor

families, the same thing happened.

Between 1959 and 1075, poverty was cut in half among families

headed by Men. The number of poor individuals (men, women, and

children) in such families fell from 30 million in 1959 to 13.5 million in

1975; the poverty rate from 19 percent to eight percent. Families

"headed by men" can cohtain two parents with paid lobs; by
definition, families headed by women cannot.

M.A. 9030 also distinguishes between one and two parent families.

But nowhere does it reflect the fact that two parents. these days.

typically represent two earners for the family. Most of the poor
population. and most of the people receiving welfare benefits under
Current programs, are women and children. Since women with

families by definition lack men, the dual-earner escape from poverty is

not available to them or their families. The difference between one-

and two-parent families perceived by H.R. 9030 is that on some cases

one-parent families may be exempt from the -work" requirement. But

this also means that such families continue at the tow Income levels

associated with welfare. rather than partaking of the income sup-

plement designed for the "working poor."

Because their work at home is not paid, the single parents do not 0

become eligible for the cash benefits provided to "'workers" in paid

sobs. Because they lack an adult partner, such single parent families

lack the resources provided by two workers to share the work at
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home. to seek employment, or hold down paid jobs. Mothers of smallchildren have been declared "amemployable by the legislation, andtheir work has been declared nonexistent 'Why," tatted a moderncritic, "do we say 'welfare mother.' but 'unemployed father?"

The work a woman does at home cannot earn the right to sup-plementary payments, like the paid work done outside the home. It isnot possible, therefore, to bring the single parent's income as farabove the poverty level as that promised to "every family with an em-ployable adult."

Itehmet mad the Social Consensus

Nobody can be against providing iobs and income, instead ofwelfare, to the poor or at least to the deserving poor. But theanalysis of this paper suggests that, beyond this kind of reasoning,H.R. 9030 contains little that reflects a social consensus.

It adds the "working poor" to the list cif the deserving withoutallowing the general public au, clear understanding of who thesePeople are or why they are poor.

It adds "the need to care for children" to the list of disabling con-ditions making one ineligible to earn pay.

It acts to preserve and maintain the single-earner family, despite itsrapid disappearance from among poor and non-poor alike.

These three provisions alone prevent the legislation from achievingreform, in the sense of betterment over what presently exists. Thesocial consensus, as expressed in the behavior and experience ofmost Americans, approves two-earner families and employment byparents of small children. The deserving poor, as identified by thosefor whom Americans readily provide private as well as public tran-sfers, include old people, children, and those who are incapacitated.It has yet to be established that taxes will readily be paid to help allthose who claim poverty, not because their incomes are "too tow,"but because their families are "too large
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The Administratiesn's 1979
WelfareReform Proposal

AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE

for Public Policy Research
Washington, D.C.

INTRODUCTION

The American welfare system has grown substantially in cost. visibility. and
complexity in recent decades. Numerous government agencies are now involved in

die overall effort to aid the less fortunate in our society, and federal, state, and local

governments share in the financing and administration of various welfare benefits.

Thus all levels of government would benefit from tinproverisents in the structure or

concept of welfare programs. The public perception that changes arc required has
been heightened by reports of abuses of welfare and of generous benefits received

without toil by some families. The disqualification of some who are in need of

benefits and the complaints of others who do receive benefits add another &men-

WON to the ongoing debate over the present welfare system.
Majoyeform initiatives have been launched over the last decade, but wafer

has proved difficult to rating. In an attempt to break the impasse over welfare
reform. President Caster's 1979 initiative calls for less extensive restructuring than

have prior proposals. Nonetheless the same fundamental questions raised during

prior reform efforts keep recurring. To what extent should benefit levels and
administration be uniform! Are we fostering a class of long-term poor who will be

unable to break out of the welfare syndrome and compete in society? What level of

support should be provided for'what classes of beneficiaries"' How much should be

vest on welfare and how should the costs be shared? What work incentives and
requirements woutd ensure success in moving families off welfare" What can be
done to improve efficiency and to eliminate fraud and abuse!

This legislative analysis will exam= the adminisinaion7s legislative recom-
mmittaborts for reform of the welfare system and the principal arguments for and
against,significant features of the administration's imitative.

Reproduced with the permission of the American Vnterprise

institute for Public Policy Research, 0 1979 from Legislative

Analysis, 96th Congress, no. 7.
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BACKGROUND

The term welfare reform is widely applied to almost any change in the welfare
system. for example. broadening eligibility (or welfare benefits. increasing benefit
amounts. changing the sources at financing. revising the method of adrninistraiion.replacing various. *elfin programs with new ones. tightening and improving
administrative standards to keep people of welfare rolls and to reduce errors and
waste. and soon. As a result. the debate over welfare reform covers a wide range ofissues. from the pragmatic question of how to achieve reformby comprehensivechange or by gradual adjustmentto the question of who should receive welfarebenefits.

The categories of those receiving cash. vouchers. and tax and in-kind benefitsunder the principal welfare programs in the United States are described in the
section. The Current Welfare System. However. some benefits that undoubtedly aidthe door under thew and other programs are also available to persons and familieswho are not in poverty. Policy makers have used a poverty index of the Census
Bureau as a criterion in identifying persons who need assistance, but sortie question
the accuracy and application o this index. Administration spokesmen estimate asthe basis of the index that 11.8 percent of the U S. population (nearly 25 million
persons) arc loving in poverty. but the Congressional Budget Office. after allow-ances for certain inkind welfare transfers. concludes that welfare benefits havelifted all but about 8.1 percent of these families out of poverty. Whatever thepoverty figure. the principal welfare programs in the United States providedbenefits to the following numbers in October 1977

.

Aid to Families with Dependent Children AFDC' 10 /t million
Supplemental Security Income iSSli 4 2 million
Food Stamps

15 9 million
Medicaid (annual figure) 21 3 million
General Assistance

11 8 million
. Earned Income Tax Credit E1TC families, 6 6 million

These figures do not. however. reflect the total number of *dram henewurie%. (orsome receive henetits under two or more of these programs and some receivehcnet its under numerous other programs that hasc not been listed Moreover.substantial number of the nonpoor obtain various benefits One staff paper preparedby the Department vN Health. Education, and Welfare MEW estimates. foe
example. 04.42 percent ut the persons eligible for Al-DC and 57 percent eligiblefor SS1 are Ittlilp001 = The number of persons receiving benefits under the largest
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and moat costly potegrasifor the delivery of cash benefits (AFDC, ninlitld from 3

milli,,. in 1960 lo 10.6 miliRat in 1971.1
The Catiosal Research Senice, citing some fifty. five welfare programs.

concluded *Moral **Are outlays qatidrupied from fiscal 19614 to fiscal 1976 and

that own after allowance for inflation. the annual rate of spending for welfarf '
inctimsed by 111percent a year.. These programs accounted for expendituitils of about

S70 billion in fecal 1977 or almost 4 percent of gross national printut.l. Almost

*tee out of four *wince dollars were from the federal government.' Part of the

increase it ending was the math of use liberalization of ,old tic Bah proerants and

the establishment of new as as federal social policy sought to eliminate or
alleviate poverty and to raise the standard of living for millions of Americans.
Medicaid. enacted in 1963; by the early 1970s required the fattest state and local
expenditures of any welfare program and by 1974 had surpassed in cost all cash
assistance programs combinedThe enormous Increase in number of welfare
recipients and cost of benefits has been attributed in part to the breakup of poor
fashilies. which thrust deeendmit members onto welfare. and to the transfer of .

benefm to large .ambers of female-headied fa:ashes that had long been elig.kfer.
AFDC benefits but were not receiving them. *tightened consciousness of *
availability of these benefits and less concern for the stigma sometimes attached to

the receipt of welfare benefits also contributed to the ,increase in the welfare .
caseload.

for
availability of free health services under Medicaid to those who

qualified for AFDC may have stimulated many applicatiois for ANX: benefits.'
Some observers argue that the cyanosed high level of povertyhovering -

around 12 percent since 19(i$. according to Census Bureau datashows that the ".

massive espeaditzwinyeffare beginning with the Johnson administration's War

on Poverty have nor imeCeeded Os eradicating poverty. and they believe that much

more needs to be done toward this.end, Others contend that the Census BUrenti
figures overstate poverty. that'considerably fewer families actually fell into the
poverty class, and that relatively few can be said to be mond when all government

assistance is considered (see the section on Adequacy of 13enefito.
Although most people agree on the need for reform to deal with the socatied

welfare mess. they hold widely divergent views on what should be done. Oise"

concern is that the AFDC program. which was established to aid the temporarily

poor with the expectance that social insurance programs would ultimately fake care st

cif longtam needs: is burdened soh many who are cgromeally poor Somecritics
claim that the longer a family remains on AFDC the less likelloty, to gooff welfare,

Hence there is great interest in restructuring svcltarc,jo mote a greater percentage of

welfare recipients into imiducsise work. Another dllticul4 is that so many pro-

grams e mg and interact and ot 'Air "extensistly that a is ecrydifficult 1 form a

coherent picture of the whole sy stem. knortsio tclorn...cit.irc arc also hindered. as

one congressman claimed. hy"ihe div000n of rsponsinitity among eleskn House
committees. ten Senate cOnimitIce% And nine esccutt.c Agencies al; compering for,

a piece of the action.' .
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THE CVRRENT WELFARE SYSTEM

The principal needsbased programs delivering welfare benefits generally includethe following

AUG, Familks nth Dependent Children. AFDC. the most coitus:menial welfare
migrant. 6 also the most costly program delivering benefits in cash. its predeces-
sor. Aid to Dependent Children 4ADC). was established by the .7,ecurity Actof 1935 as a grant program providing cash assistance to states for needy y widowed or
divorced mothers for the care of their children at home. This program now provides
benefits to children deprived of parental support or care and their caretaker relatives
if the father is absent from the home t84.7 percem). incapacitated (5.9 percent).dead (2.6 percent. or unemployed (5.1 percent). or if the mother is incapacitated.
or absent or &aft! 6 percent). The statute requires able-bodied recipients tinclud-Mg mothers whose youngest child is at least six years old) to register for work or
training under the Work Incentive Program t WIN).

The states establish their own standards of basic needs anti benefit levels.
Maximum benefits for a mother with three children vary from about S120 per month
us Mississippi to $563 per month in Suffolk County. New York. States also decide ifthey will grant AFDC benefits to families of unemployed fathers or of underem-
ployed fathers )twenty -four do not) and emergency assistance (thirty-one do not).and AFDC aid to students aged eighteen to twenty-one (ten do no Eleven states
require their counties in help finance AFDC benefits. Thirty -two delegate adminis-rraston of the program to the county level. Congress has required the states todisregard work expenses in computing the income available to an employed head of
an AFDC family and this affects the keel of AFDC benefits That person is alsoentitled to a work incentive disregard (the first S30 of monthly earnings plusone-third of all remaining earnings) that may enable the family to remain on the
AFDC rolls even though its earnings exceed the state's needs standard. In addition.
AFDC families are automatically eligible for Medicaid benefits.

As of February 197'7 almost one-fourth of all AFDC recipients lived in NIXcities: New York. Chicago. Los Angeles. Philadelphia. Kinston. and Detroit
Almost one-fourth lived in two states. California and New York. where benefit
payments accounted for one-third of all AFDC payments in the United States,AFDC pay runts in fiscal 1977 were shared as follows. 54 percent by the federal
gosernment. 37 percent by state governments. and 9 percent by loal etwernments 'The proportion of children under eighteen on AFDC in the Untied States climbed
from 5.2 percent in 190 to 12 percent in 1973 and stood .it 119 percent in 1977 In
February 1074 one out of three children w as On AFDC in St Louis. Baltimore. and
Suffolk Count.. Massachusetts (which includes Bo.ton r. one out of tour in New
York City and Esser County. New krsey iwhich includes Newark): and one out of
five in Chicago and Detroit.

Stipplementsd Seleurky Imam. SSI is a needs-based program directly ^limn's-
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.tired by the federal government that in 1974 ispiacr.1 three federally assisted state

programs of financial assistance foe the aged. the blind. and those who Mt

permanently and totally disabled. SSI provides nationally uniform federal benefits.

nationally niform eligibility requirements (income and assets). incentives for state

tapplements. incentives to permit federal administration of MAC supplements. and

fiscal Mier for the states. SSI benefits are supplemented by about half of the states.

some of which have elected to administer the payments and thus have duplicated

sortie caking administrative structures. There is no work registration requirement

for this program Masimun monthly benefits in July 1977 were S266.7() for a

couple and 5177 SO for an individual. Benefits are adjusted for increases in cost of

living.
Over halt of all SSI recipients and 70 percent of aged recipleitsalso

receive social security benefits. SSI interacts with AFDC in that nondisabled

dependents of SSI recipient; cannot he covered by SSI but may be cowered by

AFDC

Food Stamps. The fOod stamp program was established to improve the diets of

low 111e0Ille boast-104d. and to espand the market for domestically produced timid.

Under the 1964 art as amended. working and nonworking families having low

incomes receive coupons redeemabk for most food items NW certain other neces-

sities at certified stores Pay menu under AFDC and other income transfer programs

are included as income in determining a hOUSehOWS eligibility for food coupons,

but lases, union dues. child cart. medical and other allowed epeRVeS are deducti

Me. Applicants must meet an assets test and register for work as required. Income

ehgihilty kvels are adjusted semi-annually to reflect changes in fo aid prices. About

50 percent of food stamp recipients receive assistance under AFDC or SSI and

therefore automatically qualify tOr food stamps. If a family receiving AFDC

henefts and food stamps increases its income. both its AFDC benefits and its

allotment of food stamps will he reduced. An estimated 16 3 million persons

received food stamps on Starch 15. WS State and local governments administer

this program fo- the Department of Agriculture. the total cost of which in fiscal

1979 was S5 62 billion The federal government pays all benefit costs and 50

percent of the administrative costs of mate and local governments

$11edicaid. This program is the most cosh} and the fastest grow ing of the public

assistance programs It was established in 1465 as J 14411111 funded fecteral,state

program under which st ices dstahlish henet it levels The federal share vf payments

to pros iders of Medical are varies trim) 50 pert ent ri, s i per. ern dependir.g int state

per capita income AFIX and 'supplemental Se urn y Int nile I SSI I recipients in

16dttl.lpaline states are Juioniatisallv elielble fur Sledi,:aid it thev meet stale 1116.1,11h:

and resource stan.Jards I here is no separate vs ark reel,tr.ition requirement

Thirty two states also receive federal support to cocci Willies that arc "ntedicallv

ncc "s that Is. those who are eligible for AUX' or SS1. for 4:%.1nipir. . but do not

receive monetary aid under MIX' .r SSI and whose income. minus medical
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etpenses. is less than 133 percent of the needs standard for cash assistanCe in theparticular state). During fiscal 1977 vendor payments were made to medical -careproviders on behalf of 23 8 million persons under this program including, by oneaccoum. more than 10 million children under the age of twenty-one 3 7 millionover age sixty .five whose Medicare benefits did not fully cover .0i,pcms. 2 8millioin permanently and totally disabled. and so forth. Federal payments forMedicaid are expected to exceed $15 billion in fiscal 1982.

General Assistance. Although general assistance varies from state to stale andfrom locality to locality. state and local governments may provide cash and in-kindbenefits to low - income persons who are MN eligible for kik-rally supported assist-ance programs In fiscal 197751..1 billion in assettimce was made "'liable to9000)0 recipient+. Not all states provide such assistance. however. and in thiisethat do the regulations generally tend to be stricter than under AFDC

Earned Income TatCredit. The earned income tax credit ts 4 refundable tax creditavailable to individuals and couples maintaining Allousehold that was the principalresidence of a child or foster child under age nineteen. or over nineteen &the child isdisabled or in school. The credit is equal to 10 percent of earned income for 4 creditof up to $4430 In 1078 the program provided an average benefit of $202 to about 5 6million families.

Other. A large number of federal programs provide welfare benefits. incometransfers, or other types of assistance to low-Income families or individuals Eventhe system of benefit payments under the ciantributory social security insuranceprogram allows low-income beneficiaries to receive approsimately twice as muchin return for contributions paid in as do those~ in higher income brackets. An list ofwelfare or income transfer programs that affect the poverty status of recipients willbe quite long if the researcher is persistent and perceptive " Many incidentalbenefits are available notwithstanding benefits rectived from other sources. Somewelfare families that have been ..ndustrious in filing and pursuing claims undervarious programs have obtained benefits that in the aggregate produce a standard ofliving above that emoyed by some working families above the poverty level Theseinstanixs. Along with cases of families that arc hardy subsisting on welfare, add%CVO! nt the Lail for reform of the welfare system '

PRIOR Rt1(PR.64 1%111%11%,1

wilt:ft lip. Milli tNak lemoldine the %cif.tre % .rein h.ive been AI% ill. ed .he1-1`t (edits ,c4P Prott',4,r Milton Frtedmins Stk.' tl:,Ittve ItILpmc Ix;in lii02 is generally o rcdfied with produeiny: a new dilin.,lc 01 ,h,rf welfarereform '" In August 1969 President Ninon proposed as a .uh.litutc: for .AFIX' theFamily Assistarhe Plan I-APi. a federally funded and tederally administered plancalling for a two-track system of federal payments and benefits M.'s' wasp prolate_
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an income floor to families of the unemployed and. for the lira time. to families of

the working poor FAP imposed a work requirement for family heads. Vork

incentive provisions would allow the family to keep the first 560 earned each month

and 50 percent of that earned in excess of SW up to a limn based on family size. By

making two-parent families eligible, the plat attempted to lessen the incentive for

it:senior'. thought by many robe inherent in the existing welfare program. The FAP

proposal passed the House in 1970 and 1971 but failed to win acceptance in the

Senate." Sen. George S. McGovern (D-S.Mtk..1 advanced a "universal demo-

grant proposal during his 1972 presidential campaign to provide a family or four

with S4.(N0 regardless of the family's income or assets. "S In 1974 a subcommittee

of the Joint Economic Committee chaired by Rep. Martha W. Griffiths 4D-Mich..

1945-1975 deseloped a plan for combining cash allowances and tax ,rebates that

drew on the concept of negative income tax and that would have replaced AFDC.

hxxl stamps. and SS1
During ho..19-76 campaign for the presidency Jimmy Carter called the welfare

system an insult to those who pay the hilt and those who honestly need help.- The

welfare refOrm plan Ufl$Clied by President Caner in the 95th Congress departed

from his earlier determination that the new system would have "no higher initial

cost than the present systems" and called for employmentand training programs

iS14 fS billion,. cash assistance 1520.2 billion). earned income tax credits iSI.5

billion?, and emergency assistance block grants ISO 6 ,billiont. These proposed

programs were to supplant AFDC. SSI. food stamps, and certain other programs at

an estimated cost of 531,1 billion. An upper tier or benefit level was to provide

benefits for those not expected to work and a lower tier was to pay a lower benefit to

families expected to work. The plan called for the creation of up to 1.4 million lobs

and training slots. about 43 percent of which would he taken by AFDC recipients

representing about 2h percent of the AFDC case load This and other hills for the

reform of welfare tailed to he enacted in the 95th Congress "
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THE ADMINISTRATION'S 1979 PROPOSAL FOR REFORM

The isdtninistration's 1979 welfare reform proposal would be implemented through
. the enactment of two bills: The Social Welfare Reform Amendments of1979 (H.R.

4321 and S. 1290) and the Work and Training Opportunities Act of 1979 (H.R. 4425and S. 1312)."

SOCIAL WELFARE 'Imam AMENDMENTS

In broad tenni, the administration would amend existing law to establish a national
minimum level of support tin the form of AFDC cash and food stamps) for welfarefamilies a not less than 65 percent' of the Census Bureau poverty threshold. or54.654 for a family of four, This proposal would serve to assist welfare families inthe thirteen states where the minimum level of M141011 in AFDC and food stamp
benefits combined is less than 65 parent of the overty standard. The current
program for welfare assistance to two-parent families with an unemployed father(AFDC-UF) in twenty-six states and the 01MT14.1 of Columbia would be mandated
for all jurisdictions in the form of an AFDCunemployed parent program (AFDC-UM. which would provide assistance when the principal earner of 'a family-( whether father or mother) Is unemployed. The current rule of ineligibilityif dieparent has worked 100 or more hours in the previous month or has not beenemployed in six of the thirteen calendar quarters in the period ending the yearbefore the application for assistancewould be dropped A gross earnings limit
would be substituted for the prior AFDCCF rules so that a principal breadwinner
earning less than a figure set by regulations (expected to be 5500 a month or 56.000
a year Initially) would qualify as unemployed. HEW selected this earnings cut offlevel because it approximates the wages a full time worker wr...tki earn if paid at theminimum wage. The principal breadwinner would no longer have to be unem-ployed for thirty days for the family to be eligible for assistance. Although statesctiold establish different benefit levels for AFDC and AFDCCP programs. bothprograms would have to meet die national minimum in benefits. the AFDC. UPfamily wou:d lose eligibility in two months unless a job or training opportunity wasnot Amiable for die principal breadwinner.

The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be revised to increase the taxcredit rate tram 10 mean to 12 percent and to set a new maximum of Sb00.
However. the WC would not be available to families of wage earners holdingpublic service employment funded in whole or in part by CETA . The administration
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believes that the refundable credit, averaging about $310 for earners taking private

lector jobs, will those holding public service lobs to find jobs n, the

naeliiiThe current rule that precludes eligibility for EITC if AFDC benefits

exceed earned income would be dropped-, and thus more households would become

eligible lot the EITC. In the computation of cash payments under AFDC. the

amount of the refundable EITC would, however.--be considered Immix to the

welfare family.
The current 50-50 matching fund program for emergency assistance by states

to low-income families in the event of civil disorders, natural disasters. unusually

large fuel bills. and the like would be replaced by a 5200 million block grant

program that would, it is hoped, provide federal funding for emergency assistance

in all jurisdictions and not just the present twenty. Food stamp benefits would be

cashed out for elderly, blind, and disabled persons who receive SSI benefits and

who 'are not part of a larger household.

A series of changes would reduce state-to-state disparities in treatment of

welfare applicants and recipients as well as errors and waste in the welfare program.

A new low-andit income disregard would be established to improve the lot of

welfare recipients in low-benefit states. that is. certain income would not he

counted to would he disregarded in determining the amount of benefits for the

family. In 1980 and 1981 this disregard would be available to families in states

whose henetit keel does not equal 65 percent of the poverty threshold.'' In 19132

and subsequent years the low-benefit disregaid would apply to families in states

r Whose benefit level does not equid 75 percent of the poverty threshold rasher than 65

percent Definitions of income and assets for the AFDC program would be stated in

federal law and thereby would reduce variations in treatment from state to state,

These definitions would follow those employed in the food stamp program in pan in

order to improve coordination between these two programs A standardized work-

expense deduction of 21) percent of earnings would gas in the food stamp program)

replace itemized work expense deductions. which vary among stairs Actual child

care costs up to a minimum of SIN1 per child per month (which does not match the

deduezion in the food stamp program) would be deductible by one.parent

Stepparent income. which would he treated uniformly throughout the country.

would be considered. after allowance for certain set asides to the stepparent, in

arriving at benefits payable to a welfare child

The current work-incentive earnings
disregard of Sit) and one-third of the

welfare family's remaining gross monthly income a ould he replaced-with an

earnings disregard of S70 and one third of the remaining Inc,,o, net of the

standardized work deduction and the child .are mice Contrary to present

practice the work incentive earnings disregard would he applied both during initial

eligibility screening and in the ionirul4thon of hvneilt...,1,1, to avoid the AnomjIc of

working families drawing AFI)C maims thavin. trii.reased their earnings atter

initial eligibility was established) while families of equal inci,me and circumstances

fail the initial screen " MI states would base their benefit level determinations on

retrospective nxrithly income accounting iescept for the initial welfare application
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rather than on prospective estimates of family finances This method is expected to
lower the rate of errors and overpay ments and to remove ineligible families from thewelfare rolls more quickly.

Other changes include pro rata sharing of the costs of shelter and utilities when
an AFDC child lives with non needy relatives. egtensitm of benefit, to the pregnant
woman who would be eligible for benefits when the child is born only twenty 'four
states provide such benefits now). and postivonetnent of benefits for those who. inorder to qualify for welfare. have disposed of valuable resources at less than full
value within two years of application,.The secretary of HEW' would he given new
authority to establish allowable costs of state administration and uniform rules for
cost allocation, Increased financial monist.. would he provided to encourage
states to establish automated data processing systems for welfare operations and toimplement improved and innovative administrative techniques. Prompt determina-tion of eligibility and prompt replacement of lost or stolen checks would be
required. Welfare applicants and recipients would be guaranteed certain rights butthey would he ft-gutted to report promptly information affecting eligibility andamount of benefit payments Retrospective

monthly accounting would be institutedfor SSI recipients as well and prompt replacement of their lost and stolen SS! checkswould be required.

Immigrants generally would be denied admittance to the United States unlessthey provided assurances that they would not be welfare subjects within five yearsand furnished an agreement by a sponsor capable of providing support that he wouldin fact provide financial support for five years to. prevent the immigrant from
becoming a charge on welfare programs. The agreement would be enforceable in aStilt by either the immigrant or the attorney general. and the attorney general couldalso recover a money judgment against the sponsor for public assistance pros 'tied tothe immigrant.

The child support provisions of the statute would he strengthened. The statutewould he amended to drop the arrangement under which the head of the welfare
faintly could delay termination of welfare payments because of his or her failure toregister or accept training or employment while he or she undergoes counselingStates could take appropriate action rn such cases vs atm thirty days rather than thepresent sixty days. Training or employment could not he refused for lack of aparticular kind of child care. if appropriate child care services are available Other
provisions would facilitate coordenstion with the WIN and (ET programs. andstates vir Mkt base to establisha separate administrative unit to pills sde WIN -related
sersiccs to the principal breadwinners iii welfare famine, end io trmilies elielhlefor AEI X' but not drawing cash payments

Wrtiti+ still rR ore, ,K I t %Int% At

This proposal would amend the Comprehensive bnplosment and Training Act bymaking minor changes on existing law and by adding a new part E tit title II at the
statute. under which federal funds would pay for 90 perceht of state jobsearch
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Assistance progrAms. 'including current WIN activities. Eligible adults in families

with AFDC children would participate in an eight-week state fob search mogram

for placement in unsubsidized Jobs in either the private or ;lobby: sector. Principal

earners of families who are unable to find lobs after eight weeks and who have not

refused a good Nth job for unsubsidized employ meat "w about cause" would enter

federally subsidized work and training opportunities program carried out by

CETA prime sponsors and *bold he paid while undergoing training or while

performing Work in subsidized work slots Attempts to place these persons in

unsubsidized employment would continue. Publicly funded or subsidized emply-

ment Would terminate at the end of seventy-eight weeks to yearand-a-half and the

parttelpants would reenter the pub search assistance program tor eight weeks of

active tub search before they would be eligible again for a federally subsidized job

or training position Counseling testing. child care, health. rehabilitation. rein-

dial. and other supportive services would be offered to enable those partie:paung to

accept or continue in unsubsidized employment
Refusal of a good faith putt ofter would not be "without Cause if the Job pays

less than the federal minimum wage_ the state or local minimum wage. or the

prevailing wage rate for persons employed in equal work by the %JIM` employer in

the same establishment. Under standards set in regulations refusal of a elhItt faith

yob otter would also he city:used for an only adult in a family with one or more
children under seven sears of age it the lob makes it impractical to obtain suitable

child care. or such refusal would he excused for an only adult in a family with

children aged seven through thirteen it the lob makes it impractical for the adult to

be t.o.ne during hours when the child or children are at home without suitable care.

An individual would not have to J4:4:cri ".1 lob of less than tour weeks' duration or

one that is made available because of J strike. lockout. or other labor dispute. ()f the

federal fupds available to c.111), out the pwgram of transitional employment omit

tunnies tor the economically disadvantaged. 6? .5 percent would he allocated to

public service employment for principal earners in families with children eligible

for AFDC.and. in certain cases. recipients or general welfare assistance funded by

the states Estimated work and trainin.2 placements will he discussed in the section

on Employment tor Poor Emilie%
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ISSUES AND ARGUMENTS

COMPREHENSIVE VERSUS IlscREMENtst. REFORM

Proponents of comprehensive welfare reform. arguing that the present welfare
system has failed for a variety of reasons. call for sweeping legislative action. Firstthey contend that mac poor fall between e boundaries of the various programsand so do not receive assistance. Carol tucker Foreman. assistant secretary ofagriculture for food and consumer affairs, cites the exampk of intact families belowthe poverty level that are ineligible for AFDC benefits in nearly half of the Males,"
Advocates of reform characterize the current welfare program as antifamily with
buik-in incentives for the breakup of families and for bastardy. Some maintain thatwhereas the welfare system should eliminate poverty. more than II percent of the
population remains poor and too little has been done to lift these people above thepoverty level. Work incentives. it is said. arc lacking because welfare benefits forthe family head who obtains employment are reduced as income rises at a rate that
leaves lade net gain from the work effort," Some welfare benefits. it is argued,
are lost entirely if the head of the household works more than a certain number ofdays. and Medicaid eligibilitya valuable benefit for low -income familiesis lostentirely if income exceeds a certain level. Thus strong incentives in the present
system allegedly work against the goal of eliminating poverty. Further. it is claimed
that families headed by a black. a female, or an unmarried person with children inthe household comprise an unusually high percentage of the persistently poor. Forexampk, one study showed that black persons accounted for 41,1'percent of poorindividuals in 1975 but 77 percent of the persistently poor.'" Given the tow earningpotential of so many of the persistently poor and the disincentives to work said to bebuilt into current welfare programs. it is argued that these beneficiaries generallycannot find jobs that will pay more than the welfare benefits they can obtain withoutwork

Some adsocates of comprehensive reform contend that the level iv( supportnow provided by welfare is frequently inadequate for the needs to the pctsonsinvolved. People in similar circumstances. it is argued. should he treated similarlybut the current s stem pros ides vastly different levels ,1 benctr indifferent statesAnother contention is that although benefits should he targeted tor those who ateMost in need. a substantial part of welfare-type benefits leak to the nonovor.
Congressional Budget Office computations arc cited to show that even atter varioustransfer payments and in-kind benefits are counted. a significant pen:entage of

Iv'. "71 Cl r7, ;
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pawns still do not base enough resources to bring them :above the poverty level.'"

Some cleanly:gibe maximum in AFDC and food stamp benefits Inc a family of four

persons yields enough benefits to put the family's income above the poverty level in

only five states" Administrative overlap and inefficiency. which are said to

characterize the present system. allegedly prevent taxpayers from getting tuft v.due

for their money. and (met those who need aid to negotiate a bewildering array of

programs when seeking help. It is further argued that administrative inefficiency m

the current welfare system produces such a high incidence :If error and abuse th it no

OM planning a coherent welfare system would have chose! the model we now have

Advocates of major reform believe that a welfare system should combine
adm;nisteative (unctions in a single unit when possible. Structural simplicity is

thought to be important because it would enable both administrators and recipients

of benefits to understand the system. In this view all significant government welfare

programs should be merged in a new. comprehensive. one-step welfare system =z

Some advocates of Comprehensive reform propose that welfare be federali/cd to

streamline delivery of benefits. relieve state and local governments of financial

burdens. and achieve economies of administration that arc not possible with the

present loose and varied system.
On the other ,hand. substantial numbers support the view that fundamental

reforms in the structure of the welfare system are not needed. Some who would

rather make incremental changes prefer that the states clean up the system by means

of legislative and administrative changes that would reduce cheating. fraud. and

administrative costs In this view states should be free to experiment with various
work requirements and benefit structures and to develop programs that suit their

citizens and the needs of their low - income families.
Others who favor incremental Worm rather than comprehensive reform

contend that welfare is already more reformed than most people realize and

therefore many reform is not needed They cite Richard Nathan. former assistant

director for human relations programs at the Bureau of the Budget. who argues tiat

rapid growth of the food stamp program. for example. has damned signif Kandy

the interstate differences in overall benefit levels " Still other critics of ci impiehen-

NOV reform say that data on the poverty threshold used to support the need for nutlet-

changes in welfare fail to include the in-kind transfers already being made to

Candies For example. one study cited shows that. it inlond transfers are factored

into poverty level data. Census Bureau figures understate the Incomes of those in

the lowest fifth of the population in earnings so that the average pi /Or tamils in 1973

allegedly had an income 30 percent Ant' the poverty late = Another study. rt rs

argued. showed that counting in-kind Iransters. adiusting for the underreportm od

immlic and allocating benefits by OfoctJtn and household site indicated only
percent of ,tineritans were pvvor in 1975 Thos.: %hit INN/se lederalliation or

welfare argue that .tale and local delivery systems are in place and di:lover-Iry A

massive shift to federal administration would create chaos. displace state and local

workers. and delay replacement of lost checks and the provisionof other services A

federalized system. in their view. would he less responsive and sensitive arnlvvtulil
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ignore real differences in living costs from state to state
Defending their approach on pragmatic grounds. advocate of incrementalreform argue that comprehensive reform proposals setting benefit levels highenough so that current beneficiaries do not lose under the new system will beconsidered too expensive by many policy makers. particularly in view of the current

budget crunch. On the other hand. low federal benefit levels *III not be satisfactory
to must groups favoring comprehensive reform. High benefit reduction rates are Iclaimed to be a serious disincentive to moving welfare recipients into productive
employment and a strong reason for reform, However. lowering benefit reductionrates to encourage job seeking leads to the extension of cash benefits to thoseearning sums above the poverty level. which nukes the new system more,epcnsive
than before and thus unacceptable to many, Advocates of the incremental approachinsist that cashing out inkind benefits isee the section on In-Kind Benefits) would:demonstrate to the public just how much welfare is now costing and thus would
thwart reform efforts. The incremental approach, its advocates argue. is much more

,likely to succeed for it recognizes that restructuring the welfare system is not #rpanacea for all wel fare .related problems. The reduction and elimination of poverty.in this view. is dependent on economic growth and development. opportunities lionsmeaningful. productive. wit-supporting work, the elimination of racial
him, and so forth." Proposals for massive welfare restructure should not. itargued. preempt the priority that must be given to these other initiatives. withoutwhich the welfare problem cannot be solved

UNIFORM MINIMUM BENEFIT I.VI.E1

Some advocates of a uniform benefit level contend that all welfare benefits shouldbe substantially uniform throughout the nation. Why should a child be worth somuch more in New York City than in one at' the southern states, they ask'? Variationsin state benefit levels clearly exceed differences that can be justified by variations inthe cost of living from glare to slate. they add Provision of adequate ash incomethrough comprehensive reform by cashing out in-kind assistance. they claim.would increase uniformity and make unnecessary the elaborate secondary marketsin which the poor are requited to obtain goods and services. This would avoidsegregation of the poor and the stigma that they suffer because of the current mixedbrag oI benefits. They also claim that alkiwing states to set eligibility levels meansthat some benefit levels will be so low that some needy families will be left outIncenses to raise benefit levels, it is asserted, have not reduced the disparities inbenefit levels substantially.
The administratum advocates the federal definition of income, assets. anddisregards, and a uniform minimum that may vary orris within the limits permutedby the definitions and disregards for the purpose of providing substantially greateruniformity than at present. HEW defends standardization of minimum benefitlevels on the basis ofequity =" Uniform definitions, it is sisal, will also cut downheadlines about families with good incomes receiving welfare benefits Uniform

35-6320 -84- 23
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standee* are said to be less difficult to administer and easier to understand. The

inability of some sates to finance larger betten.allowances than are paid now can

be canoed. it is argued. only by *Wend floor for benefits. While recognizing

diet living costs differ in various area of the country. proponents of nationally

uniform minimum benefes insist that cost-of-living differences simply do not

justify the current disparity in payments front state to state. Benefits. they claim.

vary considerably more than necessary for cost-of-living delft:maces, as shown by

table I. John T. Dempsey. director of the Michigan Department of Social Savic -c,

noted that venetian of S100 a month in welfare benefits could be found between

adjacent stases and that die greater benefit could be had by crossing a road or river

stymieing the states." Those who favor a relatively uniform minimum benefit level

rather than overall uniformity or a completely federalized benefit system contend

that the aion's approach is politically feasible whereas the other ap-

proaches are unattainable. As to variations in living costs, it is noted that the

Heineman Commission found that each region of die country has one or more high

cost areas: die administration's popoial takes this into account by permitting

benefits to vary for up to xis levels of living costs within a Stine at the option of the

state." However. varying die minimum among the states. it is argued. is neither

politically feasible nor practicable, for there are no reliable national measurements

of differences in the cost of living."
Some critics of the cunent wide variations in state benefit levels awe with

President Nikon's assessment that differences in the amount of welfare payments

among states have lured thousands of families, unprepared for both city life and city

yobs, into already °weenie/4yd inner cities. It is argued that, when the Supreme

Court on certain:0004d grounds voided the one-year waiting requirement for

*effete benefits in certain states." high benefit states were unable to protect

Mk-motives from migratory welfare families and greater uniformity of welfare

benefits from state to state became a necessity. One group his claimed that a major

cause of die urban crisis i that between 1959 and 1968 southern states shifted ,

one-tenth of the nation's *efface load to tuba, cominunities." Advocates of a

national minimum benefit level segue that if this standard is not too low it could help

reduce the incentive for the poor so migrate to overcrowded city slums.

'Thine who oppose a national standard for aminimum level of benefits contend

that the primary reasons for variations in welfare benefits among states are differ-

ences in cost of Hying, and the equally important relationship between the sok of

living and the cost of living Therefinr, it is argued. federalizing the benefit level

mould be moving esactly in the wrong darectum because only the 'tales can assess

their regional costs and thereby determine benefit levels appropriate to the style of

living of thew tantells." No one. it r. said. m's enough about the coots of and

remedies tor dependency to warrant moving toward a uniform program. Opponents

of the proposed national standard argue that a '.foulard high enough for New York

City would he unsuitable in the rural South and a benefit level high enough for the

South would be meaningless inNew York City.' Other such differences, they note,

can be seen in census data showing that the median income of a family to Maryland
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TABLE I
CliMilf14T MAxIMV14 BlicIFIT LEVELS MR A FAMILY OF FOUR (1979)

(Poverty level, family of four or 57,160)

Smite AFDC
Food

Stamps Total
Has

AFDCUP
I. Hawaii 6.552 1.332 7.1384

v--
2. *moo 5.724 816 6,540
3. New York 5.712 816 6,5284. Whew 5.640 840 6,480
1. Wisconsin 5.490 888 6,384
b. Wamhinpon 5.268 948 6,2167. Otegon 5.124 9% 6.1208. Minnesota 5.088 1.008 6,0969. Connecticut 5.100 996 6,09610. California 5.076 1.008 6.08411. Massachusetts 4.752 1.104 5.85612. Iowa 4.740 1.104 5.84413. Alaska 5.400 1.896 7.29614. New krsty .4.488 1.188 5.67615. Utah 4.44313 1.188 5.67616. North Dakota 4.440 1.200 5.64017. Nebraska 4.440 1.200 5.64018. Mal* 4.392 1.212 5.60419. Pennsylvania 4.320 1.236 5.55620. Rhode Island 4.308 1.236 5.54421. New Hampshire 4.152 1.284 5.43622. South Dakota 4,080 1.308 5.38823. Illinois 3.9% 1.332 5.32824. Montana 3.972 1.344 5.316

ri 25. Maine 3,768 1.404 5.17226. Dist. of Columbia 3.768 1.404 5.17227. Oklahoma 3.708 1.416 5.12428. Colorado 3.684 1,428 5.11229. Kansas 3.672 1.428 5.10030. Wyoming
31. Ohio

3.660
3.492

1.428
1.488

5.088
4.980ti 12. Delaware 3.444 1,54X) 4.94433. Virginia 3.408 1.512 4,92034. Nevada 3.312 1,536 4,84835. Indiana 3.300 1,536 4,83636. Maryland 3.204 1.572 4.77637. Missouri 3.072 1,608 4.68038. West Virginia 2.988 1.632 4.62039. Kentucky '7.820 1.680 4.500
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TABLE I (continued)
I

State AFDC
Food

pumps Mild
Hos ,

4FDC- LT*

40: New Mexico 2,748 1.704 4.452

41. Arizona 2.544 1.76p. 4.301)-

42. Noe* Carolina 2.400 1.812 4.212

43. Florida 2.352 1.824 4.176

44. Adams 2.256 1.860 4.116 ..

.45, Louisiana .2.064 , 1.908 3.972

46. Alabama 1.776, 2.004 3.780

47. Ganglia 1.776 2.004 3.780

48. Tennessee 1,776 2.004 . 3.780
49. Texas 1.680 a.2.028 3.708

50. South Carolina 1.488 2.088 3.576

51. Mississippi. 1.440 2.100 3.540

Smart Department of Health. EAlocabon. and Nrelfatv. Pretulent COIrcr' Propotal

thffory &Ions. May 23. 1979 (revisal June 6. 19791. p -24. Table I

a

is almost double that of a finely in Mississippi."' Setting a national standard. it is

claimed. would lead to constant pressuring of the president and .the national
kgisiature to raise the minimum to one appropriate for states with the highest costs

ofliving, for welfare activists allegedly influence the president and the Congress

more readily than diet' do the governors and suite legislatures who are close to the

people and know their taut burdens and needs best: Inany event, food stamps help to

level off differences in AFDC benefit Weis. The Issue. rt is asserted. is not the

dollar worth of achild but what it costs to feed. clothe. alt41hOuse the child ma given

area relative to style of living in tar consinutity. It is argued that migration to the

inner cities was not due to higher welfare benefit keels but rather to the attractionof

better wages. schools. housing. and social servkes A Woad Corporation study

4.-onclusktl that evidence fails to demonstrate that variations in benefit levels have

protracted migration."
The administastion's proposal 01 a standard noniniunt benefit level. and

mandated coverage for unemployed twop4rent families Jott Ingle prevnant

women rfpresenb a giant step toward greater tCdcfArtatiltrt itt the welfare system.

aecording to some critics, and the tnsta%mon ot J 1:tiar:inteed annual income that

will only perpetuate the welt*, syndrome. " These t:ritiLs'also claim that negatis eat

income tax CWICIrinlenel show that a guaranteed income results in kss work by

family members (see the section below on Employment for Poor Families). Sin

Russell 8. Long (D-La. I. one of the six rospoobors tit the block grant alternative:
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S. 13$2. argues that we need to reverse the trend toward complete federalization ofwelfare and let the states design and implement their own programs tailored to theirown needs. a view shared by former U.S. 'Commissioner of Welfair Robert B.C'arhon.4* Some advocates of welfare reform, who prefer federalization of thewelfare program oppose the minimum standard benefit because they fear such afloor may freeze benefits at low levels and thus block future increases.

ADVNACY OF BENEFITS

A significant issue in the continuing welfare debate is the adequacy of benefits paidto those receiving assistance. The administration claims that under its proposedAwait 1.5 million families (44 percent of die current AFDC case load)
nigher incomes because of higher AFDC payments. work and trainingintuatives. and the expansion of EITC. (The adequacy of the job. component oldieadministration's proposal will be treated in the section on Employment fix PoorFanhilieL and the adequacy of coyerap in terms of the categories of persons whowill and will not receive assis is treated in the next section.) The administra-tion has chosen to highlight the issue of the adequacy of existing benefits bytabulating, state by state, anion benefit levels to show bow link a combination ofAFDC and food stamp benefits will provide in some stales (see table D.The principal thrust of the administration's initiative for increased Welfarebenefits is the universal minimum benefit calculated at 65 percent of the CensusBureau poverty threshold, or $4.654 for a family of faxat the dine the administra-Oen submitted es proposal. This change. it is claimed, *veld increase benefits forthose moat in need and would raise die average payment for 700,000 faro in thethirteen stales paying the least in benefitsas thaws by table lit a cost of $374million. Initially the low-benef it disregard would raise aggrope income forfamilies in the thisseesi TAMS paying the latest benefits (meta* 1)and by 19S2 farfamilies in all stases paying less *me 73 percent of the Cessna emus pometydire:hold. Table 1 iodic/we that families in as maw as dirty SAW eneld-S,incinded. Other pneumatic chaages would increase head* I.e pricatx_categories of beeeficiaries; for example, wetting families would beams *Msto the Sresteves income (discussed in the section on Employment for POorAnd would receive an estimated Sf49 million. This change would benefitp whose incomes prevent them from qualifying for AFDC payments becausecannot now deduct the work-incentive earnings disregard. MandatingAFDC-CP coverage in all jurisdictions. modAlling

the unemployment work-ruletest. eliminating the thirty-day waiting period, and other eligibility changes wouldhole,' families with an unemployed parent in all jurisdOtons. but particularlythose if) the twenty-four slates and die territories thatdo not now provide AFDC-UFcoverage.

The administration states that increased benefits
insithing from these changeswould amount ¶0 5205million. Expansion of the EITC would cost $100 nation andmaid benefit the working onyx as mill as some AFDC finailial. Cashing nuked
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swaps for SSI recipients who do not live with larger lanolin would cost $403

ntrilion Nod would assist about 1.3 million SSI recipients. particularly some
730.000 eligible for food stamps but not now participating in the food stamp

program. The net change in Medicaid and food stamp expenditures due to expan-

sion of AFDC may cost approxinsaiely S19 million_ Greater eligibility for AFDC

benefits will mean that more families can qualify for fret medical care and services

under Medicaid and that some families may remain eligible for Medicaid at higher

incomes, A block grant program would make emergency assistance available in all

jurisdictions that elect to participate. In 1978 approximately 400000 families in

twenty states received emergency assistance funded under the existing 50.50

falderal -suite matching fund arrangement. Total expenditures for this assistance

would be increased from $77 million to a maximum of S7.00 million, The increase

benefits to the average welfare family is not estimated. for benefit adjustments

are targeted and are not improved acrosi the board.
The administration defends its package of benefit changes on the ground that it

targets assistance to those most in need at an acceptable cost. Some critics believe.

however. that the proposal costs too much; others contend that it would provide to

little in benefits. The latter contend that the administration proposes little change in

benefit levels fur the most part and that the poverty line budget is one that, by

definition. is an emergency measure and could not sustain a family in good nutrition

and health for more than a period of several months. (See note 45 for the method

employed in calculating the poverty line budget.) The poverty threshold. it is

argued. amounted to 54 percent of the median income in 1959 but only 40 percent in

1975. which demonstrates that the poor. are getting poorer in relation to the rest of

the population. These critics argue that welfare families should not be expected to

live at 65 percent of the poverty threshold" and that they should reretve benefits at

least equal to the poverty threstathl. Some argue that the poverty threshold for a

family of four should be set at one-half of the median family income (which was

$16,009 in 1977) or that it should be tied to an absolute standard such as the Bureau

of Labor Staniaies' lower family budget (which was set at $11.54(,4 for autumn

1973). Critics cite HEW figturs to show that even if the Census Sinew poverty
threshold is accepted as a rough nve:sureof adequacy, welfare benefits now fall far

short of the mark. In no state does the combined value of food stamps and the basic

cash payment bring a family having no income out of poverty. Twenty-seven states

are said to have a payment standard or a maximum benefit less than the standards of

need determined by those states."
Sen..Henry Bellriam IR-Okla i has expressed concern about the administra-

tion's continuing .eterence to ('ensus Bureau estimates that 25 million Americans

live below the poverty level He charges the posertv problem has been exaggerated

owing to J greatly inflated poverty count ..teMnling from failure to count in-kind

benefits such as food stamps and medical benefits " Using the Census Bureau

standard the Congressional Budget Office (CF10) has charted the effect of income

transfer programs on the percentage of families both lifted from and remaining in

poverty as follows:"
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income before taxes amt
before transfers

Income before taxes but
other social insurance
tansfers

Income Wow taxes but
after transfers including
welfare payments (excluding
in-kind transfers)

Income bear taus but after
transfers including medical
benefits

Percentage of Families Mow
Poverty Threshold

27

'5.7

11.3

8.1.

Others charge that the poverty index overstates poverty not only by failing to counttransfer income adequately. but also by overstating the cost of a nistritionaily
adequate diet. and by failing to consider wide variations in needs and living stylesfrom state to state and locality to locality." This Iasi alleged failure is used tosupport federal block grants to the stales that would permit them to take these localneeds and variations into account in devising their own welfare programs.Another criticism is that an income standard for determining poverty fails toconsider assets. as in the case of many elderly who may have relatively low incomes
but substinitiat assets, or the similar case of many self-employed. Still other criticsof the administration's proposal contend that because welfare benefits are alreadyso high that most welfare recipientscanes find jobs that will pay them more thanthey thaw in welfare benefits, increasing these benefits will Only serve to reduce shework effort of welfare recipients and will fail to move diem to eniptoyment that isnot subsidizes( by the government (see the section on Employment for PoorFamilies )

Bee ADTH or COVEIAGE

Another issue of debate has been the categories and numbers of people who will
gain or arse various benefits under the proposed program. Changes that will affectsignificant numbers of families include the follrving: 100.000 additional familieswill become elogibk for AFDCUP benefits asthe A FDC-LIF program is modifiedand extended to twenty-four more stases and the territories:-" welfare familiesheaded by a single parent may increase in number from 3.37 million (projected for1932 under current law) to 3.43 million in 1982 as a result of eligibility changes

creased by the interplay of various definitions' and disregards and eligibility to the

'011Wir.
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brenkeven income: its the case of the AFDC. coverage will be extended to pregnant

.women. if die woman and her child would be cligthle at the birth of the child. in an

additional twenty-six states (presumably. these cases Are counted among the 60.000

addition.,! sinsk-pairsit families that would be added to AFDC rolls): and about

7)0.000 MI families will receive the cash value of food stamps they hate no

elected to collect heretofore. Also, while about 5.6 million families claimed

the FR is I978for anaverage benefit of S202---" the administration estimates

that 6 million families will benefit fmm the expanded EITC."e Emergency assist-

ance now based on matching funds in twenty States, which benefited approxi

niately 400.000 families in 1978, would be available to all Stales willing to

participate. and would be available to needy families with children whose net

income is more than twice the poverty threshold. Thus the number of people

benelsning from this assistance could more than double

The augmented coverage outlined above is criticized by some for leaving oat

lame numbers of needy people. For example. 20.8 peacoat15 million, of .in fir

persons and 2.9 percent (5890001 of couple's without children fell below the

Census Bureau poverty threshold in 1978" but under the administration's proposal

would not receive cash benefits. would be excluded from the Jobs component. and

would be ineligible for the EITC. A poor childless couple can obtain AFDC benefits

only if it has a child and if the principal wage earner is unemployed. or it the parents

separate so one parent and the child can obtain benefits. One of the main reasons for

complexity and inequity in the welfare laws. is is claimed. is that federal funds arc

available cmly to people in certain categories even though some in other categories

may be equally deserving. These critics argue that categories should be ignored in

favor of income level in determming AUX* eligibility
Although the administration sought to extend coverage to childless couples

and individuals in the Better Jobs and Income Plan (BHP, submitted in the 95th

Congress. it has advocated an incremental approach rather than full welfare reform

in the 96th Congress because of its concern for costs of the program and the belief of

some of its strategists that. while modest reforms can he obtained. comprehensive

reform would fail to win approval. as It has in the P.N. The present welfare proposal

it is claimed. is targeted to help those w ho can do the least to help themselves. Tying

AFDC to families with children fulfills this ithiecuse. for children are largely

unabk to help themselves and a single parent often .annul worst or can work only

part time while raising children Food stamps and housing assistance payments. tor

example. do make coverage of the current weilArc ...ten; more unisersal

f.taPfusMisi iiPKlhwrkf 1%111 IF

data from the Seattle tknser negatice income tas ;NH i esperimern. the most

comprehensive of a series of exprrimeni4 funded h, HEW to determine the effects

of a guaranteed income. indicated that a guaranteed income not tied to a work

requirement correlated with a significant reduction in annual hours of work among
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persons receiving the guaranteed income. an effect ackno
Califon° and Marshall. Table 2 shows the results of the var
rethietion of work effort. Some critics of comprehensive
thist for several reasonsfor example, participants in
parson would provide a guaranteed income for only a re
these experiments understate the reduction in work effort
permanent negative income tax or guaranteed income prtvgrarri." Supporters of theadministration's proposal contend. on the other hand, that the negative income taxexperiments are not conclusive since the pattern of responses is too complicated tojudge with certainty. Also. the NIT experiments provided payments that weregenerally higher than AFDC and more two-parent families were covered than istypical of AFDC The reduction of hours worked by primaged husbands, withsupport payments at 85 percent of the poverty threshold and with a benefit reductionrate of 50 percent. it is claimed, would not be large. The response of wives, eventhough larger than that of husbands in percentage terms, was not large in terms ofactual hours of reduced work time and does not portend any substantial withdrawalhem the labor market In any es cnt it is claimed that such results may not carry overto a reformed welfare program that creates jobs. Tying jobs to a work requirement.

!edged by secretaries
is NIT experiments on
elfare reform contend
experiments knew the

steely short period
s would result from a

TABLE 2
FATIMA fE n PERCENT AGE REDUCtioss IN Weak HOURS. IN FOUR

INCOME S I% ti.%4N4 E IUMEN IS

('.nary! Etperimental Differential as
Percentage of Onttrol .fitlean

New Jersey Rural Wage
4Whitei Earners Garr,

Seattle.
Denver

Husbands
Wives
Total

Female Heads

7
tr'sit 27 17 17

1; It N 9
12

°nese' estimates .err weighted .1%erJeCs Ot the re port. in trour worked of differentpopulation groups BCati..e of techniyal problems ,0 c.iiinatine the repon.c 01 black andSparityttTeaking groups in the Sew kr.c eaperintent the eiiniatc. reported here forN'id%10 Terse} arc for white, only Recent rran.II is of the New Jer... data ;Wilt We% et ikknucthat the response of these groups is similar it+ that urt whiles 1,'1J. rer.inse i and base hours,include only husbands and wise, in Gary and Seattle ()enter. in the other etperintents theyinclude other family members as well
Nione Included in the ekperiment
Sotitt t V S Department of Health. Education. and Welfare. Sunman Report. Startle-Denver /mom( Alatrilenatice

February 1978. p 1 t. fable
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it is claimed. would move those capable of working off the welfare rolls while

giving public support to those incapable of work." Such is the strategy of the

administration's welfare reform proposal..

Work Renal ant. According to the present statute every individual seeking

AFDC assistance twittr certain exceptions must register for manpower services.

training, and anployment. and AFDC benefits for that person will be cut of if he or

she refuses training or a good faithoiler of employment without good cause." The

administration's proposal would permit earlier termination of benefit payments

dust is mandated at present but it would adopt the good cause exception. now

contained in regulations. permitting an individual to refuse training or employment

if he would have less income (including the value of publicly funded inkind

benefits) after accepting the job or training than he had before. Many Americans

can remember when the prevailing view was that a woman's place was in the home

and that public assistance should be reserved for those unable to work. except in

cases of temporary unemployment or retirement for reason of age. Changes in

recent decades have challenged this view and heightened the debate over whether a

work requirement should be mandated for aid recipients who are able to work.

Numbers of female heads of households in the work place rose from 9 percent in

1940 to 43 percent in 1975. which included 31 percent with children under three

years of age. The public's attitude toward requiring welfare mothers to work may

also he onfluenced by the number of cases in winch eligibility of the family is based

on the father's absence I rAther than his death or incapacity) or on the OfeSCOCC of

illegotomate children. Moreover. the AFIXI.JF program adopted ih 1962 and the

esconded food stamp program of 1970. in providing welfare benefits to an increas-

ing number of employable individuals. added to the perception that too many

welfare recipients love oft public assistance rather than work."
Nonetheless. a substantial number of individuals hold that claimants for

welfare benefits should not be subjected to a work requirement. as dew supported by

the Heineman Report of 1969 The Heineman Commission believed that subjective

judgments as to employabolity. with the risk of abuse in individual cases. are made

at the lowest administrative levels. and that a freely operating market provides the

only meaningful test of empkiyability Vie do not think it is desirable to put the

power of determining whether an Orkin idual should work in the hands of a govern.

matt agency when is can be left to indis ideul choice and market incentives."'" The

Heineman Commission stated that financial wenn,. es should he used to encourage

work by welfare recipients but r work requirement should not he mandated. Others

contend that people on welfare Jo want to wink and that r great nirn or client work

when they arc able to find employment ,1 their health permits Skiltrre

the'. !Ivry reveow benefits one ear and he out of the program the nest Work.

in their %few. should not he mandated when there arc not enough jobs available in

the ek %mons to end unemployment generally In the case of wornenWith children, it

is k Lamed that decision either to spend full time with the tamely or to work should

rem with the mother

3 6 43ES
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On the other side it is argued that work has intrinsic merit and that the work
requirement reflects society's values; Welfare families. it is argued, frequently stay
on welfare for long periods of timefor example, 20 I percent of the families
involved in a 1973 HEW study had been on welfare from five to ten years and 7.7
percent had been on welfare from ten to twenty years.' Taxpayers are more willing
to reward work to get these families off welfare than to provide welfarepayments. A
work requirement is necessary, it is claimed, to gain taxpayers' support for the
program. In this view, the work mquisement must be supplemented with a vigorous
effort to establish work opportunities for principal earners in welfare families, asthe administration proposes. We cannot afford to support a large segment of the
population on welfare, sonic claim. when many of those on the assistance rolls areable to help themselves by working.

Some advocates of a work requitement contend that not enough is known
about the factors influencing welfare families and about the design of a program that
will most the welfare parent into unsubsidized employment. Thus some senators
have proposed financing welfare through block grants to give the states much more
leeway in experimenting with welfare programs." Stales would then have the
option of imposing differing work requirements or none at all.

%irk Intwidives and Disineendves. Providing financial incentives to encourage
the heads of welfare families to aecept employment is another major concern Asidefrom the value of work in terms of raising self-esteem, for example. income from
work may reduce the cost of welfare benefits overall, particularly if a family canwork its way off welfare. If a family has to give up a dollar of welfare benefits foreach dollar earned. employment will reduce the costs of welfare to the government
to the IMINIMMIll, but, from a practical standpoint, the family will gain no financial
reward for working unless it can earn more than the benefit it is being paid and can
get off welfare completely. Table 1 illustrates how income is supplemented and
welfare costs We reduced when welfare payments arc structured to reduce benefits
dollar for dollar. However. if the family on welfare is able to retain 30. 50. or 70
percent of its earnings, it then has a financial stake in pursuing employment efforts.
Welfare benefits are not structured so that these benefit reduction rates apply evenly
from the first dollar earned. Table 4. derived from a table in the Heineman Report of
l%9, illustrates how a family may be stimulated to work when it can retain earningsthat. with welfare benefits, may range well above the welfare benefit ceiling thatwould obtain if a 100 percent reduction rate were applicable, and above the ceilingapplicable to nonworking families of the same ../c he combined earnings-benefit
total may even exceed the poverty threshold in some rases. as reported by one
witness in the 1978 Senate hearings who said it was thocavtically possible for a New
York welfare family to have a total annual income of 529,000 before the last dollarof AFDC disappears." The income level at which welfare payments absolutelycease is called the "breakeven- as in table 4

Table 5.; also taken frown the Heineman sepia. shows that greatly increasedwelfare costs must he funded, even with a S0 percent reduction rate, because
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TABLE 5
ESTIMATED NIT TRANSFIX COST AND POPULATION RECEIVING PAYMENTS OFUravensat. Sven/141N I PROGRAMS MY GUARANTEE Lim. 50 PERCENT

REDUCTION RATE, 1971

rworontreC Brealteven
Net Cast
/billions)

Poptilation Coverage
(millions)

PersonsHouseholds
52,000 S4.000 S3.5 7.8 26.92,400 4,800 5.9 10.5 3611,800 5,600 9,3 13.5 48.13,200 6.400 14.0 16.7 60.23.600 7.200 20.0 20.5 74.64,000 8.000 27.5 24.2 88.3

Cam estimaies

Soy ntt-8: The Presadenes Commission on Income Maintenance Programs. Poverty AmidPlenty, The American Paradox, 1969. p. 61.

arse net of othettins savings is existing pupas= so all fends of powers

produces a benefit reduction rate equal to or in excess of 100percent. By compari-son. the highest Anginal tax one foe federal income tax purposes is 68 percent forindividuals. a rate that applies only to the income of an unmarried individualexceeding $81.000. Thus, some advocates of welfare reform argue that the presentweir= benefit reduction rate may be a considerable work disincentive io manyfamilies on welfare who might otherwise seek employment or a better job.The results of the income maintenance experiments are said io show thatworkers in welfare, families respond to work incentives such as more favorablebenefit reduction MPS.
Another disincentive eta wed cited rtthe absolate lom of Medicaid and Milkhoming if income exceeds certain levels. the so-caned notch effect, as disda-plated from Use gradual redaction of benefits with increased income seder otherprograms Thun. if an employer does not provide health insurance coverage that esroulath equil.dient to Medscind. the %ettarc Land,. m.o, 1 ntlucnceti to workten,er hours in %Ikler to keep ik. earned mom: dint! fi ILA %%CP jfe hCrJefltS below the.hre.tke%en Anorhrr JIleea (imp:crime to %wit. t. the t.h.t that the loy4.%agepo.rttott aailuble to its 4,1 .10% ota `tot r,R ettouyh (I/ ek.ced the .um theLouis 44111 fet:el e urhkr oeltare l nder the atIntotttratton proposal she he.aint

1.411;11 %annot he reuutied tit atept a J.411 that p.4 le. than stelt.srehenctits. inuiudong the %alue 01 in .lnil tivrtetu,
The administration's proposed change m the APiX: work-incentive disregardmay increase the work incentive of those taking law-paying jobs.by raising the Nitstage at the damped from 830 to 170, but will otter leas emend" dmis doe pesetaformals for those seeking somewhat better jobs. as the one-thini.of the tramising
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wages will he based on net rather than gross wages In addition. the administration's

pmported low-benefit disregard mat provide some work incentive for heneticiaries

on the stars offering the lowest benefits " As COO points out, ;tithe) makers are

faced with a dilemma. On a hunted budget. high basic welfare benefits can he

Achieved for those with nu Income only it benefits are reduced for those w ith come

income But. of this is done. Inc-ratite for work will be lowered As %Liam

Anderson notes, reducing the basic welfare benefit rwhich would not make the

,breakecen income seem so high to the voters) mat be politieallt unfeasible, but

lowering the benefit reduction rate to encourage Wfi'COUld cost the taspaters

billions of dollars.' On the other side it is argued that raising the rate may put

families to work and take them off welfare. and thus may achieve long-term

reductions on the cost of welfare.
The work incentive aspect of the adminotratton's 1979 prerposalrecognites the

neeessitt of budgetary restraint HEW computer simulations to illustrate whin will

happen in lowhenefit. middle-benefu and high-benefit states indicate that AFDC

benefit reductitm rates have been kept in the middle range for single parentfamilies

but two-parent families would not he able to keep a significant part of any additional

earnings. See table 6 When the benetit reduction rate for all welfare programs in

the HEW computer smut:mon are considered. the single-parent fanilly will have a

low benefit reduction rate tor all programs Jr %ert low income, However, even the

benefit reduction rate tOr conthined programs rises rapidly ith modest tricrraw in

income so the tamely approaching the breaket en will he able to keep yen little or

each additional dollar earned This suggests the administration is counting heat

on the mandatory work requirement and the erratum of loh, to get families off

welfare and that it does not rely heat ilt on the work mcentite of low benefit

reduction rates tel get (Antibes Ant welfare the head of a single-parent tamely 111J)

he encouraged by a low helletit redihnoll rate to accept J low wage lob. but there

will be much less mcenttve to tome up the income ladder and oft welfare

particularlt it the notch effect ft loss of Nkdocaid eligibility and public housing are

considered. matters not covered in the HEW computer .simulations

Tits Benefits. the administration relies on two forms of Lis relief tor welfare

families and prspectote employers I he exiled income 1.1% credo would he

espanded the EITC currendt aser.lges N1111 per poor tarnils per year but the new

computJtrn formula would produe an .1 refund of S175 Because this credit

would not tic .nallahle to tolls h the .!cis etnntent, it is hoped this

restriction will etkotir.ige 14 itkonw oolko. cilipb, ment in the pr; ate

e. tor It the El rc esteed the ,,rtser i.ie hAtiti if "6 ,he is retund.gh)e

I he I IIC like a subsidy G, cal hed olso;n1...olii thci:tore hrtuld ensour4ge work

.11011 it prising .t'ile'r loh tt16. 11,-2.111%, In, 1.1%. additional

Anionistratite cost is low for it 14.quitv Ito ....1 workei or .1.cts fi,t.
elogibilrit is established hs filing the routine personal income tat, return The credit

would he J.:A.41**,0 to families with .niklfen. Js al present. but they would not

have to he welfare families Families that work and leceite welfare would lose
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r
untie of the athartiage of the Li-edit since the *loran! refundable would he counted

as income. which would reduce the cash skieltare benefit

Chairman M Ullman of the House Wak s and Means Ciimmittee ised

alternative hi die adrinmstration's 197K UJIP proposal a t.ta credit 1/1 '41.11110 under

snmlar pound rules tor those earning hetskeen MINI and 's7,!ktkl a kcal.. with 4

phase down in rate SS income approached S15.01110 I he larger credit skoukl hase

offset kmer cash well benefits. It Is argued 014114% ifedi,411 14: stigma than
*Orate pak mans. and the k:redit. might sane .suite trips to the welfare 1tith:e The

las credit is vietied with skepticism by others. hosseser. t ho that stills in the

private sector sue not readilk akadah'... and that. with the current decline in the

ecortomy, looincome persons sstll find it more difficult to losate such einplo.

meat Those who alreadk hake isrhs in the pflait: sector. it is said. %ill reap J gain

that those in public sector lobs ma., not he able to attain
The administration has not proposed changes in the las credits asailahle to

employers in the prskate sector Critics cite a stud. prepared for the labor Depart.

Tern to support their claim that these credits hase laded to simulate the empfo..

merit of the heads of welfare families ( I I percent ,:rrtitied employers stated

that the credit was a signsticant factor in their hiring deeisions. thus supporting the

contention that mplo.ers recces ins; the credit were rewarded for doing what then

*mild has date an, 1 he stud. repined finding no cases of additional hires

titer and choose the jobs that normalh would be Idled. in addition. 741 percent it the

empknees hired with the hermit of the credit kitotiir were tired before their term

spired " Some argue that the C1Implcxion. of the credit. aIth its tant)us::iliri .

and bases discourage unhiation
Supporters 111 the credit belies,. that it stas not ageressikels ad% ertised at the

local lesel and that proper public its will Note tcsult the administration is

counting in this pussihilits to produse Jn additional 211.itoo Ion openines in the

pros ate sector for MAX' recipients

JNI, PH*,

135 ,reating new lobs the administration hives to enipiok heads or settare Lambe.

and thus 1 /1/Sel some if the added ..1 In.s; "I. i..ult tii
welfare benefits and Irons nick elo.:Iht: f.iiiiih . 1.c hie'

vent of the adinmi.tr4tri , y,,,/;1% cAme

.Ind the dilltsults 1 1 lotatin..! oi ..s' 1, "Sart

mpegoishilit, of Vrifare get ipivnts, s .

!41 %.,Itate !.11 I. . .111/fi ,1 '; I.,

14.tc that N4 tier, ern I i_ 1I' . . ... s's t rts111 .:4

und,1 -IN 11141' ' ., 15 .10., ad...N.11c ,tiil,f

k ate 1% Innis, low p,..1.,n1 :h. ad, 11,01;

hvIncen .§11 .1 fourteen S1,1%1; lo Ltork part Dille iI no

stns 114111{1: when the. hildrn are 11.11 .;; 11a% aorkint: Itiolther.
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welfare children is said to he a substantial obstacle to employment Labor Depart-
ment 1-ipires show that slightly more than 180.000 children received das care from
WIN and Social Security funding sources, !Shi motor funding for slay :are is
included in the welfare package

Over half of all welfare family parents has e less than a high school education
and their lack of Adios said to be the reason so mans became welfare recipients
Census Bureau figures show that 14.1 percent of those below the poverty threshold
arc %oily .five or older and. along with most children. would not he erccted to
work. Census figures for 1977 show that 14 3 percent of the heads of poverty
families not woriantlikuid 3 8 percent of those who had worked less than fifty weeks
claimed they were ill or disabled. Thus, lack of good health may constrain
employ mem even for heads of families who are otherwise ekpected to work. The
Congressional Research Service concludes that about 15 to 18 percent of the
recipients of sir major welfare programs arc employahlt by reason of physical
condition, age. age of children. or ,tob history. and about two-thirds of these work,
some full time and some pan time

Location and creation Mr Join. The Alm inhiristion intends to use existing federal.
state, and local services to find work for, to train. and to employ Ann 2 million
persons It estimates that about h00.000 new full; year jobs or training positions
must be found or created to meet the needs of welfare,eltgible families A job search
assistance program run by the states would attempt to place to onside employ ment
adults of families with children eligible (or AUX' benefits The eight week jobsearch :feried would include instructions. lob searches. referrals (or employment.
employment development planning, supportise services such as child care. and
finally. ache job search effort is unsuecesstul, referral tin federally assisted work ortraining The *chase family would draw sir continue to draw welfare henefiis

-during the eight week job search period The federal government would fund 90
percent oil the cost of this eight week effort. but dates are ecpected to cooperate in
any event since placements should reduce their financial burden4 by missing

uhf welfare

Federally funded jobs wilt he created and classroom training will he provided
to those eligible under the administration's proposal. namely. the sole parent in a
singk-parent family with children, or the prins.ipal earner in a twoparent family
with children. when these proems have completed the eight-week jots searchwithout success Stink persons and oupies without children will not he eligible
sins the administr,mon wishes to remoi.e.the 'ad trout the welfare roll
wine the Invited number of lobs that are we !I .h or training position
per :moth will he pros ided The Alm; rn.tration If I und I. I- I salmi 'tient andfr.firun hs the states 100 Nrcent tlot parti,fraiii, arc cypc,tcJ to rescie J illy of
work and tralnifie licsible hours and part time A on., o. ,41,.. fed fo
the special needs of single parents with young .hildren I he admini.tration will
endorsor to encourage work protects that arc needed in the loyal community,
especially in es:ononue development protects. work that P. k:usterul not tieing done

I r
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b) Mate and local governments
Labor Department officials have summaLred categories of )0h possibilities

tor etample flrotichng social services Ili the elderly and sick. pros ;ding :Mid

care, weather' and rehabilitating homes. and s o torth--to show the feasibility

of creating puhlicts funded ph. for low -skilled workers the administration's

response to critics of past efforts to proale ;ohs is that there have been recent and

continuing improtements in thrKFTA program It is claimed. for eicample.what

during 1977 and 1478 the program responded quickly by creating over I 3 million

job and training oppirtunmes to stimulate the ecimiwint. and that i'ser $ percent of

these lobs were filled ht the ecot icJII disadtantaged.,that is. tho'sthelow 711

percent of the lower living standard income Joel or those with incomes helot. the

poverty threshold. and sertam special categories. such as those released from

prisons Some ;rim.. question this claim Reforms are promised to help (ETA
deliver more lobs and training and to impri it e coordination with welfare administra

lion Participants in this phase of the program will hate to return to an eight week

tot search program at the end of eighteen months of publicsert ice work, but
continuing efforts will he made to place those in publicly funded work or training

slots in private employment the tat credit', discussed abot e are et petted to help

place these eligible welfare head. of families in pro ate employment

Critics of the Alministration.4 earlier IMP program were openly skeptical ot

its ability to create I 4.million full and part public sert Ice positions throueh

which 2 5 nation workers would pass each Although the current proposal

intuit es J smaller number of fob.. critic. .argue that private rector job. ,ere sea le.

and that with J declining economy it heads of welfare families become emploted.

In special incentites or otherwise. they will displace eaisting tots holders Must

prit ate sector lobs hate a skill requirement. hinset er, that will disqualift the heads

of welfare families II e mplos yrs are Induced to lower skill requirements ht watt'

subsidies or other incentites. it I. claimed that productit itt will suffer A more
unskilled workforce. it is claimed. taises 0515 et production at a time when we are

trifling other industrial countries rn rate s it pre,iUctititt growth The public sector

;ohs to he ,reated are likely to he useless lobs. it is said or they would hate been

undertaken already targeting heads of wt. hare familii teachers' aides is not

likelt to create mom lobs suite dedming enrollments hate alreadt caused the

Sa!,t)ft of qualified teachers CHs) potrus. out that nuns fob. %mild hare to he

created in the South hecause of the high percentage of poterft population in that

reuion. but that area has the le.isi ettvrierh; in cl, Tine 14ree 4.1ie ettiplos incur

itrogrdni,
the Administration .111% for A ':Irh t.,tc of nto% einem tram puhlt,

-et %Ise !ohs to the puts Jte tor iiiiwev cr. int. die tor I. ihs it is !Jona ire not
{life to be asJII.thle In sleuth, .11It nunttx.rs 1,, the , .11-tph,.aus int ol.ed
I/atu submitted in the 19714 hearings show alai empI4, MLitt III IllallUta4. wring has

declined in the central cities where wo inall »4:ItJte 1.11111111e% tire- tor e %ample . the

percentage of fitetear losses ranged !Will I I $ to 4,1 2 111 J list 'it ties en 6 " 'C

An employ program in S.07 Diego is .act to hoe plowed only three out os tilts
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persons in a work search that included 782 potential employers. Public service jobsare-likely to be dead-end jobs. it is claimed. that will not lead to careers. and thetraining provided may be phantom training for private sector jobs that do notexist.'" Economists such as Edgar Browning. of the Unlversity of Virginia. arguethat guaranteed public sector jobs provide little incentive for workers tialefotththeir best efforts. Stich a program may create a new etass of workers who might hepaid above their marginal productivity and thus would base little incentive to leavefor unsubsidised jobs. Such movement as there is from welfare to employment inthe private sector. it is argued. will be influenced more by national economic trendsand family dynamics than by changes in the welfare system. Welfare reform cannotsolve the employment problem in isolation. Economic growth and development.elimination of racial discrimination. expanded educational opportunsties. and othersteps are required." The Urban League has protested that jobs should he providedthrough full employment programs and that denial of the EITC to employees inpublic service jobs creates a twoclass society that has inadequate provisions for thetransition from public to private sector jobs
Proponents ot the lobs proposal cntcod that, so far as the economy as a wholeis concerned. raising the incomes of and finding join for those on weltare is goodfor the economy and for business because those living below the poverty thresholdare currently UndeNOTISAMICIN, Taxpayers would clearly be better olf with nceit:d.7ivices than without them and workers would learn skills that would bring themthe mainstream ot society. Administration

officials contend the CETA program'roving The CETA progress report for the second quarter of 1979 is cited to;. hat CETA enrollment totalled 1.608.000 during the first half of fiscal 1979aft. neat of the 677.600 who kit the program. 124,400, of 38 percent. wereplacements in unsubsidised employment.'

Effect on Labor Markets and Wage Rates. The atiministratton expects that wagerates paid by prime sponsors and averaging S7,21,0 J year w will he Amsted upward tonearly S9.000 by 1982 Wage rates will say among prime ponsor., Opponentsthe proposed program contend that the jobs ins of% ed are, in inane} cases. now heldby municipal employees and existing workers tear that local governments willreplace them with CETA employees. as has happened in the past If this happens..oserall employment in these communities wilt not fl% but muntcspalities will *.pending: federal funds rather than IJII.C% raised (tom local stile-Lc. to pay for certainservices. J norm of disguised ret emit .haring t 197 studs h. the BrookingsInstitution tund an 1$ percent Jiplaccitient rate tot ( 1 pro.2.rain. on theJseragc I.Jhof leader. fear that the pro5ram %k ill undermine einplo went oanaJrds. that the nation will have a lc.. piii.diNts.c sork tsu, e and that the programwelt pl.y basil.. with labor relations in the puhlt.
CB() noted of the prior BM' proposal, whkh ssttuld ha%t: paid pubis, %cry rihires at the minimum wage. that the plan might up.ct the low wage private Sector 01the economy by luting workers Into public sets ice employment It reported that in1977 2 9 million persons were working below the minimum wage and that these

71111.60.,# f-'
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jobs were CIMICentriited in the agricultural and %et ICC 04,' cUpal Ions ( 130 eq !Mated

in 1978 that occupants of one .thtrci of the public .try ice Jobs to be L reated by Hill

by 1982, if they could compete freely for these lobs. might shift from lobs in the

private sector " CB() notes that substitution and displacement could 41. ri the

private sector if. for example. private trash collection or private weather,. Awn is

replaced with public- .41% Iles. the wage standard now prop .Led for INN,: service

Jobs is hither than the minimum wage but lesser additional public set% 'Le lobs

would he created under the administration's current priiposal than untie 13111'

The :rdrninrstraliim regards the wage rate standard as .1 reasonable one and

points out that public service sobs will he available only to the heads of welfare

families Thus, it does not foresee a rush sot workers from the puts ate sector

applying for %Oar in order to qualify tor eighteen month. low %.tge. low skill

CETA fob.. notes that steps have been taken to reduce the substitution ot (1.1.1

bits for positions normally funded t) local governments It does not believe that

public takeover of private services is likely

Is Kt.'? Bt ,

In the decade from f' to 1/75. /45 percent of the Inc reas:d cost of need tried

welfare programs came from growth of in kind benefits In l&kbi in kind pr ierams

accounted for only ;tr percent of the L'INS ot need-tested assistance Hy 19-. thcs

accounted for tiN percent "today Medi:aid alone costs more than the pi in, ipal

cash benefit programs combined One witness in the 1978 Senate hearmes cited an

interesting correlation between the types of benefits pros ided and how old the

welfare assistance programs are it eleven Lashonly programs seven were enacted

prior to 1960. whereas seventeen 'it twenty three sets iceonly programs have been

established since 1460 1 nesen use Ot these ptogranis by eIeihle beneficiaries

and the wide variation.: in Lost of administration have stimulated dcMand for

4ncrati welfare reform Should in kind pro5rams he cashed out or should they he

retained or significantly revised'

Food Stamps. The adininistrath k..11 her Imp pr,Iposal would ha. e Lashed out

toad stamps entirely Its current proposal would Lash out toed ,tamp. tot S.;1

recipient.. who do not live in a larg4r hiiuseiaold N noted earlier. this would P1-4)% iste

added benefit to eligihle persons .Y4 ho Ate not low usin:: `tamp and would

avoid the prohlem 01 ohtainme stamps IL 1.11 les t dittik nit lo

toot) stamp 4,1134 e to pink up Weir L':if Mk: the .11;n1.1 And I of pr ll.l.

that some !hunk i ...roomed vr ilh speridenz f 41ilip rise or

drop as other inei gm. 1,111. fn.rc.1... Om. 4.,,,.1Inv out II. .mi. event the

idri.ttiorn in tk'n'Cfn fete Now oak: to .1.0. In owe 1.11;., !ILI% be the

only welfare benefits available tit strikers
Food stamps still hare,* relatively hiw benefit reduction rate and high hreak

even point Allotments are pros tried on the bas if unit,irin federal rules governing

eligibility and amount, and they establish rn effect, a floes under the Incomes of the
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more that 16 million people who received them in December 1978. many of whom
were not eligible for cash aid Thus. t."' officials cite the proposed partial cash
out of food stamps as the .tart of a consolidated welfare sy stern '4 Since partial cash
out of food stamps is seen as the forerunner of 4. much more comprehensive
consolidation of benefit payments in the future, the arguments for and against a cash
out of these in-kind benefits deserve careful consideration. s

In supporting the total cash out of food stamps in the administration's 811P
proposal. HEW Secretary Calif:trio argued that Congress. by eliminating the
requirement that applicants for food stamps pay a certain sum to receive the stamps
to requirement intended to force families receiving such sumps to allocate approv
mutely 30 percent of their mow to food purchases). had nude the benefit the
equivalent of cash for all practical purposes. Consolidation of benefits in a single
cash payment would simplify administration and reduce errors. fraud. and abuse."
An analysis by the Economic Research Service of the Department of Agriculture
showed that aggregate food purchases would not decline with the cash out of food
sumps and that there would he no adverse impact on farm income

Studies arc said to show there is noes 'derive that rccipients 01 food stamps pay
more attention to nutrition when they use tood stamps than when they use -cash. It is
claimed that food stamps deprive recipients of budget flembrIsty so that a mother tit
three in %fississippi may spend 77 percent of her total welfare benefits for trod
while a similar recipient in New 'fork may spend only 0 percent of her benefits for
food In addition. there is said to he a black market in food sumps."and that their use
by some. particularly the elderly. is claimed to he demeaning ' Thus, cash out will
benefit many vs ho.do not now participate in the food stamp program because of
mcons menet: or the stigma involved

Rep James C Corman i D Calif i chairman of the special House subcommit
.

tee that recommended the final cash out of toted stamps in ilmnection w ith the 1311P
claimed that it costs tiiurtecn cents of every dollar to administer the food

stamp program -We can give $86 in slim) amps shit/ in cash Rep %ilium
(lay it) fir i argued that the use of sumps is not consonant with our capitalistse
5 stem for we du not deal in barter or script but in cash Rep Carl D Perkins
i1) Ky i sass the cash MI as a significant 'nose toward comprehensive reform ""

ippostents of cash out contend that the to stamp on ear Jill helps to teed thou:
in economic distress and that it should tseontinued Adtiltflistf41Ive ..t/.1%. the!, say.
.n he redu, ed hs st.tn.itrattrin ..11,11htlit ,r!teri.i with those .11X. and by
inirodu. Ong .1 single application tin l oth 0.-rict 1,1.11,o,11.11 arc the
0. or Liti.1 poror should.noi he lequsied se.,ti sk, $.11)) .1),..mia OW%
1,1.1% need ('ills food sumps tiert) t ,!1'11, lilt hmes tt 100,1 stamps .ire
Ole.] out the mon th. s e tot lutits Itev ,I ;1.1,Jor .1,1,1 it idol he the ,hildteu_..

tbi sutler nt,,st, and food strinp assure that L.e Jo;lats are used tot the purls'si's
intended Sonic bane that it food stamps are . asked out shoe is 111, Jltern.w.e
a eclat awed ininne vary ing in anitn,nt relate c to earned income and the number of
children [hey argue that the guaranteed income. as discussed elsewhere in this
analysis. will recluse work incentives and cause the hteJgup of marriages Others
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Nee food stamps as neeessa to .Isstrre a nutritionall Adequate Bret for some people

who otherwise would Iv, the cheapest food. AJrches And the like. and still others

claim food purchases will drop sharply and se. era' thousand food producers And

processors rnA, lose their mil% .ind base tti gO on welfare It is also claimed dui toot'

stArnp, are needed as the, are the most respitnsite to ihanires in conditions in the

econom

Sledkaid and Other Benefits. ..V..,ordIng to Nathan. the real Mess is not

welfare but Nkklicats1 I he administration ha, not proposed the cash out tit
Medicaid behelits nor did it make such A proposal in it, B.IIP mitiAtise Medicaid

benefits 1JrR subslaritialh, from lac to ,site and one state. Arizona. does not

pros itk Metit aid co% et age at JO ('.fishing out Aledicald and substituting an amount

Ott tones equal to 11s coNt to i.1.11 J%111.1ntL* pa mem% At told eliminate differences

in Medkaid treatment from state to state On the other hand_ it is argued that

A ithoot %led!, aid poor Unitise. would spend te.r little on health care
%Ithoogh thi admini+tratiiin has rclegJted changes in health care programs to

its priiposed national health plan. it has nonetheless shown Its cont.-ern her the

interrelation of 11etlicald and other tteltare proganis Currently AFDC and SS!

KIWI IL 1,r1 It' .tic aitoniatit.JII rli> this tor Jod where it is at :triable How

eet. the of the large ,osts ;molt ed. would not :ask sues that
dl' not now hit. 111K[ F programs to ctend 11idicad itimerage ui ncwlt

eligible %MN 1. F' families Sonic of the,... 11c t.Jr that ',Allure to provide
1Iedic aid toter.,:. for P wIli sufneL I them to suits seeking to compel

esAcrag: Int teased 6:1154,111R tot FIX. such 4, in the eau of pregnant single

women In 111,1M IIIJ to the r.1 of Medicaid in al, es ens

adminiscrati.in hopes that its pr.igram hit arid eniploinent will aunt:

la- ',es or/ eltare and 11110 rnlplotnl.nr hits ,t here the employer will probide
Health insuraike coserage. whi,h should thus redu,:e the tAerall inereuse to
A, fedi, aid cosh

A Kind t 'orporanon studs siwgesis that the Achare rolls ma include a Urge

number 44 people ho are mote in :1,...l ot health insurance th.in income mainte

name Ili. study. Atm h Jutted .1 lour t,.li .unit tit \L.% Crts poor.
showed that Candies Ili welfare rolls itn.-tipittools had J fink h higher les el tit
Medicaid paid hcafh cat* thai did
.pokesithiri firiLluded _0441 of

ilcititind tor tool 1., 'I.!

Ne Nletht Jul is J 14.14/4 .//sh/.. :.e.

M11.. 11Vhil Mitre Mk ',WV !h.% 4! I I

n ALilfac .ontinuoui t Raid
..1161 the. rills .renis from
ii.. 1,i.in. '' K, p C,Irlumi

. .1:; ;1;.. It

l'e /Of Medf.../1./

un.1111c io p.1% the.' I

, ..i 1 p ti.l nisi ns. 411o% in.;

. .% .11:c I hest te!!..11/1 t"..11 ii :tie .1./ilihil11.1110/3 %AA

tare prop.,sal is adopted
II: mliiiiniraion s proposal 15norc, oLit ..iiiirq! out horiing

hiencttl 'ilk ome t ink .1 s!,,ail per. oi1.11:c of the poor .Jig uhtJin
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public housing accommodations. and for a variety of reasons. including thecomplications involved. many families do no: seek housing assistance subsidiesand payments. HEW officials have suggested that the money now directed to thehousing needs of a modest percentage of the poor might more appropriately heallocated to finance cash benefits for all those who air poor. Art:WM(1LS for this cashnut are similes in many respects to those advanced in the case of food stamps:administration would be less complicated, all those in similar situations would betreated equally. federal agencies could be abolished. and many government em-ployees would no knitter be needed.
Opponents of this move ague. among other things. that housing is-a specialsituation. Private enterprise. it is said, is unable to build inexpensive housing forthe poor without government assistance, and when the poor living in substandardhoming are given a cash housing allowance, only about a third seek better hous-ing." The administration has suggested that improved cash assistance for poorfamilies may reduce somewhat the amount of goverrunent housing subsidies paidunder current programs. Tenants would be better oil and thus would qualify forsmaller subsidies.

EFFECT ON MAKIUGES

The administration has proposed that AFDC-UF 4. extended to the twenty-fourstates that do not participate in that program. Limiting AFDC to single-parenthouseholds. it is claimed, has led men to abandon wives and children so the lattercould qualify for AFDC benefits and could obtain food. shelter. and clothing. Thesingle-parent family thrust of the current program has also been blamed for anincrease in illegitimate births and delays or discouragement of remarriage. Suchfamily disorganization, it is asserted. has denied large numbers- of children thesocializing experience of a family life. which provides discipline, training in goodhabits. and the Cafe for emotional needs that is necessary for personal development.
This disorganization is said to be responsible on part for the rise in both juvenile andadult crime. The administration's proposal is defendedon the ground that there is noreason to penalize the two-parent family that is unable to find sufficient employ-
ment at decent earnings by denying it cash assistance

Skeptics claim. however, that two-par lit families in inconic maintenance
experiments %Maeda greater rate of breakup when receiving assistance paymentsthan did similar families in control groups receis mg no pa) ments The results ofthese experiments in terms of family dissolution rates are +him n in figure A. forthe charee that marriages tweak up so families can seek benefits under the current%efface system, critics of the administration's proposal f that factors in thecurrent stem that may cause the dissolution of marriages are difficult to isolatefrom general social trends in die nation. Thus. it is argued. we should not embart ona more ambitious income maintenance program. which may be harmful k9 the poor.until more definitive experiments have been conducted to determine what resultsmay be especied from welfare policy.
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FIGURE I

Marital Dissolution Rates in the Negative Income Tax Experiments

Cooly;
Low strppon
Medium support
High support

Control. no IRF
Control with IRF
Low support
Medium support
High support

Control
Low support
Medellin support

suPPort

Whorl Blacks
New Jersey (3 yrs.)

Spamsk

Denver (30 mos.)

11.2
13.4

24.8
13.8

27.6

16.4 1
31.2
29.8

19.0 I

Seattle (30 mos.)

13.0

25.9 1

16.4
13.8 I

Rural (3 yrs..
. white and black)

J

Socact; From knutitiehop. "Jobs. Cask Thensfers. and Marital Instability: A Review of
the Evidence." attached to the statement of the , author. economist at the Institute for
Research on Poverty, University of Wisconsin, U.S. Congress. Senate. Comtism* on

Finance. Mammy an Welfare Reform Proposals. 9Sth Congress. 2d session (Apo! IL,

19711), p 841.

Sore: Two-parent families were assigned to control and test wisps randomly in testa that

am trauma these to five yews. Families recessed cash assistance in the negative ifiennit tax

isgernistents coed The peuentage of the families splitting is shown mounts:rah on each bar.

Administration witnesses contend that the esperiments cited are not conau-

..ibe since there was no work requirement AS there is in the present proptvsal, In their

sit* several factors may explain the breakup of marriages in the experiments, vus,h

as the wife's recognitior. that the husband was it failure a a brradamner or his loss

of pride when his support wits no longer important he the family. In any event, the

adnionivtration chums that its proposal will provide jobs to lift families uui fvf
poverty and that it makes a difference whether money to support she family is

earned or given to the family. The administration's prtypotal. it is claimed. will help

to prevent family dissolution to .Ice extent this is ossibk and should juvicie a
reasonsbk level of support until the breadwinner obtains gainful employment.

Critics minter that since few jobs may be available in the pri fate sector. the

make-work job. to be provided by the administration will only confirm Mai the

Viers arc a potato( die welfare populationand not of the working population.

These critics contend that jobs could be provided without reforming the welfare

laws and that this might prove as successful as the adininistrationS so-called

reforms.

C
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NOTES TO TEXT

' U S Congress. Senate.
Subcommittee on Public Assistance of the Commuter o'n

Neuroses MI Welfare Reform Proposals. 95th Congress. 24 session. February 7 throughMay 4. 19781hereafter 1978Senate Heartngs on Welfare Refrom t. p 434 Table I from dataprovided by committee staff.

'Library of Congress. .CRS Issue Brief 1877069. Welfare Repoli. updated July 9. 1979P 5
'Frederick Oriolittle. Frank Levy. and Michael Wiseman. "'The Mirage of Welfare Re-form." The Adria interest. vol 47 (Spring 19771. pp. 62. 65
'Library of Congress. CRS Issue Brief 1E377069, Welfare Reform. updated July 9. 1979.P. I

Doolstile ei at . "The Mirage of Welfare Reform.- pp. 62. 6-67
"Statement of Rep Barber B Conable. Jr tRN.V in Income Reshstrihistion, ed Colin DCampbell (Washington. D C American Enterprise Institute. 19771. p. 246.
'Ste House Report 96-185. pp 6 -9; library of Congress. CRS Issue Brief 1874013..-fidroFanatic,. nab Dependent Children Structural Change, updated July '1. 1979. p 4 Addi-tional infixtriation on this and other programs discussed in the test may be found in MichaelC Barth. George J. Carcagno. and John L Palmer. linvord an Effective tot erne SupportSs stem Problems, Prosper ts. and Choices (Madison.

Wisconsin: Institute for ResearchonPoverty. 1974 t. pp 14-14. ConKressuinal luarterlt Almanac 1Washingion. D C Congressainal Quarterly. Inc t. vol 33 s1977i. p 1978 Senate 'Jeans:Ks on WelfareReform. pp 704-711. study submitted with the testimony of John E Cosgrove. legislativedirector Public Employees Department AFLC10. "Congress and the Welfare ReformControseisy." Congressional Piero. sot 57 (Mrs 197E0. p I ;1

*See. for example. the list of ninety-one programs in Martin Anderson. Welfare ThePellucid tiosiom rgWelfare Reftrrm rn the C niter/ Storrs Pak, Allis, California- HooverInstitwiun PTes!.. 19710. pp 211-126. the Whit of (oily four n.stioriJI program, submittedby management consultant Chat "s D Hobbs. Savramento. California. in /978 SenateHearoses on Welliire Reform. p 1499. or the list of more than ninety wellare and *mudinsurance programs targeted in the statement of James Naffing- Assistant legislativecounsel. National Retired Teachers. A4.4/64 1.1114in And %tit4.r14.in 4444torlion ill RetiredprN Si.nate firriringt on 11.4)toir Rel,,mr pp .4 'It S' ,414;t: J1'.1 William 1I .114 refit and Stephen teeds..les lot 41114,1 ref .11 In( (114 if (01,11'r ,nn. I 14 bileKiln+ . %et% `14 414 the Institute for So4104.4orhroll, studie,
141-6,

The 60 hillem 14C11411: failure %A hat t. after ( Otlid 1%., Ifti,ith if cA j,nujr) 17.1977. pp 414-49.41w. the case 44 a welfare mottle( ti oh six children who dress henellis thatwould otherwise have required an income of $20.114K/ and &finites another mother with t'areechildren in East Harlem who had $14 a day left oscr with tt hwh to buy food, clothing andmedicine
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' Anderson cites Milton Friedman's negative income tanif9b21. Robert Tbeebeld's pram

teed income 11963. James Tobitt's guaranteed income plait 0965. R. J Launpman's

subsidy plan (19671. Edward Schwartz's guaranteed income41967i. the negative income as

plan of President Johnson's Income Maintenance Cs/mm.4ton 11969. President Noson's

FAP (1969). George McGovern's $1.000-a-year demogram plan t1972). Great Britain's

credit income las 11972). and HEWs income supplementation plan 419741 Anderson.

Welfare. pp 133-134. The effect of the Friedman-proposal on the climate of public opinion

for welfare reform is discussed in a speech of Wilbur 1 Cohen. dean of the school of

education at the University of Michigan and former secretary of HEW. reprinted in 197/4

Senate Hearings on Welfare Reform. p 1155 A discussion of the negative income tax

lamp:mai may he found in Yale Deolen. "'Toward an Ultimate Sohnion." Saturdai. Review.

May 23. 1970. p 30. and in Edgar K Browning. Redistribution and the Welfare Si item

(Washington, 0 C American Enterprise Institute. 1973r. p.

"See the defense of this proposal in Daniel P Moynihan. "One Step We Must Take."

Saturday Nowa, May 23. 1970. p. 20 Thihseasons why FAP did nut win acccoance from

Congress are explored in Daniel Patrick Moynihan. The Politics ofa Guaranteed /mom(

(New York Random House. 1973

"The demogram clan and variations are cited in Edgar K. Browning. "How Much More

Equality ('an We Afford' The Pablo. bitereit, Spring 1976. pp 90, 103 Ion

Quarterly Almanai 119771. p 471

"H R 4411 was introduced by Rep James C Corrnan (0-Calif t and Al Ullman 40.0te

S 1290 was introduced by Sri-, Daniel Patrick SloynihaniD-N and seven cosy risers

H R 4425 was Submitted by Rep Augustus F Hawkins ilalif i and Carl 13 Perkins

O-Ky i S 1312 was introduced by Stn Gaylord Nelson 11).Wisc r and ten cosponsors

"C.kblation of the km benefit disregard is illustrated in the case of an AFDC family in

Texas for the years 19Sol and 1981 as follows

Si IF IOW, MAMMA. it Vii 11 01 1..014 St !OUT Deatit.sail

AFIX- and food stamp benefit at 63 percent
of-the poverty level

portion of the above benefit

AFDC' haste benefit level {payable to
a family with RD income)

Potential low -benefit disregard

Eisic I oh Liim NI %I Ill ,%1(1, tt resit

tl IX' Hordif 'At wl Ion hill( fa (1

FIX' hash. benefit lese1 (pas able isi
Nllh no income,

[irons earnings

Deduchims and revised WOrkincentive
diNtcgards 13120 standard work esprnse
deduction. 5100 child can deduction.

S133

1411

SitiS
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$70 eanaino disrepnl. S103-diarevird
one-tbinl of reamitsfer of net income)

Constable incase

AFDC benefit

AFDC aro* allowing for totv.betsefit disregard
AFDC Elsisie flesefit Level

Gross earsings

Deductions and work-iscestive
disrqpwds

Earnings net of deductions and
work incentive disregards

Low-benefit disregard

Cuantabk manse

AFDC benefit

Set U.S.. Department of tkahh. Education. and Oiticare.
Welfare Referee. May 23. 1979 (revised June 6. 19791(

"Since eligibility for AFDC can be attained so long 30',
than the eligibility mauls or "breakeven." thischange it
"eligibility to the breakeven

"Quoit(' in "Congress and the iklfare Reform Controversy." Congressional Digest,
p. 153.

"The high benefit rate reduction for welfare recipients who obtain employment (sometimes
refined to as a high idaegitud tax note because of the reduction in beliefns that occurs when.,
recipient's earned income is ins-teased by a dollar) is discussed and illustrated in Andersen.
Wriferf, pp 43 -56 h ss chinned that in some iiii4ances benefit reduction rates approach ix
even esceed 100 percent. Barth et al.. 7iiord an Efrcrrcr Income Sapport Ss stem, p. 124

"See the attachment to die sum agent of lames N. Morgan ut the Institute for Social
Research, Ann Astor. Mangan. 1978 SelteleHewing, sea Oilare Refoftrnf , pp 1012 -1014.

'19711 Serrate Hearings on Welfare Reform. p 440 Ste als., pp littia ItlrlS. r t11l $ Ian
article submitted by lames N. Morgan

" CRS 'Issue Brief 1817069. Welfare Reform p 5

Barth ei el . ard an Egilisse Miaow Sophie Si item, pp 411, 160. the SOO Billion
Welfare Failure.- 8MWW1i l iih, p 55

iq Doolittle et al.. "The Mame of Welfare Retiwns. p.

""The Sd0 Bilbao Welfare Failam." Business Week, p S4 Recipients of AFDC benefis in
low cash-benefit states arc eligible for more food stamps than those in lughlitowfit mates

-393

- 207

nil

Sl40

$600

-393

$207

113

94

$46

esaknt Carter's Proposal far
HEW Faersheer). p. 42.

(net of all disregards is less
lines referred to as extending

BEST COPY
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since AFDC benefits and tithe transfer payments are counsed as income under the food
gas, program. winch reduces the value of food %letups given to recipients in high

eash.bcnefot stales

"See Browning. -How Much More Equality Can We Afford !- pp 92-93.

"Cited in Andersen. Ifiquir. pp 21-24 References to earlier eltalknges to official

poverty figures arc cited in Henry Haab** I he Conquest of Poseeets, (New Ro. heir. N Y

Arlington House. 19731. pp 31 -19

Rechstrrhuturn, p 226.1978 Senate Heartnei on Welfare Reform. pp 1148 152

"HEW tat tshert. p

"19714 Senate Heaton° on Welfare Reform. p ti(W

the President's Commission on Income Maintenance Programs. Prnem Aerial Plentl

The .4rtter'r, an ?wadi of. I%9 thereafter the Hernernatt Report). p 151

"C'ongressioinal Budget ()flux. Welfare Reform horn. Oh,ref ttvrs. an41,4pproaehey, July

1977. p note 12. Barth et 41 . ronaril an Effector fog grow Support St *tern, p

"Shapiro v Thompson. 194 U S 6114 11969,

"The Cite/ens- Budget t'ilmonossion. a New York research group. goofed in Peter Kohess,

-South fostering Relief Roe Here Neu )'irrA Tones. (kinkier 14. 19661

"ti,t7x Senate Hearings on fiellare Reform Proposals, pp 682 -683. responses of Robert

/1 t'arlson. former U S commissooner of welfare°11J director of the California State

Ikpartinent of Social Welfare. on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States

to written quests n% from Sen Momhan

he (. Mane's( ref l'e,ttelt, p 1901

S Department or Comnferce. ,Statrorral -Murat t of the United Slate. /97R, p 4S6

' S Congress. Senate. %Wit oinmatee on Public Assistance of the Committee on F.

moue. Ilearengs on fOilfare ffl,4 Grout Foto! Relief Fri i Owl (hereafter /978 Senate

Shoo A Grant Hearirow, 95th Cong.re.s, 2J session. p 62. statement of Sen Moynihan

Welfaer Reform. Asters. t toes (Mil Arpeirtli hes. p 29. fn. 2;

"Sen Robert [)of dt Kali', o quoted in 'Welfare President Proposes :Vow Legislation to

()verhaul Nation's Welfare System.- Harem. of .Vvonal 4frarry ()oat Report lor Etrcu-

foci +N:m.111er If% 1ll:8i Slav 21. 19-74,/, p Cs In

sot , jun,: ;11 1411,, p S K144. PICS Senate' Rh (trued

Ileartrio p h$2

lot etample. /v."( S. mot If, .,tf II, lt,rr4 Rvbr, Of, p 11I6. %lawmen; of the

t toted Stales Catholl. ("onferente and the %animal Conference of Catholo; Chariots.

Ihivl p 1 174, letter from Margaret eis. president. Count il orf Planning Affiliates. Seattle..

Washington. to the chairman of the subcoommitiee on welfare reform. and . p. 1211.

1e...oniony of Victoria Fletcher of the Ness Orleans Legal Assistance Corporation

HEM fast Sheet ."0":1, 43
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Congressional Record, vol. 123 dune 6, 1919). p, 5,27125.

"CIO. 1441nre Rcforin Issues. Oisfectiws, and Approaches, p xxii. Table s-1; U S .Departmeet of Commove. Siatistical Abstract. 1978. p. 468. Table 758 (as of 1976)
"Regarding a nutritionally adequate diet. see Rose D. Friedman. Posertv, Defirunon andPerspective (Washington. D C : American Enietynse4nstitme. 1965); Anderson. Welfare,pp. 211-225. The poverty threshold was denvett by multiplying the stipulated level"( dietby three. since food then required about one-diord of the expenditures of low incomefamilies A study by HkW in 1974 concluded that all poverty thresholds tare necessanly
mil:native. Accepted standards for nonfood aeon; do not exist so the Census standard isbased on an averagi ram of expenditures on nonfood items to expenditures on food items.Including assets in the definition of income (assets are excluded) would reduce the numberof poor by 18 percent of all liquid assets *ere included, by 16 percent if rent imputed from
home ownership is included. and by 41 percent if net worth available to meet consumptionrequirements is included 'Iihere.are options that would increase the poverty count; therearc 'equally said chews that would reduce it It can be concluded that any povertydefinition may be subject to valid criticism U S Deparunent of Health. Education. andWelfare, The Measure of Poverrt, April 1976. pp. rim-ass., 98 .99. A 1972 -1973 consumer
expenditure survey of the Bureau of 1.4bor Statistics showed that the percentage of familymonk spent on food varied greatly by income level Thus. families with incomes less than51.875 spent 69 2 perceolt of itworat on fwd. those with income from 51.875 to $3,399spent 33 I percent, those with ono ,me from 53,400 to 54.999 spent 27 3 percent, those withincomes from 55.000 to $6.694, spent 22 6 percent. those with incomes (ruin 56.900 ter58.749 spent 19 7 percsmt. and those waft higher incomes spent progressively less on foodas a percentage of incinne- It S Department of Labor Statistics. 197' -7r (ttnonnert tpenshitere Sarve, Release N 75- 276

"Gordon Lee Weil, The Welfare Ilehote ref 1978 (White Plains. N I' Institute for Socks-etonotnee Studs.cs, 19781, p 71, quoting former Rep Martha W Griffiths that in two of sixareas surveyed the welfare mothers welfare motive could exceed that ot tfle averagefamtly's working man Clk) also states that benefits allowed in some states eicecil what arecipsrm cook' earn CBO. 1441yarc IfOttrnt It tart. OhKi anti AllrAlIth hes. p 25
The ardnunisaanon argues that welfare rolls for MIX' wilt drop from 106.001Yfamilies to 90,000 notwithstanding the addotion of 100,000 Limilies with the ciinvermon toAF l(' UP If the yobs component of its prop-Jon is .1v410,4.C.,00) .is predicted

Weffore Ifelorait Hat k,wound Poor', p v9s
"%hout no% twnefittng from the I tit will iiiithc chohle tin thi.benctil%tide they hold puhIia eniplos mon 'oh.. IN milli that mother million
1.1111111C% ft.voing new I, ,111111,,i Irrtfrfurili nut

Lilt benefits HI it I t sire r p
.

14(1 14, Hutu R. Ito rri I I sit ION iii, ,/1,1 i p lest 14111i:

Sec for cv.iroplc. Andcrwin. 11i Itrue. pp 211 2.'h for the Icorthm ,r1 c,reuricsafifano Jo..1 sfrishall see /4471 Hettritict ,,ti It, Hine ',fro!. pp !Ito, 151
'Spencer Uhl,. -Income Plan Linked Si, I ess $$14441 ltotr Pm/ Nincmher It,,
19714. quo tint: I xil Department special assistant torssotillate rclivfm, Judie Allen 0014
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"42 U.S.C. 4020009). Registration for training or employment is not required if the
peruse is a child under sixteen or attending school full time. ill. incapacitated, or of
advanced VC so remote from a wort incentive protect that his effective participation is
resumed; required to be home because of the illness or incapacity of another member of the
household; a mother or other relative caring for a child under theuse of us; in some cases a
mother or female caretaker of a child when there is a man in the household

"Lester M. Salmon. Toward Itkome Opportsatits, Current Pardon, On Welfare Reform
4The Institute of Policy Sciences and Public Affairs c Duke University- -The Ford Fnunda-
tioa, 1977 pp. 160--161

"Ifentemon Report. p. S9

"The median number of months on AFDC in March 1477 was 25 2 CRS. Welfare Reform
Background Papers. p 17 Herne/rum Report, p 59

"1978 Sentare Hear:nes on Welfare Reform, p. 361, written response of Ray Marshall,
secretary of labor. to questions from members of the Senate Finance Committee

"See. for example. Conrcresirersal Record. vol 125 i March 20. 19791. p H1518, captain-
ing H.R. 1105 introduced by Rep. ('harks E Crrassley tR -la . pp. S 8155 -S 8157
dismissing S 1382 introduced by Sen Russell H. Long iD-La. ), Robert Dole (RKAns.i.
Haman E Talmadge I D.Ga i. Bob Packwood 1110re ). Lloyd M Bentsen and
Richard S Schwerker RPa ) and fJub 26. 1979). pp S 10658 -S 10659. discussing
S 1579 by Sen David L. Boren 0-Okla 'hic scholar argues that instead of again
studying welfare reform perhaps we should investigate how we can upgrade ON And make
them more attractive to the poor In his slew. good robs can compete with welfare. poor robs
cannot Nathan Glare:. Reform Work. Not Welfare," !hr Pmhlo Interest i Summer 1975).

P. 3

' Wctl. The Welfare Doh to /v78 pp 4' .it( Statement of Blanche Bernstein, New York
human resources administrator

"C00. Welfare Reform Is%sic%, ()Nei rocs toptom het, p 25. n 16 Social Security
ta..cs may take another 6 cents out fit h dollar and some families may find that the
payment of income macs tuhrt.1 to offset by EITt'i Also serves as a disincentive to work
For etrionpies of the effect of benefit redu. inn! rates on program costs And work incentives
under FAP. we Moynihan, The Point, I 0 (000 ,004-cd Nome, pp 475 -479; Iodic
Allen, .4 Funny Thine liaippened on rho lt,,, r,, Reform. Washington. D C The
Ilium Institute, January 1972

"' f he administration seek4 ti. discourae lamilie now earning in etwe'os of the welfare
benefit that a Willi, of like /c would craw ii it hid from quilting rthslogualitc
tor welfare Ihi would he a..ontpli.hcd h. ni it. ii t.rmni, :clieihlr to the hreakescn it the
time of their application i,ri hcrictit not ;ui stair ,111.t. 4U4litICd with lower

.wc or no wages the Pro hour per flilith .cork tour Irma 1,,f parent. iatefilpilniIo
11441$1% for l'P hci,et..i. would he replaced h. a i.iiidard to he in, luded in regula

which would permit a principal earner for the taroils 10 earn up to '55410 a month mut
still quality for AFDC lP this. coupled with eligihilifs to the twerisesen , would probably
encourage 01110C workers in low I+age lobs mit to reduce their hours of labor as quickly as
before CHO refers to the old Ito.) hour lull: as producing significant work disincentive,

iP
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Hooves. its elimination mid mendelipiiikty for welfare to many mute families Barth etal.. resisaisalanaftfisiellCONKSapper System, p. 102, As Barthet al WNW ON. the closer
ItIlliakitle is 90 full-time employment the greater the mouthy for low-incomefamilies not an welfare.

mCII0. eirOTare Reform: fumes, Objevroes and Approsseket, p Anderson. Welfare,r
"4978 Senate Hearings on Welfare Reform. pp. 1180-1184. statement of HarrietteJohnson. professor of welfare Fahey. Ad...1phi School of Social Work. for the Long IslandCoeliac, for Fla/ Esuployawitt

" V.& Department of Commerce. Bureau of Census, Carrera Popalation Reports, SeriesP-80. No. 119. March 1979. "Ooracienstics of the Population below the hwerty Level.1977."

"CRS Issue Brief 1B 77069. Welfare Reform, p S.

"Weil. The Pielyisre Debase of1978. pp. 18-27. summarizes die testimony criticizing thatproposal: tee also "Congress and die %White Reform Controversy," Congressional Digest
"1978 Senate Hearings on !reface Reform, p. 1204, from an analysis prepared by the
Department of Public Policy Analysis of the Americas Federation of Stow. County. andMunicipal Employees

"balms and the %Woe Reform Controversy. Corigresuonal Naar, p. 141-144.summon of Jerry aid.. p. 131. statement of Bob Checks. eXeCathfe dtrector/Baltimore Welfare Rights Organization.

" "'Methane. Moynihan Denies that Warms, are 'Funeral' for Meaningful Reform." RNADER. Plovers:1w 17. 1978. p. G. p. G-4. testimony of Bradley Schiller. director of theCosta for Labor- and Income Studies. American Universtly; 1978 Senate Hearings ostWelfare Reform. pp. 1148-1152. front an article by Wilbur 1 Cohen
"-Congress and the %Ware Reform Co moversy," Congressional Digest. p 145. sloe-ma" of 14,0,

"U.S. Deportment of Labor. Employment and Thoning).thrinistration. CETA ProgressReport Seuond Chianti Fr 79. hoe 19. 1979

"See 1974 Senate Hearings on Welfare Reform. p 10741. for an cccuto,c ,uninuev of thatetude See .41 Daniel S Hamerntesti. "Sittwthes for lobs 111 the Pr ft Ate Sectiu." in John LPalmer, . /obi I WashangUwi, D C Brooking. ltkirtutin. 1978i. pp 98 -100
C130. N. trjurm. 1$ WM'S and ()Nei e tpprrni,hr, p A. Cat). /by timmirrionow iiiOre Reform Prirtkol, pp KU- lul Rip Augu%tu.F Hao km% sU Calst t andCol 0 Pottn t ;souk! pvc Noe, Ala .inflow

int.inne worAcr% (-ETA nth+ that the
.whnonigriAwm wouki canuut toe heml, 1,4 welfare famllac. Single pawn. 041 toldlesscouple. would 41.41 he given the opponimoty to yuidity tor these public %cr. ice jobsCongiestional Res ord vol 125 thine 12. 1979). p H 4404

" &anon. rimard income Oppornassrt pp. 29-30
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'1978 Serene Hear:nes on Welfare Reform, pp. 895-8516. Testimony of Charles D Hobbs.

a came/tam of Sacramento, Catifixma.

'HEW Fat :sheer. p 56

/9711 Senate Heurine tin Beffure Reform, p 25. New food stamp regulations. proposed to

tighten up the program 0g triticired by the state welfare adnunistratr of Indiana. Wayne

Stanton. as inviting fraud and program misuse Stanton cimiendb that the rept:stunts will

restrkt state investigations to yen!), eligifility, that applicants will no longer he matured to

have cooking facilities to qualify, and .o forth -Food Stamps Charade.- Ifflhanupolo

.Virs.s. July 23. 1974 ()Itictals of the tc.,10 stamp program evert the re59141knis 10c1117111718e

f million people from the food stamp roils and to encourage another 3 million ow to apply

for food stamps

'19714 Senate Heorrno ern Kellar( Refitrrh . pp 183 185

''"Shouk1 Cornernment Cove Cash Instead of Food Stamps I" Congret oonal Quarters,,

w In tianuary 21. 19781, pp 124-110

Rod

lbw!

" Wed. fhe Kllare 1)hlue or 197t(. p 75

"-Many Welfare Applicants Reported St-clang Medicaid. Kdohankpn Starr, Sio.vmher 17.

19714

"-Transcript of RNA Inter.lew with Rep James Corman. Btt'i DIR. December 22.

1970. p

"Michael Sunischrast. -Welfare Planrong Ignites Struggle... Nirthingrol Suff. August 6.

1977. "'Many Welfare AppfiL ants Reported Seeking Medu.:4td.- B'rohnrgrort Star.

November 17. 1978 OMB is said to helleye that housing benefits will increase and that by

1954 Me, will cost nearly as much as food stamps and more than AFDC' benefits Fetes

he Third Branch of Welfare.- iinOuncion Poo, August 5. 1979

Barth el all , fo.nurd tad Irk, fit f /0. (wit Sktrp,rt Si item, p 99

"Ceti. Belfarr Reform 1.11011'1 (NW, C. oaufli ippr.Nie hrs. p

"Jodie T Allen, 4 t 4ortn, Inning Hippyrt< the 11111 la, It, tf,/,

fi C' The l'rhan Institute. lanu.gr.

(-111O, it, here R4 loth', l ,1,1 I #1''t ii.a ",./ I" p ""
"N'' Sr user tilittrti '04

11 a t milli Jisposes 01 .11 les, than fair iliartko thin 23 months of the

is 0 for benefits. it would he denied hencht. tor 4 pCf 10.1 of time that 'tries with the

value of the assets disposed of HEW Justifies allowing benefits on this basis rather than

dcn sal for fraud in clualify ing for welfare a...man:eon the ground that pros ing twat to

&fraud s. difficult and often unsucceWul
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"Set Barth et ud . Toward An Effecnee Income Support Sstent p 37
"Congressional Record. vol. 12S throe 6. 1979). p S 7124
"CBO. The Auhnintstration's Welfare Reform Proposal. p vivo
1414178 Serrate Hearings on Welfare Reform. p. 1337, statement of Clifford 1 White, Ill,
legislative repessentative. National Taspayers Union: And Ai 667. statement of Robert B
Carlson: -Woman Pleads Gii gal Welfare Aid," Washington Star, January 19.1979:"Jury Indicts 75 in SI Who ye Fraud,' Washington Poll. July 29. 1979 -Few
Abaco Fathers Pay Support,- it .grin Parc July 2. 1979; "Only S7 Billion," Washing-
fan kar April W. 1975; Doolittle et al.. "The Mirage of Welfare Reform," p. V. RNADER. Marc! 19. 1979, p A-3

"U.S General Accounting Office, Welfare Payments Reduced. GGD-78.107, February197% Spencer Rich. "Gumshoes Use Computers to Help Nab Welfare Cheaters," Waslung-ion Post. April 15, 1979 The usefulness of computers has been discounted and computermatching has been criticized as a threat to privacy in Evan Hendricks, "How Not to Catch
Welfare Cheaters," Washington Post, July I. 1979.

""Scaled Down Cuter Welfare Plan Announced," Congressional Quarterly, May 26.1979. p 1011

"CHO, Welfare Reform /tsar 'third fives and .4pproos hes, p 49
, pp 48-49; Barth ct al . Toward .4n Effective Income Support System. pp 107- 109,CBO. The 4dtrunistration'c Welfare Rearm Proposal, pp 27- 31, 122 123. 117 -142

See also HEW Fa, rrheei. pp 52 51, is nz,

"'Sec S 965, 96th Congress, Isr session and C'oneres swot,/ Res f Prd, l/1 125 lApril 10,19791, pp. S 41" S 4339

"'See 197M ,e Hearings on Welfarri`Reform p 113 The administration *mild hold
harmless the thirteen states whose lesel of pas merits would be raised to 65 pement ut theCatgut Bureau poveny thee' ald for the irk.reased sosts ot this reform for the first five
years, and relief would be phased out uses the three sears following that period
"'Committee for Economic Development. /4llieri- Reform and hi Emane ink', 197f)
'"11178 Senate. Hewing* en Ortforc Retiirtn. data Nupplted by SecretaryC slit ano

"'"Iftid . pp 14-42. 55 61, I .n.J. E \uroher. Are the Issues in theflehate User Wellor Reform.. %.;troffol /,aora41'. ...I 2i 'yril :2. 14"04r, p 431 well.The ifs /far, liv7.k pp SI kl

/9 7.4 Hearing{ I/II It eftw, k.t.nerr p each

'CHO etilmited that elimin.ame the a,scr ,1,1CLM ui 811P (,41,4041
4.4.1stani.c rckipient. to the weltot rolls HO ha laPnaaw,ar,ar !tar, Net°, inPrintout!. p 121

hod , pp 121 121

"'Barth et al i-onard an Etre, tile l7t4 inne Support Ss stem p 102
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" COO. The Admanistraaraes Clare &Irwin Proposal. p 12$

"Darnel S ilasnerritsh. "Subsidies for lobs on die Pnsate Sector." In C'reaunN lobs

NAN. Excloworni Pr :Igrarns and It'agr .54thadies, ed John I Palmer t Washington, D C

94-ookinas institution. 19710. pp ST-115 George E Johnson and Jaws t fornota. the

Fiscal Substitution Effect 0 Ahern:Imre Approaches to Public Service Employment Poi

Ky." finerfai (IF Resoarct * iv' 12 (Winter 1917. 1 ;11 3 26

"'1978 Serial( Hearings 0.n 14`flfare Rep trm p 647. s lenvent ut Keith Connie. directs ot

the Louisiana Department of Public Soci.ol SCR It:CS 41mpare Barth romord ton

tffetn., In( time Scpport Ss stern . pp 164 165
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ISSUES IN WELFARE REFORM
(By Martha N. Oxeye)

ROW .save of welfare refor.n is 'nosing forward at a time in history when themown needs to rya-saki:se both the okter and the more recent approaches forassuring motor to families %huh are unable to earn an adequate minimum incomethese own. This article brie& describes various types of income-maintenancepr,terns now In operation in the United States and several that appeal worthinceiligating for posit* adoption. It raises and discusses interrelated and oftenwowing policy issues invoked in evaluating proposals for new programs or trloaning old ones. Finally. it discusses pities issues Invoked in evaluating %elf-Arr.reform proposak from a broader perspective, which is necessary in light of thyincreasing interrelation ut various income-maintenance
programs and their spill-itafir ellen, on the total income-maintenancegrown,.

The Nixon administration succeeded partially in welfare reform,when Congress enacted legislation for Supplemental/ecurity Income4551) in 1972. and now President Carter seems reado givt another
try toward achieving reform of the welfare system.

interest in welfare reform is rising at a time when inoaine-assistance,(or income-tested) programs such as AFDC. food stamps. and SS I °are"rferceived as getting out of control in terms of expenditures. Income-assistance programs began to expand faster than social insuranceprograms in the mid-1960s with the flourishing of the Great SOciety'sWar on Poverty. From 1963 to 1976. the annual per capita cost ofincome-assistance programs. in constant dollars. increased by 313percent. in comparison with 177 percent increase for social Of-lurance pmgrams.1 The estimated total cost of ifICOMC-001i4lanCr
programs in 1977. S48,8 billion. is 27 percent of the nation's total

O

Social Service Review (March 1978). c 1978 by the
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outlay for income-maintenance purposes. This contrasts with an
estimated coat of $134.2 billion, or 73 percent, IT social insurance
programs' The increase in income-assistance pasments reflects the,

change in economic conditions as well as polies shifts. In comparison
the increase in social insurance benefit pasments, especially sno
security benefits, reflects demographic shifts, changes in econorrot
conditions, and liberalization of benefits.

'The new interest in welfare reform also comes at time when the

nation is finding it neressats to e.altiate the basic approach tarn
during the 1960s in the war on poser's . whit h shaped :he direr tion tit

the various cash and in-kind programs lb.( followed. these here
desekiped on the basis of wlectis its . I he atm was to scour:grate the
benefits of tlye programs id) tat vied population. with the kart
amount of waste in expenditures. [lousing-assistance programs

Medicaid, SS1, and food stamps all followed this approach. Means

tests or income tests were at, nuegtal part of the NiumegN. Combined
with the emphasis on economic on target) efficient's. was A c(pRetii

with the effects of the programs on work incemises. these

programs incorporated work-oucritir featutes to ,tig the
benefk-withdrawal rate at less than loo pet cent. Howl-ter. it was soon
recognised that when the same iet ipiem benefited twin multiple
programs, each has itig aft iflt tilt I ve measure. the c timulatise cIletis
of these measures were six h that the ;et mien( who inc ;eased his work

effort often had to gibe up more in total income than his addition:11

effort brought in. Point makers and everts in the held laced a con.
ceptual deadlock io the selector approach to income maintenance

Some, including m, self, started worts Mg about the impart of grow.

ing selective programs such as SSI on universal programs such as
social security.' The more COICCIISC SSI becomes in pi 05 itfillg
minimum income, the more the role and salue of social set tur its are

diminished. Furthermore. one of the two pi incipal !hie of so, sal

sec u r adey tut ,hegins to he questioned lot .1 Utz

other principal objective is earnings replacement,
Welfare reform is becoming an increasunds complex pnotess. .1us

proposal for initiating a new program or re' isiog ass old ,oi needs 14,

he es aluated in the light of multiple and often conflicting yolks is.

sve,, addit ion, any proposal Herd* 444-, be loosen ,tt-in Lug iad pet-

spectise so that policymakers can assess its of cm the test of the

income-tnaintenance system.
This article will attempt to Mena% and discuss pettiocia licc

issues, show how this ate ratted to eat h , 111(1 4 4 Illsitit'l orlon

itnit.ttI within the whole spettt mn of inc 41111C 111.41111C111.1114 ikt tie
thiCIPAing spec tfit polio. issues. it will he 1041 Ul (II ..111.1Pf 1/4 Mid

AttK fie fniefis the current Jipma4 lies rte Mt (.1114 111.itriturf.m4 e. tt t

i - 1 . ;4e as. OPY
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to
the aim of the article to propose or advocate any particular policy

u program.

Three Bask. App caches

icome-maintenance programs can be broadly classified wit hit. three
gawps: demogrants. social insurance, and income assistance,

Aiingraists. A demogrant ;s a universal provision of a flat payment
10 the entire population of a country or to all who fall within a certain

reprints* of employment status or income level. Child s
3nawants, old-age pensions, and maternity benefits are in t::,is c e-
rr y, Benefits of this type are relatively unfamiliarain the United
slam; however, they are becoming increasingly common in other

0 industrialized societies. For example. sixty-two nations now provide
children's allowances of various kinds.' During this century. the
majority of industrialized tiationi in the West have also moved toward
universal pensions for the agedsome providing a universal flat
Afinnfitt to each individual, others providing a flat amount as the tint
tier of a social security system plus a second-tier payment based on the
individuals earnings.' Most of these nations also pay maternity ben-
efits. In the United States, before the enactment of the Social Secu-
rity Act of 1935, most %states had instituted old-age pensions and
mothers' pensions. but t were not demogrants, since they pro.
tided only for those who ved that they were poor,

Social insurance. Major social insurance programs with the
earnings-replacement objective are Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability
Insurance (OASDI); unemployment insurance and workmen's com-pensation; and raileoad retirement. unemployment, and disahibty in-
surance. Medicare. another major social insurance program. provides
for medical care costs. Since medical care costs of the beneficiary
population----the aged and die disabledare a large portion of 'heir
living expenses, Medicare has a significant bearing on their incomesecurity.

,Social insurance programs with the earnings-rep:Kew-at ohiectivehave two basic characteristics: (1) eligibility for benefits depends on
previous work in covered employment, and benefit levels are related,Akhough not precisely, to previous earnings; and (2) benefits aregranted when a statutorily identified hazard such as unemplot mem,
illness, dis.Ability, retirement, or death of an insured worker oci...irs.

The United States spends a smaller pioportnin of its GNP tilt social
insurance than do ocher Western societies, I his is mainly. be( Ain& this

MS eer-
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country lacks a national health insurance program. hen for compa-
rable existing social insurance programs. this VOilllirs spends less than

most other industrialited countries. For example. the United States in

1971 spent 3.42 percent of its GNP for OASI)l programs. ['his tom-

pares with 7.39 percent of its GNP spent In West Getman!. 6.32

percent by the Netherlands. and 6,03 percent In Sweden. Of nine

industrialized nations Iepdrting. ooh C411.1tia and japois spent J

smaller proportion of their GNP for 11k 11 programs." Fu compare the

degree of societal commitment to social welfare expenditures no dd.-

ferent countries. one needs to include social welfare expenditures
made in the pris ate sector. For example. Japanese corporations pm-

vide extensise fringe lienelits." although the Japanese gosernment
does not pst& social insurance progr:uns and (other social welfare

programs as CMCIlsi%Ck as governments of other countries,
'mom( (pg./ante. 1. mice this category fall AFD(:, SS1. general :IS-

scterosis' pensions, earned income tat credit. BiSit Educa-

tion ()ppcortunits Grants (4(x;s. Medicaid. 1w,-; stamps. and hous-

ing assinance. The last three are in-kind programs but can be consid-

ered as a pan of the income- maintenance system because then hate a

significant bearing on the financial well-being of low-income lomilies,
Of the total $48,8 billion estimated to be spent in 1977, expenditures
for Nleclicoid x111 constitute by far the largest share$17.2 billion, or

35 percent 411 the total," All incme-assistance programs isnlve some

form of income testing and resource testing.
Since--compared with other Industrialized nationsthe United

Stoles spends a relatively small proportion of its CAP for social in-

surance Programs and has no derrtogrant programs such as children's

allowances and old-age pensions, income-assistance programs must

hear a greater burden in meeting the needs of income maintenance

than they do in these oarr countries, (Compared with those in Euro-
pean countries. private sect ipak in the United States ittc,tr a relatisely

Large amount of expenditure for employee-welfare programs. Rut

still. compared with public expenditures. the amount 41 pris ale ex-

penditures for social welfare purposes is relotnels small in this coun-

tr-s. except in the field of health care.) a And, as already mentioned.

the proportion of public expenditures for income assismvue seisiss
sotill insurance has risen sharply in retentvearc.

Policy Issues in Program Proposals

111.1kCis and experts in ihe field hase deselloped i(totrss
c liter 11 for esalnating proposals tot Mt. Iftiv-ItlallItel0.1114 I' ttg1.15515.
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what are these criteria, and how do they relate to the 'Solisv issues ofincome MainECisanle?"
Ades/Nary. An income-maintenance program should help a familyan adequate minimum income, t debits. this as the income

brow ;which socicty perceives no family income should fall at a giventithe in history, (H all the current income-assistance
programs in thecoifed States, .111. SSI explicitly provides a national minimum in-low, ill contrast, on j nationwide basis. AFIX: does not pretend tomilkmen' the princ;ple (f adequacy. .arid benefits under social in-gorjitte programs depend on the level of presiirus earnings, thus.she traction of J(ItlitlAt.'S cannot he implemented under social in-surance tittles% there-are supplemental programs that automatically

bridge rice gap between the actual benefit leyek and the adequacy-

I he MK ept of adequacs nerds to he studied not only in relation toabsolute leYel of minimum income but also In relation to dynamic'Luigi-, to lining standards. Unless the criterion of adequacy is as-,essed in the tit mimic model, a minimum income adequate for today"ID bei''r inadequate in the near future. One tray to establish the'k-yel of adequate minimum income in the dynamic model is to definethe mammon 'mimic as a percentage of the median family income.sum. the pose' ty -line income defined by the Social Security Ad-inintso anion tSSA1 is adjusted every year to account tint% for the cst-,a-Icing the !ease and not for the real economic grown', the SSA}Ksco% lin immix-11as become a smaller percentage of the mediantitt little over the 'ears, 13

tips! I heir are .two kinds of equity, Hontorital equity requiresthat families of the same site who have the same degree of economic
1,1ktigki rerene the same income-assistance payments. /fe41tia$ requires that. even though families are of the same size,ihse has ing a greater income nerd should receive a larger assistancepayment. In the 4..JSC of social insurance, vertical equity requires thatthose Out earned more during their working lives should recenlarge, benefits when they retire.

t present. the principle of equity is implemented loosely toIlitglc-JANIJItte programs, For mini*, there is wide interstatesatiation in AFIX: paymentswith the differential in payments farsiceding the differential in living costs among the saloons states.I hiss. 4amilies of the same site with the same degree of income needirtrise different amounts of assistance payments, depending (n- %here they lase, This is a violation of hotuontal omit., As of June11376. bash annual payment leek for family of tour ranged I mom47;;Ot in NI mpedpi to S. 196 Its ()rigor and Sri. 1101 in Hawaii ` t lw1P1 rtimindo lituijiw. 111 11% research slitth that (hire independentSataIsks rated smith state 11,0.14 Ici into s rttantls .It .''one 1.'1 the
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difference in state maximum payments- [hey are. in order of ern.
portance in explaining the proportion of variance in maximum pas,-

ments. (1) the percentage of nonwhite population. (21 per capita per-
sonal income, and (3) tax eft-ctn. these three variables combined ex-
plain t14 percent of the variance in state maximum AFDC payments.''
Further. assistance payments under different programs vary within
states. families on general assistance genindlY receive less than those

un .AFDC. who in turn men receive :es' than those di SSI, again
violating horizontal equity. President Caner's-recent welfare-reform
proposal attempts to correct the horizontal inequity by consolidating
the AFDC. 441. and food stamp programs into a national program
called "A Ptogram for Better Jobs and Income.'"

"I"h pr inceple of sertit at equity dictates that under an income.
tested plogram tho..e who need more should receive more. This prin-
ce* is often It141t ti 111 the food oa.np programnot in policy but in
its implementation. In princtpk. the net worth of food stamps is in-
yerseh related to the Iesel of rams's, income. But many families on
AFDC are too poor to bus food stamps. (The program requires that
.AFIX. families spend a 4 ritain specified athount of income to bus
food .'.rings: the requited amount is often too large fOr AFDC
families o hem thus, many of those who need food stamps most are
not raking adsantage of the program. President Carter's psi
(nomaly. he dental inequity involved in the f414 id stamp ptomain by
askieg out tot ,c1 stamps and including their net worth in cash pay-

ment..
It is iliteleSting ro note that a children's allowance ptogramyy Int h

is a is pc of demograntwould simultaneen.sly impktnern both hori-
'Amu' and withal (quits in a unique way if tl.e allowances were
taxable. Children's allowances redistribute income from c hildless
families ill iantiltV4 with children, and the latter presumably ate in
greater Imant eat need than the former. Thus, income redistribution
through c hildrere's allowances implements horizontal equity. I he tax-
'leg of these allowances Ea es away a part of them from Imam Ian. able1,

fantilies. I his nityklitleills vCitkal
Eirmmtut riporttry Ft °mimic efficient.s. requires that assisiantr

pay mein, hr toncenttated Ith a targeted population. For csalltrie.
MO (pelt rill )1( (ems would he obtained if every SI of puhlir mills
len an income-assistance program resulted in a SI gain In the pool

'lowest'', economic efficiency dues not operate so lic,ah Jo(1
!dealt% that ItttiOrt( cut ef ticiencv can be attained in impkmentiog an
at nu I gi.on In moo income-masntenatur programs. the muernrrt

of el hi lent i is ciaauglil with h two other t nerea. adequacy mid cork

.tiltvotis ft ti iI 111(411t(Ses are to pre.ets ed. rt,. hen(' ht-
Utthoh,otal (Mc ottot he 41 at 14ss than I'm pcirein." I fins. a pro-

gram MO a %41,1k-tilf teatiot. euust 111loottitsd c iiheui thr
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lion of adequacy or that of economic efficiency. For example, an
income-maintenance program that provides an adequate minimum
paymentsay, poverty-line incomeand incorporates a benefit-
withdrawal rate of less than 100 percent must pay benefits to both
retransfer poor and pretransfer nonpoor families up to a btrak-
even point. Thus, it is economically inefficient., On the other hand, if
such a program attempts to target benefits solely to the posttransfer
poor and incorporates a benefit-withdrawal rate of less than 100 pet-
ting. then the bask benefit level has to be less than the poverty-line
income, thus undermining the criterion of adequacy.

childreres allowances appear at first glance to be less efficient eco-
nomically than income-assistance programs such as AFDC and SS!.
since these allowances do not involve income testing. However, in
general, families with children are presumed to be in greater financial
need than childless families because a larger income is required for
their support. Therefore, children's allowances are, in effect, targeted
to fuoncially needy segments of society. (The concept of presumptive
need applies equally to the beneficiary of social-insurance programssuch as OASDI and unemployment insurance.) If children's allow-
ances are taxable, income testing is in effect incorporated in an in-
direct way, enhancing the criterion of economic efficiency even
further. (The same line of argument applies to taxable old-age pen-
sions.)

It should be noted that economic efficiency does not necessarily
bring abnu the ..e liuribution of a greater amount of income to the
poor. Both 'sir flit of economic efficiency and the total expenditures
for a program have to be considered in cakutating its actual impact.
Social security (OASDI), although less economically efficient, in fact
redistributes more money to low-income families than does any
income - assistance program.7' This comes about because the expendi-
tures for social security are so much larger.

Work ineentrurs.Most income-assistance programs include work
incentives because policymakers and the public in general believe that
such programs should notsliscourage people from working, Whether
work incentives are necessary is a debatable point. Empirical findingsof an experimental project involving a negative income tax indicate
that low-income families generally keep working even when they are
Kovided with income supplements." Programs that in the main are
free from the work-incentive question are those that provide income
assistance regardless of the employment status of the head of thehousehold or the family's income level. Children's allowances and
universal old-age pensions come closest to not involving the incentivequestion.

Although derrogrants such as children', 31lowdote Jog( 01(1.Ige
pension, affect incentives Co work Of Ilene ftt lark s Itss .i4ivei,41. than
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attincome-assinance pmgram does, they may affect the incentives to
work of taxpayers more adversely: as demogrants typically involve a
maul magnitude of income redistribution, they require a greater
net increase in taxes to finance them.

The work-incentive measure incorporated in SSI is considered an
improvement over the one in AFDC, Under SSI, the first S20 of
unearned income. the first $63 of earned income. and one-half of the
remaining earned income are disregarded in calculating monthly as-
sistance payments. Under AFDC. the first S30 of earned income and
one-third oldie remaining earned income are disregarded in calculat-

ing monthly assistance pa% l'he program also allows recip-
ient to deduct work expenses and child-care costs front income when
AFDC payments are oak elated.

One ought to be aware that the differential in benefit-withdrawal
rates of SS1 (50 percent) and AFDC (67 percent) is rather misleading.
The majority of SSI recipients also benefit from social security pro-
grams and other social welfare programs which have their own
benefit - withdrawal rates incorporated in them. Furthermore. if the
recipient of multiple benefits !fic reases his work effort. he has to pay
payroll taxes and often federal and state income taxes. The effect of
this is that the composite benefit-withdrawal rate applicable to a per-
son who recri% es soccial security benefits and SSI payme, its sshile earn-
ing S-1.820 a seat reaches as high as 95 percent." This means. for
example. that whets a person earns SI more, he increases his net
income IA oils $0.t)5. This happens because each income-tested pro-
gram reduces benefits at a fractional rate as earnings increase: fur-
thermore. the worker has to pay payroll taxes (3.85 percent) and
often federal and state income taxes as well. On the other hand. the
recipients of _AFDC, in cakulating assistance payments, are allowed to
deduct work and child-care expenses in addition to the earned-
income deductions, as mentioned in the previous paragraph. Because
ref this, the composite benefit- withdrawal rate. even after pat roll Faxes
and federal and state income taxes are-taken into account, actuall%

declines It, as loss as 30 percent for a family of hff."
As mentioned earlier, when a family benefits from multiple

incometested programs, the combined incentive features become a
.-___mittpeftifte-404.144qUike,_This. r241micaleffect isielLfor example. by

a lamas that attempts to earn extra income whik simultaneously hen-
editing from AFDC. veterans' pensions. food stamps. and Ntedicaid.
It is estimated that between 10 and 23 percent of the recipient h ruse-
holds hc-netit forin five or more different income-assisi,orre WO'

grams!'
Med aid introduces a morn srrwrus Wad of work disincentir c Aka

the -mar h I his probkm is created when a program .1:4f-
dents 1.104 of I all benefits once ramify income teas 11C% a CC: tarn kw!.
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uncles Medicaid, a family becomes ineligible for medical care when itkayo AFDC or SSI or, if the family is -medically
indigent." when itsincome. after deducting medicalexpenses. exceeds 133 percent of the,:,sie AFDC payment levek Such regulations may encourage families00 Medicaid not to increase their income beyond the cutoff level: If

they do, they will lose medical care altogether. It is difficult. however,to eliminate the "notch priiblem" involved in Medicaid, because medi-cal care services cannot be reduced gradually as family income in-
creases.

it is important to note that the advantage of having a kiw benefit-withdrawal rate in a demogrant program is destroyed in part whenmultiple income-tested programs supplement it in sequence. The rel-ation differential in benefit-withdrawal rates of a demogrant programand an income - assistance program converges when each of them issuppkmented by multiple cash and in-kind transfers in setiucrt-e. Asa result, the advantage of a demogrant over an income- assistance
program, in terms of work incentives, weakens when both are sup-plemented by other income-tested programs.

siipna and vii-anage of berifficrary.Ideally. an income-maintenance
program should not impose social stigma or destroy the beneficiary'sself-image, and it is generally believed that an income test or a meanstest tends to dojos( that. Thus goes the argument that soZial in-surance programs or clemogrants, which are not income tested,should be preferred to income-assistance programs. But sdrne arguethat income testing per se is not at issue but, rather, how incometesting involving the poor is performed.") Income testing invokingthe poor through face-to-face. case-by-case investigation may be stig-matising, but income testing submerged within income tax returnswill not be. Aside from such arguments, one can speculate that theconcern about social stigma may be a product of our middle-classvalue system. Low-income families who daily have to struggle andsurvive in undesirable and uncertain working conditions may find anincome-assistance program an acceptable alternative source of in-come. An these speculations and questions need to be tested by empir-ical research.
Anninnirty effectivntss, Two indicators measure the degree of anti-poverty effectiveness of aVven income-maintenance program: t I) thex)pTonoon o p rare nsfer poor families who are made nonpoor bythe receipt of program benefits. and (2) the piftportion of aggregateincome deficit offset for these pretransfer poor families by the pm-gratn's benefits." A program that is economically el& lent its «m-tencrating benefits on pretransfer poor families and does not pp% idespillover benefits to pretransfer nonpoor families Can el ht ient is of fseta portion of the aggregate income defwit of poor families, but itcannot lift a single family abuse posers% -line 'Antoine. In t (pmrig, the
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provision of a basic payno.mt (the level of benefit provided to a family

with no income of its edit) equivalent to a poverty-line income. with

the benefit-withdrawal rate of 30 percent and hence with the break-

even point of twice the poverty-line income, will pay spillover benefits

to pretransfer nonpoor families, but it will also bring all the pre-

transfer poor out of poverty. Spillover benefits to the pretransfer

nonpoor will be inevitable. though lower, even when the basic pay-

ment level is lower than the poverty-line income as long as the break-

even point is higher. In the process, some pretransfer poor families.

and individuals are pulled out of poverty. Thus, for a program to be

effective in bringing poor families out of poverty, it must not only

have a high rate of target efficiency but also must be large enough in

scope to pros idc spillover benefits for pretransfer nonpoor
These ideas arc consistent with research findings. Generally. social

insurance programs are more effective in bringing pretransfer poor
families out of poverty. More specifically, however. the degree of

antipoverty effectiveness in income-maintenanc programs varies

with the demographic characteristics of bear' .nary families. One

studs. shows that social insurance programs h.;- e been more effective

in bringing out of poverty families headed iv the aged than those

headed by the nonaged. It indicates. on th Jther hand. that income-
assistance-programs have been more effective in bringing out of pov-

ens families headed by the nonaged. especially those with a nonaged

female head." Another study shows that social security is a powerful

agent for lessening the degree of income inequality among bene-

ficiary' families headed by the aged; and public assistance has a similar

effect among recipient families headed by a nonaged femak." Such
differential impacts reflect different demographic groups that a par-

ticular social insurance or public assistance program is designed to

cover, the scope of expenditures involved in each program. and the

degree of selectivity (or concentration on low-income families) in-

voked in each program.
The policy question here is whether it is desirable to continue to

depend heavily on income-assistance programs for bringing families

headed by the nonaged out of poverty. The selective approach used

in income-assistance programs seems to be reaching the limit of toler-

ance not only in terms of the large government expenditures insolsed

but also in terms of enormous work disincentises a reared kW simul-

taneous benefits from multiple income-tested programs. Further-

more. the proliferation of income-tested programs is c Rating hori-

zontal inequity. because not all families with the same level of need

beneht from the same set of income-tested programs. President Car-

tel.% %Mare-reform proposal attempts to improve the situation In

cashing out food stamps.
Ff /f(I4 merratve to fal,P. if is generalls argued that no
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anconle_maintenance program should discourage private efforts to
owe for future rainy days. Thus, policymakers are interested in de-
ttioping programs that do not discourage these efforts.

income- assistance programs such as AFDC ar..: SSI provide ben-
efits only when a family has practically exhausted its private re-
onirces Thus, applicants often must "spend down" av2ilabk re-
"ieees to be eligible for assistance payments. On the other hand,
dial insurance provides income to eligible families regardless of the
mount of accumulated savings or other types of resources. Thus,
,cial insurance in principle does not discourage saving.

The situation is more complex for families that benefit from both
ificurrw.Assistance and social insurance programs. Thecase in point is

recipient of both SSI and social security. Social security does not
insider the amount of savings in establishing eligibility for benefits
or 4, alculating the amount of the benefit. On the other hand, SSI limits
the individual's resources to 51,500 and a couple's to 52,250. For a

security beneficiary to supplement a meager benefit with SSI. he
has to "spend down" his resources to the stipulated amount.

he rounders of social security clearly did not intend that the pro-
gam should in any way supersede private efforts to save or that it
.11, it modify to more than a minor degree the nation's distribution
i wealth and income." Nevertheless. recent research shows that '40-
041 sr( twity does decrease private efforts to save and does sub-
4.1111,411% change the distribution of total wealth--that is, net worth
plus social security weak),. The same study finds, however, that when
the current value of future social security benefits is included in total
wealth the distribution of wealth is less concent rated.3' These findings
Imply that social security on one hand "democratizes" wealth but on
the other imps, Les the capital formation necessary for economic
growth. Research findings on the effect of social security on private

however. are not conckasive. The 1969 Brookings study by
?carman. Aaron. and Tauter shows tItat private savings expressed as
.1 percentage of disposable income has not declined since the 1950s,
esen though social security contributions have increased enor-
iisoislv. "

itimmLitralwr efficiency. --01; the basis of decades of federal ex peri-
Your in incomr.zmalstnance_programs-4ince-thee-depRat.sion. of the
pyins, several generakzationsion administrative issues can be made:
It national administration of a .program can be simpler than ad-

ministration under a state-federal partnership: (2) administration of
benefits based on case-by-case investigation of intome and
resources- --that is. a means testis more o implicated thin, ho e%.1m-
lile. a denurgrant: and cif achninistiation of a wogs
when it hits the" singly t)iet live of 1rr4is Idling fioam 1,11 aid duo Shen it
ltd. 444111i Mal t)biet list's sin h as it ha inteLif tii tit .ore tat i.t Intro!. I hiss.
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the administration of a social insurance program is simpler and re.
quires a smaller percentage of expenditures than an income.
assistance program.

The criterion of administrative efficiency should he evaluated no(
only in relation to a single program but also with respect to the multi.
pie programs serving the same beneficiaries. An example here is the
administration of SSI and social security programs bs the Sot tat Set u.
city Administration. Unless states choose ortleriviSC, two Mrinthh
checks (a yellow check for SSI and a green check for social security
benefits) are sent to beneficiaries by the same agency. Better coordina-
elm and integration of these programs should be possible.

Since the policy issues involved in specific programs are often inter-
related or conflicting. polics makers need to evaluate each program
proposal. weighing one criterion against another.

Welfare Reform in Broader Perspective

The income - maintenance system has become a figniticant part 01 the
economic life of the nation. ThereFire, the broad implications of an
welfare proposal should be evaluated as well as its merits in meeting
particular needs. Furthermore. the interaction between ',home.
maintenance ptovisions and the general economy should he
examined.

Singularity versus plurality.The interest of the welfare-reform
movement in the 1960s and 1970s has revolved around %ass to make
income-assistance programs such as AFDC more uniform across the
nation and ways to consolidate various programs Into a single non-
categorical one. Enactment of SSI in 1972 partially achieved interstate
uniformity by pi iding national standards for basic benefits. The SSI
also consolidated three former state-administered categorical pro-
grams: Old-Age Assistance (OAA). Aid to the Blind (AB). and Aid to
the Permanently and Totally Disabled (APTD). Politicians and
academicians seem to be increasingly interested in nationalinsig and
decategorizing income-assistance programs even further. 'Ike inter-
est of many in a negative income tax (NIT) plan reflects this trend
This approach to welfare reform might be called the "bottont.up
singular strategy."

President Carter's welfare-reform proposal f011fPNS the I.spnom-up
singular strategy. His proposal instils es tan separate NI I Ile, is at Iles
but does not use the tax system. One is tailed "the mwme support
program fOr the nonworking oils sr" and t he tether vlw ur.t k bunch'
prugran for the working poor... Both AC hlith0 supplonentcd fn

41n9
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ea rned-income tax credits. His plan attempts to reform the welfare
ogiefri by providing these national NIT programs, without serioush
coo. refinating with or reforming social insurance programs. introduc-
ing a new type of income-maintenance program such as universal

.0k-age pensions and children's allowances. or imposing minimum
winfe4

the bottom-op singular strategy presents at least two problems.
First, meeting specific needs and circumstances of various family
%wasps is difficult under a single. gigantic program such as a national

il' plot TO illustrate. if an NIT plan incorporating an incentiue
measure lumps together the working poor and the nonworking poor,
it ), ell be hard to Provide an adequate minimum income to the mm.

pool without making the break-even point so high that an
intolerabh large number of families will he eligible for assistance
pas mem+. B$ treating the two categories of poor under two separate
plow ams, the ("alter plan escapes this dilemma. His plan succeeds in
Inot tiling an adequate minimum income to those who are presumed
i 1w unable to work (the aged. the blind, the disabled, and heads of
.,t110' parent families with small children) and a high level of work
Iiinives to those presumed to he able to work. Also. by treating the
,, categories of poor separately. the Carter plan incurs fewer ex
noilittos than a single NIT plan covering all the poor."

.%tic a her problem is that this strategy ignores the inherent limas of
the tole Mid scope of income-assistance programs in the dime-
ailitenatice ss stem.. basically unplanned economy like onrs, which

cal' encourage work but canncx enforce it, inevitably has a hierarchi-
i,i1 order in its income-maintenance system. This is, for income-
assistance programs to be tolerable in scupe.and nature, social in-

-.mance programs which are related to previous wages must be opti-
mally effective in providing income to eligible families. Likewise, for
uocial insurance programs to he a viable vehicle for providing
adequate income. wage levels and job security must he adequate.

Policsmakers should look at the various components of the
income-maintenance g stem in such a hierarchical order. That is. they
might consider the "top-down pluralistic strategy'' to welfare reform,It OM takes this approach. creating jobs, increasing minimum wages
41141 rph security, and improving social insurance, programs would
become important in welfare refOrm, as well as streamlining categori-cal itkottle.afiStStAnCe programs,

uvIthrittg fy rheldren,SeSerill incorne-maintenance pro-giams AFPC. SS'. and sox ial securim are concerned %lob the
C ,11111n1C well -being of children. But the 'government's c citron waysof pro% Wing income support for c hitches) t Irate the lit 41.10F stumblingNot k ro ss sterrialfc %d'art: feld pi In, Mc mile-malgItellarWe s% stem
wittin wed unit of social insurance :turf inmate-assistance programs
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has a bulk -in constraint against providing adequately for families wpb
children. First, minimum wages cannot he developed that will provide
adequate income for families of all sizes. Social insurance programs
having benefits related to previous earnings cannot provide for a
large number of dependents in addition to the insured worker with-
out jeopardizing two criteria, equity and work incentives. Also, assis.
ijIlte pasinents under an income-assistance program cannot depart
too much fns minimum wage kw's and social insurance benefit
levels without jeopardizing these two criteria.

The inherent constraint results from the fact that the government
tries to pros Me for children through programs directly or indirectly
related to the employment status or the wage kyrl of the head of the
household. On way to eliminate this constraint is for the government
to deschp an income-support program for children under which
benefits are provided nockpendently of the employment status or the
wage level of the head of the household. Some type of demogrant
children's allowances or cashabk tax credits for childrenmight be
an option %mill considering.

littlanrierg varturet typrc income-masnfrnance rograptu.One source
of political discontent with current income maintenance programs
appears to he the growing expenditures for them. When income-
assistance programs are overburdened in relation to other types of
;nome-maintenance programs, they tend to provide benefits to too
large a number of families whose heads arc either working or deemed
employable. thus creating a disproportionate amount of political pas-
sion. l'he snialler the scope of income-assistance pogroms. the less
political controsersy will be associated with them. That is, income -
assistance programs are politically most acceptable when they are
toils residual.

Under President Carter's proposal. some of the current %Ware
mot hers and all unemployed fathers covered under AFDC-UP (Uri-
emplinecl Parents) will be required to work. The plan will also cover a
sizable number of working families, some nonpoor, (nyder either the
AccaLlocuelit_program. the cured:income tax credits, or boil. Thus
the amount of assistance payments to those currently on AVM: may
he lower in some cases than at present. but a greater number of
families are expected to be included. As a result. the Carter plan. in an
effort to streamline the welfare system, will probably enlarge the
scope of it, possibly creating political contmersy.

It my assessrhent is accurate, policymakers should deselop the in-
comic itiainterunce system so that there will he a healthy balance
Among carious tspes of programs." lives ought to recognize the
desitalithts of strengthening son i.41 4144414114e programs and minimum
wages flies might also csplooc. tlocile.ii ability 4 it introducing
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3other type of income-maintenance program using the demogrant
3 h, The introduction of universal children's allowances or
ashahle tax credits for children, which was mentioned briefly above,
std assist in attaining at least three objectives: t If it could help
develop healthy hierarchical relationships between minimum wages,
.ociat insurance programs, and income-assistance programs; t2) it
(00,14 lessen the burden placed on income-assistance programs in

Aim; for the pow, thus making these programs truly residual:rthin the ss stem of income maintenance; and (3) together with other
types of income-maintenance programs, it could provide adequate
income to eligible families of all sizes without creating work dis-
incentives.

Frffplovrarrit and income, rtratntertancr. The vitality of an income-
maintenance system depends on healthy conditions of employment.
F, a person to receive an adequate benefit from a social insurance
pliant. he must have been employed for a certain period of time
sod earned a minimum amount. Similarly, to maintain income-
osistance programs at a tolerable residual level, those who are em-
plo%abk must be able to earn adequate income through work.

Government data indicate that in 1971, for example. earnings were
the most important source of income even for families with an annual
incione of $4,000 or less, Earnings constituted 37.1 percent of the
total !mines' income of these families." On the other hand, these
lamilies. s ho constituted 13.0 percent of all families, received onls. 1.2
percent of the total aggregate earnings. In fact, the share of earnings
,t the bottom fifth of workers seems to have been declining. A study
hs. Henk shows that the share of the bottom fifth of all male workers
decreased from 2.73 percent in 1959 to 2.15 percent in 1970. In
contrast, the share of etc top fifth of all male workers increased from
42,140 percent to 44.95 percent during the same period." That study
J140 shows that the share of the bottom fifth of all year-round, full -
tune male workers slightly increased during the same period, These
findings seem to indicate that one reason for the declining share ofthe bottom fifth of mak workers isahat their rates of (MEM ptoyiiir tit
aird subemployment had increased over the years.

Policymakers must recognize chat there is a relationship between
employment and the role of an income-maintenance system.Income-maintenance programs utilizing a politically tolerable mag-nitude of public. expenditures can provide an adequate income fortargeted populations. of families on when employment provides
adequate income for those hoare able and willing to work.Pnlitaral ronsidefations:So far in this article the framework for, understanding and evaluating welfare-reform proposals has been de-vekped with a fisus on economic and social policy satiable*. How-
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ever. the answer to the question of what kind of welfareincome re.
distribution system this country eventually. will have depends heavily

en the political climate of the time.
First of all. the question of what kind of society the public aspires to

in the future needs to be addressed. Does it wish to have forever a
society in which taxpayers and recipients of income subsidies are
clearly exposed and identified? A heass reliance on the income.
assistance approach tends to perpetuate that condition. Or. in con.
tram, does it wish to have a society in which all contribute in some was
and all may benefit from income-redistribution programs at some
time in their lives. thus creating the notions of interdependence and
mutual help% An increased reliance on social insurance and dem-
°grants would help create such a society. In economic terms, of
course. the income - assistance approach is cheaper than the other two,

at least in the short run.
Related to the questions above is whether the public is ready to shift

from the traditional categorization of deserving and undeserving
poor to a new categorization of nonworking and working pour. as the
Carter plan proposes. Under the new categorization. all those in need

would receive some type of income subsidy. thus enhancing the prin-
ciple of horizontal equity. Under the Carter plan. which uses the new

categorization. nobody will be so undeserving as to hr ineligible lot
any income subsidy. Is the public ready to give up the political
scapegoat called the undeserving poor"?

Another political issue is the extent to which the public wishes to

and can provide for those in need from private sources. if the public
encourages private approaches. the demand for fringe benefits pro-
vided by employers is bound to increase. But even then the govern
ment will be called upon to provide a minimum adequate income to
those who arc not employed by firms able to provide benefits.

A third political issue is whether state legislatures are reads. to Iry
political pciwer by letting the federal government continue its

takeover of both financial and administrative responsibilities for
income-maintenance and other social welfare programs. According to
Handler. slates fend to retain their power over income-assistance

programs as its such programc&eaTnot cia %vim

need of the recipient but also with the communitv's need to colon)!

the social behavior of the recipient." According ar this theory. the
public needs to keep a close eve on the recipient when it wishes to

impose its values on him. Handing user financial and administrative
responsibilities to the federal government would nuke the polific.d
ptocess that imposes the communits's values on the set ipient molt
difficult. if not impossible. Recent trends in nationalizing nuometone

assistailte wog:mosMI its 1972 .egret the t tsrprin %iclime-telmm

porpr,sal made try Presirleut Car ter %orilci weakeOilre prat-
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power to shape and run programs for the poor. State legislatures
nig resist such a movemen t. despite the fiscal relief it would provide.

these political considerations and many more. As well as theavow/31c and social policy aspects discussed earlier. will influence the
decision-nuking process that will shape the future of the income-
vairmenance system in the United States.
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abuts welfare whom remain unchanged. a similar
her toll befall site similar initiative

regdebate owe wank= reform hai
become inseparable from the issue of

poverty and how to reduce or eliminate it. In the
plot. mom liberals shared the general Atnerican
view that the poor need no more than opporthni
Iles to advance to benev-circumstances They dif-
kraal from contervatives morels in favoting more
estetssive public programs to provide educatfitra
job training. and other terraces which they
thous:lit would accelerate this movement Welfare
was useful wink insofar as it permitted those
who etorkl not support themselvesthe old, the
mum and the infirmto receive some minimal
level of subsistence. But it could also do harm of it
produced depeodener. broken homes, or other
conditions that might hinder the social mobile+
of the poor, Economic growth and opportunism,
not welfare. were the real cures tot poverty.

But as the nation prospered in the 1930's. the
poor seemed to remain poor .another rented,' was
advanced: since what the poor tacked most was
swam, presiding them with more income came
to be been as a simple. efficient, and effective was of
Antoine poses's. A growing economy alone would
not suffice: nor would educational and other social
services, which turned out to have little effect ip
increasing earnings anyway. In this corneae. Use
trouble with welfare was that it was inadequate
and ill.desioned for the task. lc thould be ex.
pander'. or preferably replaced with a comprehen
sive incomeanaintertance plan winch would give
Males to all the paw solely according to nerd. By
the micl1'J60's. the view had obtained a rubrtan
dal following.

M first. literal politicians stood firm behind the
older idea of providing opportunities for the poor.
This was the fundamental strategy of the War on
Poverty and the Great Society. Apart from some
popular programs for the Mere, luck attention
was given to welfare. (For Lyndon B. Johnson.
some said. is was the Department of Health and
Relocation. period.) !etude the Dike of Economic
CIpporomita, plans for redistributing income were
demon up. but Presidential Assistant Joseph A
Callfano administered the roue de rice to the
kw proposals that came near the White House.
Not mull hit final year in office did Johnson
thew any interest in the "income reamer," and
that all he did was appoint a commission to study
infonseaissenance programs

Mote the e-omminion could even robosit its if
port however. Richard M. Nilson sank' liberah
and prnetioolfe miaow else by propose* a gine,
onolad income.

In August !YIN, he put loath the Fansilt Amis
ante Max which would hate replaced the existing
*Aare mot* with a program assuring all (anti
Vas ass imam of about giro-thirds the official gas.

,-
ato. 4...... a

ernment "patens line." This first major domestic
initiative of the Republican administration was
nothing more or kit than a plan to aid the poor
by rediuriboting income: its origins lay is
schemes devilled chortle and referred by the John.
son administration. But FAP had a more cowers*
Ilse lineage as well For none years, Willa*
Friedman and others had argued that the entersawe of a paternalistic welfare state could be
slowed and the apparatus of government simpli
lied if inroad programs west replaced by a simple
inconseauppkment scheme or "negative income
tag" that would permit the perot to buy what they
'weskit in she matketplate. just like eveerone else.
This idea also appealed to the Nixon admirsiur
two. as did it+ corollata: the proposition that ant
new plan thould provide stronger incentives foe
telfaupport than the current welfare mean did.
.accoodingh, FAP seas offeredalbeit with more
hope than confidenceas a program that might
aatuallr remain die softer liberal tendencies of
government. even though its most apparent *Nett
would be to create A mechanism for income red'
trtbutiort on an unprecedented Kale.

Paradoxicallr. perhaps. but not surprisinglr.
oral politicians were dixonc _aced. For eight rears,
the* lust made eIsminating poverty the central
obiectne of domestic social policy, but they had
proposed nothing so ring as that which a Re-
publican President red within months of take
mg office. Worse. it was this pat ticular Republican
President, who isas thought to draw some of his
ads ice and much of his support from 'those Aso
hail opposed Ole most proaressire measures of the
Greet Society Noss. Nilson appeared to be In the
vanguard of social polies, while their seemed to be
clinging to outmoded ideas.

This role revenal was haully snore than mo-
inentarr. If Richard Ninon could *pone radical plan lot minuthuting income, then, judged
the liberals, so could the*. Three month, after
FAP was proposed. Johnson's iimusussion meow
mended a nearidentical plan. Moreover. unlike
the Republicans, the liberal Deencreats dew,
mined to prositk real help to the poor. At issue
was the rim of the income guarantee. Sonic us'
rimed that it be sufficient to enable a family, to
lease poicao entirear ()their unlit furthet, calling
los benefits consii above the pun-relin
The price of sue', . us was ,Liggersrtgup to Sae
or 560 billion e. . nun the cost of raises* wet.
laic programsand the conrequencer for the etOes.
Inn* were lateaching. but so long as FAP pro
sided less, it could be denounced 41 inadequate,
inhumane, a worse (pieced, the sort of whew
that might be climates! to emerge from the Niece
White Home).

The hew liberal enthusiasm for income reilistri
boom ultintatefv helped to defeat FAP. From the
start, the achninettation koewcomervatives would
be suspicious of the t0000sal, hut hoped that toy.
alts to the President mend iinmnand enough of
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their votes to obtain its passage That it approx thought to be receivioe aid. In additiOn, the
mater what happened in the House of Represen foodstamp program. a federallyfinanced plan that
taller'. Dot in the Senate, liberal defections tipped Oyes the poor soupcon redeemable for food, had
tlw balance the other war. Southern ,Dernocrats been manivelv enlarged. From rioted istrignifi
and Midwestern Republicans had been expected cane at the end of the Johnson administration. it
to be AtrlinSf redistributing lin-oases: thes were had grown to assist upward of 18 million people
(Areal Democrats )sere expected to be in favor; at a Lust nearing S6 billion per sear... similar ex,
thes were, but thes would not hose F iP unless it pansion had occurred in Medicaid, which supplies
tgay expanded in wass unacceptable to the Nixon health tare to the poor. Not mils were welfare re.
administratioo and its congressional localistr electron eligible to benefit from these "in-kind-
Stalemate clewed and after three sears of debate. programs but so too were the "working poor,"
nothing had been enacted but another program of that is. those who were rmplosed at low waget
aid fur she Meth. the blind, and the disabled. Nloreover, a new form of aid had been created in

Support foe massise income redistribution now 1975 for this group (snook at the moaner of con-
beraine the touchstone of liberal attitodes coward gressional conservatives worried about the more
social-Wire In -tik75!. Jena-tot George McCenes.n.___aompeehentae_selxmes Under .0411*siogn_ the
made it 3 mayor theme in his campaign for the Earned Income T.I% Credit. which augmented the
Premien' s. .after his defeat, congressional staffs incomes of families with earnings up to S0,000 .%l-
and HESS' planner, set about designing programs (bough each change reflected the particular tit
that thes !roped would hate 3 chance of hems: en cumstantrs and constituencies of a single piogram.
.sited. Thew were assisted 1,N 3 host of ,tinpattiCtif the combined result was that to the time liberals
ctonoinnac in the ddisersitivi. the 'vicar( hi m.o. returned to the White House. the union had al.
totes, arid such major liberal lobbies as tie 4FL. reads made a tacit decision to abandon the idea of
C10 Republican interest had Maned. however, onh going the poor oppottunifes and had begun
and nothing much came of these efforts. Nonethe giving them mows astern.
less, the Denwciatic Malcom of 1476 put the party .s, a consequence, the SO (or '4201 billion to be
Again on retard As Lumina the replacement at spent tin P011 seemed to *eclat little promise of
welfare with a ...ompIllied ststem of income main further reducing poserts, In 19t5, at the outset
tenant. sunitantialls financed to the federal gus.. of the War on Posertv, 15 9 per cent of all families
eminent . this was fungus tatter's mandate had been clas.ofied as pool, a decade later, after
and among the first commitments he set out to ful the expansion of cash assistance and the various
All after his election in-kind proet urns, the proportion had fallen *sell

below lit pet cent When lulls implemented in
r redistributing incomes it 40011 he, 1,042, cc,iuld still base lett "i 7 per cent of all

JO came apparent, was easier ti, talk families in pmelt icumpaled to a protested 04 per
about in opposition than to purpose in cline One cent If no changes were flock in the tenting pro-
probkrn was the coo The fancifull sums thrown grams,
aberUI M the debate foci EP could not he taken o be sure. mans of these families would se.
serious's Ss iss-nator 51cCoorern had distoseted, (-else MAOe mune* from the President's mamma*
the public would nor allow sigh getrelosits nor titan flies did from tutiem ones, and would thus
would the bodeet of an. poolent Presicksit. %rid he less poor But such families were to be found
Mrs Derrogiatie President was prudent, at so he moots in the handful of states in the South and
wanted tea tic thought. Seurking under orders to Midwest which had traciirionalls set !OW standards
limit rest molars, administration plannets pta- hoc aiding the needs. These states had long had
dived a pin:train whose income guarantee was al de. option of raising their standards, had they
most identical to the one Nison had proposed wanted to. and moo of the too of doing so would
?rot familics headed In an emplcrsable man or have been borne to generous federal matching

woman, the aid ;night lie elieo lower t giants Rot in the main dies had not ss.usted to.
liberals outside the administration %Cr! donlated, the singular ac forst-mem of the Cale, adminis
Inet hoped to collect matteis on Capitol Hull De tralton', proposal would be to allots them no
spice its Juempc at frogalits. the Program for thou e.
Bitter labs and (mouse would still lust, cost an lillieroser, despite its immense lost. NMI did lie
extra so billion lis the hot official estimate. Snal tie to help those. states -old localities that had
marls Imo mines that when modihed la the taxed themselves heJvih to pros ide fog their poor,

spec 131 sole ornmil tee Despite the harmonic bankrupts* of New fork
In an* tale, the mote important problem was tats, tot example, who!' spends noose than a W-

oof bow much rim would coo, but how little im lion dollars a rear of in own money for welfare
prosernent it seemed It, Mit Abuti had changed and %fedigjid two/dams ben the must espen,isc
in the rialto sear, slime F %P limit been proposed. version of PIIII was estimated to Yield the city no
Applications ten public assistause had surged in More than Stiff million in fiscal relief such sav-

the late 1960's :end rails 1970's with the result that nuts as would result from more uncross. Waal
up ics 90 pen sent ol use writ. now matching grants would lie more than offiCt bs
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mkt changes that enlarged the welfare rolls to in.
elude families. childless couples. and even single
people who were`nuepreviosnl. thotight (even in
New York). to be its need of much assistance.

At *1w mom time, PIJI would have restored to
ssebl.weifere ;mikee something like the oki root
Law psactice of "work relief." This, too. was a ft-
VOW to the political realities of income redistri.
betion. The more mows to be provided. the
greater the public insistence upon quad -faith ef-
forts at self- support bs those able to support them
seises, a group which, in the woke of the massive
increase in the number of working women. might
now include men mothers with smote children.
Conservatives had sought most)* to require em.
-plovetde-recipientr to re:intr wish an emplos
meet service or to work at raking leases or similar
jobs in exchange for their checks. In contrast, the
Carter administration now proposed to set up a
-huge publiccocks ptomain that would enable
atone welfare recipient or nota., choose from
among rotor than a million minimum or pima&
intowage subs in fields like public health, environ-
mental cart, recreation, and education. The Itn
seising rationale was that these orbs would in-
crease the demand for low-skilled labor. thereby
forcing salaries up for similar work in the prisate
sector. But the few precedents gave little :osurante
that such numbers of lobs could be atratral or that
thev-would not produce equivalent reductions else.
where in the economy,

WHAT was al- about 'nth a

when t. apart from its inue tag?
Certainly one' Impulse ,sas the desire tut tiMplia its
and rationalits in credal(' polies. The aorient
arras of federal, state. and total programs being
general's regarded as compleg and contusing. a
tihr", supporter of PBJ( would hail the effoit to
iodate multiple piograrns with a single national
sigmas. In practice. however, this goal to all but
unattainabk. For example. in order to avoid re.
eluting benefits fur families in states with the freOW
elaborate programs, if is or-testae-1 either to raise
the national standard to that of the most generous
state or to toritinue allowing the states to supple
reams the federal pasment. The former is fabu-
bush egpensive and soar lead to sotsoclt political's
dubious results a putting half the population of
Mississippi -on 'welfare- in order not to slash pas,
MOPS in Milwaukee. But the alternative (which
the designers of PBII irluctands embraced) un.
dernsines-goth rationalits"and sitnplirits.

Far more sianificant in defining Phlf as a lilt
real measure was its egtension of the principle of
estafttariaoion, which nad. in the wake of F.O. re-
placed opportunity as the gauge of Progressive so-
cial Income, in this conception. should be
treated as a matter of right and the amount of it
one seises from the national govertnnent %tumid
be based teddy on how moth of it one discs iN7I
gm Woos other sources It does not matter that bite

Oftel .

chooses 0 live in Testes, where the political col-
tore has produced relatisels ungenerous welfare
benefits but where the cost of living is relativels
low and the etymon boOnsing. instead of in Slay
sachusetts. with its high prices. declining indtz-
tries- .ind long established habit of decent priori,
non for the poor. It aloes not matter that an intact
(amils. a childless cosmic, or a 5iOgIC individual
ordinarily is much better able to fend (or itself
than is the unmarried teenage mother of can tod-
dlers, It does. not matter that an ablehodied adult
'Inas gimp's not like testate. kinds of wails. prefer.
ring leisure or a -meaningful- lob instead
Bather, the fact of low income is prima facie the
hash for an income supplement (or a guaranteed

anal the sire of that supplement should be as
unthaim as the national government can make it

In short, what was -liberal" about PISII was its
allifinfe toward distinctions Inhether someone
tsar poor for reasons besond his control or as a re.loll of his own actions made no difference
It'hetficr Exastift sags apt to hr./ temporary situa-
tion or a chronic somlition was inconsequential.
Whether opportunities were plentiful-or' scarce
was irrelevant To each according to his needs!
that was the new ethic of liberal social policy.

rsts. when P1311 was rust proposed, it
i was clear that there was want politi

cal support for such a Rawistan version of egalttat-
tantim Opinion polls had commends recorded
Loge maim:tics of the public opposed to guaran-
teeing an income While goat a meet! nibs had mote
support. this ssis undoubtedis because the public
sass. them as a ternpoiiI assist to the unemployed,
not as a permanent public-sersite corps. The
amended sersicin of PBJ1. that emerged Iran the
specul House subcommittee lame close to embeds -

hag the principal liberal conkerns about the Carter
adrninisfration 5 design. Vet Ot found siqualls no
enthusiasm on Capitol Hill

But the problems of an income redistribution
strategy go hesond its predictable lack of political
popularits Restart-it findings gathered in the
sears nine F P was proposes' suggest that Rising
the poor moors mat in fact render them ice
likels to become self-sufficient

That welfare might lead to dependents has al
twat, been a marten of cotta ens 10 social polio
planners The feat that rene6t4 hosed suieli. on
nerd would cause lecipierii in sunk less has long
liven the pi sticipal osstification fur restricting help
to those u lose posrOftt Went, Item tin timstances
!gonna then tonna such as age. disability, or kW,
Of a family breadwinner. In the 19nirs. a conflict-
ilea throes- had appeared the possiltilits that wel.
hoe promatroi using remthernents other than need
acttialls encouraged the poor to fit themselves
(where possible) to the sequtrements. Scone even

suspected that if- rapid increase in families
headed Its mot:leis I. as tied it, the (zit that such
fAtuilies conk' more rtastils obtain earner to an irt
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malignly gentious welfare nuns. le truth, there
was never any slid evidence that families split in
crier to obtain welfare benefits, but the logic was
potlucks! and enamtaged the Nixon administra
non to think that IA extending aid to all nee*
families. FA? midst missalla prevent still gigues
dependenes.

M about the same SOW. the federal government
began 3 nitro of experiment, aimed as testing the
main laspotheses that underlie a guaranteed in
name. Although different in some particulars from
either YAP' or Phil. these experiments sielded
Wimp which strongly suggest that a national in
come-redistribution program may hare vetting so-
ciai consequences. As was expected, income guar.
ante., produced-some reduction in smirk effort:
not a large one when measured in hours per per
son per but large enough to indicate that as
Mods as half the additional mimes spent link such a
program might 'imp!y replace income that would
otherwise hate !seen CAI (Thew findinet came
from tests of relative's short duration. fire seats at
the most;... the work reduction from a permanent
program might he expected to he larger.)

Lest predictably, it stuns out that malting all
needs families eligible for support sloes not have a
conantentls saluurs effect upon their stabilits.
To the COMFArs. at benefit leach appeorcimatine
those of F.41, or PB 11, the prospect of assured in
conic may increase the likelihood that intact fami.
lies will break up. .Accontryg to the most width
accepted etp/anatioa, the certainty of curb pub-
lic!. financed alirtions makes a person less depend
tot on his or hes spouse. and thus provides the fin.
afloat AWN., to end an unsatisfastors marriage.
In hindsight, not a panrcularls surprising result.
but not particularls helpful eitttes to those who
had hoped that a guaranteed income would bugle!
happier' houses and stronger families.

Conservatives were not especialts startled by
these findings If anythine, the. were somewhat
vindicated bs this fresh proof of what they had
long suspected: that giving money to people
whether dies work tat not tends to entouraae them
to wrack kn. and also tend* to increase the incr.
venue of dependents. But then. mans comma.
Uses base (Of mottle time Item suspicious of the MI
< um. strategy Although perpleted as first bs the
adssmats of stab as afilton Friedman and Ilk hard
ficon, this soon followed the lead of Ronald
Reagan, and through lariats, administratise de
%ker, sought so make welfare more difficult to
astern.

In contrast, most liberal champions of a guaran .
seed income have oesponcled to the unsettling es
Pridlearioal results In tiling to discredit them.
Failing that. what could not lie disproved souk!
always be nonewalled. I estilsing last .April before
the Stung Solis onsmittee on Public Assistance. the
Iktiokintia Isr.ststuteurs Henry COME then- HEAL"
assistant 'radars for planning and es atwitter,.
neamtainial thug aiding( mist families 'minis
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made sense: '1 would suggest that really the bur.
den of proof ought to rest on that who deny that
such a potful, sensible change in the internists
American families face . . will improve, over the
long haul, . . . the prospects for faintly stability."'
The Caner adinittintation tried to claim that it
had, in fact. taken the findings into account. One
pan of PIM would repair what another part
harmed: if a breadwinner quit work to live EA
welfare, he wouldhe given a publicaervice job
and bs virtue of again being empltned, would be
less likels to leave his family Perhaps; but no one
could know. not unless more experiments were un-
dertaken.

In truth. the fundamental issue was one of yid.
stn, not !acts. If poverty could most Miff be
ended bis redistributing atones, then advocates of
a guaranteed income were presumed to tolerate
some increase in the number of broken houses or
some decline in the number of hours worked. A
Rood man. other people might well agree. Few
.Americans would allow children to starve simply
becaute help might cause their parents to behave
badly. Mothers ought have some alternative to
working night and thy in older to support their
hikken. Disastrous marriages ought not he pre-

yessed sinspis because neither partner can afford
to lime alone. Such decent sentiments underpin
welfare policy that in mans wars and mans places
is ahead. quite generous. But the ptincipk
much different from that of the redistributions.
Most ,4merer am do not believe that need alone
should entitle a person to money. The cause of
tinselly still shapes the public's willingness to pro
side income support To each according to his de-

"setts! this remains the dominant ethic of .auterican
social nouns, even Where standards of desering-
nen use slackened, Against it, the new liberal

`ethic based on simple need could not prevail.

Cnasrrsro In the experience of the
QSth Congress, in t4(1$' 1979 the

Carter administration was developing a new
welfarraelonst proposal bearing link festival,.
lance to its first one it is DOW proponent only to
increase welfare pasments in the least generous
nate+. pro% ide a little fiscal relief to tire more gen.
'roses WW1. and establish a scaled down. session of
the public...el 4 id e /OM plugs-am This proposal
makes no preterite of being a goal awed income
for net-sone. Vet it is apparent that the mission-
station has advanced this measure with little en.
illusiasni Spokesmen claim that the new hill in
corporates all the "principle*" of PIM" and act as
though sties were ashamed at nut basing been
aide again to offer the real thing. This attitude is
smforumate. because the obsession with a guano-
seed income will continue to blind laser:II polies-
makers so die real nature of pawns and to soun-
der abr, names for reducing it.

Long-term studies conducted chieffs-al the VW-
statics ut Michigan bare 4f141413 that the income'
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of the poor fluctuate draniaticallv. Over nearly'
decode. less than '2 per cent of the people whose
incomes wore watched remained impoverished
neoughot convenely, fully oneopiarter of the
'troop were poor at one time Of another chains;
the period. lo the words of one of the moan-hers.
poverty is "3 grtat deal more pervasive and a great
deal less persistent thaw most people think .

The implications of this are much in dispute.
Clearly, having to much of the population on the
fringes of poverty is disturbing, But except for
that relatively small group of people who seem
chronicalk indigent, the adequacy of welfare pro.
greens may be less important than their accessibil-

eli posersy is a temporary condition for moat of
the-poor,-atonaport-froorusextures which miglit
prevent a loss of income-the most useful help is
that which is easily obtained,

The great virtue of welfare programs that bast
eligibility on obis-mire condition, beyond an inai
vidcsal's control is that they reduce doubt about
the cause of need.. person it either elderly or
not; disabled or not: a parent or not; warned.
or nor This can usually be readily suerta, In
contrast, programs that base eligibility on
aloncowesent what insurers all a "moral
is an individual needy because he warns to be or
because be has no alternative? Since that it often
hard to tell. complex tests are employed Indeed.
in States whose benefits are now to generous that
they risk "moral hazard (as, for example, when
a person might quit work to live on an equivalent
Of even higher income from welfare). obtaining
aid has become more difficult: New York. which
provides some of the highest levels of aid in the
lard, is now also among the leaders in tele( sing
applications for it, even though some number of
thee may well have been valid. Much the same
situation would have arisen if F,P` or NMI had
passed. ironical's, in seeking to give wines to the
poor solely according to need. a guaranteed in
CUM can be less effective in meeting their real
need for temporary support

floorettiroeinv liberalises hat not been
IL, inclined to rethink its views on them

nutters in large ineanu-e because of the difficulty

. ."

of working up much enthusiasm for alternative sw
lotions to the "welfare problem." Sensible though
they may be. they are neither simple nor electrify
ing. They do not lend themselves to comprehen-
sive programs. to emotion*, crusades, or to reedy
trantlacion into specific legislation. Moreover, they
start from several mention that are unsettling to
many liberals.

The first it that the United States ahead, has a
faith comprehensive arras of programs. uneven
and complex though they may be, through which
practically no one who is unabk to provide for
himself goes unfed. unclothed, unbowed, or su
cared for when ill To be WM. gap, remain, but
thew can generally he Ned by reforming existing
welfare and socialinsurance programs, instead of
replacing them.

The second is that the poor arc not helped by
encouraging dependence. Able-bodied persons
should ordinarily he expected to support them-
wives. and assisting themoo do so is likely to be
sounder for them and the society than providing
them with mores instead, National policy should
also do what it can to promote family stability,
The tingleparent, femaleheaded family remains
most vulnerable to poverty.

Finally, perhaps more than the middle class and
the wealthy, the poor depend upon stable cons.
munities in order to have a ch..nce of prospering
and ads hitting. Some elements that make for such
stability -- religious or kinship ties, for example- -
may well be tumult- the scope of government in-
fluence. But other crossisites -safety, adequate pub
1k-health servIces, accent schools. accessible robs.
and tore/Hirt ow itl services-arc not, and these
may in fart lie mole important for social policy
than focusing only on the income* of issdi-
vidualt,

Tne income strategy was a useful idea.in it, day
Although not set adequately developed in every
corner of the nation and perhaps too well deed.
oiled in other, it it prohibit nearing its practical
limits as federal social polio. At beat, continuing
to seek a national minimum income is an Made-
quire objective. At worst, it may be an inappro
oriole one,
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THE GUARANTEED INCOME WHAT AND WHY
tsevora: Molina Timbal& Paper peesszed toe the iratiairat 1,7111110161111 es 011/11`,,_

itsersd Immo. Clataber at Comiesses et the Usnottlistee DeaissIssc 9 meg
35-4
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fileplotta be ponaission et Casisiese et Orsesessite et tee Vatted lames;

In the latter half of the nineteen-fifties, when I mach of my
time working on management prablesns, articles on planning
stressed that in any firm, company or corporation failure was inevi-
table if the area of bailment were too narrowly defined. It was stated,
again and again, that if only the bu -whip manufacturer had
realised that he was in the transportation he might well have
survived the transition from the horse and buggy to the automobile.

By the mid-sisties the business world has been largely reeirgasined---------
in accordance with this undemanding. More and mom firms, com-
panies and corporations have recognised that they can only survive in
the preeent environment if they define their activities in an open-ended
way co that growth and change are possible. Many &emptiest§ of
goals have now become extremely broad and may, indeed, be no more
specific than "communication" or "trasisportatitin.". In some cases the

piste description of psis is "any activity which preduess and
merger pattern of corporations is so wide that one feels that the a

services which can be sold at a profiteven if only a long-run profit."
This recognition of the need for reexaminetion of goals *thin firms,

companies and corporations is one of the factors which has led a grow-
ing number of social scientists to task whether the same type of
should not be applied to the is of the sociocoonotnic systestiailLI:
and more effort is therefore berry devoted to a diecussion of whether
the presently defined goals of the socio-economy are such that failtwe
; inevitable: whether we hare, in effect, a "buggy-whip" description
of our socio-economic _gods. OHO of the crucial areas within this gen-
eral debate is the feasibility and desirability, of endeavoring to main-
tain fall employment: there has consequently been increasing discus-
sion about passible alternative ways of distributing income. Much of
the examination of possible new directions has been concentrated
around what I have called "Basic Economic Security" sod what is new
snore generally known as a "Guaranteed Income.

DORI HISTORY or THE GUARANTEED INCOME CONCEPT

Those proposing the ides of a guaranteed income Inflating that
each individual, or family, should receive a set level of income es an
absolute right. However before entering into the heart of the debete
around this issue it would be useful to set out with great brevity the
events which iutve brought the idea of the guaranteed income to the

Reproduced from: 'U.S. Congress. House. Resolved: that

the rederal government should guarantee a minimum annual

cash income to all citizens. House document no. 90-172,
90tb Congress, 1st session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print..
Off., 1967. 163-176.
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paint Mune a meeting of the National Chamber of Commerce on this

galigat neeemary to two lines of thought. The first line
*Won slate. -

derived from Asiesirtin Utopian thinkilig of the late nine-
teenth century. hi 1000, Edward BePimy wrote Leok;ng Backward
which mamined the Materially abt world of the year 2e10 from
the viewpoint of a man with the perceptions of the year 1897. One of
the central themes of the volume was that each Wividual would be
entitled to "maintenance." (We will see later in this paper that it ix
very revisable that Bellamy 's choice of methodology, which allowed
him to see the pest as prologs, to the future rather than seeing the
future ea determined by the pasti was critical in his ability to per-
.ceir-thaposeibilitof-ancl-necenunrforlitnclementat-rhawUntie
sociaoconomy.) While Bellamy's book had major impact throughout
the remainder of the nineteenth century, it Iit was largely downgraded
in America in the lino half of the twentieth and only brief mentions
of the concept by such writers as Erich Fromm and Clarence Ayres
wired continuity for the idea. By 1900, it was clear that the abundant
eronomy was already emerging and I wrote in The Challenge of
Abundonce (published 1961) 'The society of abundance could, at

prtrvids independent means, which would allow mch individualto minimum amounts of clothing, food and shelter."
The other line of thought can be traced back at least to 1946 when

George etigfer wrote in tbe American Economic Review that the moot
elkient way to maintain, the basic purchasing power of all members
of society would bolo ensure a minuntun wont. floor through the
use of the federal income tax mechanism. "There is a great attractive-
oeas in the pro l that we extend the personal income tax to the
lowest income with negative rates in these brackets." This

now generally known as the negative 'income tax was further
by Milton Friedman in his 1962 book Capital-1*ra and Free-dom: errangsment that recommends itself on purely mechanical

is s towhee income tax The precise floor set would
on what the community could afford.
advantages of this Cretins:taunt are clear. It is directed clearly

at the problem of poverty. It gives help in the form most useful to
the inchviduid, namely, cosh. It I. general and could be substituted for
the had of special metionres now in effect. It makes explicit the coat
bonotes. societ_y. It operates outside the market"In I first published Free Min and Ave Market. which ex-

guaranteed e went back to the philotiophy of Thomas
united both of them lines. On the onelhand, my justificationtour tin incom

Isterson who claimed that num could not be free unless he could
=himself from !disown land. Given the fact that land is not now

for ell, man can only be free if he has a right to the produc-
tioa of machine systems. On the other hand, I argued that the presentneconie of welfare measures was an extraordinarily int4lcient way of!mooting the implied American commitment to ensure that minimum
incomes would be available for all and that it would be more efficient to
use the negative bed**, tax technicpse.

The propoml for a guaranteed income attracted nationwide atten-Iiim when the of the Ad-Hoc Committee on the Triple Revolt*,
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of which I was a 84;10100, *Rested in 1964. It received blether
comment threashont that Presidential year because Professor Fried-
mon was chief economic adviser to Senator Goldwater in his bid for
the Preside sey indeed many reports of the period argued that state-
Web of the Ad -live Cominstiee should not boson as extreme because
theism* ilea was supported by 1Proftesor Friedman.

fix the guaranteed income contin:-.ed to develop during
194tutraillieial Washington Wisest only become apparent in 1966
when the President's Council of Economic Advisers, the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity, the White Riese Conference on Civil Rit,gghts, and
the Natien*l Communion on Technology, Automation and
Progress a0 further study of the concept. s result of
this are now being
intensively studied in various government departinents.Tiie guar-
anteed lamas, has also achieved one of the status-symbols of the
present world: s special publication devoted to this subject is pub-
lished by the School of Social Work at Chicap University and should
be subscribed to by anybody with even peripheral interest in the
subject.

A011111=141. Asp DISACIRMEZ14111

The guaranteed income can theaters be seen either as a method of
impl.mesting a flutdameital philosophic principle or as A ergy of
elimastiV one of the areas of milk' in the culture: that of pay-
ments to Mese with inadequate funds 'There are a number of people
who deny the validity of both of these goals and these views will be
repemented in this meeting: But this denial implies that the clock
should be put back to a period which is no longer acceptable to any
major pint of the American nation. Already, in effect, there is getieral
agreement that SOW people neither can, nor should, earn their living
and will therefore be poor, and that such people should be en itkd to
support hems the government.

The relevant question, therefore ceases to be whether there is a need
to provide funds to those who do not receive mouA money either
througherork or the ownemhip of capital. Rather it W.mmm essential
to ONSINSIse the methods whit& are presently being used to provide
funds in order to determine whether they effectively carry out the
task which the society desires*, accomplish and to examine whether
these are say pasentor foreseeable changes in conditions which make
it emantial to chime the goals of present programs

This attempt to Redefine appropriate means and ends for paying
mosey to those who cannot earn enough for themselves lies at the
heart of the guaranteed income debate. Yet despite the growing vol.
erne of JW them is widesmid confusion about the renewing
which lies behind the proposal and many of thestudies presently being
published threaten to perpetuate, and even deepen, the present causes
of inisondesitanding.

It woods' setae that much of the 'confusion results from the rapidly
changing reactions to the idea of the guaranteed income since it first
became an imam at the time of the lion of Frye flea and Free
Afamists. 1 described this evolution in late 1961 in the following way:
"The balk of the criticism in early 1063 eraligated Free .Ves and Free

r.
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Markets, title notwithstanding, as an extreme kftwing text. By mid-1963 it was increasingly considered a modern restatement of NewDealer Oo lueotalty. B early 1964, following the publication of TheTriple Iteratedum aw the consequent association of my name withthe thirty-three other signers r of the document who together com-prised the Ad-Hoc Committee, the book was rather generally evalu-ated as 1964 liberalism. Finally, after mid -1964, the analysis and in-deed the proposals are being chsracterined with increasing frequencyas conservative and even reactionary." This evolution has continuedin 1965 snd 1966 and an ides which was first rejected by almost allcommentators as too extreme to be worthy of practical considerationis now being downgraded by many on the grounds that the reformwould not have sufficiently signiftcaut tenths ---- ----- .---------Itis ingeotill that the areas of agreement and disagreement amongthose supporting direct payments to the poor should- be sharply dif-ferentiated, The first area of agreement is that the initial step on themay to eliminate poverty is to supply money rather than moral uplift.cultural refinements, extended education, retraining programs ormaleetrot* jobs. In addition, it is agreed that the prime criterion forthe distribution of funds should be the poverty of the individual ratherthan whether Congress is willing to pass legislation protecting theincome right,' of any special group the individual is presumed to be in.It is agreed, as a corollary, that many programs such as those in agri-culture which were originally to help the poor have becomemethods of subsidising the rich, ere is another area of agreementwhich is crucial; funds should be provided fix on absolute right and thesize of grants should be determined on the basis of objective criteriarather than on the whiffle and prejudices of the bureaucrat. An absolutegrozrantee of payment should be incorporated in the legislation settingup direct payments to the poor.
The recognition of the nevi to provide guaranteed direct paymentsto the poor on the basis of their existing income le eels must necessarilybe shared by all the proponents- of a guaranteed income. Their moti-vations for suggesting such a scheme may, however, be very different :this can be most clearly seen by contrasting the approach of ProfessorMilton Friedman with my own. Professor Friedman sees the funda-mental economic problem as resulting from increasing government

intervention in the economic system. He finds this development deeplydisturbing for he believes that the economic system can only be ex-pected to work efficiently if peek individual is free to seek his own eco-nomic advantage. Perceiving as he does that much of the increase in
government intervention in the economy results from the fact that
it is impossible for the rulers of a modern state to allow any group ofcitizens to starve, Professor Friedman believes that we should devisemeasures which would ensure a minimum income for all and thuseliminate the major present cause of goeniment intervention in theeconomy. It is essential, in his view, that the level of income not be setso high that it would detract from the incentive to wore--while he hasnot, to my knowledge, proposed a precise lei el for granN, his ilhiNt nilions have often been couched in terms of an income floor of $1.600 fora family of four. The reasoning of Professor Tobin has led to similar

conclusions.
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rtofiseee Friedman hopes that once such an allowance is available,
society would not only cease to demand the introduction of further
ineastsres of government intervention but wouhl acquiesce in the dis-
mantling of the vast majority of the measures already in existence
which were pesisid to help those km able to help themselves. He an-
ticipates that as government measures ate resein&d, and what he sees
as the bonier, to "self- help" are removed, the country would benefit
from an access of the drives which made the nineteenth century so suc-
cessful. The proposal of Pnifessor Friedman can therefore he ex-
plained by his belief that we should recreate the conditions in which
the individual can strive to 'plagiarise his economic satisfaction with
the greatest degree of freedom and the minimum outside intervention.

While I agree with Professor Friedman that one of the main Sltreats
to the sarriral of frerdo#n is the rapidly growing interrention of gor-
rrnment bureaucracies in individual lire*, my object in proridinq the
individual wills a guaranteed income is not to more back to un-
restricted economic competition but rather to more forirani info a
new social order. In my lea, therefore, the ;iiaranteed income must
provide a standard of living adequate for decency A believe that we
should start with a minimum income of 14,400 for a family of four and
provide for an annual increase.

I also argue that while a work-ineentive feature is probably neces-
sary to ensure peseage of the legislat ion, the size of the premium should
be -bwit to a minimum. (The Appendix to this paper sets nut my
original proposal as contained in b ere .Yen and Free .11 arkets as well
as the modifications I have made silo its publication.)

THE scuttinsis .straLyeis

The most immediate reason for my differing approach is my con-
tinuing disagreement with the prevailing consensus among economists
about the impact of cybernattonmachine systems combined with
computerson the level of unemployability. It is still generally argued
that the development of cybernation does not imply a fundamental
break with the past: this situation continues to be the case although
the National ('onuniseion on Technology, Automation and Economic
Progress, set up to examine this precise issue. failed to provide any
answer: "It is beyond our knowledge to know wIwther the computer.
nuclear power nut molecular biology are quantitatively or qualita-
tively more 'devolutionary' than the telephone. electric power and
bacteriology."

)(any acientists, however, sir the present situation in cry di tfenne
terms. It is increasingly agreed that mankind 1 non living through
:a period of fantastically accelerated growth this means that most
major trends when graphed, rise almost vertically ;mil are therefore
exponential in nature. Ihnnis Gabor, Proles:or :It the Imperial College
of Science and Technology in London. has pointed out the funda-
mental instability of this situation :"exponential curve...grow to infinity
only in mathematics. to the physical world they either turn around
and saturate, or they tweak down catastrophically. It is our duty as
thinking men to do our best toward a gentle sahrat ion. instead of sits-

ea,
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taining the exponential growth, though this faces us with very un-
familiar and distasteful problems."

Irving Kaplan, a computer scientist. has expanded on this insight
The *et alteriatime, Sr the *eponym's! trend remains stable. is that the riteof purr is the taclutalaairel world of the near future k lieond tbe corny",

benakm of minds utilising the contemporary (note of referent*, Under tOis
aitemative we would not be far from the truth if we predicted that the neat
twenty Years will are far more technological progress than has the previous
2.000.000 years

The woad alternative would be M decelerathyn of 'v4411)6111 pron
ram such a declitse could be due either to the estimation of technological
potential or to the attainment of such a blab Wei of terboology that the culture
would be saturated with the breliwolotreal Midget and society would shift its'ahem

The third alternative would be for the verve to rod or to fall preclpitouslY,
This could only Indicate a catastrophic event such as a disease ...Wrath of
tremendous proportions, a detrsktive astrotonical event. or a war ot sufficient
deserwetled tome to destroy the nation's or the world's Industry and technology,

Our esnoneatial carve allows only for the three alternatives which we have dim-
emend, each bring so tar removed from contemporary et perieneeas to present the
Individual with a problem of credibility. Whatever direction progreite takes from
We point on will be a dramatic ow

It appears justified to exclude the third possibility for the purposes
Of this discussion -although we should certainly plan our activities in
such a way as to minimize the possibility ofeatastrophic events, Either
of the other two alternatives ensure that there Will be profound con-
sequences for the types of work which man will need to perform. This
is self-evident in the ease of a contitmation of the present curve but
we should recognize that this will also be trite even if a deceleration
Of the rate of technological progress takes place: the degree of rigidity
in the socioeconomic dynamic is such that shifts would continue at a
high rate even if the scale of social priorities were to change sharply.

An increasing range of authorities agiwe that fundamental vlianges
in work patterns w ill take place and that these will make it pswaible for
cybernated machine systems to take over 411'4111cl tired tioksthat is
all the tasks for which the de7ision-making rules est, he set out in ad
vance. Even Charles Silberm. n, one of the most resolute ilen_kgrators
of the significance of cybeniatou stated in his last book The .Vythrt of
ettottootatiott: "Sooner or later, of course, we shall have the technics)
capacity to substitute machines for men in most of the functions men
now_perform."

What are the implications of this agreement on the technical sig-
nificance of cybernetic,' for the short- and tong- run' It is at this point
that my analysis parts company with that of nest academic econo
mists although I hnd myself quote those to slimly inisitie.s eetubittlistS
in my analysis of the short-run cone queues.. The nest sections of this
paper will discuss these implications.

011011TItt coNsYtitEsicre eViii:Its

The October 1966 issue of Frifrme Magazine varried the following
statement: "The enduring lesson of the past chsen years is simple
enough. The United States cannot have it both WaA. SO far .06 humanwisdom "on now see, the nation can have very fit)l employment solo
at the/expense of monetary instability, and it can daily have rv.isonsble
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monetary stability at the espensis of scene a yment." I believe
that this 440040 has eomiderable it is clear that
if *Apostles to labor negotiations was willing to be moderate in times
of fun employment, the level of unemployment which would be possible
without lunation would clearly be lower than it is now. Policy must,
however? be made in terms of actual conditionsnot conditions as one
m*ht sersh wese.

-It is clear, ttheyherefore, that in today's world there must be a trade-off
between levels of unemployment and inflation: thus it is necessary to
judge whether unemployment or inflation works more hardship on
indtvidmils and does more damp to laity. 'There appears to be, at
the present time, an elective, if t, consensus, that the disad-
vantages in terms oT meats= pima meting flitinnempinyment
rate below 4 percent is greater than the bmeas accruing to those who
find employment through the availability of more jobs.

This acceptance of a 4-percent rate of unemployment effectively
destroys the validity of the argument which the Administration and
the National Cosmasesios on 'Technolom, Autoination and Economic
P'rogniss have used in wean years to deny the seriousness of the chal-
lenges canoed by cybernation:They have claimed that the labor market
has always operated in such a way sato draw in the most highly skilled
em fine and to only find fobs for the marginal wm.Wr. in times
f ri demand. It has therefore been argued that if demand can he

high moo** the problem of unemployment would ;met to
exist just as it has in prevrousbpono periods.

There would be few who would deny that at the present time it would
be possible to somiloy almost everybody if demand were raised to an
adequate level. Tim challenge to the Administmtion's policy has not
therefore been couched in these terms but rather in terms of whether
the Administration would, in fact, prove willing to incur the infla-
tionary costs inevitable if unemployment were reduced to really low
levels. Professor Clarks Eillingsworth of Michigan State University
has long argued that increasing inflation would stop the Administni-
teen's polity of increasing demand long before full employment wpm
reached: it would appear that the events of the past year have fully
borne hint out.

If this is the case, one must reconsider whether Fortune was ac-
curate when it argued that it is "very full employment" which brings
on inflation hi present circumstance& For while it is true that the
unemployment rates of them with gpod education and extensive skills
are presenutalL:nan irreducible minimum, the rates for the unskilled
and the
seriousness of the

lriewasse still very high. It is easieg to we the
by examining the problem of non-White

employment for a disproportionate percentage of the undereducated
are non-White. In meat months the relationship between the un-
employment 'rates for Whites and non-Whites has worsened sub-
stantially: the rate for non-Whites is around N errent. rocinpkiy-
ment for Negri teenagers is as much as silt or weer times the national
average and almost three times the White teenage rate, .4 special
survey in "poverty tracts" of about 100 cities with u total population
of MI million showed that the unemployment rate for Negroes was
0.4 percent, for male Negro teenagers was 31 percent and for female
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tragbilmisomp was t. In addition, 130,000 men in the prime
ape were neither working nor looking for work. Another

çseisl survey of the Watt* arts of Los Angeles showed that median
mily mama in South Loa Anodes has been declining during the

boom while the per capita income in the rest of the country has grown
enbetentially.

Confronted with them statlities, the nasal comment of the business-
man is that he demerit* weds Ivorkess: that he *mild employ any-
body who meets his needs This, however, is the precise problem for
the woe of the bereinessewnt end the characteristics of. ererJarger

---1*thear-cimmatuacer SW that
emplernsut Ma of at any soestasnereptable trage.
parts et the problem is not that of sot-

acanthi'. number of workers will claim that they ham looked for jobs
while busineennen are claiming that these is a desperate shortage of
worker& I "not add, Weever, that some of the criteria presently
used by such as any meat record being suffiCient
grounds for refining employmentensure that many potentially good
workers an unable to secure employment. Let me remind you that in
many state an arrest word dam not necessarily mean that the indi-
vidual was convicted and that 1$ is a remarkable and lucky child who
can grow up in the ghetto without being arreetad at lea* once.

I have no doubt that a very severe problem of tinemployability is
emezing. Certain types of workers have insufficient capabilities,given
the education they have received, to be worthemploying at the socially
determined wage nits. Nor does there seem to be any reslistic poen
bility of taissing prugrema of au$caent magnitude to change strait-
cant4 this situation. It 1. Will iffougeiently reurognized. howerer. that
the probkm of ultimate unemployability of not confined to the blue-
collar worker. The Wall Street Journal has stated that even during
the present boom a substantial number of middle-management per-
sonnel are finding it impossible to keep up with the new knowledge

for effective administration. lead sentence of the article
set the tone: "Today's fast changing conditions are spawning a now
bleed of esecutivethe obsolete executive." In particular, companies
that ,ejy ever mote heavily on computers find it necessary to giveiomethiiity to younger .,people who have an understandiug of com-
puter management, thus limiting the prusiwcts of older people who
would normally have continued to move up the management hidden. A
recent survey of the American Foundation ini Automatiou mid no-

indicated that the problem could he expected to deepen. and

t ii obvious that as the number of unemployables contiiiitrs to
increase, the parce.ntage of unemployables at any given level of urn-
employment will rise that of employables wifi decline. This Alift-
log nun between the employable and the uoemployable will, of counce.
put greater pressure on wages as employers ..trufrgIe to aut.:get. li,

wages, Uwe capable of doing the required work. The ',wise-
rent intensification of in flittiono ry presomre! will f ore e (tore, ri-
miest to oalort averisteater renird contra, ore,. the niorpot;on of the
re.M.Altthe 11V.* of price and !two( awards mould seem ,11-
11447e. illeVATek. present direction of rietits iii the rilitt-ti King-
dom is surely significant in this contiertier.)
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Then la, in my orrimi. no way to avoid this trend unless we are
willing fuadamentafly to reetruetere the operation of the present
geeklecosousie organ. The viability of the present American socio.
*commie e7 based an a very simple premise: it is assumed that
it is ple for the overwhelming proportion of those seeking jobs to

quote to allow the individual to list in dignity. So as this sys-
tam

them earl that the incomes received from these will be ade-

tam coutinisee, it is maostial that rates kept down
to a minimum. It is only therefore if webeceme willing to sere that
a Mite is entitled to a closet income area if he does not hold a job
that we out Weak out of the pausent tread to ever-greater government
eontrol.

Trniiiver in estal$1101111"Trentterneurdit tow socioeconomic dirc
twin it will be neeeesery to introduce out only the guaranteed income to
provide a basic floor but also to find ways of ensuring the maintenance
of the internist,' those in the middle-income groups who are threat-
ened by cybantation. (Free New and Free Markets contains the out-
line of a proposal to deal with this income maintenance issue called
Committed Breeding.) While there as no space in this paper to set out
the full income maintenance proposal t is emential,to state that dis.
rustiest of the guaranteed income concept without the idea of income
maintenance indrastieelly ineompleto In effect the coming of c.yberna-
don challenges us to reeogisiae that the neo-elassical assumption that
each man receives the amount he contributes is a myth and then forces
us to retaitnitie totally our convention about the distribution of
income.

Provision of the guaranteed- income at an e level and the
introduction of income maintenance over time would it possible
to accept higher level of unemployment for the degree of hardship
associated with unemployment would be greatly reduced : this in turn
would make it possible to reinforce the essential decentralized dynamic
in the socioeconomic system. But while this policy might appear favor-
able to many if it were perceived to be truly feasible, its 'practicality is
rather generally denied on the grounds that people would not do any-
thing if they could get almost as high an income without any activity.
There is no doubt that some people would not choose to perform pro-
ductive activities but I personally remain impressed with the coininont
of a hanker colleague who arrived at the guaranteed income idea inde-
pendently and who says: "Given the fact that 3% in all inroine elne .,

are bums, it's stranyi that we're only concerned about the etelneut of
bums among the pear." Indeed, surveys show that most Atonic:ins in
all income classes have an abnost pathological desire to toil: I per-
sonally anticipate that there will be too many people looking for toil in
coming years compered to the amount of toil available that people pp ill
lie prepared to pay to obtain it. In addition, it should be demiy recog-
nized that many types of activities which are now infeasible because of
the necemity to pay at least minimum wages would be opened up-
new programs which are urgently required could be funded at far
lowsg cost because it would not be necessary to pay wages. As lm often
been pointed out, there is no shortage of ectivit ifsthe doily problem
is funding them.

'This last point begins to move ue into an examination of loognin
consequences: tiara' at? olinenatiett in the next section. Before leaving
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this subject two final points should be made :it is already clear that
those in 'charge of welfare programs are finding the constant rise in

costs threatening both in terms of budgets and political
problems. It is obvious that many governors and mayors would be glad
to hand over the whole problem of providing for the poor to a dis-
interested. agency so that they could use the funds revised for many
constructive state and city programs now held up for lack of money.
This introduction of the negative income tax thus becomes a method of
provid. additional funds to states and cities---a goal which is in-

y generally accepted. While the Vietnam war has temporarily
attention from the used of the businessman for additional

customers, it remains true that batistes desires more people to buy its
goods. The greatest untapped market in this country is the poor:
inctrasing pressure can be expected from business for the allocation
of additionsl funds to the poor through the introduction of the nega-
tive income tax.

These are only two of the groups which will see short-run ad-
vantage in the guaranteed income: others include social workers,
labor, the church, the poor themselves. Girth the necessity for nett,and more imaginative measures to deal with the urban crises, it is
certain that the guaranteed income will be adopted far earlier than
would seem probable to most people at this time.

LONG-SVX cONSEQUENCER or

The long -run consequences of eybertuition are often discussed by
economists in terms of thifts in the jobmis. It is argued that people
have moved out of agriculture and mining into manufacturing inpast years and decades, that in turn the relative importance of menu-factoring is now declining but that more opportunities are devcoping
in the service areas. In fact, the cliche answer to any questions raised
about the impact of cyhernationis iii terms of the unlimited number
of Lob opportunities in the service areas.

is historically beard argussont does not fit present reality. Many
service industries are ver vulnerable to the impact of the computer..and machitle systems: ins they are at lei as vulnerable as agri-culture, mining and manufacturing. Service rkers in such areas asbanking end insurance, record and middle num ent can be directlyreplaced by computers: other service jobs,. sue as the repairing of&Miasma, will be eliminated by the new modular design techniques
which will be increasingly important itt coming Vests. In effect, anystructured activity is vulnerable to cybernation whether it be in agri-culture, mining, manufacturing or the service industries.

There is, however, a class of service activities which cannot he et"-tively taken over by the computer and machine systems: these are ac-tivities involving the human care of human beinio. Included amongthese activities are education conceived As a lifelong activity, the nur.hiring of creativity, the care of the sick, and politic, in its broadestPM!, for whit is true that tilAChipe-systrins can appear to take facer ,these mitivitien it is only at the cost of losing their essential eatence.It is theiisfore argent that Fre carry through the task. delisted Ay Nor-
bert Wiener. of determining ichieh artirities should he regarded 04
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sssitobie for tnewhisolystosea and which ihould be nyanied as suitable
for hewn beings. T hit will boyin to allow w to free man's itstellics
and capabilitios from the bsapo of ripstitise, ssfsrlfi ling toil. We
will then he toward a =tondos where snore and more of the
menteary work carried o by individuals on a voluntary basis
for the activities ted by the satiety will be those which individuals
find meaningful end valuable. The work of the politician, the manager,
the artist, the educator end the doctor are all professions which are
found attractive in theasselies quite apart from the monetary rewards
they bring.

Society has already recognised that it is desirable that the monetary
reward of endenvel in many of than clams of activity should not be
dinictly tied to inunediste performance: this is most clearly a t
in the can of a Prolamine with tenure, who is allowed to Om his
role in the way which appears most a e to him and there are
relatively few effective techniques which t college or university can
use to dislodge him from the post be holds. This would suggest that it
might be most apprepriate to provide all those engaged in human inter-
actions with their income as a right and that aspect them to develop
themselves and their society. This iipproach would surely be more effi-
cient than developing "job" descriptions for new or reorganised se-
tivitiaii in ceder to have a.one-to-one correlation with en appropriate
income ler&

While it might appear that these an numerouo compelling argu-
ments for y with thei income as a right, this idea
is rejected 4ro:usitlyfill= jthevast majority of economists. It turns
out that stvgannitts haw 41 a nsmarkably low opinion of human nature.
They claim that it is always to greriffe financial incentives
to the human boleti/ he is to do ally( "ny worfhwluTe--they me there-
fore faa~/ opposed to any steps which would weaken this
financial coercion to carry out only those activities which. can be de-
pined as a "job."

Basenositnon, however. should be eery wary of this argument for it
erively destroys the thesis of free enterprise--that it is poonlle to

the nod nook of the seseisty without coercion boornme the needs will
pr off MCC moot b7 rho coasbinsd activities of individuals acting

freely as thir Owe initiative. The ideal of free enterprise postulates
a situation where a man can work in any area which appears construc-
tive to him and where he has s reasonaMe chance of success so long as
ha is willing to put in the necetuary effort: it also potentates that there
will idway* he enough people who -are willing to make the effort. It is
further assisuned, if only implicitly, that the educational system will be
so organised that young people will be challenged to find activities
which NOM meaningful to than and will have the capacity to under-
t eke them

The impact of cybernation is such, therefore, that all those who
believe in the capacity of the individual to direct his own life must
reemunine the social structure" which will be requited in the last third
of the twentieth century. The ;want socicoecoremtie system often de-
made that the individual deryr his own perception of where he can
most stoefally oontributs: be may be unable to secure a job or a grant
which would allow him to mu* in the areas which he woe as most
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crucial. TAU subordination lf desires trim perImps
Isseisaaat7 when the eociotteossonsic system roes deft/reed to maximisePeaNebel. ate relatively static level of technology: it in no longerrardroi, or indeed (desirable in today's world when increasing
basaalsarise is Me nosed istportant factor in raising pecniuctirity. The
debate which has been carried on within many companies about the
degree of control which should- be applied to research staff might be
recalled here: the ansclasion that the beet results are obtained when
the individual has the maximum of freedom to pursue his owh lines
of work is relevant for the total 'society as well as for each specific
company. It would ap that this 'freedom aus_be most effectively
mimed if each receives his income as a rightthe first
step' iw is direction is the introduction of an income floor and in-
come n3aintensace.

The introduction of these two measures would begin to eliminate a
curious deficiency in the present financial mechsinsms of our free-
enterprise system. There are few possibilities for the individual to act
as an institution, self-directed and alone rtspoasible for his activities.
Isolated examples of the individual as an institution do, of ',nurse.
exist: the independent rich and those receiving grants and fellowships.
It is individuals with such possibilities who are then able to act out-
side the ccestraints of the market-oriented, taakst ructured system and
to make some of the Most critical contributions to the development of
the socioeconomy. It is increasingly clear that the highly idiosyncratic
rhythm of activity and inactivity required for creative and innovative
effort is not amenable to renumeration according to present economic
criteria and mechanises: the introduction of an income floor and in-
come maintenance is meant ial if society iS to benefit from the talents of
those who are capable of acting in this way but who lack financial
su

ttorrisOciety at large, and especially for creative people, the situa-
tion is analogous to the introduction of limited liability in the nine-
teenth century. Limited liability was introduced to encourage risk
taking by those investing in companies. The concept of the joint
venture was replaced by the concept that the stockholder's liability for
conspany debts no longer placed a lien on his total wealth but only
on the amount he had invested in the company. Limited liability was a
precondition for the taking of risks: it did not ensure risk taking or
innovation but it did make them poesible. thus allowing the economy
and society to benefit from the self-interested acts of individuals,

Similsrly, an income floor and income maintenance would provide
the individual with the ability to do what he personally feels to he
important. This would allow risk taking and innovative in areas where
the existing, and emerging needs of the society arc not being met by
an otherwise efficiently functioning free-market system. Such income
would not be mediated through the Aces of any other individual or
organization and would not bring with it pressures for the
recipient to continue what is already being done within the marketspitem.

the hixtory of the free enterprise, inireker Ay4te.ilo 11,1, b,', 1# r r,hfinti
suvfaieed effort to baloney individual inern,itirrn orul ;,,,,rrorrtirrn

against those goods and services trhirlt the n.,,rket mhel,4 If) hr r e-
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Iva* mhos& dtpresiwa technologies, speeds, however, Me market has
become too slow e swami ofvalise comasmicatioa to be entreated with
the initial acemptanne or ropsetion of innovatire (forts. Rather it mast
be see s a Me mantual tasting rowed of developed initiatires: to or-
eomplish thio task the market pricing systems most be freed of many
constraints whit* powens4 premise from occennplishing this neces-
=effsniatime. its Wes amen 'Amen, an femme floor and income

, would booms both the reennetee of bask consumer
-rights and the loandatimmairtes; new productire initial ire* prior to eren-
hod testing is the Into

1P7111011131111 AM) OLICIAL MAN NINO

If the above arguments as corred ! too arts indeed working with a
-baggy-whip" description of our social goals; toe are still acting in
such a way that team isassailable. What can we learn from the plan-
ning practices adopted by bulginess and what applicability can we ex-
pect these pnecticas of bossiness to have for planning in the general
socioecononty

We are all familiar with the meassinglem ~simplifications of the
What-ie-good -fer-Gessiral-Molars -isipeetter-Amencs type of slogan.
But in a ompletely sew way, the easesging pattern of bagmen, process
;10 a paradigm for the setioecenemy. hi -both oases, there must always
be a goal bet this goal must be subject to revision in the light of sub-
sequent events. In both cases, there mast be knowledge, through direct
observation, of the present strengths sad weaknesses of the system. In
both can it is necessary to develop strategies to move from where.
one into where one wants to go. In my opinion the financial strategies
of an income floor and income snaintestamte are prerequisites for move-
ment toward our overall socioeconomic gaols They are not the com-
plete solution to our cosnplex individual and societal problems, rather
they facilitate the search for sohstions.

The ftendamental irrosponsilsility of business in recent years is that
it has not ' t w i s t e d t h a t its gm-schwa k n o w l e d g e of how to p l a n b e bun-s-
lated f o r the ear o f the t o t a l s o c i o e c o n o sn y . gameness i s m paly gai -
ing sophistication in its ability to anderetand and Mwft frees the
new technological developments bat the total society has found itself
driven by the same technological development* and been largely un-
able to boneft from their potential. Only one example need be given:
all ma' business; fume have installed extensive computer system to

mvide them with up-to-date information on their operations. The_
ongress of the United States, on the other hand, has hardly bene-

fited from the computer revolution and threatens, as a recent report
vividly demonstrated, to clog its channels of communication with the
very paper it metes.

Looking back over the past ten years, it is clear that a revolution has
clersned theconcepts of management which have made it possible
to se more effective me of available resourees, human and mate-
rial : this revolution wilt clearly continue. Out of this revolution has
come the tools which would noshes it possible tolulfill more completely
the goal of the American swirly : to ensure that each individual has
the maximum of freedom compatible with the overall needs of the
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seekty. The sharing of this knowledge with' those who must workMega the change.s in the socioeconomic system could estab-lishing's role for 'nem :4 the development of the United States inthe nest decode---a role which Ads been implicit since individual libert woe first enhanced by the growth of the "free market.It is impossible for me to end this paper, however, without statingthat Pees no present Mdicetibn that this wilt occur. The many componies whkh are invoking huge sums in educational technologiesassume the continuationef an educational framework which is knownto be outmoded and which is clearly antithetical both to real educationand to socioeconomic planning. The computer companies continue todevote little money and even less attention to exploring the censequakes of the computer and cybernation for the socioeconomy. )fostseriously, executive officers, particularly those of large corporations,continue to give credence to myths which are totally outworn and thusimpede the development of the necessary thrust to socioeconomicchange.
The full participation of business organizations and business elect'.tires will be essentiel if America as a whole is to benefit from the poten-tial which has been developed. This is the fundamental challenge whichlies behind the guaranteed income idea: it is the one which muAt bemet if we are to be able to achieve the goals which inspired the found.ingot America and which are now possible of realization.
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me on the increase and now affect millions of people. Over 16 million in mid-I976-were receiving cash assistance through public assistance and SSI.(Supple-
mental Security Income). Almost a third of all cash benefits are now payablemay on passage of & means test. To those must be added the non-public-
aseitance recipients who receive food stamps, Medicaid services and housingenbsidies.

In the 1930s an important objective of public assistance reform was'limitation of payments in kind. Federal cost sharing its public assistance wastherefore limited by the Social Security Act to omit payments. Today, of totalpublic aid expenditures of almost SSO billion, over $20 billion are for paymentsin kind-mainly food stamps and Medicaid plus an unknown amount for housing
assistance including "rent as paid." The Congressional Budget Office reportsthat in the last decade transfers in kind (including Medicare) increased sixteen-fold while cash payments for incomelisted programs increased only fourfold.

hugesons Under Attack

Almost all the social welfare programs are under attack, though oftenfor opposing reasons. 0E0 is said to have been a failure, and much the same issaid of the variety of training programs experimented with over the interveningyears. Medicare and Medicaid are alleged to have been of more benefit to theproviders of health services than to the recipients. Certainly they have encour-aged serious price escalation.
Even Old-Age. Survivors and Disability Insurance (OASDI), generallyknown as Social Security, and probably the most popular of all the new pro-grams of the 1930s, has come under attack. It is criticized for not assuringMinimum security to those who need it most-the low paid and irregularly

employed-while at the same time and despite the weighted benefit formula,providing the greatest dollar subsidies to the benefits received by the higherpaid. h is said to be especially unfair to single persons, married women workersand to couples where both work as compared to those where only one spouseworks. The program's financing is alkgcd to be in jeopardy, especially in thelong run. Changes in the benefit formula implementing the automatic cost ofliving adjustments of 1972 have unintentionally provided excessive payments tofuture benelicianes. and account for 4 percent of the anticipated long-rundeficit.
But of all the instruments for dealing with insecurity. the one most

widely criticized is the welfare system itself. The numbers, supported by theprogram have grown monstrously and there is a ,eus pi c ion that the nature of thesystem itself has been the cause of some of this :!rowth. The burden of welfareCOOS is said to b.! ruining many local authoinies. especial!) to metropolitan
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arras. The standard of bine penvided by the program is lowin many cans
well below the poverty threshold and varies widely from state to stets. Admit-
istmtion is said to be lax, malting in much cheating, abuse, and admission of
ineligible peoples. Tice economic and said consequences of the program me
alleged to be disastrousit discourages *Idaho and efforts toward self- support.
It taxes the *satiny of the poor at a higher rate than those of the rids. It en-
courages family breakdown. The list is keg and a0400famihar. "Welfare

reform" has recently become a patoicupetion of all levels of government.
The proportion of gross national product devoted to income security

and welfare pogroms, including health costs but excluding education. his grown
from 1.5 percent in fiscal 1929 to 15.2 peteent is Real 1976. The taxpayer,
whether those paying earmarked meld security taxes or those subject to other
federal. state or local taxes, are beginning to resist further levies.

Finally, federal involvement in social welfare was seen as one of the
great achievements of the 1930s, whereas today there are rising complaints
about excessive fee .ral control and intervention in the policies and administra-
tion of the states. This is accosnpanied, perhaps oddly. by complaints that the
federal government does not provide enough financial aid.

WHAT WENT WRONG?

When we recall the optimism of the 1930s and contrast it with the
situation in the 1970s, one is compelled to ask what went wrong?

But first. we should acknowledge that much also went right.

Ilrogreas and Accomplishments

Poverty as officially defined has been significantly reduced, even though
it has not been abalisbed. Between 1959 and 1975 the percentage of the pow-
Willa below the official poverty line fell, according to the U.S. Census, from
22.4 to 12.3, the numbers falling from 39.5 million to 25.9 million. But these
figures underestimate the extent of poverty "reduction, for they
income only and do not take account of benefits in kind, such as food stamps
and Medicaid, or income underreportiig. The Congressional Budget Office
has estimated that if allowance is made for benefits in kind and for under-
reporting, the decline in poverty since 1965 would' be nearer 60 percent than
the 30 percent reported by the Census.

One indication of progress is the fact that the definition of poverty is
now criticised as being unduly low. It is increasingly said that the present con-

cept. which might be defined as absolute poverty the inability to purchase a
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specified quantity of goods and services-is inadequate. Poverty, it is said, is s
relative concept hock feel themailies poor by reference to how their standard
of living composes with that of the average bicorne receiver. Thus the official
poverty threshold Should be adjusted to Mira the rising incomes of mainstream
America, or defined as sou fraction of average or median income. By that
kind of definition poverty has not been reduced. In 1957, the 4-person family
poverty cutoff was 49 porcent.of the median 4-person family income. By 1975
it had fallen to 34 percent.

Significant if not spectacular success has been achieved in income main-
tenance, which the Planners of the 1930s saw as the critical problem, over -
whelmed as they were by the needs of the aged and unemployed whose earnings
were lost or interrupted. The great social insurance programs have provided
income for mslbons. Even though s sizable share of the OASDI benefits go to
people with incomes above the poverty line, thus benefiting the middle classes,it has been estimated that about half of the, beneficiaries have been removed
from poverty or prevented from falling into it. And the unemployment insur-
anCe system, inadequate as it may be, has enabled this country to come through
a !MOW depression in recent years without the great social unrest that occurredin the early '30s. It permitted the vast majority of the unemployed and their
families to weather the storm without being forced to seek public assistance.

We must also recognize that some of our present problems are attri-
butable to developments the policymakers of the 1930s could hardly have fore-
seen. Inflation, for example, has hid an adverse impact on aU our programs. and
notably increased their dollar cost. Nor could we have been expected to foresee
changes in sexual morality and behavior, especially as affecting the young, which
has helped make family breakdown a major cause of economic insecurity.

intfriSfOr numbers of married women and mothers in paid employ-
ment is another unforeseen social change that causes problem; for OASDI by
challenging the program's original ioncept, namely that married women were -dependents of their husbands. The change has also created a new social
problem: the provision of day are for children of working mothers,

Nor could the planners of the 19303 trine foreseen the change of ubje4-
the in recent years, following the rediscovery of poverty: a change fromincome--mteirrititarrrrto tiwOra7feeUrfijr.

The Sias of Omission

But after making these allowances, we muss face the tact that a number
of things did indeed go wrong. First, to yuoic from the Book of Common
Prayer, "We have left undone those things that we ought s,, 11,0e done.-
Already in Iy4I. Sir William Beveridge. as he then was. In the *Auld tautous
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illietneidie !Report on Social Issuance had warned that an income security sys-

",1'. NO could operate succitsfully only if certain conditions were MOW. Among

them were the assurance of full employment, the establishment of a national

baba tendert, and a system of childrea's allowances. We have failed to heed this

wa
Indeed. in word to fall employment we ate even worse off than in the

I930s, when an extensive series of public employment programs, e.g., Works

Progress Adnsinistration (WPA), Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). and
hIssiomel Youth Adsdnistration (NYA), employed at one time over 33i million

people, and there were abo expanded public works in the conventional sense.

Except for Medicare, which meets only part of the out-of-pocket medical ex-

peses of the aged, we have not developed a notional health service in its arm

right. Medicaid is still administered and thought of as pan of an income-

maintenance program, the casts of which are chargeable to the welfare system.

We have hardly even begun to discuss children's allowances.
Another sin of omission is our iailtue to mania that the separation of

services from the making of cads payments did not in fact practically elimisate

arnica for those most in need of them. I still believe that die policy of separa-

tion was right. But in its implementation attention should have been paid to

developing organizations and staff motivated and able to ensure identification

of those most inneed of counseling and related servicesan outreach program

if you likeand the rendering of services when need was found. Instead, separa-

tion has too often been seen as an opportunity to replace higher paid case-

workers with lower paid nonprofessionals for the cash-paying program, with no

corresponding expansion of the service component.
Finally, a major sin of omission is the country's unwilbnpiess to devote

adequate financial resources to our social problems.. Certainly we have not trans-

ferred income to the poor in an amount sufficient to change the unequal

distribution of incomes. which has remained remarkably stable over recent

decades.

The Sias of Commission

We left undone some of the things we ought to have done. And we have
also done some of the things we should not have done.

We expected 100 muck of social InnIfifftet. A wage-alatec6benefit
system such as ours cannot, at one and the same time, relate benefits to previous

coining in a meaningful way while also assuring sufficient benefits to provide

very low paid or irreg la garners a sufficient standard of living above the

poverty level. If the system were to guarantee a high minimum benefit, the

wage-related principle would force the payment of very high benefits to higher
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sap carnets, thus earmarking at unduly high proportion of national output to
the aged as a group.

We have also expected too much of social insurance in health services.
The insursnce concept limits benefits to the insisted, i.e., those who have contri-
buted. This is seasonable enough in a system paying cash benefits, but makes no
sense at all in a program whose object Is or should be, to make medical care
available to all who need it, whetber!Insured" or net "Insured status" is as --
device fix excluding people. But if the objective is to make medical care avail-
able to all who need it, no t should be excluded.

Because social insurance b colonially an instrument for collecting and
paying out money, it is also an inadequate answer to the problems of our health
services. These include not merely overcoming the financial bather to needed
care'. but also dealing with cost containment, improvement of the delivery
system, and assurance of good quality services in all parts of the country.

We have applied insdiond priorities. If we assume that the nation is
unable or unwilkng to assure an adequate or acceptable standard of living to
all, selection has been inevitable. Priority might reasonably have been given to
children as the group most vulnerable and at the same time having the greatest
potential value to society as a human resource. The opposite has been the case.
The Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program, which provides
social income to the largest number of children, makes monthly payments that
are unjustifiably lower than those for the adult categories. Even in the DASD!
program, children are at a relative disadvantage because of the application of the
maximum family benefit ceding.

Moreover. if adequate health services, or even the removal of the fiscal
barriers, were not to be available to all, would a rational society then give
preference to the aged rather than to the children? In the economic interests
of society, an investment in the health of children would pay real dividends.
Children are the producers of the future, and a healthier future working popu-
lation should more than repay society's investment through greater productivity.
The aged on the other hand have relatively few years, if any. Mica they can
contribute to production, even if the health program succeeded in improving
their health. Children also offer the best opportunity for the application of
preventive measures, about which we talk so much and do so little.

Even if political pressures vita so great that something had to be dune
for the aged, we ought surely to have redressed the balance by also providing
an adequate, universally avaibble, health service for children. .4

We have also given a low priority to the needs of youth. There is a crying
need of jobs for young people, jobs that can open the door to the mainstream of
Ott', society. We have effectively cut off many milttons 'f young people from
participation in the way of life glorified by the Anwrican Work erhi,:, We have
not heeded the rising delinquency among teenagers and young people warning
us of the consequences of prolonged and hoptiss idleness among the young.

I
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According to the rhetoric, the family system is one of our must cherished
insdttnions. Thus one would have expected that we would have given a high
priority to strengthening the family system. Not so. Our welfare system contains
provisions tending to reward family breakup: the intact family is often at a
disadvantage in °baiting social benefits, as compared to the broken family.
Wei devote far too few resources to measures to prevent family breakdown or
the formation of single patent families. These efforts could take the form of
making birth control and abortion universally available, or the provision of
counselling services to help families stay together or, if the family is broken, to
help the single parents, especially the young ones, to cope.

We weak, the sense of family cohesion by deducting from welfare or
SSI grants the amounts of gifts from relatives in the form of Sunday dinners
Of other small supplements to the meagre standard of living assured by public
payments.

We negate all our pronOuncements about the importance of home life
and the children's needs for adequate parenting by devotiqg much effort to
encouragingor forcingthe heads of fatherless families to take paid jobs.
We glorify workbut only paid workforgetting that a decent job of bringing
up a family and managing a household is also productive work. But we recognize
it as work only if a woman engages in the effort for someone else's family for
paynot when she does the work for her own family.

We have relied too heavily on federal leadership. Since the 1930s we
have relied too heavily on the leadership and efforts of the federal government.
It has been far easier to depend on ,a standard inserted in a federal law, with
financial penalties for nonconformity (notably in the Social Security Act) to
effect policy changes instead of undertaking the hard and time-consuming work
needed to convince state legislators and electorates that the policy is desirable
and should be supported. While the frderal government remained generally
more liberal and concerned than the states surely the case in the 1930sheavy
reliance on federal leadership was probably inevitable. It brought about many
desirable changes it! welfare policies. Out the situation is very different in times
when the federal government is less liberal. and much progress may be lost if
the only reason fOr adopting needed policies has been previous federal pressure.
not state and locatconviction.

Heavy reliance on federal action is. of course. largely responsible for the
complaints about federal intervention in welfare policy implementation and
administration m the states. Yet it is unrealistic to expect the federal govern-
ment to, supply a significant or even major share of welfare expenditures, with-
out also attempting to see that funds are used for the purpose intended, and that
federal financial interests arc protected.

We have overburdened the welfare sytent. Our fourth sin of commission
is placing an intolerable burden on the welfare s stein.
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First. we forced it to bear the burden of failure to develop other. moresocially and economically desirable approaches to poverty; many of them Me-MI6 Vt. The illOITSSOUS increase in the numbers of people dependent on thewelfare system should have stimulated a major revision of the rinancing arrange-meats but has not yet done so. It may have been realistic to expect states and
localities to bear a sizable share of welfare costs. or even all, when the caseloadswere small. Bur growing numbers make the welfare budget one of the highestthat some of our states and localities confront, exceeding even education. Thisis *specially true where there are concentrations of the poor. In short. thissituation surely calls for massive federal aid. We have placed too much of theburden on states and localities, whose other social service responsibilities havealso increased considerably.

Second, we have developed a welfare system characterized by exces-sive individualization. That is, the system tries to ensure that all people insimilar circumstances are treated precisely alike, while also giving additional
assistance to those who have special needs. This sounds admirable, but can becorded too far. The effort to ensure precise equality of treatment has resultedin an incredibly and fussily detailed system that takes account of every con-
ceivable resource of each individual case, in determining a person's eligibility.Attention to the applicant's special needs, unless the concept of special needis narrowly defined. can involve lengthy and detailed investigation of the circumstances of each individual case-and there arc millions of cases!

Proper administration of the present system in strict accordance with
these detailed rules and regulations, and with fairness to each indi appli-cant or recipient, would entail a bureaucracy far larger and probably bettertrained and more highly paid than the one we complain about now. Seekingsuch precision in adjustment of benefits to the special needs and circumstancesof each individual case might make sense in a limited program dealing with veryfew people, most of whom could be personally known to the administrator. Butit makes no sense at all in a public program dealing with millions. It as just plainunworkable and we should admit this. The result is an impossible task for' theadministrator, with accompanying charges and allegations of admission of ,ineligibles. and under- or over-payments. It also forces on the applicant orrecipient an unhealthy degree of dependence on the adnisnistiAt/f . Moreoverit offers too many opportunities for those who arc so inclined to "beat thesystem."

Third, the welfare system has been saddled with respcnisibilines properlybelonging to other specialized government agencies Two are obvious. When thewelfare system reimburses the clients for "rent as paid." when acceptablehousing at reasonable cost is in short supply, even if some upper limit is applied.the welfare system is in fact subsidizing rents. That function proocrly belongsto the housing authorities. This 'arrangement not only uittnes the costs of -

C
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-I Welfsee programs, but also conceals the extent and true cost of faits in our

housing policies and programs.
Simla* the welfare system has been required to carry the costs of

health services secured by the poor through Medicaid. It was extremely unfor-

tunate that the 1965 law placed the determination of financial eligibility for
Medicai4 in the hands of the *elfin departments. This identified the program

as a 'welfare.' program, and encouraged placing its total administration and

costa in the welfare budget, rather than in the health budget.
In yet a third area dy welfare system has been required to carry respon-

sibilities rightfully belonging elsewhere. 1 refer to tax collecting. When the
welfare system assesses resources, to be weighed against the needs standard,

all or some part cf a person's earnings are treated as available income. Out this

is tantamount, as the economists remind us, to levying a tax on earnings, e.g.,

if there is a 25 percent "disreptd." the earner is taxed at 75 percent on his

earningshe can keep only 25 percent, Why should the welfare department,

rather than the Internal Revenue Service, get involved in tax collecting, including

the setting of policy as to tax rates?
We even try to use the welfare system to make up for the deficiencies in

the educational system. Thus we seek to develop day care programs that are not

just custodial, but that also contribute significantly to children's educational

development.

WHAT SHOULD OUR FUTURE AGENDA BE?

....4 ha setight- .idensittiL what went_ivrong_na_tite last 4Q yeamb.eq4sr

knowing past mistakes may help avoid repeating similar errors in the future.

My analysis suggests some major polky changes.

Some Obvious Steps

we must devote nialsii-4.114iii.s. tai de-velopiag.new pfogratni not

now identified as welfare. We must concentrate on assuring full employment

by whatever means and however defined-whether through the private sector or

by public job programs. We must develop a national health program. preferably

in the form of a national health service. At the very least we must have a

national, health insurance system that removes the finaniial barrier to needed

medical care. and protects those who receive it from financial ruin. Either of

these programs must actually encourage preventive health services We must

strive to provide universal access to birth control and abortion information and

services.
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We should Ringside* raise the legal minimum wage for adults.
Such improwtments in the economic and social infrastructure arc desir-able in their own tight, for the vowel improvement of living standards. But

they are crucial to our present concertos. being indispentutbk to achievement of
the major immediate goal of welfare reform: namely reducing the size of
the population dependent on welfare.

Second. our priodties must be reordered. If we cannot do everything
that is desirable, we must give priority to children and youth. and to strengthen-
ing the family, and especially the intact family.

Third, we must make the Most possatle use of social insurance. In viewof what I previously said needing this institution's capabilities and limits.
this means extending coverage of existing Insurance systems to all workers now
excluded. oWe should also apply social insurance to risks now inadequately
covered and notably to temporary disability.

Fourth, we must recognize that even if these steps are taken, sizable
numbers of people would still be in poverty, especially in the near future.

. Implementation of employment and health policies and programs will take time.
Meanwhile some provision for the needy must continue. Our wage-related
social insurance system cannot UMW aged people a level of living above poverty,
if their lifetime earnings were low and they have no other resources when
retired. Despite the recent growth of fringe benefits such people are numerous
and are likely to remain so. Furthermore, any realistic definition of full employ-
ment is not likely to mean zero unemployment. There will always be low bene-
ficianes because of employment irregularity. Even full employn-,:nt will notsolve the income security problem for those lacking income becat,se of family
breakdownespecially the fernaieheadeu family. Even a significantly higher
minimum wage cannot =WC all families, however large, an above-poverty
standard of living.

ReforaihsgWelfare

At present we rely an the welfare system to provide for these people.
For some time to come its clientele wilt probably be large. Yet even now we
could take some steps to improve the system..

One step would be to abandon our efforts to assure a high degree of
individualization and so much detailed precision in equality of treatment.
Wherever possible we should move to flat grants based on average need, with
standard rent allowances and needed rent subsidies provided by the housing
authorities.

Even in the :au of so-cAlkd discrettoniur: allowances. we ihould identify
groUps with special needs and provide for them by Jutotiutit. 11JI .r11 w antes.
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For example. we could recognize that people on relief for a long time will need
periodic replacement of certain household supplies. Thus we could provide an
automatic annual allowance for all long-time recipients. Why not recognize, that
after a certain age. 70. 75. or MO. most people have to pay for certain services
they are no longer physically able to perform for themselves? A flat automatic
supplement for persons have a specified age would acknowledge and provide
for this need. Similarly In the treatment of resources in determining eligibility,
why not use a standard deduction for work expenses?

Of course under such policies some people will fare better than others:
the worker whose actual work expenses are less than the standard allowance,
for example. or the recipient lucky enough to pay lower rent than the standard
allowance, or the fortunate aged person who suffers no impairment of physical
faculties. But these differences we have to accept when dealing with millions
of people, or else create a huge and costly paperwork system.

Reduced individualization has major advantages. It greatly simplifies

administration. It encourages self - reliance and more responsible management of
family income. It avoids a state of dependency, where people expect the welfare
System to satisfy their needs on an item-by-item basis. including compensating
for their own carelessness or incompetence.

Standard payments and allowances would also facilitate identification
of those who cannot manage on the established allowance. If the standard
amount is reasonable. many such cases are likely to need non nionetary help.

Availability of adequate counseling and casework services is 'an essential pre-
requisite for helping some recipients to manage on their welfare income and to
cope with their dependent status. even if it does not remove people from the

relief rolls.
So long as we retain several meanstested programs. further simplification

for applicants. recipients and administrators could be assured by unifying the
definitions of income and resources. where possible. Why should some programs
define countable earnings by deducting Social Security andior income taxes.
and others not? Why do some allow varying deductions for work expenses and
others nut? Should we not adopt Internal Revenue Service definitions of tir
come. thus rrcatmg the dependent population like all other income receivers?
Why should one definition of income apply when the government collects, and
another when it pays out?

Greater imancial responsibility by the federal government is an obvious
step. preferably in the form of federal responsibility. as rn SSI for a basic

national standard with uniform eligibility conditirms federally administered.
The level of the federal standard would determine whether or not the federal
govertmicid should Shan: in the costs of any slate supplement:mon. Thus the
higher the federal standard. the Irss the hishtwatton for reder31 participation in
state supplementation. The W. tie K. CAI ttli: ''I the lured federal
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and state programs the better, for this will reduce the states' need to conform
to increasinely numerous and complex federal rules and regulations.

Fundamental Weduaesses: The Gap-filling ?disciple

All these steps. would help. But the welfare system has some funda-
mental weslutenes that cannot be alleviated, became they are Whereto in the
very principle on which the system is based. 1 have termed it the pap.filling
principle. That is, society seta a target income, and then tries to fill all or part
of the pp between the target and an individual's or a family's resources. But
what resources should be taken into consideration? Counting everything,
especially earnistp and wino. dearly discourages wort and savings. Recogni-
tion of this danger has led to Mat:ming utilization of "dineprds"to use the
language of social welfare, or "the tax rate," vs the economists would say.
Thus a portion of earnings is disregarded in determining eligibility. But how
much? A low disregard, eg., allowing the applicant to "keep for himself"
only 25 mato of bis canting: is unlikely to stimulate his work incentive.It also has the unfortunate result of taxing the welfare incipient at a higher
marginal ratei.e., 75 percentthan is paid by the wealthiest income receivers.

On the other hand, a high disregard has the disadvantage of greatly in-
creasing the program's cost. It raises the payments made to the existing welfare
population, and makes people with higher incomes eligibk for benefits. Thus
with a target income of 55,000 for a family of four, and a 50 percent disregard,
those with earnings of up to $10,000 will be eligible for some welfare benefits.
This dilemma, also faced by the Septive Income Taxin principle another
"gap-filling" programhas not been resolved. In my judgment it cannot be,
except by lowering of the target income, whereupon the program can no longer
be a major instrument for eliminating poverty. .

Gap-filling also raises difficult questions concerning the accounting
period. Is eligibility to be based on income over the previous year or quarter,
or. is it to be prospective or current income? All have disadvantages..

But above all, the gap - Tilting approach. accompanied by all these dubious
provision, to protect initiative, involves a highly undesirable investigation of
the personal circumstances of millions of people.

An Alternative Approach

Looking ahead to the more distant future. we must ic4;t)gnize fatal flaws
in the gap-filling approach to the elimination of poverty. namely its inability to
deal with the problem of work incentive and its detailed investigation of
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individuals. Let us be clear as to our objectives. We need a system that (1)
puts money in people's hands when they need it (2) that is predictable and
dependable us the amounts provided so the recipient can budget his expendi-
tures, (3) that assists the working poor, (4) that does not require detailed investi-
gation of recipients' personal circumstances, and is simple to administer, (5)
that does not discourage initiative, and (6) that treats recipients tax-wise the
same as all other income receivers are treated by Internal Revenue; finally, (7)
that offers no inducements to family breakdown, and (8) that does not involve
heavy and unequally distributed burdens on state and local governments.

A Systens of its

The only way to achieve the objectives outlined is to replace the present
gap-tilling programs by a system of universal taxable demogrants. The demo-
grant is a system for distributing benefits to people on the basis of their posses-
sion of some demographic characteristic such as being above or below some
specified age or being a member of a country's total population. Under such a
system a flat sum (lower for children than for adults) would be payable periodi-
cally to every individual regardless of resources or income. At the end of each
taxable year everyone would be liable to income tax on his previous year's
income, including the demogrant.

Such a system, whether calkd Demogrant, or National Income Supple.
ment, or Cashabk Tax Credit, would not be a disincentive to working and
earning, except for any disincentive felt by all income receivers as a result of the
general tax system. There would be no discrimination in tax rates between those
whose income is derived partly or wholly from the welfare system, and all other
earners. Payments would be made on an individual. not a family basis. removing
inducements for family break up.

Demogrants would assist that neglected group. the working\ poor, with-
out forcing them to become "welfare clients" in order to receive needed income
supplementation. Administrative costs would be reduced to a minimum. Taxes
would no longer be collected by welfare authorities. but by the Internal Revenue
Service. The policy question of how much people should contribute towards
the costs of welfare, as of all other governmental services, would be determined
by the national tax system, not by the policies of numerous welfare systems.
Above all, we would avoid the disgusting spectacle of millions of people having
to come with rent receipts, bank books and other records in hand, to prove that
they are indeed poor and entitled to some assistance.

Some may object that much of the demogrant money would go to
people who are already above the target income level. that it would he ",, effi-
cient." in the economists' tennmology This would he nuninisted by making
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the damogniat taxabk as part of total Income, and by setting marginal tax rates
that recoup as much of the pant from higher income receivers as was desired.
Mrs my cme some 'inefficiency" may- be the price we must pay for a more
desk able program.

impleimmandems

Of course the implementation of a demogrant system would face many
problems. We would need answers to such policy questions as the level of the
income guatanteethe amount of the demogrant. Should it be a nationally
engem dollar amount, or vary by regions to reflect cost of living differentials,
or by metropolitan or non-metropolitan areas to reflect rent differentials?
Should the new policy be introduced all at once? Or should it be introduced
by maps, perhaps beginning with a modest initial payment followed by
scheduled increases over a number of years? Or should it begin with a derno-
grant for the aged, or, preferably a Children's Allowance, with subsequent
programmed extension to all adults?

There would be problems of integrating the grant with existing social
insurance programs, notably OASDI. And such a system would cost money.
Of course, there would be savings on existing gap-filling programs like welfare
and SSI, and indeed on OASDI if the latter were relieved of trying to assure an
adequate minimum income to the poor. Abolishing dependents' exemptions
in the income tax system would yield further savings. Nevertheless. the net
cost would be sizable, and would necessarily involve higher taxes for receivers
of abovepoverty kveb of income, even though their inzornis would also be
increased by the amount of the demogrant. i.e.. people would have a larger
income out of winch to pay higher taxes. In any event, the taxable demogrant
would involve some measure of income- redistribution. but this is inevitable if
there is to be a guaranteed income above the poverty level.

An impossible Dream?

Is this an impossibk dream? Perhaps. lint I would remind >ou 01 mo
things. First, in the 1920s the idea that within 10 yr 15 years I. lilted States
would install an extensive and complicated tc de Nil social insurance system
seemed like an idle dream. And yet it happened. Second, we already use the'
tat sstein to provide additional income I'm some peirplc.a µell ens taking It
away front others. The cashable Earned imams ()edit 1, a %.1111ahle
*nth vast possibilities for extension.
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I would urge those who are interested in welfare reform, and especially
those who believe in the concept of a univer:.!! guarantee of minimum income,
to begin grappling with ways and means of implementing the taxable demogrant
rather than tinkering with an unrefOnnabk pfilling welfare system. It is a
challenging task that cannot be performed by social welfare professionals alone.
The many-dimensional problems of social welfare extend into the fields of
economists, sociologists and political scientists, and they must also be involved.
Only through such collaboration can we hope one day to achieve a lasting
"welfare reform."
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WELFARE

The Political Economy
of Welfare Reform

in the United States

(by Martin Anderson)

V
THE EFFECT OF WELFARE ON WORK

Wort keeps athay three great evils;
boredom, vice: and need.

Voltaire, 1759

Fifth Thais: The institUtion of a guaranteed income
will cause a substantial reductionperhaps as much as
30 percentin the work effort of low-income workers.
As long feared by the public, and recently confirmed by
independent research studies, sucha massive withdrawal
from the stork force would have the most profound and
far-reaching social and economic consequences for our
society.

One of the most important questions that should be asked about
any radical welfare reform plan that promises to guarantee in-
comes is: What effect will it have on the work effort of the poor"!
Most Americans still believe very strongly in the work ethic. ff
millions of low-income Americans "retired" from the labor force
to liveon their income guarantees, there is Hide question that
intense political controversy would follow. 'those receiving the
guarantee could become a powerftil political force, demanding
and getting ever-increasing benefits. There would certainly be
some negative effect on the economy if large number; of people
stopped working or reduced the number of hours they worked.

A major reduction in the work effort of the low - income popes-

Seprodoced with the permission of Martin Anderson; 1918fres Wolfs:vs the Polities! Economy of Welfare Before in the[belted States, 1975. p. 92-157.
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latices would have endless ramificationssocially, economically,
and politicallyand the speculation on what the consequences of
these ramifications might be is also endless. There seems to be little
disagreement with the proposition that any substantial reduction
in the work effort of the low-income population would pose the
danger of profound, far-reaching social and economic conse-
quences. There is, however, a great deal of uncertainty about
whether guaranteeing incomes would really cause the recipients
to stop working en masse. And speculation on the possible conse-
quences is idle unless we have sufficient reason to suspect that it
might, in fact, happen.

Most people have what, to them, seems a common-sense view
of a guaranteed income. If someone has the option of working or
not working to obtain the same or virtually the same amount of
income, all other things being equal, he will choose not to work.
In some cases, of course, social factors such as the work ethic.
pride, and what his neighbors might think will induce him to keep
on working. But what if a guaranteed income plan should become
so widespread that large numbers of his fellow workers in the
same income bracket choose not to work, and the social pressure
directed against him becomes a pressure not to work? In recent
years we hive seen such a' change in our existing welfare system.
Partly because of the sharp increase in the number of people on
welfare, and partly because of the efforts of "welfare rights"
groups, the stigma of being on welfare seems to have been sub-
stantially attenuated. Many on welfare today feel no compunc-
tion whatsoever about receiving it, often asserting that they have
a right to it. Some workers, who gain great psychological satisfac-
tion from their work. may choose to continue what they are doing
in spite of the guarantee. But how many low-income jobs provide
that kind of psychological satisfaction? Without actually trying a
nationwide guaranteed income, and relying on what we know (or
what we think we know) of human nature, it seems reasonable
to assume that the fears of large numbers of people quitting work
to live off the dole are not unfounded, and that such a possibility
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is fraught with dangers foi our society. As Arthur F. Burns has
observed in regard to a guaranteed income, "It seems inescapable
that more and more people would make the purely rational deci-
sion to remain idle rather than work. (There's a great risk] of a
corrosive effect on moral values and attitudes, not only in the case
of recipient adults but on their children as well."'

This fear is not new. Centuries ago there was concern that
giving money to the poor might encourage idleness. As Irwin
Garfinkel noted in a paper prepared for the use of the Subcom-
mittee on Fiscal Policy of the Joint Economic Committee in 1974,
"The very first parliamentary act which dealt with poverty, the
Statute of Laborers in 1349, actually forbade private alms-giving
to the able-bodied poor. The rationale was that such aid encour-
aged idleness and other supposedly related moral vices."' Over
six centuries have passed and many things about welfare have
changed, but the basic concern about man's inclination to work
when given the alternative of a substantial income guarantee is
still with us.

%%e know that if we increase the effective tax rate closer and
closer to 100 percent, a person's incentive to work is diminished.
At i00 percent he gets nothing but whatever psychological plea-
sure there is in the work. Conceivably, under certain circum-
stances he might continue to work as the rate surpassed 100 per-
cent. But this would be an unusual case.

What happens when a person is guaranteed the same amount
of income, or some amount close to it, whether he works or not
A priori, we would expect that as the amount he received mow('
closer and closer to the amount he would receive if he worked, he
would work less and leis. If the amount of guaranteed income
surpassed the amount he could earn by working, the disinclination
to work would be even greater. The higher the guarantee relative
to the amount he could earn by working, the less inclined the
person would be to work except. of course, for the psychological
benefits involved.

The effect of increased income on a person's work effort has
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been studied intensely by economists for many years, and among
them there is almost unanimous 'theoretical agreement that a
,guaranteed income would cause significant numbers of people to
cease working or ,reduce the number of hours worked. "Econo-
mists assume that, other things being equal, an individual would
rather use his time for a nonmarket activity such as leisure than
for market work.... Increases in income will lea;r1 to decreases
in market work. Thus, guarantees in income transfer programs
lead to reductions in labor supply. Moreover, the larger the guar-
antee, the greater the capacity of the individual to afford to work
less, and hence, the greater the reduction in market work."'

But this, of course, is theory. And no matter how convinced
doclwe may be in our own minds that many people would gladly swap

the cacophony of an alarm clock at 7 o' every morning and
the necessity of doing what someone else wants, them to do forty
hours a week, fifty weeks a year, for a leisurely rising time and the
freedom to pursue their personal interests, we are still not com-
pletely sure what would happen if a real guaranteed income
should come to the United States.

Advocates of a guaranteed income themselves have few

qualms about the possible adverse affects on our society. Com-
menting on the psychological aspects of a guaranteed income.
psychologist Erich Fromm, an ardent advocate of such a plan.
acknowledges that "the most obvious question is whether a guar-
anteed income would not reduce the incentive to work," but then
quickly lays this concern to rest as he continues. "Man. by nature,
is not lazy, but on the contrary, suffers from the results of inactiv-
ity. People might prefer not to work for one or two months. but
the vast majority would beg to work. . .. Misuse of the guarantee
would disappear after a short time, just as people would not over-

eat on sweets after a couple of weeks. assuming they would not
have to pay for them."'

In spite of such enthusiastic professional opinion. a few nag-

ging doubts do remain. Have the economists been wrong in their
theory all these years? Are the common-sense instincts of the
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average American in error? Will a large segment of our society.
perhaps as many as 30 or 40 million people. now on welfare or
earning relatively low incomes proceed much as they did before
they discovered that a reasonably high level of income is guaran
teed, whether they work or not? Or will they stop working in
significant numbers?

As with all social policy there is no sure answer. There is no
foolproof way to know what the social and economic consequencesof a new, radical social welfare plan will be until many years after
we implement it. When the military draft was ended by PresidentNixon in 1971, many people feared that our military strength
would be sharply reduced as both the number and the quality of
recruits dropped. They also predicted an all-black army. an army
composed of the children of the poor, or one made up of the misfits
of our society. Fortunately, their predictions were wrong. When
a national urban renewal program began back in 1949. many
scholars, politicians, and social commentators confidently pre -
dicted the rebirth of our nation's cities. But no one predicted that
urban renewal would scarcely renew a city block, let alone a city.that it would worsen housing conditions for the very people it set
out to help, that it would destroy four homes, most of them occu-
pied by blacks, for every home it builtmost of them to beoccupied by middle- and upper-income whites.'

In the case of the guaranteed income, we are more fortunate.
During the last decade or so an impressive body of data has been
painstakingly accumulated by scholars and governments analyststhat allows us to predict what will happen as a consequence of a
guaranteed income with far more confidence than we have beenable to predict the results of other social policies in the past.These studies concern the behavior of people. in particular wel-fare recipients and low-income workers, under conditions thatsimulate to some degree the conditions that would exist under
guaranteed income. Individually, their results are rather tentative
and inconclusive. Taken together. their findings are inescapably
clear and alarming.
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If we look fak enough back in the dusty history books, there

is one classic example of what did happen when an industrialized

society tried a guaranteed income. To be sure. the experience is

not totally transferable as it took place in England during the
early nineteenth century, and many aspects of the English econ-

omy were quite different from that of thC United States in the
twentieth century. But it did happen, and it is the only example

of such a policy being applied in an English-speaking, industrial-
ized country similar to our own. The history lesson is disquieting.

The following excerpt on the history of the Speenhamland

Law, which was in effect in England from 1795 to 1834. is taken

from Karl Polanyi's well-known historical work, The Great
Transformation.

. The justices of Berkshire, meeting at the Pelikan Intl.

in Speenhamland, near Newbury, on May 6, 1795. in time of

great distress, decided that subsidies in aid of wages should

be granted in accordance with a scale dependent upon the
price of bread, so that a minimum income should be assured

to the poor irrespective of their earnings.
The magistrates' famous recommendation ran : When

the gallon loaf of bread of definite quality -shall cost I shil-

ling, then every poor and industrious person shall have for his

support 3 shillings weekly, either procured by his own or his

family's labor, or an allowance from the poor rates. and for
the support of his wife and every other of his family. I shil-
ling, 6 pence; when the gallon loaf shall cost 1/6. then 4 shil-

lings weekly, plus 1/10; on every pence .'which the hrpad
prices raises above 1 shilling he shall have 3 pence for him-

self and 1 pence for the others.- The figures varied sow-
what in various counties, but in most cars the Spernhani-

land scale was adopted. This was meant as an emert ent-.

measure, and was informally introduced. Although com-
monly called a law, the ;cafe itself was never enacted.
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Yet very soon it became the law of the land over most of
the countryside, and latereven in a number of manufacturing
districts; actually it introduced no less a social and economic
innovation than the "right to live," and until abolished in
1834, it effectively prevented the establishment of a competi-
tive labor market. Two years earlier, in 1832, the middle class
had forced its way to power,,partly in order to remove this
obstacle to the new capitalistic economy. Indeed, nothing
could be more obvious than that the wage system impera-
tively demanded the withdrawal of the "right to live" as
proclaimed in Spcenhamland under the new regime of the
economic man, nobody would work for a wage if he could
make a living by doing nothing.

Another feature of the reversal of the Speenhamland
method was less obvious to most nineteenth century writers,
namely, that the wage system had to be made universal in the
interest also of the wage earners themselves, even though this
meant depriving them of their legal claim to subsistence. The
"right to live" had proved a deathtrap.

The paradox was merely apparent. Allegedly, Speen-
hamland meant that the Poor Law was to be administered
liberallyactually, it was turned into the opposite of its origi-
nal intent. Under Elizabethan Law the poor were forced to
work at whatever wages they could get and only those who
could obtain no work were entitled to relief; relief in aid of
wages was neither intended nor given. Under the Speenham-
land Law a man was relieved even if he was in employment,
as long as his wages amounted to less than the family income
granted him by the scale.

Hence. no laborer had any material interest in satisfying
his employer, his income being the same whatever wages he
earned; this u as different only in the case standard wages,
i.e.. the wages actually paid, exceeded the scale, an occur-
rence which was not the rule in the countryside since the
employer could obtain labor at almost any wages; however
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little he paid, the subsidy from the rates brought the workers'
income up to scale.

Within a few yeats the productivity of labor began to
sink to that of pauper labor, thus providing an added reason
for ern, 1, --yers not to raise wages above the scale. For, once
the intensity of labor, the care and efficiency with which it
was perforated, dropped below a definite level, it became
indistinguishable from "boondoggling" or the semblance of
work maintained for the sake of appearances. Though in
principle work was still enforced, in practice outdoor relief
became general and even when relief was administered in
the poorhouse the enforced occupation of the inmates now
hardly deserved the name of work. This amounted to the
abandonment of Tudor legislation not for the sake of less but
of more patetnalism. The extension of outdoor relief, the
introduction of aid-in-wages supplemented by separate allow-
ances for wife and children, each item raking and falling with
the bread price, meant a dramatic re-entry in regard to labor
of that same regulative principle that was being rapidly
eliminated in regard to industrial life as a whole.

No measure was ever more universally popular. Parents
were free of the care Of their children, and children were
no more dependent upon parents; employers could reduce
wages at will and laborers, were safe from hunger whether
they were busy or slack ;- humanitarians applauded the meas-
ure as an act of mercy even though .tot of justice and the sel-
fish gladly consoled themselves with the thought that though
it w* merciful at kast it was dot liberal; and even ratepayers
[taxpayers': were slow to realize what would happen to the
fates under a system which proclaimed the "right to live"
whether a man earned ,-living wage or not.

In the tong run the regilt was ghastly, Although it took
some time till the self-respect of the common man sank to the

low point where he preferred poor relief to wages. his wages

which were subsidized from public funds were hound even-
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tually to be bottomless, and to force him upon the rates.
Little by little the people of the countryside were pau-

perized; the adage, "once upon the rates, always on the rates"
was a true saying. But for the protracted effects of the allow-
ance system, it would be impossible to explain the humanand social degradation of early capitalism.

The Speenhamland episode revealed to the people ofthe leading country of the century the true nature of the
social adventure on which they were embarking. Neither the

it the ruled ever forgot the lessons of thai fool's para-
dise; if the Reform Bill of 1832 and the Poor Law Amend-
ment of 1834 were commonly regarded as the starting pointof modern capitalism, it was because they put an end to therule of the benevot landlord and his allowance system.The attempt to create a capitalistic order without a labor
market had failed disastrously. The laws governing such anorder had asserted themselves and manifested their radical
antagonism to the principle of paternalism. The rigor of these
laws had become apparent and their violation had beencruelly visited upon those who had disobeyed them.

Under Speenhamland society was rent by two opposing
influences, the one emanating from paternalism and protect-
ing labor from the dangers of the market system; the other
organizing the elements of production. including land, under
a market system, and thus divesting the common people ofthe Firmer status. compelling them to gain a living by offer-

),eir labor for sale. while at the same time depriving their
door of its market value. A new class of employers was being

created, but no corresponding class of employees could con-stitute itse". A new gigantic wave of enclosures was mobiliz-ing the land and producing a rural proletariat, while the
"maladministration of the Poor Law- precluaed them fromgaining a living by their labor.

No %wilder that the contemporaries were appalled at
the seeming contradiction of an almost miraculous increase
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in production accompanied by a near star..aion of the
masses. By 1834, there was a general convictionwith many
thinking people a passionately held conviction. that anything
was preferable to the continuance of Speenhamland. Either
machines had to be demolished, as the Luddites had tried to
do, or a regular labor market had to be created. Thus was
mankind forced into the paths of a utopian experiment.

. On the face of it the "right to live" should have
stopped wage labor altogether:. Standard wages should have
gradually dropped to zero, thus putting the actual wage bill
wholly on the parish, a procedure which would have made
the absurdity of the arrangement manifest. But this was an
essentially precapitalistic age, when the common people were
still traditionally minded, and far from being directed in
their behavior by monetary motives alone. The great major-
ity of the countryfo& were occupier-owners or lifeholders,
who preferred any kind of existence to the status of a pauper.

even if it was not deliberately burdened by irksome or igno-
minious disabilities, as subsequently happened. If laborers
had been free to combine for the furtherance of their inter-
ests, the allowance system might, of course, have had a con-
trary effect on standard wages: for trade union action would
have been greatly helped by the relief of the unemployed
implied in so liberal an administration of the Poor Law. That

was presumably one of the reasons for the unjust Anti-
Combination Laws of 1799-1800, which would be otherwise
hardly explicable since the Berkshire magistrates and mem-
bers of Parliament were both, on the whole, concerned about
the economic condition of the poor, and after 1797 unrest
had subsided. Indeed, it might be argued that the paternal-
istic intervention of Speenhamland called forth the Anti-
Combination Laws, a further intervention, but for which
Speenhamland might have had the effect of raising wages
instead of depressing them as it actually did. In conjunction
with the Anti-Combination Laws, which were not revoked
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for another quarter century, Speenhamland led to the ironi-
cal result that the financially implemented "right to live"
eventually ruined the people whom it was ostensibly designed
to succor.

To later generations nothing could have been more
patent than the mutual incompatibility of institutions like
the wage system and the "right to live," or, in other words,
than the impossibility of a functioning capitalistic order as
long as wages were subsidized from public funds. But the
contemporaries did not comprehend the order for which they
were preparing the way. Only when a grave deterioration of
the productive capacity of the masses resulteda veritable
national calamity which was obstructing the progress of
machine civilizationdid the necessity of abolishing the
unconditional right of the poor to relief impose itself upon
the consciousness of the community. The complicated eco-
nomics of Speenhamland transcended the comprehension of
even the most expert observers of the time; but the conclusion
appeared only the more compelling that aid-in-wages must
be inherently vicious, since it miraculously injured even those
who received it.

The pitfalls of the market system were not readily
apparent. To realize this clearly we must distinguish between
the various vicissitudes to which the laboring people wire
exposed in England since the coming of the machine; first.
those of the Speenhamland period, 1795 to 1834; second. the
hardships caused by the Poor Law Reform, in the decade
following 1834; third, the deleterious effects of a competitive
labor market after 1834. until in the 1870's the recognition of
the trade unions offered sufficient protection. Chronologi-
cally. Speenhamland antedated market economy; the decade
of the Poor Law Reform Act was a transition to that econ-
omy. The last period- overlapping the formerwas that of
market economy proper. The three periods differed sharply.

Speenhamland was designed to prevent the proletariani-
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zation of the common people, or at least to slow it down. The

outcome was merely the pauperization of the masses, who
almost lost their human shape in the process.'

In more recent times there have been three major types of
research studies that attesnpt to estimate the effect of radical wel-
fare reform plans on the work effort of the poor and the near-poor.
The first type is based on an analysis of existing welfare programs,
of how people now welfare have changed, or not changed. their
attitude toward work. The second type, called the "cross-section"
study, is essentially an economic and statistical analysis of large
quantities of survey data' showing how people tend to behave
when faced with cash transfer payments and increasingly high
marginal tax rates. The third type is composed of a series of direct

experiments in which selected families were "given" a form of a
guaranteed income and their actions were closely observed and
analyzed. All three types of studies have the same goal : to judge

the effect of guaranteed welfare payments on the work effort of
those who would receive theft!.

The first group of studies focused on the work effort of
mothers in. the AFDC program. In the late 1960s Leonard Haus-

man, a professor of economics and social policy at Brandeis Uni-

versity, analyzed a survey of 50,000 AFDC families taken in late
1967. A goldmine of economic and social data, it included infor-
mation on the earned income, welfare payments, and hours of
work for AFDC mothers in all fifty states. Choosing three states

Alabama, Kentucky, and Mississippithat "guaranteed different
levels of income in the absence of non-welfare income." Hausman
developed an economic model that would allow him to make
" estifilateS of the impact of alternative implicit tax rate and
guarantee levels embodied in a new income maintenance program
on the work effort of female-heads of poor families."'

Hausman's findings are clear. He found that an increase in

the monthly AFDC payment from $82 to $162 caused a decline of
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over 36 percent in the market work effort of these female-headed
welfare families. In his conclusions he comments that, "if they
(AFDC mothers] can reach income targets with less work effort.
they will reduce that effortsomething that is not implausible for
mothers of young children.' In a 1974 paper for the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee, Irwin Garfinkel of the Institute for Research
on Poverty at the University of Wisconsin commented further on
the implications of Hausman's research results: "If extrapolated.
his estimates suggest that a $1;000 increase in the guarantee would
lead to a 40-percent decrease in employment rates, while a 10-
percent increase in the benefit-loss rate [welfare tax rate] would
lead to a 4-percent decrease in employment rates.'

A second study of the effect of welfare on the work effort of
AFDC mothers was conducted by Larry Orr and Irwin Garfinkel.
Their results were similar, though not as alarmingly high. They
found that "on average the employment rates of AFDC mothers
decreased by about 4.5 percent as the annual guarantee increased
by $1,000... (and) that a $1,000 increase in the guarantee had a
larger effect the smaller the initial guarantee. An increase from a
$500 guarantee to a $1,500 guarantee, for example, led to a
decrease in employment rates of about 14 percent."'

There is no question about the results of welfare programs
on the market work effort of welfare mothers. The higher the
welfare payment is relative to what welfare mothers could earn
by working outside the home, the less likely they are to work.
And the higher the welfare tax imposed on those earnings, the less
likely they are to work. In these welfare studies, "the empirical
evidence uniformly suggests that the labor supply of female heads
of households, like that of wives, is highly responsive both to the
amounts of income that they get from sources other than employ-
ment and to the net monetary rewards that .:hey can get from
working.'" In other words. female heads of households will sub-
stantially reduce the amount of market work they do if they are
guaranteed an income in the range envisaged by any of the radical
welfare reform plans now being discussed. This effect will he
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exacerbated if the plan also imposes a high welfare tax on any
earned income.

Of even greater interest than the work response of welfare
mothers is the question of what would happen to the work effort
of millions of low-income male workers, most of them not now on
welfare, if they became eligible for some form of a guaranteed
income. The second group of studies, those based on the economic
and statistical analysis of survey data, focused on possible changes
in the work effort of such men. In recent years there have been at
least a dozen such studies, including eight major ones by distin-
guished economists from leading universities and research institu-
tions and from the federal government..

Since all economic studies of this kind are based on aggregate
statistical data and are concerned with trying to predict the eco-
nomic behavior of man, they are inherently imprecise. Nevrrthe-
kis, the unanimity and consistency of the research findings of
these eight studies allow us to place a great deal of confidence in
their conclusionsnot for making precise quantitative predictions.
but rather for estimating the direction and order of magnitude of
changes in the work effort of low-income men that are likely to
take place if they become eligible for a guaranteed income.

Each of these studies produced evidence that husbands with
family responsibilities would substantially reduce their work effort
if they were to participate in a radical welfare reform loran that
would guarantee them a basic income. The higher the guaranteed
income. the more the men would reduce their work effort. The
higher the welfare tax rate on earned income, the more they
would reduce their work effort. While the estimated. degree by
which they would reduce their work effort- either by quitting
their jobs or by reducing the number of hours worked varied
from study to study. every study concluded that the reduction
would be significant.*

* The Average total-inuonie cliticit% fah tilatcd for thr ii2ht Atidics is

approximately -.0.30 with A ,tAndard dry iAtion 4if 0.1g. The .1%Ct.ltre

substitution clitsticity is +0,27 ss itlt .t tAild4cd /if 0 2t..
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In one of the studies, Greenberg and Kosters simulated whatwould happen if a radical welfare reform program similar toPresident Nixon's Family Assistance Plan were implemented.
They concluded that married male heads of panicipating families
would substantially reduce their work effort. Even though they
used a relatively low income guarantee of only $3,500 for a familyof four, and a welfare tax rate of 75 percent, it was still estimated
that working men with family responsibilities would reduce the
number of bolus they worked by 29 percent"or, looking at itanother way, take the equivalent of fifteen additional weeks ofvacation every year. A higher income guarantee of $5.000 or$6.000 a year, which would probably be necessary to make a
guaranteed income politically feasible, would imply a substan-
tially greater reduction in work effort.

Ina later, unpublished study, "Labor Supply and the Nega-
tive Income Tax," Kalachek and Raines used the statistical resultsof their earlier study to develop an economic model that would
simulate the effects of a guaranteed income with a $2,400 annual
guarantee for a faMily of four and a welfare tax rate of 50 percent.Even using these unrealistically low levels of income guaranteesand tax rates, they predicted that the implementation of such aplan "would produce a 46-percent reduction in the labor supplyof the eligible population. ( Male family members would reduce
their labor supply by 37 percent.)""

The findings of these analytical studies with regard to theeffect that a guaranteed income would probably have on the work
effort of men with family responsibilities arc disturbingespecially
the economic simulations that suggest massive reductions in work
effort when only very low levels of guarantees are implemented.
There is little doubt that male heads of families will reduce theirwork effort if a guaranteed income is introduced. The only re-
maining question is host much. If the reduction in work effort
even begins to approach the levels suggested by the analyses de-veloped by Crenberg and Koster s and by Kalachrk and Raines,
the potential for social disaster is large.
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The last group of studies involves direct social experimenta-
tion with actual people. The basic idea is to identify a relatively
large group of people (large enough for the results to be "statisti-
cally significant") whose members share many of the same eco-
nomic and social characteristicssuch as age, income, education,
and size and type of family. The selected group is then divided
into two parts : the "control" group and the "experimental" group.
The members of the control group are theoretically allowed to
continue what they were doing before the experiment started,
whereas those in the experimental group live under a set of delib-
erately varied conditions. In the case of the guaranteed income
experiments, as they came to be known, members of the experi-
mental group were guaranteed a certain amount of income for a
fixed period of time, whether they worked or not. To simulate
the diverse conditions that might exist under a real guaranteed
income plan, the amount of the income guarantee was varied, as
was the size of the welfare tax rate that applied to any earnings
members of the experimental group might have.

The most highly publicized guaranteed income experiment
was the New Jersey Income Maintenance Experiment. Started
in August, 1969, and lasting for approximately three years, it was
the first large-scale social experiment conducted in the United
States. The total cost of the experiment was $7.8 million. Of this
amount, 30 percent went to the recipients and 70 percent went to
M4thematica and the University of Wisconsin, the two organiza-
tions that administered the study and conducted the research.",
Participating in the project were 1,357 households-- 725 in the
experimental group and 632 in the control group. The partici-
pants came from five cities --four in New Jersey and one in Penn-
sylvania. The families selected had to have at least one male
between the ages of eighteen and fifty-eight who could work and
the families' income had to be less than 150 percent of the poverty
level at the beginning of the experiment. The maximum income
guarantee ranged from 50 percent to 125 percent of the poverty
level, and the experimental welfare tax rates ranged from 30 to
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70 percent." There was no requirement to work in order to qualify
for the benefits, although it was necessary to fill out numerous
reports.

The New Jersey guaranteed income experiment quickly
became controversial. From the beginning the entire project had
been somewhat suspect as being a vehicle by which some OEO
and HEW bureaucrats could develop "evidence" for the radical
welfare reform plans they had been trying to sell to President
Johnson since 1965. According to David Kershaw, who was the
field director of the New jersey experiment, "OEO had advo-
cated a national negative-income-tax program in 1965, had been
unable to persuade the President to introduce the legislation, and,
therefore, had decided to fund a project designee to produce hard
evidence as to its feasibility. This evidence, it was assumed, could
then be used to persuade politicians and the American public that
a negative income tax would be good social policy. "" And when it
became clear that the experiment would be "sponsored, designed.
and even administered by 'believers' in"" a guaranteed income,
the skepticism grew.

The conviction that the experiment was designed to come
up with a predetermined conclusion that would develop political
support for a guaranteed income became widespread. As Henry
Aaron has noted in a rather devastating critique of the validity
of the experiment : ''The experiment originated because advocates
of large-scale income support for poor intact families realized that
propects for such aid were meager unless it could be shown that
the recipients would not stop working en masse. The primary
motivation for the experiment, therefore. was political, and it
was for political purposes that the Office of Economic Opportun-
ity agreed to spend $8 million.'

An unlucky thing happened to the experiment during its
second year: it was overtaken by a roiling national debate on
Nixon's Family Assistance Plan. The proponents of FAP badly
needed some solid evidence to support their claim that the radical
welfare reform plan they were proposing would not set iously
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hinder the work effort of the poor, if at all. The experiment going
on just a few miles north of them was too seductive to resist. As
Moynihan hater related it in his book The Politics of a Guaranteed
Income, "Inevitably there arose a conflict between the methodo7
logical demands of social science and the political needs of Con...,
gress and the Administration, and, perhaps just as inevitably, the
latter .Non out. In the course of the FAP debate, the persons con-
ducting the New Jersey experiment 'broke into' their data at the
request of the 0E0." Not too surprisingly the "preliminary data"
revealed that "there is no evidence that work effort declined
among those receiving income support payments. On the con-
trary, there is an indication that the work effort of participants
receiving payments increased relative to the work effort of those
not receiving payments.'

Inevitably there were charges in the press of "rigging" the
experiment. The General Accounting Office audited the findings
and declared them to he "premature." while the Senate Finance
Committee pressed to ascertain whether it had been presented

ith a political report or valid experimental data. Those con-
nected with the experiment were naturally sensitive to the charges
of "rigging" and denied them. According to Moynihan. The
charge was a lie, but probably believed.' Whatever the case, the
fact that the final results of the New Jersey experiment showed
that "the number employed per family was 9.5 percent less for
experimental families than for controls" did not help allay the
suspicions that had been sown earlier.'

The intense publicity, that surrounded the controversial New
Jersey experiment has apparently led many people to believe that
it was the only experiment of its kind. In fact, it was one of sit
ma jor guaranteed income experiments started at about the same
time. The New jersey experiment fc!cusd on the work effort of
.husbands and w ives black. white. and Spanish-speaking- living
in an Eastern urban environment. Two other guaranteed income
expel imnts %. ere svt up (Apt essly to measure the work behavior
of pool families. including dependents. !iv ins; in rural areas. Col-
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lectively called the "Rural Income Maintenance Experiment,"
they were carried out in two locations. Iowa and North Carolina.
.1 fourth experiment, the "Gary Income Maintenance Experi-
ment," centered on black families, including female-headed fami-
lies previously on welfare, in the urban environment of Gary.
Indiana. The fifth and sixth experiments took place in Seattle.
1VashingtOn, and in Denver, Colorado. Called the "Seattle and
Denver Income Maintenance Experiments," they focused on the
Work effort of husbands. wives, and female-headed families.

Before reviewing the findings of the six major guaranteed
income experiments it is important to step back and carefully
examine the validity of the experiments themselves. The experi-
ments suffered a number of methodological difficulties that seri-
ously biased them in the direction of underestimating the reduc-
tion in work effort that would take place under a real. nationwide
guaranteed income program.

The first of these is the Hitwthorne Effect. This phenomenon
is characteristic of socioeconomic experiments, and was first
clearly identified in 1927 during an experiment at Western Elec-
tric Company's Hawthorne Works in Cicero. Illinois: "A group of
female workers over a peiiod of almost a year were subjected to
measured changes in their hours, wages, rest periods . .. in order
to determine the effects of the several factors on their performance
or work output. The major deduction was that social and psycho-
logical influences ;gave more marked results than changes in
wages and hours, it hich had long been the chief concern of most
managers and economists who had assumed that labour was sim-
ply a commodity to be bought and sold.... Merely by asking their
cooperation in the test, the investigators had stimulated a new
attituce among the employees, who now telt themselves part 01
an important group.'

All six of the guaranteed' income experiments were classic
examples of the Haiithoine Meet All the participants wet e sub-
jecte:1 to what was. for them. an unusual and extensive amount of
personal attention. For example. in the New Jersey experiment
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eachrfamily had a minimum of twenty-two personal interviews

over the three-year course of the experiment two preliminary
"screening" interviews, twelve quarterly interviews, and eight
special interviews." The interviews were long and detailed and
asked an incredible variety of personal and economic questions in

over fifty subject areas. They included questions on income, hours
worked, net worth, property owned, cost of housing, food expen-
ditures, clothing expenditures, child support costs, marital history.

family planning, fertility, educational background, children's
hontovork and chores, division of financial responsibility, religion.
hobbies, use of leisure time, medical history, family background,
political aw'areness, number of close friends, frequency of visits by
relatives, self-esteem, degree of "conservatism" or "liberalism," at-

titudes toward work, psychological instability, and even anomie."
A careful reading of the list of questions can easily lead one

to wonder what the main purpose of the experiments was- to
measure the effect of a guaranteed income on work effort or to
amass a new body of sociological data on the working poor. In any

event, every family that agreed to participate in the experiments
had to **sing for their supper" at least twenty-two times in addi-

tion to ad hoc interviews or phone calls that arose for other reasons

over the course of the experiment. By the time the New Jersey
experiment was over, some 20 percent of the original participants
had dropped out. They gave many reasons, such as, -Don't want

to be bothered by interviewers.... Invasion of privacy.'
For the families who stayed with the experiment from begin-

ning to end it was surely an intense experience, and this, ,unfor-

tunately. is just the sort of thing that biases the results of such
experiments. The participants quickly learn what the investigators
would like. and then may try to please them by acting accordingly.

As Mordecai Kurz, professor of economics at Stanford University,
and Robert Spiegelman of the Stanford Research Institute have
pointed out, "Hawthorne Effects have become wg11 known.... If,
for example. families on the income maintenance experiment
develop a sense of 'experimental responsibility' they may behave
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quite differently than a control group without such a sense of
responsibility.""

It would not be unreasonable to assume that some, and per-
haps many, of the participants in the guaranteed income experi-
ment developed such feelings of responsibility. As one wrote to
those who had run the New Jersey experiment, "I will miss our
little get-togethers once a month by mail. I trust our reports will
help somehow in the future of our government.... I am writing
to let you know hoft much we really appreciated being a member
of the experiment. It was just three wonderful years.. . . We sure
'wish it could have lasted forever. With the great help of these
checks we bought a mobile home.""

In some cases the Hawthorne Effect generated by the guar-
anteed income experiments may have been one of fear, rather
than one of trying to please. Many participants in the experiments
somehow got the idea that their subsidies would be reduced if
they quit or lost their jobs. According to Jacob Mincer, professor
of economics at Columbia University, "It is my understanding
that after about a year in the rural experimentand I recall a
similar progress report on the urban experiment 25 percent of
the families thought that their subsidies would be reduced if thley
quit or lost a job. I am not sure whether this response represented
ignorance of the rules of the game on the part of participants or
a conviction prevailing despite the overt rules that proper response
to the experimental payments must be in the socially appropriate
direction that the experiment set out to demonstrate. Whatever
the interpretz.t ion. ignorance or attitude, the effects were to dimin-
ish the observed disincentive effects."" If one-fourth of the par-
ticipants in the werirnent %%ere effectively deterred from any
serious consideration of reducing their work effort by this factor
alone, it would mean that the amount of work reduction that
would take place in the absence of such pressure would he one-
third gteatr than that actually measured.

. second serious bias intrinsic to the guaranteed income
experiments stems from the small size of the sample. Let us call it
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the Snail-Seale Met. This effect makes it difficult to project
what might happen if a guaranteed income were instituted on a
nationwide basis. An isolated family, participating in a shori-term
experiment, is apt to behave very differently than it might if it
were only one of thousands of similar families in the same neigh-
borhood, all of whom were aware that millions more like them
were participating across the country. In the latter case, the ten-
dency to reduce one's work effort, either by quitting or by working
fewer hours, would likely be much greater. As Henry Aaron has
observed, "It is quite possible that an organization of negative
income tax recipients, similar to the National Welfare Rights
Organization, would spring up that might alter attitudes and
behavior."" A national group encouraging people to apply for the
guarantee, and showing them how to maximize their benefits,
could have a dramatic effect in lowering the work effort of the
low-income population.

Such potentially powerful negative effects on the work effort
of the poor would not show up in a short-term, small-scale guaran-
teed income experiment. As Michael Boskin, professor of econom-
ics at Stanford University, has pointed out, "Any peer group or
neighborhood effects wherein the individual labor supply disin-
centives are reinforced by the decreased labor supply of other
low-income workers are unlikely to show up in an experiment that
is confined to three years, spread over several sites, and limited to
a small percentage of the low-income labor force in each locale.
We simply do not know how important these effects would be in
response to a generous permanent negative income tax."'" This
-view is shared by. other experts. For example, Irwin Garfinkel has

concluded that "because the experiment was temporary and

affected only a proportion of the potentially eligible population,
the experimental results do not reflect any labor market or com-
munity changes in economic variables or in tastes for income
vis-à-vis leisure that might result from a real. permanent pro-,
gram.' And Richard Nathan of the Brookings Institution has
warned. "Is it not possible that adoption of a so-called 'guaranteed-
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income' program would be interpreted by the eligible population
as a congressional sanction for leisure ? ""

There seems to be little disagreement with the proposition
that a full-scale guaranteed income would induce sigalFant
social changes that would result in a greater amount oTwork
reduction than would show up in the experimental results. But
no one has a clear idea what the magnitude of this of might
be. And the.guaranteed income experiments have not furthered
our knowledge in this area because, as Henry Aaron succinctly
puts it, "the thinness of the sample and the brevity of the experi-
ment make it impossible to observe the impact of a negative
income tax on the mores of entire groups."" All we do know is
that we can expect, with confidenc to find that a full-scale guar-
anteed income will result in a substantially greater reduction in
the work effort of the low-income population than one would
ar ;cipate from perusing the results of small-scale experiments.

:he third and most serious negative bias that is inherent in
ranteed income experiments-the Windfall Effect -Yesults

ir-:: temporary nature and duration of the experiments
(three years in most cases). The families who agreed to partici-
pate faced a situation in which they were assured a basic annual
income for three years, but knew that at the end of ,the experiment
they would once again be on'their own in earning 4 living. If they
quit their jobs or reducq their work effort enough to get fired,
they were taking a chalice of being in a potentially' serious situa-
tion when the experiment 'was over and the researchers from
Mathematica had gone home. It is usually not easy for a low-
income worker to find a job. The prospect of having to start all
over at the end of the txperiment must have given many of the
participants cause to think very carefully about leaving their jobs.

In a fundamental sense.the income guarantee of the experi-
ments was viewed as a windfall, an unexpected piece of good
fortune that would not la t for tong. This characteristic of the
income guarantee was eTarly perceived by the participants.
What the experimkters arc measuring is, as Jacob Mincer
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recently characterized it, "the short-run response of a particular
part of the population to a temporary flow of cash grants.'" This
is very different from the situation that the same family would
face under a full-scale, nationwide guaranteed income program.
Under those conditions you would get a long-run response of the
entire low income population to a permanent flow of cash grants.
The full faith and credit of the federal government would stand
behind an implicit, or explicit, promise to pay the income guar-
antee on the same steady basis as social security and government
employee pensions. A low-income worker could count on receiv-

ing his monthly check from Washington, whether he worked or
not. for as long into the future as he could imagine. Qualifying
for an income guarantee would be very much like winning a
sweepstakes ticket that guaranteed a certain amount of annual
income for life. In one significant way, however, the income guar-
antee would-probably be superior. Given the potential size of the
voting bloc that those on a guarantee would represent, the size

of the guarantee would inexorably increase by at least as much

as the cost-of-living increased, and perhaps more. It would not
seem unduly rash to presume that the low-income population
%mild react very differently to that situation than they have
reacted to the short -term experiments, and that the likelihood of
their quitting work outright, or reducing the number of hours
worked, would be greatly increased.

Some schAirs involved in planning the experiments were
well aware of the limitations inherent in them and carefully
warned of the dangers of taking the results at face value. In devel-
oping the design of the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance
Experiments, Mordecai Kurz and Robert Spicgelman empha-

sized, -In terms of work response, it may be anticipated that an
increase in transitory norm ork income will have less of an effect on

an individual's work effort than a similar increase in permanent
income because of the expectation that, when payments cease, the

individual wilLhave to return to work. The risks associated with
leaving a job in terms of ability to return, loss of seniority, and loss
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of efficiency will all influence his decision. . The major issue is
that significant experimental errors Os this area could have drastic
policy implications. If families treated a significant portion of the
support as transitory income, then the predictions of our studies
could all be biased. The social cost of such art error would be very

Everyone who has studied the guaranteed income experi-
ments seems to be aware of the potentially high negative bias
caused by the relatively short life of the experiments, a bias that
causes a substantial underestimate of the amount of work reduc-tion that would take place under a real guaranteed income pro-
gram. As Henry Aaron has observed, "Nearly everyone agrees thatif all other analytical problems are correctly resolved, the briefduration of the experiment is likely to lead to estimates of the
sensitivity of labor supply to guarantee levels that are too low.-

The real difficulty lies in estimating the size of the Windfall
Effect bias. Again. there is fairly unanimous agreement that thesite of this bias is substantial, that it is of a different order of mag-nitude than the other experimental biases. According to Professor.
Boskin. The net effect of a permanent negative income tax plan
on lifetime wealth is of a totally different order of magnitude for
tow-income families than the corresponding effect for a three-year
program. If one adopts the view that low-wage males have anins rstment in training or in a reputation as a stable worker, they
are much less likely to reduce labor supply under a temporarynegative income tax than a permanent one.'"

In recent years some efforts have been made to 'estimate thesite of the Windfall Effect bias. In 1973, three economistsBelton
Fleisher and Donald Parsons of Ohio State University. andRichard Porter with the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System developed an economic model that estimated
the difference bets~ ern the amount of work reduction that wouldtake place under a tempo, at three -year experiment and the
estimated amount that s nuld occur tinder a permanent.
teed income program.'
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Their research focused on the work behavior of a category
of workers with relatively strong attachments to the labor force-
men between the ages of forty-five and fifty-nine from families
with annual incomes below $10,000. They predicted that the
expected work reduction of these male family heads would be
approximately four times greater under a permanent guaranteed
income than the amount that would show up in a three-year guar-
anteed income experiment, and that the full extent of this work
reduction would not show up until the sixth or seventh year, They
concluded that "in the first year of the [guaranteed income' pro-
gram, hours supplied would fall 20 percent from the preplan
level: a 50 percent decline would not be felt until the sixth or
seventh year."" It was estimated that the amount of work reduc-
tion that would occur under a guaranteed income experiment of
three to five years' duration would be a little over 12 percent. an
estimate that was remarkably close to what was actually mea-
sured. The estimate of the amount of work redUction that would
'occur under a permanent guaranteed income program was 36
percent after the second year, 44 percent after the third year, and
continued to rise until it reached slightly over 50 percent after the
seventh year. In one of the classic understatements of academic
literatuie they summarized by saying, "One must conclude that
inferences drawn from experimental short-term programs are
likely to underestimate the impact of labor supply."'

Charles Metcalf, in a theoretical article in the American
Economic Review in 1973. reached similar conclusions as to the
relative size of the Windfall Effect bias: "If the household faces
a real annual interest rate of 10 percent . .. and a time horizon of
30 years . the bias in the income effect alone would be 2.8 times
the measured experimental effect.' This means that the total
effect is estimated to be :i.8 times as large as the measured experi-
mental effect, a result that closely corresponds to the estimates of
12 percent and 50 percent developed by Fleisher. Parsons. and
Porter that is. 4.2 times as large.

A fourth negative bias introduced inw the experiments u the

F.
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Welfare Effect. This particular bias primarily affected female
heads of families, although the AFDC-UP program- a variant of
the AFDC program in some states where the presence of an
unemployed father does not disqualify the family from receiving
welfare benefitswas important in the New Jersey experiment.
The bias was caused by the presence and availability of normal
welfare programs in the same localities where the guaranteed
income experiments were taking place. For example, the Gary
experiment indicated that the amount of work reduction shown
for AFDC mothers was relatively small (5 percent), but it was
noted that "switching from AFDC to a more adequate income
support program may not lead to large reductions in work effort
because many female heads may have already reduced their hours
of work under AFDC." Before joining the guaranteed income
experiments the AFDC mothers were, on average, working only
slightly over six hours a week.'

The change in work effort measured by the guaranteed
income experiments is not an absolute change, but rather the
change relative to a control group. If a substantial drop in the
work effort of those on the experiment were matched by a similar
drop in the work effort of the control group, the experiment
would record no change as a consequence of the guaranteed
income. The presence of welfare programs, some of which males
were eligible for, induced some members of the control groups to
reduee,their work effort, thus partially masking the actual reduc-
tion in work efm shown by the experimental group. As Garfinkel
points out with regard to the New jersey experiment: "A .

problem is that during this period New Jersey and Pennsylvania
had relatively generous welfare programs for which low income
families with an able-bodied male head were eligible: Because
control group families were already potentially eligible for a wel-
fare program, the differences between the work efforts of the
experimental and control groups for all eight plans are smaller
than would be anticipated had the experiment been conducted in
a State with a less generous welfare program."'
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Some attempts have been made to measure the size of the
Welfare Effect bias. Referring to studies by Garfinkel and Rees.

Aaron has noted that "the difference between the labor supply of
control and experimental families is smaller in the presence of
welfare than in its absence,"" and that according to Garfinkel's
calculations "the reduction in hours worked would have been less
than 13 percent even if welfare had not been present, in compari-
son with an average reduction of 7.9 percent actually observed.""
In the New jersey experiment, then, the amount of work reduc-
tion reported was biased downward by over five percentage points
because of the Welfare Effect alone.

A fifth bias inherent in the experiments is called the Trunca-
tion ,Effect, and derives from having a cut-off limitation on the
amount of income a family can have in order to qualify for enroll-
Mem in a guaranteed income experiment. Only families with pre-
experimental incomes below some specified limit, such as 150

percent of the poverty level, are included in the experiments. One
problem with this procedure is that the people selected are more
likely to have temporarily lower incomes than the national group
they are supposed to represent, and people with temporarily low

incomes relative to their normal level of income are more apt to
show increases in income in the future than those with normally
low incomes. Consequently, the experimental results will tend to
mute the amount of work reduction that would occur in a national
plan.

Boskin, commenting on the Truncation Effect, has made the
f011owing points : "A series of problems makes extrapolation to the
entire population hazardous. The truncation of eligibility for the
experiment --by preenrollment income screens the sample on
the basis of the dependent variable upon which the experiment
concentrates attention, labor supply. Families with wives working
substantial amounts of time thus were systematically excluded
from the analysis. Hence. the results are not very useful in exami-
ning the impact of a negative income tax on the labor supply
of wives or female family heads, the labor force groups likely to
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be most sensitive to wage and income effects on labor supply.'
A sixth bias, which we will call the Non-random Effect, deals

with the manner in which the families selected for the experi-
meats were assigned to the various plans in the experiment.
Within each experiment there were a variety of plans, each hav-
ing a unique combination of income guarantee and tax rate.
Unfortunately, the families were not randomly assigned to these
various plans. Instead, families with low incomes at the time of
enrollment in the experiment were assigned to plans with low-
income guarantees; those with the highest incomes were assigned
to the plans with the highest income guarantees. This correlation
between the families' income at the time of enrollment and the
size of the income guarantee insured a smaller measured change
in work effort than would have been the case otherwise. By mini,-
mizing the treatment effect-the size of the income guarantee rela-
tive to the amount of income the family had when the experiment
started the amount of work reduction measured was biased
downward.

In summing up the bias effects created by the manner in
which the experimental sample was selected and assigned to the
various guarantee plans, Aaron has stated, "It seems likely that a
combination of factors-truncation of the sample, correlation
between income at preenrollment and experimental plan, and the
method of estimating normal income and wages-has produced
estimates of normal income and wages that may well include the
experimental effects they ire meant to exclude. This outcome.
together with the misspecification of experimental stimulus .. .

would seem to understate estimates of response to the negative
income tax treatments.'"

A seventh factor not aceounted for in the experiments is the
effect that the availability of part-time jobs may have on the
measured results. Let us call this the Part-Time Job Effect, It k
likely that most people who decided to reduce their work effort
under a guaranteed income program would not quit working
altogether, but rather would try to reduce the number of hours
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they worked. The facility with which this can be accomplished
is a function of the availability of part-time jobs. If such jobs
are scarce, a person who would like to reduce the number of hours
he is working, but who is faced with working either full-time or
not at all, will probably choose to work full-time. Under a national
guaranteed income program, the increased demand by workers
for part-time jobs would probably stimulate the business sector
to provide them. As the supply of part-time jobs increased, it
would become increasingly easier for someone to reduce his work
effort without quitting work entirely. In discussing this issue,
Boskin has pointed out that "if indeed there is a labor supply
response to a permanent negative income tax, it is likely that it
would manifest itself at least partly as an increased demand by
workers for part-time jobs. It might then become profitable for
firms to increase the supply of such jobs in quantity and variety.
This long-run response would reinforce the initial work disincen-
tive on the other side of the marker.'

An eighth bias in the experiments, which we will call the
Early Retirement Effect, sterns from the fact that people may he
encouraged to retire early by the existence of a guarantee. As
Rosk:n has also noted, "It may well be that the negative income
tax plans do have a lubstantial labor supply disincentive in terms
of planned future work effort -for example, earlier retirement."'
The Early Retirement Effect may cause a substantial reduction
in the work effort of older people, say, five to ten years short of
retirement. The existence of a permanent guarantee. even though
the amount may be significantly lower than what they 'currently
raM, may be enough to persuade some workers who have accu-
mulated substantial capital assets, such as a house Owned free and
clear. to accelerate their retirement time schedule.

A ninth bias. c died the Substitution Effect. can operate in
some cases to influence the results of the experiment positive!y.
that is, to over.tate the amiunt of stork reduction. According to
Aaron, "the brief duration of the experiment is likely to lead
to estimates of the sensitivity of the labor supply to tax rates that
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are too high.- The Substitution Effect refers to how the number
of hours worked changes as a result of a change in a person's
effective wage rate. The higher the marginal tax rate, as a result
of benefit reductions for earned income, the lower the effective
wage rate. The higher the marginal tax rate on earned income,
the greater the expected reduction in work effort. However, in a
temporary guaranteed income experiment, a person may reduce
his work effort more under these circumstances than in a situation
where the high tax rates on earned income are regarded as more
permanent. In other words, he may be more amenable to reducing
his work effort now if he expects his wage rate will increase in the
future than if he perceives no wage increase later on.

It is generally assumed that husbands and female heads take
a longer-term view of the labor market. For them the substitution
bias in a short-term experiment is likely to be small. On the other
hand. the substitution bias will probably be greater for wives and
dependents. They probably view the time of the experiment as
a period when leisure is relatively cheap, and may reduce their
work effort more than they would under a permanent guaranteed
income. In effect, they have a lifetime plan of working that
includes more leisure than that of husbands and female heads.
and they are apt to take a good chunk of this leisure during the
experimental period when their loss of net income is low..

Now let its go hack and review the actual results of the six
major guaranteed income experiments keeping in mind that,
because of the many negative biases inherent in the experiments.
their results seriously understate the predicted amount of work
reduction that would occur under a national guaranteed income
program. The average measured reduction in work effort for hus-
bands with family responsibilities for all six guaranteed income
experiments was 5 percent, The aver.u.,e measured reduction in
work effort for wives was much larger. 22 percent. The changes
in work effort for female- headed families %vas measured in only
three of the experiments (;ary. Seattle. and Denver and the
average reported for these three was a reduction of about 8 per-
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cent." One experiment, de Rural Income Maintenance Experi-
ment, analyzed the effect cf income guarantees on the work effort
of dependents living with their families. During the experiment
their work effort fell by 46 percent."

The order of these results is what we might expect. Husbands.
with family-support responsibilities, reduced their work effort the
least (5 percent) ; female heads of families, in the same situation.
reduced their work effort by only slightly more (8 percent) ; wives
reduced it Substantially more (22 percent) ; and dependents, with
the least responsibility of all, reduced work effort the most (46
percent). While the relative order and degree Of the reduction in
work effort seem logical and consistent, the absolute magnitudes
reported are obviously understated. Even if we discount all the
other biases, the windfall nature of the guaranteed income experi-
ments, by itself, introduces such a large bias that the expected work

P.
reduction inherent in a real guaranteed income maybe under-
stated by as much as four times for some categories of workers.

The ultimate purpose of the studies and experiments is to
predict what would happen if a guaranteed income were estab-
lished in the United States. Making such a prediction is fraught
with difficulties and uncertainty. The studies and experiments
cover different groups of people, under different circumstances,
in different parts of the country, at different times. The specifi c
nature of any guaranteed income can vary depending on the level
of the basic income guarantee and the tax rate imposed on income
earned by recipients of the basic guarantee. A precise prediction
of what would happen if such a radical social scheme were tried
is impossible. But while precise predictions are a will-o'-the-wisp,
it is entirely feasible to construct an "order of magnitude" predic-
tion that can give us a reasonably accurate idea of the direction
and approximate extent of the social consequences that would
flow from a guaranteed income.

As to the direction that these changes will take, the studies
and experiments arc all in agreement. Regardless of whether it is

a study of an existing welfare program, or an economic and statis-
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tical analysis of survey data, or a controlled guaranteed income
experiment ; regardless of whether one considers the work response
of husbands, or of wives, or of female heads the results are con-
sistent: a reasonable level of a guaranteed income causes low -
income workers to reduce of hours they work, and the
larger the amount of the gu rantee relative to their income, the I
more they tend to stop working.'' The high tax rates that would
be a necessary part of any politically feasible guaranteed income
plan would also cause low-income workers to reduce the number
of hours they work, and the higher the marginal tax rate the more
they would tend to stop working. As the report on the results of
the Seattle and Denver experiments concludes, "The empirical
results indicate that both disposable income and net wage changes
induce husbands, wives, and female heads of families to reduce
their labor supply. These results are statistically significant, are
consistent with economic theory, and are relatively large, indicat-
ing that behavior is influenced by changes in incentives.'

-What many people have suspected for some time is true. Pcor
people, like those with higher incomes, make rational economic
decisions. If their income is little affected by working more, theywill not work very much more. If their income is little affected
by working less, then they will work less. This is not to say that the
poor value idleness. but they do value leisure, just as much as the
nonpoor. Whether they will spend that leisure time profitably or
not we do not know. But it seems fair to say that bowling, fishing.
working around air house, writing poetty.'nr, in some cases, just
loafing for awhile. are clearly more attractive thail many low-income jobs. The question is not will low - income people reduce
their work effort if guaranteed an income with large implicit tax
rates; the question is. how much w ill they reduce it.

It is possible to--albculate vote reasonable estimates of the
size of the work reduction inherent in a guaranteed income pro-
gram. The studies of hos. ftnale heads of families with childrenhave reacted to existing welfare inot.;rams, for instance, estimate
that these women will reduce their work effort by anywhere up to
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40 percent. Considering that these welfare programs have a nomi-
nal work requirement and also carry a social stigma that a guar-
anteed &come program probably would not have, Hausman's
estimate of 40 percent does not seem out of line. A woman alone
with children to care for, would be strongly tempted to stop work-
ing outside the home if her income were guaranteed, especially if
there were no requirement to work and the social stigma of being
on welfare were removed.

The economic and statistical studies of survey data have
focused on changes in the work effort of husbands with family
responsibilities, and in some cases wives. With no nationwide
guaradtee, with the strong social pressure of thc work ethic bear-
ing on married men with families, and with a fairly strong work
requirement, especially for men, the studies produced estimates'
of significantvmoinus of work reduction. Some of them were
quite high. When the raw results of Greenberg and Koster's study
were projected on a national basis, they showed that husbands
could be expected to reduce their work effort by 29 percent. When
the results of Kalachek and Raines's "study were similarly pro-
jected, the estimate was 37 percent.

The six guaranteed income experiments were primarily de-
voted to measuring the work response of three major groups-
husbands, wives, and female heads of families. The three most
significant guaranteed income owe riments in terms of measuring

. the national impact of a guarantee'd income were the New Jersey
and the Seattle and Denver experiments. The two rural experi-
ments, in Iowa and North Carolina, and the Gary experiment do
not provide as valid a base as the other three from which to pro-
ject national results.

The measured results unadjusted for biases-of the New
Jersey and the Seattle and Denver experiments 4or husbands were
similar: the measured reduction in the hours of work by white
husbands in New Jersey wa, 6 percent; it was also 6 percent for
both black husbands and white husbands in the Seattle and
Denver experiments. Even though the statistical results were
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similar, those of the Seattle and Denver experiments are probably
more reliable. These experiments were larger and more compre-
hensive. They started later, incorporated more sophisticated anal-
ysis techniques, and in general had a number of advantages over
the other four experiments. According to Michael Keeley of the
Stanford Research Institute, "Perhaps the most important [ad-
vantages] are its much larger sample size (5,000 families are
enrolled which exceeds -the samples of all other income mainte-
nance experiments combined) and more generous NIT [Negative
Income Taxl plans which were deggned to dominate the welfare
system (including AFDC, AFDC-UP, and Food Stamps). In
addition. sample income truncation is much less severe and there
was no substantial change in the welfare system as occurred in the
New Jersey Case."

Most important, the Seattle and Denver experimental results
were adjusted to make them more valid when viewed in a national
context. Because of the limited nature of any guaranteed income
experiment, it is impossible to put together an experimental group
of families from a small geographic area- that will accuratl%
reflect the characteristics of the entire population. To resolve chi.
dilemma the analysts of the Seattle and Denver experiments con-
structed an economic model that allowed them to infer from their
small experimental samrie what would have happened if the
experiment had been conducted on a national basis. As they care
fully point °ill in their report, "Mean responses [experimental
results cannot be directly translated into national effects... .

To provide meaningful predictions of the effects of .a particular
national program, a labor supply response model

. . must he
used.

Usisi, ra ome.guarant re of $ '.750 in 1974 and a marginal
tax rate of 70 percent, their economic model predicted the follow-
ing national effects of a guaranteed income program: husbands
would reduce their wor,L; effort 11.2 i,ereent. Gives by 32.2 per-
cent. and female heads of families by 9.4 percent,"

But these estimate.: r% en though based on carefully controlled
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experiments and sophisticated economic analyfeve seriously under-
state the extent of the work reduction that would take place in
the; real world with a real guaranteed income. As we have seen.
the very nature of the experiments makei it necessary to conduct
them in such a way that many powecfu: factors operate to bias the

measured amount of work reduction downward. All of the biases
except onethe Substitution Effecttend to cause the experimen-
tally measured amount of work reduction to be understated.

There is the Hawthorne Effect, the Small-Scale Effect, the
Windfall Effect, the Welfare Effect, the Truncation Effect, the
Non-random Effect, the Part -Time Job Effect, and the Early
Retirement Effect. All of these factors cause the experimental
results to be lower than they would be in a national program.
When experimental results that are biased downward are fed into
a national simulation computer model, the results of that national
prediction are also biased downward.

Now some may assert that in the absence of hard experi-
mental data you cannot infer any quantitative estimates of these

'biases, and duo ,you should use only results that have been "mea-
sured." This position is unreasonable for it says, in effect, that the
quantitative magnitude of the biases is zero. And we know that
is not true. It would seem to be preferable to postulate some quan-
titative ranges of the size of the biases that we believe are likely
to be of the right order of magnitude, based upon the evidence
we now have from studies and experiments.

One way to approach this problem is to select a range of
estimates for each bias that seems fairly reasonable, and then
calculate the total effect of all the biases on the estimated amount
of work reduction. Once such a model is established, the sensitiv-

ity of the overall estimate to changes in the various bias param-
eters can be tested. In Table I an illustrative range of three esti-
mates has been postulated for the effect that each bias might have

on each category of worker.
The first estimate is intended to he a -hest case'' estimate.

one that assumes that the tiegat;%r biases %%ill he low. and the posi-
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rive bias high. The second estimate is intended to be the "average
or likely case," with the values chosen welt within the range of
feasibility. The third estimate is intended to be a "worst case"
estimate, one that assumes that the negative biases will be high,
and the fsitive bias low.

F. .mple, the low estimate postulated for the Hawthorne
Effect ib ... percentage point, and the high estimate of the rangeis five percentage points. The same is true for thefSmall-Scale
Effect. The :imates for the Windfall Effect are larger. Theoreti-
cal studies, like the one by Fleisher, Parsons, and Porter, indicate
that this factor could add as much as 35 percentage points to theresults of guaranteed income experiments. In this category wehave assumed a low estimate of five percentage points for hus-
bands, 20 points for a medium estimate, and an upper botind of
30 points.

The same range is postulated for female heads, who have
the responsibility of being the head of a household and are apt
to react as husbands do in this regard. It is assumed that the effect
on wives and dependents will be substantially less. The Welfare
Effect applies primarily to female heads, although it can have
some effect on husbands and wives. It is assumed to have no effect
on dependents. Similar types of estimates have been made for
the Truncation Effect, the Non-random Effect, the Part-Time
Job Effect, and the Early Retirement Effect. The Substitution
Effect biases the results in the other direction, and thus is sub-
tracted. It is assumed that the effect of this bias will be higher for
wives and dependents than for husbands and female heads.

Summing up the assumed estimates of the biases in Table .1results in a fairly wide estimated range of the amount of work
reduction that could occur if a guaranteed 'income were estab-
lished in the United States. The amount of work reduction ranges
from a low of 22 percent to a high of 69 percent for husbands.
from 33 percent to 75 percent for ssives. from 46 percent to 75
percent fir dependents, and from 19 percent to 71 percent for
female heads.
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TABLE 1

CasHECTION raft BIASES IN THE MEASVEEMENT or Waist RzoLCTIOX

tai THE CUMRANTELD INCOME facenumetcrs
(As Percent of Haunt Worked by Controls)

Category of Worker

Female
Husbands Wives Dependents Heads

Average measuord se-
duction in work effort

Redaction in work effort
projected to national base

696" 1559" 4650" 14%"

12 32 46! 9.1M
BIASES

Illustrative Range of Possible Corrections
( In Percent BestAverage--Worst )

1) Hawthorne-OR:et
2) Small-Scale Effecl
3) Windfall Effect
4) Welfare Effect
5) Truncation Effect
6) von - random Effect
7) Put -Tune Job Effect
8) Early Retiranent

Effect
9) Substitution Effect

1 3---5% l ---3 -- Sei 1 1-3-5
1,7-3--5 1-3-5 1-3 5 1- --3 --5

5444 2-10-20 1-5-10 5-20-30

l-2-----3 '.1-2-3 35-10
1-2-3 1-2-3 0-1-2 0-1--2
1 --3- -S 1-3--5 1-3-3 1 -3- -5

1-2-3 1-2-5 1-2-3 0-1-- 2

1-2-3 1-- --2- -3

( 2-1-0) (5-3-1 ) ( 5-3- -1) ( 2-1 --0)

Range of measured work
reduction, adjusted for
biases 22 -43-69% 35-54-7547r 46-60-75f,i

" Measured results from Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experi-
ments. Based on income guarantee of $3,750 and a marginal tax rate of
70 percent.
Measured result from the Rural Income Maintenance Experiment in Iowa
and North Carolina. Dependents were not ,included in any other experi-

mental result'.
' Assumes national projection would he the same as the measured experi-

ments) results:
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Now it can be argued that these estimates arc not precise
(and they are not), and that the effects may not be neatly additive
as there may be some interaction among them. But what se.ems
to be inescapably clear is that even fairly modest adjustments foreach of the bias effects substantially increase the amount of work
reduction that is apt to occur. Even if we were to take the low
estimate for each bias for each category of worker, we wouldstill end up with estimated percentages of work reduction of 22
percent for husbands, 35 percent Pm. wives, 46 percent for depen-
dents, and 19 percent for female family heads.

It could be that 1 to 5 percent is not the correct estimated
range for the Hawthorne .Effect, or that 5 to 30 percent is notright for the Windfall'Effect, or that 1 to 3 percent is not appro-priate for the Non-random Effect. But the biases arc there, andthey do affect the results., We need a great deal more research in
this area before we will be able to estimate these ranges with the
kind of certainty we would like. But in the meantime, policy deci-
sions will have to be made on the basis of the information avail-able, and prudent estimates of these biases will lead to far more
reliable estimates of the amount of work reduction that wouldtake place under a nationwide guaranteed income than will an
evasion of the reality of the biases.

To estimate the total amount of work reduction that would.
be brought about by a guaranteed income it is necessary to weight
the results in Table 1 by the relative percentage that each of the
four categories of workers comprises of the total low-income
work force. According to Census Bureau statistics (regretfully,the only ones available), the breakdown of the low-income labor
force- defined as families with incomes of less than $10,000 ayearis as follows: husbands .146 percent). wives (23 percent),
dependents (18 prreent). and female heads (13 percent )."'

The results of %%righting the range of estimates of work
reduction for each of the worker categorics by their respective
percentage in the low-income labor force are shown in Table 2.If we use the -best case" estimate for each experimental bias, the
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expected amount of work reduction for the entire low-income
labor force is about 29 percent. If we use the "average case"
estimate, the total- amount of work reduction rises to just over
51 percent. If all the "worst case" estimates were to occur simul-
taneously, the amount of work reduction in this example would
be almost 72 percent.

I am sure that there will be many who will disagree with the
individual estimates of the experimental biases in Table 1. They
are rough estimates. And, until more research is done and more
refined data become available, the estimates will continue to be
rough. But it is necessary to make some kind of estimate. I would
urge anyone who is concerned about theaccuracy of the estimates
in the example to go through the exercise of reconstructing Table
I --bias by biasusing estimates they feel arc more reasonable.
And then calculate the expected total amount of work reduction
for the low-income population that results from those estimates.

If it happened that all the bias estimates postulated in Table
I were accurate, we could expect that the institution of a guaran-
teed income in the United States would causein round numbers
a minimum of a 30 percent reduction in the work effort of low-
_income workers. We could also expect that there would be a
reasonably good chance the amount of work reduction could be
as high as 50 percent. And there would be the remote possibility
that it could exceed 70 perccat.

The actual amount of work reduction that would occur as
a consequence of a guaranteed income will lever be known for
sure unless we implement one and live with it; for a decade or so.
But based on the best evidence we now havefrom studies of
existing welfare programs, from economic and statistical analyses
of survey data, and from six major guaranteed ince 0. -aped-
mentswe can be reasonably sure that the order of . ..gaitude
of the amount of %%nk reduction that will occur will be substan-
tial: substantial enough to make us think long and hard about the
implications that a guaranteed income could have for our society.
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VI,
THE, IMPOSSIBILITY OF RADICAL

WELFARE REFORM

'llavc some wine," the March Hare said in
An encouraging tone.

Alice looked all round the table, hilt there was
nothing on it but tea. "I don't see any wine," she
remarked.

"There isn't am," said the March Hare.

Lewis Carroll, 1865

Sixth Thesis: Radical welfare reform or any variety of a
guaranteed income is politically impossible. No radical
welfare reform plan can be devised that will simultane-
ously yield minimum levels of welfare benefits, financial
incentives to work, and an overall (lost to the taxpayers
that are politically acceptable.

During the last fifteen years a number of economists and social
science theorists have put forth plans for radically altering the
welfare system of the United States from its current purpose of
helping needy people to guaranteeing incomes for everyone. There
has been a long string of specific proposals, including Milton
Friedman's negative income tax (1962). Robert Theobald's guar-
anteed income (196!;). James Tobin's guaranteed income plan
(1965 ), R. J. Lampman's subsidy plan ( 1%7 ) , Edward Schwartz's
guaranteed income (1967). the negative income tax plan cif'
President Johnson's Income Maintenance Commission 4.1969).
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President Nixon's Family Assistance Plan (1969), George Mc-
GOvern's $1,000-a-year plan ( i972 ), Great Britain credit income
tax (1972), and FIEWs Income Supplementation Plan (1974).
The plans provided for ininimum income guarantees ranging
from $1,500 to $6,000 a year for a typical family of four. The
,effective marginal tax rates ranged from 50 percent to well over
100 percent. The costs of the plans ranged from several billions
to over $50 billion a year. All would have added lens of millions,
of people to the welfare rolls.

A common thread rumunthrough each of these plans is the
planner's dream of 'simplification. The welfare system we now
hive is difficult to understand and difficiato administer. It has
multiple programs, varying payments, and regulations that -.ary
from state to state. It is very complex. The radical reform plans
would replace it with a single system that purportedly would be
easy to understand and easy to administer, with the same pay-
ments and regulations applying to the entire country.

The current welfare system can be likened to a rugged terrain
of hills, mountains, and valleys, a wonderfully conlplex array of
programs, payment levels, and eligibility rules that change as one
moves from city to city, from state to state. It can be argued that
this is as it.must be, a complex welfare system dealing with the
very complex problem of the poor in America. This view is shared
by a small, but influential group of welfare experts. One of them.
Senior Fellow Richard Nathan of the Brookings Institution and
formerly Deputy Undersecretary for Welfare of HEW, asserts
flatly. "The existence of a 'welfare mess' tends to be overstated.
Any system that provides aid to people in the lowest-income
groups, who arc highly mobile and often have limited job and
literacy skills, is going to be difficlilt to adminifterf"

All of the radical welfare reform planstwould like to level the
hilly all mountainous terrain of the current welfare system.
replacing it with broad. flat plains. One critical clement in all
these plans is the heiglv of the plain that would replace the hills
and mountains. If it is set lower than any of the hilltops and
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mountain peaks, welfare payments will be reduced for hundreds
of thousands, perhaps millions, of Americans. If the new welfare
plan is raised to the highest peaks and all the valleys are filled in,
welfare payments will be sharply increased for millions of Ameri-
CMS and the costs will be extraordinarily high. There is no way
out of this dilemma.

But the demography of low-income America has not hin?
tiered the quest for a guaranteed income plan that will work.
Like medieval alchemists searching for the universal solvent, some
modern social scientists continue to search for a feasible guaran-
teed income plana plan that will simultaneously provide a
decent level of help to the poor, guarantee a basic income for all,
have a reasonable cost, and be acceptable to the voting public.
All would agree that such a plan is difficult to find; perhaps a
more interesting question is whether or not such a plan is possible.

All radical welfare reform schemes have three ba-sic parts
that are politically sensitive to a high degree. The first is the basic
benefit level provided, for example, to a family of four on welfare.
The second..is the degree to which the program affects the incen-
th. of a person on welfare to find work or to earn more. The third
is the additional cost to the taxpayers.

there are many other important aspects of welfare programs
the plans to reform them, but each of the above three is

critical to the chance of any particular reform plan passing the
Congress and being signed into law by the President, To become
a political reality the plan must provide a decent level of support
for those on welfare, it must contain strong incentives to work.
and it must have a reasonable cost. And it must do all three at
the same time. If any one of these parts is missing or deficient. the
reform plan is nakedly vulnerable w anyone who wishes to attack
and condemn it.

The typical welfare family of four in the United States now
qualifies for about $6.0(X) in services and money every year. In
higher-paying states, like New York, a number of welfare families
receive annual benehts ranging from $7.000 to $12,000. and more.'
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There is no way that the Congress, at least in the near
future, is going to pass any kind of welfare reform that actually
reduces payments for millions of welfare recipients, Even the mon
hardy welfare skeptics in the Congress will shy away from this
possibility. The media response would be virtually unanimous--
the "reform" would be denounced as cruel and mean-spirited.
Countless documented case examples would loon drive the point
home to everyone watching the evening television news. Even if
the Congress were to pass a cut in welfare benefits for millions of
Americans, no President could resist vetoing the bill.

Any radical welfare reform plan has to ensure that virtually
no one now validly covered under any of our welfare programs
would suffer any loss or reduction in benefits. This is especially
true of programs for the blind, the aged, the disabled, and those
on AFDC. The minimum level of support provided for a family
of four by any reform plan must approach the level of paymeEts
in states like New York and California, where a large segment of
the welfare population lives, a level that averages approximately
$6,000 a year.

A second major consideration concerning the political feasi-
bility of any radical welfare -reform plan is the "welfare tax rate."
All current welfare programs that are "income-tested" provide
for a reduction in the amount of the welfare payment when the
recipient of those payments begin either to earn money or to earn
more money. And all of the proposed radical welfare plans incor-
porate some schedule of welfare payment reductions as a function
of increasing incomethe moreyou earn, the less you get from the

pnyers.
This welfare tax rate has the same effect on the financial

incentive to work as normal taxes. The financial incentive for
a welfare recipient to get a job. or to earn more mbney, is directly
related to how much the person earns and how much welfare
benefits are reduced because of those earnings. If a welfare
recipient earns an additional $1.0()0 a year and his welfare check
is reduced by. say. $200, the result is precisely the same as if he
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tiad to pay $200 in federal income taxes on $1,000 of income.
In both cases the effective tax rate would be 20 percent. If welfare
benefits are reduced $500 for every $1,000 increase in earnings.
the tax rate would be 50 percent; if they are reduced $700 for
every $1,000 increase in earnings, the tax rate would be 70 per-
cent, and so on,

A person's desire for additional income is unquestionably
diminished when he realizes that he can keep only half or one-
fourth of it for himself. To make the financial incentive to work the
main instrument for inducing potentially self-sufficient people to
leave the welfare rolls and rise out of poverty, and then to impose
on those people incentive-destroying rates of taxation far above
that of the average worker, is unconscionable and clearly con-
trary to the expressed goals of welfare reform.

Any radical plan for the reform of welfare that does not
ensure a strong financial incentive to work is vulnerable to the
same charges that were leveled at President Nixon's Family
Assistance Plan hy the Senate Finance Committee with such
devastating effect in 1969.

Exactly what constitutes a "strong" financial incentive towork is open to debatea marginal tax rate that may discourage
one person from working could easily have little or no effect on
someone else. But in general terms we can say that low marginal
tax rates, from zero to, say. 13 or 20 percent, seem to have a rela-
tively minimal effect on work effort; that as tax rates move up
into the region of 40, -30;a

even-60-Pereent-arrincreasiniPlumberof people are adversely affected; and that as tax rates approach
the confiscatory levels of 80. 90, or even 100 percent and more.
the work disincentive becomes very powerful. The primary earner
in a typical family of four dot; not begin to pay federal income
taxes until his income exceeds $6.900 and the total effective nur-
ginal tax rate he then faces is just over 29 percent.*

* The introduction of the federal earned income credit hay distorted thenormal, even, upward flow of marginal tax r Ate.. Sec TAble W3 inAppendix B.
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Practically speaking, a marginal tax rate that is low enough
to provide welfare recipients with a strong financial incentive to
work should probably be no more than it is for people who are
'fint entering the labor force. This means a iotal marginal tax rate
of 20 percent or lower. There is no way to know with certainty
that this is the highest the marginal tax rate could go without
seriously impairing the financial incentive to work. But we have
had many years of experience with marginal tax rates of this
order of Magnitude for low-income workers with no apparent

. serious consequences. Looked at from a different perspective, one
could ask why a person on welfare should be taxed more to enter
the job market than a person who is not on welfare. A total
marginal tax rate of approximately 20 percent is considered
appropriate when one first begi , to pay federal taxes, and if it is
generally accepted that raisir those tax rates introduces serious
work disincentives for low-ir.ome workers. It therefore is difficult
to understand the ration- behind the application of tax rates
far in excess of 20 percell. iv welfare recipients, especially in view
of the increasing reliance on financial incentives to induce people
to leave the welfare rolls and become self-supporting.

Yet the nature of the radical welfare reform plans so far
proposed is such that even the most timid plan involves marginal
welfare tax rates of not 20 percent. but 50 percent and higher.
The revised Family Assistance Plan, usually referred to by its bill
number, H.R.1, which actually was passed by the House of
Representatives in 1971, had marginal tax rates of well over 100
percent for the income range of $2.000 to $5.000: Another plan.
introduced by Senator Russell Long, haZirrAigifillTax rates that
"averaged just under 100 percent on increments to earnings
between $3,000 f ,c1 $6.900 per year.'" Neither plan managed to
get past the Senate.

When one considers that the marginal welfare tax rates of
existing welfare programs range well over 70 percent. it is under-
standable how people can propose welfare reform programs with
marginal tax rates of'50 to 60 percent and consider them to be
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"low." While low in a relative sense, they are very high on an
absolute scale, which is what affects the financial incentive to
-workAny radiCal welfare reform plan that claims to have a
strong, financial incentive to work must obviously have tax rates
that arc' reasonably close to 20 percent, and preferably much less.

Marginal yelfare tax rates of 40 or '50 percent are a deter-
rent to working. Tax rates that approach 70 percent, and in
some k, ases 100 percent or mot.. are confiscatory and virtually
eliminate the financial incentite to work. As faras any new redical
welfare reform plan goes, the marginal tax rate it establishes for
w.tlfare recipients should, if one is to continue to rely on financial
incentives to induce people to get off welfare, at the very least not
exceed the high rate now embedded in our current welfare pro-
grains. At least then the proponents of the plan could claim that
they have not reduced the virtually nonexistent incentive to work
even-further. Of course, if we arc serious about having a strong
financial incentive work, the marginal tax rate should probably
be no higher than 30 percent, preferably 20percent, or even lower.

When Milton Friedman was aiked to testify before the
House Ways and Means Committee on President Niiiiiifs.welfdre
reform plan, he emphasized the necessity of having strong finan-
cial work incentives, stating flatly. "In my opinion, the most
important need in welfare reform is to provide a strong incentive
tur persons receiving governmental assistance to become self-
supporting. ... For the class of persons involved, 50 percent is a
very high rate. Yet, given the present low exemptions under the
positive income tax . . it is hard to construct a feasible scheme

my own proposa or a negative
income tax, I have reluctantly recommended a 50 percent rate.
viewing it' as the highest that would give families a strong enough
incentive to work themselves off relief.... This Committee can
enormously improve, the. present proposals by insisting that no
combined marginal tax rate should exceed 50 percent,:''

Plans containing truly effective financial work incentives
would entail tax rates not exceeding 13 or 20 percent. Tax rates
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as high as 50 percent might be politically tolerable in today's
context, but would not be effective in motivating people on wel-
fare to work. Any radical welfare reform plan having tax rates
that begin to stray up into the category of 70 and 80 percent and
above has virtually no chance of gaining political acceptance.
All some enterprising senator or congressman would have to do
to demolish tile plan would be to construct a few charts showing
how welfare recipients' take-home benefits changed as they began
to work and earn more money. It would quickly be proven that
the financial incentive to work was almost nonexistent.

A third major consideration affecting the political feasibility
of any radical welfare reform plan is the cost. The amount of
money that any welfare reform plan can add to the federal budget
and still be politically acceptable is a function of many factors
and changes constantly. Among other things it is .a -function of
whethereople believe the amount now spent on welfare is suffi-
cient or not, of how high welfare reform is on the public's list of
spending priorities, and of the fiscal condition of the federal
budget.

The current circumstances and the prospects for future
change are not encouraging. A 1976 nationwide Harris poll cited
earlier indicated that 58 percent of the public felt that spending
on welfare could be cut by one-third without serious loss. The
danger of double-digit inflation and high unemployment threat-
ened by the huge budget deficits being incurred by the federal
gt :ernment is causing every new spending proposal to come under
the strictest scrutiny. A major radical welfare reform plan could
be financed only by increasing taxes, cutting expenditures on
other federal programs, or borrowing moneyor some combina-
tion of these.

The politically acceptable cost of $1.tfacc_reform is difficult
to estimate with precision. But given the public's attitudetoward
welfare spending in particular, and the widespread opposition
to higher taxes in general. to spending cuts in other federal pro-
grams. and to increased federal budget deficits. there seems to be
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little hope of mobilizing the public support necessary for a sub-
stantial increase in welfare spending. In fact, any increase in
federal spending for welfare reform may be out of the question
in the near future.

For any radical welfare reform program to succeed polit-
icallyto be passed by the Congress and signed into law by he
Presidentthen, three necessary major conditions must be met :
(1) total welfare benefits for a typical family of four cannot fall
much below $6,000 a year; (2) the total effective marginal tax
rate on welfare recipients' earnings should not exceed 50 percent.
and cannot exceed 70 percent; and (3) there should be no sub-
stantial additional cost to the taxpayers.

The three basic elements involved in any radical welfare
reform planthe level 61 benefits, the marginal rate of taxation.
and the overall cost to the taxpayersare inextricably linked to
one another. If the level of benefits is increased, and the tax rate
is held constant, the overall cost must increase; if the overall cost
is held constant, the tax rate must increase. If the tax rate is
decreased, and the overall cost is held constant. 'the le, A of bent.-
fits must decrease; if the level of benefits is held constant. the
overall cost must increase. If the overall cost is decreased, and
the level of benefits is held constant, the tax rate must increase;
if the tax rate is held constant, the level of benefits must decrease.

It is impossible to change any one of these three main
variables without affecting the others. Setting the values for any
two of them automatically determines the other one. There is
a direct mathematical relationship among alLtitree variahle
-minimum benefit levels, tax rate, and costthat is fixed for any
particular radical welfare reform plan, a relationship that cannot
be broken.

When any two of the three basic elements of radical welfare
reform are set at politically acceptable levels. the remaining ele-
ment becomes unacceptable. For example. if both the minimum
welfare benefit level and the tax rate are set so they sill hr
acceptable in today's political context, the cost of radical s.clfare
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reform balloons into tens of billions of dollars, adding millions of
Amerkans to the welfare rolls. On the other hand, if the welfare
benefit level is set it a politically, tolerable level, and the overall
cost is held down the result is a tax rate that approaches con-
&eatery levels and destroys the financial incentive to work. And.
finally, if the cost is acceptable and the tax rate i. low enough to
create a strong financial ,incentive to work, the level of welfare
benefits in the plan must be reduced to such a low level that the
plan would have no chance whatsoever of being enacted. There
is no way to achieve all the politically necessary conditions for
radical welfare.gform at the same time.

As long as Americans believe that poor people who cannot
help themselves deserve a decent level of welfare support, that
people's incentive to work should not be taken away from them;
and that to increase their taxes to -give money to someone who
may not feel like working is unthinkable, the kind of radical wel-
fare reform being discussed in some of today's best and brightest
intellectual circles is going to remain an ideological fantasy, bereft
of friends in the hard world of politics.

During the spring of 1969, as a member of the White House
working group charged with putting together President Nixon's
"welfare reform package, I attended many staff meetings on wel-
fare. As Nixon's welfare reform plan neared its final shape it
became uncomfortably clear that there were, serious problems.
The meetings seemed to move in a circular pattern. At one meet-
ing, it would be pointed out that the financial work incentives in
thsilan were far too low, that we could not reasonably subject
poor people to effective marginal tax rates of well over 70 percent.
All would agree, heads would nod, and the plan would go back to
the drawing boards at HEW. At the next meeting it would be
noted with satisfaction that the marginal tax rate. while still ver-y
high at 30 percent. %%as a notable improvement and we could live
with it. Then someone would point out that the revised plan now
cost several billion dollars moil. than before. and was therefore
unacceptable for budgetary reasons. All would agree. heads would
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nod, and the plan would go back to HEW.
The next time we got together. everything would seem fine

the marginal tax rate had stayed at 50 percent, the overall cost
was within budget limitations. But then someone would complainthat the annual payment to a family of four was far below what
they were then receiving from current welfare programs. It was
agreed that this was politically intolerable, heads would nod, and
the plan would go back once again to HEW. At the next meeting
the newly revised plan was examined more warily. The overall
cost was within budget liinitations and the minimum payment to
a family of four seemed to be sufficient to live decently on. But
then someone noticed that the effective marginal tax rate on
earned income had gone back up to over 70 percent. All agreed
this was unacceptable, heads' nodded, and the welfare experts
from HEW vowed to redraft it once again.

This game continued until the necessity of sealing a bill to
the Congress ended it. No one seemed to clearly comprehend that
there was, in fact, no way out of the dilemma presented by the
conflicting goals of reasonably high welfare payments, low tax
rates, and low cost. To some it seemed that the plan was "such a
good thing" that the possibility of it not being possible was never
seriously considered. So Nixon sent the Family Assistance Plan,
the version with the high marginal rates, to the Congress. The
House of Representatives never did have the time to understand
the complexities of the proposal and passed the bill (243 to 155).
Subsequently, however, an understanding of the important and
radical implications of Nixon's welfare refo v, Jiegan__toea , 1 t e time it reached the Senate Finance Committee
enough members of that committee understood them well enough
to ask the simple questions that destroyed it.

One of the most embarrassing exchanges during the Senate.
Finance Committee hearings. which took place in early 1970.
occurred among Senator Russell Lohg of Louisiana. the commit-
tee chairman. Senator John Williams. the ranking Republican
from Delaware. and Robert Patricelii, then Deputy Undersecre-
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tary for Policy of HEW who had had a major part in drafting the
bill. Patrice lli had also been a member of the White House work-
ing group and had pushed hard to send the bill to the Congress.
As the hearings progressed, Senators Long and Williams quickly
struck at the weakest link in the Family Assistance Plan:

SENATOR WILLIAMS: ... If they [welfare recipients, increase
their earnings from $720 to $5,560 under this bill, they have
a spendable income of $6,109, or $19 less than they would if
they sit in a rocking chair earning only $720. Is that not
correct?

MR. PATRICELLI: That is correct, Senator. .

SENATOR wtwAsts : They are penalized $19 because they go
out and earn $5.500. Is that correct?

MR. PATRICELLI: That is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN : How can anybody justify a situation where
a fellow goes to work to help himself and his family and hr
makes $3,920; he gets up to where his total income is $6,98ti,
and then if he makes $1,600 more, his total income drops to
$6,109. Now, how can you justify the man having $800 less

after he makes $1,600 more? How do you justify that? What
possible logic is there to it?

MR. VATRICELL1: There is none, Senator.

As Daniel Patrick Moynihan later admitted, "The hearings
were a calamity."' The saddest aspect of this humiliating political
defeat, from the viewpoint of the Republican Administration, was
that it was totally unnecessary. Patricelli and other welfare experts
from HEW were aware teat the bill sent to the Congress contained
do fects that, if widely known, could cause its defeat And they
knew it when they sold the welfare reform plan to Nixon.

The lesson that comes from fifteen years of radical welfare
reform plans from massive computer simulations of every con-
ceivable combination of welfare payment levels. tax rates. and
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Lost, from hundreds of hours of congressional testimony, and fromcountless academic studies-is a gradually spreading awarenessthat radical welfare reform cannot be accomplished withoutincurring intolerable political costs. The Achilles' heel of allradical reform plans is that there is no way to combine the threeelements of welfare payment levels, tax rates, and program costthat does not leave at least one of them too high or too low to bepolitically feasible.
During the last decade or so some of the most brilliant think-ers in economics, political science, and sociology have struggledto develop a welfare reform plan that would solve this dilemmaof conflicting goals. None has succeeded. And now some of theexperts in the field of welfare reform are reluctantly concludingthat "it can't be done.- For the most part the analyses and con-clusions of these experts have been set forth in relatively obscurescholarly journals and government publications.

Perhaps the first person to point out clearly the irreconcilabil-ity of the three main features of a guaranteed income was Pro-fessor James Tobin of Yale University. In 1966 he wrote: "In thedesign of an integrated allowance and tax schedule a compromisemust be struck among three objectives: (a) providing a highbasic allowance for families with little or no earnings, ( b) build-ing in a strong incentive to earn more, and (c) limiting the bud-getary cost of the scheme.... It is essential to keep in mind that
some compromise is necessary, that there are inexorable conflictsamong the three listed objectives."'

One of the nation's hest-known experts on welfare reform
today is Senior Fellow Henry Aaron of the Brookings Institution.who was chosen by President Carter to be Assistant Secretary ofHEW in charge of developing his welfare reform proposals. Sum-ming up his anal} sis of several radical welfare reform plans in1973, Aaron wrote. "The teason Congress had found it difficultto find a plan that pros ides univr,:al benefits at a lees el regarded
as reasonable. that pt est.'s es %soils incentnes. and that is notvastly more expenske than President Nixon's proposals is that no
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such plan exists or can be devised: These objectives are mutually
inconsistent.'

Leonard J. Hausman, associate professor of social research
at the Graduate School for Advanced Studies in Social Welfare
at Brandeis University, has similarly conclude "When designing
a cash transfer program, policymakers seek higt. guarantees. low
tax rates, and low break-even income levels. But attaining any
two of these objectives conflicts with the third.. .. syitern of
transfers can escape the dilemmas of income maintenance pro-
grams."'

Samuel A. Rea, Jr.. assistant professor of economics at the
University of Toronto. conducted a comprehensive study of radi-
cal welfare reform plans in 1974 for the Joint Economic Com-
mittee as part of its overall examination of public welfare policies.
In his conclusion he states: "Programs which minimize the reduc-
tions in work effort tend to be inefficient in their impact on
poverty. Programs with ample benefits for those with low incomes
tend to be extremely costly. A decrease in the marginal tax rate
for a negative income tax increases the budget cost and gives
more benefits to those above the poverty line. Conversely. reduc-
tions in benefits to those with higher income through an increased
tax rate reduce the incentives to work and increase the real
cost. . . . The central point of this paper is that there is no Way of
simultaneously meeting all of these objectives for income mainte-
nance programs.""

Irene Lurie, assistant professor of economics at Union Col-
lege and staff member of the Institute for Researcn on Poverty
at the University of Wisconsin. organized a major conference on
welfare reform policy in 1972. In her overview paper she con-
cluded. "The dissatisfaction with each of the programs points to
one of the major lessons of the confei (lice : All desired goal, can-
not be achieved simultaneously and trade-offs among them must
be made in designing a system of programs-

Discussing President Carter's intention to reform uelf:tre.
Richard Nathan, senior fellow of the Brookincs Institution,
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advised in early 1977, "Again there is talk of cif aning the
'welfare mess' by instituting a brand new system- which would
end led tape and save the taxpayers' Money. Hy suggestion is that
we abandon the search for a utopian solution to weir problems
and instead build on the programs we have."'

another recent major study of pubic welfare 'policy. two
members of the staff of the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the
Joint Economic Committee. Vee Burke and Alair A. Townsend,
summed up their research findings by stating. "Income main-
tenance programs can be judged for their progress toward several
goals. especially poverty reduction, maintenance of work incen-
tives. least budget cost, and enhanced equity. Unfortunately. these
objectives are inherently at odds with each other.... It is impos-
sible to fulfill simultaneously all the desired objectives.'

In another major examination of our welfare system and the
radical proposals to reform it, Edgar K. Browning, associate
professor of economics at the University of Virginia. ruefully
admitted that the negative income tax approach he favors has
(t.ious problems: It appears advisable, then, to have a IOW

breake%en income and a low tax rate, but a high income guar-
antee. tnfortunately, it is impossible to achieve simultaneousll.
all these aims, because of the necessary relationship between the
policy variables."'
L., Writing in the Public Interest in early 1977, Fred Doolittle.

doctoral student in economics, Frank Les,y, associate professor of
public policy. and Michael Wiseman, assistant professor of eco-
nomics, all at the University of California at Berkeley. assessed
President Carter's promise of welfare reform and concluded.
"It is the beginning of welfare wisdom to recognize that ielt
idealized systems cannot he achieved, no matter how ambitious
the . Any suggestion of "total welfare. refortn wilt
expose every aspect of the existinLz.,%stem to new debate, guaran-
teeing political stalemate.

The diet is in Whet hei it i' the steg.sti% I' the Mit' Ley. Illy
fctli ills A,skt.inc, Haw I .1 H H I Deltic PO Ant, 11,R I
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(the revised Family Assistance Plan), or II EWs Income Supple-
mentation Plan-- they all have the same problem. At least one, and
sometimes more, of the three necessary conditions for political
acceptance are absent.

The political impossibility of radical welfare reform dOes
not mean that such radical change is _technically impossible. A
program of radical welfare reform can be dEveloped, as many
already have been. The program can be passed into law, and it
can be implemented. But if it is, there will be consequences either
lower welfare benefits or higher rates of taxation for the poor-, or
tens of billions of dollars-of added federal, state, and local expen-
dituresthat will politically be very painful for the elected officials
who hecome identified with the support of that radical reform.

::t addition to the three major determinants of political
feasibility just discussed there are other factors that reduce the
chances for political success of any radical welfare plan that
attempts to guarantee incomes. First, any such plan would add
millions of Americans to the welfare rolls. The lower the welfare
tax rate, or the rate at which welfare benefits are reduced as
earned income increases, the higher the annual income a person
can have and still remain on welfare. Because of the existing
distribution of income in the United States, even slight increases
in the level of income a person can have and still remain on wel-
fare will make millions of additional people eligible, As Leonard
Hausman has pointed out, "It is impossible. under any scheme, to
maintain low cumulative tax rates while extending substantial
cash and in-kind transfers to the working poor without also extend-
ing the covet-age of these programs to middle-income brackets."

Second, any form of a guaranteed income w ill cause a sub-
stantial amount of work reduction among low-income workers in
the United States. The reduction in work effort could easily run
as high as 50 percent. and there is some chance it sotild hr -ryerr
higher. %Virile scarcely appreciated no%, tht, phenoturnou
well turn out to be the most politically dam.itzing aspect of .t

guaranteed income,
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And finally, there are certain to be unanticipated social
effects. For example, one striking result of the guaranteed income
experiments was a sharp increase in the number of broken mar-
riages for the low-income families who took part in the experi-
ments. This unexpected phenomenon is ironic, as one important
virtue often claimed for a guaranteed income is the strengthening
of the family. Unfortunately, the measured results of the Seattle.
Denver guaranteed income experiment revealed that the inci-
dence of marriage breakup for whites, who had been given an
income guarantee of $3,800 a year, increased 430 percent during
the first six months of the experiment. Over the entire two-year
period studied, family breakuprelative to the control group
increased 244 percent for whites, 169 percent for blacks. and 194
percent for Chkanas."

Apparently many low-income women were dissattsfied with
their marriages, but had remained with their families because
they were unable to support themselves. When, a guaranteed
income gave them a sufficient degree of financial independence.
even though only for a few years, they left."

One could argue that these marriage breakups were a good
thingthat the couples were unhappy together, and that the
guaranteed income made it possible for them to separate or get
divorced. On tht. other hand, there may be quite a few taxpayer-
who won't understand why their tax money should be used to
subsidize the breakup of marriages, especially those that involve
children.

If the insoluble conflict among the goals of adequate welfate
benefit payments, low marginal tax rates, and low budget cost is
ignoredas it can be- there still remains a delicate task for the
politician who supports such rae,, welfare reform. In the next
election, he is the one who will have to answer his opponent's
charge that he voted for welfare "reform" that lowered welfare
benefits for hundreds of thousands, or even millions. of pnoi
people, or that subjected welfare recipients to higher tax rates
approaching confiscatory levels, or that added billions of dollars
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to the welfare budget. He is the one who will have to explain why
so many more Americans went on welfare, why so many of them
stopped working, and, perhaps, why so many of their marriages
broke up.

Politically, it's all very risky.
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A critique
of the

guaranteed
animal Income

JAMES C. VADAKIN

0ver recent years, the idea of
some faun of guaranteed animal income program cowering all Ameri-
cans has captured the interest of many scholars. Numerous pzoposals,
varying both in philosophy and' content, have been advanced. Their
awn have been, in most eases, persons of recognized states al-
though of widely differing pohtical persuasion two factors which help
to account for the wide degree of attention that has been generated.

The main income guarantee plans which have been proposed are
these of Milton Friedman, Robert Linipman, James Tobin, Robert
Theobald, and Edward Schwartz. Although not precisely a guarantee
program In the conventional sense, the Report of the Advisory Conn-
cil on Public Welfare also merits consideration.

it esilvekeine. tarn Friedman

In his book Capitalism and Freedom, Pretence Milton Friedman
( of Chicago) suggests the adoption of what he terms a "negitive
income tax." As be explains it, we now have an esemptioe of $000 for
each taxpayer and dependent under the federal income tax, plus a
minimum standard 10 per cent deduction. Exemptions are double If

the pawn is over sixty -Ryeyears of age or blind. If an individual has
an income greater than the sum of his memptione and de ohs, be
pays a tax co the balance. If his income is less than this sum, he simply

Reproduced with the permission of Rational Affairs, Inc.,
0 1964 from Public Interest, no. 11, spring 1968: 53-66.
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pays no tax. In the latter situation, Friedman's proposal would result
in the government making a payment to the individual. The rate of
payment would be set at 50 per cent, this figure being designed to
avoid discouragement to incentive. For illustrative purposes, assume
that a family of four persons had exemption; plus deductions equal
to $3,000. This figure would be a sort of "break-even" point. On any
income above this amount, the family would pay a tax, as is DOW the
alai. But if the family had no income, it would receive $1,500 frmn
the government i.e., 50 per cent of the difference between the
'break-even" amount and the income earned. If earned income was
$2,000, the family would receive a payment of $500 i.e., 50 per cent
of the $1,000 difference between income earned and the "break-even"
point The cost of this plan is estimated at about $10 billion annually,
if double exemptions are retained.

In considering Friedman's proposal, it is important to understand
that he suggests the plan as a substitute for what he refers to as the
"present rag bag" of measures in the social welfare field. Friedman is
a "liberal" in the nineteenth-century meaning of that term and is
strongly opposed to governmental intrusion into the free operation of
the market His negative income tax would take the place of OASDI
(Old Age, Survivors', and Disability Insurance what we usually
refer to as "social security"), medicare, old-age and other forms of
assistance, expenditures for public health institutions and activities,
etc, In other sections of the book Friedman also suggests that we
eliminate public housing, farm price supports, and the minimum
wage and make other far-reaching changes in existing arrangements
of our welfare state.

beam allewasees Lanspanne

The various proposals of Professor Robert Lanipman ( of Wis-
consin) specify different rates of subsidy to be added to earnings as
reported under the income tax, such subsidies being designed to
bring each individual or family up to some predetermined minimum
income level. The subsidy scales are regressive, in the sense that as
earnings increase the rate of subsidy declines. This is designed to
afford greater assistance to very low-income earners. The matter of
the level of any subsidy involves two quests us - that of disincentives
and the political and ethical problem posed by people receiving gov-
ernment subsidies and ending up with incomes as large or almost as
large as those who; do not. These two considerations incentives and
equity are inherent in all of the plans we are considering.

Table 1 illustrates the operation of one of Lawman's plans, which
was prepared in 1965 as an unpublished study for the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity and which uses the Social Security Administra-
tion poverty lines as a standard for determining the break-even point.
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As indicated, a family with no income would be $3,000 below the
break-even point. At a 50 per cent subsidy rate, the family would be
paid $1,500 by the government, giving it a total income of $1,500. But
if the family earned $500, the subsidy rate would fall to 45 per cent.
Applied to the $2,500 difference between income and break-even
point, this would produce a subsidy of $1.125 which, when added to
the income earned, would give the family a total income of $1,825.
The fatally thus keeps $125 of the $500 it earned: in effect, it pays a
tax on earnings of 75 per cent. At higher earning levels, the subsidy
rate declines, as shown; so does, of course, the effective tax on
earnings.

TABLE 1. Income Allowances Plan: Lampman. Based on a Four-
Person Family and a Break-even Point of $3,000 per Year.

JIMMIED
INCOME

AMOUNT BY
WHICH INCOME

IS BletA3W
BREAS-EVEN

POINT

RATE OP
SUBSIDY

AMOUNT
OF

SUBSIDY

TOTAL
:NCOME,

INCLUDING
SUBSIDY

None $3.000 50% $1,500 $1,500
$ 500 2,500 45 1.125 1,625

1,000 2,000 38 750 1,750
1,500 1,500 33 50,0 2,000
2,000 1,000 25 250 2,250
2,500 500 25 125 2,625
2,800 200 25 50 2,850
3,000 0 0 0 3,000

SOVrCIP: BwN,rrs Welk, November 13. 1963. Bond os dots eoppilsd by RoberCLaaspeaso.

Depending on the standard chosen for the break-even point and
the rate of subsidy selected, the costs of Lampman's different plans
vary between $2 billion and $11 billion annually, based on 1963
statistics. The particular plan illustrated in Table 1 would cost ap-
proximately $8 billion, from which about $3 billion now spent for pub-
lic assistance could be deducted. The proposals are predicated on
keeping OASDI but eliminating some existing welfare programs.

Income inowances: Tobin

The plan of Professor James Tobin ( of Yale ), while somewhiit simi-
lar to Lampman's approach, contains a number of imaginative
variations. The government would begin by paying the "taxpayer"
who is below the "break-even point" $400 per year for himself and
each member of his family, commencing at zero income. This allow-
ance would then be reduced by 3314 cents for every dollar the family
earns. By permitting the family to keep two-thirds of each dollar
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earned, Tobin hopes that incentive to work will not be undermined.
At an income of $1,200 per person per year, the allowance would be
zero. Above that amount, the family would pay taxes at the rate of
33X per cent of each additional dollar. Then, at some higher point,
the regular tax schedule would apply.

Table 2 is an illustration offered by Tobin, using a five-person fam-

Taus 2. Income Allowances Plan: Tobin. Based on a Married
Couple with Three Children.

FAMILY
INCOME
Inn:my
TAX OR

ALLOWANCE

PRESENT TAX SCHEDULE

INCOME
TAX AFTER
( ) TAXI

PROPOSED SCHEDULE
TAX INCOME

(- ) OR AFTER TAX
ALLOWANCE OR

( +) ALLOWANCE
$ 0 $ 0 $ + 2,000 $2,000

1,000 0 1.000 + 1,867 2,867
2,000 0 2,000 + 1.333 3,333
2,500 0 2,500 +1,167 3,6673,000 0 3,000 + 1,000 .4.0003,700 0 3,700 + 767 4,467
4,000 -42 3,958 +887 4,667
5,000 -185 4,815 1333 5.333
8,000 -338 5.662 0 8,0007,000 -501 6,499 -333 8.8677,963' --854 7,309 --854 7,309
8,000 - 858 7332 -658 7,342

Source.: Um* Tobin. *Hs Cam for an incomg Guarantee." Ike 'Wane hewn', No. 4,gosonense 1966. p. 38. It should be noted that Professor Tobin boa devised alternative plaits.See "Do We Want Chad:ma's Allowance*" The New Repoololk, November 26. 1967: "Help-ing the Chlkirea." The New Ifpabile. December 23. 1967 (which diminees the (presume); and"la a Negative Iacono* Tim Practio47." regime Law irterned, Nov e:bre 1967. In the lattersnide. muses wide Professors hem* Neiman and Peter Misarkoweld, some of Um practicalaspects of paramecia ant easmismd.
Penn above which present tax schedule would apply.
tAitaMas a standard 10 per cent deduction

ily. According to Table 2, a family of five with no income would
receive $2,000 from the government annually ( $400 times five per-

. sons). U the family earned $1,000, the subsidy would be reduced by
33,i cents for each dollar earned ( $333), leaving a subsidy of $1,667
which, when added to the $1,000 earned, would give the family a
total annual income of $2,667. At an income of $6,000, the subsidy
would cease. Between that point and $7,963 the tu rate paid by the
family to the government would be 33J per cent, above which the
current tax table would become operative. Tobin's plan would have
families claim allowances on a current basis and receive monthly
installments. Overpayments or underpayments would be adjusted
each April 15, in the same manner as currently applies to the incometax program.
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Aside from purely mechanical matters, Tobin's proposal is pre-
dicated on a somewhat different philosophical basis than Friedman's.
Tobin states that both a "structural" and a "distributive" strategy is
needed to combat poverty. A structural approach is one designed to
equip the poor to earn a decent living, of which various War on
1Poverty and Manpower Training Programs are examples. Presum-
ably, Friedman would oppose these measures. A 'distributive method
is based on income redistribution along guaranteed annual income or
other lines. Both Friedman and Turin would have their plans sup-
plant other welfare payments, but to differing extents. Under Tobin's
plan, OASDI would continue, with beneficiaries being ineligible for
income allowances, but with the present earnings ceiling being lib-
eralized Tobin recognizes housing and medical care subsidies as
difficult problems and would not immediately eliminate them. He
estimates the total cost of his program at $12 to $15 bin m annually,
of which a large part of the approximately $5.5 billion now spent for
public assistance could eventually serve as an offset.

Econonsic security plea: Theobald

This is undoubtedly the most far-reaching and controversial of the
various income guarantee plans, both in philosophy and content. It
was originally set forth in Plbert Theobald's book, Free Men and
Free Markets, first published in 1 association with the Ad
Hoc Committee for the Fund f the Repub in its memorandum
entitled "The Triple Revolution, gave added interest to the proposal.

Basically, Theobald suggests his proposal as an answer to what he
calls the "cybernetic revolution," i.e., the rapid and widespread use
of computers and their application to machinery ("automation" ). He
is convinced that our capacity to produce goods through such tech-
nology is so vast that we will be unable to provide jobs at adequate
income levels to a really substantial proportion of the work force.
Since people must consume and because many will be unable to find
employment, the traditional principle that only through work does
one secure a 'Claim to income must be abandoned in favor of a new
concept. This involves the government guaranteeing to every indi-
vidual a "due-income" as an absolute constitutional right, whether or
not they work. -

As outlined in Theobald's 1963 work. his Economic Security Plan
would operate along the following lines. It would be composed of
two elements, Basic Economic Security (BES) and Committed
Spending (CS). BES would establish a minimum income floor
under each individual. In the example Theobald uses, this would be
$1,000 per year for each adult and $600 for every child. Thus, a man,
wife, and two children would be entitled to $3,200. In case the family
had income from work or other sources, this would not reduce the
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BES entitlement dollar for dollar. Rather, those persons with incomewould receive a premium, which Theobald sets at 10 per cent far
sake of discussion. Using his illustration, if the above family earned
$2,000, its total immune would be $3,400 i.e., $2,000 earnings, plus
$1,200 to raise this to the BES level of $3,200, plus $200 (10 per centof the money earned ). BES would replace social security, unemploy-
ment compensation, subsidies, and other assistance payments. How-ever, Theobald recommends a universal medical-care program as anecessary adjunct.

The second element of the plan, Committed Spending ((S ), whichwould not be immediately implemented, is designed to protect theearnings of those in the middle-income groups who find their cus-tomary living levels jeopardized by the displacements resulting from"cybernation.' Again, using one of Theobald's examples, a personwho left the work force at age thirty would have a CS entitlement,paid by the government, equal to 50 per cent of his average earnings
over the previous ten years. For each year after age thirty that aperson continued to work, 1 per cent would be added to the entitle-meat up to a maximum of 85 per cent at age sixty-five. Thus, if anindividual at age sixty-five, with annual average earnings of $10,000
over the previous ten years, drew CS, he would receive a paymentof $8,500 per year. Had he claimed CS at age forty-five, assuming the
same average earnings, he would receive a 65 per cent entitlement,
equal to $6,500. In no case could any CS recipient receive more thanthree times the appropriate BES benefits e.g., $9,600 for a family
consisting of a man, wife, and two children.

Theobald's plan would be financed from general tax revenues ofthe government. He is not specific on its cost, beyond the expression
of his opinion that revenues would be adequate. Others have esti-mated the cost of the proposal at $25 to $30 billion per year.

Family security program: Schwartz
The,proposal of Professor Edward E. Schwartz ( of the University

of Chicago) is essentially a straight-out guarantee scheme describedin broad terms. Using a family of four as an illustration, his FederallyGuaranteed Minimum Income ( FGMI) could be set at any one ofthree levels: minimum maintenance level ( $3,000 per year ), economylevel ( $4,000 per year ), or modest-but-adequate level ( $5,000 peryear). Every family head or single individual would file a statementof his anticipated income for the coming year, his income for last
year, and information on the number of dependents. If his anticipatedincome for the coming year was below his FGMI, he would file aclaim for a Family Security Benefit ( FSB ) in the amount of the dif-ference. If it was above his FGMI, he would simply pay an incometax as now provided.
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Schwartz indicates that an incentive feature could be incorporated,
into his plan. This would be a regressive formula similar to that con-
tained in the Lamm= proposal described above. Table 3 illustrates
how the incentive element would operate. Using a $3,000 FGMI for
a four-person unit, a family earning $1,000 year would retain no less
than 40 per cent of earnings, those earning $1,000 to $1,999 would
retain 35 to 40 per cent, and so forth, with the percentage of earnings
retained falling as earnings rose, such sums being in addition to FSB
payments. Families earning between $4,000 and $4,500 would neither
receive a FSB nor pay any taxes. Those earning above $4,500 would
receive no FSB and would pay an income tax on any earnings above
this an.9unt. While open to discussion on this point, Schwartz seems
inclined against the inclusion of the incentive feature.

Tarr; 3. income Allowane.e Plan: Schwartz. eased on a Four-Person
Family and Using a Minimum Maintenance Allowance
Guaramee Level.

EARNED INCOME
FAMILY SECCIUTY RIENEFTTS

RECZIVED OR TAXES PAID TOTAL INCOME

$ 0 999 $3,000-$2,400 $3,000-3,399
1,000-1,999 2,399- 1,700 3,399-3,099
4000-4999 1,699- 900 3,099-3,899
3,000-3,999 899- 0 3,899-3,999
4,000-4,999 0 4,000-4,499
4,500 and above Tax an amounts above 4,500 plus

$4.500

Source! Edison! E. Schwartz, "A Way to End the Mesas Test." Social Work. July 1%4, p. 9.

The cost of this plan would vary according to the FGMI standard
selected. Annual expenditures by the government under each of the
three alternatives would be as follows: minimum maintenance level,
or billion; economy level, $23 billion; and modest-but-adequate
level, $38 billion. From this could be deducted about $.5.5 billion an-
nually, the present cost of public assistance payments. Thereafter,
according to Schwartz, savings from other welfare programs would
serve as an offset "to the extent and rate that they could be phased
out."

Evaluation of the proposal= differing goals

Complicating any evaluation of these income guarantee plans is
the considerable difference among them as to the level of income
that each would supposedly ensure to individuals and families. The
guarantee levels range all the way from less than the Administration's
poverty line in Friedman's and Lamprnan's plans to the poverty line
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in Tbeobakl's BES proposal, from the poverty line. to a "modest-but-
adequate" level under Schwartz's plans (depending on the alterna-
tive selected ), and from less than the poverty line to above that
amount (in accordance with earnings ) under Tobin's prOposal.

Although no one would object to the holding of differing points
of view on this score among the architects of these proposals, ideally,
as a logical first step, there ought to be some accepted goal as to the
guarantee level that would best accord with public consensus pro-
vided that the guarantee approach to income maintenance is to be
utilized. It would then be possible to measure proposals against such
a standard, and derive conclusions abut each. The plain fact of the
matter is, however, that no such accepted or recognized criterion
exists. Thus, it can be argued that any and all guarantee plans suffer
from a degree of prematurity on this point,

Guarantee levels, incentives, and comb
These three factors pose what might be termed a "triple threat" in

the devising of any guarantee plan. If it is to be acceptable, a plan
should fulfill the following three objectives:

I. It should provide a guarantee level that is meaningful in terms
of meeting the problems of income inadequacy.

2. It should not serve to undermine incentives to work. Closely
related is the question of equity; i.e., should people who receive sub-
sidies end up with incomes approximating the incomes of those who
do not.

3, It should be reasonable in terms of cost.
Unfortunately, as will be shown, these considerations operate in

opposition to one another. The achievement of one of the goals tends
to result in the failure to measure up on one or all of the remaining
counts.

Under fractional guarantee plans which do not propose to bring
all incomes up to some predetermined level such as the poverty line,
the goal of something approaching reasonable cost is achieved, but
at the sacrifice of adequate income levels. Thus, Friedman's and
Lampinan's plans fall far short of ensuring even poverty levels of
living, as does Tobin's proposal ( but to a lesser degree) at the lower
end of the earnings schedule. To the extent that this objective is not
met, public assistance programs --- which all income guarantee plans
aim to eliminate to a greater or lesser degree would still be neces-
sary. Further, as pointed out by George H. Hildebrand, with the ex-
ception of certain families or individuals all the fractional guarantee
proposals would fail even to meet the levels of income now paid under
OASDI or some or all of the other public assistance programs now in
effect. While it is true that many persons not now receiving any
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assistance at all would benefit from the universal coverage of these
guarantee plans, this would be small consolation indeed for those

On the other hand, the full guarantee plans, such as those of Theo-
bald and Schwartz, while they would achieve adequate income levels,
do so at costs which are clearly prohibitive at present.

Inherent in any income guarantee scheme is the danger of disin-
centive. Friedman expressly recognizes this limitation in his plan,
which is why he sets his guaranteed minimum so low; he can then
argue that incentive would not be entirely eliminated. Theobald
simply glosses over the whole problem, since he apparently expects
many Americans not to be working in any case. Schwartz concedes
the existence of this problem, but states that there is an absence of
sufficient data about incentives and disincentives on which to formu-
late policy.

Indeed, the whole question of incentives is one about which far
too little is known. As stated by the Council of Economic Advisors:
'There is an abundance of assertion and anecdote regarding the im-
pact of work incentives on low-income Americans, but very little
real knowledge"

Certainly the old notion that workers prefer indolence to a higher
standard of living, and will work only to the point necessary to stave
off starvation, is not particularly credible in the United States today.
(Witness the growing number of multiple wage earners among Amer-
ican families; the widespread desire of employees for overtime work,
and the fact that, over recent decades, almost 80 per cent of our in-
creased ability to produce has been taken in the form of more goods
and services, whereas only 40 per cent has gone to increased leisure. )
And it would clearly be ridiculous to be concerned about incentives
among certain groups in the poverty category, such as the aged. MI
of this might well lead one to conclude that the problem of disin-
centive has been overstressed in the discussion of guarantee plans.

However, one must be cautious about making generalizations. Ob-
viously, a guaranteed income plan will not destroy incentive ( I )
where none exists, and (2) where it strongly exists. But there is a
large, vague area 'al between, and at least a portion of our welfare
poor is to be found in it. It could be assumed that all of these people
would respond to truly huge incentives; but it is not clear how many
would respond to modest ones, as incorporated in the Friedman-
Lauri/snarl-Tobin schemes. All of these schemes presuppiv what
an overwhelming majority of Americans certainly believe that it is
better for those who can earn a living to do so, rather than to be de-
pendent on the public purse. Yet an undetermined number of very
poorly paid workers might prefer an inadequate guarantee to low
earnings, as might those doing highly unattractive tasks or what
Herbert Cans has termed 'dirty work."
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The problem of equity 'needs no special discussion because it isin a sense, merely the obverse of the problem of incentives. Equityis, quite simply, the reason why the additional, earned income has tobe taxed at a higher-than-normal rate. After all, something like one-third of all American families earn incomes that are above thepovertylevel but below the national median. These families, now largely un-subsidized, cannot be asked to sit back while poorer families areraised, by government subsidy, to income levels as high as their own.

The seems test
One of the most attractive aspects of guarantied income proposals,at least to those in the social welfare field, is the belief that theseplans would eliminate the means test. Such tests, because of the de-meaning way in which they have been utilized under public assist-since programs, have long been the target of much criticism andrightly so. But to assume that the, will no logger be needed once aguarantee plan is adopted is simply wishful thinking.
Obviously, subsidy payments should not be made to the nonpoor.Under the various proposals, eligibility would be determined on thebasis of income tax or other forms submitted to the federal govern-ment. The present income tax form excludes the reporting of socialsecurity, unemployment insurance, and workmen's compensationbenefits; veteran's disability and public assistance payments; pro-ceeds from life insurance policies: and interest on certain tax-free

securities such as municipal bonds. information on this income wouldhave to be reported in order to avoid serious inequities as well as con-siderable leakage to the nonpoor.
Other questions and problems would also have to be faced. Forexample, would persons awning nortincorne-producing property,even though they had small incomes, be treated in the same manneras persons with similar incomes and no such property? It is not beingsuggested that aged and needy widows be compelled to sell theirhomes as a condition of eligibility, such as might happen underpresent assistance program. But there will plainly be cases whereinthe level of income during any- given period would not be a reliableindication of financial condition or need.

Or again: would certain taxpayers be tempted to drop wives andteen-age children as dependents in order that, when they fileil pa-rate returns, their subsidy payments would be more than the savingsin taxes to the head of the household? This has been suggested as adanger by Thomas K. Hitch. Would an owner of rental property whohad considerable savings use some of this fund to meet living ex-penses, meanwhile diverting the rental income to defraying...deduct-ible expenses toward improvement of the property all the whilecollecting a subsidy on the basis that he had no taxable income?
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The number of challenges to the more shrewd on such counts is
genuinely fascinating.

To the extent that information not now supplied would have to be
reported to the government, the result would be the application of
something approximating a means test on a universal basis. And
further, insofar as public assistance would still be necessary under
any of the fractional guarantee plans, the means test as now con-
stituted would continue in effect.

Adissinistrative problems

Another appeal for guaranteed income plans has been made on the
basis of their alleged simplicity and low cost in terms of administra-
tion. Here again, one confronts seemingly irreconcilable difficulties.
Reports would have to be filed and subsidy payments made on some
time basis ( annually, quarterly, or monthly ). But needs are some-
thing which must be fulfilled on a continuing basis, and a subsidy
received on April 15 will not meet current expenses, nor is it likely
that the Itunp-sum payments would be carefully rationed so as to
cover expenses in the ensuing year. Quarterly payments wouldsuffer
from the same shortcoming, if to a lesser degree. And, insofar as a
monthly basis was used to overcome this problem, administrative
costs would be higher.

Furthermore, if current eligibility were determined on the basis
of past reports or on estimates of income for a future period, over -
payments or underpayments would inevitably occur, because cir-
cumstances between quarters would change and persons in lower
income groups could not be expected to predict interruptions in
earnings resulting from such eventualities as unemployment and sick-
ness or accidents. Clearly, simplicity would not be a virtue of a guar-
antee plan to the millions of persons least capable of filing such
returns nor would ease or low cost of administration to the gov-
ernment

0:aer considerations

There are a number of additional issues related to income guar-
antees that are a source of concern. Some of these have general
applicability to all such plans, while others pertain only to specific,
ProPosals.

A. Income guarantees would treat the results of low earning capac-
ity but not its causes. They would simply transfer income from those
above certain arbitrary lines to those whose incomes fall below such
figures. While undoubtedly not intended by their proponents, there
is a pervasive suggestion emanating from these plans that the pay-
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meats represent a sort of asocial conscience money," as it is termedby Harry C. Johnson, paid by an affluent society to those of its mem-bers who do not share in a decent standard of living. Such paymentsof "conscience money" are easily justified on a short-term basis. But:a, "Ye want them as permanent features of American society? Do wenot wish to incorporate the poor into the mainstream of Americanlife? Although there might be some small structural gains from suchplans, as a restijouf altered habits and motivations of the poor oncethey came to enjoy more acceptable leveh of living, the fact is that
guarantee plans would do little to improve our human resources, toequip the able-bodied and winged poor to earn a better livelihood,and to contribute to our total social product. In this respect, man-power and vocational training programs are superior, albeit slower,
alternatives. Similarly, insofar as income guarantees were regardedas substitutes for existing social welfare services or for such newproposals as family allowances, they would tend to undermine what
progress toward individual and familial self-reliance might bearmed by these programs.

2 While one may be dissatisfied with the inadequacies of our pres-ent income maintenance programs, including the prevailing uses ofthe means test, it is quite another proposition to move to the otherextreme and guarantee incomes regardless of economic co otributionnot just to the aged and others from whom work cannot be ex-pected, but on a universal basis. This could very well prove to becorrosive, not only to incentives, but to other values held by therecipients of such payments, as well as to those of their children.
The long-run implications in terms of preserving a proper role forthe state, and preventing too great a reliance thereon and ultimately
a subservience thereto, are troublesome.

3. ft is very unlikely that guaranteed incomes would accord withOng ethical values held by the American people. In a poll con-ducted in Minnesota in 1908, only 24 per cent of those questioned
indicated that they would favor paying a negative income tax tothose living in poverty. In the American ethic, the role of work isgiven a significant place as aineans of personal fulfillment and satis-faction. To many, the thought that the right to income should beseparated from work would be repugnant. Alvin L. Schorr feels thateven the poor, if consulted, would reject the negative income tax.4. There is a varying degree of presumption among income guar-

antee advocates, not only that our existing income maintenance pro-grams have failed, but that such measures, even with new yetconventional additions, would be incapable of success. This attitudemay well be tantamount to "throwing out the baby with the bathwater." Existing measures hay failed due to lack of intrinsicsoundness, but to our unwillin:e4 to place adequate resources be-hind them. Are we to assume that the support given to a guaranteed
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income plan, once it was adopted, would be much greater? True, the
prerogatives of the various states in determining eligibility and
benefit levels would be less important than is now the case. But, at
the same time, the poor do not constitute au organized and articulate
segment of the body politic, and the danger of the guarantee level
eroding with the passage of time would be ever-present.

5. The plans of Friedman and Theobald raise particular questions
concerning underlying assumptions. Although Friedman is undoubt-
edly as interested in alleviating poverty as are other income guar-
antee advocates, his negative income tax proposal appears to be but
one of a number of suggested structural changes designed to remove
institutions which impede a more perfect functioning of the market
economy. Not everyone is likely to agree with him on the supreme
importance of this. The thesis of Theobald, that we are on the verge
of experiencing really massive unemployment resulting from a runa-
way "cybernetic revolution," is one that hardly any other economist
takes seriously.

0. In their proposals, the various income guarantee advocates have
discussed the relationship of their plans to the OASDI program, with
some advocating its continuation and others suggesting that it be
replaced. One wonders whether the option of abandoning this pro-
gram is realistically available. Unlike public assistance measures, the
OASDI system has a trust fund which has been built up over almost
three decades by the excess of income from social security taxes over
benefits paid out. The OASDI trust fund totals over $20 billion, this
being held in the form of government securities. Interesting legal and
moral questions arise concerning any proposed disposition of the
trust fund, to which employers, employees, and the self-employed
have contributed for a particular purpose. The political implications
need no elaboration.

7. Would guaranteed income plans have a depressing effect on
wages? Under Theobald's proposal, 90 per cent of any wage increase
to employees would, in effect, go to the government through the
mechanics of reducinE the subsidy payments received; no less than
00 per cent of earnings above $1,000 would be subject to the same
treatment under Schwartz's plan; and varying amounts would be in-
volved in other proposals. The effects of this situation on both em-
ployers and employees as concerns their attiti. toward wage
increases could be great, and it is not possible to predict what the
results would be without more intensive study of this question than
has been carried out this far.

Taken as a whole. the foregoing limitations to income guarantee
plans ought to constitute sufficient grounds for looking elsewhere for
solutions to the poverty problem and for improvements in our over-
all income maintenance system. My own predilection, as I shall make
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clear in a forthcoming book, is for a system of family allowances to-gether with an expansion of manpower and training programs, addi-
tional measures to provide fuller employment, and improved public
assistance and social services.

Advisory Coma as Public Welfare

In its Report to the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare in1966, the Advisory Council on Public Welfare recommended a pro..
gram for ensuring all families in the United States a guaranteed level
of living. This would be done by the addition of a new title to the
Social Security Act which would restructure existing social insuranceand public assistance measures along the following lines:

1. A minimum standard of living, based on 'modest-but-adequate
budgetary needs, and taking into account varying family sizes and
circumstances, along with specified social services, would be guar-
anteed to every individual v. ramify. The determination of the levels
of benefits and services in each state would be made annually, aswould each state's share in the costs of the program, the latter to be
based on its individual fiscal capacity;

2. All persons whose incomes fell below the required levels wouldbe entitled to receive assistance to the extent of the deficiency. Need
would be the sole measure of eligibility. The entitlement would be
enforced by various legal rights.

a Any state that was willing to participate in the program by
assuming its specified share of the costs would receive from the fed-eral government the difference between such outlays and the totalcost of the program in that state.

These recom.mendations would reverse the traditional roles of thefederal and state governments, in the sense that the federal govern-
ment would assume the primary responsibility for determining the
scope, level of benefits, and financing of the various components ofthe public welfare progrham. That may be a good idea in itself. But
in its report the Council gave no estimate of the cost of its proposed
program. As was pointed out earlier, the "modest- but- adequate" level
guarantee of $5,000 per year to a family of four persons suggested by
Schwartz would require $38 billion annually. The cost of the Coun-cil's plan would probably exceed this figure. ( After all, about 17.8
million families 37 per cent all families are living at less than
a "modest-but-adequate" level and would be eligible to receive some
amount of financial assistance.) I think it is fair to regard such a cost
as prohibitive, as things now stand. In addition, nowhere in its reportdoes the Council consider problems of incentives and many of theother troublesome areas discussed above in connection with guar.
antee plans.
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INCOME WITHOUT WORK
(Soarer: Newry HaSUtf. Paper prepared for the National Symposium on Guar-

anteed Income, Chamber of Commerce of the United States. December 0.
1906: WM)

(Reprinted by permission of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States)

My assignment in this morning's symposium is not the guaranteed
income, but what has been called. the Negative Income Tax. But, as I
shail presently show, these two proposals, with one important differ-
ence, come to essentially the same thing.

So at the risk of repeating what some of the other speakers have
said, I should like to begin by pointing out some of the economic and
moral weaknesses of the guaranteed income proposal.

This proposal, in the words of Mr. Robert Theobald, one of its prin-
cipal sponsors, "would guarantee to every citizen of the United
States the right to an income from the Federal government to
enable him to live with dijoity." This guaranty would be uncondi-
tional. Every' Ay would be guaranteed this income, regardless of
whether or not ne worked, could work, or was willing to work. Having
this. income handed to him would be an "absolute Constitutional right,
and not to her withdrawn "under any circumstances."

The sionsors have differed regarding the exact amount of this
teed income, but their estimate has centered somewhere between
and $4,000 a, year.

At us be quite clear about what the sponsors are proposing..The
recipients are to continue to get this guaranteed income not only if
they resolutely refuse to seek or take slob, but if they throw the hand-
out money away at the races, or spend it on prostitutes, or wh=.
cigarettes, mammas, heroin, or whatnot. They are to be given -
cient to live in dignity," and it is apparently to be no business of the
taxpayers if the recipient chooses nonetheless to live without dignity,
LW to devote his ranteed leisure to gambling, dissipation, drunken -

neseAcelebsuche.ry,
addiction, or a life of crime.

first thing to said about this scheme economically is that if it
were put into effect it would not only be enormously expensive to the
taxpayers who were forced to support it, but that it would destroy the
incentives to work and production on an unparalleled scale.

As even one of the contributors to Mr. Theobald's symposium, Wil-
liam Vogt, has remarked: "'Those who believe that men will want to
work whether they have to or not seem to have lived sheltered lives."
And he goes on to point out, with refreshing realism, how hard it is
even today, before any guaranteed income, to get le to shine shoes,
wash cars, mow lawns, act as porters at railroadsor bus stations, or
do any number of other necessary jobs. Millions of service jobs are
unfilled in this country because men and women will often prefer to
exist on small welfare payments rather than to take these jobs.

Rebroduced from: U.S Congress. House. Resolved: that

the Federal government should guarantee a minimum annual
cash income to all citizens. House document no. 90-172,

90th Congress, 1st session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.

Off., 1967. p. 124-129.
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Who, in fact, let us ask ourselves, would be willing tx, take the smellyjobs, or any low-paid job, once the guaranteed income pivram is ineffect? The guaranteed-income sponsors propose to pay, $3,000 toa family without any income, but to families earning some income theywould pay merely the supplementary sum nec&:ssary to bringthe totalup to $3,000.
Now suppose, say, that you are asmarried man with two childrenand your present income from some nasty and irregular work is $2,,:i0t3a year. The government would then send you a cheek for $500. But it.would very soon occur to you that though you now had $3,000, youcould have got this $3,000 without doing any work at all. You wouldconclude that you would be a fool to go on working at your nasty jobor series of odd jobs for $2,500 when you could get .$3,000 withoutdoing any work at all.
So most of the fifth of the population now judged to be below thepoverty line would stop producing even the most necessary goods andservices that it. is producingnow.
The money cost of the guarantee, of course, would be enormouslygreater than any of its sponsors calculate, because these sponsors allassume that those who are getting less than the guaranteed income of$3,000 or $4,000 would nonetheless continue to work for the smallerincomes that they are already earning.
Not only would the scheme destroy the incentive io work, not. onlywould it drastically undermine even the incentives of those earningmore than the $3,000 guarantee (because of the heavy taxes imposedon them to pay the guarantee), but the scheme is morally indefensible.

If "everybody should receive a guaranteed income as a matter of right"(and the words I have just. quoted are Mr. Theobald's), who is to payhim that income?
On this point the advocates of the guaranteed income are eitherbeautifully vague or completely silent. When they answer the ques-tion at all, they tell us it will be paid by the "government."'
This is to talk as if the government were some shadowy entity thatgets its money out of some fourth dimension. The truth is, of course,that the government has nothing to give to anybody that it doesn'tfirst take from someone else. The whole guaranteed income proposalis a perfect modern example of the shrewd observation of the Frencheconomist liastiatt more than a century ago: "The state is the greatfiction by which everybody tries to live at the expense of everybodyelse."
None of the guaranteed-income advocates explicitly recognize thatreal "income" is not paper money that can be printed at. will, but goodsand services, and that somebody 'has to produce these goods and servicesby hard work. The proposition of the guaranteed-income advocates,in plain words, is that. the people who work must be taxed to supportnot only the people who can't work but the people who won't work.If you claim a "right?' to "an income sufficient to live in dignity,"whether you are willing to work or not, what you are really claimingis a right to part of somebody's elAe's earned income. What you are as-serting is that this other person has a duty to earn more than he needsor wants to live on so that the surplus may be seized (rein him andturned over to you to live on.

I
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This is an absolutely immoral proposition.
Now let us turn to the so-called negative income tax, which is a mis-

leading misnomer for an income supplement, or subsidy.
This suffers, as I shall show, from most of the economic, plitical

and moral vices of the guaranteed income. But. it does have one im-
portant advantage over the guaranteed-income proposal in its cruder
form: at least it would not destroy the incentive to work and produce
to the same appalling extent.

Under the negative income tax, a man or a family would receive
from the government a subsidy of 50 per cent, say, of the amount by
which the family income fell below the so-called poverty-line income --
let us say $3,000 a year. This means that if the family had no income
at all it would receive a subsidy of $1,500. If it already had an earned.
income of $1,500, it would receive a government subsidy of $750. If it
already had an earned income of $2,500, it would receive' a subsidy of
only $250. And so on.

Professor Milton Friedman, the distinguished author of this pro-
posal, admits that, "like any other measures to alleviate poverty," his
proposal would reduce "the incentives of those helped to help them-
selves:" but he goes on to argue, quite correctly, that it would not
eliminate that incentive entirely, as the spurn of supplementing in-
comes up to some fixed minimum would. lTnder hi. plan an extra dollar
earned would always mean more money available for expenditure.

I agree entirely that a subsidy calculated in this saythat is, one
that would be reduced by only $1 for every additional that the re-
cipient, was able to earn for himself-- -would not be nearly so lest ructive
of incentives as the type of subsidy under which it would be pointless
for the recipient to earn more on his own account.

In fact, some thirty years ago I put forward a similar propo_sal
myself in an article in the Atiriatist, a weekly then published by
New York Tiaras, on which I was an editorial writer. 11'hat sug-
gested was a relief payment that would be reduced by only $1 for
every $2 of self-earnings by the relief recipient. The I Government
itself has very belatedly and on a quite limited scale adopted this
device in calculating the social security payments to whiell aman over
65 but under 7-2 is entitled if he earns some money of bis ciwn.

Bin, as we shall soon see, the proposal has a snag in it.
The negative income-tax of Professor Fritniman, as originally put

forward in 196.2 in his beok Capitalism and Preedwn. was a compara-
tively modest proposal. lie suggested that if man had no income, at
all, he would receive a basic subsidy of WO. No doubt, if some' ('on.
gressman were to deride to try to get Professor Friedman's proposal
enacted into law, he would insert this modest basic :%.--10 in his bill in
order to get it passed. But in a year or t wot his sum would lredenouuced
as utterly inadequate. If tile bill were then revised to subsidia any
family income below $3,600, which would mean a government pay-
ment. of $1.500 to a family that had no income at all, this basic sum in
turn would soon be denounced as utterly inadequate to alloa a family
of four to live in "decency and dignity. In fart, the humanitarian re.
formers would soon be demanding a basic subsidy 14 or $0100
to a family of herwise wit bout ineou )141 we wt/111,1 be back tot he anie
starting print as t he guaranteed income.
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Onlyexcept for the fact that it would not destroy incentives asmuch it would be even more expensive than the guaranteed income;
because under it substantial subsidies would continue w be paid topeople who were earning incomes of their own. If the -sie subsidyto a family of no income were $3,000,- fatuities would continue to getsome government subsidy until their incomes reached $6,000 a year.As the median family income in this country is only slightly above
$6,000 a year, it is not hard to see that, this scheme would be veryexpensive indeed.

The negative income tax, in other words, solves only a marginalproblem connected with the guaranteed income. Instead of a rigidceiling, it would provide for a gradual tapering off. But otherwise the
negative income tax suffers from all the fatal Haws of the guaranteed-
income proposal. Both would take money away from those who wereearning it to turn it over to those who were not. Ifonev would be given
to people whose incomes were low (or who professed that their incomes
were low), without any regard to the reason why those incomes werelow. A person whose income was low or non-existent because he v-as abeatnik or a bum or a loafer or a drunk would get just as much, and
no questions asked, as a person whose income was low or non-existentbecause he was blind or disabled or sick or the vietiin of some accident
or circumstance beyond his control.

Enormous chiseling and fraud would take place under either scheme
because both schemes seek to avoid a "means test." The means test isdisliked by many reformers on two groundsthat it is "humiliating"
or "degrading," and that it is administratively troublesome- -"a com-
prehensive examination of means and resources, applicant byapplicant."

The guaranteed-income advocates think they can do away with allthis by using the "simile" mechanism of having everybody till out, anincome-tax blank, and then the government would send a check to
everybody for the amount that his income, so reported, fell below the
government's set "poverty-line" minimum,

But we cannot escape so easily from a case-by-ease and applicant-
by-applicant examination. If we tried to shirk this, the amount of
concealment and falsification that would be practiced by personstrying to get as high a guaranteed income as posesible would probably
be enormous. To minimize the swindling, the government would haveto resort to at least. as rigorous, and probably mud' more rigorous, anexamination case -by -case and applicant-by-applicant, as it alreadydoes in administering current relief, unemployment benefits, and socialsecurity programs.

But to the charge that a means test for relief is necessarily humiliat-
ing, we may ask ourselves whether it is any more humiliating than theordeal that the taxpayer must go through when his income tax isexamined It would be a strange double standard to insist that those
who were being forced to pay the guaranteed income to othersshould be subject to an investigation from which those who appliedfor the guaranteed income would be entirely exempt..

So much for what is wrong with the guaranteed income and nega-tive income titx proposals. But those of us who oh,ject to these schemes,
no matter how costly and destructive- of incentives and production,
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are almost certain to be met with the retort, "Well, what would you
do? Let 'em starve?"

Now I do not think it is incuinbent upon me: or any other opponent
of either the guaranteed income or the negative income tux, to pro-
pose.a substitute for these plans. The demerits of the plans remain
precisely what they are r gardless of the merits or demerits of any
proposed "substitute" or alternative. The merits or demerits of, any
substitute I might propose, therefore, are for the purposes of this
morning's discussion irrelevant.

Yet we are confronted with a grave problem, which we are bound
to face candidly. Where any person, a child or an adult, is in fact
helpless, or sick or disabled, or hungry, or jobless through no moral
fault of his own, and where no private person or group is responsible
for him, should "society'," acting through government, make itself
responsible? I think nearly everyone would answer Yes. Since very
far back in history "society" has, in fact, assumed this responsi-
bilityin England, to take only one example, ever since pre-Eliza-
bethan days.

The problem is, granted this responsibility, how can the govern-
ment mitigate the penalties of failure and misfortune without under-
mining the incentives to effort and success? And how can it prevent
the abuse of relief and the ominous growth of an ever-bigger army
of relief recipients!

I should like to suggest one partial but important solution to this
problem. let whatever government relief is given be extended in the
form of a loan. This should probably iv. non-interest-bearing in the
first year but bear a moderate interest thereafter. No relief recip-
ient would be under any obligation to repay this loan, but as long
as any part of it remained outstanding he would not be eligible to
vote.

Would there be anything particularly cruel or callous or unneces-
sarily humiliating about this? I do not thing so. Indeed, the proposal
of removing the privilege of voting from persons on relief is not
original with me, but was recommended by some of the great liberals
of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, among them John
Stuart Mill and A. V. Dicey.

Mill, in fact, went much further, and even suggested in his Repre-
sentative Government, published in 1861, that people who pay no
direct taxes should not be eligible to vote. "Those who pay no taxes,"
he wrote, "disposing by their votes of other people's money, have every
motive to be lavish and none to economize." To give them the fran-
chise "amounts 'o allowing them to put their hands into other peoples
pockets for any purpose which they think fit to call a public one."

In any case, he went on, "I regard it as required by first .principle's,
that the receipt of parish relief should be a peremptory disqualifica-
tion for the franchise. He who cannot be his labour suffice for his own
support has no claim to the privilege of helping himself to the money
of others. By becoming dependent on the remaining members of the
community for actual subsistence., he abdicate:4 his clann to equal rights

iwith them in other respects." And Mill went on still further to suggest
that a person who had been on relief should not be entitled to vote
until his name had been of the rel+ -f rolls for at least five years.
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My own proposal is much milder than this. I suggest that all reliefbe stated in the form of a monetary debt equal to the cash value ofthe relief ; that no relief recipient be eligible to vote as long asany partof his debt remains outstanding, but immediately eligible to voteagain once the debt is repaid.
Such a restriction, I think, would have several important results.It would appreciably bold down the amount of relief. People whohad any intention of repaying the loan would ask for less in the firstplace. The repayment of loans would itself greatly reduce the netcost of relief to the taxpayingcommunity.
Must important of all, there would cease to be an enoromous vestedinterest in building up the volume and variety of handouts and thenumber of recipients. As the recipients would not have votes, demo-gogic politicians could not appeal to these votes; they would have toappeal exclusively to those who were paying the relief or would beexpected to pay it. This would change the whole political atmospherein which relief is discussed.
I think some such franchise limitation as I have suggested is ab-solutely necessary to prevent the welfare state from getting completelyout of hand, as it now shows every sign of doing.
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PART III.-- DEBATE PROPOSITION TWO: THAT THE FEDER-AL GOVERNMENT SHOULD ADOPT A NEGATIVL INCOMETAX TO ASSIST ALL UNITED STATES CITIZENS LIVING INPOVERTY

THE CASE FOR TILE NEGATIVE INCOME TAX : A VIEW
FROM THE RIGHT

is,mrc: Mitten Friedman. Paper prepared for the Nationai Symposium on Guar;soared Income, Chamber of Commerce of the United States. December 9, Wm:49-45)IN

(Reprinted by permission of the Chamber of Commerce of the United Stated
'flue proposal to supplement the income of the poor by :t fraction oftheir unused income tax exemptions and deductions--a proposal thatI described and labelled a negative income tax in my hook rapitalbouand Freedom been greeted with considerable (though far frontunanimous) enthusiasm on the left and with considerable (thoughagain far from unanimous) hostility on the right. Yet, in my opinion,the negative income tax is more compatible with tl4e philosophy and;limp; of the proponents of limited government and maximum individ-nal freedom than with the philosophy and aims of the proponents ofthe welfare state am) greater government control of the eeotutme. Byexploring this paradox, I van perhaps restate in sotne hat differentway the caw for I negative income tax.

1. THE ESTIICSIASX ON THE LErr

The enthusiasm on the left arises, I believe, from three differentsource; 411 434W:a Vt itwottie Ittx 4raffrbern multi:44 w:(Ii sillier-ficia IIy siutilar but basically very different guaranteed minimum in-come plan; ( It) the negative income tax has been treated as notlwrprogram to be added to existing welfare programs rather than as asubstitute for them: (e) there has been increasing rectignition that
present welfare arrangements limit thepersonal freedom of the recipi-
ents and demean bOtit the recipients and the ailutiMst fluor: of welfare.In terms of my. values, I deplore tlw lira source of enthusiasm, havemixed feeling's about the second, and heartilv_weleotue the tl.vird._1,40-mtrrq(land-t at ea As

fa) Con frpo'on between difbrow negative inimie taxplan does provide a guaranteed minimum ittemlie. But this guaranteedminimum income is not equal to the income at whirl, the taxpayerneither pays taxes nor receives a -111,,idy. Thts though itis. has been the source of touch CIPtifil-i,frit. Let Inc iIht-trat,.. 'Ili ler 0111-.11111,M tax, a family of four ILI-, 1v.isipt ,tamiarddeductions eqii:t1 to :.3.000. I !Price. if h .1 I 0,tal ineoueof :;,(100. it pays no tax. This t, the //, t, I f t he familyhas a total 111taX inelPille of it 3101 II-4- ttu, - F.antkir.1 ) .it ha- IOW posit iVO taxthle FS1(1110s, Mid,. .0 Sh. ,'vii 111v fordu,' bracket of 14 _er cent. pays :sift, yvr to txt,s, leaving it withtvroi, in income after axes. t Sve bottom line of ilinsf rat table, Pg.7 ) I f a family had a total pretaN, 1114'4,11W of w_'1,s NI. it teotiltl have.

nir.ruty ,.1 Chicago Press. n9ti3, in' 19::

Reproduced from: 3,S. Congress. House. Resolved: that
the Federal government should guarantee a minimum annual
cash income to all citizens, House document no. 90-172,
90th Congress, 1st session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1967. p. 71-81.
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afaegative taxable income of $1,000. Under a negative income tax, it
would be entitled to receive a payment, the amount depending on the
tax rate. If the tax rate for negative taxable income were the same as
for the first bracket of positive taxable income, or 14 per cent, it would
be entitled to receive $140, leavinr it with a.post -tax income of $2,140.
If the tax rate were 50 per cent, the highest rate that seems to me at all
feasible and the one I used for illustrative purposes in ap;1111.1,4m. aful
Freedom, it would be entitled to receive $500, leaving it with a post-tax
income of $2,500.

If the family had a zero pre-tax income, it would have a negative
taxable ncome of $3,000, and, with a tax rate of 50 per cent, would be
entitled receive $1,500, leaving it with a post-tax income of $1,500.:
This is tM minimum income guaranteed by this particular negative
inee,ec :AA plan, whereas the break-even income is $3,000.3

Some active proponents of plans for a guaranteed minimum income,
notably Robert Theobaid and E. E. Schwartz, have proposed simply
"filling the gap" between a break.even level of income and the actual
income of any family that receives less. This is equivalent to using a
tax rate of lik per cent on negative taxable income, which makes the
guaranteed minimum income equal tot he break-even level.

Though superficially similar to a negative income tax, such a plan
is in fact radically differentjust as a positive income tax levied at
a 100 per cent rate differs radically from one levied at a fractional
rate less than too per cent: The loo per cent rite removes all incentives
to earn any income subject to the tax. The fractional rate reduces in
cent ives (compared to no tax) hilt does not eliminate them.

Similarly a 100 per cent rate on negative taxable income is as absurd
as a 100 per cent rate on positive taxable 'mottle. Not only would it
eliminate any incentive for persons eligible for the subsidy to earn
income, it would give them a positive incentive to dispose of any
come-earning property, provided it, together with other sources of in-
come, yielded less than the income guarantee. Foe example, suppose a

2 Note that under present laws. negative taxahle income csould IN* more than $ 000. ,dnce
talpayor who uses actual rather thin standard doductions could have esemptions ploy

deductions of more than EI.Onti Thisis a point that deserves much more .itteorion than it
has rocrilsed On the one hand, It otter.: the possibility of Intr./1411ring a desirable deslhility
into the progratts. For esample. It would of a far better av tiara medicare or socialized
medicine to finance by tat funds abnormal medical cools. simply permit such coats to con-
tinue, as now to to a deduction in computing. income (in the other hand. this point gives
still more importance to undesirable deductions and %.ilusins under Ow present income
tali Such deductions and eclitins moan that family with hirh inennie frotn hit exempt
rfritrewls or with large deductions eilti not only avoid t.1% .14 it nun dor% but email altut
liunlify for sulsidleii See section, 3. below.

For other -are.. rrf families star paying unitst. the guarantee.] rInitnuni ifiefrifie 1,41

hrealteven Income vary. With a 50 per cent rate on negative taxable Income, and present
w with respect to exemptions :11141 standard dshicti,, those are 1.: f11a..4

family site Guaranteed minimum income 81e4teven income

1 $450 $900
7 800 1,600
3 1,140 2 30/3
1. i, ',XI 1, MO
S. I, 850 1,100
6. 2,100 4, 400

Edward E. Schwartr. "A Way to land Test. Nociag Work, IX (July 19411.
:r ;;;, ItoIrt 111,44.3N Pr It ifIN find Free IbitArt. 6 Nip V" Hi N Potts, 1t14:1 i
192' 197, Itoliort Ise G Utit'a ff 1I14 41114,. 11,iftdedd lrk, 19W..
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family owns a house which it rents out, which is its sole source of in.
come, and from which it receives an income less than the minimum
guarantee. Obviously, the sensible act ion is to give the house a friendwho is above the minimum income and who e:!! to show hisgratitude for the gift. The giver would lose no income, since the
foregone rent would simply be replaced by the government subsidy.

By removing from a class of people all incentive to work or evento own property, such a scheme would create a quasi-permanent class
of the professionally indigent, for whom living on the dole was a wayof life, not a regrettable and temporary necessity.

Proponents of such a scheme tend to estimate its cost as equato the
gap between the break -e' % en incothes they specify and the current in-
comes of families with lower incomes. But this is a gross underesti-
mate. It takes no account of the cost. of replacing the current income
that would disappear because families both above and below the break-even point would be tempted to stop working or to give awayproperty.5

Some proponents of -gap-filling- plans have aeknowledged the dis-incentive effects of their plaits and haver suggest. I modifications tosomprovide e element of incentive to receive other income. However,the modifications are mostly trivial, paying only lip-service to theproblem. And some proponents have even welcomed the disincentiveeffects, because they believe that automat kni threatens widespread un-
employment, and hence that it is desirable to separate the receipt of in-
come from work or property ownership.

If the confusion .bet wee!) these irresponsible plans and a responsiblenegative income tax were confined to the proponents of such plans, itwould be of little nnanent. I'n fortunately, it has not. been. Many rea-sonable people have tended to reject the negative income tax because
they have regarded it as equivalent to a fillingthe-gap plan."

In fairness, I should stress that tilling-the-gap plans command onlylimited support. Most people on the left who favor a negative income
tax recognize that a Wolfer cent rate is absairil anti favor a plan with a
fractional rate' much less than 100 per vent. Their enthusiasm for the
plan has a different source.

t) .Igo addit ;mod roy m .-- have suppwt eti the negative income
tax as a idigt;ititc for resent welfare programs: as a device for ac-
coloplishing t he object ives of those programs more efficient ly, at lower
cost to the taxpayer, and with a sharp reduction in bureaucracy. Many
proponents of a negatiit'. income tax ha% e favored simply adding itto existing trrograms.

I have mixed feelings about. this source of support. On the one hand,in my opinion, we are now spending far too muclron welfare programsof aft kinds compared to their contribution u well.eing of the emir-
triunity (see section .2(a ), below), I would not like to see the negativeincome tax used simply as a means of adding still wore to this total.
On the other hand, t he addit ion of a negative income tax is partly being
suggested instead of other additions. Tice political reality may be that

Tn add to the east of the prop000le. Moat proponent. of gap-8111u 4tehentes have pro-p*'ed guarantees much higher than the brook-even Incomes in t.g.tnotd. 3. ahoy..See. for example. The Wall Street Jeurral, editorial "The Guaranteed NigbtruareJanuary 31, 1966, and my letter to the editor. February 15, 1966.
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the programs will be expanded in one way or another. If so, far better
that it be in this way.

More important, we must look to the future. Whatever may he the
original intent, I believe that a negative income tax will be so much
more effective than current programs that, in the course of time, it
would increasingly replace them, in the process diminishing the prob-
lem toward which all of the programs are directed.

(c) Defects of present welfare arrangements.All responsible stu-
dents of the problem, whether on the left or the right, have come in-
creasingly to recognize that present welfare programs have grave
defects, and, in particular, that direct relief and aid to dependent chil-
dren demean both the recipients and the administrators.

I was much impressed some years ago when Herbert Krosney talked
to me about a study of New York welfare programs he was engaged
onand which has since been reported in a splendid book, Beyond
'Wellare.1

In effect, he said to me, "You classical liberals are always talking
about how big government interferes with personal. freedom. The ex-
amples you give are always about things that matter to people like you
and mefreedom of speech, of choosing an occupation, of traveling,
and soon. Yet how often do you and I come into contact with govern-
ment >t When we pay our taxes or get a traffic ticket, perhaps. The people
whose freedom is real!y being interfered with are the poor in Harlem,
who are on relief. A government official tells them how much they may
spend for food, rent, and clothing. They have to get permission from
an official to rent a different apartment or to buy second-hand furni-
ture. Mothers receiving aid for dependent children may have their
male visitors checked on by government investigators at any hour of
the day or night. They are the people who are deprived of personal
liberty, freedom, and dignity."

And surely, he is right. No doubt, he who pays the piper calls the
tune. No doubt, the taxpayer who pays the bill to support people on
relief may feel that he has the moral as well as legal right to see tt3 it
that the money is spent for designated purposes. But whether he has
the right is irrelevant. Even if he has, it seems to me neither prudent nor
noble for him to exercise it, The major effect of doing so is to weaken
the self-reliance of the recipients, diminish the;r humanity, and make
them wise in the stratagems for evading the spirit of the restrictions
imposed on them: And the effect on the administrator': i. n more
salutory. Instead of welfare workers bringing counsel and assistance
to the poor, they become polimmen and detectives; enemies to be out-
witted. That is it major reason why it is so hard for large cities to sea tr
their welfare agencies and why they experience such high turnover.

It would be far better to give the indigent money and let them spend
it according to their values. True, they may spew! much of it in ways
we disapprove of- hut they do now, :id riot all the ri1-taire in Wa--
ington will keep them from finding ways of doing so, If tiye spew the
same amount on the poor in total, they would have more to spend--
because of savings in administrative costs-- and they would get inure
satisfaction per dollar spentbecause they would waste less in vie-

,.

Solt, Meehan, and Winston, New York, 1968.
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cumventing the bureaucracy and would use the money for what theyvalue most. In addition, at least some would grow in the course ofmaking their own decisions, and would develop habits of independence
and self-reliance. And surely, if social workers are hire(' on government
funds, they should devote their energies to helping the indigent, andnot spying on them.

This is the aspect of the negative income tax that -I believe hasappealed most stroongly to the left, and properly so. Heri is one areawhere it has become patent how detailed government interventionaffects the lives of its citizens; how it. corrupts both the contrrlle,-and the controlled. Having learned this lesson in one area, perhf.ps thewell-meaning people on the left will be led to look at other te.fts in anew light.
IloSTH:riy ON THE RIGHT

The hostility toward the negative income tax on the right is partlyan automatic reflex to the enthusiasm for it on the left, partly, it is avalid reaction against till-the-gap plans. But hostility arises also fromtwo very different sources: first, the belief that a 'guaranteed minimumincome introduces a new principle into the relationship between thegovernment and the people that would greatly weaken the incentiveson the part of the poor to help themselv:s;; second, the political judg-ment that it will not be possible to keep a negative income tax withinreasonable bounds.
(a) The weakening of ineent;reg.---l'he first source of hostility con-fuses labels with substance. The elementarglaajs that we now have agovernmentally guaranteed minimum-Met/mein substance though notin name. That is what oar present grab-bag of relief and welfaremeasures is. In sonic states, it ;4 even written into the law that any-one whose income is '*inadequate is entitled as a matter of right tohave it supplemented and. In-ought up to an "adequate" level, as fudgedof course by the welfare. agencies. And whether explicitly specifl&I inlaw or not, the same thing is true almost everywhere in the U.S.The most, obvious romponent of the present de .facto guaranteedminimum income is direct relief and aid to dependent children. Asidefrom the interference with personal freedom and dignity alreadyreferred to, these programs have the worst possible effects on incen-tives. If a person on relief earns a dollar, and obeys the law, his or herrelief payment is reduced by a dollar. Since working generally in-7volves costsif only for better or different clothesthe effect Is topenalize either industry or honesty or both. The program tends to pro-duce poor people. and a permanent class of pew,. people living on wel-fare, rather than to help the unavoidably indigent. And it does so athigh cost in waste and bureaucracy.

But this is only the tip of the iceberg. We have a maze of detailed
governmental ['programs that have been Jost itied on welfare groun*--t hough typically their product is ill fare : housing, urban re-newal, old age and unemployment insurance, job training., the host ofassorted programs under the mislabellod "war on poverty," farm price ,Supporta, and so on at incredible length.

Estimates of how much we are now spending on welfare programsvary widely depending on what speeitic programs are ineluded. A
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modest estimate, which excludes entirely veteran's benefits and educa-
tiOnal expenditures, is that federal, state and local governments are
spending roughly $50 billion a year. Much of this money is simply
wastedas in the agricultural programs. And most of it goes to people
who cannot by any stretch of the imagination be classified as poor.
Indeed, from this point of view the direct public assistance programs
at least have the virtue that people who receive the payments clearly
have a lower average income than the people who pay the taxes. There
is not another welfare program for which this is unambiguously true.
For some e.g., urban renewal and farm price supportsthe people
who are hurt almost certainly have a lower average income than the
people who are helpM, For social security, the situation is more com-
plex but it may well be that on net it involves transferring funds from
the r to the not-so-poor rather than the other way.

Tile welfare iceberg includes also measures that impose restrictions
on private transactions, and do not require direct government expend-
itures, except for enforcement. The most obvious is minimum wage
rate legislation. Other items are the Walsh-Healy and Davis -Bacon
Acts, and the whole range of legislation conferring special immunities
on labor unions. The effect of most such !egislat loll is to increase the
number of indigent people. The minimum wage rate., for example,
prices many unskilled workers out of the market and is the major ex-
planation, in my judgment, for the tragically high unemployment
rates among teenagers, especially Negro teenagers.* These measures
involve a confusion between wage-rote and family4ncome. Persons
who are capable of earning only low wage-rates are for the most part
youngsters or extra family members whose earnings supplement those
of the main breadwinner. But even where the worker is the main bread-
winner, it is surely better that he be free to earn what little he can
than that he be unemployed, and better that if government funds are
to be used to aid him, they be used to supplement his earnings, not to
replace them.

The negative income tax would be vastly superior to this collection
of welfare measures. It would concentrate public funds on supple-
menting the incomes of the poornot dist tibiae funds broadside in the
hope that some will trickle down to the poor. It would help them be-
cause they were poor, not because they were old or disabled or unem-
ployed or farmers or tenants of public hou,ing. These characteristics
are no doubt associated with poverty, but the association is very far
from perfect.

. Because the negative income tax is directed specifically at poverty,
it would both help the indigent more and cost far less than our present
collection of programs. One careful estimate, by Christopher Green,
sets the cost of the 50 per cent plan outlined above at !37 to S9 billion
for 1964 (if public assistance payments are excluded from the income
base used in calculating taxable income)... In that year. public ass;st-

°gee The iliCNONNI Wale Rate, Who Beatty Pays, an interview with Yale Breren and
3111ton Friedman. Free Society Aoutoelottlen. Wamblnaton. 1944.

Cbriootophcr Green. Traneerbgrasation: 4..4pproarh to haprord Inrmnr Ifointe
flamer, finekground paper prepared for a conference nt The Brokings InNtitotion 'The
fir4roking4 institution. Washington. DC. April. 10461. 1,. 271.

The lower estimate I$1.1 Mlion amasses that double ezensptIons are not granted tbr
aged la calculating Usable income; the higher estimate 1,8.4 a...quone.4 that they
are.
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ante expenditures alone totaled $5.1 billion. Clearly, the eliminationof public assistance plus only a modest reduction in other programs,would be enough to finance that particular negative income tax withno net cost."' And yet this 50 per cent plan would provide more assist-ance to the bulk, of the indigent than they are now receiving."Moreover, by substituting a fractional rate for the present 100 percent rate, the negative income tax would give the indigent more in-centive to add to their income by their own activity than they nowhave. Hence the above estimates overstate, and in my view significantlyoverstate, the net cost. Furthermore, these estimates make no allow-ance for a number of indirect benefits. Integrating the payment ofassistance with the tax system would improve collection and reduce`evasion tinder the income tax, reduce the concealment ,,f income thattakes place under our present relief programs, and permit eliminationof most of the present bureaucracy administering the welfare pro-grams.
Of course, the negative income tax at any reasonable level wouldnot meet the specific needs of every indigent family, Being generaland impersonal, it cannot be adapted to cases of special hardship, andno doubt such cases would exist. However, by providing a basic mini-mum, it would reduce such cases to a manageable number, which couldbe taken care of by private charity. In my opinion, one of the greatcosts of the proliferation of governmental welfare programs is theelimination of a basic role for private charity, with its flexibility,diversity, and adaptability. An indirect virtue of the negative incometax is that it would provide an important place for private charityto serve precisely that function which private agencies can serve besthandling the special case.
If we lived in a, hypothetical world in which there were no govern-mental welfare programs at all and in which all assistance to thedestitute was by private charity, the case for introducing a negativeincome tax would he far weaker than the case for substituting it forpresent. programs. In such a world, the negative income tax wouldindeed weaken incentives to work. For such a world, I do not knowwhether I would favor a negative income- taxthat would depend onhow effectively private charity was in fact providing for the destitute.!tut, whether desirable or not, that is not our world and there is notthe remotest chanee that it will be in the foreseeable future. Those, likemyself, who would like to see the role of government reduced, onlyharm our own cause by evaluating a program by an unreal 43 win rd.(b) The pol;tfral problem second major source of hostilityfront the right to the negative income tax is von' ern about its political

,"Prertfe Palenlation4 require inking into mrmint th fart that .omit part of othertranfer (find. gt, t.. ersona with low income.. th rdinrlon or plItufwitIno of nritwtorlit Inerf..1e tho amount of nPalfIre 111mi. rTortvd lhero f. riot 11refiefe,t dollar for dada: saving. 04AUSt the above estimate. eselnite ii.41tanen payment% fromthe 1:1% thpe, thi. doe. riot ntlel to the rlimination of pnt-dle .1-lrIne'1 Green IOW pi.. fled 11450, compare% pregent .ltd 1...(mitio. v.111. Ilenoeoli Children4.%11Co with .wrient. under OP= 50 twcriii on the lou that the tgativoineoine tat a3mnt w4told he the only ineottte of thrn roelph.nf. 17s e1 lorkr tbl. extrIneho finds float only thrfte f.t:IteN t Now fork. New der-o. oil l'entimylranualare noo lug limier APO(' noire than the rorittlent Wit/1111 g.et under the Ing.itive liworno-Cr% l'or Ind to. .1.0.tancp rOA % the problem more complo.,,t,.1 irelo.e of the nerd.dlow for .tS11 ifenetits. Green ptimatP. under the 7di percent i.to, the ohlerlYor rt-iving 1.041 ti.ktiore would not receive A. tuurh in..n1 :1 010 arelorr.oritly receiving through P.1 ipublIP Itto4intatet nr d combination of 1,,t and OASDI.flowerer, the difference ito nut ablolutely Very gret
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effect. If we adopt an open and above board program for supplement-
ing the incomes of people below some specified level, will there not be
continued political pressure for higher and higher break-even incomes,
for higher and higher rates on negative income' Will the demagogue
not have a field day appe ing to the have -note to legislate taxes
on the !roes for transfer to them? Will not the first sign of this
process be the adoption of the negative income tax as an addition to
h.! other programs rather than as a substitute?

These are all important questions. Clearly the dangers exist. But,
like the incentive question, they must he evaluated in terms of the
world as it is, not in terms of a dream world in which there are no
governmental welfare measures. The relevant political question is
whether the negative income tax is more susceptible or less susceptible
to these dangers than alternative programs of the kind we now have
or are likely to get. To this question, the answer seems to me clear:
the negative income tax is less susceptible.

Why have the present grab-bag of programs been adopted ? Be-
cause each appeals to a special interest that is willing to fight strongly
for it, while few are willing to fight strongly against. it; because the
disinterested who seek to promote the general interest, have been
persuaded that each measure will contribute to helping a group that
is disadvantaged; because, for many of the measures, there was no
clear price tag, and the program could be voted without the simulta-
neous imposition of taxes to pay for it; because for still others, there
are no direct costs at allminimum wages are perhaps the clearest
example; because, finally, no one who opposed the programs had an
effective alternative to offer that would meet the real problems.

Politically, the right. solution is to have a comprehensive program
whose cost is open and clear, That is precisely what the negative
income tax is. By linking it intimately with the general income tax
structure, there is no way to raise the break-even incomes without rais-
ing the exemption for tax purposes, which clearly requires a higher
rate on incomes above the exemption. The cost of the payments is in
one lump sum that can be calculated and will be painfully visible to
every taxpayer. It will be obvious that every rise in the rite applied
to negative taxable income raises the cost. It may still he that the
lower income groups will form a coalition to despoil the tipper income
groups for their benefitbut that danger will bt, less than now, when
we are in the position of having the dogs tail cut off by inches. on
the specious plea of benefiting the disadvantaged. Once the issue is
open and clear, we must rely on the good sense and resonsiility of
the electorate. And I for one believe that experience has shown that
we can rely on it : that in every Western ,onntr, the electorate has
shown I:eat it IS proofthough clearly not :.!.00 proof (lona-
gogie appeals simply to share the wealth.

The present problem is to halt the proliferation of the had To-
grams we now have and ultimately to dismantle diem. 1;tit while these
programs are on the whole had, more or le-- incidentallv they do help
some people who are disadvantaged. Can we in go441 conscience mount
a political attack on them unless we can provide an alternative was
to achieve their good results? Can we be effective, unless we have a
satisfactory answer to the inevitable charge that we are heartless and
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want to let the poor starve! And would we not deserve that charge,if we had no alternative! Most of these programs should never havebeen enacted. But they have been and they must be dismantled grad-ually, both for the sake of social stability and because the governmenthas the moral responsibility to meet commitments it has entered into.The negative income tax is a way to replace existing programsgradually.
An additional enormous political advantage of a negative incometax compared with our present programs is that it does not generatea large bureaucracy to provide political patronage to the powers thatbe. It cannot be used as a political slush fund, as so many current pro-grams--notably in the war on povertycan be and have been used.There is no way whereby the bulk of us can tax ourselves to help t'less fortunate that does not have political dangers. The negative incometax comes closer, in my opinion, to being politically consistent with alimited government and a free economy than any other method I haveheard of.

THE INCOME TAX AS1 A WHOLE

Converting the general idea of a negative income tax into a con-crete proposal raises many specific issues. These are identical with thosethat arise in constructing a positive income tax the unit to be taxed,the receipts to be treated as income, the deductions and exclusions tobe permitted from income, the break-even points for families of differ-ent size, the rate schedule for negative taxable income. So far I haveimplicitly wanted Ow specifications for these items embodied in ourcurrent income tax, adding only a single Hat rate of .41 per cent fornegative taxable incomes to have a specific illustrative plan.But our current income tax clearly has numy deficiencies, some ofwhich are highlighted by considering extending the tax below thepresent exemptions. For example. consider a taxpayer all of whoseincome is in the form of interest from tax-exempt state and local securi-ties. For tax purposes, he has a zero income before exemptions and _deductions, hence would qualify for a negative tax payment of $1,500( for a family of four), even though he may have a million dollars ofincome.
Or again, the tax ittte of :to per cent I have used is much to() high.I should prefer a lower rate. Yet. with current exemptions, a lower ratewould produce guaranteed minimum incomes so low compared to our!resent standards of ituligenee that the negative income tax could notbe regarded as a satisfactory alternative to present programs. Thereason is that current exemptions are far too low. They are a relic. ofwartime experience and have not been raised even to allow for theit rise strive then. In real terms, they are far lower than at anyprior date.
One advantage of looking at the problem of helping the poor interms of negative taxes is that it forces us to look at our tax structurein a new light. Clearly, this is not the occasion for a comprehensive dis-cussion. It. may, however, serve to give some perspective if I outlinethe kind of personal income tax that seems to make most sense as auefficient. structure both for raising governmental funds and for helpingthe poor.
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The most important desideratum is a drastic lowering of the gradu-
ated rates combined with a drastic broadening of the base by eliminat-
ing existing exclusions and deductions.. My own preference is for a
single flat rate above and below much higher exemption than now,
with no exclusions or deductions except for strictly defined business
and occupational expenses and perhaps medical expenses beyond some
minimum. The present graduated rates are a fake. In practice, the loop-
holes mean that little revenue is produced by the higher rates and :hat
the actual incidence of the tax is heaviest in middle income groups. Yet
so long as the rates are highly graduated, the loopholes are necessary
if the tax system is not seriously to weaken incentive and productive
efficiency.

The solution is simultaneously to introduce a flat rate at a moderate
level and to eliminate the loopholes. To be specific. I would eliminate
the present exclusion of interest on state and local securities, as well as
the present deduct ions for percentage de; 'let ion. interest, contributions.
and tax -s (except as they may be business expenses) ; integrate the
corporate with the individual tax, and indude capital gains in full,
preferably on an accrual basis. and possibly with an adjustment to
eliminate the effect of changes in the general price level.

This may seem a long way oft from negative income taxes, yet it is
closely linked. With ar.broadened base, current exemptions could be
raised drastically and rates lowered for both positive and negative
taxable income, yet the total revenue yielded by the income tax kept
unchanged. To be specific, suppose that the exemtpions (anli standard
deductions) were doubledto $6,000 for a family of fourand that
the single rate of 5 per cent were imposed on all income below and
above the exemption. This would yield the same minimum income
guarantee of $1500 for a family of four as the plan discussed above
and higher incomes for people with some other income. It would pro-
vide a greater incentive to the poor since they would keep 75 cents out
of every additional dollar. It would raise taxes for few, if any, of
those people who now pay taxes on all their income and who take the
standard deduction. Yet some rough calculations suggest that it would
probably yield as much as our present income tax.

If this is anywhere near right, the actual yield would be much
higher since such a tax structure would greatly reduce t' incentive
to engage in costly schemes to avoid income taxes and greatly
increase the incentive to add to income, raising the tax baFe on both
counts.

4. SUMMARY

In Capitalism and Freedom, I summarized the advantages of the
negative income tax as follows:

"It is directed specifically at the problem of poverty. It gives help
in the form most useful to the individual, namely, cash. It is general
and could be substituted for the host of special measures now in effect.
It makes explicit the cost borne by society. It. operates outside the
market. Like any other measures to alleviate poverty, it reduces the
incentives of those helped to help themselves, but it does not eliminate
the incentive entirely, as a system of supplementing incomes up to
some fixed minimum would." 12
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I described "The major disadvantage of the proposed negative in-come tax" as "its political implications." I went on, "It establishes a
system under which taxes are imposed on some to pay subsidies toothers. And presumably, these others have a vote-There is always thedanger that instead of being an arrangement under which the great
majority tax themselves willingly to help an unfortunate minority, it
will be converted into one under which a majority imposes taxes forits own benefit on an unwilling minority. Because this proposal makesthe process so explicit, the danger is perhaps greater than with othermemo res."

As I have thought further about the subject, and have participatedin the widening discussion of the proposal, I have seen no reason tochange my opinion that the advantages I listed are indeed advantages.I have, however, been led to add a number of others, in particular,that the negative income tax does not interfere with the personalfreedom or undermine the dignity of those helped, and that it doesnot demean and degrade the people who administer it, as other methodsof giving assistanCe do.
I have also changed my opinion about the political implications Ilisted as a disadvantage. I now believe that. because it is general andlinked to the positive income tax it is less likely than are other plansto be extended to unreasonable and dangerous limits. And I wouldnow list as one of the major advantages of the negative income taxthat, as a proposal, it (tiers a platform from which an effective politicalattack can be launched on existing undesirable programs,rograms, and, if en-acted, t would remove the specious excuse now offered for every newlysuggested expansion of the Federal bureaucracythat it. is "needed`'to help one or another disadvantaged group.

EXAMPLE OF INCOME TAX INCORPORATING 50 PERCENT RATE ON NEGATIVE TAXABLE INCOME
/Funky of 4; existing exernpbons and standard &elision, ex/stond rates on MS* ve MOON,-

. _

Total income Examp6ons and Taxable Tax fate Income afterbefore fax deductIons Income (percent) Tax tax

0 . .....
$1,000.
$2.000 .

$3,000
$4,000.

$3, 000
3. 000
3, 000
3.000
3, 000

- $3, 000
2, 000

- I, 000
0

.- I, 000

50
50
50

14

- $1. 500
- I, 000

- 500

-341

$1, 500
2,000
2.500
3, 000
3.860
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THE NEGATIVE INCOME TAX: A REPITBLICAN
PROPOSAL TO HELP THE POOR

(Source: The Moen Irorura, April 1061

(NoFootnotes end rrfeteocea to political pernonaUties hare bees deleted.

(Reprinted by periateales of The Ripon Society. 1430 Ilassachneette Ave..
Cambddpr, Maas. 021381

Poverty means insecurity and dependence. The insecurity of pever
knowing where the next dollar will come from discourages poor people
from seeking new opportunities. The dependence on welfare adminis-
trators saps them of the initiative to make their own decisions. The
Republican Party believes that the poor man ceases being poor only
when be is willing and able to make his own way in the economy, when
he takes control of his life. To conquer poverty we must break down
the Deniers to free participation in the economic life of our Nation.
This means providing an adequate education for everyone; it means
eliminating discrimination in hiring and housing; it means above all
reducing the insecurity and dependence of the poor.

We must find a way to supplement and stabilize low incomes with-
out interfering with the natural freedom and incentives of the mar-
ket. This can be done if the Republican Party stands by its traditional
economic realism and fights for an attack on dependence and insecurity.
Ripon urges-it to commit itself to a Negative Income Tax and to make
this commitment the cornerstone of an effective alternative to the mis-
managed, miscellaneous and ineffectual War on Poverty that has been
put forth by the Johnson Administration.

The Ripon Society proposes that the United States increase incen-
tives and opportunities for economic advancement through the adop-
t ion of a Negative Income Tax system.

I. WI I' IS NEOATIVE INCOME TAX!

A simple formula (so much per adult, o much per child) determines
"standard" income for every family. The family receives a fixed

percentage, called the tax rate, of the difference between its earned
me(me and the standard. These income transfers ome in payments,
called the Negative Income Tax, which dtreases gradually as income
increases. All families with incomes below Ow tandardnot just
those that an. unemployedreceive Negative 1111Mt. Ta N. payments.

For example, ,..lipprise the standanl income for ;I family of four is
1:,70(1, and the tax ,rate is 50 percent. If the family earns nothing, it
gets $:2,75t) t:ot percent of $:4:00). If it earns Shutto, it gets ?:34! 4)
Fromm the Negative Income Tax, and has a total income of $3450, $70
more than before. The Negative Inmnie Tax encourages families to
move np the income eak until they ran egin .1) pay positive fitNeS. In
l966 both the national Commimion on Technology, Automation and

Reproduced from: U.S. Congress. Rouse. Resolved: that
the Federal government should guarantee a minimum annual
cash income to all citizens. Rouse document no. 90-172,

90th Congress, 1st Session. Washington, U.S. Covt. Print.

Off., 1967. p. 82-95.
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Economic Progress and the Advisory Commission on Public Welfareendorsed similar proposals, as did the National Crime Commission inFebruary, 1967. Yet President Johnson has delayed even a researchreport on the proposal until 1969.
The Negative Income Tax is not a new concept ; already almost 60countries have a similar program known as the family allowance. TheNegative Income Tax has gained the support of many of the nation'smost respected economists, both Republican and Democratic. HenryWallich, a member of President Eisenhower's Council of EconomicAdvisors, supports the idea. One of its first proponents was Univer-sity of Chicago economist Milton Friedman, Harry Goldwater's chiefeconomic advisor during the 1964 presidential campaign, who pro-in 1t)6 the replacement of many welfare-state programs by thenegative Income Tax. Yale economist James Tobin, a recent memberof the Council of Economic Advisors, has written extensively advocat-ing the idea. Harvard's Daniel Moynihan and Dr. Martin LutherKing have suggest. -1 variations of the plan.The Negative Inc line Tax emphasizes individual incentives to findand create jobs, and the naturatefficiency of free markets in eliminat-ing poverty, The Negative Income Tax embodies Republican concernfor human dignity, civil rights, and individual free economic enter-prise. After careful study, the Ripon Society concludes that tits Nega-tive Income Tax is the fairest and most efficient way to accelerate thenatural processes through which the American economy eliminate,,poverty.

The United States can institute a Negative Income Tax system pro-viding significant improvement in both incentive and living standardsat a cost of ten to twelve billion dollars a year. This represents thenatural increase in tax revenues from two year growth of our econ-omy. This program, which will be given in detail later in this paper,can be introduced gradually over five years, the cost rising about $2billion each year, with no increase in positive tax rates.

.%M.INTAGES OVER PRESENT eaoonaus
Present welfare systems, because of their effects on incentives, free-dom, equality and the efficiency of the economy perpetuate poverty.The Negative Income Tax will change the economic environment ofthe poor in ways that qncourage poor people to help themselves. It willcreate incentives to find work; it will end the debilitating dependenceon bureaucratic admit istrators of present programs: and it will elim-inate the use of poverty money for political ends. Most importantly,it will reach many of our poorest citizens who Are not being helpedby the inefficient and inadequate programs now in existence. In allthese ways the Negative Income Tax is superior to present welfare andpoverty programs.

I. Inrent Ives
Caerent welfare programs actually discourage recipients front seek-ing employment. A recipient of welfare at the present time cannot in-crease his total income by increasing his earned income. If a memberof a family receiving,$`1,o00 a year in welfare earns $1.000 the nextyear, welfare payments drop by exactly $1,000, leariag total income
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unchanged. For these people the welfare system breaks the link be-
tween extra effort and extra income. They have no financial incentive
to find or train for a job.

A recent account of the problems of a family on welfare illustrates
this. Mrs. Pressley lives in Harlem with six children.

"That's one reason why I went to work," Mrs. Pressley explained,
"so I could have a little. more money for my family. It's not much more,
though, and it doesn't go very far when you add up the car fare and
cleaning bills as such."

Before she went to work in July as a part time neighborhood aide
for the Urban League's Open City program that promotes housing
desegregation, Mrs. Pressley had received $184 twice a month from
the Welfare Department. 'the Department now deducts her weekly
salary ($30) from the welfare allowance but adds emp!oyment ex-
penses (carfare, lunch, clothes, cleaning bills, etc.) so dot her com-
bined income now comes.to $24)3 twice a month. * '

Mrs. Pressley said that in the past, when she tried to work while on
welfare, things did not go smoothly. "Once, I was working, and I told
the investigator not to call the employer and that I would show him
my pay receipt as proof. Ile called my boss to check and I was fired
the same daymany people don't want clients working for them."

Mrs. Pressley has the will to work, but it is dear that she is not
benefiting from it financially, ( when she discovers this, she may stop
working) It is also dear that the whole atmosphere of welfare admin-
istration discourages employment. Under the Negative Income Tax,
everyone, no matter how small his earned income, can keep something
extra if he earns something extra,. Families are encouraged to move up
the income scale and out of poverty.

Freedom,
The Negative Income Tax will also work a radical and constructive

revolution in the attitudes of the poor towards their own life.
The philosophy of paternalism pervading our welfare system does

little to develop the confidence of the poor in their own ability to direct
their lives. The recipient of public assistance suffers a far greater 4le-
grey of public control over his everyday affairs than the rest of us: he
is deprived of important economic and political freedom.

Often, the welfare recipient feels that lie is forced to accept the
advice of his caseworker. Professor William .1. Klein notes that "wel-
fare departments have very broad discretion in awarding aid and in
varying the amount to meet special needs: * to many recipients
the caseworker may be the embodiment of power and authority;
and * * * caseworkers are likely to he ,onvineed that the services
offered are ones that are badly needed. In addition, the welfare re-
cipient's failure to accept services might induce the caseworker to in-
voke, or threaten to invoke, certain statutory provisions that the re-
cipient would probably find highly objectionable."

This policing of a welfare client's life extends to practices that are
not worthy of our nation. Various detective measures to uncover possi-
ble welfare fraud have seriously infringed upon the privacy of wel-
fare recipients. Midnight raids by caseworkers hoping to find female
recipients in bed with boyfriends or husbands are not uncommon. The
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constitutionality of such practices is open to serious doubt, but fewwelfare. recipients are able to mount a legal challenge against these
derdcog practices.

fact, the social worker meddles in every aspect of a recipient'slife, even to the extent of selecting items in a recipient's budget.One caseworker complains :

Give us some independence in dealing with the client. We come out ofcollege wanting to help people, but we are pu.icemen. We must check how muchmoney they spend. We have to make sure they pay the rent and don't waste anymoney on cigarettes or a tube of lipstick.
Every time a welfare client goes to the bathroom we have to make out a form.We can't be their friends. We represent the oppression of the unfeeling state.A welfare recipient cannot by his own action control either his in-come or the way that it is spent and becomes accustomed to lettingother people make decisions and take initiative. No wonder so manypoor people stop earing and develop attitudes of futility, and despair.Under a Negative lucerne Tax everyone will have the freedom todecide his own priorities and desires in spending his - income. The ex-perience of buying freely in a money economy is an important factorin developing the self-reliance and confidence that many poor peoplelack. The Republican Party has long recognized the role the freemarket can play in enriching people's lives and efficiently satisfyingtheir needs. Must the poorjust law arse they are poorhe excludedfrom this part of American life?

J. Equality
The present syste;ii puts the heaviest financial burden on those de-pressed and underdeveloped areas of the country which are least ableto afford them. The result is inequitable difference in state programsand standards. For example, even pros financed largely fed-eral funds such as Aid to the Families of Degrampendent Children (Aare applied in quite contrasting manners by various state authorities.This variance in standards is an incentive for economically, senselessmigration to take advantage of more generous programs. Residencyrequirements instituted to prevent this "welfare shopping" are equal-ly senseless barriers to mobility of the labor force and serve to keepaid away front newly arrived immigrants just when they need it most.While certain of the wealthier states of the North still possess sub-stantial poverty pockets in their urban ghettos, the greatest concen-tration of poverty in America is found in the South, the Border States,and the Great Plain States.

Economic progress in such regions of our nation is virtually impos-sible today because the inhabitants lark the purchasing power to sup-port an economic expansion. Past poverty and associated low skilllevels combine to discourage new industry from 'locating in these areas.While Negative Income Tax payments will (1,, little immediately toraise skill levels in a poverty area, they will generate considerablepurchasing power. In such areas Its Harlan County, theadded income which will-flow from a Negative I fleOille Tax will pro-vide a basis for business vitality and create additional jobs, Sales andservice jobs as well as jobs in light manufacturing will open up once alocal market exist:, to support them.
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4. 'Wafers Patio
In the northern ghetto where welfare has become a way of life,

entrenched political machines perpetuate their existence with the im-
plied threat of withholding the essential welfare check. Such political
mtimidation is a disturbing feature of present public assistance pro-
gram& This happened frequently in Chicago.

Welfare recipients were exceedingly reluctant to serve as poll-
watchers or otherwise publicly identify themselves with anti-organiza-
tion candidates for fear that they would lose their welfare. The mere
fact that a welfare recipient feels vulnerable to the withdrawal of his
benefits often suffices to keep him politically passive.

Abuses and intimidation are not practiced solely in the ghetto; in
many areas of the South, Negroes have been denied benefits for which
they are clearly eligible. Often unaware of their rights and lacking
access to legal assistance, the unsuccessful applicant can do little to
resist this discrimination. The NAACP Legal Defense and Educa-
tional Fund has documented some of the glaring injustices:

In Grady County, Georgia, three Negro mothers, all with young children and
no mesas of support, reported that the Welfare Department had refused in early
July of ION even to consider their applications for Aid to the Families of De-
pendent Children. All were told that "seasonal employment was available in the
fields until October and that no applications would be accepted until the fall."

Another mother who bad been receiving assistance since the preeeding Octo-
tober hat: her benefits terminated in May. She was told that "full.time seasonal
work" was available. Further, her 12ear-old twins "should work in the fields
until October" when benefits might again be granted.

In Grady County, only Negro women and their children are required to work
in the fields during the growing season and denied benefits from May to October.
Yield work is not considered "suitable" for whit,' women and children receiving
benefits under Aid to Families of Dependent Children.

Southern poverty, however, is by no means confined to Negroes.
Sine* the Civil War, severe poverty has characterized the large mass
of the southern population, Negro and white, and has aggravated
racial animosities. Uneducated poor whites have regarded the freed
Negro as a threat to their already meager economic- circumstances. Yet
in every state except Louisiana, Ifississippi, and South Carolina there
are more white than Negro families ( in absolute numbers. not per-
centages) with annual income under $.2,000.

The Negative Income Tax, nationally and impartially administered,
will not be a tool in the hands of machine politicians or white suprem-
acists. It will meet the needs of poor people of all race, in every part
of our country.
5. Efficiency

The United States has committed itself to spend substantial sums
to raise the living standards of the poor. AgTictiltural price mainte-
nance, public housing, and the War on Poverty repreent only a few
of the major programs in this area. We can either establish govern-
ment bureaucracies to spend this money, or give it directly to the
poor, letting each family allocate its share to shelter. A/falling. food,
or education according to its own needs and wants. The Ripon Society
believes, in the Republican tradition. that individuals can usually
make more efficient economic decisions than any government agency.
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If a family renovates its home, it will try to get the best work for thelo*est price simply as a matter of self-interest. A government
building a housing project cannot achieve the same standard,' oallePle7:-
sonal inspection except at enormous cost.

Our present welfare system is itself riddled with paper work and
consumes great amounts of valuable time in making decisions thatwould be automatic under a Negative Income Tax. Insvad of counsel-
ing the poor, welfare workers have to police their conduct and scruti-nize their assets.

Testified a woman caseworker from Harlem:
The woman asked we for three sheets. I had to visit the home and inspectthe bed, determine bow many used the bed. Were they really torn? If I gaveout sheets six months ago, why were they needed today? Go over the recordsand make sure the sheets didn't exceed the family clothing limit. Wouldn'ttwo sheets be enough? Before I gut the sheets I had dealt with the unit super-Visor, the case supervisor, and the senior case supervisor.
The Negative Income Tax is a self-liquidating program. As thenumber of low-income families decrease, the payments automatically

diminish, and there is no bureaucracy to look for new excuses to keep
up the appropriations. The time of caseworkers and supervisors
represents a valuable social resource which is presently being wasted
in policing and vaperwork. Freed from the responsibilities of handing
out money, social workers could provide counseling services muchneeded by all parts of the society.
6. ..14equacy

Even if the present welfare system were to correct its deficiencies
on the above points, one overriding fault would remain: present.
programs do not make payments to many of our iore st citizens. The
payments we do make are often so inadequate that they create only
despair among the recipients. .As the Report of the Advisory Councilon Public Welfare noted :

Only a fifth of the poor t'rli million out of 34.1 minion) are now being helpedby federallyaided State public assistance programs. Furthermore, they are re-ceiving payment far helmw the nationally determined poverty figure of $3000for a family of four, or S1.500 for an adult living alone,
The national ins-lian payment. including vendor payments. fur medical care,for an Old Age A:04ntance recipient was $77. hi a month, or 41930.60 a year:for a needy child, $3.1 -15 a month. or $42.1.-10 a year; or for a family of four.$141.140 or 111,701.60 a year.
The national average provides little more than half the amount admittedlyrequired by a family for subsistence; in some low-income states, it is lessthan a quarter of that amount. The low public assistance payments contributeto the perpetuation of poverty and deprivation that extends into future genera-tions.
Most public assistance recipients :are too old, blind. chronically ill. or severely.disabled. or are mothers of small children. or am vhildren too young to add sub-stantially to their assistance payments een if this were allowed without deduc-tion by state standards.

Even a small rise in income from bare subsistence improves themorale of the poor, releases enormous energies toward self-improve-
ment and increases the chances that. their children will break out ofthe poverty cycle. Under the Negative Income Tax every penny spentwill go to the poor directly. We expect that this mislest increase instandards of living together with the incentives described above will
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lead to much greater participation of the poor in the economic life of
the country.

A large number of people not presently receiving public assistance
payments will obtain benefits under the Negative Income Tax plan.
Yet, only the most obtuse Social Darwinian could argue that hunger
and privation do much to make the indigent a more productive part
of society. When people sink into the despair of our poverty pockets,
whipped by the lash of hunger, living in rat-infested tenements or
tarpaper shanties, and seeing their children without shoes, the erosion
of their morale does far more to sap their incentive to work than would
the receipt of governmental assistance. Any program to encourage
individual initiative must recognize that a certain minimal level of
security is necessary for anyone to become a productive part of se-
cietyto acquire the skills or take the chances which enable him to
become an economic and social asset. Present p ms are inadequate
in combatting_poverty because they fail to proviger:ecurity to all those
who need it. The Negative Income Tax has the great merit of provid-
ing the element of stability that is essential if the poor are to partici-
pate in the economic lift of the country.

lU. ANSWERS TOR THE CRITICS

1. "Won't a man working full time for $3,500 a year resent someone
else who is getting $2,000 for doing nothing?"

Since the Negative Income Tax Plan applies to everyone whose
income falls below the standard, the $3,Zi04) man will himself be get-
ting some payment. If the hypothetical worker withthe $3,500 really
covets the status of his neighbor, he has the option of quitting his job;
but he must accept a lower income, and consequently a lower standard
of living. The incidence of resentment will actually' be reduced by a
Negative Income Tax. Today, because of administrative, regional, and
racial inequalities, identical families receive unequal benefits.

2. "Won't many people just stop working?"
The question is suggested by the operation of present welfare pro-

grams, which provide no incentive to work. People work for the things
they can buy with extra income.

As we have seen, the Negative Income Tax reinforces this positive
incentive to work by enabling people to receive the fruits of their labor.
We must realistically note that the choice for the poor is not always
between hottest work and starvationcrime offers an opportunity for
an adequate income. The Negative Income Tax will provide many of
these people with the margin they need to resist the temptation of a
life of crime.

Certainly, a few people will choose not to work even at the verY"row
standards of living provided by the Negative Income Tax ($7% a
year for a glvle person according to the .plan suggested below).
ant many citizens in fact can use this opportunity in ways that will
benefit themselves and society: artists, writers and students would he
given a. chance to have their time to themselves if they were willing to
accept very low incomes. In any case. we can always influence the
number of people who will choose leisure by altering the tax rate.

3. "If we pay some people for not working at all, two very different
ways of life will grow up in America, lenA.Ing to class conflict."
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This is a better description of the present situation than of theNegative income Tax. The poor family m America has no hope of con-trolling its future. If it is on welfare, its income and expenditures arecompletely controlled by government administrators. If it isscratchingout a living from day to day, it lives in great uncertainty and insecuritywhich discourages any plans for the future or for a better life for itschildren. The result is a growing separation of the affluent middle classfrom the poor not only in income, but especially in attitudes towardlife. The poor cannot hope for the security and regularity of lifewhich the middle classes cherish. Furthermore, the step from no in-come to adequate income becomes larger all the time, and this barrieris heightened by minimum wage laws and the disincentive featuresof welfare means tests. The child who grows up without adequate food,clothing, silelter, or books is ready handicapped in his attempt tobecome a productive member of society,
The Negative Income Tax alleviate the insecurity of the poorand allow people to plan ahead. It provides a smooth transition fromnot working to working, from poverty to affluence. The Ripon Societybelieves that, by extending these features of the middle class environ-ment to the lives of the poor the Negative Income Tax will knit thesociety closer.
Those who have experienced middle class ways of life and rejectedthem are most likely to be the "drop outs" under this plan. For thesepeople, the problem is not to provide incentives by threatening themwith starvation, since they are often well able to earn good incomes,but to interest them again in the society.
4. "We already have too many enormous FediTal programs inter-., fering in the economy. We need more freedom from Federal control,not an extension of it."
The Negative Income Tax will shift decisions from the Federalgovernment to individuals. By freeing local resources now devoted toeconomically burdensome welfare programs, the Negative Income Taxwill enable the cities and states to devote their energies to education,the improvement of the environment, and the curtailment of crime,all predominantly local i-esponsibilities which are being poorly metat the moment.
The use of objective criteria that is central to the Negative IncomeTax system should insure against an accretion of power in the handsof federal bureaucrats. In fact, local initiative in devising structuralapproaches to reduce the incidence of poverty may be strengthenedby the adoption of Negative Income Tax system. Under the grant-in-aid approach which dominates much of the public assistance areatoday, state and local governments often have little room for policyinitiative. Instead they find themselves forced to tailor their welfarepolicies to maximize the matching federal grants.
The Negatiye Income Tax system would,not pre:,sitre =gate and localgovernments- to follow any single path in providing for the welfareof their citizens. Assstirt . mat their citizens would have at least a sub-sistence level income, these governments would have inure room forinitiative and experiment in providing services which encourage theirindigent citizens to become more constructive members of society.
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The criticism of over-centralisation is actually more valid for pro-
posed alternatives to the Negative Income Tax. For instance, the sug-
gestion that the government become the employer of last resort would
shift control of enormous resources into the public sector increasing
even further the sphere of federal decision making in the economy.

5. "Won't the money be spent on liquor, drugs and fancy clothes?"
Mast of it will go into housing improvements, into schoolbooks and

home study space, into privacy and food and shoes. This is the way
most people of all incomes spend their money. As with the earned
incite of the middle class, some of this money will be used for drugs
and liquor and will reduce pressures on addicts and alcoholics to sup-
7ort their habits through crime. If making several hundred drug

_diets more comfortable is the price of giving shoes to millions of
schoolchildren, why not pay it

6. "Isn't it 'wrong' to pay people for not working?"
The deepest-felt objection to the adoption of a Negative Income Tax

plan or any proposal for insuring a minimum floor under all family
iincome is essentially an emotion-al. one. The idea of "paying someone

for doing nothing" runs against the Puritan Ethic. In fact, the notion
of "the undeserving poor' leads many Americans to associate poverty
with shiftlessness, laziness, and other character debilities. A somewhat
more sophisticated version of this attitude recognizes that poor chil-
dren are not to be blamed for their plight but regards their parents
as undeserving of sympathy. Consequently many will advocate large
expenditures to educate the children of the poor but will ot.pose sug-
gestions that these families be given some form of income supplement.

This view ignores the fact that poverty in America is to a large ex-
tent an inherited malady. The poor adults of today, more often than
not, were the children of the poor of a generation ago. Growing up in
an environment which discouraged personal advancement, most of
our poor either left school early or merely went through the motions
while attending school. Lacking necessary job skills, they have become
accustomed to failure. Their despair in finding satisfactory employ-
ment has been compounded by the frustration born of economic de-
privation.

The effects of this despair upon the family life of our poor have been
devastating. Daniel Moynihan has documented the critical deterio-
ration of the Negro family in his controversial report, The Negro
Family: The Case for National Action. The family instability among
the urban Negro poor has seriously complicated our task of providing
adequate education and citizenship training in the ghetto. Still the
major socializing institution in our society, the family, is the source
of most of a child's values. The child who grows up in a broken home
in an urban ghetto today is likely to receive little more than a sense
of helplessness from his family situation. Though living in a poverty-
stricken environment, he is exposed to the blandishments of advertise
ments urging him to consume. The poor youth in the city. lacking the
'MIMS to share in the affluent life to which he iN eX1P40-rd. ma, turn -oa-
ten and silent or burst out, in antisocial displays of anger and %-iolence.

Society must accept the responsibility of assisting those whose
major reason for not finding a job is the accident of their birth and
upbringing.
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IV. A IVOSUCASLIC NAN

The advantages of the Negative Inetnue Tax are best demonstratedin the context of a concrete plan. The one presented below does notpurport to meet all administrative, technical or legal problems, butIt does provide a framework for implementing the concept.
1. Cost

For purposes of discussion we use the following table for computingthe standard income allowance :
Table 1

For each adult-
$1, 500For the drat child
1, 500For the second child
1,000Jbr the third child

000For the fourth child
400For other children

0Limit for any family
0,000

These levels represent a reasonable upper limit to the standard in-come allowance. A family of four, two adults and two children, has astandard income of $5,500,
Our plan includes a "tax rate" of -50 percent. This means that thefamily of four would receive $2,750 if it had no outside income. Asingle adult would receive $750. The incentive to supplement theseminimums will be substantial, since a 50 percent tax rate means afamily keeps half of anything it earns. Table '2 indicates the relation-ship between earnings and total income for a family of four.

o

Le*

ON

ECM..
W, O.

$5,500.. .

Table 2
- '.. -

DOW from Negative incense Total locenteEarned income
tax

15,500
5,000

$2,750
2,500

11,750
3,0004,soci 2,250 3, 250

4, 000 2.000 3, 500
3, 500 L, 750 3, 750

4, 0002,500 1,250 4, BO
2,000 I , 000 4 5001,500 750 4,7501,000 500 5.000

500 250 5,150
0 0 5,500

Nose: Teter Income for a firmly of 4 with 2 children: "standard incense" equals $5,500

The difference fora family between its present income and the stand-ard is called the "deficit" for that family. In the sum of thesedeficits for ..1.merican families was $20 billion. figure includeswelfare eayments as income. Without welfare t leticit billion.In addition the Federal Government collected minewhat less than $1billion in income taxes from families who ,will h eligible for NegativeIncome Tax under our plan.
From these figures it is easy to calculate:111e co,; of any proposed taxrate. For example, if welfare payments continue- at present levels anda 50 percent tax rate is in effect, the total cost to the Treasury will be$11 billion ($10 billion representing 50 percent of the total deficit plus
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$1 billion representing the loss of tax revenues). Of this $10 billion in
direct payments about 80 percent will go to families with children.
If welfare payments are not included as income but are counted as part
payment. of the Negative Income Tax, the total cost will be $13.5
billion (half of $25 billion plus $1 billion in lost revenue). We expect,
of course, that much federally sponsored welfare assistance will be
phased out as the Negative Income Tax comes into operation.
2. Legal Details

A. Pefiriltio-ti of inramc.--Certain receipts not counted as income for
tax purposes must be included as income in claiming a Negative Tax
payment. Scholarships, gifts, transfers between menibers of a family,
alimony, interest on tax-free securities and realized capital gains are
the most important items in this category.

Welfare payments which can be continued at the beginning of the
Negative Income Tax should not be counted as income for Negative
Income Tax purposes, but as part ;a1 payment of Negative Income
taxes, if they are financed by the Federal government. State welfare
payments should not be counted as income, or as partial payment, to
avoid discouraging states from providing welfare for special hard-
ship cases. Programs designed by the Federal government to help spe-
cifically emotionally and physically disabled persons should also be
supplemental to t he 'Negative Income Tax.

B. Deductions.Deductions from income must be severely limited
for negative tax recipients. Deductions of business expenses and in fact
all employment-related expenses will increase incentives to employ
meant. In the absence of comprehensive medical insurance coverage
some allowance is necessary for unusually large medical expenses. (If
tuition to college were granted as a deduction, the Ne!zative Income
Tax could provide an auto-mob' scholarhi for i'VVI'y011t, who has the
will and ability to go to college. This, of rout', wouhl raise the cost
substantially.)

C. Positive tax liability.--Those eligible for Neirat ive Income Tax
payments will not. he liable for ordinary income taxes. littler the
ment exemption and deduction system this will re-411t in a fa:I in

after-tax income if a family's income rises above tlu standard in some
This effect. may not be too serious. but a simple war to 4'111111Mte

it is to increase exemptions and standard 41(11111.6(ms in the regular
income tax to eon form to the standards of the Negative Income
and raise lower bracket rates slightly to keep total lower-bracket tax
payments constant. This method eliminates the disincentive to move
above the standard income and does not chaiwe the tax burden on
families just above the standard.

P, Vigibility.--The basic principle of tlw Negat it e Inecitne Tax is
its universal Since Mir S( WI:1) :40,11rify di...igned
to Maintain adecplate income for older cittzens. we recommend that
persons over 65 be eligible for Negri( it t Inc time 'Fix pi villein, only if.
they aye not Amur .ely entered by Social Sc, 'mitt.. The* -3111P reasOn-
ing applies to recipients of veteran.' ',elision- and -imilar !,ovetn-
ment t ransfers.

Otherwise every American who is either over is or the head of a
family should be, eligible for Negative Itiome TAN. Thrrt' Will be ito
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incentives for rich families to live apart as a way of increasing totalWilily income since intra-family transfers will be counted as income.It may be desirable to allow families that wish to keep their ch:idren
dependent to offer to substitute their support for Negative Income Taxuntil the child reaches21.

The Negative Income Tax is not intended to supplement, the incomesof wealthy people who have substantial /assets but low incomes. Eli-gibility should be denied to families or individuals who own morethan, for example, $3,000 in liquid assets, or $10,000 in total assets notcounting owner-occupied homes. These limits may also be tied to thestandard income formulas. They will prevent the worst cases of abuseof the Negative Income Tax.
F. Size of income.--- Certain businessmen with substantial borrowingpower sometimes have negative incomes in certain year.i. To preventopen-ended claims (HI the Treasury, the minimum reportable incomefor Negative Income Tax purposes should be zero. The small size ofthe payments even at zero income will discourage most people frommanipulating the timing of their incomes to take ads antage of the-Negat ive Tax.
G. hatallin,nt debt.-- Installment debt payments cannot 1* allowedto eat up the negative tax. Legal limits may be set to the percentage oftotal income a Negative Tax recipient may be forced to pay as interest

or principal on debt. This will provide a kind of semi-bankruptcy
protection for the recipient.
3. Adminieration

One of the fundamental simplicities of the Negative Income 'Fax isthe ease with which the program can be administered without estab-lishing an additional welfare bureaucracy. An individual or familywhich expects its income to fall below the standard in a future periodwill file for Negative Income Tax payments from the Internal RevenueService. These payments will be made monthly. At the end of eachyear, Negative Tax recipients will file returns showing their actualincome in the year. .1.ny discrepancy between the actual Negative Taxpayments and what a family was entitled to can be made up by a lumpsum refund or tax payment or, if the payment is large. by a tax pay-ment spread over several months.
To minimize the variation in tax payments employed, Negative Taxrecipients should have tax withheld at the source like other employees.

Withholding, together with assistance iii tilling out forms and moderndata-processing, will simplify the administrative prot,lems in adjust-ing tax payments to income.
4. Fraud

Relatively well-off people who by some legal device can meet theletter of the requirements may abuse the Negative Tax. The incentivefor this is small because the payments are small. The chances of itshappening can be reduced by making the definition of -income- forNegative Tax purposes as broad as possible.
Another difficulty will be misreporting of income by poor people toavoid the 50 percent marginal reduction in Negative Tax payments foreach dollar they earn. The most effective deterrent against this will bethe actual requirement of filing a return, since it takes considerable'in-
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rutiii;ey
to fake a consistent series of fraudulent tax returns. In ex-

for the Negative Tax privilege, people may also be required to
provide information on returns, such as reports of purchases of durable
goods, which will facilitate detection of fraud b computers. The most
important point is that the Negative Income Tax criteria are simple
and equitable? while present welfare regulations involve a byzantine
code of behavior. The combination of deterrence and respect for a good
law will help to reduce fraud to a low level.
5. Gradual Enact

The Negative Incoihe Tax represents a substantial though not revo-
lutionary change in our economic environment. For this reason it is de-
sirable to watch the effects of it develop slowly and to gain experience
in the probleMs it raises one by one. The Negative Income Tax should
be introduced gradually by starting with a low tax rate, say 10 percent,
and raising it. year by year to the target of 50 percent. The first year
this will cost about $3 billion (10 percent of $20 billion plus $1 billion
in lost revenues) which itself is a modest but important contribution
to the welfare of the poor. If, as the tax rate rises, significant bad ef-
fects become apparent, the program can be halted or reversed smoothly.

The Ripon liociety notes that the Negative Income Tax with a 10
percent tax rate can be instituted immediately with provision for an
automatic rise of 10 percent in the tlx rate each succeeding year. If the
end of the war in Vietnam provides an opportunity. we can raise the
rate by more than 10 percent in that yeah. ThiS is a powerful anti-
recession weapon, especially since Negative Income Tax payments go
to those whose propensity to consume is very high.

Each year until the fifth after the adoption of the program, it will
cost about $2 billion more. The natural growth of tax revenues is about
$.5 billion a year, so that the Negative Income Tax can be initiated easily
without any increase in positive tax rates. This is true even if the war
in Vietnam continues.

V. TrrE POLITICAL CH111 FNUF

We cannot tolerate the low incomes of the poor. Nfi-ery affronts our
consciences. ITglines,,, afflicts neighlt4whoods drained of money and
parked with people. Insecurity and disvriminat ion .1ri% e their victims
to a guerrilla act.z41 against the 'polarity who have made it or have
it made.

"Massive frontal attacks" on peripheral is ties like schooling for
four-years-olds do not raise incomes or make anyone more secure. The
government's job corps programs, substitutes for on-the-job t rain
ing, have helped a very few at enormous eo .-t 1111 LI% i tint .1:111rVII the
economic environment of the mass.

Direct transfer programs like welfare raise income, hilt destroy
incentives and erode self-reliance. The poor pay for the .-ecurity of
subsistence incomes by giving up their right to lint %%Irtt they w:int or
to earn more by their personal effort. Welfare threiten-: hevoine
cheap fotni of institutionalization for people with a problem: like
many institutions, it tends to strengthen the problem i tfher t han the
person.
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If we want to see an improvement in housing and a reduction in
crime, we must put more money into poor neighborhoods and regions.
If we want to see that money spent efficiently to help people, we can
do no better than to let them spend it themselves.

Eighteen years ago Senator Robert Taft said :

I believe that the American people feel that with the high production of whichwe are now capable, there is enough left over to prevent extreme hard-
subsistence, education, inedical care and housing, to give to all a minimum stand-
ard of decent living. anti to all children a fair opportunity to get a start in life.

The Ripon Society believes that the adoption of the. Negative In-
come Tax will prove the most viable means of implementing this con-
cept; it will be a great Republican initiative comparable to the Home-
stead Act and the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments.
No other program to fight poverty can also strengthen free markets and
reduce Federal intervention in the economy.

In five years our economy will be producing a thousand billion
dollars worth of goods each year. We propose to give one percent to
those who so far have been`left out. The richest nation in history
should do no less.
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INCOME MAINTENANCE: THE NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE POSITION

We believe the time has come to launch a concerted national effort to deal.
on and for all, with the question of poverty in this country.

To continue to allow 23 million people to remain below the official poverty
level is a terrible indictment of the nation and mocks the very principles upon
which this country was founded.

To these 23 million people we pledge our commitment to the development
of a national system of income maintenance which will insure that every
American has access to the goods and services necessary to sustaining life at an
adequate level.

Toward this end, the National Urban League is proposing major overhaul
of the country's entire income maintenance system. Although piecemeal changes
and improvements have been made, and can la. made, there is a clear need for
reform of the entire system.

The National Urban League's Board of Trustees has adopted a basic position
on income maintenance. Of all the various alternatives to th' present system,
we believe that the one which best fulfills the goals of the nation is the uni-
venal refundable credit income tax. detailed in this paper.

We believe that placing a floor under all incomes by means of a universal
refundable credit income tax combined with a full employment policy and
national health insurance is the best approach to preventing and eradicating
poverty.

We. therefore, oder this paper on the inns <Tsai refundable credit income
tax to the nation's leaders and call on individuals, groups and .organizations to
join us in developing an informed constituency which will insist that the pre lit
moment will mark the time when the nation willed that 2:3 million of its citizens
would no longer live in poverty.

July 15. 1Y75

DONALD %CANNON, Preirirknt
National Urban League

VERNON E. JORDAN. PI, ENCelit Director
National Urban League

Reproduced with the permission of the National Urban
League C 1975.
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That the total incidence of poverty fell only slightly during these years.
It went from 4/7% to 10.0% of the population. This indicates that the num-

ber of people entering poverty each year was roughly equal to the number
leaving.

That the moor reasons for a family to eater or leave poverty were demo-
graphfr.
These are reasons such as the birth of a child, marriage, separation, divorce,

death, illness, or retirement of the family head.
The picture that emerges from all this is that for a sizable iwrcentage of

the population (around 17% of all households )7 income is highly unstahk, and
fluctuates above and below the poverty line from year to year. This income in-
stability is greatest among female headed families and least frequent among
families with an aged bead.

THE PRESENT PROGRAMSWHOM DO THEY HELP
At the present tune there are more than 100 federally funded programs that

transfer income, both cash and in kind (such as food stamps. medical services,
and housiog) to imlwithsals with low ( pre-tramfer t in times: These programs
will pay out an (-simians! $1:10 billion in fiscal 1975 of which idiom -1/5ths will
go for social insurance benefits and about 1/5th for assistance, food stamps,
housing. and health services!'

It is difficult to establish the actual number of distinct individuals who t-
ceive benefits J large moldier of people participate in several of these
programs at once This fact multiple program participationgives disc to one
of the gravest defects ui ,tie present system of income maintenance' and will
discussed later at length In fiscal 1972, fur example. a guns total of 119 million
ft'rsons received benefits under the '..ti major federally funded programs. It is
estimated, howl'VCr, 014 there Were truly AhUt till tntlbon 111431:Ill (114h% ithIJIN
Wh4) reCels .1141.1 ( Refer to page IS for a list of the maim federal and state
rowan's. the total numbers of recipients for 1971, and Ow total benefits paid out
under each of Ruin.,

In addition to cash and assistanue. the Federal government also
transfers in effect Whom of (Mims mdividuals throng!, the use of income
tax exemptions and deductions. Although this form of government aid receives
less attention than Social Security or food stamps, and few data are available on
how much money is involved and who benefits, the exemption of income from
taxation increases disposable ineonw just 4s ,tirely as the giving of a relief cheek.

These tax transfers are not necessarily targeted on the poor but on such
economically di. 41S4' groups as homeowners or the parents of students. For exam-
ple, in fist-al 1971, the income tax deductions on the Min (gage interest payments
of homeowners in this country totalled $2.fi hillioo and cost the Federal govern-
ment in lost revenue more than all the housing subsidy programs for the pooro

HOW EFFECTIVE ARE THE PROGRAMS
The Mit higaii Survey Research (:enter data indicate that m 1971, herd of all

the families with pre-transfer incomes below the poverty level received some
betwfits toms one of the ftilt.r...1 or Nt..t4. inogr,n, an 431 were raised above
the 110%11( lave'/ In this aid, 57'( of poor families remained poor after benefits

.L.03
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were transferred; 20% received 130 benefits; and 37% received insufficient benefits.According to this study, certain types of families fare better than othersThis is because many of the present programs are categoricalproviding assistance only to certain grouper in the population. Of families with incomes belowthe poverty level, those with an aged head fared best with only 31 receivingno benefits of any kind; 11% of poor fatuities with a disabled head received nobenefits; 17% of poor female headed families with children and 49% of poor maleheaded families with children received no benefits; 57% of poor familiCi withno children and non-aged, non-disabled beads received no benefit% whatsoeverduring the period of the Michigan study which ended in 1971."
Overall, it was estimated that the "social insurance" programs (t)ASD1 andUM) were the most effective in alleviating poverty. Benefits trout these pro.grams raised 321 of the total of poor families above the poserty

public assistance and fund 'Stamps brought only 16% of poor families user the line,

SOME RECE:NI PROGRAM CHANGES
suite 1.$71 thy po, tut c. kis as the result Of changesof (hi. III doe m 11.'1 jilt i.uns The first is the tostitufloti of the federal Supplemanta' se, rarity omit. program ( in January 1974 , which is, ui effect a nation,stride Ili 14atise 11110111c fait for the aged, the blind. and the disabled This pro-gram. Obi( fl is run by the Sllinl Security Adi inistration. provide% a basicguarantee of $.2,500 per year for a couple, will pas' out approximatelv threebillions in benefits in 1974,"2 and shodd virtually insure that all blind, aged,and disabled Americans who participate arc brought up at least to this lest.'of mulim.

The secimil major change which has taken plo t as the i11(1111101/* ("Ip.(11111111of the federal loctil stamps program which imivIdes, as of Litmals 1974, a Lowguarantee of food stamps cabled at $1.704 for .1 famils of I peisons and stillpay Out appioximatels five billion dollars 111 food .4.1111111 in 1974 to all StIlllatld13.1 million persons " APEX: and S51, this plograin pros ides its benefitsin the form of souchers or good sfailips (en kind i rathei than in casts and there
are serious 4n-winnings associated with this torte assistant e. Hut this prograin has reached 111.1S411,e roptittfOlis t it is estimated that !14 1111111011 Amer. Jutsare 4..rirrntiv eligible for some benefits ,'e and. shat as none Important. it isthe first I tat0)1$ -W jut Pg11.11I1 that provides lienefits to (lie t% 011,111g !Nita all(1to single individuals, to tu.oparlit 1,1111111(s, Atli! to t 1111111css otiple, with low
inte0M(i. In 111(K4 states these groups had nut been eligibl tor benefits uncle;any of the other categorical programs.

The third change which occurred somewhat rube; but Much has had Asignificant unpai t is the liberalization. 1967, of the federal Aid to Families oath1)ejxndent Childreu ['rowan!. This permitted let quints , single patent familieswith minor children 1 (11 work and retain a certain prat-Wage of .crild incomewhile continuing to receive benefits Previously the piograin had applied whatamounted to a ltatV, tax on the. earnings of participants
Iii addition to these major changes, benefits under the t ige. Sursistils,and Disability Insmanee program hays been meleased, its l'054.r.sge has beenextended. and a coo-of lis rig adjustment has b., r tied eo fir benefit lesels aswell l'oclas thew are 10 million .Atileiii alas re( riving benefits under this piograiii
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including 2 million disabled persons under 85, 5 million children, and nearly one
million widows and mothers." (Refer to page 19.)

DEPICIENCES IN THE CURRENT PROGRAMS

The expulsion, liberalization, and federalization of these major programs
win clearly make inroads into the poverty income gap currently estimated at
10 billion dollars in this country. It has not eliminated the serious shortcomings
which arc inherent in the design of the programs themselves. In fact, because
more money is now being spent and more people participating in these programs.
the flaws have become all the more disastrous and the need for reform all the
more pressing.

Many of the defects of the present system are related to the way the pro-
grams were designed and will persist as long as these features remain.

I. The first ma* defect arises from the fact that the majority of programs
Prot fik benefits only to specified categories of the population.
This categorical feature of such programs as AFDC and SSI is in effect a

means of rationing limited funds among all those in need and arises in part from
a desire to restrict INnrfits to those most in need or to those groups in the low
meom population deemed moist worths of help, the blunt the aged, etc. Some
of the results of making income maintenance programs categorical have been:

stigma

Certain groups in the population arc segregated and stigmatized. Aid is
seen as a privilege rather than a right. There are strong disincentives to
aptly for irtkfitS under these programs and resentment against recipients
nos high in the general population. programs are not popular po-
litically.

complex etigibdity

hosing one's eligibility for these programs is a complicated process and it
most he demonstrated frequently and Ogg:mush% The complexity of eligi-
bility criteria requires high admimstratne costs acid allows for a wide
margin of administrative discretion.

Weir*
Inditiduals arid families m similar economic ircumstahces do not receive
equal treatment. In many states the working poor are plot covered by any
1rt the cash programs no matter how low their earnings. In addition, some
Candies participate in several programs and receive a fairly high level of
benefits, others, none. The AFDC program restricts benefits to families
with one parent and dependent children (and in some States, to families
where both parents are unemployed ), while cash benefits are unavailab
to two-parent families and to the working poor and their children.

II. .4 wrorsd norior defect in the design of the present prorrarns is the fact that
Many ore ridnalo,tered arid funded by federal, slate, arid local got frIlltletilS
jointly.
This greatly increases the costs ar.d complexity of .idininistering these pro.t
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grams. It also permits wide variatUms in eligibility criteria anti in benefit levelsfrom state to state and from city to city. The range to hemfits at the presenttime under the AFDC program goes from $82.71 which is the average moodilypayment itr recipient in New York to 614,40 in Mississippi."
III. A third major defect in the design of the present lin/gram% is flu' fact thatmany are work conditioned.

. What this means is that in order to recent ls'stehts, seciptents must be will-ing to work or to submit to iult training, While it is dear that a program to pro -vide funds for able-bodietl, fully employable. but leisure loving individuals would6 inifesshle politically, to say the least, the vast illaiorIty of the low income pop-ulation is in DO such V01411011, The wink requirenwitts built tutu the present systemand to 111.1lay of the new programs which are being proposed are firmly rootedin the beliefs that:
there are fobs available
the lux uk -onse poinflatinti has sully .1 weak .tttactoorot
to tit« %sosk «Am' mid that any progiam which pros ides
1114 4 'Ili, 111.1111teilaiit'4' utmost also buttress this Attachment
.4 \1/.11 111' pall) /11 tifill of tlic

;moot«. 1441111u1.4114111
Art lolls employable Ill C.111 caul) ire made so

111n, m fart, there is ionstderable et Orme that 11.111r of these !wheh iswarranted

scarcity el jobs

Thy ulicipli)loyinilt rate for the labot Iltrl 4' as a 51 /wk. 11,1(iallialk. isrently around ti.7%, hitt the rate its massy til t.11) al 4'.1% is sulistantialls higher( to \IV 'is of 5 7 751
ChAti !ohs are tort as.tml.11lle tor etetcnne11111 the ice rri (Iel statistic s greatlyundeiestimate the true 54 arca% of lobs for the lots sitcoms. population lo 1467,for 4sample. when the oer.t11 U S. lititll1141) MI III late snood ..t in& .;r 11wars vstismited iw the limd'« of 1,,sfrol St.do.to to Iwo .45 log). as i(. rte fitsittentile areas. hi athlittini In the linemirloteti. fosija imairoition of do' lottittlAnor voptil,stiou n sailworirlyytt, ss lurking At et% hurt %cagy labs tuotio orless pr 1,1'41- for the head of family of four'. hi 14%i, w the et ofioiny Wascharattenied by a far tighter labor market than that which eseas today, theHIS estimated the les:el of subemployment sir utl,,eu pioo.ify areas to IR ashigh as 2447/.'' In early 1971. the Census Bureau flAtIlti witiemploy went atan average of 141St in fit, minor U.S. poseriy .stilt 1)1 2.4" «It the employedwork force recci.olg Ins, than the official 131,5 loot, Its nig standard" of wages
There is considerable evidence that the low int ono popolation is effes.tiselv

restricted to mistahle, km' wage, dead end 14 Ohs 1)414.iiig 16 period foots
to I4t9 cc 11(11 wo1141m1c' growth t'reate'd a tight labor market and imeloplosment
rates fell to .1 record low, it is estnnated that three w30 a 41e MIlase (II 10 5In1111011 job's tot Men floweser the top 2.-lids of the male labor forte gamed
114 million lobs and the bottom data lost mole tl,.ue ; " SO, CVO,
(1111111g sods of grossili and !misplay, the poor lost out. in 147i, w1111 teal
CINP was actually 'kelt:nog aml, intemplos mem si As hfgher than it had 1/4til )eats, It %%1 Onions that the c4,1muilly 4r11141 not And (1111 nof geverate
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enough jobs and decent wages for the labor force as whole and the scarcity was
all the more acute among the low skill, low income population,
wadi imaidives

The woun d assumption, that the low income population has only a weak
attachment to the labor force or little motivation to work when aid is available,
is also unfounded. According to the Census Bureau in 1971 only 5% of the low
rheum' population of .working age did not work in that year for reasons other
than ilhwss, school, or family responsibilities; 75% of all poor male family heads
worked at some point during that year and 57% of those worked full -time all
year; 41% of the women heading poor families worked and 1$% of them, full
time, all year.

In the recent New Jersey Graduated Work Incentive Experiment conduted
by the Office of Economic. Opportunity, cash benefits were made available to
groups'of low-Ue /me. two parent families without a work requirement in an
effort to determine whether or not the availability of such aid would have an
efleet on theirwork effort. The vyideiwe indicates that with reasonably generous
levels of benefits and benefit reduction fates no higher than 70%, there is no
significant chatiee oi wink patterns among family beads." Tile expenment also
pointed out that the benefit reduction rate (or niarginal taS rate) has a significant
impact on work effort. The benefit reduction rate is that rate at which aid is
WItigirAW11 as earnings increase. If the rate is high ( over 70%) it means that
the peison n'te1V11114 aid has sere little incentive to increase the earmogs because
the person keeps only .4 411411 fraction of each extra dollar canted. This will be
discussed in detail later.

WORK PROGRAMS

It is t fear from the (Jilin,. of "workfare- programs such as the WIN plan
:Ind the f.111t1.11I;e Amentliiiilit that efforts to ciiitilufle 111.1111 111.1110111.111er Mid
matipoucr training are (iiiiiplcx .1114 ostly to administer and have a very low
sate of success It is d01111.1il that the cost of one successful job placement
under tl WIN program was MOM and the success rate he n. was approximate-
ly

As the Michigan study points out, large numbers of different people
enter leave tie pinerty population each year and the major reason for
leaving poverty is not employment or job training but demographic changes.
Manpower training, day care for the children of working inotlwrs. and public
service sector ji1lis :Ire all Herded Ind theft' vs Inc basis whatever for finking
these to the supply of cash aid fur 1:1111144 with ilLnltill.lte 111OnlS The pro-
lems of getting the US. eetmonly to generate enough jobs and of equipping
all Americans with a level of education awl skill suffieient to cinlipte for tie
jobs :nod the geographic proximity or mobility to get to jobs are exceedingly
topple, It is bolls ineffectual and unjust to pesialimr that sector of tlu lOw-
lot 0111v 'No11114;4,11 ,S int wiemplosed or subcisipliqed Oh the pretext that
the sal It/ to to tItcse iniohleM% Is At halal.

IV. ..t boirth rumor problem ti nth the prevent W8reffl i.e the multiplicity of
poorly coordinated pit, ,rilnl.c Lind Ole serious 11 Orit tit.thieentlIcv that re,fult,

,iie to.air erne 'Hop Mils nt 111Csent Oil IL: 11111'1.1i. state. MA
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local levels dispensing benefits in cash and in kind. Then is cnisiderable owe. lip
between them. A staff study done in 1973 by the Joint Economic Committee
found that between 50-77% of sample households in six major poverty Areas
teeeiyed benefits under at least one program. Of those, about 130 -75% received
benefits from more than one pmgram; and 10-25'; received benefits under 5 or
more different programs (public assistance, yeteine, Assistance. food
stamps. public housing, or childcare)." The fact of multiple program participa-
tion does not mean that these families were cheating nor that they received
especially high amounts of aid. This study found. m fact. that among households
receiving five or more benefits. between 8$ and 35'1r remained below the inweity
level of income even after revipf of aid ( both cash and in kind ):"

Most of these pnigrai... are inetnn tStell which Ille.111% that benefit% are
withdrawn As the recipients Inetnne rises. Whit has be 01114 dear is that the'
rate at which benefits arc with and the Inc 401114 lea VI at which they are
cut tiff entirely has a crucial impact on ssu,k int gaups es. TINe problem is cum-
pnintlill I is the fact of imiltiple program p eta pat ion

1:t+1 csamplc. it .1 lamils Is tceeis ing assist on I. u1 the faun of cash, foodstmovs. (1)%f 1/111111( housing. Mitt it 4.11 ut these programs reducesthe the hinds .ts its mc time loon cloploy molt riA's, the bola,'
head is n, the position of has mg %cry little Mt elit to IIICreASe the linOnnthe she em Us For each extra dollar earned in w.wa.s, 70. SO, 408i. (and in sometaSeS over 1001) of it will lie "taxed" in the Cowl .it lost cash or 111-kiod lwoofits
for which One is now sigh, e

The raSOII for making a fuogrmir Intl/111e euoehhoned us that it tarots limited
founts on (Ilium with the lowest fir itself Inn 4,11k' n I MilltIOOffig is there-
fore out a hail thing los any single !mop am It is t ett.unls possible to set the
benefit withdraw al Lite loss enough so that %stuk in.4.1,tiscs Ale not impaired.
Accin ding to the us Ohlal I' I the OF.0 NCO ict sc% esfN nnirnt this wouldhe at 7(r; or fin pilule age male Lomb heads fiit each of the prient
programs has its ins is benefit :edit two l ate i lot VI it is b7'1. forfood stamps around A', .111(1 tut IHMS1111; .ISSIStIlit It IN .ffirsitul 25%; ;,-- midwhet( a f.unlh 1 auto Spate% ,*%t 1.II VIO41.1(11% (NO e these rates must beadded tOgethr sn Maki to get the taste tiltitIlatis I inset venal fate at which
each dollar of melded income is I.oted %I',tli th, 140 it poilitcl atom of 111os:buns
offering benefit, to families with head, %silo win!, of nnttiot work. and
with fit' large ',umbel ed families part tt ip milt; nl ; 0111.1',the work clisincesiuses Iu,s r become quifi silous

Not 0/14 Joys this fart of moltiiili !goo am pm tit ;patios) and poor coordination give ruse to serums work distils tams es, it i also cstrcluels
It results in great disparity betwalli the amounts of Aid to families
at similar income levels dip lido% oo whiteo lis c and wind; programs they
apply fortheir social mid demographic- eh.uarteitstius lather than tl.eir need
THE GOAIS AND CHARMITKISTICS
OF A NEW INCOME MAINTENANCE s%'STENI

In the t ours, 44 cs.itninn,g, the (Mc, ts III tin Ine s, lit 55.0 to sty 113.0s tacitly
inned sense of the goals to jut (1131,1( (17tsiIts ti,.it 55 4, I Felll'1,1 shneulel figure
1140WHICIIIIV ni the design 441 .4 144 %% 51. 5(4 III
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I, The system should be adequate, equitubla and universal.
Benefits should be available by right to all Americans whose income falls

below the basic level at which a decent life an be lived. There should be no
categorical division of the loin income pislancei :ato different programs with
different coverage and different levels 01 -benefits. there should be no dichotomy
between aidefor tht poor (welfare) ) and aid for others (tax prefere With
the realization that as many as 23 million people are currently eligi63e for at
least one form of federal benefit for the poor other than food stamps and as
many as 37 million eligible for food stamps alone, the time has come to recog-
nize that a majority of Americans at some point in their lives will be eligible
to participate in the system.

IL The system should be federally administered and funded.
This will insure that all Americans, no matter where they live will have

access to an equal level of benefits (relative to need) and are su t to the
same criteria of eligibility. It will eliminate the wide margin of local irtistra-
live discretion which exists under several of the current programs which
can be used to demean and harass recipients and to select inequit ly among
the needy, Federalization of hewing for income maintenance programs has great-
ly increased with the advent of SSI and the expansion of food stamps. As federal
income taxes are less regressive than state and local taxes, there is an added
incentive for federalizing.

III. The benefits should not be work conditioned.
This will can; political. controversy, but the evidence, as examined earlier,

clearly suggests that the poor are more discouraged from work by soaring un-
employment rates and the high cumulative marginal tax rates built into the
current mix of programs than they would lardy be a universal program with
low marginal tax rates and no work requirement.

IV. Benefits should be cash rather than in kind.
The proliferation of in-kind programs has cosstrihstted significantly to the

inequities and inefficiency of the present system. In 1972. for futility, 40T of
the $24.6 billion spent on income :tested programs went for in-kimi henefits.7"
Cash is the -.sou efficient way to transfer income for two reasons; administrative
and distributional costs are lower and the recipprrefl is jxrmittd a full range
of options and can use the benefits in the way which most Improves his:her wel
fare. When it conies to goods such as food, hnhine, transportation, and housing.
which the market in this economy supplies quite well to those with doe re
sources to command than, it is demeaning and itu.ffieleto to have .1 government
agency determine the types and quantities that a low income family ought. to
consume. At least part of the reason that fully 2..trds of those now eligible for
food stamps have elected not to apply for thenV7 may well be the demeaning
and restrictive form of the benrin.

For other goods and servicts soda as maths .41 udie, which are curt ill ample
supply, especially to low income areas, there is some justification for the use
of vouchers. or diTect supply by fix gos-.mineitt.
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V. The goal of the new program should be ifIOMe nuantenance,
It should he designed to operate within the context of a two put national

system. The two parts would be: income security programs ( OASDI and VIE),
and an income maintenance program such as wr ASV about to IWOVOSC. Since
this paper is concerned chielly with the design of an income maintenance pro-
gram no attempt is made here to evaluate possible future, modification or expan-
sion of the present income security programs (OASDI and VIP Our proposal
is made with the intention that these programs will remain as over:dims midwill continue to play the role of providing income security.

THE nwrosm,
Of all the various alternatives to the present system of meow maintenance,the one which hest fulfills OW stated goals and characteristics is the uaiversal

refundable credit income tax. (This shall he referred to lwreafter as the (;FI).
It should be' understood at the outset that this titan clews not provide an

easy or perfect sedution to the problems of drsigma- a system that is equitable,
adequate, efficient and politically .ii editable to the American people. In fact,
each of thew iilaectie es pulls in a different direction. What follows is a broad
outline of the Lind of program u u outs! like to sec implemented.

1. What is the credit ifICOM tax?
The credit income tax has many vas-Lanais but in the iorm proposed here

it is a system under which each IMIS011 in the wont, I'vtIVeti a basic yearly
grant (or tax credit) from the government. AJI Slum . other than this grant is
taxed. If a person has i i umlaut at all, he/she keeps the full grant and pays
no taxes If :I pessou has Mnne of ally kind (other thane the );harsh / he/she insist
they taw.. If the income is low, the amount to be paid in taws will be less than
the grout, the person will keep the dIffeicoce and ICCI'IVir, in eldest a net
fer from the gine.romnt. If a prson's income is so On middle sange. what is
paid LOU'S will be III).* thee 111,08iIit id the ghost and he; she will
break even (as though Ho 1.11's paid Alta tto teamster FIVVird I. It J plS011.S
income is high, the amount to be paid us taxes S1111 IN, larger than the grant
received and in effect the person will pas. out the diihrssee in positive' LOWS.

The iMpOnallt taunt is that (h srAtin is istosrsal eVCIYOne files a tax
Mum, tVeryotW gets a has credit and everyone with ,cis income pays taxes.
There would be ter means test, no work imultheining flt, (Vieh eligibihty
criteria. Implicitly, of course, no one would reveler .1 roister Irma the' gov-
ernment unless the taxes ens iierwo's Mellow from all s4111-44 well' lower than
the tax credit.

ftnefits miller this program would be paid as a mattes of sight rather than
privilege and in a way that did not segregate and stigmatiri the imor. The vital
point about the CIT is that it involves a merger id the welfare system and the
tax system, The plan would lie administered by tl Bureau of Internal Revenue
as an extension of the' positive tax system. In most of the rSiOni which have
lawn proposed, the C1T is linked with extensove tax reform. Table I shows
how this plan might work, but the figures ou Table I are purely illustrative, It
is not intended to spell out the specific. form of the 111111411411 Of the levels at
which tli primary tax Litt' J11411.1% credit should he set fast, because it is our
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belief that the institution of a universal trfundable credit income tax at any of
the proposed levels would rep. -.wait a considerable improvement over the present
peograms. Secondly, because enoo.sing specific tax and credit levels and specific
tax reforms is distinctly has important than establishing which of them is po-
lities/1y feasible. This cannot be assessed here. The examples on Table I are
given in order to demonstrate bow this type of plan work Each individual gets
* tax credit. Each individual files a tax return All income other than the credit
is taxed (possibly at its source) at the primary tax rate. The actual taxes a person
pays to the government are the difference between the tax credit and the
tax liability.

Table I

Hew the CIT Wefts
For A Single Individual

!ncome Credit
Primary
Tax Rate

Tax
Liability Tax Net

Plan (1) $4000 81500 30% $1200 1-300 $4300
P159 (2) 34000 $1000 30% $1200 -200 $3800
Plan (3) $4000 8154$' 408 $1600 4- WO $4100
Plan (4) $4000 $ ine° 401 $1000 -600 $3400

For A Two Person Family
Where One Person HAS
I Winne - $4000 and One
HAS Income

11411 )

PLO (2)2)

Km (3)
Plan (4)

0

Income

$40(10

34000

$14K/0

84000

(*.edit

$1500 per
1'4.144m $3004)

$141041 per person
$2000

33000

$2000

Primary
Tax Rate

34r4

444

301E

-101

Tax
Lrability Tax Net

$1200

$1200

$1600
S1600

+1800

+ $00

4 1400
t 400

$5800

$41400

$544,0

$4400

For the individual on Table 1, the tax liability is income ($4,00)) times
the primary tax rate. If the tax rate is MK the tax liability is $1,200. The actual
taxes are a tax credit, (under plan (2) this is $1.000) minus a tax liability of
$1,200. This is $200. The government gets $200 in taxes, under plan (2 ).
When the primary tax rate changes or the size of the tax credit changes, the
net amount that the individual is left with changes as well. from $3,400 under plan
(4) to $04,300 under plan (1). This is shown also for a two person family.

What should be made clear is Cam a CIT has three critical determinants:
(1) the level of the primary tax rate, (2) the amount of the individual tax credit
and who gets it and ( 3 ) the she of the tax base (the extent to which the present
system of exemptions and preferences is reformed ). These three will set the
cost of the plan, the extent and direction of income redistribution and the ade-
quacy, universality and equity of the income guarantee.
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H. The tax rate and tax reform.
A tax system that levies higher taxes as income rises is

calkd progressive, Essentially, a system redistributes income by reducing
the share of total income that the rich get and increasing the share that the
poor receive. The aim of the federal system at the present time is for income
to be tax progressively and indeed the tax laws call for successively higher pro-

of income to be pa in taxes as income rises. In spite of this intention
various studies have revealed that at all income levels, high and low.

taxes actually paid are roughly proportional to income. What this means
is that a person with $8,000 per year and with $100.000 are both effec-
tively taxed at the same rate (about 3:15). reason for this is that the present
system .of deductions, preferences and exemptions severely distorts the aim of
the progressive income tax. Large portions of income are exempt from taxation. .

In addition to this, under the present system. the $750 per capita exemption
and the $1.30042,000 standard deduction give rise to a regressive system of im-
plicit giants to all taspaytis Fur the person with an immune of $3,010, taxes
arc reduced los si2S7 per sear tin effect, a $2S7 tax credit). For the person with

inteem in the 5tr, tax biacket, these eserniniems and deductions reduce his
taxes Ira For the ikrsern in the 7In tax brJket, taxes are reduced by
$1.925 (nt elfett .1 $1.925 sear's' gr.ent <from the government). The exemptions
and clethietions .are worth mone int.oine rises and the only peirtile not eligible
for the'se g,iants art' those wlitne treed is greatest, those with no incorne.;"

Under the. (21T the present tax system wend(' be altered in two ways: (1)
this inreitiet.ible system of personal tax exemptions would he' t.liminated. the tax
c.reditsetiedel replace the pmrsonal exmptioti aiml it would also lie exteiideti to

I those with no incemie, and (2) the present system of progressive tax rites would
be siinplified.

!slim proposals for the CI suggest bother las lforin int-fueling the.
lionnatiem 01 111,ms of thy ether non dednei(ins, t.xemptions :111d tax

preferences The wastrels tor linking do t seal) tax rt.toun are:
tlw resew s) styli, of dilisst (ions and tArinptinn, sevcrefy distorts
the irrogre.ssisily of the tax system and kolmitisfes Lent of .thern.t-
live transfer sistem for there with ire trine.

cent of the (.1"1" (mild bedrasticalls !educed by increasing tile
slit' of the ta%
""Adlititil%1,71/1K the ( winsld he %amplifid rf ItICOltie were bowel at
it, sower, initially, at .1...asigle primary tax mat( .11. it the' irtereelibl
caiiiph.xitees arising from tin vast number of esmptions from taxable
heat e could lie fetinged.

The whole question of tax re folio is .er, exe I edieig complex and peilitically
volatile one and we cannot hoe exaniesie the relative eventli 4,1 e.,eh of the
present exemptions or ref:mim:id which might lm. elinrin.ated. Clearly, some
should not. The omit is that tole %say 10 fitiant.4. this 1)1.111 i what h 4nloolits to
a mammal minimum inoniv guaraiitt e ) is I.P), IIreradenin14 the base of the in-
dividual iticomj tax It is also the Ws!: in the IAN 4..04,14.1 he made
more progressive and more equitable.

Under the (.11' all intimx would in taxed at its s(Hirri. ..t .1 singly initial
tax lair !loss eSet ne Addition to this SIIIgh initi.il r.ltc it Vt hit ,ell of t..cr sow.
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income' would be taxed, an additional surcharge (or higher tax rate) might then
be applied to persons with annual incomes over some specified level. It is un-
portant to understand that although all income would initially be fixed at the
same rate, the rein result of this system would clearly be progressive. Because,
everyone would receive the same tax credit, the average effective tax rate would
rise as itle011)C rises. Table II demonstrates how, under a CIT, propk at higher
jaw/me levels would have prngressively higher average effective tax rates. This
table does not include the possibility of has mg people with high incomes pay
additional t.sxs at the' end of the year.

Tattle 11

Areme Elleetite 112% Rote
Goes Up As Income Goes Up

if tat t tedd S 1000 IN 1 I'. 1mM .% Net;,,toxr Tax ti.itt. Nic.ots
MO 1'S EA% it Iry Pl. thc (.t-Is .1 \et
'UM .1 1%4'4, i't 1.1,0011

4144;4'
F. tit III 1"

ifkl//f14 1.1.1,11,1y .1, r IJl 1415 (tate

itsoottu
1110,1114. 11.,111 EA. 11.11,1101 ilitt orne

x .40) No T.04)
$ 11 S 0 !ooi Nct.,,01., 'Taws:
$ 2000 S 14410 4.1.21Nril F.141111% titre
$ $10441 11/41 Trifini4.1
$ r>000 52000

II

$ (1,000 52 lin1 . 100
$ m000 $32041 $12fP0 154 r

$111,000 $1000 $.24t011 ;NO

fR $12,000 + s2soo 1%111111% 1% .1 131
4 -""".- $14.000 83600 t $31it41 Net Taspayer 2.51

Sift" $M00 + $1 -foil 27'i
'; i ti,000 $7200 4 Si21141 291

-$W,1,00 $ti000 $601/41 301

Fro. the two person Lund. with no 111(11111C, 1.11's are The negative
tax liability (-$2,0911) means that thun weeny a net transfer of $2,000, If a
family' income is $2.000. their primary 4.1tes Me SSW. But since they get a tax
credit of $2,000, their actual lax liability is Hc.,,.stive $1,1001 which m.tils
they get a transfer. Their average ffetite tax rate 1. negative (Vim 1 which
means their Menton. of $20(141 WJS .HM1114'111(11 by 004 utititi this system. The
positive Lis rate's which begin at intoine of S6,000 that the family has
its initial inrettne Milii11111 by 6.(r: (du pay ant positive tass ),

Au addittonal virtue at the single primary tax rate and tax cret,lit is that it
would greatly reduce whatever work tlisineentivcs are caused by the high mar-
ginal tax (.1.41- 1( 1111 11 1411V 11101/111C W4.11 hers .111(1 s1 (11,114' fee 14'1116 fa..t under the
present Lis and timistur sIstems
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UI. Thee anwunt o/ the tax credit and who receives it.
The turd element in the system is the level of the individual tax credit and

the definition of who is to receive it. In terms of adequacy it would be best for
the amount of the' credit to be set at a level that would everyone of at
least the official poverty level of income (this was $4.540 for a Lundy of four in
197:3. Most of the proposed set the credit at from $1,000 to $2,000 per
person. but it must be rememts4that the level of the tax credit in combina-
tion with the primary tax race will determine the breakeven poi utthat income
level at which tax liability is equal to tax credit. Given the tax rate, as the level
of the tax credit is moved up, the breakeven point moves up. This is demonstrated
on Table Ill,

Table III

Bassikeras Wow
This 1, the lawitarw Level .it %% little

as twilit "FAA 1.4a1rilits

H 1.0. (.fella is S1000 $1500 ,10041 $1300 $1000 $1300

Aral Tax, War 1.. :101

-
:14rt

^

s 4ir: 401 451 43%
Dreal.rverilimom.

0(130? At that'.
Level for

titil $30010 $500 $2500 $ ;7-el/ $222:2 $33.33

Presim
$)01/1? $51000 $7 "pi m 311-11 Vitifiti

The higher the testi at which the tav cisht is set .uiti the lower the tax
rate, the Larger is the proportion of the populatiois rescesiusta net transfer from
the system and the smaller the proportion contributing positive taxes to finance
the 4,1, Stelll.

With a to credit of 81.500 per person mu! a 50', its rate, the breakeven
point for a family of tour is $12,1X)0 of Meru e. This is the income level at which
one 1 in effect i pays TIO taxes and teceives no transfer It the sYstem is not to
run * net deficit then once the tax rate is set and the 1114011W base defined the
amount of the tax credit will be fairly inflexible. In all liLehilinod both of these
key elements ( the tax rate and the defuntion of taxable income 1 will be deter-
mined by political expediency and, there will be only a narrow range within
which the amouut of the tax credit can be set. As such, no specific proposal
will be made here.

Several altermitivs have been suggested as to who will receive the credit:
A. a clamant per capita gr.sso for :di adults t IIIMS111 4l,5t1O
b. a two stage canal& 1N 1 Capita gi.art sitlo 001 It's11 Saar .1(1011$ ,500

.0.11.01011wr for ciriltlre n ($.3001.
e stage age biased Irt i t vita gzalit i .eta. 1,5 mid user $1 )0. age
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55-84 $1,200, age 18-54 $1,000, age 14-17 $400, and uncles' 14 years old
$200 per year ),

da a variable per capita grant based on family size (the first two persons
in any family get $1,250 each, the next two get $750 each, the fifth and
sixth persons get $500 each and all those after six get $250 each)."

Each d these plains would have different costs and different impacts on
laromeidistribution. Plan b. offers the highest level of income guarantee overall
and would consequently cost the most (that is. require the highest tax rate
and/or the largest income base, and/or run the largest deficit). Plan c., where
the level of the grant varies with age would be the least costly overall and would
distribute a relatively larger shine of benefits to the aged and to childless couples
than to other groups in the polailation. Plan a. ranks third from the top ill terms
of costs and is obviously the least beneficial for large families as it pays benefits
only to adults. Plan d., which is second from the top in cost. is the most generousof all the plans to large families.

Questions have been raised however about the wisdom of linking benefits
to family size. Because the actual amount of !!s per capita grant goes dam as
family site increases (although the amount of the total grant to the fanu
there is an economic attentive for a large family to split up. It could receive
its tax credits as say two. three person families rather than one, six person
family. Although it is autationable whether this would actually happen, it opens
the way for the usual ,aray of complex and demeaning procedures to insure
that the poor are being hooest.3"

IV: Thy' implications of a credit income tax.
The costs, incidence of positive taxes, and distribution of benefits under

a CIT are all determined by the three key elements: the ' aret of the tax rate,
the amount arid amber of reetinents of tl individual tax credit and the defini-
tum of taxable income. Since vv have not embraced a specific plan or enu-
merated specific values for these three determioants, it is not possible to spell
out lad)), what the outcome would fie.

An example of how the CIT might work is pruvsded by Ben Okner in his
paper for the joint Economic Committee, "The Hole of Dogriusts As An In-
come Shiintenaoce Alternative.- Okuer estimates the implications of the four
plans mentioned above." The most expensive of tlitata Plan b. (with a tax credit
of $1,500 per adult andf0100 per child I would recluse the total number of poorfamilies in this country by

Plan c., the least expensive plan ( where benefits vary by age .from CVO to
$1,500 per capita) would reduce the total number of poor families in this countryby 711.

The other two plans, a. ( $1.500 per adult) and plan d. individual benefits
vary with family site ) would reduce the number of poor families by 76% and
Slia$ respectively.

Because the (:IT is a universal system involving families at all income levels.
and because it has been .fiaked with tax reform, it could have a significant
impact on the mead! distribution of income in this country. It is possible to
check its morns' redistributive tendencies by limaing the tax reform and by
setting the tan credit at a low level. But in this case. the inconw inainkliA0Ce
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function will by seriously weakened. The point is that these two functions can-
not be manipulated independently under a universal credit income tax. To the.
extent that it provides an adequate and equitable illtilfne guarantee, the (AT
will also affect the overall income'distribution.

In comparing the way ()knees four tax credit plans would have redistrib-
uted income in 1970 with the way the present tax and transfer system did it.
()liner estimates that in general, all the plans would give the three lowest quin-
tiles x larger share of post tax income than they currently receive. The share
of the fourth quintile is reduced much as it is under the present system and
all four plaits involve significant reductions in the share of !nisi tax income held
by those in the top quintile.

V: How the credo ;worn fax ootild fit in with Ow present programs.
The credit income tat w .1, designed with the intention that it would replace

many of the current sn maintenance programs. SSI. AF l?(:, food stamps,
housing assistancv. State hid, d general assistance, mod others. It would not
replace the ;mouse we min sstem. UAW, and tilt, but participants in these
iirograms might by given the option iii either continuing to receive dick
benefit, :IS usual under the social insurance program, paying no taxes oil these
benefits and receiving no tax credit t this of course makes the (:IT less than
universal or (hi continuing to receive social insurance: benefits, NyMg taxes
un them and receiving a tat coedit .is sell.''

However, until the actual levels 111 tin' tat credit and tan rate arc set and
the' extent eJf the tax reforms knossii, it Is 104 pOssIie .IsSesS the Jde11113ey
Or sewerage 111 a credit Ifili1Ilit tat. As slick me Calmat slet hIth of the
current programs could %atit lie elumilatutl. lc %1 of the plans that have been
propwd would cleat. icplace a mnrr part of the present -welfare" ssstem
and molt of the ii -Lied benefits as well. The w hole 'impose of flw eicdif
income tat as we ane ads,ou mg if is that it ekes replace flu se programs If the
plan is designed sit that benefits ,sio .iequate (and cot usage is ismsersal, the t
definitely shoold ue these pnigrams Hans calm li arc g,uotl in theory. horsy-
ever, e.111 bee -unit' somewhat %%aiy,' in the political Aft11.1. It. AS has been pr -

posed by Senators Kenneth.. NIondale and Nelson. tat credit were instituted
in the amount (it the current peisimal tax exemption of $754) per year. it could
not seriously be viewed is .1 tar the `11 fit 1111/0.011%.." At this
level, the credit would not puividu ant- would:inc of .4414.41,1.1es

011e serious 11Thhielll is that rt111 muter .1 rel.ttisr Is 'o lirieffs credit OH Offle
tax, there will lie families Will, ill !Penchi% Ahruever present
programs are eliminated. This stems hum two .151oects 'oil the current system
wine it discussed earlier i I i Ow extent ot multiple poogr,un participation!
and (2, the wide dispirits in benefit levels from State to State under programs
whit-li are not fully fecterallied like .t1.-1X: and housing assist.' lie.

There' is no remedy for this that does not nisiolve setting the tat credit at
unrealistic levels. Phrasing unit strategies may be let iced %%IWO(' air States finance
some continuing aid to those- whose benefits decline shi ll1ls s 111'11 piograms
l'InTlinated At ;WV eellt, there still lie definite III I II ("I I .entuinatlou Iii certain
key programs such as those involving medical CAD' snot II tlee act 111111161. out' tat,
at whatcs yr let el. C.1111104 replace
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Finally, it should be clearly understood that the CIT (or for that matter
any income maintenance program) cannot cure the basic problems of the low
income population: the scarcity of jobs, lack of job skills, experience, mobility
or proximity to bobs, the inadequate health care or the inferior educational op-
portunities. What it can do is to provide a basic level of income maintenance in
a manner that is far (DOW efficient, more equitable, less demeaning, and less
damaging to the family stability and work incentives of those with low incomes
than tlw present system.
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arm nuesENr ntocauaiervaisors OF RECIPIENTS

A. 10 FAMILacs wan 13searesser Ctusongss

la 1973
total bow% -

$7.8 billian
total recipients -

12.6 million persons
3.4 million families

it is estimated that
78% of en eligible persons participate on this program
91% of all eligible female heads of families participate
37% 44 all families eligible for AFDC-VP pas ticipate

preen, Sr.%%or,

000 2 'A
total benefits -

$2.2_ bollitno (booms alue of tom! stamps)
tuts) recipients -

13.1 million persons
it is estimated that as of 2/74 between 37 :11,11.M million persons would be

eligible for fond stamps and that 26 Million who were eligible would
not be participating in the program

SUrrEEMENTYL SECURITY INCtlA4E

in fiscal 1974
total recipients (estimated)

5.3 'minion
total expenditure -

52.8 billion

Emescasmcv Assisr,imar

to of 8/73
total,reeipients

17,882 families

Mom
as of 5/73

total beneficiasial
7.8 million persons

during fiscal 1973
Medicaid serviced a fatal of

ZI.5 million persons
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Ilaair-ula

as el 7/73
total 01PAVIVed -

El =Ma aged pesos
1.7 milks (humbled pesos

ha fiscal 1973

total raclpicas of hospital srvices -
4.7 max

total recipieme, a/ dachas,' saviors --
10.5 silica

Om Acs Suasive's; mio DiLtan.rrr lasuwica

is of 9/73
total recipients of OA1 benefits -

18.9 million
total recipients of SI benefits -

7 million
total recipients of Dl benefits

14 million
in fiscal 1974

total OASDHI expenditures -
$98.5 billion

R*1(010,4D HST111E111E1447, DISAISILSTY .4Sid SUOVIWOIS BENEPITS
as of 9/73

total beneficiaries
o Ilion

FtprilAg. AMU Stasii thveurtairsawr INSVPANCE Bsugrns

as al 7773
total recipients

1.3 million persons

Hottainic Anarrarav

in focal 1974 1'

total expenditures -
$2.5 billion.k
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SUMMARY

Twenty-three million in the United States today live in families with
incomes below the poverty ley, There are more than 100 federal), funded pro-
p ores now in operation which are aimed at reducing poverty. These programs
dispense both cash and in kir. benefits (such as :clod stamps, housing and
medical care).

But all the programs together succeed in raising less than one half these
families above the poverty level. In addition, many of the present programs are
d-vigned in suet) a way that they are unnecessarily costly and complex to ad-
minister. inequitable and demeaning in their treatment of the poor, and may
even produce serious work disincentives tor the IOW rnt1inK population.

The NUE, is proposing niaor overhaul of the entire income maintenance
system. Although me remental changes and improvi.inentv have been made MO
t an he MAC m the present programs, there is d clear need for reform of the

as a 54 IN 014'.

What is piesented here is a broad otitiineof the kind of program we would
like to S41' 11111Plernenti'd in the long range. Of all the various alternatives to the
PreSnt system of incon maintenance in this country. the one which best ful-

fills the goals the NUE, is the universal refundable Credit Income Tax.

This phi, ,m involves a merger of the' welfare system and the tax system.
Under the CAT each person in the country receives a basic yearly grult (or tax
credit) from the govrnr nt. Each person files a tax return (even those with
no Meow 1. All inwrne is taxed initially at a single .man' tax rate. The actual
taxes a person pays :ere' the difference between the tax credit be gets and the
primary taxes he pays (primary taxes income x primary tax rate).

If a person has no income, the primary taxes equal /IO, the person keeps the
tax credit and, in effect, rect.+ ?s a transfer from the government This transfer
payment would go to all persons with no income as matter Of right and would
replace most of the present welfare benefits.

Ask person's Income rose, the amount of primary taxes to be paid would
rise and the net amount of the' transfer payment received would decline. This
would go on untilat some level of income deemed sufficientthe person's
primary taxes would equal the tax credit. In effect, the person would then pay
no taxes and receive no transfer,

Above thisbreakevenincome level, people in effect pay, positive taxes
much as they do now and the average effective tax rate woukl rise as income rose.

The important point about the CIT is that it is universaleveryoe files a
tax return, everyone gets a tax credit, and everyone, with .rev income at all, pays
primary taxes. There would be no means test (other than the declaration of in-
come on the tax return), no work conditioning and no criteria for eligibility
other thane a purely economic one. to qualify for a tsarist. n ow most have a has
tar:MU' 01- ntu nicnniv at all.

(5721
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The...poor would not be stigmatized or segregated from the rest ut the
population and the tremendous waste and inefficiency of the vast, complicated
and poorly coordinated array of present programs would hr eliminated.

ft has been estimated that the CIT could reduce the number of poor families
in this country by as much as 80% ( the present programs reduce it by 47%). With
broadening of the tax base through partial tax reform (elimination of some of
the present non-essential deductions and exemoloos from taxable income ), the
CIT--which amounts to a national minimum income guarantecould he fi-
nanced without a great it over the cost of the present programs which
it would replace

The would operate. HI COI1H1114,114H1 with the income security programs
which c-arrently exist ( MK'', OASin .e:d UM/.

The CI. (or for that MAWS- any HH. Hire 111.011frI14114 e 4.41M cute
the basic proLlms t f the low nikuol popula(tost. the scarcity of jobs, kick of
lob skills, experience, mobility in promnits. Orli., the inadequate health care
or the interior ethicat.orial Iwi)4 Of ti$111114'S 1111,1t it ..nn th, as to provide a !Usk
It'Vl of 1114`tHIS 111,14111VILHICIP III .t (hat is far more efficient, more Nutt,
able, less eleirwarimg arid less damagoe4 to the }moils stability and work 1104.1.11
raves of those with loss locooles awl the present ssstem
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Since the Credit Income Tax involves changes in both the tax and transfer systems
of this country, its costs cannot be assessed in the way one usually assesses the cost
of e transfer program (the amount of money it transfers out plus the erasts of admin-
istration).

Because of the difficulties associated with the whok question of what is meant
by "cost" Eere, we shall avoid using any single definition of it and simply analyze
in gross termshow the C.I.T. might work, where the money might come from and
where rt would go in comparison with the present tax and transfer systems.

Under a CIT., the government would pay out to each person in the country
a tax credit. This is the total grant outlay. It is equal to the sunosint of the individual
tax credit times the number of people receiving the credit Each person would file
a tax return and anyone with income would pay taxes back to the government. This
is the gross tax collections. It is equal to the tar base (ittiount of taxable income)
times the primary tax rate.

It is important to understand that although everyone with income pays some
"times" under the C.I T., in reality all taxpayers under the torakeven point (where
taxes paid tax credit received) are in fact receiving a transfer from the government
and those over the breakeven point are paying positive taxes which finance the system.

Under the present tax and transfer systems the govern: lent transfers large amounts
of money to low and middle income persons and the revenues to finance these trans-
fers come from the positive taxes pant by those with taxable incomes. However, at
present everyone in the country does not receive a tar credit and many people with
very low income receive no transfers at all. The qu'stion arises as to how, under the
C I T. there can he enough revenue to rover 1hr enormous cost of giving this tax credit
to all persons with incomes below the bteakeven point without taprig everyone
above it at prohibitively high rates. This is possible for hasally three reasons:

( I) the savings from ehmination of the present income maintenance pro-
grams (APIA% SSI, etc- )

(2) enlasgrng the site of the tax base which means that gross tax collec-
tions would be greater than under the present system, and

(3) administrative savings resulting from simplified tax collections (income
could be taxed at its source) and simplified adnumstration of the
transfer system (rut more three-tiered. city state, federal welfare
programs. no more costly elegibilsty investigations ,etc.),

Ont important assumption which we are making here 15 that the system most
be "sr If-finarKing- in the sense that the revenues collected by the government must
cover the cost ,4 the total grant outlay plus at least AS much revenue to finance other
government programs and activities as there is nuclei the resew' tax system.
We outlined four possible plans for the on page I I The plans differ As to the
amount of the tax credit and who would receive it What follows is a summary of Ben
Okner's analysis of the relative "costs'. of each s4 these plans in terms of:

( A l total grant outlay amount of the individual tax credit X the eli-
gible prnitilation

(B) gross tar collections this i. (A) plus (I)), it is also equal to the
base of taxable income X the primary tax rate

(C) cost of present welfare program; this is the amount currently
spent by the Federal government
on programs which the C.I.T.
would replace

(D) revenue for all other government progranu
. this is the total amount

now collected by the
Federal Government in
personal income tax
revenues, minus (C)
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Under each of these four plans we are assuming
(A) + (D) must equa: (0)

and that
(0) = the base of taxable income under partial or comprehensive retarni

of taxes )s primary tas rate.
There are two very important sources of savings under the C.I.T. which are not

included in this analysis because of the difficulty involved in estimating them:
(1) the administrative savings involved in tax collections under the CIT.,

and
(2) the savings to the state and local governments in grants and admin-

istrative costs associated with the present income maintenance pro-
grams which ir.ght he eliminated under a C.I.T. At present the state
and local governments spend approximately $21.3 billion per year
on these programs.

Table 1 shows hoss the costs of the ('.'S vary under each et the four plans as
set forth by Oiner based or 1970 ti.f.a,

TAMA' I

Gross Cost Estimates of doe roar C.I.T. rims

Cost Of pIESIte programs $7.'f IPIIIIf ell

( I)) HvVrIllit for all other SOFT111111(Ot prow aim

(C) and (I)) remain (01111.111f 101 all boor 1 T plans

PLAN TAN Cessna or $1500 -rip Ai i. ADci
(A) Total grant °atlas $1913 billion
lit Cross Los collections required $271i 6 billion

12 61 under partial tax rclittilli
PlIOLEly tat rate 39...7..1 under comprebensixe tax tefiiiiW

PLAN TAX Cfle NT or $1500 10 ALI. ALI4'1.11 .NIP $3110 -..11 ALL CI-Immo s

(A) Total grant outlay $215.4 fxttNNa

(JP Cross tax tullections required $291 7 billion
40.11 under partial tat reform

Pnman tax rate 42.21 under (-0111prt'bela,ISE tax lefOblII

$76 3 billion

PLAN IC I ACE RLAVEll TAX COEVIE

(6 t $150), 55434$1200. 1$.54-$100, 14 17-$400, () 14-$200)
(A) T,441 grant outlay $15t4 4 billion
(B) :,rocs tax collections required $234 7 billion

37.1/ under partial tat reform
Primary' tax rate 34.0% under oinqiiilietisive tax reform

PLAN ( In TAX COEDIT BASED ON FAMILY SIZE
(First 2 persons in family get $12.50 cash, 3ts: and 4th $77,0 each. 5th and 8th
$500 each, all others get $250 each)

(A) Total grant outlay $200.7 billion
(B) Cross tax collections required $277.0 billion

43.8% under partial tax reform
PI 61"i 1.15 "iv 40,21 under conifircheiLoye tax reform

All of the ;drove estimates are based on 1970 d to lin taxes, population rind program
costs.
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Icr Plan (C) WIl141 K154"1 the lowest level 44 Lel credits, the total grant mit-
lay C4 $158.4 billion Is the smallest of any of the plans and Kin (8) with the most
generous tax credits has thtrbwr the largest total grant, outlay, $215.4 billion.

The grim. tax collections required under each plan is simply (A) the total grant
outlay plus (D) the $76.3 Whim raised by the present ;ax systems fax all other gov-
ernment programs.

The gross tax collections requorrd vary as the total gram outlay vanes. Under
Plan (B), the most generous plan. the government wank, have to erilleet $291.7
billion in personal income taws on order to pay for the tax credit of $1500 to all
aduks and $300 to all (Mateo and still have funds kit for other gOVerilinclit imp
grams. Under Plan (C), the cheapest plan with the linsi-t tax credit, gross tax col
lections would have to be $234 7 In Ilan,

These figures can be misleading however if it is not cicarls understood what
the terms total pant outlay .41.4) ids collects/nu "cowed actually include:. Total
kgrant outlay is in no sense comparable with the costs ol theplesent 114451411 stialotr
tuner programs lweause it inchmes all the tiex credit, paid out to people at the
hrrakeven pinta and blithe, %%hitt will in Jotri.lht4 re fund their Lot etedit
to the govern/pout m till. t.tars the% pa% Ir.:(.11 yeti 41w414114
14 el felineling part( I/I fled II fa% 4 1,1111 t ill' 444,%1'11/1114.111 11411411 they hist no
inninne at .11I .11441 Inds nn 'ales illefeinli T114 1 41111111411,11' 141414 !.44411 Wald 04(1.1V
14,11141 the' costs III .111 the irteutue .ilee. programs Otos the tertat Jumtetut
t'4 thv prr.ent pvisou,11 vteuiptiuus and 5111 fl 111'11111 (win, uu luJcd in the tax sys
tom. pins all cite nthrl eIn'Innitnos and ddIli ffins ftl,lri 1.0.11111' 1110/111e which wire
4.41liel that 1155'41.

11nItiek5) inir j11Uj14Is,il 14,1 .1 1 web, lire, flue I Is the astmoptlitit that it
"n"ski 14' ."4"ffili'lined with some uieoseue III t.i let.um CJilk'f. Lit

wir411.1 11411',144' 1 Sue tit the tas Ip,rse mod 4411141 ..fri.,14.; tither things.
facilitate 4141/11/411111.1111111 01 1111 ( I T A5 lily how's 1III 11..11 414' 1 11114%1' (114'14' (11'41
(14`114'1115 W(11k together the pilgrims 1,1. I.st, Ault II'' die tar, 11.154' With
gtuatct It% Felt ft 114 and a fail.Vtio. has the nfini.n1 tax fate ' ' %Vali les,
tax crli,011 and J toll.akt 1. !Lose hides- imirl,u% is ...led 1 I 1.11101 d.e
;puss tat 44144 tittle, requited.

Het; 11(1141 11~4.111 twit Altetii it.,. I.ta leimin 111 II 11.14ti 11 .11111 t to; 11114014,1,51te
8,4/1 tutbal and enisivrt :ism. 1.45 II 101 111 44 141114 1 fojoot oil, .4 I 11.154 ui 1.44.11414
HUI/HIV 111 114 elnds unite( flit" WI ',viol I II, 1,144s the 1,1.01 14144141 (.1114g/-
this bast by a)iritt 7(ri) trAttrt 11111 41111111 twits 11411 ptelererter. which
air vhioudted louder ttfotet., reform ittiti, ate l.. t 111.1 trilk (11. pct silt Illk's 044.41
tiff. NCI, Ilk to see cluutto.ited And theohm must II 11.-11114'1 111Xink1111;
at 114 i'l(1111.1(e1 1111 TAKE I tit the .41111.11 11 1,15 I Al's 114,1 55.114 14 1111.11/et' 1'.14.14

the 14.4114 111al dew CUL 144-1 4111' 114111'11 1111 1 114' .11/e" 41i flu 1 1131.14 1111 1111T4 kite gilen
a 1/4Tita. .441 (4 tat trfortus h au' ssi t.. tuto.111,, 1141.11 4 s14 WM(' tax ,,Tilt fps
11.1511145 111.111 015114.5, tilt ..1/. 111 (Ili. t 114 Ir.L4 V., ill lid 14 III , I OA the 1.1.
tale 1o.1 Less etteinate 14141141, 44 "1111 III( I 1'.151 flu, I. 4.1 .,1 11,4' 111 lolles

.111% f',154' IN' NI( IA Mill "Ile IfIt'114 WO% f" 11.if t5 11511 lot Ok lug t 1' 41
111,44111 /4Uti14 fur r shntahnit the 114.1.411 I ,tts of the T 1144 ., 111.11 If (1/1"111 11W.1511105
Jar 11114.11ell mat III (11..1il In befelein 1'5 I mid :1

The. (*Ines 1111 Table 1 11410 that under 1114. 1141141 g.11C1,,II 1'1.111 1 r1.111 IS I the
inttstay twe. 1414, 44,111111 144 .1111111141 441 h,,1rh.,l t Ia II imilf 4411114' mule, coin,
1/(6-11C11514 144441 111, 14111411 1111',4111 .1 WY 14% 11414. 114' 144 1.114 11 oplired fittaiwr
floc sti stem drop, to 42 21. Untie' Phu the. t.ittst pl.tu, die prun.ery tax Lek.
alpula 37.1% With partial willful mid around :11 tY1 Ltta. II

11, as suggested cadger, .1 suits% wer4 1U 14{ 111114041111'1,1 44 11111/11It'S IVO" fl 11.1t4111
level 611 41to4111111 it t'Vt't% 11,1 441111. 406 VS $ 041441 pet 1 cal W4 I ' 111 jli Ws
surcharge this 441,1,141 11,4v..r the lesel nI die imiu.414 t.n r.di 41. ..41 41 the sv stein 4,
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WhIlle, that IN, the Its rate at which all other isteuti was tird.
It is import to understand that the primary tat rates bated on Table I are

not the actual rates 'h everyiine's income would ea f eetiveiv he taxed, and can-
not therefore be compares' with the fWeltlet structuir of tax rates its this country.
This was explained tri greater detail and the figures on Table 11, page 13, to show how
miler a (:.I.T. pian with a primary tax rate of 4011, the average eirolave tax rate which
ualividual families face BSCs as liKratilt rises. A two person family, getting tat credits
of 161001/ per person, fasts an average -firetive tat rate of 241i if their income is $10,000

year and ore- of 29% if their income is $18,000 per year. even though the primary
tat rate is set at -Strt.

The redistributive await sit these four plans will now be ex.:mmeel and
conipareel with the way the present tat am' transfer systems redistribute ineeniw
in this country.

Table II is hated on t/lener's estimates of the retlistritrutive effects of the four
iiians.3 Column I shows what share of total nworrie is wormed by each I/5th tritons,
tilt') of ilk' !wind:Afoul in this emiutiv before taxes alit transfers. The ienns, lowest
1 5th, 44.101kI I 5th, etc , refer to an Artsliul thvgsum of the population into five
croups on the retails.' let VI of their inetime. It is as though wr hued up
the whole and ranked diem his income from lowest to highest arid then
eliuleil them into five 0411,41 well gr4plips It iletillis were evenly distributed cad)
wool, (whit fi contains 2te1 44 the la,imilationi %took' receive 2(rt of total ',worm..
In fact, as '1.0P14. 11 ;lulu Ates this Is not il ease

In column I we See that the Lose. st I "III Ireeitet1 orals 16 of total pi -tax
And transfer nionle III 1970 '1 he pas sed ss stem of take., ,easel tlaII$IfetS otcre.04.0 the
share of this IOUfSt 4111111tlie t6/ 1.214 ti PI 2) 1'ohotills 3, 4. 5, and 6 show the
share this lowest group would hate enele41 up with nutlet the C LT. plans. This
ranges from 670`f. trim 1)1 to 7 01/ Plmi Iti, o.I total 11110)1111' after the tat credits
were paid out and the tatt

It Well twin 'fakir II that the sne,nnf lowest 1 .5th of the 'x11).11464,11
iota the fiord lowest I 501 ssoold ,also .1141 oft ss ith A loge.: share of IlIef /file fl
the foul t: I 1, puns di.... ties (II, 1111.1(1 the pre111 !t ,t1111. The 1101011 11111110e
11114. goilip %s nth the second highest nwoilits) would not eApeileilee mach change
tinder ant. of these lour (r pLun Th.., ines4410% get 2.3 271 III t tae aril IgainSfr
IlIeffftle .IIRI W4/11141 get irldie i 5 !rt (I, 2') 21.4 I 's

1.M11.1.: 11

The ftedistrtisative Impact of the Four C.E.T. films
Compared with the Peereat Systems

Pre..snt
Pre rat Yost share or tot rne Attr ravel, arid

aid Tat and TrUflakf t oder (' I r Plan
Trawler Traruif r

()tannic Share Share (1)1

Lowest I 5th I 81 5 2 9.1 ft 41'1 7 effi 6,754 6 741i
Seemed 1 5t11 6.82 b 64 10 18 10 76 10 19 10.54
l'Iord I 'Sift 14.67 14 97 Iii 18 16 41 ri 77 16.43
Fourth I Itli 2109 23 27 32'16 23 08 22 90 23.2-f
ffighst I 'oh "e:'. 62 47 63 43 31 42.47 44 39 434)7

1,4 ,1 Iisri 1004 10- 411 Ilmri 111111 loos

Allot die .114,A, 1'%11111.1fr1 one 'nisei on 1970 41,14 a1.41 4011 .1 t.nlipr/'Iinsne tat felt° III
hate- IM the 1,111 I' i 'I'. plAtis
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The bolt 1110"Iiit. till hoc 5 of .I.Able If those. with di, highest IIICOOWS, wht. 1(1'rove 52.621 of all 'income Iwtore taxes b1 lett %s oh sbiallr Share Of totalincottie under the four (A.T. plans than they arc mule, tlii pieseut tax Astern Noss,they end up with 47.631 And wider the they would get tom) 42 741 to 43 351of total Income.

Table If is based on the II*StIlni/fitn1 that there n no %iota% oil higher tokoms.If the C.I T. were aeturnpauird by such .1 surtax, this woot41 toe.,11 a %mallet shoeof post tax inesaiw for those in the top tionitils hlt /WINOe it affected woulddepend on the inctur.e level at which the surtax was set It could be set tip so as toreduce the share of only the top I 5th and this wouhl mem, a loss tax rateto be applied to the inconw of ever}mx lok,w the 54111.45 lef.el and ons/Nu/111ytarget ,hates of post lax MIAMI'. for those iu die IN 11 PS% the it'Vel of the
surtax. The Stattalt WalOki make the systitri that inns li Mole ph PIO ''sS.ISA' In otherwords, it would do noire toward equalling (11S411/11(11It

In cotnts.tflug the hillf CI 1". plane, the estimate, ,,,, II Julie ate That MAI
(B) would effeti the' la:gest Ammon of IlitI111e increase theshares of the bottom quintiles IllOte than ;ins of the otlwi tide, would tie
crease the shares of the top (1011110e% inure , I) ale the least pi,.
gressive Table III show, the tedostlilmtainal 'input . Ow h,ols I t. emsof Clic pretit chatige III the shads held Ins ea, h (VIM( let rAt h p

Percent Change its Share* of Total Income field bt Each Quintile
Alter Taxes and Trwntkrs Under the Four ('Jr.. Plans

(howdy

Lowest I ith
Second I 'sib
Third I 5th
Fourth I Ith
Fiffh41 5th

1,,J44;4 1,6 /..,1( 6/% I (.,let I f i i'l.1.
I 1

IV;
2.2

10

I

While las tef4l1111 Is Ill Itself are Iloi 14 .40//:15 li,1/1,I.,1 .1.1,

erne ti the tax system III this 1.0IIIItIS Inv I. IlL;111 1

income Prostessivels. we- are dr-ATI...mg it her, ,41

tersanoe program As such, tla- inapt qustin tett
will the redotributiou of Iflet11111' as dose rrl re.f at$,S I- 1.1111.11.1f I 1

of poverty?

Obviously the more a 4'1.1 oho ii.distiltaites fill.. II M.
quintiles to those in the lower ipiiiitili.s, ti. t o., it i nl
in relative tprms The figures on 'Lit& I'S th.o.41, 1111,
extent to which each of these four (' T plans svo.,11 14,1,, the
with post tat all transfer incomes below the positt: Its 1

wouki have a tremendous ,mediae t 'the pisesit 5% 5)4 III Ili 1' 4Tt
families below the p0VertV level (it IlltAntll- t mitt CIJ l ilf If
of the foto Plans- -oils 271 of all families in the
poverty level of income atter taxes and rratisteis

is, ,114i

101$ Ji 11 if t Isom;
.iit 11,1,11101.

t fit Nlt.it e%trift
e the MI liltlull

COPY

rimer fhe vire!
1/4)vcif%

f quriates of the
iritiih.er of tannin.s
ail, all tow plans

11 13 it of all
the most getscious

I 1(1114111 'MAIM the
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TABLE IV

Hew She haw C.I.T. rim Would liodece She Newiser atri Perces( el
Families wish Post-Tes limaesses Mow tie rem, Level

Proses* C.I T. ?LAN
*don (A) (11) (C) (1))

Total number of poor families
after taus 9.0 million 2.2 million 1.8 million 2,7 million 1.8 million

Percent of all families below
poverty level
after taxes 13.5% 3.2% 2.7% 40% 2,8%

The above estimates are based ou 1970 data.

Finally, we will look at °loser's comparison of the redistnbution of income under
the four C I.T. plans with the way it is currently mlistributed by IIKVITIC class. These
estimates are also based on 1970 data and are listed on Table V. On line I we see
that those with incomes under $3000 in 1970 had their incomes increased by 181.*
by the tax and transfer system, C.I.T, Plan (A) had it been in effect would hayi
increased their incomes by 271%, Plan (C) by 257% and Plan (D) by 254%, Line 2
shows that those in the $3000 to $5000 ategory of income were also net gainers
under the present system which raised their ilte011te by 11.SS in 1970. A.! four C.I.T.
Plans would increase the incomes of this group by a larger percentage. Those with
incomes horn $5000 to $10,000 in 1970 effectively paid 2.4% in taxes (their income
was reduced under the present system), (ontinuing on hoe 3 we see that all four
r,I.T, plans would transfer income to those in this group taper than taxing them,
Those shove the $10,000 level of income, on line 4, beCUrIlf net tAhlyerl wider all
four C.I.T. plans. The effective rate listed on Table V for each income class and fur
each Plan is, in fact, the average effective rate at which persons in that income class
would be taxed- If it is listed at .1 negative rate :like 181 I cm lure one under Present
System) this means that persons in this me me class receive a net transfer from the
governmenteffectively a negative taus. When the rate it positive (no minus sign)
the people in this income class pay positive taxes to the government.

a
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TABIA; V

Panel bereave It Decrease in lames Under Present Tas and TONOder
Srslestlt 01411016,01 Wide Weer CAT. Plano

(a negative eget-live Lot rate means KW' in this arts re-tVIVe a transfer)
Are tared

net thu And swede( In' ta&I,41 at timle rotesPavia, is rho rate at writer e I r nunMeow college"( Form.* - ( A) (It) 4t: 1 Si)!
Under $300 pr. yr. -161.11

..$3671.411

217 II' 254.7$271 :II
$3000-$5000.. 13 s . 39 S Ur 9 17.3
$5(MX)$10.000 44 r7 1 6 - 2 1 6 ti
'10,000413,mo 7 ti 9 3 9 I 9 7 ti 4

: n 1 11 h 13 t3$11.000.$20,0(1(1 3 I"; 6 I
$211.060 $21,0130 VI 3 17 't 19 820 1
$.21.000 Sionoo 2; 4 2 I's 2I 3 24.4

ll 1-33:

rimier° sfoo Mitt _iP i 2,1 .! 217 20 3
$100.1100.414,0,04rit 214 7

III 0

20 7 31 3'10 s i il di

Poseur Ji1 all. 1,.04^41 4414 1970 JAL,

All of the pleeeding, cost antl tedistrilnameml empa, t estimates were door byDen Ulmer in 1973 1,45ed Oft fax, popsilation and seusreire &lea from 1970, It Was not
possible ne.thes study to fully update most of these estimates din to trw scope of this
project 41041 the uniavalaboloty of 111441$'Pf4' I(4140 data

Ohner did make some proprefions 1or1975 and these ,o peesliteil on Table VI.
Based on Ins .expectatin 44 au nit ;ease to the (ot of 13silig. tNoier laCte.Vied theamount ul Gut-ft-dot Jer $17i4) tor ael..nlish mid $350 fora Chad 4 Itrvosed nip 11).
This corresponds to roughly 901 of the ieemellt intone level tot 1973.

Also on Table VI are OW ul «lakvi estimates of the gloss (list of a C 1.1 plait
with $M81 tat credits for each adult and $3.-141 for C44 II 4 had rs Plan It Aug
merited. The flgews in this inert of Table VI are Lased oil at Ina! 1974 data on income,
"'less Pqmiation And costs of Preserit meanie manitenamv prow atm. We increased
the amount of the tax credit in order to demonstrate that 41(14 mules a C-LT, (Am
with tax credit levels wry close to Llr poverty level that is a oelatively generous
planthe primary to rate, assuming that la% reform takes place, tiinild still be within
the nage sf a reasouabkr level. The actual level of these prriTiarY Cr; rates under
?bus (1) Augmented are based on Okner's estimates of the size of the base of tax-
able income under partial and eomprebeesive tax reform acid the sae of this base isprobably larger than would actually he the case for 1974 A. such, the primary taxrates listed under Plan (B) Augmented are probably slightl} lower than they would
be if calculated on the actual ICV1Sd base 401 ;914 under partial and corn
prehensive reform.

T
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TABLE vl

Ciixtr's G,. Cost &Oman for 1973

iitVISID PLAN B) '14% (',,watt or $175 Pm(' AnilLt Aso $350 PE ('roar

(A) Total grarq outlay
(B) C;roas tat collet-team ,-,.quaTd $408 bsilson

(C) Cost (q 1975 osc000 tuaiftte ?fancy ;programs
which the. C 1 T would npiog $17 billion

(I)) firverno. for all other government program., $127 trillion

(A) t (I)) (B)

Buse of taxable' meorn in 1975 $ 975r Frahm, i 4014111 31.111141 Fetal al

SW6O lrJhrrn I mode'
ssaoptelst-psivi-

Prurnary fat raft 11..efirti fn 41 SI podia trforiti
(owner oyaell4 is &Mehl 4 'Mpg 014.11SIVC I.S% teas(,,

(1)S1 t Al_( IAA/IONS 1:041 1971

(HI Al tts I 14. ( /if It ; I if $2(N0) PI ti Am 1.1 ii 54 -0) l'Pt ('1111.0

( ward 4,rifiari' 5431 11 lall.m

4' ;too, nit from rryu111 If S 179 SS lallpm

(1:3 ('us( irt 1974 i'nu mastifenum e pry', IMI11 $25 '111 Irtlhrrrt

(1)) lig.g4.ma for other gat ernmerit programs PO 1 4/1 tnlhnn

Assapaig (14.11411s estomitt..s of spiv of tosiblr oissms osa .1% 411KoVr

PrIffIlif y fat rufro n, cris'd fr, rr trof, I Ilmiirt rileime 1,18 le ion Iti
"mance 11,11i rn 01 91 motel 1e,at,a1 tat selooloo

4
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WELFARE IS THE PROBLEM

David A. Stockman

Every session of Congress in the past decade has seen the
start of a major effort to revise the tangled mass of transfer payment
programs that constitute our nation's welfare system. Each of these
efforts. including the one begun by the Carter Administration last
year. has ended in a stalemate. The persistence of the stalemate is all
the more remarkable in light of a (le .iniversal peeceptiOn of
irremediable flaws in the existing system The reasons un4rlying the
rejection of such disparate approaches as the Nixon Admi .stration's
Family Ass:stance Plan and the Carter Administration's Program for
Better Jobs and Income are only now becoming apparent

Many serious watchers of the welfare reform debate on Capitol
Hill :.ached a consensus on the causes of the Congressional

'Ls view, ably articulated by Senator Daniel P. Moynihan
in a recent article in 1)* ClUfitial "44 INSTIL (E FOR SOCFDECONookac sruotes.
holds that comprehensive welfare reform requires so many
trade-oils that no one is able to muster the political skill to fashion a
compromise acceptable to a majority of the competing factions Con-
sider just two of the seemingly irreconcilable sets of conflicting
goals. the demands of state offic als for fiscal relief vs those of ad-
vocates of hither benefit levels aid the program designers' quest for
administrative simplicity vs effective mechanisms fcr reducing fraud
and abuse Compromise has proven impossible

However, as difficult as it may be to shape a politically ac-
ceptable formula for revision of the welfare system. the real obstacle
to change is more fundamental. The legislative log-jam is only a
political overlay masking a basic policy dilemma that is he true
source of the stalemate

Volume I f , :Alf 1 Spnog 1978

Reproduced with the permission of the Journal of the
Institute for Socioeconomic Studies, 0 1978 from
Journal of the Institute for Socioeconomic Studies,
v. 3, autumn 1978: 39-50.
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David A. Stockman

A breakthrough in this policy conundrum may be in the offing.
however The revival of marginalist thinking in the public policy arena
offers the promise of an Alexandrian sundering of the politica!
Gordian knot. Sudden and unexpected Congressional support for the
Steiger Amendment, which lowers the tax on income from capital
gains, and the gathering momentum of the Kemp-Roth plan for a 30
percent cut in personal income tax rates indicate a renewed
awareness of the power of government policies to shape individual
behavior through incentives that influenc;e decisions on the margin

Former Wall Street Journal editorial writer Jude Wanniski suc-
cinctly described the marginalist perspective in a recent book bearing
the modest title, The Way the World Works.

As a general rule of the economic model, the only way a
government can increa:.;e production is by making work
more attractive than non-work...The statement may seem
childishly simple. but economists frequently argue that
when individuals are taxed more they will work harder in
order to attain a target level of income or ealth These
arguments can be supported by anecdotes, but cannot be
true on the margin. If the person taxed works harder, then it
follows that the person who receives the tax receipts works
less, and there lre thus neutral effects on income. All
economists agree, though, that in addition to an "income"
effect there is a "substitution" effect, arid that clearly a
worker substitutes leisure for vvoTk when his tax rate is
raised

What remains to Pe pr)inted out s 'brit this response to h,gh
na.a4-g4441,..tax..fats-S-,14_POt ..pp&f inLoine trIveStors or up-
wardly mobile middle income 0.!,ze,Is There is little -,eaSeh to believe
that the poor respond to high fIirginal tsi.. Titet; Any ciltferently than
the wealthy

The More You Tax, The Less You Get

Although the poor L.:ot a Form 1040
and end up owing the IRS only a to-1y perr-4entage of their income 4f
they pay any tax at all they are n-fyertheless subject to marginal tax
rates that match Or eye') tne o.,131 rates faced by our
wealthiest citizens The margwai tag rate by welfare recipients

UUPY
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results from the combined effect of the benefit losses and income tax
liabilities that they incur when they increase their nL 1-welfare
earnings Under the current AFDC-Food Sta,np program. many
welfare recipients face a marginal tax rate of 70 percent or more For
every dollar gained through increased work effort. they lose 70 cents
through reduced benefits or increased Income tax liability At certain
income levels. the marginal rate under the AFDC-U program (for
families that Include an unemployed father) exceeds 100 percent
gaining a dollar through increased work effort leads to a net loss in
total family income Faced with these astoundingly high marginal tax
rates. the welfare recipient has come forth with an outpouring of
creative effort and ingenuity that matches or even surpasses the
kaleiclescope of tax-sheltered investments devised by the wealthy
The difficulty is that such -tax avoidance by welfare recipients is
uniformly counterproductive. for society as well as for the recipients
themselves

There is a saying that goes the more you tax something the
less of it you get Nothing could more aptly describe the effect of the
high marginal tax rates of the existing welfare system on the work ef-
fort of welfare family heads Nor is the impact limited to work effort
alone High marginal tax rates introduce perverse incentives that
erode family stability, decrease parental responsibility and en-
courage welfare fraud among the beneficiary populatior I- snort
high marginal tax rates are the arialyfical key to understanding the
whole range of problems associated with the welfare issue

The reduction of work effort (s un'Joubtedly the most Obvious
effect A dramatic example is provided by the programs in which
families with unemployed fathers receive benefits Under such
programs, earned income in excess of $360 per year is taxed at a rate
of 67 percent up until the point at which the father works 100 hours
per month or more the equivalent of a nalf-time job After that point
the family Is disqualified from further assistance payments altogether Die
to this absurd provision, a family in N Mich the male head ...nooses to
accept a full-time Job at the same wage rate as the prior half-time Job
will actually suffer a net decrease in tame-nome ins.-me once the loss
of in-kind benefits such as Medicaid and food stamps is taken into
account No "culture of poverty is necessary to explain why fathers
of such families decline invitations for full-time employment Con-
fronted with thiS negative incentive on the margin the male head of a
welfare family will be as much of a rational economic man as any
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Wall Street banker could possibly be

The situation is equally grim for female family heads over many
income ranges of the regular AFDC program A welfare mother on myhome state of Michigan who chooses to go from a half-time to a full-time lob at $3.00 per hour stands to reduce family income by betterthan $47 00 per month a marginal tax rate of 117 percent'

None of the proposals that have been before the Congress thisyear resolve this problem in a satisfactory mariner The incremental.
approaches. despite expansions of the earned income tax credit to awider family income range, only reduce the marginal tax rate from the70.100 percent range to a more modest 60-90 pr cent range for the
majority of welfare recipients The response of t' wealthy to such taxrates is to shield their income from taxation t, .ugh tax preferences
accounting gimmicks. and non-tuxatile comrdnsation Lacking these
mechanisms, the only way the poor can sh: .k.; income is to conceal itillegally or take it in the form of leisure or her non-measurable. non-taxable benefits

The President can claim with some Justice to have sought toend the work disincentive faced by welfare recipients at the lower endof the income scale The problem with the Administration welfarereform plan was that It went after this goat by broadening the incomerange subject to the disincentive-producing high marginal tax rates ofthe present welfare system In effect the President proposed that weexport these high marginal rates to the middle class

The primary cause of the highly undesireable export was theexemption in the Administration plan of the first 53 800 in family in-come from the benefit reduction formula Welfare parents who tookjobs in the $5.000 to $6.000 range would. cry the Adrhinistration plan.have experienced a small loss in benefits But if family Income roseabove this modest level. the benefit reduction formula in the CarterProgram for Better Jobs and Income iPBJII mould take the characterof a sharply progressive tax rate schedule Income in the range of$6.000 to $12.000 would be taxed at marginal rates in the range of 55to 65 percent Thus, while the first increments of additional family in-come would be protected from the high marginal rates of the currentsystem. the work disincentive effect reappears with undiminishedvigor a bit further up the income scale When combined with otherfeatures of the President's plan. such as the expansion of the earned
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income tax credit and a new payment to offset tines for low-Income
workers. the S3.800 disregard would have ensured that a larger share
of American families than ever before would become subject to the
work disincentives now reserved for the very poor

The work disincentive is not the only adverse effect of high
marginal tax rates. however. An equally acute problem is the strong
financial inCentive for the dissolution of nuclear families on our
present system an incentive that would have been perpetuated un-
der the President s FSJI

The clearest incentive for family break-up is well known. Under
the present system. particularly in the states that do not offer a welfare
program for families including both unemployed parents. a father who
is uninterested in working can provide his family with an income of as
much as S6 000 annually by the simple expedient of absenting himself
from the home and thereby enabling his wife to qualify for AFDC
benefits and associated in-kind transfers. The PGA which offered
almost two t'mes as much in benefits to single women with small
children as it does to intact families. would have done little to reduce
this incentive to family dissolution and fraud

The incentive for family dissolution is not confined to families
with unemployed fathers. however. nor is it confried in its effect to
families that would in the absence of the incentive be close to
breaking up. The very same powerful financial incentives act on
families with fathers who do want to work and who may have
moderately well-piying fobs. For example the State of Michigan.
through its AFDC program, pays a -bounty of nearly S4 000 per year
to each family that causes its $9.000-per-year fattier to disappear - of-
ficially from the household Although the notion that adult couples
would be willing to maintain an informal or episodic living
arrangement in order to qualify for AFDC and secure a net gain in
family income of $4.000 mai. offend.m!Odlecfass...sensibilaies, every
welfare caseworker can attest to the pervasiveness of this practice
among the welfare beneficiary population

The high marginal tax rates of the means-tested welfare system
also erode parental responsibility in homes in which the parents are
legally separated According to a comprehensive HEW survey of
AFDC recipients. fully B3 percent of absent or non-supporting fathers
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potentially had earning or child support paying ability: that is, they
were not dead. incapacitated, or otherwise unavailable. Nevertheless.
only 5.6 perCent were found to be Subject to court-ordered child sup-
port payment obligations, and less than an additional four percent
were providing support under a voluntary arrangemInt. Moreover,
even the child support provided by this small fraction of fathers con-
sisted primarily of token payments. Half of the court-ordered fathers
were paying less than $75 per month frequently less than $25
and nearly two-thirds of those under voluntary arrangement were
paying $75 or less

In short. only five percent of potentially capable. but absent,
fathers were making more than token payments for the support of
their own children Of course.. not all of the 90 percent of absent
fathers falling to .rovide child support are delinquent in the strict
sense Large numbers fall into the "officially" separated category
described previously. To some unknown degree their children benefit
from the combined pool of shielded earnings and transfer payments
available to the family

In the case of genuine separations which undoubtedly num-
ber in the millions the legal machinery for enforcing child Support
obligations is nearly worthless. Under both the existing program and
the alternative proposals that came before the Congress this year. the
tax rate on child *wort payments is 100 percent. The deserted mother
thus has absolutely no incentive to seek out the father or to cooperate
with civil enfrcement authorities and the courts. Any amounts
retrieved go to .ecoup the State's welfare costs or result in a dollar-
tor-dollar reduction in her benefit entitlement it is little wonder that so
few errant fathers are ever brought to task for turning their child sup-
port req,pOrlgobklittiaS over to the public welfare administrator

Perhaps the most serious failing of Me, ivifare system we have
today, at least in the public mind is the Substantial amount of fraud
and abuse it engenders The most common forms of recipient fraud
are concealment or non-reporting of assets or income in order to
establish eligipalty for benefits at higher leye!c aro failure to report
changes rn financial circumstances in order to maintain eligibility.

The extent of fraud and abuse under the current system is
remarkable only in that it is not even more widespread The high
marginal tax rates of the current system have raised the stakes for
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conCealing income to a level that can Justify quite a bit of risk And
just as with the rhternal Revenue Code. the effect of these high tax
rates has led to the creation of a labyrinthine structure of definitions
and distinctions for the determination of what is "taxable" in the
sense of resulting in benefit tosses income.

vit

The average AFDC caseworker manual contains over 200
pages of text setting forth the distinctions between income that
results in reduced benefits and income that has no effect on benefits.
This mass of paper grows apace as the system tries to take
cognizance of ever finer shades of definition in order to achieve some
rough 'equity It is little wonder that state AFDC programs requite
more than 100,000 employees lust to make payment determinations.

The high marginal tax rates of the present system contribute to
administrative complexity in another way by establishing a strong
Countervailing force to the stringent behavioral standards for em-
ployable welfare recipients that require maximum "work effort...
Legions of caseworkers and investigators are needed to ensure com-
pliance with the wOrk effal standards: this should not come as a
surprise in a system that rewards work effort by taxing away most of
the resulting earnings.

The irony in all this is immense We offer strong financial in-
centives to welfare recipients to shelter a few hundred dollars in
earnings from tax by concealing them. Then, we pay welfare workers .

$15,000 per year to ferret out fraud and bring It to the attention of
$30.030-per-year prosecuting attorneys This can never be a winning
proposition

the "Iron Law of the arooX-Evon Point"

It would appear that the problems resulting from the high
marginal tax rates of the present welfare system would be amenable
to a simple solution We could lower these hip marginal rates to a
level at which work disincentive and the encouragement of fraud and
family break-up would disappear. But it would be necessary to bring
the marginal rate, to below 30 percent in order to produce any
meaningful change and that causes us to run Into what may be
called the Iron Law of the Break-even Point

The Iron Law is this any system that establishes even a
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barely adequate minimum family or household benefit entitlement
requires high marginal tax rates in order to keep the "break-even
point- (the income level at which eligibility for public assist .nce
would end) at a politically acceptable income level

The following examples illustrate the operation of the Iron Law
if the minimum family benefit for a family of four is set at the near-
poverty level of $6,000 and the marginal tax rate on earnings is kept to
25 percent. the break-even poirit is an annual income of $24.000 Un-
der such a system more than two-thirds of all erican families would
receive some form of cash welfare payment' Even it the marginal tax
rate is permitted to go up to AO percent. the breSk-even point is nearly
S15.000. This would include halt of all families. a result that is no less
politically unsalable than the first example.

Only a marginal tax rate of 70 percent or higher can lower the
recipient population to a reasonable fraction of the total population
With the $6.000 benefit level, a 70 percent marginal rate yields a
break-even point of li8.600 in annual income

The incremental approach to welfare reform favored by the
Carter plan sought to circumvent the operation of the Iron Law by
plac:ng a ceiling on income for entry into the welfare system that was
below the break-even point for thoSe already in the system Thus.
those who qualified for benefits by reason of an income below the
threshold would retain benefits even after their income rose above the
threshold. This permitted the imposition of a lower marginal tax rate
on the efforts of welfare recipients to improve their earnings This was
only achieved, however, by dint of the serious inequity inherent in this
device for restricting the eligible population to a reasonable level
Thus. two neighboring families might each have current incomes of
17100_Xtraft..atould-be- resew ele-serefrcartteretrare-berTelit§ because
its income had earlier been lower. The other would riot qualify for any
benefits

Expedients such as this can ultimately offer little relief from the
Iron Law Inevitably the constraints of timaed budgets make the adop-
toOnof low break-even points. with their companion high marginal tax
rates. a necessity. The special House Subcommittee on Welfare
Reform was forced to permit states tha copplemented beriatits above
the Federal minimum level to raise the benefit reduction rate the
marginal tax rate for welfare recipients from the 52 percent ceiling
in the original Carter plan to 70 percent. Despite prodigious efforts.
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the Subcommittee was unable to free the basic means-tested welfare
system from high marginal tax rates without raising the break-even
point to an income level too high to be acceptable Forced by the Iron
Law to make a choice they fell back upon high marginal rates.

A Radical Solution: Abolish Moans-Tasted Welfare

The preceding analysis suggests that the recent com-
e.

prehensive welfare reform proposals are variants of a single unviable
generic design means-tested family entitlements Even variants such
as the negative income tax. which eliminate the problems associated
with high marginal tax rates, suffer from other ailments arising Out of
their dependence on the means test In the case of the negative in-
come tax for example. the complexity of determining eligibility and
the incentives for concealment of income would be essentially the
same as under the current system

It is thus evident that the only real solution to the problems of
means-tested welfare for the working or work-eligible population is to
simply do away with it. "Welfare" as we know it should be abolished
for all but the non-working the aged. blind. and disabled -- whose
eligibility can be ascertained by reference to physical characteristics.

This leaves us with some fundamental questioos however Do
we as a nation want some kind of transfer payment program for the
working population If so, how should such a system br. structured'?

Judging by the high level of government resources currently
committed to income transfer programs. and the consistent efforts of
the Federal government to expand coverage under these Programs it
is clear that there is an implicit consensus that transfer payments are
appropriate for those with inadequate incomes

Just as clearly. there appears to be a consensus that thiS policy
derives first and foremost from our desire to protect children En-

----46Tirrcracreqiiate-imeeittle -Stipptirlror cfiifdreri TS" focus of the AFDC
program as well as the original guiding principle behind the
establishment of the personal exemption in the Internal Revenue
Code Unlike me many tax preferences subsequently added to the
Code in lieu of reductions in the high marginal rates Of the personal
income tax the personal exemption was never a backdoor means of
lowering marginal tax rates It was a Federal commitment to adequate
resources tor raising children
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The effective support level provided by the combination of the
transfer payment programs and the personal exemption varies,
however. by income. The high marginal tax rates associated with thetransfer payments quickly reduces the level of public support for eachchild. which is restored only very slowly as rising marginal personalincome tax rates increase the value of the personal exemption. Byputting in place a system of universal child payments. we couldSatisfy this fundamental desire of society to provide for the support ofchildren, while simultaneously doing away with the problemsassociated with the means-tested welfare system The universal child
payment system would eliminate all of the problems associated withhigh marginal tax rates. since no change in income status would af-fect eligibility It would eliminate all the administrative complexity ofexisting welfare programs, since the only determination necessarywould D2 to identify the proper recipient for each child Because itwould replace both our existing AFDC transfer payment system andthe personal exemption in the tax code. the net cost of a universalchild benefit system could actually be less than the cost of theexisting system

in addition to the implicit desire to provide for children evidentfrom our existing welfare and tax policies there are other majorpolicies in favor of income transfer that indicate that our society is notcontent to allow the market to allocate income without offering somebuffer First, there are explicit transfer payment programs directed atadults whose income falls below certain levels. such as food stampsand AFOU-U. More significant. there is the policy of redistribution im-plicit in the minimum wage laws, which preve.its the market fromvaluing labor services below a level that prOvides a certain level of in-come wit" the int2nt of effecting a transfer of Income within themarket StruCture

7.iimbination. the overt transfer payment programs and theminimum ...Age laws have had devastating effects The marginal 13,Krates of the overt programs result in tremendous .Nock disincentivesand the ithdrawal of labor from the market The minimum wageresults in the foreclosing of jot) Upport,n;1,eS by preventing em-ploiers from hiring workers whose productivity cannot support awage at !Pe minimum statutory level

::',-.1ram to repair Or reprace the Pgisti"g denefit programsfor a t,, (,)1 necessity contain an element of H-1CCme transfer

r
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Perhaps the most likely candidate for a new mechanism for
' distributing benefits is some form of wage supplements implemented

through a negative income tax withholding structure for low-wage
workers

A tax credit of perhaps 20 percent of gross wages earned,
provided to low-wage workers immediately through a negative
withholding tax. and phased down to allow positive taxes only at a
level above the normal entry level wages for unskilled and semi-
Skilled fobs would have a strong work incentive effect. Such a
system would, like the universal child payment, have many ad-
vantages. The System would impose a negative marginal tax rate at
the lowest ranges of the wage scale, giving very strong work in-
centives, while simultaneously encouraging the largest possible num-
ber of workers to participate in the taxable labor market The Im-
portance of drawing workers out of the underground labor market. in
which transacons escape all taxation through the use of cash or
barter arrangements. cannot be overstated. Some economists have
estimated the total annual value of goods and services in the un-
derground or black market at $100' billion.

The negative withholding system would also enable us to put a
freeze on the minimum wage. This would in time significantly expand
labor market opportunities for low-wage workers. without sacrificing
society's desire to see that every worker disposes of some minimum
level of income.

Because the negative withholding system would attach to the
workers and not to the family unit. It would encourage more than one
family member to enter the labor market It would actually be to the
advantage of the family to have two workers with nominal wages of
$3 00, per hour instead of one worker earning S6 00 per hour The in-
creased labor market attachment for I,w income families that this
would produce would improve their ability to weather lob losses by in-
dividual family members. A related positive aspect of the negative
withholding system would be its complete neutrality in affecting
family behavior. since family status would be irrelevant to eligibility

The most attractive alternatives for welfare reform available to
us thus take cogniz:Ace of the plain fact of the matter means-tested
welfare is unworkable and harmful By moving 10 systems sucn as the
universal child payment and negative withholding. we can shape in-
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centsves at the margin that lead to higher labor output. greater family
stability, and a lesser burden On the economy as a whole. while still
meeting the unstated but implicit policy goals of providing a minimum
Standr'd of living for those who cannot achieve it without some form
of assistance
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WHY THE NEGATIVE INCOME TAX WON'T WORK
(Sower : +bona's K. Bitch. Challeng., v. 11. JulyAugnat 1966: 13-13)

!Repeated by p -mbugioq 04 Challenge)

Taxes always generate controversy. While the discussion has gen-
erally revolved around such things as rates, deftetions and exemp-
tions, a new dimension has recently been added: the negative income
tax.

Within the past year lash the aimed of Economic Advisers and
the Treasury have eonduted staff studies on it : the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity ha endorsed the idea after a study by the Univer-
sity of Wiseonsin's Robert Lineman: a remit member of the Council
of.Economie Advisers Yale's James Tobin ) has publicly endorsed it
in a major article.: send it has been mentioned favorably in publications
of both The National Industrial ronfemere Board and 'the U.S. De-
partment of Labor, In January, a study committee made up of 150
Demoerats in the House of Representatives under the chairmanship

of Rep. James II. Schemer D.-N.Y.) issued a report calling for the
adoption of the negative income tax. Anil. more recently, the tripartite
Presidential rommissioe on Automation has recommended it.

When people speak of a negative income tax, they are talkingaboeit
an income tax in re.verse. The income tax (psitive5 falls only on peo-
ple, who have inew;te-s io excess of their leermi sible deductions, ex-
emptions and et-refits. The income tax in reverse (negative) would call
for a payment in the Treasury to Cpeople who have ineoes that fall
below some -Tecilied poverty level. The invotne tax n' Ithl therefore op-
erate in 1mq-it direvtions: those with more than alien ate income would
pay ;.those with barely ntleg. mite income won't we left alone: and
those with less than adeninete income would receive payments from the
government.

Assuming a national consensus the the povetystrieken should be
helped. what are the aelvantages of a rash rebate through the income
tax mechanism over other Ways of helping the In The alleged ad-
vantages fall into four elassitieat ions :

eqlO.AS Joseph Kershaw, Researh Director for the Office of
Economic Opportunity, said, -The last two tax rat hills went right
over the heads of the poor. simply becals,e Mo-t of them don't pay
tare:. ItiereaSing deductions or exempt win WI help our clients
either. But a, negat ive tax plan would be a il.** %%ity to help the oor.-

Ingnity.---General public assistance relief generally involveo what
many people think is se (Vending and humiliating Iniplity into the re
sources and needs of the applicant (the -nerds The reeent by
the,poor of a cash payment from the government as a matter of right
would not involve this indignity and would not carry with it the
stigma of "being on relief."

Notiration.The relief recipient loses his relief when he nog longer
needs it. In fact, he loses whatever portion of it he no longer ads. It

Reproduced from: U.S. Congress. Rouse. Resolved: that
the Federal government should guarantee a minimum annual
cash income to all citizens. Rouse document no, 90172,
90th Congress, 1st session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1961. p. 137-141.
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is claimed that he therefore is discouraged from taking a job and mak-ing some money because all this 'would do would 1* to reduce or elimi-nate his weekly relief check. Therefore, Al the proponents of a netincome tax suggest a sliding scale of negative tax benefits; that is,as the income of the recipient increases, the negative tax benefit de-creases, but to a lesser extent. Thus in one proposal that has been wide-ly publicized, the family with no income would get $1,300, but if thefamily had an income of t'7,04, it would get t1.1.2; for a total familyincome of St. g.23. and if it had an income of ,;;L000 it would get !'7 4Ifor a total of $1.750.
Ffifr;errry.It is claimed that the income tax, which is in'ilost uni-versal in its application, van easily and efficiently be extended t., dunewho a too poor to have an income tax liability. The experience builtup of the Years in taxing people with adequate incomes can readilybe e. Med 'to handle the io of determining the mnottrit of negativetax the- Treasnry should pay the poor. The income tax 3.. a methodof determining and making such payments, says Milton Friedman,`recommends itself on purely mechanical grounds..-
Now let its look at the other side of the coin : What, if anything, iswrong with the eonrept of a negative hum ie tax ?First, the negative income tax is a very frank and 4 poi device fortaking money away from the rich and !riving it to the twn.. The nextstep could be to take it away from the fairly rich anti give it to thefairly poor, And the next step rou!d be to take it away from the tippermiddle itwome ela,e-; :11)(1 give it to the lower Middle inmate efacceS,I presume it is IN 0,4!` 0 de that this development would not oceur, butsilee the vast majority of the electorate are a ml always will Is' belowthe average illrllie leVel. lloSt office seekers would be sorely teruptelto recognize this far: in decidifig the issnes on which they would chooseto campaign. This fart has heroine very evident in this country in thelast 35 years.
Second. poverty is relative anti.very hard to define. rr.t. ,ubsisteneefarmer may be living very w;'11 with a r ,h family income of less than!i1,000 a year. while the totemployahle Newro in.lfarin might havegreat difficulty raising himself above the poverty line if he were given$.2,000 a year. Poverty -taltilaril", al-ti 1 :1a'1' %s i;lely till 1 getigrii pb iealbasis,
Third, although all negative income tax_ {44.0.posa3s. worttd-rethtee-the-"subsidy bv les: than any additions to earned ins( he to provide aninventive to wtoli. this would 4140 little, i f any, good for those who don'thave much drive to work in the first place. Any per-nu below the pov-erty line either can and will learn to earn a livin., i and he should behelped in every way ip40;j1rie) or lie can't or 11,,,11, I ( lie. Au./ rwon't, then the 'Millie :ISistanee '11PNIS til.t." i-e a loetter Aproaell thana entinning cash subsidy from the governincot ;I- :1 (natter of right,.after all. for th:e who can't or n't, flu. ..3-h -441.-alt' iiii:At quicklydisappear and then general pnblie as-istfine I moods test ailil all)would have to (*MOH' to thf, msue. Certainly there arc :1 .b'r'at manypeople below the poverty line who would be helped by a cash receiptfrom the government, but every social worker knows that there arealso as great many who would rapidly dissipate tali- nntey and soon beright back where they were before,
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To them the negative income tax would, in effect, say, "if you don't
earn an adequate living, the government will give it to youwith no
questions asked as to how much you need it or how you will spend it."
In this connection I am reminded of an editorial some 20 years ago in
"The Economist" (London) which discussed, under the title "The
Carrot and the Stick." the inroads on work incentives that had taken
place. "The whole drift of society for two generations past has -
been--te whittle away both at the carrot and the stick, until now very

_little of either is left." Another generation has passed since the edi-
torial was written, and we have seen still further erosion.

But we have also seen in very recent years a new recognition of the
power of the carrot (reduction in federal personal and corporate net
income tfixes). To propose a guaranteed income for everyone at a time
when there is growing evidence that it would 'seriously reduce incen-
lye, to work and to advance is surely inappropriate. As Hubert H.
Humphrey said recently ("The Record I-pswingIt Didn't Just Hap-
pen!" Challenge, Nov.- Dec., 1965) : "17-; job of eraditating pone.': 7
will be a long and difficult one because a 0 annot simply buy a new teay
of life for people. It is much more than just a question of money. We
must re-educate, re-energize and reinspire them. To the extent that
such constructive efforts ran be implemented through economic re-
sources, our soriety can and must make the investment." I agree, but
the negative income tax hardly seems to be the proper approach.

So much for the pros and eons on the idea itself. There are forceful
arguments for and against, so that reasonable men will be found on
both sides of the issue. But when we tome to the mixt questionis the
income tax a suitable mechanism for getting money into the hands of
the poverty-stricken ?there is only one answer. No.

The only jurisdiction that has so far adopted anything approaching
the negative income tax is the State of Hawaii, which last year insti-
tuted a'program of tax credits which, for a family of four with an
income ,pf less than $1,11,0, will result in a neptive tax payment of $72.
War airs legislators were not contemplating wiping out poverty with
this kind of payment: they were thinking about the relatively harsh
way in which the retail sales tax treats the low-income family. This
tax credit would, through the mechanism of the income tax, distribute
some money to the poor to make up for the regressive impact of the
sales tax:

Hawaii has had very little experience with this tax credit or with a
similar program voted at the same time which grants tax credits (or
negative tax payments) on a sliding income scale to families with chil-
dren in school, kindergarten through college. But the experienceit
has had so far makes it quite clear that there is no war to draft legis-
lation of this sort that will get the amount of money that is Intended to
the right people. Many very well-to-Ilo fannhes are (plait fying for
Hawaii's tax credits mlwreas many poor families aro notmainly be-
camie the income tax ritrn of a person is a most attri:Itible measure
of the income status of (he family of which that f Pe r son .1-, a member.

These problems would be vastly enhanced at the nat if ma I level with
ia negative income tax, l)espite what its proponents say, the income tax

is not a ready-made mechanism for distributing money to the r,
even if such a dbaribution were desirable. Its mevhanies are corn etely
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unsuitable for three reasons, and these should be understood before
the _proposal is taken seriously.

Many types of income are not taxable and not reported on the income
tax returnsocial security, unemployment and workmen's compensa-
tion benefits, public assistance payments, interest on tax-free securi-
4-uasy. pensions and annuities, proceeds from life insurance, etc. Obvi-
ously, all these would have to be listed (as required by Hawaiian law)
in_ a-separate filing for those who might try_ to qualify for the tax
rebate.

Once the rebate were big enough to do very much good to the pov-
erty-stricken, and the Hawaii tax credit rebates are not, taxpayers
would be tempted to drop wives and children as dependents and let
them file separately. With little or mi income, they would qualify for
the rebate. For example, I would simply drop my three teen-age daugh-
tern as dependents (they all file income tax returns based either on
modest summer earnings or on receipts from a small educational trust
fund). Dropping them as depent:ents would cost me some $300 each in
additional taxes, but with their insignificant income, they would be sofar below the poverty line thif they would each qualify for very much
more than :300 under any of the negative income tax plans I have
seen. Once wives and children could qualify for tax refunds if their
incomes were low etiough, then the number of people filing income tax
returns would increase tremendously.

In short, there *mild have to be a personal examination of the income
status of each person applying for a tax rebatejust as though he
were applying for general public assistance. Thus one of the most
important arguments of the proponents of the negative income tax(that it gets away from the degrading "needs test" of general public

k-eassistance relief) disappears.
For the poverty-stricken to be helped, they need the money now,

not a rebate sometimes after next ,April 15 when they have filed their
income tax. This means that there would be the further administrative
complication of people having to decide in advance how low their
incomes would be in the forthcoming year. filing preliminary, esti-
mated returns, receiving their negative income tax rebates during the
year and then making a final settlement with the government after theyear was over.

This is done with a fair degree of accuracy by the regularly em-
ployed perSOn, but, since most low-income people have a greater and
more unpredictable fluctuation in income than does the normal tax-
payer, the final figures might be hard to predict. In all probability, the
requirement of filing a preliminary return at the beginning of the yearwould, for people with little or no income, be an impossible chore.
This means that many of the people who would need it the mostwouldn't participate in the program because they wouldn't know how
(as the government is discovering today in its efforts to enroll the poorelderly people in the voluntary doctor insurance plan of Medicare).

The poverty-stricken are people who either haven't filed income tax
returns in the past or have only used the short formwhich we have
seen would not be enough. These people are generally uneducated, frt.-
quently illiterate. do not read the newspapers, have never consulted atax attorney or accountant, and therefore simply wouldn't know about
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the program, and if they did know of it, wouldn't know how to go
about participating in it.

Outside of turning every social worker into a tax consultant, it
would seem that the only way of overcoming this problem would be
for the government to give a specified sum of money (say $400 a year)
to every person in the country and then get some of this money back
through the regular income tax channels from those whose incomes are
adequate.

This would be a massive transfer payment operation, since the
moneyto do any good for those who need itwould have to be paid
out in monthly installments; this would mean nearly two and one-half
billion check mailings a year, and the aggregate dollars disbursed
(at $400 per person) would be over $78 billion.

Some difficulties might he overcome in part by modifying the tax
rates, sucli as a fairly high tax rate on the first $400 of income in
excess, say, of $1,!00 for a single person and $3,000 for a taxpayer
with four or more exemptions. But even this wouldn't solve the major
problem of every low-income dependent becoming an independent tax-
payerwhich would involve millions of people and billions of dollars.

In short, while the objectives of the negative income tax are debata-
ble enough, the proposed method of achieving these objectives is com-
pletely unworkable.
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SOME BASIC PROBLEMS OF NEGATIVE INCOME
TAXATION

(Soiree: William A. Mein,* Wisconsin lAin Review, v. Me, No. 3, senuner
illteprinted by pertnission of the Wisconsin Law Review)

Negative Memo taastios has prossio of being the neat pPese oftie stigmatic *Stack on "waist" being witneswit in the 1960's, IN thisarticle Profeaser Vein iiiserates the me/or femur a of the proposedplass be the framework of a comparison to ezis6froy or alternativewe proproass. He Notes that negative income tazottoa rept'.mots an approacit basically different than that taken in the paid'.IOW eanclades that the Wastages poised by this sew method aregoefely 4LOsisonted by the fact that it will probably be Nord only as ainspplement to present programs. Nererthetess, he finds that discus-Ms of negative Ma me Masao* is earful for the parpose of raiximg
important isms of tam and social

Under recently proposed plans for `'negative income taxation,-
the existing federal income tax ineelvinism would be usctl to dis-tribute rash to poor peopk. The use of the federal tax system toaccomplish this welfare" objeetive would be..itcltievetl, generally

skint RbeyvenueunCoY tlisatthae rwo-penrgLiansurenito' f his 11174111nrinw(tille-being for the purpose of determining the amount of financial sup-port he should. receive. Given his premise, and given a decision asto what is a minimum tolerab.e 'Income,- the role of government
as bestower of cash benefits would become as relatively mechanicalas its role as tax collector; individualized determinations by case-workers would be avoided.' For example, if it were agreed thata minimum tolerable income for a family of two or more is 3,000
dollars per year,' and if the family's actual ineome were 1.400 dol-lars, then there would be a "negative income- of Lroo dollars andthe family would become entitled to a payment of some fixed per-centage of that amount. The plan could he dovetailed even moreclosely with tax provisions by assuming that the minimum tolerable

iincome (the "poverty line") is determined simply by reference toexemptions and deductions allowed wider Ilw Code. Tint-. f a. afamily of four the -poverty line" would be 4.1101P (1()11:11,--- four ex-emptions at 600 dollars each plus a minimum standard deduction

Tbrnsorhout I'M. article 1 use the tern( (4, afar fF Tur, 14,1( ui rh. ,./.imblie ellarity, anti 141 ntlf Include surcial eisrits "1,4 ). / 4.111uneniploy turn( entopen,iflull, Ifro.tets%c tf,,fs ir, l I viii e111 II10 ,i1fobelltiPf negitttce tnsrtthin oluits141 111.1f2IFP Prttgr.ttlt . nt'. unions rids Wei, ',bleb Int my slew .4 prior- 441fp-rfil4 ,,f l .11.4 11....,,1!Nether Indus% Oct. pp. Mr, 04 Heft"! 1 fit, nit! II) ti III of 411, 1111.' Anr4i .1 11.11ij,r114:114 not Ile nehlerevi olfhis tlM fraturnort; Id r SOfifir: 1, n-a V.111 Cu'nn Of VirelOOMOle Adirlorro, lanMai it port, 1n I.. qt. III I I I TM PM 45tots; 19. by (Jas. 19411.
INT asv. Coos 1934 1151

Praessee of taw. university of Wlacosals, 1172. 11.,rs-ard {AM Ittattful to sty consul/ea, and partleutarly t., Lasrem-0 1, 211etlabou ,15111 3,0.1Ussillier, toe stlatufallas diseves1oss sad woad. IrrIptfi1e,,nunent.

Reproduced from: U.S. Congress. House. Resolved: that
the Federal government should guarantee a minimum annual
cash-income to all citizens. House document no. 90-172,
90th Congress, 1st session. Wsehington,,U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1967. p. 104-123.
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of 600 dollars.* For a family of five the figure would be 3,700 dol-

tarArd
so forth.

purpose of this article is not to discuss in detail how negative
income taxation might work or to analyze all the problems it raises,
but rather to present its most significant features and effects in the
context of a comparison with currently existing alternative programs
for making payments to the poor. These comparisions are based on the
general asumption that the negative income tax would make use of
most of the basic rules of income determination and of administration
now applied to taxpayers.

r. THE CONFLICT BETWEEN INCENTIVE AND WELFARE

As indicated above, the gap between actual income and the poverty
line can be readily determined. One of the first questions then to be
considered is, how much of this gat) should be filled? This question
raises one of the fundamental issues involved in negative income taxa-
tion and, indeed, in welfare legislation in general. The traditional
assumption of most welfare law has been that all able-bodied persons
should be prepared to support themselves by their own efforts to the
maximum extent possible.' While there may be disagreement over the
moral, ethical, or sociaa value of this assumption, there can be little
disagreement over the fact that it is justified for the immediately fore-
seeable flame by the existence of unfilled eulic needs that assert com-
pelling claims on tax reventies.' Accordingly, one of the principal
tasks of any architet of welfare programs is to insure that not too
many people quit their jobs and trade their wages for a "dole." This is
a diaicult task, beeause there are many heads of families today whoa
earninp fall below the poverty line," and many more whose earnings
are very little above that line.0 One obvious way to insure continued
effort at 2. elf - support on the part of such potential welfare recipients is
to make eligibility for benefits dependent on proof either of their will-
ingness to work, as with unemployment compensation," or of their
inability to work, as with disability insurance both tinder the Social
Security Act " anti under private plans. 114owever, the proponents of
negative income taxation reject this approach, presumably because
they abhor the kind of 'policing institutions that it requires." Accord-

% I ,4 T. ar.%. 197,4, 14141'1, ror a married couple tiling a Joint return the mini
mom standard deduction is oar t201, plug $1100 for rah member a! the family.

For 1 lecut mainicstation f this attitude, tia.ring on aid dependent
children, see S Bl r :.%). 165. ,7th 1,44 Sass, 3 0961) "Your 414nimitt halleves
111:1( an11111),1 1101041101 whoge I.:Mill,' 1% receiing'sitt under this program should
;font any rev,onable offer of employmeat

See fir} marling. Hook Review. X.'1" Times. Feh 27, 1966, 11 7, pt 1. p. 1.
it Iii been estimated that there +ser 7.2 million poor families snot Including unat

t.olied In 19111. that in over half of the:e the family head currently haul
him or ',at t.titne job. and that in ainwst tbirty perev.w po,r tamilies the bead had

beti employed (1111 111Th for at least a sear. OrItonlis. l'/lorittriq the Poor: Inothir Look
at (hi roes chit Pt atilt, 'u. Solt 111, SECIL:11111-1 igI'LL :1, 1 21 4 191414.

a "r rice )car 196:: there were 33.777,921 fa% return-. constituting. ruff, three toreent
alt retoutis. reporting an aftins,te) grai4 income 1,1 IA., !kill Vp114Ill c.tch The Iota1 all.

idi Ali !boon return. %.14 1 hull 1" S. Tilt:0911n
1 o.P'r. I TO:n% 1(e.% SER% HT, Sr Ms.:10 s il I 194:: .11FILLIUNMI) r, ix-
utt 11. I Ni Mt. T3S 10:T1 11 Ns Of :soirse. not .111 these return" %%ere h) heads of
(auntie., nut no doubt a substantial part nen,.

'" See, e I Wos ST.vr, A 106,04 (1963),
'' 1' 241. I t23tel (214A) (Rupp. 19/150 makes ellgihIlitS for dlAabilitS tnsuranee bene

tit4 dependent can prtHf of 'Inability to engage in .env sritistantial gainful activity b- reason
14 Jay mdically tntilnatile (physical or mental ifflpairrnrnt iS MO can be expected to
result In death or is filch has lasted or ran he speeted to fast for a contintsout period of not
less than 12 month,"

'like Tobin. ImprOrong the economic 15tatits of the Ne9ro, DAtttALtrs 578, 891.
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ingly, if they want to keep poor people in the work force, they have no
alternative but to preserve an adequate financial incentive to work.
Unfortunately, however, preservation of incentive is incompatible
with the achievement of an adequate level of welfare. This last propo-
sition, which of course is vital, can be readily illustrated.

Under a plan proposed by Prof. Robert J. Lampman." and earlier
by Prof. Milton Friedman," the rate of payment applied to the nega-
two income would be fifty per cent." This means that only half of the

beide. It 'also means that for every dollar earned by the
taxpayer his disposable income would be increased by fifty cents: in
other words, the individual is ahead by only half whatever he
earns. Table 1 presents this plan more graphically. I: demonstrates,
for example, that if an individual earns 2,000 dollars, lie will have dis-
posable resources of '2,500 dollars, which is only 1,000 dollars more
than if he had earned nothing.

TAKE 1 (tAMPfilAftfltilDfAA14)
^^_-___..,...-- -

Income Subsidy

.

Tax I

_

Disposable
resources

0 $1,500 .. $1,500$1,000 1,000 2,0001,500 750 2,2502.000 500 2.5002,500 250 2,7503,000 0 0 3.0004.000 . $140 3.860
_____ ^

I Al present basic tale of 14 Rican.

Professor Lampman offers the rough estimate that, all other things
being equal, his plan (which modifies the tax-law definition of income
in certain ways that would reduce payments 14) would cost the federal
government abOut S billion dollars per year and save the slates 3
billion dollars per year (in public assistance payments which thenegative income tax would supplant) for a net cost of ., billion dollars
per year.'7

As an alternative to the fifty per Cent rate, it wont(' he possible to
make a payment in the entire amount of the negative incomel"in
other words, guarantee to everyone a certain minimum income (e,g
3,000 dollars for a family of tour). This approach would have the
virtue of insuring that no one would suffer severe material privation.
But at the same time it would eliminate, for a large. segment of the
population,'" any financial incentive to work.

Comparing the two approaches, it may he observed that the latter
is preferable in terms of direct humanitarian objectives while the

Prllmlnere Dentin' or n Tenet ( "r NeZ411).4 Ine.unn T:)%arlon 19111. At 2-4anpullootertl piper nrrp.terd far the 0111re of Re-mire,' ['tin VI ,to.f 1)aletritInn.softie'. 10ppotrunir ), Thi. ;ver ettpre..........1,1) r 1..propoton'...and tit rerreerd to xi I fig 1114 prinlon
uric:Yew)) rtrri4.4nit / Ent:Enolt 191 92 ,,1 lirneln.f:cnnorsirt ,"fro, V,,prg;/ c rc .4bont,1 fIrplare 1ft Po. trio N VP. If
"The Ittflet r.entnite imwrIonitx. 1.:15 iiro1N1 tire .loot.- r;ete or fittrteenpercent. Leitteru, 'tar .1 id to l'qnr l'tert by Shrorrr. N.Y. Tito Dee 17,, 19n5 p. 1 col. 1lefty ed.).
selitor example, 11% inermitne race tl ...vitrify retirement benefit in Income (.#1' the Illirff"ryf fitmpnling nrtttive ineoto See f.atttputrin op. e,t antvv,' :it 2yr Id. at S.
"Xof Reagan, trathittot,,o ,%hoof,t row arcl to rift Prml N V.!) 29, 19CA,I 13fitontufno). pp 21 4.(
V 1r44* note S
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former is better in terms of preserving incentive to work. Under the
Lampman,-Friedman plan, the Maximum payment (or "floor" on
total resources) .of I,5(X) dollars meets only half of a family's presumed
minimum needS. The "break-even point' that is, the point at which
no payment is madeis 3,000 dollars. Under all plans there is a 'fixed
relationship between increases in earned income and decreases in pay-
- meets: as earned income increases, paynients decrease. This relation-
ship may be called the "tax" rate, which describes the extent to which
an individual's earnings fail to contribute to his financial betterment.
A sixty per cent rate would mean that payments would be reduced by

.sixty per cent of earnings. The higher the "tax" rate, the less the
financial incentive to work. Under the Lampman-Friedman plan the
rate is fifty per cent. 410 -Under the second plan described the maximum and the "break-even ow
point" are both 3,000 dollars and the "tax" rate is.100 per cent. A
comparison with the Lampman-Friedman plan illustrates the inexo-
rable relationship between the maximum payment (representing the
welfare or humanitarian goal) and the "tax' rate (representing the
incentive or economic goal) : the higher the maximitin payment, the
higher must be the rate of "tax" on earnings in order to "break even"
(that is, make no payments) at any given point. Choices are limited.
If one chooses a maximum payment ("floo") of 2,000 dollars and a
"break-even point- of 3,000 dollars, then the "tax" rate must be sixty-
six and two-thirds per cent (because an increase ill income from zero
to 3,000 dollars must he accompanied by a decrease in payments of
2,000 dollars). This is illustrated by Table 2.

TAKE 2

Income Subsidy

0 $2,000
, 000 1.

6366
33

2, 000
3, 000 0

Tax Disposable
resources

12, OCO
2. 331
2,666
3, 000

If, on the other hand, it is decided that the maximum payment shall
be 2,000 dollar 31141 the -tax- rite -hall be thirt -three and one-third
per cent, then (because payments are reduced I,y only 333 dollars for
every 1,4 N) dollars of inctHIle) Ile "b11.3 L-e en !wile must lw 0,000
dollars which means that some payment will 111;14k and no tax will
be levied until family income reach', (hi, ['flint Sec 'rabic 3.

TABLE 3

Income

0

Subsidy

$2, WO

T 41 0. ..,9,1hle
i

3'
11.000 1,666 .' ..6
7,000 1,313 i ;15
3, 000 I, 000 4, ,3
4,000 666 4.666
5.000 173 1. 333
6, 000 0 t 6, (1,,I

-"* Thies is rerwuructs(14x1 l oit1,4111,t '1%.1111 1%.1,11; Hp,/
nut.- 12. "
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It can' readily be seen that there is an infinite variety of combina-
tions of (a) maximum payment, (b) rate of "tax" (including varioussliding scales"), and (c) "break-even points." If it is assumed, how-ever; that cost considerations at the present time dictate a fairly low"break-even point," " then the conflict between welfare (dictating ahigh maximum) and incentive (dictating a low "tax" rate) cannot beavoided." Negative income tax proposals tend to resolve this conflict
in favor of reserving incentive, while existing welfare programs tendto resolve it in favor of the welfare objective.

IL BASIC CHANGES IN .APPROACH 1 WELFARE

Given the limitations imi,osed by considerations of cost and incen-tive, it is reasonably clear that negative income taxation cannot pro-vide adequately for all the needs of potential welfare recipients. Itis no panacea. At the same time it may well be a useful weapon, alongwith others, in the '*war on poverty'," and may advantageously supplant
some existing programs in whole or in part. Thus a comparative ap-praisal becomes necessary.
A. Minimization of Cost

In comparing negative taxation with. other devices for r.'lievingpoverty, one of the basic issues that must be considered is how good%Lob the negative tax does of insuring that payments will gt, to peoplewho are needy and only to such people. In terms of providing somehelp to all people who are in fact needy, the negative tax would
appear to rate highlyat least if it is assumed (a) that a procedurecan be developed to permit current payments, instead of waiting for
a year-end tax return, and (b) that the task of claiming benefits willpresent no more of an obstacle to pgtential claimants than does the
task of claiming present-day welfare benefits, On the other hand, thenegative tax raises some very serious problems, to say the least, whet'

21 Ate Kelvin, supra note 19. at 99.rioter a plan with a "break-even point" of 94.000, payments would he made to Andno tat collected from, a t41111tanti.11 number of preent-41ay tasio)trs. Moreover. as studentsof tasation are frequently reminded, the higher the amount of eseinSit Ine(ftlle. the highermust he the rare of fat:0:14a to et/Heft a given amount of revenue from individuals withincomes above the ,ogt.mt,ti,o% level esampie, If it Is 111.011011 that a man with an incomeof $10 non should pay uses of 2 into, then the tas rate must be tithe percent If the esempNan Is $0.000. while It need Pe only twenty-five percent If the esemptIon is $2,000.,2 It may he argued that negative Income taxation should not br thought of as "welfareProgram.. To the extent that the phrase Is ,regardegl as ilitparaging. I agree. as to thiswolfram nail :Is to all other program.' 4lesiglie.1 to olltrihsite material benefit. to tumorpeople, I intend no such connotation. Putting aside that quibble. "welfare" seems for presentpurposes the best shorthand description' of the principal objective served by the negative14X. The principql focus of the plans that have been proposed Is on the problems of peoplebelow the poverty line To argue that alil to fittnilie, with 411,ildnr einiirell is t weit,o-eProgram but tirgative Income talc:Wen Is not ...ens% olt-ingeosiimo. I %Ming to.ogeareh for a new label for each, If that would Imre rerIplent4 any 4nbarr,-nient, loot notfor lost one It is true that a plan like Tobin -ee nte 12 ,tipe is Ii1d n411.4 ritmle In.111.too file not -a poor, but 311,01rit; that incidental goal or ffs..t f,Jetting the tall wag the dos;
it nut.' aloof he worth noting Mt; Negative lmonto, t I,14to, ran o.anerivell of individend terlll,. that tile} 1311 he ourico ,,f lob 11 a verlabiiist,titit 44 motley 441 54,0 far the Lataphl.taridta.ifl pi In arse 41:.Itttlo for tire Titian Oita I1. Pala or allotted to silt families ;roil then a fr..et f.v (alto. Th.. ref r1(wt I- ties a nu eiHurway. ositbootogb a proponent .,f the '-aclal divtrlentl ;irlir.;111 1, ....1 oug -t t...ingvery low incomes at at high 4 rats. W4111111 .4 Ile:: it Is "me LI% iti..11rive E. Para.. XOial Sre'll, if 1/I I: I Wu, 1 ,erct1 I'd 4 Wit./ Iii !NI., II $1. iit I iTgest Aaelt ANN, IMOCEtOts4.9t ere Tor. Stc$Etrevrii .t" It. NIECTI1; 2.1 11:te:I1Greets, Transfer-Ity-TasatIon .`ti .oProacii io Initorote4 Itlerne Maligtitaiwe It 44 4 :. .1193109 Ph It th -is In University of Ws-von-10 1,ifir.tr I. Ar. ti.. Toro.plus, ygrz ales %Nil Flir 11%1414E1-pi 192 .97

. Ici,arf), It. Sitripter !, 4.Vi %-VAX TAs J. 23.5. 236 11/4151 I), Smith, .4 anttplificd .1pp-oar* to Norm: Welfare, 1;1CANADIAX TAX J. 260 (19117II.
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we ask how good a job it does of denying payments to people who do
pot need them. It should be noted parenthetically that

people
discuss this

hot proposition is not to imply that minimization of direct costs by
limitrrig payments to the needy is the only goal of a good welfare
program. Efficiency of administration, fairness, preservation of indi-
vidual dignity, and other cbjectives must be considered as well, and
the accomplishment of these objectives may in fact preclude mini-

- mization.of direct costs. However, as long as unlimited funds are not
ava-ilable-and-as long es-there- are alternative devices for distributing
those funds, such minimization does seem a relevant consideration.
And certainly if the total fund available for distribution is regarded
as more or less fixed in amount regardless of the manner of distribu-
tion and if that fund is not adequate to meet all needs, any significant
diversion of benefits from needy to nonueedy persons is a matter of
very serious humanitarian concern.

1. Capital assets
One reason why negative income taxation may be thought to do a

bad job of minimizing cost by denying payments to people who are
not in need is that our income tax system does not take account of
wealth as such. Thus, it would be possible for a person to have sub-
stantial assets and still have a negative income entitling him to pay-
ments. For example, a man disabled and deprived of income from
work for a year or so might have savings on which he could live.
Similarly, an elderly couple might have a house plus modest savings
but very little cash income. To be sure. in such cases it might well be
argued that payments under the tied tive tax would be justified, or at
least not objectionable. This is particularly so in light of the fact that
the problem is probably not one of serious magnitude; very few low-
income people have significant amounts of assets.25 The elimination of
any exhaustion-of-assets requirenient not only would remove an ele-
ment of harshness from the welfare system, but also would eliminate a
rule whose unpopularity can he expected to result in avoidance
effortsthat is to saj, cheating --of a serion-: magnitude. Such cheat-
ing could be fairy difficult to &fo. If the assets are modest in
amount, it is possible that they could be ctsicea led fairly easily, or they
might be transferred to children or other !Aar ives or friends in con-
templation of a claim for %re' fare state,. '" Since the temptation and
opportunity for cheating S4-4)111S great, any vriil, effini to enforce the
statutory trquirement would 'mil 04 have to on the asstimp
tion that all claimants are pt4eigtial Sn-icions interrogation
and investigation would thus be largely linat oidahl and all but the
most insensitive claimants would Ie likuly to er,vive the foreement
oft rt aS tripieres,sive and legrid i

The unpopularity of the exhaust ion-of-a,,et, rill 11'11 War; dem-
onstrated recently in debates over medical care for the aged and in the

Se4. p 79'S Miro.
S I' mat .141t11r. .wpr,1 .o -I

-"Till. problem La* Imo re:nailed los .0'141'1411Y -4.4"4"14- t-
fir 111141W:de rfieh frAn4ore See, WIN :rtr I I VW': r The Wowirnsin
1/4porfruenf Mobile Welf.tre kw, pro-rlhll ,lterflUg transfer%

aereti the 51f4fliffe. On or l'tIsfai' AmsfsrtNur. Wig lit I OF 1.11:1 11' W01,r %RE
N'N r V f tt' tf...if III 14 flter1.4,41 Sept 14.1.
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eventual rejection of any "means" test in favor of "insurance." s/ Onthe other hand, the unwillingness of Congress to abandon such an ap-proach completelyat least sato "welfare" programswas reflectedeven more recently in its refusal to appropriate money for the rent sub-
sidy program, after it had been noted with surprise and chagrin thata person could receive a rent subsidy even :hough he had suhantial
astieta." Thus are revealed some of the conflicting strains underlying
our approach to welfare problems. The negative income tax chooses theapproach that is far more palatable to welfare recipients, and thussacrifices the goal of cost minimization.

Even if it were agreed that certain capital assets, like savings 0.e.-
counts, homes, and so forth, should be disregarded for purposes of thenegative tax, by no means all of the problems of the proper treatmentof wealth would be resolved. There would remain the closely relatedproblem of capital assets that are returned to the individual in theform of periodic payments. Should the fact that wealth has been trans-formed into a right to periodic payments make a difference? Of courseit is unlikely that many of the people who %you'd fall below the povertyline as defined by any negative tax plan would be beneficiaries of pri-vate annuities, but a:hat about pension plans to which employees have
contributed? To the extent of previously taxed employee contributions,thaw must be treated like annuities; they constitute a return of capitalor wealth. And what about payments to retired persons under the So-cial Security Act ? If such payments, presently excluded from income,"were brought back into income for purposes of the negative tax," thenwhat about that portion of such payments which could be regarded asattributable to employee contributions? Should these amounts be iv-garded as a return of capital? If so, must they be disregarded underthe negative tax as long as all other forms of capital are disregarded ?it may well be that agreement could be reached to adhere closely
to existing concepts of taxation of income and to accept the rouse -quence of some payments to people nut really in "need- in the tradi-tional sense. But to make payments to such people is to depart
substantially from the premises of existing welfare programs,"Perhaps even more importantly, were we willing to ignore wealth in
making determinations of eligibility for welfare hoiefits, then a gooddeal of the basis for objecting to existing programs, and for hesitating
to accomplish our welfare objectives by expanding them, would disap-pear, because the requirement that a welfare recipient exhaust his ownassets before turning to the public for help, together with the policingproblems that such a requirement seems to present, has been one of themost serious sources of criticism of many existing programs.

See Morrie. President Signs ilciticare rri011411, N July 31,p. col. I ; Tranfteetpt of Rensockft by Truman and Jitinnon lffiticire, id it 9, rolThe hill enacting Medicare did, however, contain ;mother pri,s-Ioori 4.11,411411w: fler.il .rep(Heft ("I' elate Pronrismn of medical AM to the ncrrto unnined nor., ref %,1.nw, id. at M. cola. 2. 4,
*See Pomfret. Johanon Rcictrit Kent Mubgidy N Y Tine., Y4II 17, VorAl le 1 4..1 Ip. 22, Col. 7 (city oft : Y.Y. Tim . Feb, 2. hens. 1, '20. eof 441 r.511.T. 3447, 1941 1 Cyst. HcLt. 101,
°" ',Antonia, op. cit. noprit note 13. at 2. would Include such 1..4%1"P14ts in it,.,uo'. vs her.i4Table. 0/01011 note 12, at 892, would make OASD1 benenclarlw* tn«IlfftM1i« fiir pip, ment.s isn terthe negative tax
as ft should be reetilled that the term -welfare program," a 11441 in 110. article, (144-4not Include any of the Insurance programa. See ni.te 1 atipri
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Z. The definition of "income"
Further problems are raised by the extreme liberality that Congress

has demonstrated in allowing exemptions, deductions, exclusions, and
credits in the existing tax structure. The result is that "income" for
tax purposes is only a distant cousin of "income" in an economic sense.
Differences resulting front certain business deductionslike the oil
depletion allowance," accelerated depreciation," and the investment
credit "are probably not worth worrying about since only rarely
would they reduce income below the poverty line. The prospect of a
Texas oilman receiving a welfare payment. while it seems ludicrous,
does however serve todramat ire a more general phemerenon. The fact
is that a "welfare" payment made to such a person is different more in
appearance than in reality from the benefit presently bestowed under
our income tax law. Money that the oil man is ahead by virtue of an
extra-generous depletion allowance is worth just as 111111 to him, and
mem other taxpayers just :Is mud, in additional burden, as money that
he would be ahead by virtue of a payment under the negative income
tax. Similarly, if a. taxpayer has an income of 5,000 dollars per year
and is over sixty-five years old, the 100 dollars or so that he Sa C.3 by
virtue of his extra exemption 37. is worth just'as much to him, costs the
rest of us just as much, and has no more apparent justification than a
cash payment to the same man under the negative income tax. Yet it
seems very unlikely that the public would perceive the identity of
result and treat the {cash payment with the. same apathy that it has
bestowed upon provisions that merely- reduce tax liability.

Like the problems raised by business deductions, the problems raised
'by personal deductions and by exclusions are not likely to be serious
Ire ura)nritlrcle, though every year there would undoubtedly be some
fairly well-to-do people whose income for tax purposes would fall
below the poverty line because of an extra ordinary casualty loss'" or
medical expense 3' or because they received. only tax-exempt interest 34

or payments on a personal injury judgment.''' Of far more serious on-
sequence, however, are the problems raised by cash receipts such as
social security payments," various forms of public and private assist,
ance," children's wages under 600 dollars, certain support payments
pursuant to a divorce,'-' regularly recurring gifts and voluntary pri-
le support payments," and scholarshilus." as well as the extra ex-

emptions for blindness " and for being over sixty-five.'" A further
MAIM, of serious concern is imputed income in the form of the rental
value of owner occupied homes and the vallte homegrown food on

Si INT. Rev. Coos or 1954,11 011-14.
/s1sr. REV. CODS or 1954. f 167(b).

1,61'. net'. Corte or 1051, 11 30. 40
'e Ise. Kec. Copt or 1954, r 1I1(ei
14.1110)rel nu a 41,1netIon tinder 1st. ILK% roft; l'0"11 0 145.
'' Anon"! as a deduction under IsT. Ur% roor .ti 1931, t :!1 ertain Ilmi

tethr...
" Exelnded from Income under 1sT 11Ev. eldw, or 117,1. lir:
'1:trlioled from incoure under Ix?. tier. nf.r. 4** 195i. i fui, I

e" Sew tertt 21)
"Poe a rollection ef ridings ezrInding nails lal)(uuf -0, Folio! States r.

341:1 1'.s, 299. 317 2 11900 (concurring .1.1rdoni
" INT. RES'. Coitt Or 1054, 6 71(@1.
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farms, as well as the related problem of regional differences in cost ofliving." And finally there are all the vexing problems raised by askingwhich members of a family are entitled to file separate returns, or,more broadly, when the income of one person should be attributed toanother person or to a taxable unit such as the family."
Presumably all of these problems could be solved, though again notwithout considerable difficulty. The point is that the present incometax law does not provide a ready-made device that is entirely suitablefor accomplishing welfare goals. What is perhaps even more basicis the thought that whatever could be accomplished by modifying thedefinition-of income under our tax law to make it conform more closelyto present-day welfare criteria could also be accomplished, perhapsmore readily, by modifying our welfare law and institutions to makethem conform more closely to those features of our tax system that arereferred to hereinafter.

3. Responsibility of relatives
The goal of cost minimization is reflected in one other basic featureof current welfare programsthe requirement that certain relativescontribute to the support of welfare recipients and thereby reduce theburden of the public f.t large." Given the diminishing significance offamily ties in contemporary Stiety, and the increasingly significantrole of government welfare programs, public soport for this require-ment may ultimately become difficult to muster.'". Undoubtedly thereare circumstances in which most people would agree that the enforce-ment of a fiat rule that an individual must support certain relativeswould he unjustas, for example, a requirement that a child supporta father who had permanently deserted the family before the child'sbirth and had never contributed to its supporf:.1 lint the objections tothe requirement. of supporrby relatives seem to stein not only from theidea that the requirements may be unjust or unwise but also fmnithe conclusion that inoblems of enforcement are so serious as to out-weigh any financial or moral gains.

It can readily be imagined that forcing ;Inv unwilling person tocontribute to the support of a relative will he (1;ffirilli. and potentiallyembarrassing to the relative on the receiving end, but the most severeproblems went to have arisen in seeking support from absent husbands.At first blush it might seem that enforcing a hosband'soldigation ofsupport could hardly be objectionable, Lu practice, however, certainpresumably unanticipated -side effects- have proved Unite offensive.These "side effects" are a product of the fact that once it is decidedthat the absent Iiiishand does have a emit inn ing (Jul igat ion ref support,efforts must lie made to ell (twee the hhew ise the recalci-trant, irm.ponsible husband %, ill he off i iiirially, at least )
1 Soo Orithinky. *lora ante q, it to.

Mer n.,te irtfrd
Ir. rh two' 1,pme gaol

4. Sep trntip,,.L. forrrio'I 1Priol Poi.fror of 1'01'140u fPePti Ntqfu. 17 KT 1, Nes 414 (19451.
2" Towilcoek vreouti ,Irgfirrwrt. fr it, r,' ;ti 01/PletPlY If« 411" 'It4{91."N the .'3+1 of liolvirilYwnl o II , z1-11e, lifIcr 4,1 4. .1241 7111. em 3... I' 7211 t I9641, o'wred

VO4i71 Iwhich held une,,rp.Muiltdial :1 requirement dint 1 Linghter -111,(..rf n frtti-r f witIcielf Its aNtat mental in411uttufs. but *Patch .uted to havo in tech tweoor 'Mitt. Se" tunBrvt444 snir^ uutv. (9. at ng 1.
1 Fodor WVIC.011sin 01- t ir',ii.c ;MN" tt,lwrrnfle %+,,o1,1 rpit Idastatuiorp duty fir iiipport See Wtv ST ii f r12.(PI sl!f43I
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than his compliant counterpart. The so-called No leo Amendment of
the federal AFDC statute requires that the states -provide for prompt
notice to appropriate law-enforcement officials of the furnishing of aid
to families with dependent children in respect of a c ild wiio has
been deserted or abandoned by a parent.' '.3 This proris n is hardly
likely to improve whatever chances there might have I n for recon-
ciliatton.34 in addition, several st ates have adopted the further re-
quirement that the wife co-operate with the state authorities in pur-
suing all legal remedies against the husband."' in many instances the
wife may be reluctant to offer such assistance because she regards the
effort as futile and distasteful or lrevause she fears retaliatory action,
but the law makes continued receipt of benefits dependent on her
co-operation. Sinee the receipt of benefits may represent the differ-
ence virtually between lift' and death. the %vire may have no choice
but to inmate a 4'41111tit. of action that is highly repu,rnant to her.
Anyone who views thi; kind of situation with sz'nq for the
wife's best interests is likely to react strongly against the basic rule
that led to her unfortunate position. Negato e income taxation could
supplant existing rules of relative respousibilitN and adopt. new an-
swers to till. 11114'A inn of %%hip should hear Irhat liurdens of 51111xflts"
Presninably, IlinveVer. this would at the same time make desertion
somewhat easier fin. husbands. .

13. Local 11,.poii.;h;lity illid ilegideltre file tilf; li117 lit
,

The welfare .y-teal in this; 4/11111ry has in the aA been based On a
pattern that incholes a high degree of idwai responsibility and con-
trol:4' This means that to a COnSi(lerable CX1V111 the level e$1 aid has
been permitteif to ary from one locality to another according to the
resources, experience. sense of responsibility, wisdom, prejudice, and
so forth of IocaI constituencies. The result of such diversity, of course,
is that in certain localities benefits will be lower and more grudgingly
available than naiad be regarded as tolerable in ether area !4. It a1,44
rowans that in some areas benetiN will be higher and administration
more compassionate than would be the ease if standards had to lie
agreed upon at a national level. his oirportunny for diersityIn
welfare as in v411147:16411, l'0341 1)110(1111!r, ;11141 all :-4111 of other govern-
ment programs is simply a i'llara4'14.11:4 le of federalism.

(for concept of local resyisibility as thus shaped raises the rac-
tical ooldeni of compel it ivoness with respect to tax rates. If a high

- Art of .ng 197/4), r h. k4441 r. Snit 7419. 745% 42 I" s e' 4 4;1)21 a I :Ito
"Si. V 1110 ts 'riff: Af11::% r $T110 IR t%l. l'rLit 1% IIII %NI err

1KrrAl.r.yr 4; 47 I1941144,
4 S.... Id .11 S.i fif ferli;rotik, vriforrr fit14 49. it

Th. re.o.of nailer fl,_ I lit , e% 11 '1'. I 1,1'1: 41 lip' 11,11,11111/11.41%

11,..11111 IN p..1°4444114.1 fib .1r,14. t Anto. ' t.',!,. s' !: And A Tient
,. 4114,1 "4"1,11/1.1114111 14 flit sit- in f I, of .1

A41,1 tile I l i . "wt. I I , . in , , , . . 11. 1,1,1 1, :rent-
I: 11.4. In flu. how° - ..,11114 /11 I IOW!, II I ,.1 I, . f 1111, ir 1,, 1,
11411(141t to f1%1 risk, f,- eilitiz At :tt: 1.A !! -"P,"
1 t. if 2. 1/4.»,:11 41, -11-4°, 4 lurJ-t ;!, !

upt t, .f r If 4. 'if /II 1,11t t,' .1 1. ! I :!} f'i
01411,...1 .11,1 111.1 if AU It 1m o- .; 1. ..1 1 I, .10 ii lo

f I. 1 . .11 r. (i11110 441;f lio '1 1 I, 1 I 1,.. I 01 7.1 11I1

144,..14 ur. rt. At CI.
'1'11, A re 1 4 1 - 4 . 1 4 r41.4441 5 1,0 4,, !.
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n.. I I I 1 4.4' 1114 I 'IOW:,
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level of welfre benefits is permitted to attract to one area the wel-fare recipknts of another area, the taxes in the first area must rise,industry may be driven away, and a downward spiral of increasing
taxes and fleeing industries may result. Or at least there might be areasonable basis for fear of such a result. The solution is either to lowerbenefits or limit them to long-term residents. Choosing the latter alter-native will result in inevitable hardship to some transient paupers aswell as serious problems of implementation." The negative incometax, like any other national p financed by federal taxes, wouldeliminate most of these kindsr?lirapinroblems. It would do so, however,only by rejecting much of what is left ofthe notion that even withinthe boundaries of this country responsibility for relief of poverty be-comes greater as the problem comes closer to home. This is not theplace to debate the merits of such a choice, but it does seem appropriateto point out that such a fundamental value choice is in fact the con-sequence of adoption of the negative tax.

C. Paternalism
Social welfare workers of various types are trained to help peopleby offering "expert" adViee : :!posit marital problems, employment andtraining opportunities, mental health, budget management, cookingand sewing, and many other -personal.' matters.. vital question posedby the existence of such a group of potentially helpful and presumablydedicated people is whim:should they help and in what circumstances?Many of us doubtless could benefit from informed counseling as tovarious aspects of our personal fives. At the same time we might bereluctant to seek or accept help or be ignorant of its availability. Oneconceivable response to these facts would be the creation of a system inwhich each citizen is visited periodically by a government-employedWaal worker who would inquire into the individual's personal life,determine whether any kind of counseling or other services wereneeded, and offer advice about the availability of such services. Suchan approach could be reinforced by making certain financial benefits---such as the 600 dollar personal exemption under the federal incometaxderendent upon "co-operation" with the worker. 'This kind ofunsolicited intrusion into personal lives might produce substantialbenefits, but generally such benefits are not deemed nearly adequate tojustify a limitation on privacy and intlepeselence that seems incom-patible with our notions of the proer tole of government in our freesociety. The fact is, however, that the kind of paternalistic govern-mental role just described Feen14 to be a predominant ;11141 widely ac-cepted characteristic of existing welfare programs in this countr,y."For example, the inannal for public assist:11We proit1111g:It441 by the It is-copsin Department. of Pala. Welfare contain.- the tollowmints in its introduction:

Public sow:dance la a 1.40011O5 which prtkide* A1,1. The service objective is to incsist the client I., rAtir. Its, 111;1 ill111111therfihr Raising a more imxtoetim !zoti..fying Oft. 31141 Iii36in;1 u.,11eribUtiOn to society. The public Ilittrilststtwe setting; pry'' ilk. .r p4ri y

tkie Reich. truttrtritost Riyhto mid Rectal Welforr-'The Lryol 71 VLi. 1345. 134X-42 (19411t.
Pitkm Moeller A RaPotielm. Priracy fetid Clorermairntal Wrifare Prmlramk pro-Tor/at fortbp Aptly, 1048 blow 4 Law arcs Coottomporffy Problems Car aka Keith r,usni. ThrPolitical Theory Implicit in aortal Casework Theory, 47 Am. l'ot. Sri. Res 14170 oltir,3)
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be modal services, i.e.. iodating clients to meet their personal and social seeds
. Most families and individuals come to the county welfare department for

financial assistance, bat frequently this pep! is a sympte m. of the client's inability
to function without oataide help

It seems safe to say that this quotation reflects the following atti-
tudes and assumptions; that welfare clients often have personal prob-
lems that they cannot co with; that they can be helped to solve those
problems; that they might not be capable of seeking appropriate help
on their own; and that the fact of their financial dependency justifies
an active role by a government agency in examining eke question of
need for services and in offering, or even urging the acceptance of, such
services. In a sense these are very hunianitarian assumptions: they tend
to insure that no poor person's nonfinancial problems will be ignored.
But they are also clearly paternalistic.

The broad reach of this paternalism on the part of wovernnient is
illustrated liy the activities expected of a caseworker in Wisconsin: For
example, in connection with enforcing the requirement that relatives
of welfare clients contribute to their support, the coworker is in-
structed that "although a relative may be unable to make a financial
contribution, it is important tot explain [to him] * * that he may be
able to offer. * visits, letters, and other indications of continumg
interest inthe recipient * * "i.' 40 Similarly, the caseworker is advised
that., incident to the job of providing financial assistance, he is respon-
sible for "recognizing what services a father nerds and referring him
to and supporting him in the use of community resources, such as
clinics for alcoholics, vocational rehabilitation agencies, etc. * *"
Lest the caseworker misunderstand his role, he is further instructed
that he "must help the father to feel that he is or can be essential to
strentghening family life * "" and must help him to "understand
his responsibility to the family."'"

The extent to- which the welfare recipient isor feels_that he is---
coerced into accepting the advice of his caseworker cannot be deter-
mined so reiripalay. It can be noted, however, that welfare departments
have very broad discretion in awarding aid and in varying the amount
to meet special needs; that to mapy recipients the caseworker may be
the embodiment of power and authority; and that caseworkers and
their supervisors are likely to be vonvinced that the services offered
sire ones that are badly needed. In addition, the welfare recipient's
failure to accept, services might induce the caseworker to invoke, or
threaten to invoke, certain statutory provisions that the recipient
would probably tied highly objectionable. -Fos example, the Wisn-
sin statutes Or he that "the county aLrency may require the mother
10 do such remunerative work in judgment" she can do without
detriment to her loalth or the Ilegket Of her children or her
home * * 43 itroi the mother who pu.:h1ti, that her pres-
ence in the home is vital to tl hapviness and well-ing of her Chil-
dren. a threat to invoke tisk provt.iou would he a ery powerful
ssapost its list' hands of the 4I144'n 411:41". 311(1 1114' 311 reifIrlly iirtagine
a situation in which the ea:A:Worke lit 311 Fifif.1 faidielliiglit consider

" P:re NV. pvist.sc AnergliTtsi Wis. Di l''r Vrru.ig WELrAfir. rncsir MAXVAL,
*11 i otirr100.114ein, 27. 19031. ..

14.241 11t
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1144.
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thaw unite) the mother accepted certain instruction or advice aboutrunning herb ome, it would be better for herand for her familyif she were out working.
The net effect of all this is that for better or worse a class distinctionhas been created: the dependent poor must accept a pattern of govern-mental interference (or potential interference) with their personallives that the test of us presumably would not be willing or requiredto tolerate. The question whether suclyinterference is justified dependsin part on the validity of the assumptions mentioned above concerningwhether the poor can be relied upon to solve their own problems. Itdepends as well on the extent to which the poor are aware of and resentthe interference and the class distinction, on the alternatives that areavailable for bringing services to those who need them, and on the

icrtance attached to equality and individual self-determination.What must be recognized is the implicit judgment that the poor as aclass are inferior to the rest of us in terms of their ability to cope withtheir nonfinancial problems.
Adoption of the negative income tax would not mean abandonmentof counseling and the other services of government agencies. Suchservices would continue to he available, but at least under the negativetax programs as presently conceived ;hey would not be foisted uponthe poor. Indeed, serviees may become more readily available as socialworkers are relieved of the time-consuming policing tasks now assignedto them. Whether such a change would alter substantially the actualuse of such services. and whether such a change would be for betteror worse, are issues that any proponent of change should consider.Somewhat related to the notion that a welfare recipient is expectedto accept supervision and counselinz is the further belief that he can-not be relied upon to administer his own benefit program. While ourtax :ystem is based upon the assumption that taxpayers should assesstheir own liability or freedom from liability, subject to spot. check-ing, our welfare system is based on the assnmption that entitlementto benefits must be determined by a representative of government inthe first. instance. In part the welfare approach is a product if thefact that welfare benefits are. meager and the eligibility requirementsthereto:, necessarily hash.'The temptation to cheatindeed, the needto do somay be great. Moreover. with benefits so low frequent read-justments may 1w necessary in order to prevent small changes in cir-cumstances from (wising intolerable privation, awl it may well he inureconvenient and expeditions for the client to consult with a caseworkerabotaist chauf,res than to tile a set of forms and wait for action. hifact. it is t_itiestionable whether the Internal Revenue Sell ire couldadapt itself so that payments under the itegative intttaalc tax could bitmade sufficiently current to recognize than NOf %% ho tit'priVeti oftheir income may need pnyllielits lnnnecliattc lw, 114Pf at the end 44 theyear or even at Ole end of the montli.''' Ilt 'Tile Of all (if this, the fact

441rhe trattlittivtrative problem% twateated by thIA a/Arty:Mon are to no memo+ minor,pxymenfo 14011m have to hr relditioted more often than annually in eviler tit accord withcurrent entitlement, Of broiled.. either too little would, he paid with elptiott% eanvequenee..to the intliVitioar% %Afore, 4,r too ninth would Pr paid 41111 Ih.rr KIM III have fp, he blimp 'writa mesa-potent Inter, whirl, !nicht eonatitipte ri crushinrt tooren nn it eery pol.c individualThe Social Security A.tinitsktr.ttion Stns phntlar ftreblenp. With et..peet ire persIni who atereefiring 0.141D1 Pelketit+ dud income' glee* att.ve perniivityle Ilmitv The nnmber ofvcb eases is likely to reidtkely mill, however, In enotteirtsen to the nnniber of eavesthat would rettntre fry fluent ad M...Intento under negative income (3atien It la not eaventinithat the Internal hs.prme sertire mimininter the nentive tax payment.., and there admini-atrattre problem, may augge%t the advisability of uslog Noise Other agency to perform that
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is that welfare recipients are denied the sense of self-reliance and
trustworthiness that is accorded to taxpayers.

These aspects of our current welfare institutions could be changed
without changing its structurewithout, for example, making the
radical departure that is involved in adopting a negative income tax.
Welfare codes could be revised to provide that the sole function .of
the caseworker would be to determine need and that it is no business
of his to counsel or supervise the client in any way. A self - assessment

coukkhe adopted, as has been done recently in New York."
the litiakeharacteristics of an entrenched. system could be

veryntiiilfreult, hd,aevii, and it might appear that the same changes can
be accomplished imore quickly and completely by replacing the present
system with negative income taxation. But such a course could repre-
sentothe height of foolhardine. The existing structure is a very com-
plex product of the accretions of many generations of legisiative and
administrative experience and activity. This is not surprising. Com-
plex, changing social problems are not solved by the once-and-for-all
adoption of simple (or even elaborate) rules. To make changes within
the context of such a system, one must first undertake the forbidding
task of acquiring an understanding of it. Yet the system may still con-
tain, or appear to contain, anachronisms and inconsistencies. it is
tempting to suppose that the inertia and opposition generated by an
entrenched bureaucracy can be avoided, along with the task of acquir-
ing expertise by approaching the problem from an entirely new angle.
This is essentially what the negative tax would do. But a course as
radical as this is bound to be dangerous, since prediction of all the
ultimate consequences of change is virtually impossible. The line be-
tween excessive timidity and justifiable caution may be difficult to find.
D. Articulation of Rule.

From the perspective of a lawyer, and of a tax lawyer in particu-
lar, one very interesting and significant aspect of our present ap
proach to welfare (not including "insurance" programs) is the
vagueness of the statutory rules governing eligibility for payments,
and the high degree of discretion thereby delegated to administra-
tors. For example, the federal legislation establishing the program
of aid to families with dependent children (AFDC) requires that
the states, as a condition of receiving federal funds, submit a "plan
for aid and wrvices to needy families with children." 66 The term
"needy- is not defined, although the statute does state that the plan
must "provide that the State agency shall, in determining need, take
into consideration any other income and resources 6 '' * as well hs any
expenses reasonably attributable to the earning of any such income." 67
The Wisconsin statute implementing the AFDC program can lq
be thought to go mach further. It provides that "the amount grSi red
shall be determined by .a [standard] budget for the family in v ich
all income [with ertain insignificant exeeptimH * '' ''' as ii '6,
expenses shall be considered. "' The vast power delegated to trie ad-

140e Joirp, Hair( Teat here Will lie Dropped. TImsw, March 10. 1086, p. 1, col. 1,
r. 7.0 eTpl. 2 (city oil/.ion 17.5 C. 883 (10841.

I/ U.14.C. f 602(7) (1064).
vats. Dicky, I 49,19(51 419811.
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ministering agencies, and their employees, by such a provision is clear.As if that were not enough; there is another provision which reads,"Whenever better provisions, public or private, can be made for theMe of such dependent child, aid under this section shall cease,""and still another that requires that the recipient be a "fit anti proper"person to have "care and custody of Ethel * * dependent child." "To observe that the statutory language imposes little constraint onthe eaereise.of power by the administering agencies is not to implythat there are no other constraints. There must be some operatingrulespublished or unpublished-7both at the federal level " andat the state and local levels." Presuniably these rules must fall within anuige of alternatives not so outlat:dish as to provoke legislative demandfor hange." In addition there are the constraints imposed by com-munity pressures and probably by the simple fact of the professionalstatus of the persons responsible for drafting rules and regulations.From the standpoint of the potential welfare recipient, and the lower-level agency employee, such rules may be indistinguishable in effectfrom rules prescribed bystatute.
In spite of the development of such rules, and of procedures forenforcing them, much discretion is left in the hands of caseworkersand their supervisors.'* In Wisconsin, for example, it is true that therules and guidelines published by the Department of Public Welfarego a long way toward eliminating the vagueness of the statute. Forinstance, they contain a chart that specifies the dollar amounts ofmonthly cash allowances to cover food, clothing, personal, and house-hold expenses of each member of the family. The allowances varyaccording to each member's age, sea, degree of physical activity, and

'employment status as well as according to the total number of personsin the household." On the other hand, there are many matters as towhich such specificity and objectivity are absent. With respect to amother's duty to seek employment, the regulations provide as follows:
Plituning for employment with a mother receiving wagiAtitnee in behalf of de-pendent children requires careful. evaluation of the iitds of the chiktren, in ad-dition to taftri regarding the woman's preparation for employment, her interestin self-support,. and current job opportunities. Some children require a mother'scontinuous prisence in the home. Others are better off under supervision of itgood substitute parent part of the day:.
Similarly, in determining whether a client should receive moneyfor special needs such as a new dress for a child to wear to her

graduation ceremony, the caseworker has little formal . guidanceother than the statement that "careful consideration [shall be givento] * * the circumstances of each client." 71 Thus as to some issues
*Wts. Sen. I 0.19(4)4f) 1100$).
M WIN. gra?, ii 49.10(4) (e, (LOW).

The United Stiff% Departnoent of Health, Education. And Welfare 41.4,4 in fact4 volum144.4*-Net of regulations entitled fistothnok of l'oblic Atatarunce .tifutintutraltint.14 In Wiseetwth wl4fare programa are adminlotered alt the eminty level Itb)ect to 0:1POO. See Handler. soars putt 03. at 19 24 3441trrlise Wlop 4104 Depsittsmist of Public Welfare 4444 11(;(411411 1.4.clit.111"11 !OA doteNom. Puldfsed Pile* are. off mum., mFre m1444.00 -otorski.di MaoIIISPUblitited PIMPS. it asay be poise. however. to nmuni that all the prooloulgMell 44 Ithe state keel are followed at the coanty levet.lePrefewor Handler potato out that the county welfare illrect..r line a ' deal ofpower sad that -his style at both in illsilwrophy and in minduitratiti. cc littaneeljr determine the efferent if the (Ansi iriarme Handler, entwu purr e;:t r41 34.011V, ov ANNINT.1MCZ, Mai. dor l'r19,1c Wttesur, ('.rulers MANUAL at111.-04 flitvissi skip, 21, 19430.fa. at 111-40.
- M. at 111-42. See M. at 111-6S, 111-$4.
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the case worker has considerable leeway and consequent power over
the client. Moreover, this power relates to matters that can be of
very vital personal concern to the client.. .t negative income tax
would tend to minimize, if not eliminate, such power since the tat
code is generally quite specific and objective, at least with respect

-roneent-t-o-Iew-ineome-taxpftyers-. probably
.he unthinkable, for example, for the tax law to provide for "such
deductions and exclusions as 'Seem appropriate in measuring the
individual's taxpaying capacity." " There are, to be sure, some sig-
nificant tax provisions that are quite vague: the deduction for "or-
dinary and necessary" expenses is a good illustration.'" This vague-
ness has, not surprisingly, given rise to disputes." But snch dis-
putes normally will not involve poor people, and the people who
will be involved are likely to be well qualified to protect their own
interests. The courts stand ready to help. A.nd in any event the
denial of a deduction of a business exiwnse is hardly likely to have
the same grave personal consequences as the denial of an allowance
for some special need of a person living on the edge of tolerable
material existence.

While the delegation to caseworkers of the power to make highly
individualized decisions may sacrifice objectivity, it has one very sig-
nificant virtue: it can be highly accurate." The preservation of the
power to make judgments that can vary with many unspecified, and
perhaps unforeseen, factors tends to insure results most precisely
adapted to certain kinds of goals. Two somewhat conflicting goals
underlie most traditional .public welfare programs: relief of poverty
and minimization of cost. One may quarrel with the hitter goal, but
if sought it. presents some serious problems. Minimization of cost means
that welfare recipients are expected to live in circumstances that are
just barely tolerable. They cannot rise above this level or the cost-
minimization goal is sacrificed. But at the same time they cannot be
permitted to fall below it. for obvious humanitarian reasons. The mar-
gin for error is very slight. Thus milX.11111111 precision is necessary, and
this may well require highly individualized decisiops.s2 In contrast, it
would be possible, if we were willing to abandon cost-minimization, to
use an extremely objective approach. It is pos,ible to make money pay-
ments regardless of need, The ()ASI)I system demonstrates that such
a systeni can be highly objective and impersonal:But it is somewhat
wasteful if it is viewed solely as a device for relieving or eliminating
poverty.

If the foregoing analysis is sound, then the appeal of negative taxa-
tion as a welfare device may he explained in. part by the conflict.
between objectivity and accuracy and, more particularly. h)% the virtue
of objectivity, Hut why ;,4 objectivity a virtue ? The question is (IA-

rs the Miser hand. there are many a.pet. ,If the live% 1,04 oiater131 well being of the
4,o4fpcsor (lig rt. ;:oserned by such vAgue '110 ail' thin giantlfratively
unre".1raluell admi;jitrative dircrotion. Seg. r C 1%1411i %If% 5. 1.1AS Tar-tilts
$1 $ 1:: 17 /Moms 19440 : ffetett. The .Vcst Prop-11)1,7:: Y *s 733 r 1961!

II NT. Met Cone or 11J54. 1142.
see. ('.ii i'1 Wrtsgg, (111tfolS Mr ASO Neurs4tsv PATENsrs

"It shoo hum the virtue, from the vienpoint rd the leglMture, a ',hafting the time-
rwootaffaa prrreaerr of developing detailed tdatutor) rnim mot pertolttiOu member, of the
kati.k.gace meutii. vadat; a sound *Am. routioverAisl mid Webby emotional lamtet
indeed. much of the ragenies* of the welfare wtatutes may be 4 10,414C1 of the Canute of
legislatures, to remolve fursdanwatai contliets.

Thie point .o. orlitinttlly suggested to me by Prof. Joel P. Handler.
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mdtperhaps impossibleto answer. However, the following
from an article on income tax theory by Herbert Stein does seetarg:
a good job of evoking relevant react. ens :

Objectivity is, at course, not necessary h a tax system and has nt.t always
been highly valued. In the old Chinese system, quotas of tax liability were
parceled out to the Provinces on the basis of the Emperor's opinion of what each
Province shonkl pay. The Province did the saws to the district:4, which Slid the
name to the etas (groups of 100 hosi. which did the same to the hos (groups
of If:0 families. The ho Wider rissessed on each of his 100 families the tax lia-
bility he thought ez.eh should pay, based on his intimate knowledge of each.
Much a system. ~properly administered." could be very fair. Certainly, it ran take
account of funny relevant variables other than income. The U.S. MX system may
be trending in this direction, with the WO; and Means Committee. in lieu of
the no leader, making fine distinetiops in the tax treatment of different classes
of taxpayers. But it is fundamentally a kind of system that we do not like or
regard as fair. We prefer the justice---adMittedly roughs --that comes from the
even application of general rules. We are slisIgliOUS of the kind of justice that
results from case-by-case discriminations among classes of citizens and
taxpayers."

To say that objectivity is a virtue is not to say that all statutes that
ere objective will be popular or even palatable. Ampbjective rule
may produce very bad results and in such cases there are likely to be
complaints not only about the results themselves but also about the
impersonality of the system. Moreover, some decisions might be so
unfortunate from the standpoint of the individual affected that the
method of arriving at them would seem a trivial considerationas, for
example, a decision to take-a child away from its mother. All that is
suggested here is that within certain broad limits of tolerability of
results. a system in which decisions are based on detailed publisheil
rules that refer to objective criteria is likely to be somewhat more
appealing than one in which roughly similar decisions are reached on a
more ad hoc basis. This seems particularly true where the decisions
are being made by a large government agency, in which the advantages
of personalized decisions are not likely to be achieved. These ideas seem
to explain part of the appeal of negative income taxation. which would
bring to public welfare the objectivity of income tax law.
E. The Categorkal A pproaeh

One of the troublesome aspects of current welfare institutions is
that a major source of funds is the federal government and the federal
welfare programs are in large part categoricalthat i,. they firovide
aid for certain defined categories of people. such as lleiteitilent children
whose fathers arc absent or unemployed (A FD( *),-' old people (Old
Age Assistauee)," and the blind ( Ant to the n1) The result is
that there are some very unfortunate gaps. which are tilled, if at all,
by the less adequate programs of general assistance financed at the
state and local level.

One of the most serious gaps relates to the AFDC progralli. Origi-
nally A FDC made no provision for aid to families iii which the father

"Moll]. Whirs WrOMI With the Pretreat fox S, /Ate ay°. in fittest' %I..' A11Evss, satii Sess.. 1 Tar Revisios Conprspluti 1117. not it',.mm Pried139t. Nee also Klein. Federal Income Tqx Reform- .4 Rofclian fn Prerfegror Moor 4 rfri.rofq
Questiotte, 42 Tviss 173, 174 (1904), iffselissing the same file,r. and th,if In the
',fret' or tnention the virtue of objectivity Hen In the (set out ft ierfft-4 to rishilti1i7e resentisients that woUld be Arstiord by Interperttnnel comparisons that seem finfaVIIr31/11. 14.

"42 VAC, # to.. t .

42 V% C, # 301 (1944,"43 r.a.c. I 1201 119841. S41. generally Div. OF lactic melt AND Smisrrit m So. f,14EeSITY 1'14. itt,e'T OF Itsvt.Tii, Eitel trios, %sit wi th. Sin 1%1.Oacranir Pormam. nr ins exert!, STATEN (1984).
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wassail living and at home. The statute was amended recently to per-;
mit the states to provide aid in such cases if they wished," but many
states have not taken advantage of this change." Not only is this un-
fortunate in itself but in addition it leads to some highly objectionable
enforcement policies. A loving and conscientious father is not likely to
.want to leave his home but also is not likely to .want his wife and
children to starve. If his presence in the home is the sole bar to welfare
payments, the temptation to fake absence may prove irresistible. A
zealous enforcing agency may then consider that the only way in which
it can successfully fulfill the obligation imposed upon it by statute is to
conduct searches at night. Thus the sudden intrusion into the home at
a time when the husband, if he is in fact at home, can be expected to be
in bed with his wife."

The problem is compounded when the term "husband" is expanded
to include any man living with the mot her.l'u .again, the policing efforts
mai prove highly objectionable, but in addition there is the perhaps
unintended consequence of using welfare status to enforce a moral code
that is not enforced for persons not in that status: a self-supporting
woman is, for all practical pui ses. free to invite a man to live with
her, but an A FIX! mother does so only at the risk of losing her welfare
payments.

The negative income tax has the advantage of avoiding the anom-
alies of the categorical approach. It,would eliminate welfare gaps,
though perhaps at some cost to those categories of poor people who
have seemed particularly worthy, deserving, helpless, or politically
potent, and Who may have fared better by seeking their own remedies
than by joining a united front. It is by no means sd f- evident that the
losers would be outnumbered by the gainers.

Coxri.vsiox

\ It should be clear front the foregoing tlisciu,sion that negative income
t xfttion tines Ito[ represent simply a minor roeedural change in the

ans of making welfare payments. Its afloption ilt any meaningful
fo n would constitute a refection of '.4,1114' filltihIllIellt;11 concepts and
goo of existing wel fare mst .1t t he same I ime it is not realistic
to sit pose that a negative tax could he adoined without first making
some s rnificant changes in existing in`onle tax laws and pocedures--
partici! irly as to the definition of iticimie, the concept iif pri,per tax-
able unit and the ileounting perioil. flow ever. if the latter problems
tin not 1/ 4Ve to he too serious 311 01.(11cie :11111 I think they would
notthen he negative tax may relive -ent IrIrtiolibirly appealing
device for tllose who %%amid like to sec 1114' gos crnment
Mg much noire money till relief of !poverty. but %% Ito ilisalirove of
present prognims and despair of the 1,011,11ii changilig them
directly.

if ite,,ative int:time taxation is Vielted a- 3 tolfilskly -Tilr--(111114, iiiii-

nhttely for exiq If (r I r then 11 c whit iiiobably tend to
eliminate those fei ures of present-day t kit haw iirved oh.--
jectionable t,u eitla humanitarian or libertarian elfIIIIIk e
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quirements of exhaustion of assets and of reliance on support from
relatives, paternalism and control of conduct, individualized ad hoc
decision making, and the tiOtfistedness resulting from local control
aid responsibility. If the definition of income for the purpose of mak-
ing payments was changed very little from the definition now used

_hr purpodes of taxation, some payments wouldiae made to people who
are not very poor; the program would then encompass more members
of the "submerged middle class" 91 than are now recipients of welfare'
benefits. With all these changes welfare might well begin to seeminuch
more respectable and less "degrading." However, if existing programs
are to be eliminated and if incentive to work is to be preserved for many
people who are presently employed, then the program would either
become extraordinarily expensive or it would have to adopt a level of
benefits (for instance a maximum of 1,500 dollars for a family of
four, as under the Imnipman-Friedman plan) below that which is
currently regarded as adequate A program like old-age assistance
can provide adequate levels of benefits without concern for incentive;
to a considerable extent this is true also of. AFDC. It would be un-
fortunate indeed if the benefits allowed to the aged, and to families
with dependent children and no means of support, were kept below
an adequate level because of a need to preserve incentives for other
groups of people. This kind of consideration seems sufficient to rule
out the possibility of replacing current programs with any kind of
negative tax plan that would seem feasible from a cost standpoint
within the foreseeable filturi. Accordingly, the negative tax must as
a practical matter be appraised on the assumption that it will be oper-
ated side by side with existing programs.

Once it is seen that existing programs will continue to operate,
many of the virtues of the negative tax seem to vanish. Nirelfare
recipients would receive a basic payment under the negative tax; this
might improve their material well-being considerably and give them
some feeling of security and independence. Nonetheless, they would
continue to find it necessary to turn to existing agencies for help under
existing programs in order to achieve anything like a decent standard
of living. Whatever evils inhere in the present system could not be
avoided. On the other hand, an abandonment of the idea of negative
income taxation would hardly serve to eliminate the troublesome prob-
lems of public welfare that are raised in this article. Negative taxa-
tion basically does not raise new emblems; it merely presents.the old
problems in a fresh perspective.

The fact that negative taxation probablv cannot replace existing
welfare programs or free the poor from sidistantial laiwe on those
programs lends support to the notion that the poor van lie helped
by improving the administration and the finiding elf exiAing pro-
grams, by improving the present insurance And by estab-
lishing new transfer payment programs like far.ily Aflos and

vs Flee Frleilmsn, nook Review. 1964 Wto L, REV. 123 7i32"See vAQtlt,Yt, F4tettr .%ut,owvcrri (195411: Jotv'T Ernwoutt ((1,111 , %Olt( Cole,.ear Bran. EutorrAst flutist. SzccarsT STIFTelkin, Paper So. 7 tifFint Comm. Print 1965;.:
IzSchorr. irogriras for the Soriftt Orplignr, N Time+, 51nrsh 1:1 Vine, S 4 'tlagaj,/fiel.pt. 1. p, 112. The problems :Irking under a prezyntst (It family allowntscrsRre not too mud)different from tb4rso arising under neative lnevinr Ovation. Such proarams have been 4iNve«1widely la Europe, but most ,f the problems bare bven Avoided because the payments havebees relatively Ornoll.
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rent subsidies." .There is, of course, no shortage of advocates of this
approach." From this pdrspective perhaps the most important role
to be played by the negative tax is as a model of a more generous,
if not to say Utopian, welfare system) to be hoped for in the some-
what distant Inure. Also it might be a useful temporary device if
Congress were at any time to conclude that more money should be
spent immediately on relieving poverty and were unable to agree to
expand any particular existing program.

Whatever may be its merits as a device for relieving poverty, the
negative tax seems an exceptionally useful ve4cle for raising im-
portant issue; of social policy in general and of tax policy in par-
ticular. The problem of defining income for the purpose of making
payments tends to focus attention, better than any other device that

.have encountered, on the apparent unsoundness of many sources
of "erosion" of the tax base. After all, if an exclusion, exemption,
or deduction is not defensible for purposes of making payments,
how can it be defended for purposes of computing taxes? More
broadly, it seems to me that anyone who is genuinely interested in tax
policy nuist be .concerned with the basic issue of the proper role
of government with respect to the diStribution of income and wealth.
in--considering this issue it makes little sense to look solely at the
revenue side of the ledger (that is, at the tax spaem) and to ignore
the expenditure side (that is, transfer payments). Thus a certain
basic knowledge of our system of welfare ,payments and welfare law
seems essential to sound tax policy analysts. More importantly, we
should all be concerned with piddle welfare out of simple humani-
tarian concern for our fellow man. To the extent that the negative
income tax, by virtue of its use of legal concepts and rules that have
traditionally been within the bailiwick of the lawyers, tends to stimu-
late such iitterest and concern among members of the legal profession.
it will have accomplished a worthwhile incidental objective.

*No, O.. Flalltorinl. Rent Subsidy Rebuff, N Y. Tlaig, llurh 22. 19114. p 3S. col, Iielty M.1 Pnn, Or Poor Polk Reside in 1114dle.eloss !tomes With Hap of 1' S Funds,
Wall Street Journal, Inn. 24. 196411. p. 1, col I t1Ildwefit wl ).

floe. g Fen:Rust-h. Policies Affecting trireme Distribution, In PovreaTt IN .1stEnwrA 121
(Oordon pa, 19851; 24ehottIand, Poverty and hit finse Mointrnoner fur the April, In flu% LITT
IY %maw% 227 (Gordon ell. 194141,
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SECOND THOUGHTS ON THE NEGATIVE INCOME
TAX

(t..ree: George H. Hildebisad. Iddustrial RelattonsA Journal of Ikeiton3Y
sad Society. February 1907 : 1$8-144)

IR/printed by permission of Industrial 114Iations)

I readily admit to finding the negative income tax a highly attractive
idea. It offers a method of doing something prompt and substantial
about poverty, while taking a long step toward tax equality at the
same time. Nonetheless, the more I reflect on the practical implications
of the scheme, the more skeptical I bovine. In my judgment, these
euierging doubts are serious, not fanciful or trivial. Unkss they pan
he resolved by the proponents of the plan, I hold that we should con-
centrate our attention on leas ambitious ways to improve the present
system of inconpi maintenance and supplementation.

vAiturrs or THZ TAX

By tive income tax" I mean any form of income maintenance
and supplementation based on the mechanism of, the persrmal income
tax. In essence this requires the introduction of Treasury subsidies,
payable to low income hatseholds,44 the counterpart of taxes paid to
the Treasury by households that are better off. Technically, these
subsidies are a form of transfer front government to person?. On the
same definition, taxes paid are a negative transfer, as 'Amman his
)hinted out.

The logic of the idea is unassailable and is one of the Main reasons
for its attractiveness. By means of exemptions, deductions, and rt.
ellidable forms of income now allowed at law, Congaefe in effect has
established a structure of minimum earned incomes, geared to funnily
size and composition, that are exempt from income tax: However, the
income must be earned by the household in the first' placefrom its
labor and its property holdings. Above this no-tax limitpresently

1,000 for a family of four, with both parents tinder t not blind
praposor of &weak% :Yew York Wet. gebent Intliotrixl and Labor RelatInno.EftirPrultr.

Isproduced from: U.S. Congress. Rouse. Resolved: that
the Federal government should guarantee a minimum annual
cash income to all citizens. Rouse document no. 90-172,
90th Congress, 1st session. Walhington, U.S. Govt. Print.
Off.. 1967. p. 142-155.
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the Treasury now claims the right to share in househ9ld income, by
levying taxes.' But as the law now stands, the Treasury has no col-
lateral obligation to supplement incomes below the line, that is, to
share its revenues by payment of subsidies. Thus, the system is both
incomplete and, inconsistent. The negative income tax, or better, sup-
plementation through subsidy based on the income tax, would cure
these defects. At the same time, it would reduce the present inequality
of Incoihes amom -persons by (zing subsi(ttes to alter distrtntion at
the lower end, just as taxes now result in altered _income distribution.
at the middle and upper levels.

among the proposals now in circulat ioh; there are two main alteina-
tive methods for (form in in 4, income deficiency. both to be self- admin-
istered by the reporting family or unit.' One of them, originally sug-
get:ted by Milton Friedman, is to find the amount by which the total
value of exemptions and Reductions exceeds income and'then to fix
the subsidy at some percentage of this excess, after deducting 50 per
cent of income. The other methodproposed by Lampman, Tobin,
Schwartz, and TheoblId---is to assign every reporting unit an initial
fixed allowance or credit 6.arieil by family size and perhaps compo-
Nition) to reduce the initial value of the credit by some percentage
applied to income received, and then to pay out the net value (HAW.
as subsidy.' In essence, this technique substit Ines an allowance for the
present exemptions and deductions.

Distinction must also be made between full and fractional guaran-
teed income plans. With a fall guarantee, if there is no other income,
the subsdy is fixed at I per cent of the designated upper lhnit to
the range of poverty incomes, i.e., any short-fall of income relative
to those limits is wholly made up. For a family of font, this amounts
to $3,000 in Schwartz's proposal and SO4);',..2 nit The ahrs, By CCM rag,

a fractional guarantee, again assmning no other income, only part
of the delicieDey is covered by subsidy. For Friedman, The minimum
for this size of family is set Wino. For Lanipman, it ranges from
$1.20 to $2,000, according to the iirtiMilar variant. Tobin's minimum
is fixed itt is'1,600.4 Table I presents a systematic comparison of these
11101/1Seti MI11311111111 guarantees.

' Each fitemner ttt" the rryhtrtinst unit rpm 113.4 a $600 evtiption The peen(( flllna seerR200 minimum aelitp.ti,411. ;dos 4100 ,philtitmal for lit: tAenittt,n mid a (1041 flefIne
tof4ir 4..1cha4141111401a1 eemptln V.r olio, ore ,, vr tAho :ire blind. dintible

%,111141411116. :11W3 r61041
Mtittin pitotiRm rend Pre ofoni I'lli,r-it% Chleaatt andIttpkg, 1111:11. pp 1110 111:1; .1 '.. writ', 1 t it r I neorne Titratiore.prepared fr he IttlIer reannplie IPPIRIrtnnItv ottriatilkhd 110151 an ,1 The unromtrrel,o rm irrnmc bd It Wirrth What It Worild Coq, l 411.114 rred r C.,nference on thefinaranttil tnenio. rfilver.if ehle3g. inilto11416A.

Iff,,,romatoon an flo., it" A Fitticasrry I isoietb11-bro1), anti -4-114 Impritt: the %tatof thn N,%tfro. finf,inire. trill, 19# r, pp *475 6,1. I:41m ,11-,1 1: ,4,1m.41tx, % W,It r I:n41the Mean 11',/rk, IX 4.Inly 191141, 11 117 444,1 1;,,14,,rt feta, .ilea
Tforket* ( New York l'ittjer. 0431.1011 10'5 2°1'The silmranee appniarh api initiated by Lath Rh.. III In 17nglanl in her iveinHil!, Something to look torworet To T.wor 1t./. l. ,r, t1,1 19 C.:, An1 ore+ her ,e1iptue pr,,p,...0,41 a eekla it:141.01M ,Iiit,it!1,1 in f ,r %.rt,,tur rAcit flootmtiPII;4I1,41 (hit re(11si 111.3141r rfiltd.,%n1401 ,11- i MO 11 Ilk mi.:, 3-elrof,in (1,4IN, earner I New York (Itfaril rniver4tty 1(1-41) 4,1, I za
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It must be conceded that. any version of the negative income tax
involves a fiscal innovation of the first magnitude, siniply because it
proposes to pay out transfers in cash as an integral part of the income
tax itself, rather than as social insurance benefits, public assistance
payments, or subsidies of a leas obvious kind (low -,rent public housing,
farm price supports, and so on). But from the standpoint of Ameticati,
socio-economic thought and policy, what is really revolutionary about
the proposal are its broader implications: namely, that government
should now guarantee minimum incomes and that this guarantee should
be available to all poor households filing,a tax return, regimlless of the
reasons for their poverty.

To undertake such a guarantee and to make it universally available
would require a decisive break with "onit, deeply ingrained traditions:
first, because at these low levels it would effect as divorce of.tlw receipt
of income froM the correlative performance of labor or ownership of
property; and, second, because it would make the gun faliffe dependent
Solely on the fact of income deficiency, regardless of cause. This latter
element represents an innovation of singular importance. No longer
would the right to assistance depend on a ,t wing of handicaps to
en rn'ing a livingsuch as old age, disability. 4 l'Oktl hOill/PthP
so-ralted ~rategorical" approach now (0110".01. 1111" "'hid% the able-
bodietadult poor and their families are largely excluded from income
maintenance.

But there is more to the formal side of t lw iteizati%eanrome tax. Any
version of the idea must fare up to the double netoris di,inntive
to work and total fiscal cost. What shall lie done about the 4,ther in-
come of most poor families? Shall it be ottset against die guarantee,
as all plans except 14ady Rhys-Williams. propose? If so, ..-hat should
be the rate of offset ? If there is to be one, shall benefits from OASD111
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.
or unemployment compensation, or payments from public! ssistance, be
incl within other income! And if the guarantee-is to be bawd on
existing exemptions and deductions, shall the double exemption privi-
lege for certain persons be retained or dropped ?

Any minimum income guarantee must accommodate thfee m utually
interdependent elements: the level of guarantee itself, the rate at which .

income is to be oft against the initial guarantee, and the total cost of
the plan. With a full .guarantee, the rate of offset must be made ex-, tremely high. Otherwise leakages to those who are not poor wiTT lie
substantial, and the already huge-cost of-the plan will become truly
astronomical.. To .con.st rain cost, Schwartz adopts an avers Ke rate of
offset of 70 per cent of the first $3,000 of earned income, while Theobald
actually proposes a 00 per cent rate. But to ,,rietarottnd awkward prob-
lems in the Income range immediately above $3,000, Schwartz chooses
to exempt from tax all incomes up to $4,500. In other words, to avoid
resort to an even higher rate of offset, he, must open up an extensive
array of non-poor incomes to leakages. -

Furthermore, what these inordinately high offset rates would ac-
tually mean is punitive -taxes" on the labor of the some seven million
who make up the working poor. In turn, this would invoke a serious
disincentive effect : they would be encouraged to get out or to stay out
of the labor market Is.caase the terms of trade between income from
work and income from the subsidy have been made so unfavorable to
remunerative labor. To the extent that these workers withdraw from
the labor market. other income falls and the cost of the plan is inflated
all the more.

By contrast, a fractional guarantee offers considerable relief from
these difficulties, but only at the expense of providing a much smaller
contribution to raising poverty incomes. The rate of offset can be
made lowerfor example, .54) per cent of other income for Friedman,
331/2 per cent for Tobin, and variable rates of between 25 and 75 per
cent, according to the particular variant. for Lampman.5 In turn, these
much more modest rates of -tax" on the labor of the poor would
involve much, smaller disincentive effects. For this reason, as well as
the much lower level of basic guarantee. the total cost of the plan
can be sharply reduced. ,Instead of the roughly ik!5- 30 billion requited
for Seltwartz's nr Theobald's 100 per rent plan, Tobin's fractional
guarantee would cost around $14 billion. Frieditian's about $10 billion.
if double exemptions are retained, and Lanipmait's" various versions
somewhere between $2 billion and $11 billion as estimated mm the basis
of 19433 data."

A final consideration concerns the "step" or di-continnity pro'llem;
which emerges in the income range whr Ira tisition, 4,e,tr from
supplementation to Hies payable. ro 011141":11e. -111J ito-i. !kit Fried-
man's plan'was adopted: a family of four u otficr itootne could
establish an income deficit. of S.1,0(10, 3guin4 whirl' 9.1.710

ltopmitt'm Platt ft -.t ra11. t, a :10 per cent rite II B t r 77, 7, 311/1 27# pot- pent on
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claimed as subsidy on a 50 per cent lawns. If, instead, the head earned
$1,500, the subsidy falls to $750, and final disposable income becomes
$2,250. By reason of a 50 per cent rate of offset, a '2:1 relaritmship holds

up to $3,000 of other income, at which no net. transfer is payable.
w $3,000, then, earnings from work are "taxed".at 50 per cent.

By contrast, each added dollar of income earned within the $344,000
bracket is subject, to direct income tax at 14 liar cent. From the stand-
point of eguityttliemleresthe_pooree worker pays a much stiffer rate
of "tax" than the one who is somewhat better off. For the same reason,'
the disincentive effect would be greater in the low income group.

The situation might be corrected by fixing the offset rate at 14 .per
rent, which would greatly curtail the coetribution of the subsidies to
poverty incomes. Or the positivc tax rate in the first bracket could
be raised to the punitive level of 50 per cent, with unacceptable conse-
quences for incentive for those who are self - supporting and not poor.
Alternatively, the offset rate could be graduated downward as-incomerises, to reach 14 per cent, on the last increment. of income,or the lower
encrof the present tax schedule could be abolished. But descending
graduation reduces the value of the transfers, while raising the level
of minimum income subject to tax would mean severe losses of revenue
t e her with substantial direct leakages to those who are not poor byo i vial standards./

If ADV.% NTAtIFS Or TUE TAX.

There seems to me to he four basic reasons for the interest that the
negative income tax now commands. The most obvious one of them,
of course, is the rediscovery of [Haverty under the impetus of the civil
rights movement, Another is that, compared wish techniques for de-
mand management tied for increasing the productivity of the working
poor, the device provides a quick and universal method for raising
poverty incomes to any level desired. A third is that it seems to offer -a unitary solution to the problem of income maintenance: The tax sup-. posedly.would permit us (1) to get rid of categorical public assistance
and its meamtest, and (2) to extend and improve income maintenence, .6
while simplifying and rationalizing it. Finally. as akeluly noted, the
proposal carries considerable technical appeal for the economist lt-.
cause it would complete the logical symmetry of the income tax. while
achieving greater equity at the stune time.

Slo far as our new-found impatience with large-scale poverty is con-jerned, it may be remarked that this sentiment began to I.come mani-
fest early in the sixties, when the growth gap problem was also
paramount. It seemed easy at that time to contemplate a Major new.
program of transfer payments. both as a means for reliev mg poverty
and as a way to combat the depressive ()Gt.; of i,cal draiz on total.&ma ml.

Turning to the second factor, there is no doubt t hat cli nceat ive in-woble tax i4 II speedy and all-inclusive method of oct inn; ca-l into the
bands of those who need it, one that has. incidentll advantages as a

TTohlh's Ant allowance with a uniform 3314 per cent rote of (11r*rt (as On 311 ansolontoof other Income to the lower and middle brackets Is the noateet -.Inflow But observe thyeonaectuences: fot a farnlIr of four. net aidinidles would be tui:d the wet apt LiA00otter Ineoree and tares dire on the tarieseat aehMule wnutd be redneed .,n an inermsefbetweea 14.000 end *eV* ht *glue the *nowise/ as I tat credit. Fortheratote. Tailorentototto total Wino to the not -poet at 113.2
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new form of automatic income stabilizer as well. True, a direct and
perhaps even universal scheme of children's or family allowances, quite
separate from the income tax, would be another method for using the
transfer technique in a large way. As for demand management and
efforts to improve the earning power of the working poor by vocational
preparation and training and by breaking down discriminatory bar-
riers to better jobs, we are dealing here with much slower and much
less dramatic methods. But they do go to causes rather than to the
effects of poverty, for they attack one of the roots of the low income
problem, that is, low earning power. By contrast, transfer approaches
deal primarily with relieving the consequences of poverty. Only in-
directly do these techniques promote attainment of the valuable ideal
of adequate self-support, i.e., by helping the Children of the poor to
obtain more education.

=

But what about the negative income tax as a transfer device? The
urge for a unitary solution to the "welfare problem" and perhaps even
for all income maintenance is peffectly understandable on the part of
those who are impatient with the scope and nature of present arrange-
ments and who are profoundly dissatisfied with the results. The tax
helps convert the receipt of public assistance from a matter of stigma
to a matter of right and speeds the transition from status to contract.

These motives led Lady Rhys-Williams, it member of the Liberal
Party in Britain, to propose universal allowances, financed through
the income tax. as a total substitute for the traditional social insur-
ances, with all their apparatus of payroll taxes and complex benefit
schedules, and for payments under "national" (public) assistance. For
somewhat different reasons, Friedman seems to take a similar view in
his suggestion that. tliP subsidies under his plan could replace the
whole "rug hag" of existing measures. And even if one stops short of
the sweeping Rh3-s-Williams proposal, as Lamnman and Tobin do,
surely there is ample room for concern about public assistance today.

For one thing, both in intent and in effect the categorical programs.
exclude perhaps fiftcen million adults and children in families which
are mostly headed by the able-bodied working poor.* In the main, only
the small ADC--Unemployed-Parent program or locally controlled
genervl assistance (0..1.) are available to this large group, and then
only in varsinioilions amounts.° Some grave criticisms have been made
of the federal-state to Families with Dependent Children (ADC)
program. which covered 3.4 million children and 1.1 million adults in
January MCI' Monthly benefits vary greatly, ranging from $R.36 per
recipient in Mississippi to $51.9 in New Jersey (national average:

'There urn three competing hypntheera to orrount far the tow In^otnct of the whir -bodled
poor : ft) ht: taon mannp.on)--tanno.po4 Ow. i1 fifrif toil marginal grmincts.
(2, hr re.ision of a iletwurk of imperfertInna in the labor .mnl apital roorkte. they iln not
:fel to (3 If ett.trip for .111 !inn and roto_pete fur better ioho or 13) they are at the low
end rgio-.1;!n iktribotion of native endowne,o1N.. The main rplariation probably Ilea
it, 121 and 13) if in) t< 4anitIcant. It followa that Ineroa041 Ineame maltnanance Isnot he
the hn.ic appris. For the ...imp reuon, lonlooi/Alion aml Maher minimal wawa are ir-
reevant. 1,4 well nr tkiwnritrftt harmful to the /wow no reortnode 'srentoota.

tneavniiitt igor; for minnry tnnn how .air 715.00111 reritoent u( 0 A.. with per
4..11Ifit payntrolk of only 1f).4 iflthly (M1 tier avrcp. Averace by ,elite range fromal mfitirtay in irk.n. to 4.71 M Iforytqrol Wriptre J.t Rerirtr IV (April. 10551, 15,

t.miny. of thw, charge,m have hrn reviewed and opproloed by Frellnr M. Born.. ATeleiltlcNritt, gaff PalieN (New tiork IM)rair-11111. 19141. pp 4.1*1): rdear for 7k',ItnertraN.- wif of Char Wrlfarr niteottaa (New York Mignet. 1953). pp. 41-56:
Mnurin feliwatir. The .4best Pather And Public Paltry in the Prowess of Aid is

tilisvicat Children inefitrky : Untvertity of Cal/Sarnia, cress. town. I. 32-49.
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$34.97), mainly because they are determined by the states." In 1961,
two- thirds of the cases involved families with an absent father (deser-
tion, divorce, separation, or as what May calls an "itinerant lover").
Precisely because 29 states tie eligibility to absence of the male head,
the program does provide incentive to desert, although the scale of thiseffect is another question. 12 More serious, primitive "suitable home"
policies have allowed some administrators to refuse eligibility where
illegitimate children are involveda curious example of punishing the
offspring for the sins of the parents. Still worse, strict application of
the means test frequently has the effect of imposing a 100 per cent"tax" on earnings from work. As a result, the mother and her older
children are given an incentive either not to work or to conceal such
income. On another count; there is enormous community pressure tohold down costs, which restricts the admission of eligible families.
There is also a legitimate interest in policing the more egregious forms
of "chiseling" and outright fraud; this task has so burdened the social
workers that little opportunity exists for remedial case work." Clearly,
no further demonstration is needed to justify careful consideration ofthe need to improve existing welfare policies.

Finally, the negative income tax offers some tangible advantages.
If it really could be a full substitute for categorical assistance, it could
replace the present 100 per cent "tax" on work, although it can do soonly with a fractional. guarantee. It also could do much to expandbadly needed rehabilitative case work. It would involve an approach
to income maintenance that would enlarge the freedom of choice of
the poor, because the subsidies would be paid in rash and riot in kind.If the scheme is carefully designed to preserve theincentive to work, itwould represent a market-oriented solution to the welfare problem.
This, in turn, would he consonant with the country's traditions. How-
ever, because it proposes to make assistance generally availablea real
advantage from the standpoint of relieving povertythe plan must
encompass the families of the able-bodied, whei her they are employed,
unemployed, or idle. At this point, a sharp conflict emerges with the
popular and tenaciously held belief that the able-bodied should be re-
quited to support themselves.

This conviction comprises a central element of the individualistic
systerit of values by which our work- and propertyoriented society
has been organized from its very beginnings. It is the basic reason why
income niaintenance in the ITnited States rests on social insurance ar-
rangements, in which benefits pre so largely tied to past earnings and
contributions, and on the ,cattlgorical approach to public assistance.
The linkage between earnings, contribution... and benefits is a way of
recognizing alike the ideals of sp., f-reliance and payment arording to
productive contributions. By its very nature, rategorival ilS!4istallee is
an indirect means of paying deference to elf-eliance. while at the
same time giving irknowledgment to our indao-liri,:tian tradition'
of charity toward the unfortunate, the :nut the

Welfare is Review. IV (April. 15445). 35, Anc rrnr ineNisp. a .mail "tinemplove+1 par-eel segment" alld a fonter-eare program. it began it 111,.15 ao n eilfterh.44,rf ti, measures'to mid widowed haothern
ts Whetter the program Centeno Illegitinsne7 In aim finite another matter May Nintenitgthat *oat 25 percent of the children Involved are Illegitimate tin (M Ii not OPer4PartlYthe eMoet at the progrwat Itisetf. An he auggentn. the begetting of itlecitlitiste children 1shbotie the tic,* example of the prole motive In sedan In the rtncid, nine.. It "porn" auaverage rate of mitten of only 515 a tnonth.
"The profession is badly unpaid, overburdened by ease loads. and usually not adequatelytrattied evidence of its low social esteem.
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Obviously there is a running conflict between these two principles,
which is the reason why public assistance is so often characterized by
niggardliness, hostile and punitive attitudes, and spasmodic Draconian
attempts to cut welfare costs, Thus it has been relatively easy ..o obtain
pamons, tax privileges, and assistance for the aged; they can no
longer work and are viewed as having already earned such provisions
in the past. It has also been relatively easy to get appropriations for
training and retraining projects for poor youngsters and displaced
adult.); such efforts are directly linked to improving personal earning
power. But until the ideal of a deliberate strengthening of family
solidarity can gain the same degree of social acceptance as that of
self-reliance, any scheme of universal income maintenance and supple-
mentation for the poorbe it children's or family allowances or trans-

. fens through the negative income taxseems likely to be wrecked on the
shoals of popular politics.

DISADVANTAGES or THE TAX

No feasible rergion would obviate the nPed for public assistan.re.
Given the traditional American attitude toward public assistance and
the extremely tight fiscal circumstances now prevailing and likely to
prevail for some time to come, a 100 per cent guarantee plan is simply
out of the question. This is to say nothing of the dubious social wisdom
of having the federal government, to Paraphrase !Amman, make the
following declaration to every p4)r household : "We will pay you $3,000
a year if you promise not to work: and if you insist on working any-
way, we will tax your earnings at a rate even higher than that applied
to a multimillionaire." This is not the way to strengthen the position
of the father in the family, nor to foster the still socially valuable ideal
of self-support. But it is a way to establish politically a large depend-
ent class, readily identifiable, fully subject to stigma, and well isolated
from the rest of the community.

We are left, then. with an array of proposals for a ftit-lima! guar-
antee. Would :my of them improve on payment levels now available
under OASD111 and the categorical programs and serve as a more
humane substitute ? Table i). below suggests the answer, and it is largely
negative.

With the sole exceptions of a single person or a couple at the mini-
mum under OASDIII. Friedman's plan would do nothing for those
now receiving some form of income maintenance and would seriously
lower the positions of most of them. Tobin's version would also fall far
short of present payments under assistance, except for c. A. Latnp-
titan's Version I ( -we Table I) would he of real help to those at the
OASDIII minima, hilt otherwise lies well below present levels. If
substituted, his Versions II--A through 11-I) would injure those now
4111 Old Age. Assistance. Medical Aid to the Areil. Aid to the Pernia-
nently and Totally Disabled, and Aid to the Mind: IVO would dis-
tinctly benefit families on Aid to Dependent Children and General
Assistance, but II- -.A through. If--(' would not. All of these plans
would aid poor households now excluded from any public income
maintenance and supplementationclearly a major gain on its own .
terms. .

Assuming that any form of the negative income tax should make no
poor bom4hold worse off than it is already, two IT
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obvious. First, none of the plans can serve as an overall substitute for
the existing categorical assistance program. And second, none of them
would be an overall substitute for the present social insurances. In
fact, all but Friedman's plan explicitly assume the retention of
OASDHI and unemployment compensation. In consequence, these
feasible versions of the negative income tax do not represent a unitary
solution to the problem of income maintenance, either as a whole or
for public assistance alone. Indeed, both Tobin and Lampman expect
assistance to survive in some form. What we actually have proposed
here, then, is one 'wire addition to the present pluralistic system, an
addition whose basic merit. is that it would extend transfer payments
at once to many millions now excluded from the system.

It is true that subsidies under these plans would be larger in some
states than those now paid under the various assistance programsin

instancesnstances much larger. But in the richer states the converse holds.
The primary problem is how to make sure that supplementation by
Treasury subsidies would be effective, not just subRtitute4 for existing
rates of payment under assistance. Since some form of assistance will
continue to be needed even if the negative income tax were adopted,
it is equally important to reform the old programs.
TAKE 2.-1111 CAPITA BENEFITS UNDER EXISTING INCOME MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS COMPARED WITH THOSE

PAYABLE UNDER VARIOUS FRACTIONAL GUARANTEE PLANS

Extding programs

Old-ado Melstanca (0AA)0..
Stodleil ski to DM wd (MAA)0
AM M the pwmamim and totally lfabled

(APTD)
Aid to the Wed (AB). ,.
Aid to families with dependent children

(ADC)__ -. -.
GM aisliteney (GA)..
OASONI 7

Single person, minimum,
SiliSe parson, maximum
Couple, minimum..
Care*, maximum..

!Anneal voila!
_ ......_

Payment per head under negative Income tae for
Current these with no other Income
1111110I

per head

Seel 1
2,175 f

Fried-
mans

WO

Tobin

WO

Lampatan

We

11-A

075

11-8

$375

11-C

SUM

11-0

$500

1,012 450-000 400 126 315 375 I% SOD
1,105 450-800 400 176 315 375 188 500

420 375 400 105 375 375 18$ 500
364 375 400 105 375 375 UM SOO

528 800 578 752 575 526 528 521
7,016 BOO 2,016 1,240 2,016 7,016 2,016 2,016

3% /SO 400 606 3% 3% 396 3%
1, 512 750 1, 542 1,717 1,512 1,512 1,512 1,512

foe CAA and /AAA subsidy under negative income lea assumes a single person reporting unit For ADC and GA,Nattily Is based on a 4person family reporting as a AR cases aSSUMe fro other income besides subsidy, except,
talsere applicable, OASDHI benefits All assisting Age based on national averages

Assumes double exemption proyaege is retained, 0 DM benefits excluded Itarge .,horrn for APTD and A 9 reflectspossibliity that rectosent toner 55 or AS and over
Pablo would ORSON' beneeleries freltf hie plan, save that where such beneCts fall below 5400 the latterfigure would become the minimum
Lamtythee would retain all OASDtil benefits', airs plan I retains double exemolons mem-ing that sut rout, beadded to OASDHI benefits, which are new ighided 1001 ofbif rnconirr FG4 )^' II 3 ""'';fl 'gu"75 allapply to a family of 4, consented Ref. to pet head equivalent
Present Payments under these cnograols, assigning the same poison was a r e ; -ni 17r fui, rear Sham lief for huh

are calculated Welt on the basis of income deficit Actually, under tee OAR and MAU programs theft. is some Possi5ilitYof Overlap and a reciprent may obtain Oar:nerds trom.belb Prftrems
Assumes YreAer Mites at 65 and that it there is s spouse, she too rs 55 or ore« Minimum PIA ma fimum me base", on

top and bottom Inenthre imams under 1965 ansendmonts cnnwnied M redo, F,g fro on a percapita bests. Fi
net be
gures for Lamprwan's plan It -A are ler OASONI bbenefit, 5sottsodurs may increase these but A*ammants cored Calculated

Sear el' r*Wes for payments under assrstanao programs from Welfare rn Review. U S Department of wealth, (du-
Wile, and Weller,. vol IV (April 1966). values for subsidies estimated by the author,
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The negative income tom would not displace the means test. There are
two reasons for this contention. The first is that public assistance will
have to be retained. Since this is so, it will continue to be necessary to
audit the income and assets of claimants, both to fix net payment, rates
according to schedules and to police cases of gross fraud. Locarcom-
munities would accept no less."

Second, if it could be a full substitute for ex.sting public assistance,
the negative income tax would still not displace the means test. Even
in this optimal situation the most the device could do would be to
introduce a self-administered means test, since every return must
require a declaration of income. The returns filed by those claiming
the subsidies would have to be checked, sampled, and auditedwhat
else is this but a form of means test? In extreme cases, there would have
to be prosecutions for fraud. And if the old principle of taxation still
holds, that the higher the tax the greater the frequency of evasion,
then surely the higher the prospective subsidy the greater will be the
incidence of fraudanother, less welcome aspect, of the symmetry
concept.

It ?could be dillieult to pmride adequate, regular; and frequent
aft4iiitanee. The basic principle of all modern public assistance is that
transfer payments should be provided to help fill the unmet needs of
poor households. To do this properly the degree of need must somehow
be measured: payments niust hear a reasonable relationship to need
as determined: payments must continue to be made available in ade-
quate amounts so long as the need lasts. Illow.well would the negative
income tax meet these criteria ?

The use of some set of minimum income standards, with built-in
adjustment for family size, is a simple and objective way to measure
"need. "" The difficulties begin when one considers timing. If the sub-
sidy is to be paid after the final return is tiled, then the sum forthcom-
ing will reflect "other** income already received and the size of the
family at the time of tiling. rnder present practice, any qualified tax-
payer can claim a hinip-,ann refund at this point. Is the subsidy to be
treated in the same way ? Is it tone paid over to the filer (say the male
head). perhaps to he dis4ipated quickly, even though the household'a
need a cont Minn!, one ? If not. on what. legal basis can the amount
lx' parcelled out over the next 52 weeks? Suppose, further. that thc
household's wiry to earn other income or to get assistance payments
is reduced in flue year ahead. or that it suffers heavy medical expenses
or Ito-mires twins or an :wed grandmother as new dependents. Any of
these event, w ill increase current need under the means test. But it the

16 In Inv lodgment the rase nesinst the meant teat his peen ..11nuly overdone. identified
a- the tit I. with the plrilmonions "Orerweer Of the Poor ' of earlier time.. and with the

Ide utHior -.14.1,1Pmprit31 .1111.wmpier+' to the rwrifinn, ntly unemployed of 1031. IsI,.rt fur r,--r ran 1. on.fito II" Ilre ohnosinum thin eredlt Federal standards
111 ha Int r0,41111,.11 err tnigtrm,q1. 1., 10.3111, 3 ftl..13, Ittl01313t (,s of the fret. mainly by mine-

fod the iii-roffon ,.f fur Ini..atent..r ?loll the frAIffrPrril ?if' in relstivmofir 'Ova If I. 01.0 if no retard erhety ,Ii4tasteful business. But this islii.r po,,t in the .3r14 unfit Amerlean golety It rady- to neropt some kind of universal
flee as t411%. ":sr 1 strAtt,f "f

111.:si.,.0 rust 14/1 differences In living coos The florist Preeltriff Ad.
Diinimum rt $3 13(10 for an urban family of four

11004 PrlI .1011 .11 P21911 fora farm family of the same sine wire the nen-nth,' In..
row 1.1%, troth families would art the same (soh grant. given the same amount of other,
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subsidy has been fixed on an ex post basis, it will have no reasonablerelationship to actual need.
Suppose, instead, that income deficiency is calculated on an ex antebates for the year ahead or, better, by quarterly declarations. I will passover'entirely the question of how to instruct perhaps ten million in-

experienced prospective filers in the delicate art of preparing a taxreturn. I simply say that poor households will be no more able to avoiderrors of optimism and pessimism in predicting other income thananyone else, If the family overstates its expected other income. it willreceive a lump sum at the end of the period rather, than at the time themoney was needed. If it understates income, it. will have overdrawn
the subsidy; it will have to settle up with the Treasury at that point,or accept a lower rate of payment for the next period. In either case,the consequence is the same : the subsidy ceases to hear any relationshipto continuing current need. This difficulty seems inherent in any pro-posal to tie transfer payments to the mechanism of the income tax. Inow of no way to get around it."

Double exemption. and 'excludable income mould diitrupt the equityof the totbRidieR. The premise of the negative income tax is that incomedeficiency is the best way to measure needa proposition that I accept.As we have seen, there are two ways to calculate the deficiency: (1)fix a flat allowance per capita and set off other income at some rate,as Tobin and Schwartz would do, or (2) gauge deficiency by the value
of unused deductions and exemptions (net of other income), as Fried-man does and also Lampan in his Plan I. If this second method isused and if the subsidies are actually to reflect need as so measured, amajor reconstruction of present tax law becomes necessary, as Lamp-man recognizes but Friedman does not. Otherwise, the amounts pay-able will depend on critical variables other than family size, i.e., theage of family members and the type of "other" income received. Inother words, It will pay to be 65 years or over and it. will pay to haveincome deriving from OASDIII benefits and tax-exempt bond interest.The reason is that double exemptions are now awarded to the elderly(and to the blind), while OASDIIT benefits (for retirement, widow-hood, or disability', !ld interest on certain securities need not now becounted in adjuited press income for purposes of taxation.

Consider, for example, a pair of two-person families composed of
man and wife. In the. first, the couple is under 65; the husband earns$1,,70 as an unskilled laborer: there is no other income. Exemptions
and deduct ions total $1,600. Deducting "other" income, their deficiencyis MO. Vnder Friedman's 50 per cent. plan, their subsidy is a niggardly
$15. ["rider Lampman's Plan I at 14 per cent, it is a microscopic $420.

Sow take the second couple, both over 65 and reeeiviig. $1.570 from
without other inrcmte." Thmtble exemptions nsake their total

exemptions and deductions worth 53.000. Ret iremellt benefits need not
be included as income. On Friedman's proposal, their ,,i11-idy would he$1,500, as against Lampman's $420. On the basis of final disposable
income after subsidy, the first couple has only f.41,f45 undvr Friednitm's

the. points. sot. Thomas K. Mich. "Why The Nerative Inenme Tax Won'tr,,ne tinly-Auengt. 19881 pop. 13-15.
retirement benefit in 1984 for worker and his wife nt age 62 or oror, norinllolletin, Annual Stallalleal Supplement, XXVIII (Pecember. 1964)' 29.
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plan, while the second $3,070, although household size and initial
income are the same. The reason is that as the law now stands the
subsidy would yield the elderly pair a 100:1 advantage over the
working couple. Can it be seriously _argued that their actual need is
100 times as great, especially with Medicare and MAA

Looking at the matter in another way, under present law each child
is "worth" $700 in exempt income, if one has the income in the first,
place, while each elderly person is worth either $1,500 or $1,600, de-
pending on whether he or she files the return. Tndeed, through the
exclusion privilege, receipt of OASDHI benefits makes the aged
person worth considerably more from the tax standpoint.

Justification for this differential treatment is not convincing, but to
assault the tax privileges of the aged, many of whom are not poor on
tiny standard, is no easier than an attack on motherhood. Yet, if equit-
able treatment, is to he had under the negative income tax and the
sub,idies are to conform to the purposes of the proposal, then neither
aye nor type of other i:tcome should influence the size of the transfer.
The problem is easily solved in principle. The real difficulty is political.
It ran be evittle simply by leaving tax privileges intact, as the price
to be paid for getting more income into the hands of those poor who
are now excluded from public assistance. However, this choice in-
volves other encumbrances: the total cost of the new transfers might_
rise as much as 4i !ter rent, there would be substantial leakages to
!bete -who are not poor in terms of "all other income.- benefits would
not be geared strictly to number of dependents, and the Self-SlippOrt
nig poor would receive A! I-0,4,4y inequitable treatment.

Partly for these reasons, Tobin would exclude 0.SDIII bmte-
ficiaries and abolish single or double exemptions for those win-) are
covered by his tdan. Lampman, in all versions of his Plan II, would
(*unfit OASIMI benefit:, as income and use fiat allowance in place
of tlethsetion,4 and I foul& or single exeniptions for determining in-
,come deticiency. obviously this is the preferred course if the intent
of the liegittiYe income ta% is to he served with full integrity. liut to
undertake it is to oppcn up 4)litiv31 hornet... 111..1. 7,11ftieiellt rObtlbl
tiidefrOt the VII tp41,3 I itself.

(Insn'1,1-510N

The veaknes,es of the negatiVe income tax fall illto two classes:
those that are tcchnical awl thee-w that final on (ille-t lolls of cost and
ideology. `+o1111' I,I t ha' 11.01111.1rd prollk111. sIlihl ot-ereome.

The level of nlininlnln guarintev and the rate of ottset could be high
enough to replace most forms of pithlic assna:oice. Ti,.' meal u4 test fea-
ture cannot be int will continue as how ;is ve have piddle

1/11fidegii.: Colirt'ltillr the frequency
of pas went- w ill IP4' Mitch hank!' to re' .-01% ili;111V. it I:WM*1411%111Y

Ines7.ildis to remove I lie I;ax privileges of the Aged: t, -et lip new (*OW
trol4 to forestall induced splitting tilt of nottpoor vort 'up, units and
to redefine the -tat to. 1 dept:titit-: and ti, ;ictlieve ilwr gelierai re-
forin of the law. Whirli 110w permits so tn,inV noti-poOr talcrayers to
escave much income taNation.

glietioll"; elf co -f And illeoloiry are finite Another Mattel% Punting the
'poverty-income gap at about $12 billion in 1963, a new transfer pro-
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gram of at least $5 billion net would be required to accomplish any-
thing significant, with OASDHI and assistance payments unchanged.
Ignoring. the question of whether the country can now afford even this
much, the basic difficulty is to make sure that an adequate and equit-
able version could be had within this limit. With removal of double
exemptions and excludable income. Friedman's plan would cost rough=
ly $5 billion, if there were no disincentive effects." Lampman's II-D,
to me his most attractive formulation, implies a minimum guarantee
of S."00 per head, and could involve a net cost of anything between
$2 and $11 billion, depending on the extent of disincentive effects and
reductions in public assistance. Thus neither Friedman's nor Lamp-
man's plan. assures a firm cost ceiling. Tobin's scheme is the most care-
fully drafted of all and has many attractive features. But on his esti-
mates it would cost at least $14 billion on 1962 data. As for the
Schwartz and Theobald proposals, they would involve a net cost ;,f
over P2.; billion and therefore are out of the question on this. count
alone.

I submit that the federal budget today cannot supply even $5 billion
without substantial curtailment of other forms of expenditure. The
one possibility would be to capture the needed revenue by all-out
reform of the income tax law, including introduction of an equitable
form of the negative income tax. I doubt that the needed reforms can
be had, however, because they require the consent of the middle and
upper income groups. The plea that the proceeds could be _used to
finance massive transfers to all of the poor. including the able-bodied,
is likely to fall on deaf ears. _Iissistance by category is still a "categor-
ical" imperative in our system of values. Although I prefer children's
or family allowanceson a universal basis a matter of rightto income
maintenance through the income tax. I admit that they ton suffer
from the same political and fiscal handicaps.

If the above assessment stands up, then those of us who want to
raise low incomes will have to settle for more modest immediate gains,
deferring larger schemes for later and more appropriate times. This
means we should concern ourselves now with reconstruction of public
assistance.

Because of limited space, 1 venture into this subject only briefly, and
even then somewhat timorously, beause it is so t .01! x As a starting
point, I take it for granted that some form of public assistance will
always he needed, to fill out the interstice.; ammor the soeial insurances
and also to supplement such benefits where they are too low. For the
long term, it seems to me desirable to make need the sole criterion for

and where need is proved on clear standards, to make provi-
sion a matter of right" Incidentally. this is the most that the negative
income tax itself would do. lioth are :;11nply alternative ways to
provide universal transfer payments to Ow poor.

calculation ix fns 1941 data, a.00irning derlocti,ing 1.01111,11-itd ,,r 477,r for35 million pnnr penp10 and 34. el. Mine Lampalan's Roar- ,f 44 billion ere 0 SfPTil Iiroitpaid to the p!r noir Tntal ftchirtlarra and rxempri..n* thr.n Arn,orrt t, All; St WIlhen'other Income to 51$ 4 billion ill?. 4 Winn In Porninr4 ,,n lots1.111i Ito eoio el een Ow'$4 billion ClA11011111: total rlotleieney I, $9.$ billion, and half thid toomen 4nt,414.1y at the"rot rate,
Ifaririg the Power. We Hare 1$e thaw. Repnrt of the .1,11-14orr entinell nn PublicWelfare to the flerretarr, 11,5 Department at Wealth, T./location. and Welfadr Innabbig-

194411. ikeo atqn. fllizabeth Whrkenden and Winifred pelt' PURIM Welfare' floefor a Casein (New York: Nor Cork School of Social Work, Columain'tinitervity, IOU).
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To put public assistance on these new foundations mans that the
categories must go and that all the onerous existing restrictions based
on age, residence, length of residence, suitable home requirements,
unemployability of either parent, total and permanent incapacitation,
and relatives responsibility must eventually be supplanted. It also
means a greatly increased role for the federal government in setting
standards and providing grants-in-aid.

These changes cannot be accomplished overnight. For one thing,
they will cost a great deal of moneyout of a population of :4 million
poor persons in 1985, only 7.4 million were receiving public assistance,
mostly at levels below those now being recommended." For another,
these proposals would arouse militant opposition in Congress. whose
members are responsible to local constituencies in which the traditional
"Poor Law" approach finds expression in these very restrictions.
Nonetheless, these objectives seem sound to me as long-term goals.

In the meantime, some practical changes can be made even in a
regimen of tight budgets. The 2.1 million aged poor now on OAA
might be transferred to OASDHI at corresponding benefit levels. It
also may well be possible to drop MAA as Medicare and companion
gate programs under Title XIX get tinder way.

The main candidate for practical reform would be ADC, and I do
not under rate the obstacles here. I estimate that it would cost about
$500 million to raise the nilnimum, payment rate per recipient to $50
Monthly (the national average is now WO. If new federal standards
could be imposed, desertion or divorce as a condition for eligibility
could be ended ( now imposed in .29 states). ft would also be desirable
to allow each ADC family to earn. some minimum amount of other
incomeinitially, .ay, $500without deducting it from assistance
payments. Coupling these changes to existing subventions to poor
youngsters enrolled in the various job corps and training programs
would achieve a substantial advance, at a net added cost of well less
than $5 billion.

In counseling caution and delay regarding the negative income tax,
I am not Raying that it should be rejected out of hand. But I do con-
tend that it is not demonstrably superior to a different kind of allow-
ance system, entirely divorced from the income tax, or even to a major
overhaul 'of public assistance. I also hold that it k a serious mistake
to believe that all that the poor really need is a large-scale infusion of
new money. They also require far more skilled social work as well as
increased provision of other services in kiii41 rather than in cash, for
instance, education and vocational training.

:4 Ito ri 111 the Power p report prov1114.4 to pleptent and tatornent of
lo.: run principle.; (or rebuilding public ii.usktotic,. iluvuser. I r.timate of
total r.4.1 On n rough e.tlinnte. about 13 million out ..1 .:4 mIllio omeri. In 1943
reeelypil neither pithrl a,4Istinee payrnenv.i nor 4oial her.eflt= .r both turether
T, provide this larue eNclivirt1 croup with 13+,0 pact' in with- w.m1,1 reflulry
Wel Miilon, asounelne nit illoincentire effect.; and ill.;;Inz ibrpa-4.41 payment%
to thaw. now in %.1%tane, The ensi.inion of eu..t Mar ro been ,Iellhrnte, To
..oppl% them ti the fof (,( on ottlniatPiy delred tritsitf,IM, iry,011 -ttn.f.int would hue
rIpolefi the report' prartleal nppeal Ti , haw ttomi f...1c11110 fr the holittet
"mild rilliftrwslieut of a much lower t.initril. ehl.ii Al-. would be undellirable,
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Guide to Negative Income
Tax Decisions

By JAMES L. CLARE"

Corporate tax professionals in Canada. in the United
States. and in other countriesshould make up their own
minds about negative income tax proposals because

Income security programs. including the proposed
negative income taxes. are really an integral part
of the same process as the taxation of incomes
In the long-run greater cost-effectiveness by our
governments IS a key to restraining total tax
burdens.

Income security and 111(.0111(' LIN:411011 are simply different
sides of.-the same coinnamely. transfers of resources be-
tween governments and citizens Speaking generally and
broadly. income taxation consists of positive transfers from
citizens to governments. while income security consists of
negative transfers away from governments to citizens.

The concepts explored in this article ha%e specific reference

' Mr Clare is an actuary and a partner trt the Toronto. Canadaoffice of Peat. Marwick and Partners.

Reprinted with permission of Tax Executives Instisute, Inc.
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to Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom, and the
OECD (t be Organization for Economic Co-operation and De-
velopment). However, these concepts may have broad ap-
plicability to other countries as well.

Many Soak Income Security Reform

They is indeed a consensus that income security reform
is needed. This is so in Canada. in the United Kingdom. and
in the United States. and perhaps in varying degrees in other
countries. Unusually large proportions of option makers and
of citizens generally, from across the political spectrum. agree
on the need for:

greater incentives for income security recipients to
work and to save

greater simplicity in income security operations, both to
make life easier for recipients and to reduce bureau-
cratic overheads

reduced stigma on income security recipients

income security benefits being paid in cash, rather than
in kind.

An editorial in the U.S. magazine Business Week of Jan-
uary 17, 1977, was not untypical:

There can be.no doubt about the necessity of welfare reform And
at least in theory, some form of income guaranteea negative
income tax -- appears to be the best way of handling welfare

While there has been widespread advocacy of negative
income taxes ( NIT's ). by no means always has such support
been accompanied by precise details as to exactly what NIT's
should be introduced, and as to what such NIT's would cost
in the long run.

Thus, the same editorial of Business tVeek reterred to above
went on to caution:

But there are questions. How much will It cost' Can payments
he adjusted to allow for differences in the cost of living in various
parts of the country? How much well taxes on the higher brackets
have to rise to pay for the massive transfers to the low-income
poupe Will there be unanticipated side effects as there have
beau with other projetwea?

In similar vein, an OECD report issued in 1974 under the
title of Negative Income Taxes, warns that there would be
formidable problems in securing social acceptability for NIT's.
particularly because of their high costs.

This OECD report does see some progress as being a pos-
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Able result of studying NIT proposals. Nevertheless, the re-pun says that the practical results from NIT's would "fallshort of the aims of some theoretical proposals that havebeen put forward."

ACHILLES' HEEL - LEAKAGE ABOVE THE
POVERTY LEVEL

The Achilles' heel of the typical NIT proposal would beleakage above the poverty; level Substantial income security
payments would go to 'those who are now entirely self.
supporting.

No Leakage: No Incentive
Consider a particular family. consisting of two parentsand several young children. such that the guaranteed incomelevel under NIT proposal is S6.000 a year.
First suppose that this lam& has no other outside income.since the father is disabled and the mother is fully occupiedwith the young children Then the monthly NIT pavmentwould have to be fully 5300. to achieve the desired imoryw

guarantee.

Then. suppose that the father recovers sunk:it:ink to %%oil.
part-time and earn 5240 a month. If the negative income
tax payments were reduced by this same 524(1 i e tram $500
a month down to 520 a mom.: then the NIT reduction IOWwould be IOIY; . True. the family would Still have the desired
guaranteed income level of S500 a month. consisting of 5240
from pan-time emplosment plus 5260 from the NIT How-ever. in such a case. there would be little IIICCI)(160c to workand accordingly it is usually plopo,ed that the NIT reduction rate he significantly less than 100c; .

Some Incentive: Considerable Leakage
Suppose that the NIT reduction tate were set at 50';
In such a case. consider ,mullet- Lund.. id.ntic al to that

Just discussed except that the Lithe r is in t,uod health. INsteadily employed and earns St.i00 a month. nip, iamily iscurrently above the defined piweitv level and is really in noneed of any NIT payments at all. However. the inexorable
mechanics of a universal NIT would make the family .1V,111-able for an NIT payment equal to S51)0 .1 month leis 5(Y;of monthly family income. 5100 a month less It' ; of Sti00a month equals a NIT payment of 5200 a month
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CHART 1

TYPICAL NEGATIVE INCOME TAXES (NIT)
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Considerable Incenthre: Huge Leakage
loIf a NIT is to rep ce the welfare component of income

security thoroughly. vide a sufficiently adequate income
guarantee to eliminate poverty. atid have a reduction rate
less than 10Oci . there will inevitably be substantial leakage
to those above the povert:i line.

/

For any given income guarantee level, the lower the re-
duction rate percentage, the greater the leakage. A 33 l!3''
reduction rate would provide more 'incentive to work and to
save than a 301; reduction rate. but the 33 1/3`"< reduction
rate would cause more leakage-than the 30"c reduction late.

These inexorable realities of negative income t.rxes are
touched on by the schematic illustrations in Chart I.

CARTE BLANCHE RISKS
Before we sign a blank cheque in support of thorough .1fla

comprehensive NIT'S to eliminate poverty. tax professionals
and others should polite!. but firmh inquire as to the long-
run Lost-, of [flow throne not only the cost of eliminating
povercv but the inexorably asy4n. fated costs of leakage to
those who are not in ptweety and who have little or no likeli1
hood of falling into poverty.

TABLE 1

SAMPLE NEGATIVE INCOME TAX (NIT)
ILLUSTRATIONS OF OVERPAYMENTS AND

.UNDERPAYMENTS
Income of NIT Recipient Tested Monthly

Actual Monthly NIT Payment Pm Comet.
Earned Monthly or Menthol.
Income NIT Based On Actual MIT or Underpaidof NIT Payment An Earned Amount Col, (5)

Month Recipient Needed Income of For Month Col. (3)
(1) (2) (1) (4) (5) . (6)

January nil $50 , 551 C,frect
Febrary lid 35, 'xi 5' JO c..rfect
March n.1 S5(,0 5570 Co'i,c1
*Ord nit $500 55.:0 Correct

May $240 MOO $2° ) ' .e V.ri.r., 55C,0 0.espAid 1803

June 3240
$240

Augwst 3240
Septe riper nil
°tinter nil
Nave mber nil
December nil

--z. 6420

$420 nil ire Abr../ 55D0
5420 5240 , re tow 3420
$420 $240 : re iJne /` $420
$500 5240 rre I, .) $420
$500 $240 ire Avg..st) $420

rid (re Sept $1;0
$5004$01 nil

0.eipaits
Correct
Cour tot
Underpsid 380
Underpaid $80
Correct
Correct
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As cited "above, Business Week also questioned whether
there would be -"unanticipated side effects as there have

.been with 'other ,programs." For one thing, the incomes of
the post are prone to fluctuate, and moreover to fluctuate
relatively more than the incomes of those who are not poor.
The typical NIT proposal would be seriously deficient in
coping with such fluctuations,

Consider the illustrations in Table 1. These assume
that the family, in question has a monthly income guarantee

g504) that the family income is zero for the months of
.rat .nrough April, becomes 5240 in each of the months
of May through August, and becomes zero again from Sep-
tember through December. They also assume that family
income is to be reported monthly. so that in effect family
income is to income tax returns twelve times a year.
Quite apart from the bureaucratic overheads involved therein.
consider the impact on the family shown in Table 1,

Assume a NIT reduction rate of 33 1/3"-c . in January. the
NIT payments will be proceeding at a rate of $300 a month,
because the family income is zero.

In April, the family income will stilt be zero, so that the
NIT payment made in flay will be at the level of 5300 even
though e should be at a level of $420. Thus, the S80 over-
payment will have to be recovered, in some mafiner or another.

Once the NIT monthly income tax testing catches up with
the fact that the family -is now earning $240 a month, the
NIT payment will be reduced to S420. Thus, payments of

.Would be made. correctly, in both July and August.

'Tale NIT income tax test in August will show that income
Ill July was S240. Accordingly, the NIT payment tor Sep-
tember will still be S300 less one -third of $240, or still be a
ne: of oril!. S420. However. the family 'monk. for September
has become zero. and thus the full NIT monthly guarantee of
5300 will be needed. Since the Spterillficr 1).1% s ill be
merely S420. there will be an S80 delicieno it)1 September.

Underlying Flaw of NIT
The above are but some rather over-simplified specific ex-

amples of the inflexibility of typical NIT proposals attempting
to cope with the fluctuating incomes of the poor.

The underlying flaw of such a NIT proposal is that in Au-
gust it attentpts to estimate the income that the family will
receive in September e. in the future i bast.'d on actual in-
come received in July 1 i e. In the past ).

645
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The huge possible ultimate costs of negative income taxes
are one thing. This combination of having bureaucratic over-
heads fer frequent income testing yet still having serious
inflexibility. is reason alone to see whether there is not a
more constructive alternative for reforming the process of
transferring resources between governments and citirens

TIME FRAME AND REGULAR INCOME TAX
Remember that the regular income tax withholding ar-

rangements levied against the salaries of employees in Canada
and in the United States do not attempt to tax the September
income of a family based on the ificome of that family in
July. Rather they attempt to deduct income taxes' to Sep-
tember based on the current September wcome.

Likewise. in reforming the welfare component of income
security. it would appear desirable to avoid estimating future
incomes 114,scd on past incomes. but rather to treat actual
incomes that are currently in tact being earned.

lot( too that there are elements of income security under
the nnome t.:x system. Consider a married rian who is
working and .t wile who is not working. with several children.
When another child is born. the income tax payable by that
husband in Canada ; or in the United States ) is often reduced.
Thus. income tax exemptions within the income tax system
often provide elements of i.tcome security.

Comersely. under the income security system there are
also elements of income taxation. For example. someone in
public liousing.who earns more money perhaps from a better
sob. ur from working overtime will find his monthly rent
increased as a direct result. That increase in monthly rent
constitutes additional taxation of his income See The TAX
EXECUTIVE magazine for Jul v 1977. Seeking Realism m
Lnemployment Insurance. i

The 1940's and Tax-Credits
Such linkages between the income secinal sstern and

income tax system were realized long beet ore. Initial pioiu sals
were made for typical Nits. toil % beton. NITs wen, pro-
posed by the renowned economist Milton Friedman. in about
1962.

In 1944 two United Kingdom actuaries. R. .1. hirton and
A. I IlaYnes. presented a paper to the U.K. Institute of
Actuaries Income Tax in Relation to Sex tat Security. At Just
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TABLE 2

SAMPLE TAX-CREDIT SCHEME ILLUSTRATIONS OF
CORRECT NET TRANSFERS OF RESOURCES

tamed
Advil tileallOy Piet

friestem et 114114WCIS
Net Transfers

bosun
M Tans

Neu* OF Id
Traftiler of Rua,

Wm,
Regular Fad

Comet, or
Overpaid, or

Credit Reseurces if Tax- Wow Tar Transfers Urderpaid
M_OO Ilecipireut Needed Credits WitiMusidiag (4) (5). Os& Col. (3)

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1)
lamiary Ail $500 $500 nil $500 Correct
February mt $500 $500 nil $500 Correct
March nrr $500 $500 nil $500 Correct
Mal nit $500 $500 nil $500 Correct

May $240 ($500
$2" ) $500 $240

3 $420 Correct
$420 $80

hoe $240 $420 $500 $80 $420 Correct
hity $240 $420 $500 $SO $420 Correct
August $240 $420 $500 $420 Correct
September ml $500 $500 nil $500 Correct
October nil $500 $500 nil $500 Correct
Notembet nil $500 $500 nil $500 Correct
December ml $500 $500 na $500 Correct

about the same time, Lady Juliet
remarkably similar thoughts under the
lions for a New Social Contrat.t.

Essentially. the suggestions of Kirton.
Williams, all showed how it %l as posAblt
the separate apparatus and bur,luLiaLy
of incomes. They showed how flat and
payments could be made to cettain (-Lc:4km,, ,it
universally within each categor% and .1E CO11.4.1111 le %E% I tort
month to month. Of course. tii .,...1(1.:i 111( Unit s .atttt d twin
month to month A h .ill in C1111)10111. alt ttuulal fn 1.1\&d h the
regular income tax system,

After the not unusual iriculP.11_R),t 1 I,10fril :R. it 1\ thy,
decades, their general approadies iircnipoi It d art an
official U.K. government Green in I9:2. Plopo,,tis for
a Tax.Credit System.

Villiams published
title. Some Sugges-

}fattis, and Rhys
Lt.') asuid alto4cther
of %%chart.. testing
urtitutint tax.credit

Flexibility and Low Overhead of Tax-Credit Schemes
A tax-credit system would ayoul the ifillextbilic% t,t the I% pt

cal NIT proposal as illustrated Hi table 2 I hi' la blu ,hugs
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that the tax-credit alternative would Ix. preler.thle on
as outlined below.

Typical INT Proposal

1. INTiesieekTY, because estimating fu-
ton incomes based on past enternes,

2. Nigh owerhesd, because requires
periodic imam, testing through the
bar

3. Greater complexity, because requaes
a separate welfare income taxation
system

grounds

Tee-Credit System

1. Flexibility, because assessing current
ifTC011104 as they are earned

2. Minimal overhead. because only one
normal income Us return required
per year

3. Maximum simplicity possible, because
uses the single, existing regular in-
come tas system only.

p The above remarks are most applicable to countries with
%videlv applied person.0 income tax systems, especiall% Can-
ada. the Unlit /I. Kingdom. the United States. The OECD
report %%Anis that there could be difficulties in other countries.
where niuch 1,..sscr proportions of total taxation arc raised
through ffic personal income- tax ssstem However. even in
those countries. J. tax-credit approacb might well have sig-
nificant ad% antages over the typical NIT proposal.

The toic _our.; is si(4nitic ant and important but there remains
the bask chit mina that the' ultimate costs of ending poverty.
could he hot iendous. whether handled through a typical
or throut4h .t tax-credit proposal that would simply he 64.hicv
ing the' same transfers of resources as the typical NIT

A Pasteur Analogy
The underlsing tseakness of thetypical theoretical NIT

proposal is that it is a single proposed solution looking for
a suitable problem to solve.

Tax planners know that it is more fruitful to first get
thorough grip on the problem. and then to develop a solution
afterwards

Louis Pasteur said that beginning by looking for a cure is
generally a it unless task. Actine in such a tear is just hoping
to het .0t1 pt().2.1.c..., by clamed It is nut h het tei to try first
to understand the nature the' ,iusc the' COW of a
disease. in the distant hope that (flit' th, research r %%di
find a rile i)i pr'eyentiri tln cftst amt alttv.:,ether
Claimed that this approach of (onside! III:: hest the pioblem
was the l.cs to beatift,4 the pullie at Like.,

THE POVERTY PROBLEM
Turning frnm the snap NIT cure to the nileinc tif the actual

problems undtl!ing income secui it% the basic reality is that
poverty has not one but duo causes.

BEbl: UOPY 648
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Poverty Is net caused by able-bodied adults available for
wort for *Sown there is work. Nattier, poverty is caused
either by (1) able-bodied adults being unable to work, on
account of sickness or unemployment, or by (2) the presence
in a family of dependents (namely, children, manure of
young children, the permanently' disabled, and the elderly).

Value of Unemployment Insurance

It follows that a. NIT would be needlessly wasteful to pay
out money to any able-bodied adults in full employment and
with no dependents. since able-bodied adults are not in pov-
erty so long as they are working.

The only income security payments such people would
really need would be unemployment insurance payments
thile prevented I roin working. whether by reason of sickness
or involuntary unemployment. The unemployment benefits
they would need would not necessarily have to be income-
related benefits that increased with earnings levels. Relatively
modest unemploYment insurance payments would be suffi-
cient to permit the individual to provide the essentials for
living during sickness or unemployment.

With that exception. the only other income security pay-
ments needed would be for those who are not able-bodied
adults available for work. children. mothers of young chil-
dren. the permanently disabled. the elderly. For such de-
pendents. tax-credit payments rather than income tax exemp-
tions would eliminate poverty

Then turning to income taxation. there would merely need
to be income tax exemptions for aide-bodied Ault.; available
for stork Above those income tax tAtallptI0114. and on total
incomes of dependents. restillai income taxes (mild be levied
at normal personal rates on the indt%rdu.rl. conceined See.
for example. the U.K. 1972 Given Piper

Mixed Approaches

The theoretical NIT propos. ls du AS I, I'd Os Oil ThOSt
most in need As between t . tnrtll s tot tin, hut
with different incomes. the I.ti. r NI I tits add 441
to the f,111lik with the lower Inc OITIC SItTliid k htqlVen
MO families with the same 111C0filt: but %%itli diffint num-
bers of dependents. the larv,er NI r pa%ments would go to the
family with the larger number of dependents

This proposed NIT pattern ot 'Lone.; most to those with
the lowest 111( Milt". lake~ questions ,11)011t the en eL'El MC*4*,
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and reasonableness of income security programs paying in-
corrie.related benefits. Can it be correct to have both the NIT
approach and the earnings-related approach. such as under
unemployment insurance programs in Canada and the United
States, and such as under the U.S. social security prograr,nand under the Canada pension plan? Perhaps. as the above
mentioned OECD report suggests. examining such programs
against the theoretical NIT background would be revealingand fruitful.

INCENTIVES AND DISINCENTIVES
There is a subtle. but important psychological shift inswitching attention from theoretical NIT proposals to tax-credit proposals.

Under theoretical NI T's, the name of the game is to worklessor even to forget to report income, or to split up fami-liesso as to increase the amounts of monthly subsidy pay-able under the NIT.

By contrast. under a tax-credit scheme, the tax creditswould be paid universally to everyone within an eligible cate-gory of dependents. regardless of their income level. Themessage is. in eAc.t, "Now it is up to you .. vou have thismuch tax-credit payment given to your dependents, and nowit is your turn to work and to save and to increase your owneconomic well-being, as much as you are capable and asmuch as you wish."

Whether that would be a big difference or a little difference.at least it would be a difference
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The negative income tax:
would it discourage work?
Advocates of the negative income tax often contend that
such a program would provid vtronger work incentives than
0:14PCNIANIal welfare benefits: evidence from recent rests
indicates that this assumption may no: tie veil founded

ROSEAU A. 1140.1.11T

Walk' government cash treasfer moment. to the poor.
nit the ADM d a negative intense ter. dovituregr work
ellortamong mopes:its' The strongest csodeoce for the
CanbarOX Of such a dmineentove relfThr from four income
MitRielldllee experiments. each of *huh tested the ef
feees of the negirtme Income Oat nn samples of the Na-
non's loni4nerwrie prmsdatism The findings from the
eepenotersts have been released on uneven %mit, as
they have become avoidable Thi..tritsie .usnowares the
results of ail four espernnents_ show. *tut we have
learned from them. and thsvusses their Iminehons on
pro ved:tog comet edentates of work disincentive dicers

The expel-mem. were condusied over a number of
}CM in selected 'lest &Pre. sites Aerots the ettuntrt
New feisty and Pennsylvania 419614 7:0, rural area. of
North Careful-4 and km, 114170 7:1, heicik and Oen-
ver 11970 7110, and Cress. 11971 741 Three of
the Ira% were halted to .peverk group. of people ords
hashand-uife samples were .rushes! in Nett /awl And
fentiaylirinta and In the rural nperimeitr. And rwIlt
Wachs in the Gary test. although the (nary lest minded
troth entrpfev and tentrIves headed bv women AU races
and famtly types were inslusted rn the SerttleDrnser
Judy

The sample .ran for the cspctimost *etc 1.3110 in
New Jersey and PeansyharciA Stilt in the rural tests.
4.160 In SeatrksDemer. and (.Mill m Stets The first es-

Retain At Mortar nnniam prorrn.ni
reg. blew Mriw.wwa, tV )

41 Kayer.s.d

pcomcn was i0114)1hIcti in the Vow fierw.-PenniottA-
nia are Isevatee of its high denmty of urban poor.
tiesai a tt !Imlay brat no Aid 10 families with perm.
dent Childress inetnploved Parent Program for hirs-
hunt-wife ..c/414Cw and hcwwwte arca government
pity:141. were ter. rcreptite The rural espennsent was
designed hr .tuds a different group of the pepuletsen.
And th firtu.ed Oft two SIjic. with different types 14
1014 44141,41C 11.0114,1411011. And Agritrultural bases Seattle

and Venter were kt1,e11 10 represent the West. and in
the rase of pettier, to study J Chitan .utntopulatittn
Frnalls (airs was veltvied tw.:Ause Is population per-
mitted conkcnirition nn Kid. fernAle (souls head. in
the Aid to f .O11411" with Dependent Children Program.
end hietju.,, revepute Iowal offi,u1.

}lowest, the ...rwrinieril were dike in the most IT
110i1J111 fo.tt C.I,h JUCTTIrfed lit 4,1 tfte negan.e In
,..the tat athF enpstomental ntcth.sds A
4JR/I4c. OW 6114111,.1,1c ropulJ114.1y was
e-reb seer .end fondle. were a...Int:It to either an -eV
perffIWIHJI group or J group the espert
mental group titer. yd ilegatote anomie tat **fits. the
tonirol group did riot. And the effett of the eitircrIntent
was measured a. the drifererhe in work effort between
IN sew grout*. tux everunenr also sArred the gener
omit to7 benefit. in the eyperinsentAl froors in order to
rnea.atc ter efTest rtf this or wort. effort

1 Ike Al pure 'lei/Arne ni.orne tat themes. the plan.
J poine hough ro families with no earning.

.ri ill. whether the head or ans other fArnol. member

Reproduced Iron: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics. Monthly labor review, v, 104, Apr, 1481:
23-27.
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*as 7tieleetanly- ne -tneolentartly" usseinpfmed, there
sine so mark requirement m any id the eapenments.
Hemiews. to prows* lona incentory. benefit,. were lint
naiad by the 141 immix of any cormng that the
lowly did recent That it. the "tat rate" of' "fiene4s-re-
thictiew tete" was kit than paean The algebraic
statemet of the hateth formula is

t%.

*here li is t1W benefit paid to the Lund i t n the
"Slobeaolloe level" lbw es. the amount pu.d In a faintly
web we other income the Lunn, s insome lest+
aid t is the hecielt.reduchon rate

As at apparent frown the benclit formula, an ears dol-
lw of 111C37013, 1CdliCeN the fJ13111., ?re it by t dol.
Ian. where t re ,.cane frit:1kt,, betwrn it rnt.1 I

Therefere. lies4urse ad (sera dollar of e.fttnngs lowers
the benefit by only t dollars. nnal emirate does Indeed
octane by t t dollars The espetirocto %stied torts
of the guarantee ((if and %%NORM ut. 111 glti.11 to dif-
ferent families in the espennsental g, run khr .ocrage.
helIPC401. 11 Lit rate 44 44, and r gurr Ante. kid .0104.1{
equal to the posers, hoe 191.101 per 14'7.7 for a
family of tour? were offered The fuoimlim kid in all
eases was higher for Lusa families

The ernemnststs wrsstuettnit the espetuneitis etpcsted
that the results would shoo wos' !legator effect
such effort the Important question was what the mag-
matic of the reds tom would go trosei. the. he
helm/ that the sire of the work disimentlic would nary

with the Inds of the guarantee and the benefitreelm.
lion rue the hrgher each of them the greater the wog
distnerntore Thrt etre:tattoo sat held moral firmly fo,
maned omples. to shorn the crusting *afar'. s).,41,11
tummies benefit% m only a few States For fermate limns
of framtites. who are already eligible for i:omenfronas
*dime there arm no pryer espretanon r4 a nee
change in work (fort hi 141. the negaiiie lissome fax
*v. tmgmatlir proposed m the 1900's as a program to
IRChell1( seek MCent11141 ITIOThe lit the existing ovum,
s)stere. which at 11131 lime had fairly high henebtredu.
tion rates that may hate discouraged work

Fislisss confirm espectstimis
Table I shows the difference on hours of work per

week between the esp(rmiental and control groups, Mo.
Lon down ho husbands. /inn. and lernak heads if
families in each 1.4 the test areas Work effort It 411110
as hours Of work pct std.. but Anna .4 the studies J.
sua.11) -measured work hours ilser longer periods r",
analstRal purposes. hews base been standaishred five
to a woeckf. hairs

Pair presented in the LAN( arc unesltysrrral 1.,1dOWT
Ihai hoirrs of wool are reduced by the negatise ins.orne
tat the dnineentise effects fix husbands range from
.Moot i percent to tt percent For wises. they wary
oru.h more from almost rem to is percent (although
the Litter figure mar he .1 ,1411,11...11 animal}) D1.43,-01-
Ilia, .4 12 to 2i percent were ieportest for female term-
Is heads in the roils too espettmerits for which esti-

114/111 1, **war, apffierencas wl weekly howls wetweern control and sipennientai grove. e four VON arm

1.
w 's

r

Yoe w ecru of wow.*

wow weft lirmewito

.1.°
-

A.,16 .r I

43 ere,, IV
ar r rr

....004411

4090.1t hrcwulre
lelft+Int OM".

0,/to 14.4/. No*. et *mkt*
404oses vote.lof

04wIrmt 44.r
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AIM set matlable. Gary and imettle-Deurer These
matenne Ow Minnow in hewn worked between the es.
rudgmente1 groom. winch weans/ newest *came ri%
ropenalfs, mid a atoned group which recesed Ad to
popellses with Deptodeat Chddren, thwi, the mulls nith-
igge dud ells aregratrie Income um programs seam/ aho re-
eling wadi alma relatise to the amines welfare system

Prieseefh dee everrenents clearly Mond a work
drueseeolite afar. the ranges of response are rather die.
ammedeof 11 Wearer. she awn for dilFerent demo
getirlrk Pan* follow. no clear pattern Interracial
beetotemes. Oar enampk. appear In he irni) result 0(
random etanotmel error. In bet. to the %eau le-Tlenser
owenment, no gabstesally segnehcant difference. ha,
11111600 Me races warm kurrd f The %of fle-Deinet data to
OW I see sterner across all racial groups /

One inters nag finding char hr..-merged from the es
peewees relates in the form which nor), rt.,J,,,rion has
taken far men There are strong 'tido...atom that 'Muc-
ha/a in Mil hours of intwi most awn reflerr edus
nom eta hietsbood of hang employed at all. tither
inargeotal in the hours id those oho remain
Alefieled 1 M. the redustron in total work hours

wp as a decline tw the empiesment rate 01 the es-
peamentil WTI* te1411114 to flirt of the sample

The policy lalnphiCaanws od du* frtiding are attntmEetttrk
On the MK hand. nultstranal front the latior forst ts a
moor change in work errors. one that ....met. is nor
Kay to accept on the other hand. this alao
that the heal reductron on noir/i hours stem. Itom
rather large response by a small numlser od men {here-
owe. the octane income his does not appear to hair
persause drat 0.1 the noir. now of the I.m.-m,ome
Mak IAA m.'.1 of the men J., not re-
spnd .. all

This phenomenon o und..trtnetil triared to the 41frl-
calf) m 10'10..111g ours of work whit( leinaming
crITtomed %or/. hour, III m.r.s Lots held hs print.- -.ii.
mew are in.titutton411 toed and d.fi.ult t.. .hence
This is less true d the p000r than thc popU1,10.11.sw
while. loutotrage hentig Mine Irkcla in h,rta
rafffttwic unstahle Joh, Hui e.01 thew %,,th no.
he alste to 'mirky wort, caste 11.4

aH Howescr. onc was In whr.h isoNto.ers mat he ahle to
odium hours marginally r Its oeiluIng onarime woad
Thar has poi hear a iir.11 ..,J1 allenrum .. rho,
petiosdahty. mar art rtw %CV& dross esx-nmerti. ti,e
n did indeed appear that pats of the or-poise tmultest
from a red l.ewer in Inerrant.

A arattenie m the emplinnient rate ot mt. Low-in,oare
population "on 1,,,,rr in ,reScf.el NA, It mad Like the
form of kner haring od tone hetweert pitr% pc.:
ltd, unrard 1.1,,rtion Ana, ,e1 IVII1141M1.111

vbeihdshrsA horn emplor, mord (tone otrre .4 the
ettfceolftegth todtvate that thc lust of ro.rInKN .1
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laspbentrip of unse between ohs. often corresponding
to in tfIefette in the length of unemployment
was the mesa colonial If wed for rmwe thriervith
ware*. such unemployment spells may result in higher
wages when anployment is finally secured For young
workers. some data here also %boson an rncrcasc m
%APIA anendance. shah may comnbute to the indrd-
tud's human capital and also Wonted, ttliteU.ke wages
Both of these uses of rioneriteli lime are probably more
acceptable than increases in pure leisure Harmer. al-
though this *caramels; should result in greater future
earnings poictittel. nit earnings tncro:aso were aimarent
m data from the espertmental pearls{

The lengtherunit m rantInfr401411cOl speak 1,1144 ant in
leffMnig form in the Gal, test, *here hams) 13),4,, inn
the sled indUtf, earl) tn the evonment dente up ',v.,'
unemph,,mon rare, The data .19,osoi chat both she es.
pearnental and comroi gro,ps Inercomr their work rf-
1,off oier the period of the esperuirent tenemrioMent
rain on the arcs droprni, but that rho itt.mth in the
onplolment rate .4 the ,.,11:!-,1 group ma. greater 111.111
stoat in the et rertMenlal group Corl.egticntl.

cmplontent leaSttilsois- *a Irian Jr. iSILLIIc !hal
rho nalJtIC tam r"uhed in r .lower return 1,,
work among member. of she espearnental (poop. cowl..
rhl, hecause thei were using the raiment. a. r /Min ol
unemplimment ttourance Stanher. re the wisttot
lei our with mwh k.. sellefow, onentiort.ol unemptol.
ment hetterit. erre nrof\thl toterd tr et-
Mont, row w. rk Mer

A. pf,-.,u.i f he csperonterns al..' tested
negrt,,e insome
fait, old FuJt tutees foe H.,4,11'. n1 13hIC I hould t'V
fil.w:h1 .4 ills !,..p..41a f,, plan. with J It.
jrhlr.rer r Jhr,UI and .1 :11.1`.1fr,a-V 0.0,0 4.
the rt,,,It duet r..Inall ttm ocher .111., all
mem., ,11 mh. 14.11I Nel,re 4. ,riere

a I, On I' 1}0..1. I., II, eyn.,1 1,, 64
;4. sUJCtr( -I

41. 11;c1 o., I rn, ,/ Ph,
111,1 .1.1411 .14101111.1t11.11 NM-

1.111 .4.161 r.C.J711,1's Ale 11,dcrri

{hr . the J.e,Jirc Oleo,
,ttu1 '411111111.11 1/16. 161116.1
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As truheated. macaws on the guarantee Wel detreatm
hums d emit the effect. are largest for female busily
heads. Ono appear IQ he %C T, respontose to the pow.
tee led. and uttallew far htnfland Oath bothered, and
.s, airy sorts *ow,. the higher the henethreductson
rate. loath woe. teopork,hng mole than henbartah Fin
Iferhogle %Ma% the eitpeennental fending% ..n unettpect-

Ate thee reICNICI in the hertou-reductton rate pre mtne
truth effort The eionianatton gcnerati 'urn for (hal re.
info Is that. it, et.wt.WT1t ICTI11%. the "mown( effect of
the 4:tianfg dommate, the 4 hol If Lth141 effect" the re.
&haunt at lakeh.4nr pat cale.ed 444 11"m' higher heneht.
red:sawn rste ktveig4 induce, thvte Itinnt-n to sink
Mort In utdcr fn nuke up tot the low. .4 !moque liow
ewer. the allolute stir of tho. tri.,c.s.r hour% it
rather unj411 and rt ottrwh.!tried ht ihr large iwooante
vireo Int.ICAK In the g1.141Mter rid In {.4 f, the
resrdfc show that. III gentrirt. CW0 soup f24.111.
hers arc Nwtx *hat Mott: ..-11.01.r I., halittt, its the
guarantee than I.r , hang," Ili N. 1...114..tt.tn urn

Thew finding. do in,leo-of flirt I he iv-011.c Ii r
441 transfer plitgiant .41th AN pet
.'Cm! Of the plats !HI %qI...i thait in
the entrtment.. »hid, set d o I! NI

Irmo' guatantc-c le..-1 thr ;.',114.11oli. uI wort.
eAnt Jou tow.c.1 In table I ...old he about per.efil
hmer fair huilund... 1.tieer t,,f I. es. and

the unilerte.pame tendeno: dominate% in test
foutreuingly. there It also %NM Ctitience that this differ.

'nun was largely due to the lather high guarantee le*el%
trifeir/i in Seattk-Denter. and that a national negitae
income tan with a guarantee to 65 reersent of the
revert> Inc would hate permanent effects :loser 10

!binge &writable among the %.lear test tannin-% " More
research should he forth...owing 00 this 1,1'

Another linutation a the eiorteriment. is that the>
yacht let} little information on the welfare ram:Titian
rate one might ripest !tom .4 nJnontf negrite Inoue
IA% rJI 141174110ff taw. ul r%I..ting Ai:1We prottran

tittStaiittall% 4.11,01,1 :4) pct..,-TH in the Aid to h tort.
ittr. Riih ntirnt.lent children t nentriloi,e.1 relent Pro.

44) ret.rnt m the rood Stamp Pragison. and qt)
percent in the Aid tii familre+ flat' Derkm4ent t hiklren
hogiam I. and it is high that .1 nrhott.t1 oirpt.thtr III-
(TIC us 14.4.141 11.4 hJse 4 lIk4lef rji I IrA1101.1

I Jie floweer Ihr epc-wricnt rirel% ntaJr JII foI 11141
140,/or/ 1.4 rlrrnp if II. Ir414'11 t.-!e

.4114 ..111 I 1.4ITICIII t,1 II1411 if Ihc' teport...1 th.-11 in-
wine ,tart r11.41III ah,.h ItivF wcic 'NW( id It,
,tsio 1., t tie (vet III the cPt-'11,141,1 ni.
the cperotieto tin this ferorn. .'then 14t..1.ht ca11

paiti.rpite in the two phew ho,..tu... the. did
firrt *alit to IV aelfrIe r rt. 11)4:111, heft:101C. I he epeti.
114111. J.. 144 11111.11 Inf.ttniati,11 .'n

netiely town 1tf hist.tit 14111,1 .t:S.,itut-..
*04.14 thtgnaTtltitc. 4,111.t tenutti

Limitations of the ttpeftritenl%

tia4 natp.11.1,1 t,-.otkirat...ii 11.- elidih1..
4111.11 rt..ti.in %Ill) the .Ar.ntnetti, retries I. the

.11 111,,f14. h the I.Ars and .ort
0,4 In ,44 I Ir. cNV1111u-nl he,: 1. ...Inc

ietOtal Itnitt,t4.4t the .t.rw, triton.. 014.01.1 hi: t Itt II the 11,11 114 1.111fl
into .K.mmt
roffan1 tinalithalt,11 r.
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10441, p 01 Nor' esaktalmn Ictimeques in any
ape. Ow teal maths hare pnoldrd cm& saoymmt
tlls e i o r t e a t e m p h a s e s on work c a s a u l r e m e s o t a n d wrist-
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PART IV.-DEBATE: PROPOSITION THREE: THAT THE FED-ERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD PROVIDE EMPLOYMENTFOR ALL EMPLOYABLE UNITED STATES CITIZENS LIV-ING IN POVERTY

FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT AND JOB TRAINING PR(X ;RAMS
(By Karen Spar)

Government will unite with private industry to create job training progress

for unskilled and dislocated Asserica0 workers under legislation passed by the

97th Congress, scheduled to take effert October 1, 1983. The Job Training

Partnership Act of 1982 (P.1.. 97-300) sets up a major new emplovvilent'and training

system and is the most recent in a series of Federal work and training programs

which began in the early 19b0s.

The new program's immediate and best-known predec,ir was the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (cETA) of 1973,whtch spent about

$51 billion between 1975 and 1983 on jobs and training for the economically

disadvantaged. The largest ar$dpioot controversial c'eponenc CETA was public

service employment (FSE), which accounted for more than 523 billion in outlays'

between MA's inception and 1981, when PSE was Phased oit at the request of

President Reagan and with the consent of Congress. service employment

developed a generally bad pobli. image J.irinetti earl,: vrars. 4iie to a per-,

cepton that the prigram was not serving those ../no trAlr needed it, and itas

eismanaged and riddled with waste and abuse. Despite amendments in 1978 which

6

succepfully targeted the program on the economically disadvantesek and elimi-

nated much of its potential for fraud and abuse, the negative public image

persisted and PSE was shllished at the end of FY 1981.

When the rest of ''ETA was schedultphtooespire at the end of FY 1987,

Congress chose to confArt major re- evaluation of Feder's: work and training

Reproduced frog: U.S. Library of Congress. Congreerrionel
Research Service. Job training partnership act: backgrond
and description. (by Karen Spar, Report no. 83-76 EPW,
Apr. 19, 1983: p. 1-10, 29-37.
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Wiry, *ids revolted in onActdent of a compietely dew progeoi, rather than

AW004WillitiOn of erTA. The new Job Training Partnership Act (iT10A) differs

tree CITA is several important ways; it is built upon a partnership becwoon

seenennene end imSuecry, tether than controlled by government alone; it includes

a major role for Stets governors; it provides training only and not subsidised

employmear, *scoot in very Haired cases for youth; the amount of funds which

can be seed for non-training expenses is ntrittly limited; and all prograso will

be bold accountable to mandatory performance standards.

IA recognition of rising unemployment among skilled workers who are being

displaced by ecoomic, regional or occupational decline, Congress included in

the new legislation a separate program for dislocated workers. Two other

employment-related programs, the Work loCeotilre, (Will) proven and the U.S.

gmpliermsat Service, were amended by MA in an effort to coordinate all com-

rodents of the Federal employment and training system.

fi
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liga_sToort oI t1tOtIA1. MOW AND TRAIP111C 'swum

Mat first eperlmilitary federal job training initiative since the Dee Deal

is esessally considered the Are' Redevelopmeet Act of 1961 (AU). Tice chief per-

pee Of the Area Redevelopment Act was to rlp economically depressed localities

by ettreatine new industries to these area li As an adjunct, the ARA authorized

a limited Amount of trainieg to ensure the availability of a skilled workforce

for wily created job.. Persistently high unemployment rates led to enactment

in 1962 of the Manpower Development and Training Act (IiDTA), which authorized

broader array of training services and allowances and replecee, the training pro -

visions of the oak. Initially. %DTA focused on experienced workers displaced

dee to automation. although as unemployment rates began to fall among white males,

the employment and training needs of inoritief, youth and the economically dis-

advantaged moved closer to the forefront.

Two years after enactment of the %DTA came the Johnson Administration's dec-

laration of a war on povirty and passage of the Economic Opportunity Act, which

spawned a wide range of programs designed to eradicate poverty, including a

variety of work experience and training Novas, tsigeted specifically on che

'poor, minorities and youth. Sy the late 1960s, there was a proliferation of job

Mac:tog programs, puppleamoted in 1911 by public service employment with passage

at the Emereency Employment Act. The perceived opted to streamline anti coordinatet,

these a;tivities, combined with the Nixon Administration's preference 40 "spe-

cial revenue sharing" or block grant-type programs, led to enactment ici 1973

of the Comprehensive Employment sod Trai9Ang Act (CETA), which absorbed many of
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the ptiOtieg work aid training programs aad crested mew oyster designed

primed /7 at the local level.

The original CATAtestabliabed State. and emits of local gopernmeat with

1pepolatieme of 100,040 or more ac prime sponsors to receive and administer

mmploymeet and training Ned.. Prime sponsors were given authority to plan

end devise local programs in response to local needs. A4 originally enacted,

CETA amtbaried a full range of comprehensive employment and training services,

'te be tailored at the local level to match the moods of the community, and

contained a separate title for transitional public service eeployient. Job

Corps, Which had begun under the Economic Opportunity Act, and a program of

employment-related services for special target population. also were cooponente

of CRIA.

One of the first significant amendments o CETA was the addition of an

*mere' service jobs program, enacted in 1974 in4espense to rising

. :es and expanded in 1976. This program, which became title VI

of MA, was intended for people unemployed because of cyclical downturns in

the economy and was meant to supplement the regular public service employment

program authorized by title 11. CETA again was amended in 1977, with passage

of theifouth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDP1), which authorized

a variety of experimental approaches to attacking the problem of high jobless

MOO ARsatteg youth.

The last'rewrite of CETA took place in 1978, when time progrmg was more

specifically targeted on low-income and disadvantaged and various management

provisions were tightened in response to criticisms of the program, particularly

tbe public service employment title. to addition, a new Private Sector Initi-

/dive Program (1,51?) was added.a. title VII of CETA, in keeping with the notion
,

that private industry should be sore involved in Federal employment and training
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'activities. Also in 1971, the Revenue Act authorised the Targeted Jobs Tam

Ceoeit as an incentive to private employers to hire individuals from one or

mote of eaves disadvantaged target groups: Funds for the Department of Labor's

responsibilities in_administering this credit were included in the appropri-

ation for the title VII Private Satter Initiative Program.

Another program related to CSTA is retraining for displaced workers

eligible for special benefits under the Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) pro-

gram. A limice4 amount of training for this group, displaced fray their jobs

because of competition from imports, had been provided under title III of CETA,

which authorized special Federal. responsibilities. However, the Omnibus budget

Secomciliation Act of 1981 amended the TAA to authorize appropriations for

training.

All portions of CITA technically expired on September 30, 1982, although

a provision in the new Job Training Partnership
Act allows CETA to remain in

effect one additional year until JTPA becomes fully operational in FY 1984.

'0
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VAETVIIIIISSIP ACT Of 19E'

Omvelopment of the Legislation

Members of Congress and their staff began planning a new job training

peegram in late 1981, anticipating CETA's scheduled expiration one year later.

Key committee chairmen and memb,-rs felt a bipartisan and cooperative effort

was menial for enacting a new program, given the highly controversial nature

of previous job training debates and the prevailing atmosphere of budget- cutting

and Federal retrenchment from social programs. A4 a result, Senators Dan Qiiayle

and Edward Kennedy, chairman and ranking minority member of the Senate Employment

and Productivity Subcommittee, together with Senators Paula Hawkins and Claiborne

Pell, jointly sponsored one of the original job training bills in early 1982.

In the Moues, Employment Opportunities Subcommittee Chairman Augustus Hawkins and

reeking Republican James Jeffords each initially introduced their own measures

but combined them into one bill during sutccmmittee mark-up. The House and

Senate subcommittees held joint hearings in March 1982 on the Quayle-Kennedy,

Hawkins and Jeffords bills, in addition to the proposal, of the Administration,

hearing from sore than 90 witnesses lepresencing State and local governments,

the private for profit sector, nonprofit 4:unanimity-based organisations zed groups

searing various constituencies such as youth, minotities, womem, the handicapped

And organised labor.

Despite the bipartisan and bicameral approach taken during the 1982 job

training debate, Ole Senate and House each produced legislation with many

minor and several slAntficant Aifferenies. Confetees met throughout September

661
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and Molly agreed on compromise lesielatiou which President Iowa signed into

lam October 13 (P.1.. 97-300).

LOOMMIWO reached a concensus on certain policy' questions very early to the

togietetive process, which helped the bill move relatively quickly through the

Ceegrese. For example, drafters of the bill *greed that training, and not jobs,

ihoold be provided through the legislation. While many lawmaker. felt strongly

that a jobs program is accessary dories times of
high onemployannt, they agreed

not to include such a program in the training legislation and instead address

the issue of job-creation separately.

As part of the move toward "pew federalism," or limited Federal involvement

in homes resource program', *ober. of Congress and the Administration agreed

the Federal mole in job training should be reduced from what it had been under

CETA and more flexibility should be provided at the State and local levels.

Ilie extent to which the Federal role should be limited, however, wai a contro-

versial issue. Likewise, State versus local control was not easy to resolve,

particularly since CETA had been a locally operated program bu: the Adminis-

tration preferred to place control in the hands of State Governors.

Since the ;set majority of jobs ip the United States are located in the

private, for-profit sector:designers of the job training legislation wanted to

ievolvdt private enfloyers in the ditIr program's planning end operation. Lawmakers

agreed to build the new program on a concept tested under title VII of CETA, the

Private Sector tnitiattre Program, which created a network of Private Industry'

Commit* (Ms) to plan the spending of job training funds. These PLC., which

are reconstituted under MA with somewhat different membership requirements,

Aid not come into existence under CETA until 1980 and only controlled a small

portion of fund'. Most training activities under CETA, as well se training
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pempame preceding MU, were designed and operated by public officials with 4111-

*inane' from the private, nom- profit sector.

Given the history of job training proyreme, which have continually been

plagued by questioes of cost-effectiveness, lawmakers wanted to build mandatory

performance standards into the new system. These standards would be tied to the

goal of the program, which was agreed upon as providing people with shills or

other Refinance necessary far them to weve off welfare and into unsubsidised em-

ployment. Finally, there wee concensus among chief congressional sponsors of job

training legislation that a separate program, in addition to training for the

economically disadvantaged, should be developed for dislocated workers who have

lost their jobs because of economic, industrial or regions). decline.

The Reagan Administration had an additional concern, which was not shared by

all member. of Congress and emerged as one of the most controversial issues

during the debate on job training legislation. The Administration felt strongly

that as much of the training money as possible should be used for direct training

costs and not for related expenses such as administration and supportive ser-

vices. In addition, the Administration wanted to prohibit any payment of

training allowances or stipend. to individuals while participating in training.

At the opposite extreme of the Adminiotration's poiition was the previous prat

Cite under CETA, which paid trainees a minimum wage allowance for every hour

spent in training. Representative Hawkins' original legislation would have con-

Clamed the CETA practice. An alternative offered by Representative Jeffords

would have based the amount of an individual's training allowance on hit income.

The combined issue of training allowances and -elated supportive services was the

Ritual and most difficult one resolved by House-Senate.,onferees, largely because

of the Administration's overriding concern in this question. The final reso-

lution allows, but does not require, payment of allowances at local option and
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places 4 'Wit on the 'sent of funds co be whorl for allowances and other sup-

pastime services.

lbe legislation finally approved by cha conference committee and signed by

forefidanc Often differ. flora CITA and its predecessors in a number of signifi-

came ways. As discussed above, the new program authorises training only and

secludes no employment component except for a limited amount of subsidized jobs

for youth. The Federal role is more limited, with greater control given to

States aad local governments, operating in partnership with Private Industry

Couricile. Only a limited percentage of funds can be used for training al-

loweaces, supportive services and adoinistrative costs, and all programs will be

held accountable to mandatory performance standards. The law .Imo includes a

completely new program for dislocated
workers, which will be administered

by States.
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liffECTIVENESS Of PAST PROGRAMS

As the latest in a series of Federal work and training programs, the Job

Ifainins Partnership Act is built upon the experiences of its predecessors,

moot notably, the various activities conducted under 4ZTA. The following is

brief look at some of the lessons learned during the CETA years. This

section is not slant to be a comprehensive review of all the voluminous

research conducted under CETA, nor does it critique the methodology used in

such research. Rather, it nighlights some of the more common findings about.

the impact of different types of training on diffeient population groups,

particularly as they may be relevant to JTPA. All research discussed in this

section is listed in the bibliography at the end of this paper. For a

Complete discussicn of the research findings and methodology, readers are

'referred to the original research.

Training for the Disadvantzged

Women and people with limited prior work oxporience tend t honetit the

most from training in terms of increased earnings after completion of the

Program, according to a number of CErA evaluations. Several studies reported

substantial earnings gains for women, but smaller, and in some cases insienifi-

cant, gains for men (Congression,1 Budget Office/ National Commission for

Employment Policy (CW/PACE?), 1482, General Accounting Otfl:. 1982, Wescar,

inc.. 1981; Taggart, 1981). These studies also found the largest earnings

gains awns those with the lowest earnings prior to participation in CETA.
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Two of the evaluations suggest this increase in post-program earnings was due

to me Lemma* is the weber of hours worked, rather than an increase in the

hourly wags (00/Mat; Taggart). As a result, people who already had

relatively stable attachment to the workforce but who chronically earned Low

wages did not benefit as touch from training. This latter group, the research

showed, L. predominantly wale.

One of the studies (C110/144=1) found no significant difference in the

impact of different type. of training on the subsequent earning, of partici-

pants. Other evaluations, however, singled out on-job-training as the most

effective, followed by classroom training, and finally, by work experience,

which in some cases, had no positive impact at all on participants' later

earnings. As for subgroups, the research most commonly cited (Westnt, 1981)

says white men increased their annual earnings (a. compared with a similar

group of nonparticipants) by $750 after on-job-training, $440 after classroom

training, and were negatively effected after work experience, showihg a drop

in earning. e 5450. Minority men increased earnings by $1,150 after on-job-

training, $200 after classroom training, and showed no change in earnings

after work experience. White women who participated in either on-job-training

or classroom training showed increased earning of 9550 and an increase of $50

after work experience. Minority women increased earnif.gs by 51,200 after

on-job-training, 5500 after classroom training. and 5310 after work experience.

These results were based on individuals' earnings one year after training. A

follow-up study two years after training showed these patterns prevailed for

ma. However, women CETA participants continued t, gain over their comparison

group in the second year (Westat, 1982).

While the research showed on-job-training co be most effective for all

participants, it found the highest gains among trainee with low pre- progrea
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CIfeiG$1. People who participated in CETA during FY 1976 and earned $2,000

'per year or LOOP in 1977 and 1974 and $4,000 or lees the year prior to CETA

enrollment increased their 1977 earnings by $1,300 and their 1978 earnings by

about $W0 after ow- job - training. This same group of low-earners increased

earning(' by $600 in 1917 and $420 in 1978 after classroom training and showed

no change in 1977 and a drop of $200 after work experience. Higher earners,

who had earnings of ar least 54,000 annually in 1973 and 1974, showed an

increase of $300 in 1977 and 5400 in 1918 after on-job-training, and showed

drop in earnings, as compered with a group of similar non-CETA participants,

of $800 iG 1977 and 5201 in 1478 after work experience.

The longer certain participants, particularly women and low-earners, stayed

in training, the greater the impact on improving subsequent earnings, according

to the research. One study (cso/NcEF) found no correlation between longer

training and higher earnings gains for men, and another study (Westac, 1981)

found that longer training was associated with a decrease in subsequent earnings,

as compared with non-parti.:ipants, f,r people who4e pre-CETA earnings had been

relatively high. In the second (-'Jr atter traioil.g, however, higher earners

began to close the gap in earnings with their 2omparison group (Westat, 1902).

For some participants, particularly those with stable ettachsient to the

work force before enrollment in CETA, the opportinsty 4o;ts ,f Craining may

outweigh the benefits, arrJrding to these findings. The researchers In one

study (cto/sceP) suggest chat this group may benefit from longer, more

intensive training that results in new or tipgradedsjob skills rather than

simply improved access to the labor market.

Looking at the impact of training on youth, one study (Westat, 1981)

found the largest positive impact of on-job-training on 17 -18 year-olds, who

increased earnings by 51,250 as compared with a similar group of non-CETA

r3r401 e
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portieipmete. This age group shoved a $250 earnings gain after classroom

Miming mid no cheese after work experience. Younger trainees, between the

Asia of 14 and 16, showed a 3600 increase in earnings after onjob-trainiog,

$300 lucre... after classroom training and a drop ia moraines, as compared

with most-participants of $100 after work experience. Traineei aged 19 to 21

shored $700 increase after o-job-training, 3250 after classroom training

end a decree,. of $15) after work experience. For all trainees under the age

of 22, the Lampert of training generally lessened somewhat two years after

training, while the impact generally increased for those 22 and older

(*stet, 032).

Assessing the benefits of training specifically for youth is ctiffieult

because earnings gains are not necessarily the most appropriate measure of

success. Youth unemployment, traditionally higher chaff joblessness sarong

a4w1to, is concentrated in a small proportion of young people, who are 'dispro-

poltionately slack, end both economically and educationally disadvantaged.

leceuse of the complex nature of the youth unemployment problem, Congress in

1911 enacted the Youth Employment
and Dembnstration Projects Act (YF.DPA),

which authorised under CETA a variety of experimental approaches to combatting

youth joblessness.

An analysis of youth training programs prior to enactment of YEDPA

(Strcetedorfer, POO) concluded the following: work experieice alone does not

improve the employability
or school attendance of youth and may be sure offer-

tire when combined with such other services as placement assistance and skill

training. Although skill training is effective, its impact deceriotiates over

To be 'most effective, skill training must be tied to known job oppor-

tunities. This analysisYfurther states that placement services are, effective

for youth, while services aimed at changing personal values and personality

=.Yom" -
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traits much 441 motivation are generally not successful. Success in the

workplace, according to this analysis, is directly related to basic writing,

.communication and computational skills.

This latter f:ading wae recently confirmed by anothe'r study (CAO, 1982)

whisk cOmcluded the labor market problem* of youth are due in large part to a

lack of success in school. Another recent evaluation (CDO, 1981) further da-

taristaad that gains in the employability of disadvantaged youth sets to be

linked primarily to the amount of time spent in education and training, so that

work experience, while not necessarily useful on its own, can be important in

providing the motivation to continue in a training program. This analysis con-

cluded chat substantial gains in employability for disadvantaged youth are P

possible through combination of such services as remedial education, well-,

structured work experience and training.

One program which provides this combination of services Ind is generally

COmsiderod,to be effective is Job Corps, which was authorized originally in

She 1960x. And conti3ued under CETA. Job Corps, which offers intensive remedial

education and training in a residential setting,. also is the most expensive of

the youth employment programs, casting about $14,000 per full-time full-year

training slot, but its benefits have been Shown t4 exceed its torts (00).

The largest single experiment. authorized under YEDPA also attempted to

Provide a combinaciIn of services and lsed work experience .is an incentive for

youngsters to remain in school. The Yloth Incentive Entitlement.-pilot projects

suarsmteed full-time summer and part-time year-round jobs for 16-19-year olds

who either promised to remain in school or, in the case of dropout'', to return

lipsachool, An evaluation of the eotitlement program (NDRe, 1980) found it not

only provided youths with jobs when they would ha%;e otherwise been unemployed,

but it also had a significant positive effect on school rftencion rates among
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participants aa4 ea the fete of returning to school for drop-outs. According

to eiliber study, the estimsted cost per service year of providing full-time

mower and part-time year -round jobs for Participants was 84,900 in 1982 (C80).

llosever, the entitlement program also tested the concept of financial

Locative% for private employers to create jobs for ,outh, Among businesses

Ohm. a 100 percept wage mobsidy for hiring entitlement youth, 18 percent

participated. The participation rate for bosieweesees offered a 75 percent wag.

embeidy wes10 percent, and 5 percent for firma offered a SO percent wage

eobsidy (I11)8C, 1981).

Private Sector Training

the Job Training Partnership Act is buiAt on the concept of private

iadostry involvement in the planning and administering of job training activi-

ties, en idea which was tested under CETA in the title VII Private Sector

Imitietivee Program (PSIP). Under title VII, which was enacted in 1978 and

did not become fully operational until 1980, Private Industry Councils (PICs)

were established in prime sponsor areas throughout the country and given

authority to plan Oe spending of title VII funds.

M evaluation of private sector involvement in training programs during

the 20 years preceding enactment of PSIP (Ilipley/Franklin, 1981).
concluded

the following: business people and job training professionals will not auto-

matically work together without one tide or the other taking the initiative,

generally the job training professionals, The extent to which private industry

will become involved in training depends in large part on the general state of

the economy and the health of the specific industry. Participation in on-job-

training, in particular, is.highly seniiiivepo
fluctuations in the economy.

f ;
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B ecause of the short duration of the Private Sector Initiative Program,

it is difficult to generalise &boot the program's success. Nowever, an eval-

mistime of the program generellyconfiread Chess findings (Ohio State, 1982).

Snails's, support for the program did not happen automatically but developed

Sgredmelly

over time, varying in. intensity from arealto area. The program

ett.d beet in areas where the Private Industry Council was healthy, with

welt -defined goals, active members and an active chairman, and was visible

and credible in the local businees community.

Department of Labor reports show that title VII trainees were somewhat

oldA and more male than participants in regular CETA traiaing under title II -6

and ; (see appendix V, As might he expected, the mix of services under

title VII also was difterent from title 11-6 and C, with 35 percent of

title VII participants in on-joh-training, compared with 12 percent of

title I1-8 an C participants in FY 1981. Virtually no title VII participants

enrolled in work experience, while )6 percent of title II-B and C participants

took part in this a.tivity. Of title VII participants who terminazed training

in FY 1981, S3 percent entered jabs and 11 per:enc were :lasssfed as "other

positii44" terminations, meaning they returned t, school or entered another

non-.CETA training program. Among title 1/-8 and C terms pees in FT 1481,

43 percent ent..red jobs and 12 percent were other positive ;terminations. Misr

difference 944 >r due t, the fact that title II -B iud C 6.1rvei 4.7mewhat younger

trainee. who .1d hi eap,c`ed to return to 101001 or anot'ner training program,

rather than

Public Service Employment (PSE)

Although the 7,)h Triining Partnership Act specifically prohibits the use

of training funds fiT t Disadvantaged for public service employment, a brief
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dive...ice of PSI is included here because of its overriding importance under

C rc The original CETA authorised public service employment 40 an adjunct to

.r
Daisies for. he dis*dvantaged,,but comstercyclical PSI quickly grew to dwarf

the rest of ChTA as recession *bitted public attenticm to the need for job-

creaCioe. however, along with rapid expansion of public service employment

came mounting criticism due to perception of siemenagemeut, fraud, waste and

*Wee in the program.

Ameedmeets in 1978 attempted to redirect the puhltc service employment

program on more disadvantaged individuals, lowered wages paid in the program,

required training is addition to employment, limited the duration of jobs,

and strengthened adoinistretive procedures at the Federal and local level.

Ae analysis of the impaCt of the 1978 apendments (Mirengaff, et. al., 1981)d

found they were highly effective in achieving their goals. Participation was

limited almost exclusively to the economically disadvantaged, which also re-

duced the temptation for local officials to substitute CETA mockers for regular

public sector employees. The-future employability of participants was enhanced

by provisions requiring individual employability development plans for each

partic'ment and a formal training component. The program also became less vul-

eatable to fraud and abuse, by provision* which made prise sponsors liable for

improper expenditures and by striates monitoring and auditing procedures.

Mowaver, this analysis also found the 1978 Amendments achieved these goals

at a price. For example, the program became more headily bureaucratised,

regulated and controlled from the Federal level, which was the antithesis of

the original CETA legislation's purpose. Further, the shift coward less skilled

and more disadvantaged participrred ,lupled with a worsening economy, resulted

in a drop in the rate of participant transition into unsubsidised employment

after their public dervtze job ended, despite the additional training provided.

21111.422.01 " 113.
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Tim lows skill loyal of PS2 enrolls*. also resulted in their jobs being less

esefel to the commenity, sr! the lower vow and shorter duration of the job*

mm
side them less useful to the participant*.

sE

As fOT the impact - service employment upon participants' later

earning*, the follow-up availablerthus far is based on participants in

PT 197i, which vs* before the 1976 amendment* factored eligibility requirements

more *pacifically on che eco :ically disedvantaged (Wester, 1981), Nonethe-

less, the findings are similar to those for other forms of training programs,

discussed earlier. Women showed the largest earnings gains, as callipered with

a stoup of non - participants, as di4 individuals with the lowest pre-program

earnings. White women had increased earnings of 8950 after PSL one year after

itemisation. Minority women increased earnings by 9650, while white men in-

creased earnings by $100 and minority men showed a drop of 550. two years

after enrollment in PSE, white women showed increased earnings of $1,182,

minority women had increased earnings of $984, white wen shoved increased

earnings of $299, and minority men showed a drop of $654 (Westat, 1982). Low

earners st,..ed an increase in earnings one year later of $900, while higher

earners showed a drop in earnings, es ompard with no-I-participants, of $250.

Two year. later,low earners had increased' earnings of $739, while higher

earner. showed a reverse in the negative Impact of PSE exhihit.rd the first

year after Crainina and showed an in,tease of $90.
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CREATING JOBS: ISSUES, EVIDENCE, AND IMPLICATIONS

(By Irwin aarfingel and John. L. Palmer)

During the mid -1970s both unemployment and in-
flation in the United Stases set post-World War II record highs. Even after
several years ot. vigorous tre.ivery from the 1974-75 recession both are
wdl in excess of comfortable rates. And many economists maintain that
the persistence of high levels of structural unemployment may make it
Micah to lower nnemployment much below 6 percent through conven-
tional macroeconomic policies without reaccelerating inflation.' (Al-
though unemployment rates are generally lower in Western Europe, a
sitnilar problem exists there.) For these reasons, selective federal policies
to promote directly the creation of jobs are increasingly seen as desirable
means of promoting two relateJ objectives -- reaching and sustaining low
levels of unemployment without excessive inflationary pressure and in.,ar-
ing minimally adequate incomes for families with workers. These ap-
proaches have two distinctive characteristics: federal funds are granted
to public or private employers conditioned on their perfermance in pro-

The 'authors are indebted to the conference participants for much of the material
on which this paper is based They also wish to acknowledge the beforel continents
on a draft Of Robert H. Ravenna, Cberies C. Holt. Jonathan It. Itemehnan, Stanley
H. Miners. Arnold 1.1, Packer. Isabel V, Sawhill. and Ernst W. Strentederfer,

I. In the 19601 structural unempiervetent was viewed prinestdy as rewiltina from
a mismatch tin education, stilt work aperiesce. or limeraPhical location) in
employere job requirements and the tics Of the enemployed. More re-
candy the focus has been on stkpronps of the labor Otte, such as nonwhites. youth.
and the lone-taw oneentelented. Pima onentPloYment rates are rersiatentfy far in
mew of the averse. (For exampie. teenagers' unemployment rates are generally
client tens times doe average, sionwIlitof mice: even when overall unemployment
M as kw as 5 percent. I4-15 percent of the umemployed are out of wort for three
nionlIts sM loner. / Abben. lb/ bIgher-themirventae enemployment rates are due in
penis issininsidlina. guy one alt ha traded in discrimination' mai the "articular
take manna beltavior of seem Its swipe iirwtherl, such as the high cotes of
inter *Pm entry and MI by ternaiert and mores.

F. Seproduced with the permiision of the Brookings Institution,
1970 from Creating jobs: public employment programi and-

wise uksidies,/1978. p. 1-42.
se
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viding employment; and restrictions are placed on eligibility and, possibly,
other aspects of employment.2

Such job creation programs can take many forms. Until recently they
had been used intensively in the United States only during the. Great
Depression. At that time, a large portion of the labor force was at one
time or another in federally subc,idized and administered public employ-
ment programs. generally in outdoor work performing tasks ranging from
construction to sanitary maintenance_ On the other hand, many Western
European countries have made use of public employment programs or
employment-related subsidies to private employers for structural pur-
poses since the 1950s.' With the high unemployment rats of the 1970s,
job creation programs once again have been heavily used in the United
States. The two predominant types arc state and locally administered
public service employment programs and employment tax credits for
private employers.

Public service employment in the United States has evolved from very
limited use in the late 1960s for particular groups of disadvantaged work-
ers into several major programs with a mix of countercyclical and struc-
tural objectives. The federal budget for 1978 provides for 725,000 public
service jobs for previously unemployed workers under titles 2 and 6 of
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) at a cost of
about S6 billion. The programs are administered by designated agents
(local prime sponsors) of state and local governments. Almost $1 billion
more is being spent on public employment projects for unemployed youth,
and smaller amounts on other special groups.. Other large expenditures

2. These features differentiate direct creation of jobs both from ordinary govern-
ment expenditure activities and from government actions such as income tax cuts
that affect the job market only indirectly.

3. Examples of European programs can be found in the papers by Haveman
and Hamermesh in this volume.

4. The turn public employment is intended in this paper to be broader than
public service employment. it also can include specially created, subsidized jobs in
the public sector that involve labor-intensive activities other disc the delivery of
public services. This use of the term is approximately consistent with Keseelman's
use of the term work relief. Public works. on the other hand, arc generally con-
idgired skill- and capital-intensive conistruction projects that are contracted out to
the private sector; such policies are not considered in this volume. However, public
works that involve direct hiring onto public payrolls for relatively labor-intensive
construction (as was done in the Great Depression) fall under our use of the term
paddle employment.

5. For more detail on these programs and proposals for CETA, see John L.
Palmer, "Employment and Training Assistance," and "Employment and Income
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on public employment are being considered by Congress in conjunction
with welfare reform, and passage of the Humphrey-Hawkins full employ-
ment and balanced growth bill would increase the likelihood of large-
scale, long-term use of public employment for broader purposes."

Employment tax credits have only recently come into use in the United
States. They are simply employer wage subsidies administered through
the federa.I income tax systmi. The work incentive (WIN) tax credit,
firapassed in 1971 and then expanded in 1975, reimburses private em-
ployers for a flat percentage of the first year's wages they pay to any
recipient of aid to families with dependent children (AFDC). It has oper-
ated only on a very small scale. A second, temporary measure, passed
as part of the economic stimulus package in 1977 and estimated to cost
$2.5 billion in 1978, provides a tax credit to private employers for wages
paid in excess of a base related to their prior year's wage bill. The credit
applies only to wages that are Less than half the median annual level; thus
it favors low-wage workers. Many other forms of employer wage sub-
sidies have been proposed recently that could cost several billions of
dollars per year. In" many instances they are targeted on specific groups
of workerssuch as youth and the long-term unemployedwith par-
ticularly difficult employment problems.'

Despite the recent expansion of the use of and interest in federal pro-
grams to create jobs, their efficacy is in considerable dispute. This is in

Security," in, respectively, Joseph A. Pechman, ed., Setting National'Prioritles: The
1978 Budget (Brookings Institution. 1977). pp. 143-75, and The 1979 Budget
(1978 ), pp. 61-90.
. 6. The Carter administration in 1977 proposed providing ow: a miHion jobs
in public service employment for w :Ifarc recipients at an annual cost of about $11.5
billion by 1952; congressional proposals also provided for large numbers of public
service jobs. Under the Humphrey-Hawkins bill, public employment would be one
of many toot prescribed but not mandated to facilitate increased employment. Any
Minim that approached government-as-employer-of-hest-resort for all members of
society would cost several times as much as the jobs component of Carter's welfare
proposal, which is limited to principal earners in families with children. Precise
adulates arc very sensitive to the state of the economy, ruined wage rate, and
other crucial program parameters.

1. See Palmer, "Employment and Training Assistance," for more details on both
the WIN and temporary tax credits. Among other proposals is a part of the Presi-
dent's March 197$ urban policy initiative that would provide a tax credit of 52,000
for the first year of employment and $1.500 for the second for alt disadvantaged
youth (betsvetn eighteen 411d twenty-four years old) hired into full -tine employ
meet by privets: employers and retained for at least three months, It would cost an
estimated $1.5 billion annually.
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part due to a dearth of contemporary analysis on this subject. (The vo-
luminous literature xmccrned with the Great Depression experience has

not been well integrated 'into current thought.) Not surprisingly, views
differ /biddy on the degree of reliance that should be placed on jobs pro-

' grams of various types. For each of the poliCits of interest the following

- questions need to be answered. How many jobs can be created for a given

expenditure or budgetary impact? How fast will employmerit be increased

and with what degree of inflationary pressure? Who will get the jobs and

what effect will this have on the overall composition of employment and

unemployment? What net additional output will be provided and what
will be its value to society? What will be the effect on the employment and

earnings of target groups? How do answers to these questions vary be-
tween the short term and long term and with specific aspects'of the pro-

gram design?
The ,:onference reported on in this volume was an attempt to shed light

op several of these questions and the issues underlying them. Both wage
subsidies to private employers and public employment programs were
considered, although the emphasis was on the latter." This paper draws
on the conference papers, formal and informal discussion at the confer-

ence, and tither analyses to present an overview.of the current state of
knowledge of direct job creating policies. The first two sections address...0'
questions relevant to the objective of achieving and sustaining higher
levels of employment without excessive inflationary pressure. In particu-
lar they discuss whether direct joh creation policies are superior to more
conventional alternatives for reducing cyclical unemployment and how
Capable they are of reducing structural unemployment. The third section
focuses on the microeconomic efficiency of public employment programs
and compares their efficacy with that of income maintenance programs.
Policy implications are discussed in the final section.

Coindereyelleal Approaches

lobs programs in the United States have been used primarily for coun-
tercyclical purposes during recessionary periods. They are thus competi-

I. In fact, pubt:c employment programs can be viewed as a special case of em-
ployer wise subsidiesone that approaches 100 percent and is limited to the non-
pa* sector. (Under CET, , local prime sponsors may contraci with private non-
profit organitaions to provide public service jobs. Also, the federal subsidy may be
supplanented by other monies to achieve higher wage rates.) Several of the con-
terenee papers take this approach in their analysis.
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tors of such fiscal measures as general tax cuts and expenditure increases,

and their consequences should be compared against those of the other
policy alternatives. Five areas of concern for both public employment
programs and employer wage subsidies are discussed here; they are the
employment impact for each dollar of increase -in expenditures or in the
federal deficit, the timing e' stimulative effects, the value of the additional
output, distributional consequences. and inflationary consequences.

Bang for the Buck

As Baily and Tobin note in this volume, there is considerabk policy
interest in the relative strength of the ;'bang for the buck" achie-ed by
various countercyclical fiscal poiicy measures---where the bang is the in-
crease in employment or in the gross national product and the buck is the
increase in federal outlays or in the deficit. Increases in government ex-
penditUre are usually presumed to have a greater stimulatiNc effect than
equivalent decreases in taxes because the initial injection of monies into
the economy purchases goods and services, whereas a portion of a tax
cut may be saved rather than spent. Increases in expenditures for public
employment and in other forms of federal spending arc more difficult to
compare, however.

The effect of public employment expenditures on total employment
may differ from that of general expenditures because put& employment
expenditures are more highly concentrated on labor, program participants
may have a different, presumably higher, marginal propensity.to consume

out of disposable income, and they may face marginal tax rates that
deviate substantially from those the general population faces, taking into
account reductions in government transfers as well as increased taxes. (If
public employment expenditures cause a reduction in unemployment in-
surance or welfare payments, GNP and employment multipliers will be
less.)

Baily and Tobin present a rigorous formulation of these relationships
and illustrate some possible outcomes by assuming numerical values for
the relevant parameters. They demonstrate that the question of whether
public employment programs arc a better bargain than other counter-
cyclical fiscal policies cannot be determined a priori, but is at bottom an ,

empirical issue. Although they dc; not pursue this issue at length, their
rough empirical estimates indicate that the gross national product and
employment effects generally will be larger for expenditure increases than
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broad tax cuts, and the employment effects larger for public employment
than other government expenditure increases, unless the public employ-
ment is carefully targeted of,. recipients of transfer programs. In this latter
case the employment per dollar increase in the deficit is still likely to be
larger for public employment, but the dollar increase in the deficit will be
less than the increase in public employment expenditures because of the
decline in transfer payments.

But, as Baily and Tobin note, the effect of public employment expendi-
tures on employment may not be as advantageous as it appears, because
a sizable portion of the new jobs generated are the specially created public
jobs, which may be less socially useful than jobs outside the program.
Also, despite federal restrictions, public employment expenditures in the
form of federal categorical grants to state and loca! governments may in-
crease net employment by far less than the number of subsidized jot,
since these governments have every incentive eto use the grants to under-
write employment that they would have undertaken otherwise and either
direct their own revenues to other state and local priorities or reduce their
taxes.

In his paper in this volume, Johnson reports that his earlier research
suggests that, for public service employment programs like those of the
early 1970. this fiscal substitution increases with time. perhaps be-
coming as high as 60 percent within a year after the grants have been
made and still growing after that. Although the precise degree of sub-
stitution remains a matter of controversy, there is little doubt that it is
sizable.° (Congressional concern over this issue led to changes in 1976
in the public service employment programs under CETA titles 2 and 6.
A requirement was imposed that most of the employment be in special
projects of short duration, where there presumably would he less potential
for fiscal substitution than with more permanent jobs identical to those
regularly performed by state and local employees.")

9. Michael Wiseman, "Public Employment as Fiscal Policy," Brookings Papers
on Economic Activity, 1.1976, pp. 67-104, summarizes the econometric literature
on this issue. More recently. Michael E. Borus and Daniel S. Hamermesh. "Study
of the Net Employment Oleos of Public Service EmploymrstEconometric
Analyses," briefing piper, NCMP 6-3-713 (National Commission for Manpower
Policy, February 1971; processed). in assessing this literature suggest that specific
estimates of the fiscal substitution effect are quite sensitive to the specification of
the models. A preliminary report of a study for the National Commission. for Man-
power Polity based on field surveys of state and Focal government trending suggests

lower estimate of fiscal substitution than the econometric studies.
10. Johnson suggests in his paper that the federal government administer the
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While fiscal substitution may hamper the effectiveness of a counter-
cyclical public employment program, it is important to keep it in per-
spective. If the program is not to be in effect very long, the degree of
substitution may be modest. And the result of even full fiscal substitution
is not the loss of all fiscal or employment stimulus. In such a case the po-
tential effect of the public employment program is diluted to the strength
of revenue sharingto whatever would he yielded by the mixture of in-.
creased expenditures, larger lurpluses, debt retirement, and tax reduction
that would result from larger unrestricted revenue sharing grants."

Because employer wag: subsidies or employment tax credits provide a
direct inducement to employers to expand their labor force, they should
have a greater employment impact ( per dollar of reduced revenue) than
most other forms of tax cuts, particularly income tax cuts. Their effec-
tiveness depends primarily on the form of the subsidy. iv ' 'ie responsive-
ness (elasticity) of employers' demand for labor to a ciusiige in the cost
of labor.

Hamermcs'a argues that the most effective wage subsidy for counter-
cyclical purposes is one that is noncategoricalnot restricted to workers
with particular demographic characteristicsand marginalapplied
only to employment in excess of some predetermined base related to each
firm's previous employment level. A noncategorical subsidy will encour-
age greater utilization of all labor. Applied marginally, it will minimize
the subsidization of employment that employers otherwise would have
funded entirely on their owna consequence of a wage subsidy analogous
to fiscal substitution in public employment programs." Although this
substitution can be controlled to some extent, it cannot be avoided es-
tirdy.

program and determine the job mix to restrict such fiscal substitution. While this
has some advantages. it has the overwhelming liability for countercyclical purposes
of requiring the creation of a new administrative mechanism.

II. There is some evidence that, at least in recent years, state and lotal govern-
ments used growing federal grants to accumulate surpluses, Such behavior would
lava* reduce the stimulative effects of any public service employment programs
that involve considerable fiscal substitution. See Edward M. Gramlich. "State and
Local Bodges the Day after It Rained: Why Es the Surplus So High" EPEA,
I:1978,pp. 191-214,

12. Hamerntesh uses the term windfall to describe that portion of subsidy costs
that employers would have supplied in the absence of the subsidy. Nevertheless,
that Part of the expenditure should still have indirect stimulative effects and, in
fad. to the extent that the economy is competitive, the windfall should eventually
be famed on to consumers in the form of-lower prices. However, it may still he a
serious liability to the political attractiveness of an employer wage subsidy.

larprowt
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In order to quantify the likely consequences of a noncatcgorical, mar-
ginal wage subsidy. Hamel-mesh applies a simulation model to the pr:t ate.
nonfarm sector of the economy. Because there is considerable uncertainty
over the avpropriatc value of the elasticity of demand for labor, he em-
ploys a wide range of estimates in his simulations, along with different
assumptions about the employment base that defines the marginal nature
of the subsidy." His results suggest that the cost-per-job-created of a tem-
porary wage subsidy can compare quite favorably with current public
service employment programs. When the base is the firm'F previous year's
employment, the portion of the subsidy going for workers whc otherwise
would have been employed is about half the total. which also is competi-
tive with the consequences of public employment programs; for lower
bases this proportion is substantially larger."

From a purely economic point of view, there is no reason to apply the
stimulative effect of countercyclical policies as a primary criterion for
deciding among alternatives with equivalent deficit impacts. The appro-
priate goal is the highest growth path of (;NP and employment (or some
other appropriate mea,ure of 'social welfare ) compatible with acceptable
rates of in,tation. If other f ms of stimulus better promote this objective
than public cmploymen °grants. they should be preferred even though
they might require temporarily larger deficits, As several confecnce par-
ticipants noted. however. political constraints on the sue of the budget
deficit are often more binding than economic ones. and there is strong
competition among alternative uses of potential federal revenues. This
may necessitate placing considerable importance on spending economies.

Timing of Stimulative Effects

Policies intended to meet countercyclical needs must be able to expa ;d
and contract rather quickly over the bv,incss cycle. if iney are to have
the desired effect. Once congressional approsm is obtained, tax cuts

IL. Hamermesh adjusts empirical estimates of elasticity downward sew: they
0arc based on permanent subsidies. and he assumes that e oyer responses will be

weaker to a temporary reduction in the costs of laho !so. he argues that the
elasticity is likely to he at its highest in the recovery phase of a moderate recession
ir contrast to a deep recession or periods of relatively full employment,

t4. Under certain reasonable assumptions, the higher the base is set. the tower
will be the windfall as a percentage of total subsidy costs. Hut the lower also will be
the net employment effect and the more unpredictable the costs Such uncertainty
about the ultimate cost of the subsidy makes it less attractive as a countercyclical
Policy,
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clearly can be implemented quickly, as cat! inCreasc, ih goverpment ex- t
pamfitures for such programs likely to be Singled out for contercyclicar
purposes as general revenue sharing or one-time paymenis to social se-
etuity or welfare recipients. It also has been demonstrated that public,
ensployment programs can be implemented fairly rapidly"although
haste may compromise other desired 410:Oil:es. Phasing dowd economic
stimuli in a timely fashion, hostler, is often mire. problematic: It is
generally not a difkult issue with tax cutsin large part because the
built-in progressivity of the federal income tax automatically increases
revenues as a percentage of gross national product as the economy grows.
But political pressures make it difficult to phase down governmental ex-
pendituresparticularly when they are directly subsidizing jobs mad state
and local governments, as in the case of public service employment.

flow quickly the stimulus of an employer wage subsidy is felt depends
on Ow extent to which it is subsidizing labor that would have been em-
ployed in any event, how rapidly employers are induced to expand their
employment, and how businesses alter their practices with regard to in-
vestment, payment of dividends, and so forth. All of these are matted of
some uncertainty. In general, however, the timicg of the effects of a wage
subsidy can be expected to be on a par with that of other forms of general
business tax cuts, perhaps somewhat quicker if a large portion of the total
subsidy induces additional employment. There is no experience to sug-
gest how politically difficult it would be to phase out a wage subsidy once
the need for it had passed.

Value of Output

The choice among a roughly equal expansion of the private sector, the
regular public sector, and public employment programs should depend
in port on the value of the additional output each produces, including
futwe increases resulting from any higher productivity of target groups.
One part of Kesselman's paper in this volume focuses on this issue. After

IS. An expansion of nearly 400,000 jobs under CIETA titles 2 and 6 was accom-
Sighed in kis than one year after the passage of the economic stimulus package
In early 1977. Emergency public works programs. on the other hand. arc notorious
1w the slowness with which actual expenditures are made. Studio; of their esperi-
MCC in the 1960s and early 1970s indicate their effect is at best neutral and may
"" be procyclical on balance. in the expansion of emergency public works in-
cluded in the 1977 economic stimuhn package, steps that were taken to facilitate
Neer expenditure of funds appear to be having some success.
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examining the vast literature on the public employment programs of the
Great Depression, resselman concludes that those programs contairrd
little training of relevance to regular jobs br other effects to Move people
up job ladders and into regular employment. Moreover, he claims that
the value of the goods and services producedby those programs was sub-
stintially less than would have been produced by an equally stimulative
fiscal policysuch as a tax cut or wage subsidythat emphasized ex-
pinsion of the private sector.

Kesselman argues that the public employment programs' output was
produced inefa/".....ntly. The programs unduly` favored directly hired as
opposed to contracted workers, labor versus the use of materials and
equipment, and less productive versus more productive workers, Because
they did not have to meet the private market test (that is, consumers' will-
ingness to purchase the goods or services produced), public employment
programs', output was often of low priority to society. Presumably, the
public would !lave preferred more consumption goods, such as food and
clothing, to most of the public works produced at the time, however use-
ful some of the latter became for subs'quent, far wealthier generations.

These criticisms appear to be valid, though not with the same force,
fo, the countercyclical public service employment programs of the
1970s." This should not be surprising since many of the 1930s pressures'
that Kesselman observed are also present today. Indeed, current federal
restrictions preven'ing _fiscal substitution probably further reduce the
value Of the program output since they encourage the expansion of public
output for 'which voters have not been willing to raise taxes. (On the
other hand, special public employment programs may encourage valuable
innovation in the provision of goods and services by stimulating crea-
tivity in public officials.) Those restrictions, combined with the need for
a countercyclical program that can be rapidly expanded and subse-
quently contracted, make it difficult to provide jobs that have high social
value, training content, and links to regular employment. Assuming that

16. Sc ', for example, Sar A. Levitan and Robert Taggart. eds.. Emergency
Employment Act: The PEP Generation (Olympus, 19741. pp. 20-23 and 32-40;
good Michael Wiseman. "On Giving A lob: The Implementation and Allocation of
Ptsblic Service Employment," paper 1 in Achieving the Goats of the Employment
Act of 1940Thirtieth Annivirsary Rev'ew. vol. 1. prepared for the Subcommittee
on Economic Growth of the Joint Economic Committee, 94!1 (GPO. 19751. pp.
11 14. Of course, given the prolonged and widespread unemployment of the Great
Depression, simple maintenance of job skills and work habits was a notable achieve-
menu More is expected of today's programs because they are operating in a much
more favorable economic climate.
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foyer wage subsidies are successful in stimulating additional employ-
ment and output, they arc more likely to produce economically efficient
outcomes. In addition to insuring that the added output meets the market
taut, they have the advantage of creating jobs directly in regular employ-
ment, so workers are not dependent on making a transition from special
temporary programs."

At the conference, some discussants took issue with Kesselman's as-
sertion that thy public employment programs' bias toward labor intensity
necessarily signified a $cfally inefficient outcome. In the midst of con-

..xidecable unemplorlent, they argued, prevailing wage rates might far
exceed the value of alternative uses of labor. In such instances, a strong
case can be made for a cOuntercyclical government policy that lowers
the relsuive price of labor to employers. This, however, argues more
strongly for some fractional across-the-board employer wage subsidy for
all regular employment, public as well as private, than for full sub-
sidization of specially created jobs in the pudic sector.

Finally, if it is believedas John Kenneth Galbraith has arguedthat
the U.S. economy is systematically biased toward a smaller public sector
than is necessary to optimize social weliare, then favoring creating jobs
in the public sector could help tie right an imbalance betwen pubVand
private producticid and consumption. Again, however, there is no reason
on these grounds to prefer specially created public employment programs
to a general subsidy for regular public employment.

Distributional Consequences

One distinguishing feature of both employer wage subsidies and public
employment programs is their presumed usefulness for geographic and
demographic targeting of job opportunities created by the stimulus. Al-
thoUgh there is political pressure during a recesikon for all localities to
receive some such assistance, criteria can be developed for providing
pater shares (per capita) to area's that have relatively high unemploy-
ment or arc otherwise *stressed. Such formulas have been used in dis-
tributing public service employment grants under CETA, but their fair-.

17. A tarp portion of private sector, workers who become Imen1Ploire51 over
the *slam cycle arc only temporarily {aid Ott from jobs to which they expect to
return. An employment wage subsidy might operate largely by reducing the num-
bers of such layoffs in the downswing and increasing the speed of rehiring in the,

1
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sass has been attacked. Their shortcomings are due in part to the high
degree of unreliability in the measurement of area unemployment rates."
(Regionally targeted employer wage subsidies have not been employed
in the United States; however, as Himamesh notes, they have been used
both in Japan and in the United Kingdom.") Other forms of increases in
federal expenditures for countercyclical purposes, of course, also can be
taigeted geographically, whereas tax cuts do not generally lend them-
selves to this.

The demographic targeting of job creating programs results primarily
from their ability to prescribe which workers benefit from the direct
effect of the program. For example, public service employment programs
in the United States have focused on such broad target groups as the
king-term unemployed and members of low-income families and on
even narrower categories, such as welfare recipients or disabled veterans.
Similar types of targeting arc 'f ten proposcu for employer wage sub-
sidies. Such targeting is clearly a crucial consideration for programs moti-
vated primarily by structural concerns but is of less relevance to counter-
cyclically motivated policies.

If the major objective of the government action is to insure that lower
income generally benefit from the stimulus, those groups could be
made Oh :ocvss of tax cuts or of transfer program increases. However,
even if the distribution of the additional jobs important, it is difficult to
insure that cmintercyclical programs focus on disadvantaged target
groups. This is particularly true for public employment programs isiftz
state and local governments are the administering agents. As Johnson
notes, despite strong priorities in the regulations, representation of dis-
advantaged target groups in the pudic service employment programs of
the early 1970s did not differ significantly from their representation in
the entire labor force. This should not be surprising. Employers generally
select the workers they view as most qualified from the pool of those
eligible." Since the skill and education requirements for state ind local
employment are well above the average for the labor force, and the pool'
of unemployed is far more representative of the general labor force during

t$. Mania Ziegler. "Mons to Improve Estimates of State and Local Went-
pirposent," Moodily Labor Review, vol. 100 (November 19171, pp. 12-18.

19. Additionsl discussion of the use of such subsidies Western Europe can be
Bound in moss L. Sundquist, Dirperaing Population: What America Can Learn

frown Europe (lkookinos Institution. 1975).
20. 'feminism notes this tendency in the public employment ruffian), of the

Omit Depression.
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a secession, the "creaming" of the labor pool would leave disadvantaged
wurkets in their usual position. Analogous problems of reaching the de-
sired target group exist for wage subsidy programs if the eligible popula-
lion is broadly defined.

Although eligibility criteria could be more tightly drawn in favor of
disadvantaged target groups, the consequence of a rigid policy may be a
kg$ CfiediVe countercyclical tool." This is .partially because drawing
from 'a much smaller pool of eligible workers will slow the speed of
station of public employment programs or the additional hiring
caused by wage subsidies. The employment of more marginal workers
requites greater training and ingenuity in production and, in the case of
public employment, in output selection. These preSent very difficult chal-
lenges even under structurally oriented policies that can have a long lead
time and continuity of operation. The rapid phasing in and out of counter-
cyclical job creation programs exacerbates the difficulties.

Hamermesh assumes that a marginal employer wage subsidy or tax
credit that subsidizes a fixed percentage of all wages would provide
additional job opportunities to a population with demographic char-
acteristics similar to those of workers who typically bicome unemployed
in the downswing or employed in the upswing of a cycle. Though the
program would favor low-wage workers because they arc more likely to
become unemployed than others, it would not favor those with the lowest
wages, nor those who might be thought of as particularly hard to employ
or disadvantaged. Thus, it is unlikely that such a subsidy would have
any distributional advantage over conventional mpaveconomic policy
tools.

Harnemiesh suggests that a fixed dollar (per hour of work) subsidy
would be superior in this regard, since it would underwrite a higher per-
centage of low relative to high wages; Although he does not simulate the
distributional effects of such a subsidy, he believes that it would have a
strong bias in favor of the lowest wage workers. Even so, employer sub-
sidles need not be superior on distributional grounds to such conventional
countercyclical tools as tax via and expenditure increaseswhich can

21. Concessions! 0011011111 OM the characteristics of participants in the public
service employment program under CETA titles 2 and 6 in the 1974-75 recession
kd kr lc istatiatr in 1976 that required a high percentage of all slots to go to the
bass low- income fansilie who were unemployed fifteen weeks or longer, or to
welfare tecipients. Johnson is pessimistic about the ability of even such measures as
these to atter substantially the distributional mix of total additional state and local
employment.
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also be targeted--unless it is the distribution of jobs, per se, that is at
issue.

Finally, whereas the benefits of a countercyclical public employment
program would be confined to employees in the public sector, a general
employment subsidy that is available to public as well as private em-
ployers would help to stabilize the employment of all workers. In fact,
employment typically is more cyclically unstable in the private than in the
public sector.

Effect on Inflation

Direct job creation programs, it is often argued, should result in less
inflationary pressure than alternative fiscal stimuli of comparable magni-
tude because of their differential effects on labor markets. For example,
Bally and Tobin maintain that this is likely to be true of policies directed
at groups of workers or geographical areas whose unemployment rates
are much higher than the average. The inflationary effects of programs
motivated by pure countercyclical concerns are less relevant, since such
programs should be implemented only during periods of high unemploy-
ment and phased out before labor market factors become a major infla-
tionary factor. (Also, as noted above, there are arguments against narrow
targeting of programs countercyclically motivated, 1 However, inflationary
consequences clearly should be a crucial consideration at fuller levels of
employment when tightness in labor markets can exert considerable infla-
tionary pressure.

One characteristic of employer wage subsidies gives them a major
advantage over most other forms of fiscal stimulus during periods of sub-
stantial cyclical unemployment combined with inflation. Over time in-
creases in the hourly compensation costs of labor are reflected in com-
mensurate increases in the general price level. adjusted for productivity
advances. Since employer wage subsidies directly reduce labor costs, they
can be expected to be less inflationary than alternative policies for achiev-
ing equivalent increases in employment and output, other things being
equal. This should allow the federal government to take a more expan-
sionary stance, since concern over inflation is one of the most crucial
constraints on macruzconomic policy."

22. Cuts in payroll tun are advocated for at similar meson. See Arthur N.
06.11A. "The Great Stapflation Swamp." Challenge. vol. 20 (November -Deeember
1177), pp. 6-13. for a discussion of the value of policies that raluce inflation from
the NINO side.
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Ilionvec000mic Effects of Stinacturid Actions

St: ventrally oriented policies aimed at creating jobs are even more
difficult than countercyclical ones to analyie. They are the policies in-
tended to aid particular groups of workers or potential workers whose
employment opportunities are severely limited, or policies designed to
reduce aggregate unemployment with less inflationary consequences than
conventional macroeconomic policies. Their objectives are to improve
both equity and the macroeconomic performance of the economy. The
former, needless to say, includes the distribution of employment among
workers as well as the distribution of income.23

Not only are the consequences of structurally oriented programs diffi-
cult to assess, but there is a wide set of policy alternatives to which such
job Creation policies ought to be compared in etermining what role they
best can play. For example, affirmative P man, regional development,
worker mobility, industry relocation, and .nstitutional training programs
are but a few of many approaches (Iv alight be helpful in upgrading
employment opportunities for comm.,- target groups. The ideal degree
of emphasis to be put on job creation policies as a means of combating
structural problems should depend on their consequences relative to
alternative policies as well as relative to doing nothing. Similarly, with
respect to a more narrow income-maintenance objective, the conse-
quences of job creation policies, including the value of work per se,
should be compared to those of various forms of direct cash transfers.

None of the conference papers undertook such an ambitious task.
Nevertheless, a number of them did come to grips with many of the con-
cerns that are relevant to such an assessment. The Johnson and Daily-
Tobin papers treat structurally oriented policies to create jobs from a
macroeconomic perspective. The principal question addressed here is
under what conditions these policies can improve the relation between
inflation and unemployment.

23. For the most part, the targeting requirements of the two objectives are
similar. The papers airrdiscussion at the conference focused on the efficacy of job
creating Policies as a method of reducing high unemployment rates among the un-
skilled. Structural programs, of course, may be targeted on skilled workirs who are
temporarily in excess supply--such aiengineers in Seattk when Boeing cut back its
empeoysiventin which ewe the targeting requirements of the two objectives would
not be !be same.
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Improving the Relation between Inflation and Unemployment

Conventional measures for stimtlating the economy can make major
short-term inroads into structural (and even high frictional) unemploy-
ment while yielding an expanding real GNP and favorable consequences
for all workers. It does not appear, however, that under those measures
desirably low levels of unemployment can be maintained without gen-
erating unacceptably high, perhaps even accelerating, rates of inflation
which arc likely to lead to deflationary policies that may leave most work-
ers worse off than if somewhat higher levels of unemployment had been
tolerated. An important reason for this is that rapidly rising wage 'rates
in particular occupations or ,,regions that arc short of labor contribute
to excessive inflationary pressure well before unemployment decreases to
desirable levels among many broad target groups of workers.

Because of their potential for concentrating a higher proportion of any
expansion of jobs on particular target groups, direct job creation policies
have betn advocated as a means of partially circumventing the problem
of inflation. This is accomplished by favorably altering the terms of trade
between increases in employment and inflationary pressures vis -a -vis the
pursuit of conventional expansionary macroeconomic policies. Super-
ficially it might appear that simply targeting jobs programs on workers
with low wages ind skills and high unemployment would insure more
favorable inflationary consequences; this is not sufficient, however. The
outcome des) Ards critically on how labor markets actually work, in par-
ticular on the causes of the relatively high unemployment rates of the
target groups and the process of adjustment of relative wage rates to
shifts in labor supply and demand.

Both the Baily-Tobin and the Johnson papers develop models for ex-
ploring the additional necessary conditions for targeted job creation to
have the desired inflationary effects." Between them they identify three
that involve wage rates and a fourth concerned with job search."

24. Bally and Tobin pose the issue as whether or not direct job creation policies
can shift the Phillips curve inward or reduce the rate of unemployment below which
the raft of inflation tends to accelerate (often called the natural rata Johnson
focuses on the efficacy of public service employment as an antipoverty policy and,
as an aid to addressing this subject, constrUcts a model quite similar to the one that
Huffy and Tobin employ. Bally and Tobin's analysis is in terms of teenagers and
adults, but their conclusions arc unaffected by changing these to unskilled and skilled
workers, consistent with Johnson's terminology.

25. Bally and Tobin also note that, if structural unemployment is due to tempo.
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THE FRESSURX OF MINIMUM WAGES. Minimum wageswhether
socially or legislatively bawdmay prevent low-wage labor markets
wan doting, therefore resulting in excessive involuntary unemployment
of low-skill workers. Public jobs prograMs can reduce such unemploy-
ment by hiring particular workers at a wage that private employers are
unable or unwilling to pay, while employer wage subsidies reduce the
cost to employers of paying the minimum wage and increase their Will-
ingness or ability to hire the same workers. In both instances, little or
no upwind pressure is exerted on wage rates as a consequence of the
increased labor demand for and employment of target group workers.
In this event, as George Johnson puts it, the result approaches "an un-
mitigated free lunch." Employment and output are increased with insig-
nificant inflationary costs, both in the short and long run, and no one is
made worse off."'" Gaily and Tobin note that for public employment
the result is favorable only if the program wage rates are at ox below the
minimum. To the extent they are tied to prevailing union wages, the
ability to alter the relation between inflation and unemployment is lost.

Of course, the extent to which the minimum wage is a cause of the
relatively high unemployment of unskilled workers is a controversial issue.
Recent evidence suggests that, while it may not be the primary factor, it
is a significant contributor, particularly for teenagers." On the other
hand, the relatively high unemployment of low-skill workers may be
largely voluntary, reflecting their tendency to engage in long job searches
or move in and out of the labor force because other options are more
attractive to them than work. To the extent this is the case, any favorable
inflationary cc, sequences of jot; programs would have to depend on other
assumed characteristics of the ope tion of the labor market.

RIGIDITY OF RELATIVE wAGES. In fact, the minimum wage is a spe-
cial case of the long-run unresponsiveness of the relative wages of un-
skilled laborers to relative changes in the supply of and demand for their

. . .

rary boaienecks m capital capacity, and job creation policies lead to more labor.
iggerrii,e production. then those policies could help to reduce unemployment with
less inbtioluiry pressure than conventional expansionary means.

26. The same objective could be pursued by reducing the minimum wage for
Wirt group markets. Thus, costs associated with the imposition of the minimum
IOW and the diva:No*0f resources to the jobs wog:tams **old be avoided. How-
ever, reductions in the minimum wage may be, undesirable for other reasons or
PollIkAy.infessibk, in which case jobs mgrams arc an attractive alternative.

27, Edward M. Gramlich, 'Impact of Minimum Wages on Other Wages, Em-
Ployment, and Family Incomes," BPEA, 2:1976, pp. X109 -5I.
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labor. Just as the ex.istence of a widespread minimum wage can mean that
no upward pressure will be exerted on low wage rates in the face .of a
major increase in demand for low-skill workers, so can it prevent the
downward adjustment of low wages that conventional economic theory
prerfids would occur when there is widespread unemployment among
low-skill workers. According to ionic other views of the labor market,

-howeverincluding queue, job competition, and dual labor market theo-
ries--relative wages in many parts of the. economy are similarly unre-
sponsive because other factors, such as tradition, are the crucial detenni-
nem, of the relative wage structure." In such cases, carefully targeted
public employinent programs and employment tax credits can alter favor-
ably the relationship between unemployment and inflation.

Again,. though, the critical question is to what extent labor markets are
actually characterized by rigidity in relative wage rates. Neither Bally
and Tobin nor Johnson believe this to be of great significance in the
long run, a view that is consistent with the weak evidence in the literature
on the subject." But Johnson notes that in the case of a shard increase
iin the relative demand for low-skill workers, the long run Could be five
to ten years (depending on the slope of the wage adjustment function for
row-skill labor). And, although under such circumstances his model
preficts no lasting increase in unskilled employment, output (as measured
by GNP), or inflation, there are temporary gains in unskilled employ-
ment and output and a permanent redistribution of income from skilled
to unskilled workerspurchased at the expense of temporarily higher
sates of inflation.

EFFECT OF RELATIVE WA GES ON WAGE RATES. Even if relative wage

rates are quite responsive to relative changes in supply and demand, how-
ever, job creation policies might still reduce structural unemployment
with more favorable inflationary consequences than conventional expan-
sionary policies if a third condition is met. It is that wage rate increases
of workers at various skill levels depend on their relative wage rates, as
well as on- their unemployment rate. Bally and Tobin assume this to be
the ease; Johnson implicitly assumes the increases depend only on un-
employment rates.

2$. For a description of these theories and their implications for the operation
of War *Muds, see Olean O. Cain, "The Champ of Segmented Labor Market
Theories to Orthodox Theory: A Survey," Journal of Economic Literature, vol. 14
(Dismair IOU), pp. 1215-51.

M. Ste ibid.
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Unemployment restrains wage rate increases in a competitive economy.
When there is an excess supply of a certain class of workers, the bar-
gaining position of employers vis -I -vis such workers is improved. Bally
and Tobin argue that a high, relative wage has the same effect. For ca-
non*, the higher the wage rate of skilled workers relative to that of
unskilled workers, the more moderate are likely to be skilled workers'
demands and actual increases. Similarly, unskilled workers, such as teen-
agers, are more likely to be satisfied with their jobs and less apt to leave
them the closer their wage rates and working conditions are to those of
skilled workers. Thus, the higher the relative wage rate of unskilled work-
ers at any given level of unemployment, the less upward pressure there
will be on their wage rates.

Given this assumption, public jobs programs land employment lax
credits targeted on unskilled workers can permanently reduce the unem-
ployment rate of unskilled workers even after wages have adjusted fully.
But the increase in employment among the unskilled comes at the ex-
pense of less employment among skilled workers ( through displacement).
And, if the employment of additional unskilled workers exerts less up-
ward pressure on economy-wide wage rates than the employment of an
equivalent number of skilled workers, it should be possible to reduce
unemployment among the unskilled by a greater amount than the increase
in unemployment among the skilled without increasing the inflation rate.

Bally and Tobin roughly estimate that, if it is not to inrrease the rate
of inflation, a jobs program that adds a hundred unskilled workers to the
ranks of the employed will reduce the number of unemployed workers in
the economy in the long run by fiftyreflecting a reduction of seventy-
five unemployed unskilled workers and an increase of twenty-five unem-
ployed skilled workers. Although under certain assumptions these results
hold for both public employment programs Old employer wage subsidies,
Bally and Tobin suggest that they may be diluted somewhat in the latter
ease. They also conclude that while the redistributive and employment
effects are sizable and in the correct direction, it is unclear whether the
value of output actually will be expanded. This depends on the produc-
tivity of the additionally employed unskilled workers relative to that of

30,. This would be the case it there is link possibility of substitution in regular
fetpioymein in favor 4 low-wage. low-skill grcnips; if wage-rate increases one a
function of relative wage costs to employers (taking into account the subsidy)
rather than the relative wage received by workers; or if in response to-the subsidy
rititlad workers insist on higher relative wages for the unskilled in order to prevent
substihnion by anployers of unskilled for skilled workers.
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the skilled workers not employed because of the policy and on the nature
at the shift in composition of output. This latter is particularly relevant in
the case of public employment prevents since their output is gained par-
tially at the expense of that of regular riirployment.

Joe SEARCH. The fourth way hi which jobs programs could reduce
onetnploymeni with less inflationary presstue than conventional macro-
economic policies pertains only to public employment pogroms. If the
public jobs arc short term, low-skill workers who take them may search
for regular employment as effectively as if they were unemployed, and
more so than if they were employed in regular jobs. In such a case, they
could exert relatively more downward pressure on wage rates than if they
were regularly employed. Bally and Tobin show that if this, mechanism
is to work, job vacancy rates must have an independent effect in addition
to that of unemployment rates on the inflation rate. Although their em-
puttsl tests provide evidence of such an independent relationship, they
devote less attention to this case than to the relative wages of workers.

Targeting on Unskilled Workers

At the conference several issues arose that were relevant to various
conditions under which the terms of trade between employment and in-
flation could be altered by jobs programs. First, can the targeting require-
mans be metor, put differently, to what extent can job creating poli-
cies, particularly employer wage subsidies, actually add to the net em-
ployment of unskilled target groups even in the short run? Second, is it
true that hiring an unemployed, unskilled worker exerts less immediate
inflationary pressure than hiring an unemployed skilled one? Third, even
if It is possible to reduce the overall unemployment with less inflationary
pressure by decreasing unemployment fates among the unskilled at the
expense of the skilled, is it a desirable public policy to do so?
.1n. hit ..paper,Hamennesh-saised-Objections-10-she- use-44-categotical

employer wage subsidies for structural purposes. He argued that em-
ployers would shy away from hiring the target group workers even though
their wages would be subsidizedthat, precisely because of the subsidy
attached to them, such workers might be stigmatized in employers' minds
and considered unproductive. This phenomenon, he believes, explains

,employers' low interest in subsidy schemes.
In his paper focusing on public service employment programs ad-

asteted by state" and local governments Johnson does not argue that
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hiring under the program will not occur; however, he suggests that there
probably will be a far less than commensurate net increase in total em-
ployment and little or no change in the overall skill mix of state and local
government employees (both regular and subsidized). The former will
result from fiscal substitution and the tatter from either program man-
agers' labeling as unskilled those unemployed skilled workers they hire
Of state and local governments' hiring fewer unskilled workers outside
of the program to compensate for the program's targeting. According to
Johnson these results should be expected because they are in the self-
interest of the administering agencies and difficult to prevent.

Issue was taken in discussion at the conference with Johnson's and
particularly Hamermesh's pessimism. In the case of categorical wage sub-
sidies,' it was pointed out that little or no additional information would
be imparted about the eligible workers beyond that already available by
virtue of their low skill levels and high unemployment rates. The lack of
private employers' interest in such programs was believed to be due to
the extreme narrowness of the eligibility criteria and the amount of fed-
eral red tape involved. Presumably both problems would be of less con-
sequence in a broad-based wage subsidy. In the case of public service
employment programs, it was argued that, if the federal government
would underwrite only jobs paying unskilled wage rates, only unskilled
laborers generally would take them. While this suggests that Johnson may
be overly concerned about labeling, it does not address the problem of
fiscal substitution. The potential for such substitution clearly will be far
greater for a structurally oriented program than for a countercyclical
one, since the former presumably would have a long life.

Unskilled Workers and Inflation

In their paper Baily and Tobin report on empirical tests that confirm
their belief that unskilled or secondary workers have less effect on infla-
tion than skilled workers. They find that, although unemployment rates
of primary workers have a statistically significant effect on the inflation
rate, the unemployment rates of secondary workers do not. But, as one of
their discussants points out, the absence of as strong an empirical rela-
tionship between inflation and unemployment among secondary workers
may be due to the fact that the measurement of unemployment is much
lea accurate for secondary than for primary workers. (Official data on
unemployment among secondary workers Is a less reliable measure of
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tightness of labor markets because of the greater movement into and out
of the labor force among secondary workers.) Thus, while there is some
empirical support for the proposition that secondary workers have less
effect oa inflation, the evidence is far from conclusive.

Is the Outcome Desirable?

If unskilled unemployment is due largely to rigidity in relative wage
rates and can be decreased by jobs programs with minimal inflationary
consequence*, such programs clearly have strong appeal. But what if rela-
tive wage rates are flexible in the long run, and reductions in unskilled
unemployment can come only at some expense to skilled employment?
Bally and Tobin, Johnson, and many other conference participants viewed
these as appropriate assumptions except in times of significant cyclical
unemployment." Are jobs programs still a desirable policy under such
conditions? The answer to this question depends on both factual issues
and value judgments.

The extent to which jobs programs are targeted by age or income class
could make an important difference. Supposing large differences attribu-
table to income class, jobs programs with structural objectives would
redistribute income and opportunity toward the lower end of the income
distribution. But if age were the important faabr, such policies could
retbstninue income and opportunity toward an earlier psut of the life
cycle. To paraphrase one conference participant, "Do we really want to
put a husband with a wife and kids out of work in order to give two or
three *magas more steady employment?"

The effect on program participants also must be considered. Will the
productivity of the unskilled workers increase as a result of the reduction
in their unemployment? Although both Daily and Tobin and Johnson
acknowledge thispossibility, their models are not designaitaincovorate___
it In ackfitionseveral disanssmts noted that a likely effect of lower un-
employment rates and higher relative wages among unskilled workers
might be to fewer their turnover and equilibrium rate of unemployment.
This would yield still further favorable consequences for inflation.

Just how would a public jobs program that reduced unemployment

31. Ostia* not an. If even a insinrfty, of me conference pa ants sorrel
warm Mb view, which is a topic of cons derable dispute within the economics pro-
fession.
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among unskilled workers, increased it by less among skilled workers,
and expanded the public sector partially at the expense of the private
sector affect the value of the current output of goods and services? As
Bally and Tobin note, even though conventionally measured GNP would
rise, the value of aggregate output to society still might be reduced be-
cause of a shift from higher valued regular employment output to lower
valued public employment program output. Would the redistribution of
income and opportunity achieved by such a program be worth such a
reduction? Clearly, difficult value judgments are involved here.

Finally, if as in the Johnson model, relative wages are fret to adjust
and increases in wage rates depend only on unemployment rates, targeted
job creation policies will not lead to a long-run reduction in the overall
unemployment rate with less inflationary pressure than conventional ex-
pansionary policies. They still would redistribute income from skilled to
unskilled workers, however: Moreover, Johnson shows that there arc
temporary employment and output gains whose magnitude varies in-
versely with the speed of the wage adjustment process. Whether the tem-
porary short-run gains outweigh the eventual costs of higher inflation
depends on how big the former are relative to the latter and the relative
value society places on present versus future income gains.

Hieroeconomie Effects of Structural Actions

Whether public jobs are intended to insure minimally adequate in-
comes to workers and their families o: simply to reduce structural unem-
ployment, or both, their effect on microeconomic efficiency should be a

crucial part of any assessment of their desirability. This is the 1,4mari
concern of the Haveman and Kemper-Moss papers. Although both deal
with particular program structures, the issues thCy discuss are applicable
to any subsidized public employment activity focused on the hard-to-

oy
Haveman applies benefit-cost analysis to the Dutch Social Employ-

moot program, which provides subsidized employment to handicapped
and other disadvantaged workers who are unable to find regular employ-
ment. The program is funded largely by the national government and
administered by municipalities under national guidelines. Emphasis is
placed on producing valued goodssome of which are marketed at com-
petitive pricesand services, as well as on preparing participants for regu-
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bur employment." Though rather small initially, the program has grown
rapidly and now accounts for about 1.3 percent of total Dutch employ-
meat. Kemper and Moss draw on the early experience of "Supported
Work" demonstration projects in the United States, which are somewhat
similar to the Dutch program, to discuss the elements of a cost-benefit
analysis and selected problems and issues of program design and opera;
don.

In this section the cost-benefit frmfiewbrk adopted by Haveman and
Kemper and Mass is sketched and then related to the prior macroeco-
nomic perspective. Then two key elements of the benefit-cost ratio are
analyzed: the opportunity cost of program participants' fink and the
value of the output they produce. After a summary of the results of
Havanan's benefit-cost analysis of the Dutch Social Employment pro-
gram, the eff public job creation and cash income maintenance
programs are y compared.

A Cost-Benefit framework

Both Havcman and Kemper and Moss in their analyses consider bene-
fits and costs from a societal point of view; the distribution among various
members of society. whether beneficiaries or taxpayers, is not considered.
From the societal perspective, pure income transfers are neither a Cost
nor a benefit since they do not add to or subtract from total economic
output but merely redistribute purchasing power over existing economic
resources. (This latter point has to be qualified to the extent there are
administrative costs and disincentive dfects such as those concerning
work effort.) The redistributive consequences may be an important con-
cern, of course, but they arc treated as an independent issue." This is a
particularly appropriate framework to apply to public employment pro-

32. There arc two componentsopen-air and administrative activitiee. witich
7.-----prouity_antwootional-logwolkill--publie -sesvieeo andutquire4-4unding-of -PA O Per

worker in 1975, and industrial centers, which nameufactswe goods fcr mks and
meshed funding of $10,400 per worker en 1975 (net of Os reviews from the sale
algeodt).

33. As is pointed am in Stromtdorfer's 03111111110IN following the lienspa6Mate
PIPer11 CON-bignetk analysis could be performed front a nonnher of other perspec-
thst--those of the program participants, taxpayers, or the public sector balance
asst. Each of these mirrors the net economictonseqnsmass of the pfugnem to diffts,
4.1 Olailkail SWOPS in society but not to the whale. However,. they may illuminate- mil of the distributive consequences otthe program, contributing to a richer view

'-,1- 4 of the overall sodsod impact.
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grams for hard-to-employ populations, since the *levant alternative in
such cases is often income maintenance of some sort, whether through
disability programs, unemployment insurance, or welfare programs. Thus,
benefit-cost analysis can illuminate the extent to which there are likely
to be economic gains or losses to society as allsult of subsidizing target
popislau9ns through employment progriams rather than pure transfer
'poirams, and what some of the important determinants of these gains
or losses might be. ,

Among the key elements of social costs identified is the forgone output
that would have been produced in regular employment in the absence
of the program. While much of public employment program participants'
time erwise may have been spent unemployed or out of the labor
mar ,

1
it is unlikely that all of it would have been. This "opportunity

cost" of their participation in the program will reflect a social cost to the
extent that the regular employment opportunities they vacate are not
filled by other workers who otherwise would have been unemployed. A
second element of Social costs is the program operating costs other than
the salaries of the subsidized workersthe expense of supervisors, ma-
terials, buildings, and other resources necessary to the programs that
otherwise could have been employed in some alternative use. Finally, if
the output of the public employment programs displaces any regular
public or private output, And the resources that would have produced
the latter are not reemployed, this forgone outpui is also a social cost.

On the other side of the ledger are the benefits of the value of the
output produced by the program and the additional future output that,
program participants will be able to provide because of any increases in
their productivity fostered by the subsidized work experience. Haveman
also points to three additional "social-psychological" benefits which he
makes no attempt to estimate: ( t ) any improved well-being of partici-
pants that is not reflected in increased economic productivity; (2) any
reduction in social costs or increases iri output that might occur as a result
of the first benefitsuch as lower medical extenses or improved pro-
disctivity of a spouse; and (3) any improved satisfaction -among the
community at large because of the program's results. ,

The net social benefits and costs of the program, except for those re-
lated to participants' well-being and the community's sense of satisfac.
$on, indicate whether it will move the economy over the long run to a ,
higher or lower valued GNP growth path (setting asidtVhe possibility
that an improved employment-inflation relationship permits a more ag-
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gresaive expansionary policy). An important determinant of the magni-
tude ditto program's costs is the state of the economy. If the economy
is far short-of full employment, the muter employment output 'forgone
due to thalabor supplied to the program should be at, or dose to, zero.
Similarly, the Operating costs of the program are likely to be an over-
statesman of the value of the alternative uses of those resources. Finally,
it should be easily to produce output that is of obvious social value with-
out displacing what otherwise would have been produced. On the other
band, if the program does displace other output, the displaced resources
of production are unlikely to be reemployed.

The context of a relatively full employment economy, however, is of
more releviutce and interest to the discussion of a structurally oriented
public employment program." Assuming, at one extreme, that such a
program could not reduce structure, 7.31:...mployinent with less inflat wiary
passage than conventional macroeconomic politic!: , the program would
not result in a net ittcrease in employed tesourcei in the economy. From
society's point oi view, the opportunity cost of employing a program
participant is the lack of employment of someone else who otherwise
would have been employed. Moreover, unless the program's job training
were superior to what participants would have received elsewhere, the
economic benefits of the program can only exceed its costs if the pro-
gram's output is more valtAble than the output that would have been pro-
duced in the absence of the program in the regular public or private

. seckns. For this to occur, the program would have to be correcting some
exist:!1 micro inefficiency in the economy.

At the opposite extreme, a structurally oriented public jobs program
ecidd reduce the number of unemployed in the economy by one person
for each person employed in the program without any adverse effects
on inflation. In this case, the opportunity cost of labor employed by the
program is zeio.'Althougjt this does not insure that the program's social
benefits win exceed its social costs, it makes this outcome much more
likely.

Iiitither extreme case is likely to hold, however. But then are seasons

to Wove that at least modest-sind, carefully targeted Public employ
ment programs can contribute to a reduction in structural unemployment
with minimal inflationary consequences. Two very important questions,

34. It is *armed here that the program weakt be staxessfully targeted on low-
angiarnent. km-skin group& .;
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tams, are bow program design affects the opportunity cost of the program
participants' labor and the value of program output.

Opportunity Cost of Program Participants

Both the Kesselman and the Greenberg papers deal with the extent to
which public eniPloyment programs are likely to attract or retain workers
who otherwise would be employed. In Keasehnan's model the displace-
mast of labor from regubr employment is assumed to increase with the
net advantages or rent that a public employment program provides to
the worker. This rent, in turn, is a positive function of several character-
;sties of the programthe wage rate, hours of employment offered, the
plaismitness and usefulness of the work experience, the advancement and
income supplementation possibilities provided, and the ease of initial
entry into the program.

On the basis of his review of the WPA program and the experience of
its participants, 1Cesselman is able to conclude that there was little, if any,
displacement caused by supply-side effects during the Depresaion." In
his view this was chic in large part to the extraordinary underutilization
of labor. Despite the sizable percentage of all workers participating in
public employment programs, there were enough unemployed workers
toll!! many times over any regular jobs that became available. However,
in a more fully employed economy, if such programs were sizable rela-
tive to the total amount of unemployment, more substantial displacement
might be expected.

%.Greenberg employs a more limited version of this same model to simu-
late participation in variously designed public employment programs
had they been in place in 1973a year of relatively full employment.
Worker choices are based on maximization of their future earnings
stream. The primary program parameters that Greenberg varies are the
we rate, necessary time Unemployed in order to become eligible for
entry to the program (the waiting period), and the hours of work per

33. Kasselman notes that dispbcanem can weer through induced reductions
al ether demands on the scoauenY; particularly in the private sector, as weft as
Imilemd reductions in labor supplied elsewhere than to the public employment pro-

:- ram s. neat substitution is but one of many means by which the former can occur.L A comprehensive analysis of displacement from all demand-akin areas would be
es ma', and pubs* ambiguous in its results. that kessehnan does not wader-
Mite it. He therefore gives no judgment on the extent of such displacement is the
Mei
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week offered by the program." His .data base covers only husband-wife
households.

Several interesting *names emerge from Greenberg's simulations. As
would be expected, the size of the population that desires to participate
in a public employment program is positively related to the wage rate
and hours of work offered and inversely related to the length of the wait-
ing period. It is much less sensitive to hours of work than to the other
two variables, however. The absolute size of this population is, perhaps,
surprisingly large. Even for the lowest wage rate he simulates, $2.00 per
hourroughly the minimum wage in 1973well over half a million job
slots annually would be necessary with a thirteen-week waiting period
and a million with a waiting period of five weeks..Later work w".*h the
model reported in his paper has resulted in much higher participation
estintates.'n For example, if eligibility were restricted to primary earners
of families with children, over one million job slots would be required
with a waiting period of five weeks and a wage between the minimum and
10 percent above the minimum." And, if eligibility were extended to all
primary earners of households (including unrelated individuals), par-
ticipation would be over five times as high." In all cases as the wage
rate is increased, the number of people choosing to participate increases
at a proportionately faster rate.'"

36. He also considers the length of stay permitted in the program. but concludes
that as long as it is sumciesit m compensate adequately fc4 the waiting period for
entry, is is not a critical variable.

37. This later version, known as the KGB model, uses observed wage rates
rather than imputed wage rates for potential participants' ret.ular employment. See
David Belson, David H. Greenberg, and Richard Kasten, "A Microsimulation Model
for Analyzing Alternative Welfare Reform Proposals: An Application to the Pro-
gram for Better Jobs and Income," in Robert H. Haveman and Kevin Hallenbeck,
eds., Macroeconomic Simulation Models for Public Policy Analysis (Academic
Press, forthcoming).

31. These are the characteristics of the public service job component of the
welfare reform proposal put forth by the Carter administration in 1977. It is esti-
mated that 1.1 million full-lime skits world be necessary under that program.

39. See Robert Haveman and Enna* Senoiensky. The Program for Haler Jobs
and Income: An Analysis of Costs and Distribational Effects, prepared for the
Joint lEconomk Committee, 95:2 (Gm; 1971), p. 10. Their estimate is derived
from the KGB model.

40. As Greenberg demonstrates, at higher wage rates, the size of the population
desitina to participate is qv* sensitive to the response of regular employers to this
increase in the elective minimum woo (since he assumes they would have to prey
at least the program wage rate to retain workers eligible for the program). The
grow the reduction in their demand for low-wage workers, the more such work-
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Gretsiberg's estimates broken down by how workers who wish to par-
ticipate in the program would otherwise be occupied suggest what the
matt of labor in the regular sector might be. The proportion of
hours of labor supplied to the program that otherwise would have been
spent jet regular employment rises dramatically with the wage rate. At
52.0Q per hour it is fairly small, around 10 percent, but at $3.50 it might
easily be 50 percent or higher." These estimates are greatly increased in
Greenbmg's later work: under a program with a five-week waiting period
that pays no more than 10 percent above the minimum wage and is re-
stricted to primary earners in families with children, as much as half of the
participants' hours of work otherwise would have been spent in regular
employment. This estimate would be much larger for broader populations
Of higher wage rates. The potential of structurally oriented public em-
ployment programs to displace regular employment and output through
the labor supply side thus appears to be considerable if program wage
rates are not kept quite low, and the opportunity cost of the program
participants could be quite high.

Value of Output

Kemper and Moss focus on the value of the output of subsidized public
employment programs. They believe this is important, both because it
is likely to be the dominant benefit and because it is typically the most
criticized and least analyzed aspect of such programs. They make the
conceptual distinction between the issues of how effectively the output
is producedproductive efficiencyand how useful the output is,

allocative efficiency. Essentially the former refers to the productivity (re-

era will want to shift from regular employment to the public employment program.
Greenberg assumes this employer response will be sensitive to the number of
,warters eligible for the program (that is, whether the potentially eligible cate-
Orin of workers represent a small or large proportion of all lowwage swim, and
whether the funding is open-ended or limited to a specific number of slots). For
-adults in husband-wife families. he estimates that, as the wage moves from $2.00
to $3 0A, a low employer response might only double the number of desired par-

Ileintleta, whereas high employer response could raise it about sixfold.
41. These percentages are from estimates based an a five-week waiting period

and a forty-hour week with no limit on length of stay. Surprisingly, this proportion
is on very sensitive to the length of the waiting period. Akhough a longer waiting
Period discourages workers from attempeing to become eligible if they could have
regular employment, it also discourages people from leaving the program to seek
reselar employment because reentry so the projtram is more costly to them.
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. source cost per unit of output) of a public employment program as com-
k aced to alternative suppliers of the same output, and the latter to the
value of the program output relative to other outputs that could have been
produced with the same resources. This distinction, they argue, facilitates
measurement of the value of output, clarifies where subjective judgments
enter more strongly into such measurement (in particular in determining
the usefulness of the output), and provides a more disag,gregated look at
program operations which can better inform judgments on how to im-
prove them.2

The basic message of the Kemper-Moss paper is threefold: achieving
high levels of productive and allocative efficiency would be difficult in
a world in which there were no external constraints on program managers
and they had evea incentive to maximize both; the incentives and con-
straints likely to be faced by program managers are not likely to en-
courage productive and allocative efficiency; and there is likely to be
sonic conflict between the goals of productive and allocative efficiency
and increasing the postprogram earnings and productivity of program
participants.

In the case of productive efficiency, Kemper and Moss point out that
the skills of the workers on whom the program is targeted may poorly
match the skills required to produce the outputat least as the produc-
tion process is conventionally organized. The very existence of chronic
low wages and unemployment among the target populations suggests that
existing producers have some difficulty utilizing this type of labor. Simply
imitating their methods of organizing production and supervising workers
is unlikely to improve the productivity of the program participants. Con-
siderable experimentation may be necessary to discover efficient tech-
niques.

To maximize allocative efficiency the challenge is to identify and rectify
market failures that cause output to fall short of the intrinsic demand for
it. Pie failure could be due to a monopolized private market, or a politi-
cal process that does not appropriately register its constituents' wishes.
Correcting such market failures is, no easy matter either, especially in
the. absence of traditional market signals for output demand.

Thus, according to Kemper and Moss, under the best of circumstances,

42.. At the moat general level this distinctioa illuminates whether there are
$0.111ef pine to be realized front experimenting with the method of production or
even the participant characteristics, or from altering the choice of what is produced
and how it is marketed.



innovative and creative management techniques, as well as time, prob-
ably are necessary to overcome these difficulties and promote efficient
eh eices of output and methods of production. But, they argue, program
sorvival and expansion may not depend on maximizing efficiency so

,- much as on avoiding opposition from influential groups and ensuring a
stable source of funding. And these latter objectives are unlikely to pro-
vide incentives consistent with achieving the former." If the credentials
required of workers are in excess of the job needs in certain areas of the
public sector (as is frequently alleged ),,regular state and local employees
are unlikely to stand by while services similar to those they provide are
supplied by subsidized workers at lower wages, If an industry or union
in the private sector has gained a monopoly position, it will adamantly
oppose a lower priced expansion under public auspices of the type of
output it provides. In general, very few signals and feedback mechanisms
arc likely to exist in public employment, programs, and those that do
may not encourage movement in the direction favored by society.

Lessons f rom a Dutch Program

The cautionary note struck by Kemper and Moss regarding the effi-
ciency of public programs targeted on workers whose productivity is low
is strongly reinforced by Haveman. Using data gathered for this purpose,
and supplementing them with assumptions that bracket the likely value
of variables that cannot be directly measured, Haveman performs a cost-
benefit analysis of the Dutch Social Employment program. His calcula-
tions yield only a partial net social benefit Ica cost) because his analysis
excludes the variables related to improved 'social-psychological well-
behig,

Aggregating over all 155 projects of the program, Haveman's analysis
shows a partial net social cost for 1973 ranging from about $1,000 to
$4,000 per worker. His medium estimate is $2,000 to $2,400, which he
indicates would translate into $3,200 to $4,400 for 1977." The cost is
the estimated value of the excess of the lost ecQnomic output over the eco-
nomic gains due to the program output and the-postprogram productivity
increases of participants. It does not include wages paid to participants,
which are viewed as simple transfers.

43. Kesseittiates paper contains extensive evidence of such conflicts in objectives&tin the Depression.
44. The higher figure reflects increases in program costs since 1973, net of in-

Craned revenue in projects whose output is sold.
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These rather sizable estimates of partial net social cost are not sur-
prising in light of Haveman's appraisal--whidi parallels some of the
concerns raised by Kemper and Moss to a. rensarkable degreeof the
program's structure and performance. The program provides only weak
incentives either to increase revenues from the sale of output or to mini-
mize costs. Since the vast bulk of the final bill is paid by the national
government, local program managers and municipal officials perceive
neither rewards for reducing costs or increasing worker productivity, nor
penalties for higher costs or reduced sales revenues. The open-ended and
undefined nature of the tasks that may be performed under many com-
ponents of the program and the lack of effective control in the growth of
these components.have led to considerable fiscal substitution by munici-
palities. In effect much of the cost of local activities has been shifted to
the national government. Finally, because the level of income provided
to program participants compares favorably with what they can earn in
unsubsidized employment, the flow of workers out of the program is
discouraged.

Haveman cautions that the Dutch Social Employment program con
tains many warnings about the use of structurally oriented public employ-
ment programs in the United States. In particular he echoes Kemper and
Moss's view that serious difficulties in the design and operation of such
programs place inherent limitations on their efficiency., On the other hand.
Haveman's disaggregated cost-benefit results show that some projects
can do reasonably well on efficiency grounds, just as early experience
suggests some Supported Work projects can succeed." This means that
there is likely to be considerable room for improvement among those
projects that are faring less well, which reinforces the importance of
understanding what factors relate most strongly to high efficiency so that
programs can be designed most appropriately. Thus, along with Kemper
and Moss, Haveman emphasizes the crucial importance of concentrating
on the financing arrangements and general incentive structure faced by
local program managers to insure they encourage the maximization of
net social benefits.

45. See Stan Masters and others, "Ants of Nine-Month Interviews for Sup-
ported Work: Results of an Billy Sample" (New Yuri: Manpower Demonstration
Research Corp., 1977; processed); and Rebecca Maynard sad others, "Analysis
of l'ane-lifonth Interviews for Supported WOrt: Results of an Early AFDC Sample"
(XfORC, 1977; processed).
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In addition, he advocates careful targeting and design of programs to
inane that participants are those with low forgone earnings opportunities
(opportunity cost). And if society wishes to encourage in those partici-
pants greater and more productive work, it is essential that income from
subsidized public employment be significantly above what workers can
receive through income maintenance programs and significantly below
what they would receive in regular employment after participating in the
program. The first condition is met by the Dutch Social Employment
program, but not the second.

Public Employment Programs versus Cash Transfers

Lest the messages of the Haveman and Kemper-Moss papers appear
too discouraging about the micro efficiency of public employment pro-
grams, it is important to recall the terms of these studies. he negative
partial net social benefit measured by Haveman in no way indicates the
programs are not good social policy. The immeasurable, primarily non-
economic, benefits not included in his calculation may well be substan-
tial enough to more than offset the negative net efficiency. In addition,
income redistribution objectives, if met, confer benefits or society.

There are many indications that societies would prefer to provide
jobs rather than direct income support for those portions of the popu-
lation who are able to work. Programs that create special public jobs
can be viewed as a special form of in-kind redistribution. Providing jobs
rather than cash, like any in-kind transfer, restricts beneficiaries' choices,
and particularly circumscribes the possibility of their using transfer in-
come to purchase leisure. Public preference for jobs programs is moti-
vated at least in part by a desire to prevent work reductions. If this pref-
immix is sufficiently strong, society may, in fact, be willing to pay some
premium in terms of forgone economic output to satisfy it.

Furthermore, many of the intended beneficiaries also might prefer a
job to straight cash assistance if the attendant attitude of society toward
them is considerably improved, or if the job is one that allows them to
derive greater self-esteem. Generally, beneficiaries arc assumed to prefer
cosh to in-kind transfers because the cash gives them the freedom to
choose how to spend their money. But do cash transfers enable bene-
ficiaries to buy a job? Perhaps they do, because the alternative source of
income increases their ability toafford to work for lower wage rates. But
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to the extent that beneficiaries measure the worth of a job in part in terms
of &pity and pride and in part by the wage rate, this is not very helpful.
It may be preferable from the beneficiaries' point of view to merge the
cash transfer and wage payment. Thus, if the preferences of either tax-
payers or beneficiaries, or bath, for transfers through jobs rather than
cash are strong enough, jobs programs may be more efficient than cash
even if the former entail greater social costs.

Finally, in cases where society is committed to providing income as-
sistance of some type to certain target groups, the alternative of cash
transfers has its own net social costs. The disincentive to work fosters
net reductions in regular employment that may not be large for most of
the target groups of structurally oriented public employment programs
(since the presumption is that their alternative opportunities for work
were quite limited) , however, in combination with administrative costs,
their contribution tosocial costs may well be 10 percent to ! 5 percent of
the monetary costs of the transfer program." Thus, the appropriate com-
parison in such cases for public employment.programs is not with a policy
of doing nothing, but with an alternative that is also likely to have signifi-
vant effects on economic output."

Policy Impffeations

What uses ought to be made of policies for creating jobs in the future
and how should they be designed? Clearly the conference papers reviewed
here have only made a beginning in presenting fundamental information
and analytical detail on which to base policy. Since value judgments often
are crucial in determining the desirability of job creating relative to alter-
native policies, conclusions ought to be approached cautiously. Never-
theless, the already extensive use Of public employment and wage sub-
sidies, and the strong and immediate interest among policymakers in

46. This estimate is based on the assumption that administrative costs of cash
trawler programs are 5-10 percent of total transient, and the work disincentive
effect 10-15 percent applied to a base of regular workman earnings equivalent
to one-third of full -time minimum wage employment.

47. This does not in any way imply 1101 public employment programs are neces-
stuffy the preferred ahernative to straight cash assistance. Other policy MCSAUIVI
to plumate regular employment opportunities may be more efficient and therefore
referred.
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mew* and possibly expanding their use, make it imperative that these
frostious be addressed. The papers in this volume are quite helpful for
w & ' 4 .

Countercyclical Policy

During periods of high unemployment, any expansionary fiscal policy
is lady to yiekl strong COMM* benefits on balance. However, although
they have some merits, the case fax the use of public employment pro-
sfamor vow Subsidies for countercyclical purposes in prderence to
other macroeconomic policies is not strong.

The primary advantage of public employment programs is the point.
dal for targeting the jobs directly created by the additional stimuhn. This,
in turn, could help disadvantaged waken Orlitgiciiii to participate more
fully in the economic recovery and may exert leas inflationary pressure
than idternative fiscal stimuli of comparable magnitude. Public estOoy-
mast programs may also have a pester employment impact per tempo-
rary dollar increase in the federal deficit. But both efects are likely to be
quite modest if state and local sovernments Are the administering agents
bemuse there are strong incentives for suck governments to choose the
most qualified ipplicants from among the eligible population and to use
the federal funds to underwrite activities they otherwise would have
undertaken with unrestricted funds."

On t negative side, the timing and efficiency of public employment
programs intended for emmtertyclical purposes appear to be less favor-
able than alternative fiscal stimuli that emphasize expansion of the private.
and regular public sectors. Rapid iinplementation is possible, but may
come at some expense .to targeting on the disadvantaged and avoicfing
fiscal substitution: (It is more difficult to design and implement special
projects than to expand employment already being performed.) And the

411. No arse at woe made at the conference to arrive at majority or comeemee
illillimeets; thee, while the policy conciaione seas lath hen ass intsrased by the
mederemos diecanies and ismawally) supporta by the oambormsoe papers, they are
the, NOW and are not mememarily attribetable w emelereare yertioireete

4IP. There ate babied.* Om the restrictive targrdegg criteria far the =passim
of Cattails 6 during the hear port of 1977 imeseata seesewhat the partieipodam
sl dieedranta_ed warier* let the perm lieereeemation of AFDC reeipiemb,
bledis, Mad members of bw-isoome families imeieseed. The away level of aim-mina perticipents, hammer, reeakeed dam taut of an those ememployedr
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timely phasing down of countercydical public employment programs is
politically difficult. Similarly, such programs appear unlikely to provide
additional output that would be valued as highly by society as the out-
put that would result from an expansion of the regular public.and private
sectors of the economy, since the former is subjected to neither regular
market or political tests. And while in theory public employment might
have a training effect that could raise the postprogram productivity of
the working population beyond what an equivalent expansion of the regu-
lar sectors of the economy would, there is no evidence that this would
happen n orshould itbrexpected of-temporary-programs-that-must
rapidly implemented and subsequently phased out.

It has been argued that the very large public service employment grants
made in the mid -1970s have been a critical source of revenue and em-
ployment support for many cities during the recent economic-recession
and recovery. However, given the relative size, cyclical stability, and skill
distribution of public sector employment, it is not clear that it should
receive a higher priority than the expansion of employment in the private
sector during a recession. And to the. extent that it is desired to provide
a federal subsidy for state and local activities, general revenue sharing
grants or employer wage subsidies may have more character-
istics than public service employment programs.

It is also difficult to make a strong a priori case for preferring employer
wage subsidies for countercyclical purposes to more conventional macro-
economic policies. However, such subsidies do have some appealing char-
acteristics that suggest they should be given greater consideration, par-
ticularly as an alternative to public employment programs if direct job
creating policies arc to be favored over more indirect stimulative mea-
sures. This applies to their use for regular public as well as private-sector
employment.

The evidepce suggests that wage subsidies or tax credits could have as
large an employment effect as public employment programs per dollar
increase in the deficit. They also can be structured to favor low-skilled
workers. They may be more economically efficient than public employ-
ment programs because the jobs directly created are in regular sectors
of the economy, and the output therefore subkict to conventional tests
of consumer demand. And, since the jobs are regular ones, the problem
of transition from specially created public jobs is avoided. Finally, general
wage subsidies have the advantages of directly lowering labor costs to
private employers, which should, lead to 'lower product prices and .infia-

. r
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lion, of offering flexibility in the degree of the subsidy, and (perhaps) of
bons easier to phase out.

Structural Policy

The usefulness of direct job creating policies for structural rather than
countercyclical purposes appears more promising. This is largely due to
the lack of sufficiently effective alternative structural policies, whereas
other countercyclical macroeconomic policies that; jobs programs have

,praven-quile effective. However,ronsiderahle..modesty .about_ both ihe__
current state of knowledge and expertise regarding their use and their
likely ultimate potential is in order.

If certain conditions are met, direct job creating policies can permit
continued expansion of employment at relatively full employment levels
with less long-run inflationary pressure than conventional fiscal policies.
Appropriate targeting is necessary but not Sufficient. In addition, the dis-
proportionately high unemployment rates among certain groups of work.-
ets.must be due to particular kinds of rigidities in wage determination and
wage adjustment processes. Since these are currently issues of consider-
able uncertainty and dispute, the extent to which the inflationary conse-
quences of direct job creating policies are superior to those of other
expansionary policies is a .speculative matter. However, their potential is
"clearly greatest if they arc narrowly targeted and carefully designed. The
more they are restricted to workers with the poorest regular employment
opportunities, and the lower the wage paid in public employment pro-.
grams, the better their prospects for minimizing inflationary pressures.
Even higher employment among workers in the target group may be
parthOly at the expense of higher unemployment among other workers.

Public employment and employer subsidy programs also can help to
insure minimally adequate incomes to families with workers. The target-
ing requirements for this purpose are likely to overlap considerably with
those for the objective of increasing employment with minimal inflation-
ary pressure. When the primary objective is distributional, a jobs program
that has the disadvantage of reducing ,gross national product over the
lag run may nevertheless be desirable, if its economic efficiency corn-
pares favorably with direct cash assistance programs or if a high premium
is placed on providing assistance through jobs rather than cash.. In fact,
if taxpayers are willing to pay more to provide aid to those expected
to work through subsidized jobs rather than direct cash assistance, and

tr;
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the former is more costly, it is almost certain that some combination of
cash and jobs is optimal."

Although structurally oriented job creating programs do not have to
. .
promote economic efficiency to be desirable, the degree to which they

,do should influence the extent of their use, and the maximization of their
coanonsic efficiency should bea principal policy objective. Little is known
about the economic efficiency of narrowly targeted public employment ...

and wage subsidy programs, largely because the experience with them
has been extremely limited and not subject to rigorous scrutiny. What is
known suggests that they have potential, but that it is difficult for them
to be efficient.

In the case of wage subsidies the main problem is to induce employers
to hire and train workers with characteristics other than those of their
usual eniployees. Once this is successfully accomplished, one can be
reasonably hopeful about the outcome since the output will be meeting
the market test and the workers will have learned a salable skill while in
the regular labor market. In the case of public employment programs,
it should be easier to providelobs for the desired target groups. How-
ever, deciding what to produce anti low to produce and market the output
is difficult, as is helping workers m...ite the transition to regular employ-
ment. Furthermore, the incentive structure faced by managers of public
employment program; is unlikely to lead them to place much weight on
achieving economic efficiency.

For these reasons, policymakcrs should proceed cautiously. The in-
herent limitations of job creating programs probably will preclude their
ever becoming a panacea for structural unemployment, but they may be
able to play a sizable constructive role for particular groups of workers.
(Given the severity of structural unemployment among many groups in
the population, considerable experimentation with policies with any
promise is worthwhile.) Wage subsidies might be more advantageously
focused on the more employable members of disadvantaged targetgrout's,
with public employment programs reserved for those who are most diffi-
cult to employ. In the latter case, though, considerable thought has to

30. ersiaine with a pure cash program,' taxpayers would be willing to spy
a bit now to proVide additional std through jobs and less through cash. With
grader funds available it should be possible to design a combination income and
jobs program that would improve tbs melt-being of beiss0ciaries. For further de-
velopment of this argument see Irwin Garfinkel, is Inkind Redistribution Effi-
cient?" Quarterly Avowal of Economics, vol. $7 (May 1973), pp. 320-30-
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be givers to the design of regulationiband funding procedurei to provide
an appeopriate incentive structure for program operators."

-, heron Design

The design and operational requirements of cormtercydically and
.........

strueunally oriented job creating policies are quite different and, Ideally,
ought to be pursued through different program structures. Trying to ac-
complish both types of objectives within a common framework will,com-

., promise both.
Table I lists the desirable design features of public employment pro-

pans. If such programs are going to be administered through state and
local, governments for countercyclical purposes, their eligibility. ciiterat
ought -Wile frullybroad, and state and local governments should not be
restricted to special projects.' Even though these conditions encourage
fiscal substitution, they are important to facilitate rapid implementation
and the provision of highly valued output. (Since the program is to be .
temporary, the degree of fiscal substitUtion wig be limited.) The wage
rate is not crucial from the point of view of dilpiscing regular employ-
mem because of the assumed widespread cyclical unemployment.

In contrast, for structural programs, quite nestrictive eligibility criteria
are appropriate, as arc low wage rates, in order to insure participation
of workers with lower opportunity costs. These also may be favored on
distributiotud grounds since they reserve the jobs for the most needy
and, within a fixed appropriation level, reach the greatest number of
workers. Emphasis on special projects will be necessary since the nature
at the work generally will have to be tailored to meet the characteristics
and needs of particular target groups rind because the relatively perm-
rent funding and assumed high employment rate make fiscal asubstitts-

.", , dor and other forms of displacement more seven problems.
Although wages at or very near the minimumare desirable on some

. 51, Although the Kensper-MoVe and thulwast p.ia hillithibbst fbi PluediskOw aired no policy prescriptions. This ought to bet a stiority area 1011 fauna

St
amble&

ml does not Mall there should be no stenos* to restrict eligibility to doe
pacerset, only that the raoricrioas should net interfere with the de+ired ingdenunsta-
len ac:: or jeaparitise the obliky "at vete and beat gormands to pnovid
Wily valved additional. services. In fact it would be desirable for stale and local
polvtansual to hove a set of well-designed projects that can he rapidly
aseeead Mins on the shelf SIPaitiff4be neat recession.
A
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ipnunds in structural public employment programs, they can present
difficulties. In many locales such wages are well below those of the lowest
paid jobs in the regular public sector. Consequently, the program jobs
could either become ckmd-end with no relevance to regular employment
or undermine standards in the public sector. In any event, the creation
of a very large number of public employment jobs at a subsidized mini-
mum wage raises the spectre of a stigmatized second-class work force
being permanently-"warehoused" in the public sector. Thus, the setting
of the wage rate structure for public employment programs presents a
severe dilemma. It can be sidestepped partially if structural ,programs
are not very large, even though they pay prevailing wage rates. Eligibility
criteria could be rdietron heavily to insure narrow targeting on those
with the lowest opportunity costs and tenure in the program could be
limited to force participants to search for regular employment.""!

53. This resolutions obviously Would not be drat it public ensploynsent pro-
rams were ski- used to establish a job as envisioned under early
versions of the Nom- Hawkins bill. la such a case either minimum for even
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The tion between countercyclical and structural policies also
hue implications for the design 'of employer wage subsidies or of eni-
pmt tax credits. In both cases it is impr rtant to minimize (consis-
tent with other objectives) the reporting requirements and other red tape

aseaciated with the subsidy. A subsidy with CCU= tem. y cl ical objectives
should be temporary, also varying in size inversely with the aggregate
unemployment rate. Its precise structure should depend on estimates of
niployens demand response; however, given the desire to maximize the
net employment effect per dollar increase in the deficit, the subsidy should .

be marginal. It is probably, desirable to apply it to a base of significzntly
less than 100 percent of employers' prior-year employment. This will
provide greater certainty to the aggregate amount of the subsidy and in-
sure that all marginal employment of declining as well as growing em-
ployer: is eligible." Finally, within these constraints, eligibility should
be extended to all jobs; but if low-wage workers are to be favored, the
subsidy should be either a fixed dollar per hour of work or a percentage
01 wages.

On the other hand, eligibility for structurally oriented employer sub-
sic should be restricted to workers being hired from appropriate target
groups. The availability oldie subsidy to employers should be relatively
permanent, but its applicability to given employees should be gradually
phased out. It is also tempting to apply such a categorical subsidy to only
marginal employment defintxt either in terms of an employer's total
work force or as only those members of a target group. Both limitations
have drawbacks, however. The administrative requirements of defining
the base relative to a target group can easily become prohibitive. And in
addition to complicating program administration, defining the base rela-
tive to the employer's total labor force unduly restricts the opportunities

;substituting subsidized for nonsubsidized workers. While the potential
for such substitution presents a political obstacle to categorical wage
subsidies, it is a desired outcome from the point of view of structural
objectives."

tae) waprs would have to be paid in the program or the lone-run effects
on inflation would be no different than it conventional macroeconomic policies
were Raul to push the unemployment rata down.

54. Upper UMW on the amount of subsidy a firm can receive, such as the
$100,000 limit on the 1977 employment lax credit,. can severely restrict its eller,
*mess as a countercydical tool. They should ete set very high or be omitted.

Priorisiona should be included that preclude the firing or laying off of non-
auladdized workers so that they can be replaced by subsidized workers, of course.
ant with natural attrition, it is desirable to affect employers' marginal hiring
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Conclusion

More research is .needed on most of the issues raised in this paper.
However, a great deal of the necessary understanding of the consequences
of job creating policiesparticularly ones with structural objectives
can best be obtained through a learning-by-doing process with careful
monitoring and analysis of a host of planned and natural variations.
Several useful experimental public employment efforts are under way but
there is little relating to employer subsidies."

Both public employment programs and wage subsidies have significant
advmstages and disadvantages for dealing with structural unemployment.
Until more is learned about them, the scale on which they eventually
might operate effectively is highly uncertain. There appears to be no
general reason to greatly prefer one approach over the other (although
one may have more potential effectiveness than the other for particular
target groups). Current policies in the United States heavily favor public
employment programs." A more balanced approach, with wage subsidies
applicable to regular public as well as private employment, is likely to be
more fruitful.

decisions as well as their extramarginal decisions. If the policy is effective in shift-
ing the Phillips curve. nonsubsidized workers would suffer little or no overall reduc-
tion in employment since more expansionary macroeconomic policies could bep-

56. Experimental public employment activities in the United States include the
Supported Work demonstrations that are the topic of the Kemper-Moss paper and
several demonstrations instituted under the Youth Employment and Demonstration
Projects Act of 1977. The Department of Labor is designing a number of welfare
reform demons4rations.

57. This heavy emphasis on public employment programs may reflect their
political attractiveness more than the belief that they are actually more effective
than wage subsidies. The visibility of the jobs created works in favor of such a pro-
gram, as does the pressure from state and local government for more federal
assistance, as well as the concern that wage subsidies will add to the profits of
private Arms.
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If Jobs Programs Don't Work,
Why All the Clamor in Congress?

One answer politics. Members of Congress want to prove they care about the 12
million unemployed, although they may not reach an agreement on an approach.

IIIV RICHARD CORRIGAN
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UNEXPLOYNENT, SUBENPLOYMISNT, AND PUBLIC POLICY:
THE GOAL OF GENUINE FULL ENFLOYNENT

(By Helen Ginsburg)

The poi should be genuine full t, Each person willing
and able to work should have the t to a decent job at a decent
wage. There should be a strong national commitment to full enatagat
ment with appropriate legislation to insure that this goal is at .1

A genuine-full -employment policy is not simply a public service job
program. Such a preps= cannot by itself guarantee each individual
dye right to -a job. Although 4 greatly expanded public service jobs
program could be and should be a step on the road to full employ-
ment, and public service jobs would play a vital role in a full employ-
ment economy, a full employment strategy requires much more than
the creation of public service jobs. It would make little sense, for
example, to continue to pursue policies that create unemployment and
then create a few public service jobs to compensate partially for the
wrong policiesi.

A full employment commitment .would make it the responsibility
of the federal government to develop, coordinate, and administer
short-term and long-term policies that would make it possible to
provide enougobs for all who want them, All agencies of the federal
government and Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System would be reqqired to act in accordance with this objective.
Fiscal and monetary policies would be coordinated and anti-inflation
policies pursued without curbing employment.

The production level of the nation would have to be set high enough
to absorb the labor supply. Setting this level should provide the nation
with the opportunity to rethink the purposes of production. Natiopal
priorities and social goals could and should be intergrated with the
full employment objective. While most of the jobs would be in the
private sector of the economy and job development in that sector
would be encouraged, the federal government would have the obliga-
tion to make up for any shortfall in employment.

There are many possible areas of expanded job development in the
private and public sectors of the economy that would be consistent
with broad social goals. A partial list might include increased pro-
duction of new housing and upgrading of existing housing to achieve
decent home for every family within a specified period of time, im-
provinz and expanding railroads and mass transit systems, provi-ion
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Reproduced from: U.S. Congress, House. Should the
Federal government implement a program which guarantees
employment opportunities for all U.S. citizens in the
labor force? Rowse document no. 95-328, 95th Congress,
2d cession. Washington, U.S. Govt. vita. Off., 1978.
p. 1-4.
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of adequate day care for those who want it, assistance to the aged
and disabled, epprovement of the environment, regional develop-
ment of depressed areas, making our cities more attractive, expanding
and improving educational opportunities, and the extension of cultural
activities to more of the population.

A full employment policy should be coordinated with a general tax
refortn and a reordering of national priorities away from the huge
military budget. It makes little sense and is unjust to provide jobs to
low- or modest-income people and then' make them or those just
above them On the income scale bear the brunt of the taxes. Moreover,

full employment economy, it would be far easier-to- beginto-
reorder national priorities from military uses to areas of crucial
social need, since careful planning would insure that workers in defense
industries would not have to pay for conversion with unemployment.
Many new areas of job creation would involve human services, and
experience from the New Careers program of the 1960's shows that

jmany of these jobs can he performed by poor persons.' Moreover,
these jobs use few natural resources, so a genuine full employment
economy would he consistent with the goal of conservation of energy
and other natural resources.

A full employment economy with a guaranteed job at a decent
wage vested in the individual would have a major impact on poverty.
Poverty's elimination could easily be made a national priority in a
full employment economy. In 1972, when the grossly inadequate SSA
poverty threshold was $4,275,11.3 million persons with incomes below
the poverty line were in 2.7 million families headed by someone who
worked at least part of the year. Some 4.6 million of these persons
were in one million families headed by a full-time full-year worker.'
Provision of guaranteed decent-paying jobs would end much of this
official povertythough some very large families or those headed by
someone only able to work part of the year would still require addi-
tional support.

There is an urgent need for a substantial increase in the federal
minimum wage. It has been consistently set below any level that would
enable a steady full-time worker to support a family in minimal
decency. In December 1974, the poverty line for an urban family of
four was officially estimated by the governident to be $5,302 a year,
but the new federal minimum wage of $2.10 an hour that went into
effect on .January 1, 1975, still only enables a workers getting that

--NKage- to- earn $4,200, if working all year ut a full-time job. Moreover,
mirmy workers are not even covered by the law and some are covered
at less than $2.10 an hour. A substantial increase in the minimum -
wage well above the poverty level is needed at once and coverage of
alt.iworkers should not and need not await a 11;II1011:11 14 Oittnit Ment to
full' employment. But it would he easier to iiiiiilementii inuch higher
minimum wage as an integral port of a full employment and guaranteed
jobs policy. Those who oppose u I tti in Ven-e; ;f1 the minimum
%age have always-elltimed that many low-wage workers v. ill lose their
jobs if the minimum' is set too high. The fart is that there has never
bftn an increase in the minimum that brought it close to any decent
level, so their assertion remains unproven. But in a full employment

Prank Itleroan, "Striteglea Against Poverty- tNrw Tort Random Ifoue. 19491,
iv 20-411
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economy, the government could assist low-wage industries to enable
them to pay higher wages. And if any labor displacement did occur,
the workers would still be guaranteed other decent jobs.

A full employment policy with decent-paying guaranteed _jobs
would reduce the pressure on the income maintenance system. There
would be much less need for unemployment insurance. Welfare
mothers who want to work would be assured of adequate-paying
jobs and day care facilities. The future need for welfare would be
reduced by providing jobs and giving hope to ghetto youths. Some
disabled and older persons would opt for jobs. A more generous
income maintenance system could-end-should be provided for those
still requiring support. Jobs at decent wages and income maintenance
at decent standards should be twin goals of a full employment, policy.

A genuine full employment policy is not a substitute for continued
pursuit of equal opportunity. Indeed, it would provide the necessary
conditions under which that goal might be more readily attained.
And the tensions that result 'when some workers fear that more jobs
for one group mean fewer for another might be expected to abate
when jobs for all are guaranteed.

Many other benefits that would result from a full employment
economy could be cited. Millions of employed workers would benefit
from the elimination of insecurity and the threat to their own working
standards caused by recessions. More taxes would be collected from
those who previously required public support and the fruits of their
labor would contribute to the nations' output of goods and services;
there would be fewer expenses that stem from poverty, inequality,
and lack of opportunity. There would, for instance, be a probable
reduction in the incidence of crime since, as the National Commission
on the Cause and Prevention of Violence noted, unemployment and
subemployment pull many individuals into cirminal activities.
Therefore, fewer tax dollars would be needed to support prisons.
And the quality of. life in a crime-ridden nation would be improved.

A national commitment to full employment is not a panacea for
all the problefus that plague society. But it would make it much easier
to solve some of them. It should be pursued for that reason and
because it would provide many Americans with the chance to attain
the human dignity they are now denied. For a full employment pro-
gram transcends mere economics. It tells .people they are needed and
wanted and not objects to be disc:ailed at will by society. Genuine
full employment cannot be achieved Overnight. But the commitment
to this goal should be made immediately,

SUSINTA RV Or COSI'Ll'SIONS .4 NIP R1.11 P11%11: %HIM.;

If employment and Alibemployment are ti, be hniumed, "nent
ur ',uncles will be necessary.

An immediate priority is for the federal ,..:iicrilment to use all its
power to end he present recession as 11, /0.411 de 'hi ense
the financial hardship of unemployment and to reduce the need for
welfare all workers should be covered by unemployment insurance at
decent leels and without litniting twtiefits to a certain number of
weeks. But job,, are required anti a masN;re federally financed public
service employment !mignon should instituted at once. with part
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.*
of the funds going to cities and states, as at present, and with put
going to establish a federal jobe agency. A large and permanent
public service program should also be maintained in nonreceasionary
times. A vigorous assault on discrimination in the job market and in
other institutions is necessary, as is the need to raise the minimum
wage to a level that will enable workers to live decently. Many of these
proposals, such as pursuit of equal opportunity and substantial in-
creases the minimum wage, will be easier to accomplish in a full
employment society.

Finally, the Nation is urged to accept the ultimate goal of genuine
full employment with guaranteed jobs backed up by appropriate
legislation. Implementation of this policy should be tied to a general
tax reform and a reordering of national priorities towards achieving
the twin goals of decent jobs st decent wages and income maintenance
at decent standards.
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FUMING ?OVUM WITS JOSS: PUBLIC MW PRIVATE PAYROLL WEAPONS
(Sy James L. Freund')

The controversy over "big got ernment" has been raging for longer
than most Americans can remember. In recent veers the focus has
been on the spiraling cost of the social programs of the Great Society
as well as on the site and scope of military spending. Now, a major
issue is being raise.

Many people concerned with high unemployment rites and poverty
are demanding that the Federal Government rush to the rescue with a
"decent-paying" job for anyone who can't land one in the private
sector. They feel that everyone who wants to work should have the
opportunity, and that the only way to guarantee this is for Uncle
Sam to become an employer of fast resort. While most would agree with
the goal of full employment, the laudableness of the objective should
n ot mask the potentitil difficulties of direct Government job creation. .

A lower-cost alternative might achieve the same end by merely in-
ireitsing incentives for private enterprise.

FILLING IN WITH PCOLIC ACTION

The magnitude of the problem of unemployment suggests that any
remedial program would have to he large. In only seven of the last
23 years has the unemployment rate dipped below 4 percent- -and
usually- only because of the "public employment" »ssociated with
wartime moltilir.stion. In the average year luring that period well
over three million workers were out "poundutg the put etnent."

Even when ttnemplo)inent is low, certain groups suffer more than
others. When unemployntent fell to a recent law in tktobe 97;1. oter
IA ice as ninny Holm bites a whites nem jobless. One in 14 t rs
;many getting a taste of the workaday world for the first time, as
rbLt ii trirtrikvitTientigers were only half as successful at land'
job than their white counterparts. Even finding employment does 01
necessarily mean the end of (MY'S woes. Many of the low-skilled h te
jobs that do not afford enough income to lift their families allot e
poverty line- this group has been labeled the u orkinz poor. In l rt.
for mans. Americans permanent slid satisfactory job, NW ate -ercs
v0111111oefily.

In many quarters the 444114 grow that Ifat pconoro 4-i r/illoot
create, enough sleceirtrible 'eds.. New oppirrtiolit;r, Hie 'laid lair -01 to

+t.herr' 1111"4"r-Irttit--titr - , 4'
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Federal governmest implement a program which guarantees
employment opportunities for all U.S. citisens in the
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Past and cyrreat efforts
Concern for those who have experienced difficulties in earning a

living is not new. Welfare, Social Security, and unemployment in-
surance are available for those in need. Perhaps more important, the
Federal Government has long been concerned with the underlying
causes of unemployment; the Employment Act of 1946 pledged the
Government to strive for maximum employment consistent with price
stability.

Fiscal and monetary policies are the Federal Goverrunent's-main
tools in fighting joblessnem ; their target is those worker; who are idle
because of deficient demand. Washington uses these tools to stimulate
economic activity so that private firms will hire more workers. Help is
also being direeted at workers who are unemployed while job huniing
the "frictionally unemployed As coMputermed job banks and public
'placement service's make job hunting more efficient, the amount and
duration of unemployment associated with finding a first job or
changing to a new one is being reduced. Finally, major eff-tis have
been ,directed at the hard-core unemployed and workers with
habitually low ineenies. Specifically, many of the social programs of
the '60s sought to help by providing training and "proper motiva-
tion." The quality of the applicant, not the lack of well-paying jobs,
was often considered the primary problem..

Critics claim that these efforts always seem to fall short. Fiscal and
monetary policies eliminate some joblessness, but they don't create
enough jobs without unacceptable inflationary pressures. Many low-
skilled workers are never reached. In addition, these aggregate policies
guarantee nothing about the quality and perManency of the jobs
created. Programs aimed at "disadvantaged" workers (such as man-
power training) undoubtedly enhance Awrollees' 'productivity and
ability to compete for existing positions. However, s ich programs can
succeed only when they are tailored to existing job vacancies or
coupled with job ereation. Despite the progress made so far, the
biggest obstacle has been the shortage of "well-paying," permanent
jobs relative to number of workers trained. In short, it's argued that
Government programs only [partially fill the gap between those seeking
a job and the positions available.
U.S. Gotvroment; Employer of last resort.'

Past efforts have (alien short of eliminating unemployment as a
social problem, and so the call has been for a direct approach. Why not
just have Uncle Sam hire those left out in the coldl I he idea is hardly
new. Unemployment, as we know it, is rare in,eriiintries with totally
planned economies because the government ipro4iitles for total employ-
ment in state-owned enterprises. Likewise, in ?istedert's welfare Ajar,
there is a well-established pro.gram to provide fisiloyment lot those
unable to finika job.

supplementing traditional economic policies with public employ-
ment isn't new in the United States, either. oue of the most con-
troversial of the New Deal programs to combat the Great Depression
was the Works Progress Administration. At its peak, the WPA em-
ploxed 5 percent of the labor force and absorbed 31 percent of measured
unemployment. The cost to the nation averaged about $1.4 !Alban in
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direct' wages per year to support about' two million' workeralik goal
was limpk: providing temporary income forcitizens out of as aresult of adverse economic conditions. The jobs were meant to be
tem , and little or no training was involved.'
' . ore recently, the Emeigency Employment Act of 1971 created a
limited number.of temporary jobs to narrow the gap between the
number of positions available and the numberof jobseekers. As long
as traditional policies faded to lower the unemployment rate to 4.5
percent; Federal funds were provided to local governmental units to
hire area unemployed.

Proponents of public serfice employment consider suci programs
as only a start, arguing tlutt efforts must ,be broadened mid become
permanent. As a true employer of last resort, the Federal Government
would create jobs for anyone not finding employment. Further, manywould argue that full Government responsibility includes providing a
"decent-paying" job for those-who work but don't earn an acceptable
wage by society' standards.

Jobs would be reserved through eligibility requirementsfor thoseworkers not likely to fimlemployment elsewhere. Those vitio are only
temporarily out of work acietionally unemployed), shoul&not be put
on the' Government payroll. Eventually they *it! land a job and are
helped in the interim by existing unemployment compensation laws.
The dentand-detieient unemployed might be aided by public service
employment as a ,top-gap measure. As business conaitIons improve,
these workers would lour!: off the public payroll to 'private employ-
ment. The cornerstone of recent proposals, however, is the commit-
went to tight poverty by guaranteeing jobs to all those who suffer
compftitit disadrantage jo free labor markets and habitually havehigh unemployment ratesthe young, minorities, sq. those in de-
pressetl areas;

Thus, the main:rcipims would be the low-skilled for whom the
Government is. in fact, a last resort. When these workers secure em-
Oovment in theprivale sector, it's often with small and unstable films.
The'y are laid off and rehired frequently. Benefits are poor, and. pay is
frequently lot. Peciple limited to such job. are' ooplorment.prgne
and their itteome; often fall below the poverty line. employment-
would eve' them a re,,ular job, breaktn., into the.t-yete of 'poverty And
the job-market shuffle.'
How it work

A public employment program would litier suktant !ally from its
predecessor, the Wbrks Progress Administration. Although the WPA's-
primary purpose was to provide families with income. much (pf the dis-
favor it attracted can be traced to the piddle imrelou +kat Teripients
jlt,t around. Partly Jo avoid such rit Hod largel Iperno.e
participants will 'Weil remedial traini`ng, prolposals now -try;, the
creation of positions which make meauiwyful eoirtriblit olls to -ocietya. well to the indiVidunk involved.

T Wort", Put,th. Arrvi4 Entko$tornt !It the Pat's l'be W..' A ,' II dr I, ft al ,ods, id. pviltfent Low, r,rq,rr 1,6141e ref fonpigtoncui I 1.44;n0Ft 41, )1ipti t., r gtt,o 97'..T1, Per'f. Th. 'Mho( prot 0.. 41 ,.fhprf !votive ovrflitrir of thr *PA 4.%1WriPni. in OUP !wiry( pin !! ontOrthits VOIY3ttw'a 1113N ,11 public ivoiwe vrnioloV110-1,1.
1 For lissom ,( ,telviiiS imr,r and thee.. I,f 01111, 11;011, acv KennettHafftioo,"I'uttlir went and the Theory of the Dual Labor Market," /t9 , pp it
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For those who might be expected to be on the public payroll for only
*short period (demand-deficient causes), temporary positions might be

rinsigned
to use their present skills. For the "hard-core," more formal

are necessary. Since many of the recipients would not fit the job
categories that are most in demand in the public sector, two schemes
have been suggested for running the program.' Meaningful new job
classifications could be created as spin-offs from established jobs.
These would be semi-skilled tasks that would relieve present personnel
of responsibilities by assigning part of their work to new employees.
For example, local hospitals might train participants as paraprofes-
sionals assisting in areas such as physical therapy and laboratory
chores. Teaching aids could relieve educators of tasks such as at-
tendanee-tsking and supervision of non-classroom activities. Street
and highway departments could train participants to assist heavy
equipment operators. Policemen could relinquish certain nondangerous
duties. In short, new positions would be created, and the new em-
ployees would be trained to fill them.

A more traditional approach is also possible. Public employment
funds could be used to hire, train, and then employ worker; for exist-
ing job classifications. In essence, it would be a training program that
weulil meet the failure of many manpower programs in the pastthere
would be a. guaranteed, meaningful position at the end of the training
period. In this approach, participants would be employe,I as full-
fledged firemen, building inspectors, nurses, and file clerks.

'4 Ft' TI NG ITS BLESS! ScIs

When Mans' programs vie for limited funds, any proposal's benefits
must be weighed against the conomiiant co,tsno matter how meri-
torious; the basic objectives appear. The employer-of-last-resort idea
is no exception. It must not only accomplish the goal of an adequate
job for every qualified family, but it should do so more efficiently
than any alternative methcal.
A chance to do better

Any policy ilesi,r,med to aid people ultimately must rest or fall on its
ability to make its recipients better off. Advocates point out several
advantages; of this proposal in the fight to help the distressed.

1. Public employment, once it is .et up, is ,fast and d;rict. Fiscal
and monetary Ipo.ic_es create jobs through general economic growth
and thus involve considerable time-lags and leakages. Disadvantaged
workers are often the last to be hired, if they are reached at all, in
economic expansions. Likewise, public programs for depressed areas
based upon attracting industry may take years to work out. Expendi-
tures on public employment Genefit the jobless immediately.

2. roc' most recipients the program could provide an accessible
afl steady job. It could be tailored so that many low-401,41 workers
rim be absorbed without lengthy training. lain Government instal-
lations are in areas accessible to ghetto resulents ±e fart a tin -tit bite it large
portion of thoe left out of the mainstream of the labor market. Nloe-
over, Government could make a conscious effort to locate future

Ilirtson review, the strth ture soh efforts in detail in Public Servie .1.,to (or ban t het to ftess
dents," ihtd . pp. zii
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facilities (or relocated existing ones) in areas that are convenient to
low-income and high-unemployment groups. But most important to
the recipients, wages are "adequate," there are fringe benefits and
there is a reasonable degree of permanency.

3. The "workfare" concept would help to build specific skills. If
the worker is suffering from an extended period of idleness, being able
to work should help keep his knowledge current. For many recipients
the scheme would, by providing a steady job, help develop and rein-
force work habits. New skills would also be acquired. .A possible second-
ary benefit of the program is the loss of many of these workers to the
private sector as their improved qualities as 'workers merit better
jobs.
Admniages to society

By providing a job rather than a cash payment, the public employ-
ment_proposal has the following basic advantages for society. .

I. When idle resources are put to use, society is better off. A jobless
worker is not producing clocks, building boats, or painting buildings;
getting him to work at any job will create additional output. Conversely,
if poverty breeds wrongdoing, Government employment may eliminate
crimes of destieration.

2. Not only will more be produced, but especially mailable services
could emanate from the program. Jobs could, for instance, be created
at the state or local level. Any mayor or governor can cite many "ur-
gent needs" that could be filled if Washington paid for the training
costs and salaries of new employees. City streets could be cleaned.
recreational facilities could be built, and neighborhood health clinics
could be opened. In short, formerly inactive or ,low-productivity
workers could provide vitally important social services.

ASSESSING THE COSTS

To judge the job-guarantee proposal fairly one must identify all the
costs so they may be compared with the benefit,. While it's difficult
to be precise, t.he salient cost considerations cull be 14;ntitied.
Direct program costs

The direct cost of the program to the taxpayer a mild-depend on
the salary levels and on the number of eligible recipient,. The wage
rate should provide a decent standard of living, but it mu he kw
enough not to discourage returning to private sector jobs. The Dumber
of candidates is difficult to estimate because there has never been an
exact count of those on the fringes of povertyeither at stork or
outside of traditional labor market pursuits.

Nethertheles.s, estimates have been made as to how big the program
might have to be. "Realistic proposals" call for a half to a million
jobs, with a million bringing the unemployment rate down more than
a Percentage point. Some who have studied he problems of the poor
come up with numbers as high as three to five' todhoo.' In addition to
those measured us unemployed, these ti!viire". include "discouraged

Fur ofle 'ItSVUSSIMI ne thf IttnTibrri )rivolvP(1. Sa 1:atth 1. Maght,m1, "4 ;USralliewttlit Er0Pit))4111lit
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workers" and those on a part-time basis who want full-time em-
ployment"

Such an undertaking might cost anywhere from $5 billion annually
for a million jobs to $20 billion for a comprehensive program. In
terms of national output, the cost of a comprehensive ,isogram would
run between 1 and 2 percent of our current national income. If reme-
dial training and placement functions were part of the program, the
outlay would be even higher. Any disruptions in normal work patterns
of regular Government personnel would up the cost.
Economic coots

The actual expenditures represent the cost to society of the pro
gramnet of output produced by previously idle labor. However,
there are other costs to be considered. Absorption of many unemployed
and low-paid workers will make labor more scarce for those who want
to hire the low-skilled and will cause the wages of those remaining
outside the program to rise. During the Great Depression this was
apparently not a major problem (despite protests from many local
businessmen), probably because the program never touched vast
numbers of the unemployed. In the more prosperous economic climate
of the 1970s, where wage pressures are sensitive to labor market
conditions, even a modest program might cause wages to rise as
employers compete for the low-paid workers who remain outside the
program. Both higher wages costs and lack of availability will en-
danger the competitive existence of marginal firms and cause costly

atistments of existing production processes.
aving Government services produced by the new public servants

is obviously better than having them just standing around or asking
for no work in return. But this benefit should not be viewed as costless.
By taxing the public to finance the plan, the products that' otherwise
would have been bought with a good portion of the taxes are not
being produced. For instance, fewer automobiles, snowmobiles, and
TV sets may be the- price for cleaner cities. Or, if the scheme were
funded from existing revenues, other programs would have to be
curtailed. In this case, new services may be at the expense of super-
highways. submarines, or stricter law enforcement. The most likely

ioutcome, it would
w

seem, is that the program would shift some produc-
tion p:fy from private goods. While better Government services may
or may : nt have more merit than private goods sacrificed. employing
the hor.i-core jobless should be considered on its own merits.'

Thus, m bile the employer-of-last-resort program would reduce unem-
ployment and working poverty, the cost:4 are not inconsequential. Fur-
thermore, implementation of a plan as large as this one begets problems.
Many of the expenses and benefits cannot be determined until opera-
tions. start ; setting up the administrative machinery would be both
vo,tly and time-consuming.. The proposal would inevitably fare a
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barrage of criticism from those who think that the Federal Govern-
ment is just too large for another "big spending" program. Finally,
there is the contention that, because of the lack of profit motive, the
new public employees will not be as efficiently used as they would be
in the private sector.

All of this suggests that other policy alternatives for providing jobs
for those not in the mainstream of the labor market should be ex-
plored, especially plans that motivate private firms toward the same
end. To do this, a proposal must correct the circumstances that lead
to thl present deficiency of "decent" jobs.

PROVIDINO MORE JOBS IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

The horns of the dilemma
A common thread running through explanations for low wades and

unemployment is that private firms just do not find it profitable to
hire workers at wages society feels are acceptable. For workers with
outdated skills, their salaries plus retraining costs outweigh the value
of their services. Likewise, some firms that might find hiring younger
workers profitable at low wages may be precluded from doing so.

Textbooks often cite one way of eliminating the problem. If workers
were willing to take lower wages, firms would find it profitable to put
more workers on the job. Over longer periods, given product demand,
businesses would use more labor relative to machines. As matters
stand, many factors keep wages from falling in periods of high unem-
ployment. Unions are one powerful force preventing wage cuts.
Another institutional constraint for wages on the jobs normally
available to marginal workers is the minimum wage law. This law
prohibits firms engaged in interstate commerce from paying an em-
ployee less than a fixed minimum regardless of age, skills, or the value
of his labor to the employer.

Thus, the problem of assuring a decent job for every American is
double-edged. Present real wage levels are apparently too high to
guarantee full employment. But even if wages fell low enough so that
everyone could find a job, unemployment would merely be replaced
with the working poverty of low wages. What is needed is a policy
that will make jobs profitable for firms and mean enough incom, to
keep working families above the poverty line.
Two trays to help

The problem can be .viewed as a gap between minimum standards
and profitable levels of wages for a large class of workers who are
having difficulty finding permanent employment. One way to eliminate
the gap and encourage private employers to absorb the unemployed
is to let wages fall and supplement them with a payment to the worker.
Minimum wage laws could be eliminated, and workers could accept
the reduced wages dictated by economic conditions. The Federal
Government would make up the difference between any substandard
ware and the level which assures each family an acceptable standard
of living. Plans that accomplish this, such 11,. the nelsat ire incotne tax,
have been on the 4Irawini.: hoards fur many years; the beneficial em-
ployment effect of encouraging wage flexibility at the same time has
not often been'tliscussed,
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Another plan, wage subsidies, would attack the gap from the other
end. Recognizing the difficulty of convincing people to accept lower
wages, private employers could be paid allowances for hiring the
unemployed or for raising wages of very low-paid workers. In effect,
the Government would be lowering the price of labor to the firm.
Like a shopper tempted by a sale, it is expected that more of the sales
item would be bouOt.

Such a wage-eu program has been attempted on a limited
scale both at home and abroadwhen dealing with problems of de-
pressed areas and disadvantaged Clearly, to be effective the
details of such a must be worked out. Like direct job-creation
by the Federal vernment, the full costs would only be known if the
plan were actually implemented,,.

Income-maintenance and wage-subsidy schemes have several
advantages:, Theykvould not require the vast administrative effort of
direct public. employment. In both cases buiiness would still have the
incentive to be as efficient as possible since it would be footing part of
the bill. Although taxes would be used to finance the schemes, the
preferences of the public would continue to determine what was pro-
duced. Theoretically, those industries that were the fastest-growing
would be the Most likely to hire new workers. This includes the
already expanding government sector.

FIOHTINO POVICHTT WITH IONS

Giving everyone an opportunity for meaningful employment is a
goal that has wide supp:ort. Movements in the unemployment rate and
successes. in the fight against poverty are everyday concerns in the
press. However, the moot question is whether there is a viable way to
provide income through jobs for all.

Claiming there's a need for new weapons hardly rules out traditional
means. Creating jobs through stimulating the economy or by upgrad-
ing labor skills can be productive, but they have not been enough.
One option for going further is direct Government action. Washington
can create jobs and decide which programs- should receive the ad-
ditional personnel. Alternatively, one can rely on the mechanisms of
the private sector to succeed where it previously had failed by pro-
viding subsidies as an incentive.

Using subsidies has the advantage of precedent. The Federal Gov(
merit has a long history of subsidizing both worthy and question:.
economic goals. Moreover, with certain exceptions, the private enter-
prise system has performed efficiently in the past. Combining the
strong paints of each sector may prove to be the most effective w ay
of building jobs and income over the long haul.
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JODI: A MIS AND INCONII PROGRAM Mt AMERICAN FAMILIES
(Ny Robert Lerman')

SvsniAler

The weak state of the national economy has deepened the problems
of low income and high unensploynsent. High inflation rates have hurt
the poor and near-poor by, rasing the prices they pay relatively more
than the incenses they receive. And the attempt to control inflation has
led to high and Unemployment. Current Government pro-
grams reduce these burdens for some, but too often they are inade-
quate, unfair, unproductive, and inefficient. Benefits to some poor
families are well below the poverty level or sere while benefits to other
pour families ate worth as much as the average job. The many income
nnamtemltate prOgrams mid 06, administrative costa 'and worsen the
benefit inequities among ualy poor families. Nearly all income main-
tenance poltroon deal with unemploynsent or inadequate earnings by
providing direct benefits, neglecting to assure !logician job and earn- .

togs opportunities. One recent proposal to help the unemployed would
compensate the long-term unemployed with extended unem
insisraoce benefits. However, by paying a4bleil amounts to pao
do net work, this proposal mt actually increase unemployment.

iThis peper makes the case for a jobs and income proems to replace
the existing %efface system and to reduce poverty and unemployasent..
The proposed new program, called JOIN, is hosed on the Philosophy
that guaranteeing a- job to every family is the best policy for relieving
the worst burdens of high unemployment and for raising chronically
low earnings. JOIN woM achieve the following objectives:

(1) Insure that every family
job

single individual had access to
one public job or MO private job at a subsidligegl wage.

(2) Replace the welfare system with a more equitable, more
efficient and more work-eneouraging program. The new program
would ,provide national payment standards, narrowing the cur-
rent wuk ilisparities by Mate; it also would improve substantially
the incentives for family stability.

(3) Reduce the unemployment rate st little or no coah in
incressed inflation; and

(4) Limit the budget cost of overall welfare reform to $9 billion
or less.
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Sweetened from: U.S. Congress. Moose. Should the
fetiral government implosion a program which guarantees
mo4opmemt opportemities for all U.S. citiseme in the
baher force? '!louse document no. 95-325, 95th Coogress,
" u swim. Washington, U.S. Oast. Print. Off., 1975.
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What I. JOIN?

JOIN is a comprehensive jobs and income program. Its jobs com-
ponent would offer one public job or one wage subsidy benefit to
every family and single individual. If JOIN were introduced in 1975,
the wage rate in the public job would be $2.30 per hour, or $4,600 per

. year for full -time, year-round work' The wage subsidy payment would
equal one-half of the gap between $3 and the worker's wage. For ex-
ample, a worker with a $2 per hour job with a private firm would be
eligible for a subsidy payment of 50 cents per hour, or one-half of $3
minus $2. Workers earning less than $1.80 per hour would be ineligible
for a wage subsidy payment and presumably would seek a public job:

incomencome component would
These

only to one-parent families
with at least one child under age 14. These one-parent families would
be eligible for a cash grant in addition to the opportunity, for a public
job or a wage-gilbsidized job. Like the current aid to families with de-
pendent children (AFDC) program and a negative income tax pro-
posal, JOIN's Income component would provide a maximum payment
to families with nc other income and partial benefits to families with
private income. Unlike AFDC and the negative income tax, JOIN
would offer both an income guarantee and a job guarantee to one-
.parent families. Total net income guarantee to one-parent families of
flour would be $3,344.

All JOIN recipientg would be subject to a surtax on their earnings
and on their nonemployment income. The surtax, which would par-
tially recoup JOIN benefits from some families and discourage
participation by others, would insure that JOIN benefits went to the
neediest families and individuals and would allow for differential
treatment of different types of families. The surtax payment_ would
equal 25 percent of all family earnings above some amount of dis-

d earnings and 50 percent of all family nonemployment income.
T e earnings disregards would vary from 0 for single individuals and
one-parent families with at least one child under 14, to $3,000 for
married couples with no children under 18, to $5,000 for families with
children under 18. Thus, a JOIN worker heading a family with chil-
dren which had no other earnings and no nonemployment income
would face no surtax until his earnings reached $5,000. But a single
individual's first dollar of earnings would be subject to a 25-percent
surtax. The immediate 25-percent surtax would reduce the value of.
the JOIN job guarantee to single individuals from $2.30 to $1.73 per
hour.

The introduction of JOIN would coincide with (a) the elimination
of the AFD(', AFDC-unemployed father (UF), and food stamp
program ; and, (b) the replacement of the $750 personal exemption
deduction under the Federal income tax with a $170 tax credit. The
tax credit would be refunikible in the sense that credits not used to
redace tax liability. would he paid in cash, to the tax tiler. Since the
$750 personal exemption is more valuable than the $170 tax ere lit
to families of four with income tax rates of 22 percent or more, most
families with incomes of $17,500 or more would pay increased taxes.

The entire package would produce minimum after-tax income
opportunities to all families and individuals with a full-time, year-

This Is the we rate for all workers other than the following. single individuals and tparent families
with itf kmet I child under age I& whose effective we would be SI 71, and childless married couples, wrisie
effsctlia sap wpWd be S2 10 Zarctive Imo dare become Of the tm0440100 of a 11111104 &Scribed below
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mind worker of $4,610 to t t families with two children
tinder 18, $3,837 to married cou with no children, and $3,012 to
single individuals. In comparison, the national average benefit guar-
antees available to these groups as of July 1972 were $2,431, $1,362,
and $914.'

What Does JOIN Cost? By How Much Does JOIN Raise Me Incomes
. of the Poor and Near-Poor?

The net budget cost of introducing JOIN and the tax credit and
eliminating AFDC, AFDC- IN, and food stamps would be about $9
billion in 1975! Federal expenditures would rise by $6.6 billion, and
the loss in projected tax revenues would equal $2.4 billion. Although
State and local governments would save some welfare funds, some of
this money would be used to prevent income losses for current recipi-
ents. States also would be encouraged to use the rest of their savings

'to improve emergency assistance and temporary disability programs.
A modified, less comprehensive JOIN propel!' could achieve sub-

stantial cost savings while continuing to raise income opportunities
for most poor families. The net budget costs of JOIN would fall from
$9 to $6 billion simply by excluding' single individuals between age
18 and 22. Alternittwelprat a gross direct cost of $4.5 billion, one
could provids-Tfie'JOIN job guarantee and wage subsidy components
to all two-parent families and childless couples and retain existing
income support Irograms.

The estimated gains in income to the poor and near-poor from the
comprehensive JOIN program are substantial. Although the poor
would lose food stamps, they would gain an aggregate increase of
$7.8 billion in cash income. Almost two-thirds of J N's cash gain
would go to families with incomes below $4,000. The largest families
would benefit most. For example, JOIN would raise the average cash
incomes of six-sierson families in the $0-$3,999 class from $2,418 to
$4,328.

Many families currently receiving AFDC also would benefit finan-.
cially from JOIN's replacement of AFD(7. Although tl e JOIN plus
tax credit income guarantees would be smaller than cup rent guaran-
tees in high payment States, and lower than the median State AFDC
payment plus food stamp bonus, JOIN families could keep a higher
percentage of their earnings and other income without losses in benefits
than under AFDC, and .JOIN would guarantee a job in addition to
cash income supplements. The estimates show that JOIN would in-
crease. the average cash incomes of AFDC families whose total pre-
'JOIN incomes were less than 1:3,000 from $1,979 to $3,195.

How Does JOIN Create l'rorluctice Public Jobs.'

The problems of creating produi.tive jobs; of ii.,signing, supervising,
and discilinity workers; anti of ailjuAing job flows for tinting and
geographic variations raise question* about whether a job guarantee

TN. wrce 1b WNW cash and food benefits available in 1011 nuu was l) si countrkle,,,
weighted by ilk. distribution of the.poyerty populstion, for families with two nnwrne ere. C K. CobgregtJWat restionne ('OMITOI fee, Sulxinninliter on Fiscal Polley. Hebert tr. 7fic Noltonol "Oaf, of IkrtellIS
Altaiteletum_ .14 10) L°"1-4", hi 1311111.,.H,__,OlortY MINT 1.' (Washington, t tiovertinwnt Printing....Ky. ars 0, p.. Noir,since July 14..t. food Stamp besttiu have been ineressed by 33 perverkt on averamo.

Thu net Wahet mil don not rOdoct tbe !Ag taus moo) would have to pay beelase the UK 946WILrobot Met" tax liAbilley above what Usti 1mM-be whit thecumin; Pawns; esempttons.
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program is practical. JOIN's job creation mechanism is designed to
*emits as efficiently as possible. Nevertheless, unexpectedly large ad-
ministrative burdens could add to program costs.

JOIN would establish a public corporation to administer its job
guarantee component along the lines of Canada's successful local initi-
atives program (LIP). Since 1971, LIP has sponsored 15,000 projects
and created over 250,000 jobs; evaluators found that community lead-
ers believed 90 percent the jobs produced worthwhile public goods
and services. JOIN would follow much of the LIP design by soliciting

and granting contracts to individuals, nonprofit institutions,
an ,government units. Project sponsors would have to sign contracts
specifying exact tasks to be performed and their' dates of completion.
JOIN administrators would monitor the projects and would have the
power to cancel or suspend projects not fulfilling contract provisions.

How productive the public jobs are in practice will determine to a
large extent the success of the entire JOIN program. The specter of
large numbers of people working in wasteful jobs or pursuing poor
work habits is a serious concern. But JOIN public jobs also have great
potential for good. Although job creation problems will be difficult in
the first few years, experience will surely improve the ability to utilize
JOIN workers effectively. JOIN could tap the idealism of many young
people by encouraging them to devise and to run projects that produc-
tively employ-the Nation's most disadvantaged workers. Such a result
is net pure srwculation. Many project sponsors who participated in
Canada's LIP program came out of the experience with the belief that
their Government listens to citizens' ideas and acts to help achieve
them. JOIN could also improve the unemployed) workers' self-image
by making him a contributing member of society.

Ho" Ales .10,1N Help Ireelitee l'nemplmiment.'

Attaining low unemployment and low inflation is an increasingly
difficult task. The limited uses of genersl tax, expenditure, and credit
policies have stimulated a search for other tools to reduce unemploy-
ment and to cushion its effects on the poor. JOIN offers a partial way
out of the unemployment-inflation dilemma. Amom JOIN's advan-
tages as an employment expansion tool are: ( JOIN public jobs
would reach the most disadvantaged workers, w lio generally are in
slack labor markets: (2) JOIN's wage subsidy to low wage private
employment would limit JOIN's cost-push eifect; and '3) .-1( )1 's
assurance of a job to all families and individuals, even in slow economic
perioils. would spread tile bur(len 44 economic retruint more equitably.

JOIN also would help to change titd:tudle, about III1CM ploy ment.
eil I/ells believe that linemi,loyment is the wgirker'..; hulk, that

plenty of jobs are normally dart that workers simply refuse
to :weep' the available jobs. if It her ol/A.11-- irvi;uve t hitt rally jobs :err
difficult ;or disadvantaged workers to find. even 11C6fik Of low un-
employment. .iOI\ would help settle the argument by assuring a huge
share of workers a job. Whichever view is more correct. At )l N would
serve a useful purpose. If few workers actually accepted JoIN jobs
because of their expectation of better jobs,"JOIN would demonstrate
at low Covernment cost that unemployment for mot workers does not
mean the iitt.etice of jobs, but the absence of rood jobs. 11,tinany work-
ers did accept JOI N jobs, then JOIN would show that the unemployed
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are willing to work even at low wages. More important, JOIN would
utilise manpower which otherwise would have been unemployed or
underemployed.

Why Is JOIN Superior to Standard Public Serrice Empluynient
Programs?

JOIN differs significantly from most public service employment
(PSE) programs, including the ones enartec under the Emergency
Employment Act (EEA) of 1971 and the Comerehensive F,Itiplov,-
ment and Training. Act (CETA) of 1973. PSEdprograms provide

. financing for a fixed number of rd jobs;obs; JOIN would
guarantee jobs at low wages to all families and individuals. PSE pro-
giV11115 add jobs directly only in the public sector; the JOIN wage
subsidy conk' help stimulate added private jobs. PSE programs create
new public jobs solely through the state and local government
bureaucracies; JOIN would utilize nongovernmental institutions as
well as Government agencies to perform useful projects with new
public workers.

JOIN would create more jobs than PSE -programs for any given
Federal expenditure and total increase in aggregate demand. JOIN's
lower wages are one reason for the larger job creation effect. The
other is the greater tendency for PSE programs to help State and
!oral .goiernments use Federal dollars to refinance old jobs rather than
creating new ones. JOIN's higher employment impact per dollar of
demand would help make its inflationary effect lower.

JOIN Would excel over PSE programs in targeting jobs to the
disadvantaged. This is an advantage both on equity and on antiinflar
tion grounds. By hiring only workers whose alternative opportunities
are poorest, JOIN would help workers in slack labor markets within
the economy and thereby limit any wage'pressure that could stimulate
inflation. In contrast, PSE programs hire workers whose qualifica-
tions are similar to the average worker's and whose alternative jobs
maybe as good as 35 percent of full-time, year-round workers. Thus,
the wage pressure generated from added PSE jobs may be as high as
from general increases in demand. JOIN's equity advantage sub-
stantial. PSE programs provide a large benefit to a small percent of
eligible workers and little or nothing to the rest. JOIN would guaran-
tee a public job or would subsidize a private job on the same terms to
all families with similar needs. JOIN also would improve the equity of
the entire income support system by helping most those eligible for the
lowest current benefits, suelvas poor single individuals and childless
couples and all poor persons in low-payment States.
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IMPLOYMIXT COMMIE'S SHOULD impuct THE WELFARE SYSTEK
(By Arnold N. Packer')

Am Oral, LETT= TO nia Gnowr or JAM1121 MADISON
Mr. Madison, you and the other hounding that

economic COfleartiat would wither away if only the 'ticsl structure
you created would endure for a few generations. ell, Mr. Madison,
as we approach the 200th anniversary of your handiwork, the millen-
nium has not arrived. It is still mundane economics, not the philos-
ophies and lino arta, that conettroes most of our intellectual energies.

I Imagine, Mr. Madison, that you thought the country would
prosper and that you believed in the diminishing marginal utility of
income. Well, port of your prediction was correct. I dare say we must
be at least as IMUOnt as VOu imagined. But, unfortunately, your view
of human nature has beei too charitable. Having more hasn't made us
want less. We don't measure our income against a fixed standard, but
rather continue to look enviously at how well our peers are doing.
However, don't by too disappointed with your countrymen. Recent
surveys suggest that the importance of relative income is worldwide.

We have yet to solve the fundamental dilemma of income distribu-
tion: How can we eliminate povixty without eliminating the reward
for working? But we am making progress. For long while, almost a
hundred and sixty years, we didn't even think there was a dilemma.
Those who didn't work didn't eat unless their family or some charity
helped outthat tradition of self-reliance you bequeathed us.

Then forty years ago, well after the decadent countries of Europe,
we be tau to reslize that not everyone could work. In 1935, the Social
Secunty Art was passed to' teke care of the aged and disabled, the
widows and children, and the temporarily unemployed.

Thus our society institutionalized, in government, the responsi-
bility to support those who couldn't or shouldn't work. As a nation
we gall passed the Rubicon and recognized that in our affluence we had
a responsibility to these people. Of course, reco,,mizing and discharging
the responsibility are two different things. R t 1_u_ 11 .1111e tool mech.
Arnim', the tennis" does reasonably well. As of July 1974. the 'octal
Security Administration' will pay its average retired d41111114' 3.;10 per
MOlitil, and the aged poor couple not tinder r"ol .11 "4,11111 !%111

4.1V, $2:10 from the :mipplemental Security Iricome tiro:JAM.
Rut. contrary to what you expelled, Mr. Modp-ota, Ito ,olotiott to

Amok! 11 l'4rter in 41441014m. 11. Marts -Aprti 19741 77 11,1w,f0,,1 1. pe,f. M I Awfw.
. eltl Pi P/rwedinv. *MO Mom P4 V IOW, poi44141err al I toakie. ,or,thi I ,=4
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mopesome itameer env orsanuswiem cot. elarft b. imotrisvi.

Reproduced from: U.S. Congress. House. Should the
Federal government implement a program which guarantees
employmemt opportunities for all U.S. citiseas in the

labor force' louse document: so. 95-328, 95th Cowes*,
2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Of. f., 1976,

p. 76-83.
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one economic problem seems only to expose another, more difficult
challenge Some beneficiaries of the Social Security Act, many of those
receiving Aid for Dependent Children (AFDC), can work and do work
more than occasionally. Therefore, we now have to face the problem
of distributing rewards among potential workers. What should be pro-
vided to single parents who have children, and what about the working
poor? We recognize that the existing welfare system will not do, but
as yet we cannot decide on an alternativewelfare reform, a is egative
income tax, wage subsidies, public sector jobs or what. That, Mr.
Madison, is our current problem. Perhaps when we solve it, inflation,
the energy crisis, campaign financing, and a few other things, we will
be able to leave economics for philosophy and art, maybe on our 300th
birthday.
Categorical job guarantees

The solution to the problems of welfare and the working poor is
to provide jobs for those who can work, support for those who can't,
and some combination of work and support for those who can work
only some of the time. The trick is to accomplish this equitably and
efficientlyat a cost the public will accept. Moreover, the p
must not create incentives for fathers to desert their families or leave
those who work feeling that they would be just as well off on welfare.
It is proposed that the following arrangement will come close to satis-
fying these criteria. _

The proposal keystone is a guarantee of .a fulltime job for one
person in every family. Every family that contains one or more children
would be entitled to one job paying one-half the median family in-
come, that is, a wage of approximately $3.00 per hour and an income
of about $6,000 in 1974. No other option would be guaranteed to
families that contain two able-bodied adults of working age.

The same guarantee of a full-time job would also apply to single-
parent (primarily female-headed) families. However, these families
would have other options as well.. The single 'head of a family with
children could also choose, if he or she preferred, a guaranteed half-
time job paying three-eights the median income ($4,500 in 1974).
The hours of the huff -time job would conform to,the school year, say
.40 weeks of work at 25 hours per week. Both half- and full-time job
guarantees would be considered fulfilled, under the same conditions:
when the earnings of one family member or the total unearned income
received by the family exceeded one-half the median income. .

These two optionsfull-time or half-time employment--fivould be
the only alternatives open to single-parent families unless t1Sere were
preschool children. Single-parent families with preschool children could
choose to forgo both work options and elect, instead, to receive a wel-
fare ,payment equal to one-quarter the median income ($3,000).
Flinulies without children and unrelated individuals would also be
guaranteed full-time employment. However, the wage would be less--
three- eighths the median ($4,500) for childless families and one-
quarter ($3,000) for single individuals,

The.various options are shown in the table. In addition to creating
job guarantees, the plan would eliminate minimum wage laws and most
in-kind programs such as food stamps and public housing.
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piarantse jobsf
society must continually reconcile the fundamental objec-

tiviliv7efficiency and equity. The reconciliation is reflected in income
distribution. A society so inhumane as to be concerned solely with
efficiency would let those without the capacity to earn a living starve
and this includes the children of the unemployed. On the other hand,
a society so muddle - headed that it passes out financial rewards equally
and without regard to produotivity may soon find that everyone is
equally poor. Therefore, we must seek a compromise that is both
holm, and productive. However, our distribution?-in which the
poorest fifth among U.S. families receives about one-eighth as much
income as the richest fifthmay be neither humane nor productive.
The poorest fifth is the subject of most income-maintenance schemes.
It turns out, coincidentally, that these are the families whose incomes
are less than half the median. About a third of these families are
headed by an aged person and another third by females. The remain-
ing third are poor two-parent families.

CATEItORTCAL f05 GUARANTEESOPTICHIS AND FRACTIONS Of MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME AVAILABLE TO
SPECIFIED DEMOGRAPHIC
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It is the mixed demographic character of the poorest 20 percent that
makes the welfare problem so complex. In addition to the tension be-
tween equity and efficiency, there ig a conflict between what may be
called work equity and support equity. We are torn between the Prot-
estant work ethic -- -those who sow strall reapand the Christian
charity pi-maple of supporting the needy. The Welfare Rights Organi-
zation has called for welfare incomes of 56.50(), more than half the median
family income. And Gallup polls overate years report that tlfe public
agrees that half the median family income is the minimum necessary
for a family of four "to get along." Unfortunately. $6,500 is approxi-
mately the average take-home pay for a worker with three dependents.

Most people would be offended by an income-niiiiiiteffliiv.e.,y,tem
that provides a factory worker no more take-home prey 'he wel-
fare recipient who eiliter cannot or will nut work. Thum who decry
Archie Hunker and bemoan proverty in the midst of our "affluence"
should recognize that Archie and his friends take home only $6,500 a
year. The average production or nonsupervisory wage is Imply uround
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VIM'an hour. That is a groats income of $8,000 foe a NH year hafore
tax deductions, union dues and work expenses.

However, it is consistent with both work and support ethics to see to
it that a family head who wants to work can earn an adequate income.
Even Archie is-likely to agree that, in this complicated age, it is
society's responsibility to guarantee every family head the oppor..
tunity to make a living. At the same time, every able-bodied family
heed should be willing to work full time all year if the family contains
another adult able to take care of the children. That is the line of
reasoning Abet leads to job guarantees. However, the same ethic may
lead to other solutions, and`so the gtiarantee idea should stand the test
of comparison.
Why not something else?

The poverty problem is not new, and there is no scarcity of proposed
solutionswelfare, welfare reform and negative incomo taxes; job
training and equal educational and employment opportunities; and
public employment or wage subsidies. Why is the guaranteed-job
scheme likely to be a better solution than these others?

The tax-and-transfer approach includes a negative income tax and
all the variants of welfare reform. Certainly some taxing of the nonpoor
to support thespoor who are aged, distibled or have preschool-age chil-
dren will he necessary. The problems arise when income transfers are
used to aid the working poor. A successful negative income tax pro-
gram m&t reconcile support and work equity. However, it is difficult
to find a formula that provides adequate support to nonworkers
without discouraging the poor who can work. For example, a $3,000
minimum support level which declines fifty cents for each' ollar earned
means some aid for everyone up to incomes of $6,000. This formula fails
on all accounts: $3,000 is not enough to live on (no support equity), a
tax rate of 50 percent is unfairly high at these income levels (no work
equity), and a program this "generous" would cost too much to be
politically viable. The welfare reform proposal that was defeated
last, time had only a $2,400 minimum support and a tax rate of 67
percent. .

How would guaranteed employment compare* Theproposed scheme
also provides only $3,000 to a nonworking family. Het it allows the
family many choices for increasing that income from other sources
(such as part-time employment, Social Security survivors' benefits and
disability paynients)and allows it to keep most of what it earns. 'the
plan would be even more expensive than welfare reform: perhaps
$12-$15 billion for a total program. However, Social Security ex-
pehditures increased by C35 billion over the last six years, and so the
question is not only cost but whether what's bought is worth the
price. There is no right or cheap answer to poverty, but rather, a
solution which is politically best because it conforms most closely to
what the p4blic thinks fair and efficient.

Tax and transfer schemes, whether implemented or proposed, have
not been politically attractive. The iletuogrant idea proposed by
candidate George MeCtovern ($1,000 for every !person) went nowhere.
And, everyone agrees that the current welfare stem shottkl go some-
place where it ran be forgotten. The current -welfare system fails
because-(among other tking) it tries to separate the workers from the
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nonwerkeis but succeeds primarily in separating fathers from their

Can categorical job guarantees avoid-this pitfall? Some say that the
moment benefits are categoricalthat is, depend on family status
incentives to alter family status are created. However, family structure
incentives are inevitable whether the program recognizes family status
or not. Even a chimegrant would create incentives to live together ---
and have a larger family if one more mouth could be fed for less than
$1,000 a year. Moreover, the job program described-earlier is designed
to be neutral. A single woman would have little to gain financially by
"hit ;; -7* ^b;ld. And a father would have little financial reason to leave
his . do would have to take one child to be eligible for a family
head's jai, and then the family would gain access to a second job or
$3,000 only if there was a preschool-age child. If a husband wants
encouragement to leave the bosom of his family, it will have to come
from another source. It is true that a woman whose youngest child has
entered school might have an incentive to have another child to avoid
losing her $3,000 stipend. But why, when she could work half time and
increase her income by 50 percent?

The current welfare system not only encourages the father to leave
his family but also tempts recipients to hide earnings or other income.
This faihng would be true of negative income tax schemes that have
tax rates of 50 or 67 percent. There may be some incentive to be
dishonest ibpthe proposed job-guarantee program also. But it is much
less venallhan the cheating encouraged by the current welfare pro-
rata. Under guaranteed employment, cheating provides only an extra
jobnot extra unearned money.

Another problem with welfare programs is the income "notches"
they create. Earning the last dollar that takes one off the welfare roles
means the loss of many dollars in welfare and ancillary benefits. The
sum of public housing, Medicaid, food stamps and related programs
costs in..", than AFDC. These extra benefits often make leaving wel-
fare 11 f-.4ancial disaster. This is a problem that a negative inconn. tax

posed to cure, but it would be difficult to do without penalizing
many current welfare recipients. In general, the notch problem is not
as difficult under a guaranteed-job arrangement. The family head can
moonlight ; &her family members can work; and, except that normal
taxes must be paid, there is no penalty until some second family
member passes the $6,000 income mark. Moreover, the family head
may be successful enough at his guaranteed job to encourage his
public employer (or someone else) . to offer him, or her, a regular job
at a higher salary.

If and when another worker in the family earns $6,000 or more, the
family head would no longer be eligible for the guarantee. At first
blush earning the last few dollars creates a severe penalty. The family's
income will drop from $11,919 to $6,001 as the second worker's salary
passes the $6,000 mark. But obviously it doesn't have to be that way.
If a man's wife gets a raise from, say, $5,009 to $6,500, he can quit
the program and go-get the best job he can in the open market.. More
importantly, a notch at an income of $11,999 hardly appears to be a
social problem.

The strength of the plan is that there is nothing to keep the family
bead from going out and seeking the best job he can and forgetting
the guarantee. In fact, there is nothing in the pi that forces any-
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body to do anything, or to forco any promising opportunity. Only the
pvernment is forced to guarantee that every family head can have a
job at a "decent" salary if he wants one and that a single parent can
get a job that conforms to the children's school year.

All of the welfare plans, negative income taxes, and demogrants are
plans to support the poor withinit asking anything in return. The
political difficulty of .upsett ing work-equity values in this way has led
many economists and politicians to seek a solution to poverty via a
change in the distribution of earned income. (If we divide the popu-
lation into,five income groups, almost two-thirds of the income differ-
ences among the quintiles are a result of variations in average earnings
per workera combination of lower wage rates and sporadic em-
ployment.)

One vehicle for changing earned income is the human capital ap-
pr,oich, which, includes (-4'1. educational opportunity, ,job training,
fair employment laws and so on. The approach has been challenged
Oa empirical and theoretical grounds. Job training hasn't fulfilled its
promise. Uhristophei Jencks, in Inequality, has challenged the premise
that education influences income. Lester Thurow has spggested that
the economy generates the income distribution and that educational
differences determine only who will ,;e at the end of the line. As a
wise old lady once said, everyone can't he above average. Another
tactic is to use macroeconomic policy to maintain a condition of
overemplovment in which employers are forced to upgrade their
workers. Recent inflation experience suggests the price of that. policy
is too high.

Thurow's marice-Ntractore approach ktiCtin Is the optimism of
human capital a.ul holds that unless the labor market itself is changed
we all can't be better offirrespectife of investments in education or
training. Thus, without structural chaiure there may always he a
dual labor market. One market will have good, steady, well-paying
jobs for those who have made it, while the other will offer sporadic,
unpleasant, dead-end jobs to those who haven't.

Minimum 'wages laws are a historic attempt to change the market
structure. Unfortunately, the minimum wage rate is always too low to
allow a breadwinner to support his family yet high enough to eliminate
many jobs that secondary family workers would otherwise take.
Noncategorical public employment-of-last-resort encounters the same
14oblems. If the program gives a job to everyone, it will either be too
large, pay salaries that are too low, be too expensive- or have all of
these d isadvant ages_

The point is that if Junior or the ne'er-do-well husband of a suc-
cessful woman executive (or, parenthetically, the wife of a well-paid
husband) can't find an adequate job, it is no great sojil loss. But a
father who can't maintain his family's economic well-being or respect
because he bounces from dishwasher to delivery "boy" creates an
unacceptable situation. That is the problem to he met and solved.

The simplest solution is the most direct one: guarantee family heads
a job at an adequate income. The jinfrment here is that aaequate
means half the median Limit) income and twice that given to welfare
families. Making the guarantee categoricalone per familymeans
that the help can be focused where the problem is and the cost be kept
within bounds. The net cost of the whole programsalaries less the
savinp on syelfare food stamps, and public housingis likely to he
less than one percent of GNP,
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Those who have agreed With the argument up to this point might

Still believe that subsidized employment is a better idea. That is, find
some way to make up the difference between whatever a family head
makes in'the private sector and the target of $6,000. Wage subsidies
have a number of attractive advantages. The public cost may be less
because the government need pay only the difference between the
private wage and $6,000. Moreover, wage subsidies would not disrupt
current market structures very much. Finally, the work now done by
family heads in low-wage jobs may be more socially useful than
assignments dreamt up in pubic employment.

However, wage subsidies are inferior to guarantees on two important
counts. Subsidies create powerful incentives for collusion between
employer and employee. Rather than agree on a rise that will reduce
the subsidy, it is to everybody's advantage to arrange 'for hidden
payments enabling boss and worker to split the government's payment.

Secondly, dist rubino. existing labor markets may not be all bad. Why
should the public subsidize private employers who do not upgrade
jobs? Job guarantees will force desirable changes throughout the job
market for family heads who earn close to $6,000. Their employers
will have to make wagejob condition offers that compare favorably
with the new jobs. Thus, in contrast to welfare programs that drive
Archie Bunker up the wall, categorical job guarantees should look
good to most blue-collar workers. However, such a program won't he
without problems.
Mechanics and problems

A typical response to the job-guarantee proposal is: How would it
work, and where would you find the jobs? It might operate this way.
A person

that
to the Federal Employment Service office in his city and

declares that he or she is a family head living with his or her children
and that no other family member is earning $6,000 annually. The
Service then has a limited time, say ten working days, to check the
applicant's eligibility and find him a regular job, in either the public
or the private sector, paying at least the guaranteed wage. if the job
search is unsuccessful, the applicant is placed in a "

job
special" public-

sector oby iaying $120 per week. The Service is required to maintain
a list of these special job openin!rs so that it will always be able to
accommodate any applicant it cannot place in private or regular
government jobs.

What could these people do? Well, for one thing, they could be
contracted outat full payto private industry. Many firms are
willing to pay $3.00 an hour for temporary employees. The rest of the
job opportunities consist of urban beautification workers, school and
hospital assistants, playground attendants, traffic directors, and so on.
Some sueeess has been reported in experimental public employment
programs in Canada and New York City.

Administration will, no doubt, be a serious headache; and main-
toining -the morale of other goverturent workers won't be easy:
However, if the most difficult problem in :,oviety is to find ireful work
for the welfare clientele, thenfor Gas sakelet's not give the
hardest problem to the least talented. The cynic may say that these
people can hardly do worse than many government 'employees who
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get paid I.:itch more than $6,000 to study poverty. And the optimist
will hope that the government has enough ingenuity to use these free
resources in an imaginative and productive manner.

There are other problems. Firms that stand to lose current employees
to these public-sector jobs will be hurt. And in some regions there will
be many such firms. However, to a great extent this will be good
riddance to a bad system. There should be little regret at the passing
of the sight, familiar in many southern towns, of grown men waiting
for an employer to come to town to offer them a day's work for ten or
-fifteen dollars. Moreover, these employers will still be able to offer
employment to the rhildern and wives of these menand without
concern for minimum-wage laws, Or, these firms can hire tabor from
the government on a contract basis.

Some women may be unhappy about categorical job guarantees
because the plan reflects a judgment- that the family is the basic
sociological and ,,corloMe unit and tints may threaten the job of the
family head's sponse. Some women whose husbands earn middle-
or upper-class incomes and who themselves hold vulnerable govern-
ment jobs may lose those jobs to male or female family heads (but
those women who have the necessary professional or secretarial skills
these family heads !ark needn't worry much.)

flowerer, the women who need liberation most will benefit greatly.
A third of the families in the lowest quintile are headed by females.
These women will have many more opportunitiesincluding the
-opportunity of re-acquiring the husbands who left them so that their
families could become eligible for welfare. The wives of men who will
earn a decent, steady living for the first time or whose wilge will be
bid. up by the presence of the job guarantees will surely welcome
being liberated from povertv,

The guarantee w put inflationary Pressure on the bottom end of the
wage scale. But since the guarantee is written in terms of median in-
come, the itifiation must ultimately be the mechanism that transfers
real income from the higher income groups to the lowest one. That
means that most of us who read (and write) this magazine will get
somewhat smaller raises while the lower group catches up. (Those
unfamiliar with the data may be shocked to find out how "rich" they
are. An income $15,000 in 1972 put a fitmily in the top third of the
income distribithon, and $20,000 put it in the top 15 percent.)

Job guarantees along the lines described above might increase the
share of the income pie going to the poorest 20 percent by`two per-
cenage points (from 5.5 percent to 7.5 lwreent of the total). Most of
the increase would come from the highest 20 percent, as it should if
income distribution in the United States is to be more humane.

The program will be difficult to administer. It will take an extraor-
dinary amount of imagination to motivate the army of workers to do
productive work in the face of a guarantee. Unless there is proper
planning, private and public labor markets will be disrupted. er-
tautly experimentation should precede full - :,cage operation. Un;,
fortunately, there lire no easy, problern-fre -.solutions to iYovert.
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BEYOND THE SAFETY NET:

REVIVING THE PROMISE OF OPPORTUNITY
IN AMERICA*

(By Su A. Levitan and Clifford M. Johnson)

THE AVAILABILITY OF .10118

Conservatives have succeeded in challenging the willingness of the
poor to work largely by treating job availability as a given. Riz-
ing that poverty and work motivation can be plausibly linked

ecogn
only if

jabs are available for those who seek them, they profess confidence in
market mechanisms while ignorinK the evident lack of employment
?pportimities for millions of Americans, not only in recessions but also
iR kaml times.

The most vivid examples of refusal to acknowledge labor market
conditions can be found in President Reagan's faith in job availability
amid postwar record unemployment. During the worst recession since
the Great Depression, Reagan clung to the theme that opportunities
for work abound :

Pick up the Sunday paper and look at the number of help wanted ads.
Hoe are essPloyerobegging for employees, taking ads out for them at a

oi the highest unemployment that we're known since the war!'

In the great metrepoilteukcenters you count as many as 66 page* of
help wanted ada. . Them newspaper ads convinced no that there are
Jetts waiting and people wet trained for these Jobs?

The administration's only concession to widespread joblessness lay in
the aelmowledgment that workers with a record of sustained employ-
emit may lack the skills to obtain available jobs.

Except when unemployment reaches well into the middle class, the
mismatch between available work opportunities and the skills of the
unemployed receives scant attention from conservatives. Lack of
skills may explain joblessness among the nonneedy, but it is assumed
that the poor are suited only for unskilled work and unwilling to work
at coemnensurate wages The presumption of job availability remains:

&
Them aft makined and leweleilled Job openings around galorebet why

milauee redgisnts take them? Poor people may often he of low
. kdadllgenes, lent they new net 'tepid. °Why lAbould they work? Hundreds

of theemaimie of low tied jobs are going begging in state employment
Mama ldetropelltan newspapers early rainy pages of "help wanted"

with Ow pendmiss of Bar 1. Levkas anti CIlleerd Ishapas. tram
llorlehog the Praetor of Oppertualty is America. Cambridge,

UAL
lapokomeetp at end sf ands
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The availability of unskilled employment is rarely substantiated, and
yet -this premise is crucial to the finding that "there are millions of
persons who will settle for small but easily obtainable income if it
enables them to avoid work." "

Perhaps the ultimate defense of the motivation thesis has been
crafted by George Gilder, who contends that individuals can "create
their own jobs" because "their supplies of work and human'capital can

--engender their own demand." " Gilder's vision is one in which every
person, however bereft of resources, is an entrepreneur who can reap
economic gains simply through perseverance and hard work. A similar
belief in individual empowerment has led another conservative ob-
server to label poverty and unemployment in New York City a "state
of mind," concluding that in a metropolis those willing to accept any
worknot holding out for something meaningful and ennobling
can make a living and even save money. "" Opponents of government
intervention believe, as a tenet of faith, in the supremacy of motive-

. tion and will. By definition, the problem of job availability no longer
exists.

The conservative view of job availability, however comforting, is
sharply at odds with labor market data. Job deficits in the private
labor market fluctuate with business cycles, swelling dramatically dur-
ing recessions-- -for example, the unemployment rate jumped from 5.7
percent in mid-1979 to 10.8 percent in December 1982. At the peak of
this most, reeftit recession a total of 12 million Americans were out of
work, another 6.6 million were forced to settle for part -time employ-
ment, and 1.8 million abandoned the search for work because of the
discouraging prospects in a slack labor market. The fact that so many
individuals in all income groups continued to look for jobs amid de-
teriorating employment conditions is itself a testament to the strength
of the work ethic in modern America.

Anecdotal evidence gleaned from the help wanted does not
refute the persistence of job deficits. investigations of ItIresident Rea-
gan's claims of job openings have revealed that employment advertise-
ments are dominated by highly specialized occupations and frequently
placed to fulfill the requirements of equal opportunity hiring proce-
dures. For example. an merican Vocational Association survey of
vacancy listings placed in The Washington Post, found that 92 per-
eent of publicised jobs required some training, and nearly three-
fourths announced highly skilled positions. Others have documented
that the volume of help wanted advertisements during the recent reces-
sion fell far below normal levels. Although manpower shortages persist
in skilled and -highly technical occupations, the presumption that
entry-level jobs are widely available in slack labor markets is simply
not credible.

Along with deficient aggregate demand, a variety of other factors
can restrict individual employment prospects. Labor surplus areas
persist in older industrial 'cities or in remote rural areas even during
periods of relatively high employment nationally. Structural ehangea
in the economy: whether fueled by technological change or foreign

Footnotes at end of article.
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competition, also skew the geographic distribution of employment op-
portunities. Finally, a racial discrimination, lack of skills, and diverse
individual handicaps can render job openings meaningless for persons
at the end of the job queue, leaving no practical option for gainful
employment and self-sufficiency.

Job deficits for selected pups have persisted despite strong growth
in the national economy. During the relatively prosperous 1950s, re-
ductions in demand for U.S. coal, textiles, and other domestically
manufactured consumer products created depressed areas in the.North-
east and Appalachian regions. Despite the manpower requirements of
the Vietnam war, inner city areas continued to suffer serious job short-
ages in the high employment years of the late 1960s. Unemployment
rates crept upward with each successive recession during the 1970s,
never returning to their prior levels. Throughout these trials the work
attachment of disadvantaged groups has remained strong. and wide-
spread joblessness has triggered no mass exodus from the labor force.

The data provide ample basis for viewing with great skepticism the
implicit claim of opponents of social programs that the major obstacles
to employment and self-support among the poor are lack of motivation
and unwillingness to work. Further, the composition of the poor
population indicates that greater job availability itself would not,
resolve the poverty problem. A large number of Americans live in
poverty in spite of their ability to find and retain foil-time employ-
ment. To the extent that conservatives trace the causes of poverty to
the moral character of the poor, they mock the struggles of millions
who work for a livintr but fail to earn an income adequate to reach even
the poverty threshold.

WORKING TO ESCAPE POVERTY

A nation committed to social justice has an obvious interest in
productive work as an alternative to welfare dependency. Gainful
employment lessens the drain of income maintenance on limited pub-
lic resources and provides the individual with a sense of dignity and
hope. It is hardly surprising that the goal of moving welfare rreioients
off the rolls and into private employment is embraced across political
and ideological spectra.

The emphasis. on work as an alternative to welfare becomes more
problematic when work is touted as offering certain escape from
poverty. Opponents of government intervention contend that mod-
ern American society provides ample importunities for upward
mobility, allowing the motivated and industrious among the poor
to lift themselves out of poverty. through bard work. This por-
trayal depicts a labor market in whigt,performance yields promotions,
and achievement is a function of individual effort. An inevitable con-
clusion, given this perspective, is that, those who languish in poverty
do SO as a result of their own shortcomingstheir lack of motivation
and commitment paramount. among them.

The potential for self-advaheement throne!) work has been asserted
mostloreefullv by George Gilder. Calling the United States "probahl
the most mobile society in the history of the world." he 'vacs.

noptsicts. at evd of article.
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unbounded faith in progress through personal effort and stresses thatescape from poverty "still inexorably depends on work.- 35 In his viewevery successful ethnic group in American history escaped frompoverty by working harder than other classes--a struggle in low-paying jobs which today's poor presumably are unwilling to under-take." The culmination of thlder's argiunent can be found in hisconviction that the rich and poor are unable to live in close proximity
without tension because "all but the supremely rich know they canplummet down, and the poor know, that their condition is to a greatdegree their own fault or choice." 37

President Reagan demonstrates a similar allegiance to the HoratioAlger dream of unlimited opportunities for self-advancement. Thepotential for upward mobility defines his sense of America: "What Iwant to see above all else is that this country remains a country wheresomeone can always get rich. That's the thing that we have and thatmust be pre-served." 33 Reagan's outlook transcends hopes for a pros-perous society. Extrapolating from his own modest beginnings,
Reagan appears to believe that eery American has the chance to risefrom rags to riches and that those who suffer bleaker fortunes haveonly themselves to blame.

While the goal of an open and affluent society is broadly accepted,it is grossly misleading to suggest that upward mobility through workin itself offers a meaningful solution to the problems of welfare re-cipients. Seventy percent of all AFDC recipients are children, mostof whom are below working a, e. Of the remaining 30 percent a major-ity are precluded from working by mental handicaps, physicaldisabilities, or childrearing responsibilities. The most ambitiousdemonstration projects undertaken to encourage Work among welfarerecipients have been applicable to a mere 15 percent of the AFDCpopulation. Opponents of social welfare programs perpetuate the,myth that work is a realistic option for h:ost welfare recipients, that.only the spirit is weak. Yet, innumerable studies have shown thatsocial, economic, and personal circumstances are far better predictorsof welfare dependency than is any aversion to the work ethic."Even for recipients deemed employable, the private labor market isseldom capable of providing an adequate income. One in four AFDCmothers has no work experience, and those with a record of prioremployment, are heavily concentrated in low-paying occupations, in-cludirg service and clerical workers, laborers. operatives, and privatehousehold workers." Without skills and valuable work experience theemployable minority on the welfare rolls rarely gain access to jobs withdecent wages, long-term stability, and opportunities for advance-mentthe attributes of a good job which alone can provide an escapemute from poverty." The earning, capacity of most welfare recipients
certainly does not exceed that of the working poor, an indication that
even steady employment for the welfare poor would not ensure their
self-sufficiency.

The plight of the working poor contradicts most starkly the claim
that an ardent commitment to work can ensure a life free of depriva-tion. In 19142 more than 9 million .tmerirans workeddorinff some part_of the year and yet lived in poverty. Almost a third of these poor

Pootuotro at cad at article.
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workersnearly 3 millionlabored the entire year but were paid
wages too meager to offer them escape from indigence. The image
of the lazy and unmotivated choosing poverty in order to avoid work

si.....ziftelevant to this large body of impoverished Americans, whose de-
ion to the work ethic is tested to a far greater degree than that of

more affluent workers.
In nsponse to the grim realities of the working poor. conservatives

reiterate their faith in upward mobility for the industrious and tal-
ented. If their optimism regarding prospects for advancement were
warranted, the problems of the working poor could be accepted as
either a temporpary affliction or the fate of those lacking motivation
and talent. I nffirtunately. there is little reason to believe that mobility
is a -function of individual effort in modern America. The persistence
of secondary labor markets, barriers to entry in selected occupations,
and discriminatory employment practices all limit opportunities for
advancement and self-sufficiency through work.

Current labor market conditions strongly support the hypothesis
that the labor market is segmented. offering relatively high wages. good
working conditions, job security. and chances for advancement to the
majority of American workers while providing the rest with low pay,
poor working conditions, unstable jobs, and few promotion opportu-
nities." Because workers in secondary markets are often forced to ac-
cept intermittent employment, their incomes tend to fall short of their
full-time earnings capacity and below the poverty, line. Moreover, since
the working poor frequently hold unskilled jobs. they are unlikely to
acquire higher skills on their jobs that would assist them in the transi-
tion from secondary to primary labor markets. The existence of pri-
mary and secondary markets side by side leaves unskilled workers
trapped in dead-end jots in which their motivation and effort have no
appreciable impact. on future advancement or capacity for self -
support.

Patterns of labor market segmentation are strengthened and in
fluenced by racial discrimination and barriers to occupational entry
that hinder the advancement of disadvantaed minorities. Some prog-
ress has been made. as a direct result of federal mandates and interven-
tions, in reducing the prevalence of discriminatory employment prac-
tices. Nonetheless. with rising levels of educational attainment and
aggregate unemployment, the use of credentials or licensing require-
ments as harriers to entry in the primary labor market probably has
increased in recent years. Both factors continue to frustrate the efforts
of the disadvantaged to pull themselves out of poverty.

In the face, of these obstacles to upward mobility. the commitment
to work among disadvantaged groups persists nevertheless. An anal-
yais of data, from the 1979 national longitudinal survey of youth labor
market experience found that, holding constant human capital. family
background. and environmental variables. black youth are more wil-
ling than their white counterparts to take jobs paving less than the
minimum wage." The evidence also indicates that-minorities travel
farther to their jobs. further refleeting the strength of their labor force
attachment. When thousands of candidates assemble in urban areas to
apply for a few entry:level jobs and the great majority of the working
poor continue to work for marginal financial rewards, it seems clear
nallotes st sod .1 Odds.
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that the predominant causes of poverty lie beyond a willingness to
work. Blacks from lower quantile socioeconomic status are also more
likely to go to college than whites sharing the same status.

Poor prospects for advancement and inability to earn wages suf-
ficiently high to lift families above the poverty level have taken their
greatest toll among older black men. As recently as 1960 the labor force
participation rates of white men and black men were identical; since
that time participation rates for black males have fallen from 83 to

percent while that of whites dropped more modestly to 77 percent.
Some analysts have seized upon the declining participation and higher
unemployment rates of black men as evidence that they refuse to ac-
cept jobs and prefer welfare to work. The observation as partially ac-
curate: regardless of race, the advantages of holding a low paying job
with intermittent forced idleness in the secondary labor market, com-
pared to it life of crime or welfare dependency, have diminished over
the past two decades. Not surprisingly, a segment of American so-
ciety finds criminal activities or unreported work in the underground
economy an attractive alternative to dead-end employment at sub -
sistence wages. However, tW crux of the problem lies not in the will-

. ingnmt of black men and other segments of the disadvantaged to
work but in the inadequacy of prevailing wage rates and earnings
in the secondary labor market.

The fundamental conflict between the goal of alleviating poverty
and the economic interests of employers who rely on a ready supply
of low-wage labor has long stymied progress toward social justice. If
the returns of low-paying work are not enhanced, employment for
many unskilled. iletieiently educated, and discriminated against work-
ers will provide no escape from poverty. If subsidized employment is
offered to ensure an adequate income for workers and their families,
millions of low-wage workers in unsubsidisAsl jobs will seek such em-
ployment. Policies that emphasize work effort among the poor while
ignoring their limited earnings capacity may serve the needs of em-
ployers for low-wage labor but will not lift the working poor to self-
sufficiency. Furthermore, as long as workers remain poor despite their
labors there can be no hope of reconciling the demands of equity and
commis-sin,' in t he treatment of the nonworking tmor,

The case for improving work in secondary labor markets. through
changes in tax and incomes policies, has been summarized succinctly by
Nathan Glazer:

If one reawm for welfare Is the abandoning of families by men who can-
not get steady jobs. or whose jobs simply do not provide enough for
themwives and their family. an effort to improve poor jobs will have an
effect. If another reason for welfare is the unattractiveness to many
mothers of the jobs they could get, this approach will also have an ef-
fect. . , . It requires no mensure of compulsion lo get people to work and
it adds to the attraetiveneto and, we might say, the dignity of work.*

The adoption of public polic:es to supplement the earnings of the
working poor is thwarted prima oily by concerns for "dependency" and
traditional beliefs in work as the sclittion to poverty. Only when fed-
eral policy ceases to treat work and poverty as mutually exclusive will
it be possible to construct a more rational approach to the problems of
needy Americans.

rostsetes at cod of Wide,
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THE MEANING OF DEPENDENCY

Opitnents.of federal welfare policies tend to equate the receipt of
assistance with dependency: if an individual draws funds from

the public coffOrs that person is dependent.-This notion of dependency
makes no sigiuticant

rson
ant distinction between those who rely on welfare as

their sole soul-ce of support, those who secure assistance to supplement
their meager earnings, and those who receive stipends or grants while
undergoing /training or attending school. Success in battling depend-
ency prestunably can be measured by changes in the size of the welfare
rolls. Hem*, .efforts to reduce poverty through income transfers by
definition exacerbate the problem of welfare dependency.

The distillation of many degrees of reliance on welfare assistance
into the 4treltes of total dependency and self-sufficiency has become a
hallmark of Reagan administration welfare policies. Beyond provi-
sions for those who cannot work (the deserving poor) the administra-
tion contends that federal benefits should be limited to temporary re-
lief for those who should support themselves. President Reagan has
argued that federal social programs, frequently "destroyed pride and
created s feeling of helplessness among those who needed eneo urage-
ment and hope."" According to David Stockman. the Reagan admin-
istration's Director of the Office of Management and Budget, assistance
to the working poor to supplement wages leads to "permanent de-
pendency." "' The Heritage Foundation has extended this opposition
to aid for the working poor, claiming that welfare provisions that
allow recipients to keep a sizable portion of their outside earnings have
failed simply because "recipients who worked remained indefinitely on
the welfare rolls."" From this perspective work and welfare never
mix, and the only legitimate goal of government intervention is total
self-sufficiency through work.

The meaning of dependency for those opposed to helping the work-
ing poor is illustrated graphically in President Reagan's drive to force
the working poor off the welfare rolls. Convinced that all workers
should be able to support themselves and their dependents if they try
hard enough. the administration has sought to terminate poverty-
stricken families from AFDC. thereby ensuring that they do not ob-
tain a "false sense of security" and providing "the incentive to make
the transition from welfare to self-support: 49 Throughout the de-
bate on its welfare proposals the Reagan administration has insisted
that restricted eligibility and reduced benefit levels would not harm
recipients with genuine need, anplauding "reductions in dependency"
with confidence that those who lost benefits found other means of self -
support.

Consistent with the Reagan administration's ideololy. 19Fil budget
cuts in the AFDC and food stamp programs fell heavily on those
recipients with earned income, raising marginal tax rates dramatically
and rendering sonic ineligible for federal assistane. As a result of
these (+alums the disposable income of the typical AFDC family with
earnings fell in every slate in 198. and in twelve states the imPact on
work incentives was severe that a nonworking AFDC parent with
two children ended iu better off than a working parent in similar eir-

Fuettootes at awl of artteis.
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eumstances. In California an AFDC recipient realized almost no gain
by earning an additional $100 to $150 per month and actually would
have lost income at the margin by earning more than .$3:0 through
work." Nationwide, the dispable ineome of the average AFDC work-
ing family fell from $595 per month in fiscal 19,41 to S-176 in 19R'! as a
result. of the Reagan cuts, moving the same average family from 101
percent of the 'poverty line in 19141 to $1 percent in 198'2."

In the wake_ of President Reagan's welfare cuts many olsservers
predicted that recipients would find it advantageous to quit their jobs
and rely solely on welfare for support. Although data on the percent-
age of terminated recipients returning to the welfare rolls are limited,
preliminary evidence suggests that most reeiients forced off the rolls
have not abandoned work and returned to the welfare system. An ex-
ploratory study by the Research Triangle Institute concluded that
only 15 percent of those working recipients who lost their benefits in
late 1081 and early 19142 hail returned several months later to the rolls
in the same counts in which they had initially enrolled.'''' Richard
Nathan similarly found in a survey of selected states that only about
10 percent of those who lost their benefits due to lower income ceilings
and altered tax laws have reappeared on the rolls, resulting in a
net reduction in the size of the welfare population nationally of 9 per-
cent." A few states have reported higher rates of return, including
estimates in the range of 30 to 40 percent in Wieconsin .and Okla-
homa." However, it appears that most families with earned incomes
were able to eopmith marginal losses without resorting to complete
dependency,

Administration reactions to these findings have rendered its view of
dependency unmistakably clear. The White cited the Research
Triangle institute study as proof that the allministration's welfare
cuts have been "extremely sneers-slur and that working recipients
were "femoved from dependency.- Because the Reagan phifosophy
characterizes any contrilmtion to an individual's income through wet-.
fare as dependency, the option of gradually phasing out benefits to
provide positive incentives for increased work effort is rejected as a
matter of principle. The administration policy is not to redefine the
inevitable balance between work incentivessind targeting: its intent is
to eliminate the tradeoff completely by removing from the rolls any
person capable of work and providing assistance only to the deserving
poor, giving them as little as ',Male to ensure tha; they remain truly
needy.

, Defendants of Reagan's welfare policies argue thatistskelt cuts
weakening work incentives cprIst it sited a small portion of total welfare
expenditures and that the prior balance between work incentives and

-targeting of benefits was not. sserosanet. Ifowever, the distubing as-
pect of the administration's assault on Work incentives is that its con-

' apt of dependency leaves no room for any reasonable mixture of
work and welfare to meet the needs of the corking poor. Jodie Allen,
a Carter administration official and advocate of combining work with
welfare, emphasized the extremism embodied in the administration's
approach, stating, "If your sincrle criterion for welfare success is shy-
ing money. you might. as well close all the welfare Asps, None of the_

P"ootaates at *ad of &Mei*.
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recipients would then be 'dependent.' Hungry, maybe, but not de-
pendent." " indeed, the Research Triangle institute investigators
questioned the conclusion that the policy could be. labeled a success,
adding -we cannot say bow people coped." " Given that the people
affected by the Reagan cuts,live on the margin of poverty, their im-
pact on the work effort of recipients is in part irrelevant to their merits
as sound welfare policy. As Peter Edelman has stressed, an assault on
work ,incentives is counterproductive whether or not recipients con-
tinue to work because it will either result in more welfare outlays or
require people to work for wages diet will-bring lower incomes than
they received on welfare."

Throughout, the past two decades ant0.sts have stressed that the
goals of adequate basic benefits, meaningful work incentives, and af-
fordable program costs in federal welfare programs inevitably con-
fiict." Since the 1967 amendments to the Social Security Actthrough
two Democratic and two Republican administrationswelfare initia-
tives, have recognized the need for compromise among these com-
peting goals and sought to impruve previously neglected work incen-
tives. The result of such reforms has been to channel a portion of total
welfare benefits to les; needy individuals, an outcome that the U.S.
"Chamber of Commerce has recognized as necessary "in order to pro-
'vide adequate rewards for those who workand earn." 6° The Reagan
administration has reversed this drive toward balance in the targeting
of welfare benefits with its unrelenting emphasis on the truly needy.

Societal standards of justice and generosity of course are relative,
so it. can be argued that the working poor who subsist near the poverty
line do not "need" public assistance. Yet to portray recipients affected
by Reagan's budget cuts as having comfortable or even adequate in-
comes is to conceal the true extent of their suffering and sacrifice.
Working as hard today as in 19SO, the working poor are less.able to
provide for their families and meet their basic needs. The unwilling-
ness of conservatives to abandon a pathological view of poverty and
to allow work and welfare to mix also enhances the difficulties of mov-
ing the nonworking poor from the welfare rolls to self-sufficiency.

The lives and experience of the working poor contradict the basic
tenet of traditional free market advocatesthat poverty stems from
lack of motivation and willingness to work. Individuals -without
earned incomes can be dealt with in straightforward fashion: sup-

. ported with public funds if unsuited for work and conwelled to work
tf judged capable of self-support. Harsh or rigid determinations are
justified with the assumption that work is evailable at wage levels that
will lift the able limbed, sooner or later, out of poverty and dependen-
cy. Only the working poor present an anomaly in this otherwise nest
explination of poverty. Perhaps it is for this reason that ideological
conservatives have chosen to turn their hacks on the working poor,
who struggles end commitment to c-ork most closely approximate
the conservative vision of the American dream.

iootooto. at end of ardelit
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PUBLIC JOSS FOR THE MIMIC GOOD
(By Nat Weinberg)

Public service employment is usually thought of as a means to
provide work and iscomes for the unemployed. Crucial though that
purpose is, it overlooks the fact that public service employment can
and ahead help avoid the losses to society resulting from failure to
mike constructive use of available labor time which, once eissipated
in idleness, can never be recovered.

WPA provides an instructive Weems in this regard. It utilised
the abilities and talents of the unemployed-- whether to construct
buildings, road* and brides*, or to writs guidebooks, paint pictures.
stags ploys or to develop new statistical peries--to maks enduring con-
tributions to the Netioa's physits-Ltulturelse& intellectual wealth.
At the same time, of wares, SPA helped to maintain the morals of theme
it employed, to preserve and improve their skills, and to provide than
with incomes.

Although WPA sever came near to providing jobs for all the unemployed,
it nevertheless did demonstrate that an attempt to use the abilities of
the jobless for society's benefit need not rum. up against the sharp numeri-
cal limits on job creation inherent in today's narrower concept of public
service employment as essentially a means to supplement existing public
functions. At its peak, WPA employed close to 3 1/2 million workers in
a labor fore, roughly three- fifths the sirs of today's, sad, given suf-
ficient appropriations, could have provided woeful employment for many
more.

Use of the abilities of the unemployed for socially desirable
purposes makes sense even from a cress economic standpoint. As s
eocifity, we reject the mottos that those without jobs should be left
to feed for themeelves. One way or asother--throueb unemployment
insurance, food totem's or welfare --one protect then (although often
isadequately) against StAresti00. Giving than work would mean gaining
something of value to offset the cost of keeping than alive. Evancohen
providing the unemployed with work would seen additional outlays for
capital equipment, supervision, wages, etc., the offsetting value of
their contributions, at the very least, would usually result in lower
net dollar costs than those of sustaining this in idleness. More
Likely, there would be a net gain, rather than merely_a smeller net
swot. When less easily measurable costs of unemploystnt--increased
crime, deterioriation of /orals and skills, featly disruptive, psycholo-
gical problems, increased suicide rates, etc. - -are taken into account,
a net gain seen. certain.

Aeproduced free: O.B. Department of Labor. Mmplopment and
Staining Administration. Perspectives on public Job creation.
illorenc Casey, 44.1 Research and development monograph 52.
Washington, V.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. p. 1-20.
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Gives: the berth:hips and economic waste caused by unemployment, a
bow and ratiomal society mould `evict that the primary goal of
aeamemic policy should be stable fuAl employment defined not in terms
of a target unemployment rate bet rather as Sir William Severidge
atfiaid it in "Pull Employment in a free Society." lie wrote that full
employment:

"means having always more vacentobs than unemptoled
men, not slightly fewer jobs. It mama that the jobs
are at fair wages, of such a kind, and so located that
the unemployed men can reasonably be expected to take
them; it mean's, by consequence, that the normal lag
between losing one job and finding soother will be
very sbort.1/

o To put it another way, unemployment would be reduced to the minimal
frictional level.

Unfortunately, during the 1960's and early 1970's, the U.S.
unemployment rate has averaged about 2 1/2 times as high se the weighted
average rate for the other industrialised democracies for which the
Sureau of Labor Statistics computes comparable figures. Despite the
far greater vulnerability of those other countries to fluctuations in
demand for their exports, none of them (except Canada, stoat unemploy-
ment rate is largely determined in the U.S.) has even approximated the
Levels to which U.S. unemployment hes soared.

There is no immutable law that condemns us to such unemployment
levels. We know now that the level of unemployment is a function of
economic policy.. Nevertheless, the history of U.S. tolerance for
unemployment suggests at least a strong probability that there will
be room and need for greater numbers of public service jobs for years
to come. With that as the outlook, it is not enough to think in corms
of merely peripheral and temporary public service employment programs
intended to take up the transitory slack in demand for labor that might
be caused by unforeseeable and uncontrollable events. Instead, there
will be need for massive, continuing programs which should be carefUlly
planned to yield the maximum possible social and economic benefits.

1/ William H. Beveridge. Full Fmployment in s Free Society
(New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 1945). p. 18.
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In view of the magnitude of the unemployment problem we seem
likely to face in the years ahead, the bulk of the publicly provided
jobs will have to come from expanded and accelerated public works
proeremi and from the standard forsrof public service employment
Involving avgmentatiom of existing public services. Public works
employment, although expensive per job directly created, offers some
hope of further reducing the overall sire of the unemployment problem
through its indirect effects in stimulating the materials-supplying
and transportation industries (although part of that stimulus will
result in more hours of work for those already employed rather than
recall or'hiring of additional workers). The standard type of public
service employment, although offering a vast job creative potential
because of the widespread inadequacy of many public services, presentsthe problem-of the "revolving door"

or "substitution" effect involving
the replacement of regular workers by others financed out of funds
made available under public service employment programs. (It should
be possible, however, to avoid or minimize that effect:)

The inadequacies of public services suggest that expansion of
public service employment should not be regarded primarily as a morestopgap to take up temporary slack in the labor market, but as a
permanent feature of our economy. That would be true even if the
private economy offered far more job opportunities than it'does nowor is likely to offer in the future. There is nothing inherently morevirtuous or valuable in $100 spent privately in a night club than the
same amount spent publicly on health or education. A healthy competi-
tion between the public and private sectors for a supply of labor
insufficient to meet the full demands of both would fulfill the first
of the conditions in the Beveridge definition of full employment.

The prospect of a heavy burden of unemployment in the years to
come affords us an opportunity to experiment on a large scale with
new forms of public services and new methods of delivering then.
In following pages I will attempt. first. to describe some of the
kinds of services that it would be useful to provide and to suggestforms of organization that.could be used to 4eliver them. The
delivery system is intended primarily as a means to help restore
the sense of community that seems rapidly to be disappearing from
nor smetetv--to renlace atomization, loneliness and alieimetioo with
the warm and close bonds that unite neighbors when they have frequent
occasion to meet and to join in activities of common interest. In
addition, l will attempt to deal with some of the practical problems
that would be encountered in conducting the kinds of activities I
propose.
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Binds of Services

O

The word "new" in the heading of this section is to some degree
an exaggeration. As I prepared to write this paper I was amazed to
discover haw many of the kinds of services I had in mind were already
being provided in scattered localities across the North American
continent, under the CETA program, the Canadian Local Initiative
Program (LIP), or by private, voluntary organ!zations. At the risk
of being accused of reinventing the wheel, I will, nevertheless,
include,services already being furnished in one way or another in
the hope that something new and useful will be found in my conception
of them.

By way of further preface to the description of the services
themselves, ttlree additional points should be noted. The first is that
a number of the activities suggested call for a wide range of skills.
For example, drama requires (or, in some cases, may require) not only
actors but also musicians, costume designers, set designers, stage
carpenters, stage electricians, etc. In many cases, the nature of the
skills auxiliary to the primal'', activity will be obvious and I will not
bother to identify them. In some instances, where it would not be
efficient to employ a person with a given skill to service a single
group (e.g., a drama group), economies of scale may come into play
when a community center fs established to serve a network of the
neighborhood centers proposed below.

The second prefatory point is that many of the activities should
include significant training components for those involved in both
the primary activity and the supporting work. For those already
trained to perform their respective functions, existing skills should
be preserved and polished.

The third point Is that the activities suggested, with very few
exceptions, are highly labor intensive, thus generating a high ratio
of jobs to exPenditures. To put it another way, outlays for equipment
and materials per lob created would be relatively small.

The list of useful public services that could be provided but are
presently lacking probably could he extended far beyond those mentioned
in this paper. Those that are mentioned, iherefnre, should he consi-
dered se illustrative. Their recital ;Irol'ably will bring many others
to mind.
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SEIVICti FOR THE ELDERLY

With the disappearance of the extended family. advancing age has
**come atragic experience for many with alert and active minds but
enfeebled bodies. Many of those facing the threat of terminal exile
to nurefng homes would be far happier if it were made possible for them
to live out. their lives, even if alone, in their accustomed surroundings,
in their'own homes with their own familiar posSessions, and, to the
extent they are physically able, to keep up their ties with friends,
neighbors and relatives. The preference for staying put, for avoiding
the trauma of uprooting involved in transfer to a nursing home, is pro -
bably strong even when the latter is of high quality. The fact that
many nursing homes are abominations is an additional and compelling
reason for minimizing the number of such transfers. This would make
it easier to enforce standards of humane conditions and treatment in
nursing homes and to shut down permasiently those institutions unable
or unwilling to conform to such standards.

Provision of a few simple and relatively inexpensive services would
make it possible for a high proportion of the aged to remain where they
are as long as they retain some minimum of physical vitality. The kinds
of services required would vary with the physical state of the persons
to be served. Some could get by with mobility assistance. If a car
or a minibus came by their homes to pick them up once or twice a week,
they could be taken in groups to shopping centers to replenish their
larders and make other necessary purchases. Group rides could also be
provided to take them to recreational activities or events, although,
because of differences in tastes, the groups for this purpose might
be composed ofdifferent combinations of individuals than the shopping
groups. In some cases (e.g.. where a single medical center serves
many of the aged), it should be possible to schedule appointments so
as to provide group rides for health care purposes. Where group rid-
ing is impractical (e.g., for nips to the individual's own, non-
institutional doctor, dentist or lawyer), a special dial-a-ride system
could be provided for the aged.

For those whom even a ride would weary unduly (and also as a
possible alternative to group riding for shopping purposes), mobile
shopping centers could be created. These woul take the form of
trucks stocked carefully with the kinds of foods and other essentials
that the agej buy regularly, with attention paid to ethnic tastes
along the routes covered by the trucks. Alternatively, the trucks
could carry packages of foods and other items made up to accordance
with telephone orders placed, prior to scheduled deadlines, by those
along the truck's routes. The routes could be varied day by day so
that the same truck could serve sevetat neighborhoods in the course
of a week.
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Some of the aged who are otherwise able to take care of themselves
are'too feeble or too lacking in desire for food to cook wholesome,
balanced meals for themselves. For these, a central kitchen could
prepare warm steals to be delivered to their homes by car or truck.
The meals could be packaged no that they could be kept warm on stoves
or in ovens until, mealtime. Where the ndiure of the meals permits
reverting without deterioration of nutritive value or taste, several
days' seals could be provided at a time, thus minimizing the number of
trips required to be made by the delivery vehicle.

Some of the aged who are too enfeebled to clean their dwellings
effectively could be provided with housekeeping help. Teams of house-
k rs (about which more will be said in connection with services for
wo ing parents) could visit their homes or apartments at intervals
(pe haps once or twice a week) to clean and straighten up for them.

Aged Individuals living alone nay encounter two other problems
for; which assistance could be provided. The first is loneliness.
Theisecond is danger of a traumatic evente.g.. a heart attack, a
strOke, or'A-household accident - -that might go annoticed because it
prevented them from calling for help. Such persons could be served by
teams of individuals organized to telephone elderly persons living

.

alone at frequent intervals to talk with them where loneliness is a
problem, and, in any event, to make sure than no mishap has befallen
them or, if one has, to send help. The persons making the calls could
also routinely inquire whether there were any special shopping or other
needs'of a kind not likely to be filled by the means suggested above,
e.g., to renew a medical prgeription and-to have sit delivered or to
make a special trip to the doctor. Arrangements could then be made to
fill such needs.

Staffing Needs

The employment created by the above-described services would
include lobs for'passenger car and truck drivers; clerks to schedule
rides and deliveries and to receive and arrange for filling orders for
food and other needs; persons to take inventory on and restock the
mobile shopping centers; sales clerks to tilt orders and to take pay-
ment on qurh mobile centers and other vehicles involved in the delivery
of warm meals; cooks and other kitchen workers to prepare such meals;
members of tht phone-calling teams. In addition, qualified supervisors
would be needed to organize the services, I- develop ;.votetns for their
effective integration and coordination (e.g., Co avoid several car
trips where oti would ,.uffice) and to train those engaged in providing
the service,. For example, those charged with phoning the elderly
would have to be carefully trained to carry on "loneliness" phon. calls
in a friendly and helpful way, to make efticiont use of their 'ine by
avoiding undue prolongation of sftch Palls, to judger whether a request
for especial shopping or other help w:rriotpd wtion, etc.
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Given the costs of nursing home care, it teem almost certain that
the savings the above - described services would make available by reduc-
ing the need for institutionalization would far outweigh the coots of
providing the services. Whether or not that conclusion is correct
could be determined, subject to a reasonable margin of error, by
carefully estimating the coot of the services and comparing them with
nursing home charges.

Even in the unlikely event that such calculations show that insti-
tutional care is less expensive. provision of the services would still
be worthwile as a means of avoiding the immeasurable psychological costs
of institutionalization.

The capital costs involved would be minimal. There need be no
initial outIO for the cars involved if arrangements are made to coo-
sensate the drivers (in addition to their pay) on a reasonable mileage
basis for use of their own car9.. Relatively few trucks would' be needed
to serve as mobile shopping centers and for delivery of meals for large
numbers of the aged. The ratio of truck, to cumbers served would be
sharply reduced in high-population-density neighborhoods with heavy
concentrations of the elderly. If food and other item were sold by
the mobile shopping centers at prevailing retail prices, a revolving
fund equal to the cost of the initial inventory might well turn out to
permanently sufficient. Such a fund would have to be supplemented only
to the extent, if any, that costs of space for warehousing merchandise,
truck depreciation, and personnel exceeded the wholesale cost of the
initial inventory plus the profit margins included in prevailing
retail prices. (Increases in prices at the wholesale level should be
compensated for wholly or largely by increases in prevailing retail
prices.) The need for supplementation might be avoided if arrangements
could be made for direct perchsse of some items from the producers.
Prepared meals should be supplied at prices equal to either the whole-
sale costs of food plus preparation costs or the retail prices of the
foods involved plus costs for fuel, etc., chat would be incurred if
the meals were prepared in the home.

Building space would be needed for some of the services--for
warehousing merchandise to supply the trucks, for the kitchens used
in prepariog meals, for the teams of phone-callers, etc. In some cases,
however, space night be available without cost in unused or underuti:ized
public facilities. For example, recent sharp decreases in birth rates,
plus declining populations in central cities, may make space available
in school buildings. /NOTE: What has been said here regarding building
space applies to space for certain of the other services described
below and will not be repeated in connection with them./
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Possible Resistance

Private businesses that perceive certain of the services described
above as competitive with their own enterprises would probably resist
these progress. Supermarkets and other store. might oppose the mobile
shopping centers and the sale of warm meals; taxi owners and drivers
might react similarly to the personal mobility services, etc. Such
opposition might be diminished somewhat if it were stressed that the
market for those services would not be available at all if those served
were immured in nursing homes. Private landlords and builders, on the
other hand, might welcome the services,,and thus help to offset
opposition from other quartet*, if persuaded that less utilization of
nuxping homes would increase total demand for dwelling units. With a
growing proportion of the population in the upper age brackets, this
could be a significant factor in demand for housing.

Prospects for Permanence

We all face the possibility of living to an age at which we will
no longer be fully able to take care of our own needs. Many younger
people, meanwhile, are already carrying or may soon be compelled to
carry the burden of intolerably high nursing home costs for their
parents. If experience with the above-described services were to
demonstrate, as 1 am convinced it would, that the shock of institutiona-
lization could be avoided for a significant proportion of the aged,
that alone would tend to make permanent maintenance of those services
out of tax revenues widely popular. If, in addition, experience
should show, as I believe it would, that these services would reduce
the private and social costs of caring for the aged, as compared to
the costs of institutionalization, it would seem almost certain that
there would be widespread and enthusiastic support for the permanent
provision of the kinds of services proposed.

SERVICES FOR THE DISABLED

The same range of services proposed for the elderly (plus some
additions described below) would be applicable ro the temporarily and
permanently disabled, although needs for specific services would tend
to vary among individuals, depending u,,on the nature and extent of
their respective dtsabtlities'.

If a system were established to provide those services for the
elderly, it would be a relatively simple matter to include the disabled
as part of the client population. Similarly, additional services needed
primarily by the disabled, could be extended to those aged persons who
have disahilitis that qualify them for such services.
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The disabled, in meek camas, would used visiting nurses, registered
or prectical or both. In addition, some who live alone would need daily
visits by 'moons able to prepare meal. and perform other household

.1 chores, rather than the weekly or twice-s-week visits of housekeeper
teams proposed for the elderly.

The lives of the blind could be enriched by the services of people
Oho would direct thee to facilities whore they could learn braille,
obtain "talking books," learn to become mobile with the aid of leader
doge, etc. Delivery of braille literature and talking books could be
provided for the immobile blind. Similar referral services could be
provided for the deaf.

Prospects for Permanence

The visiting services for the disabled described above probably
would be less expensive than institutional care. Once these lower
costs had been demonstrated, it might be possible to obtain permanent
public financing for such activities. The special services proposed
for the blind and the deaf might be financed on a permanent basis by
the private, voluntary organizations that already meet many of their
needs, out of public revenues or by a combination of bort).

SERVICES FOR WORKING PARENTS

The need for certain services for working mothers, 'Whether or not
they are heads of households, is widely recognized, though far from
adequately met. A widowed, separated, or divorced father responsible
for maintiining a home and caring for young children has the same
needs for help as a working mother. Some of these services are also
needed in families in which all the adults work or attend !'ull-time
school.

The need for a vast expansion of high-quelity'and low-cost child
cace facilities ("Day care" is a misnomer because, in many cases, pro-
vision must be made for children before dawn and after dusk and, in
some situations, around the clock.) is too obvious to require discussion
here. A very sizable number of permanent jobs would be created by such
an expansion both for well-trained child care experts and for aides
who could operate under their suoervision with little or no training.
However. the litter could be given opportunities for training that could
lead to upgrading, In fact, if both quality standards and quantitative
needs are to ho net within a reasonable time, there would be vast
opportunities for upgrading.

4
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Because of the traditional mo s of our society. the werking
mother, even if her heebend is pry t in the home, usually bears an
unfair and intolerably heavy bur n. She is expected, besides putting
in her stint on the job, to sp many additional hours doing the
family's shopping, attending to fultr children's and her husband's needs,
keeping the home clean and neat, etc. For many women, the combination
of job and home responsibilities acts as a strong deterrent to labor
force participation. In a full employment economy (which hopefully we
viii some day have), their absence from the labor market would mean a
serious loss of potential output.

Under present conditiona, the hiring of household help is not a
realistic possibility for most women discouraged from taking jobs by
the burden of theft family responsibilities. The low pay and low
status attached to such work and the fact that it is often done under
degrading conditions tends to limit the supply of persons willing to
undertake it except in times of severe recession.

There would almost certainly be a net gain to society if paid
household work were rationalized, thus making it more efficient; if
the workers invol.ed were given steady employment under dignified
conditions; and if the wages were sufficiently high so that the
combination of monetary renumeration and improved dignity and status
would attract more workers into the field. The pain would flow iron
two sources'. on the one hand, useful services would he obtained from
persons who would otherwise have to be'supported in idleness; on the
other hand, the ready availability of such services would enccsrage
increased participation of women in the labor force, thus ihcreasing
total odtput.

The ways in whIch'fthousehold work might he rationaliled can pro-.

" bably he determined only by experimentation with 1.larious methods.
What follows, therefore, Joel not protend Co he J definitive solution,
but rather one approarh that might he worth testing.

The household workers rquld be organi7d into reams onsisting,
for enaaple, of one person who would do such chores as sweeping,
dusting, etc.. anot'er w,old t' e law... N... Ake e
beds, change the bed linen periodically, and gener.vilv qtraighten
up; a third could do the dflhes Ind, in a,corlinc with .aritten
insttuctions left by the homemaker. prepare a 4imple evening meal
(ersbora,te, time-corsmring recipes would have to he ruled out) and
puf it cur the stove ready for cooking. alt the -.toy,. lid i rimer.
it-could he set to have the meal cooked at th sired time.) In

addition, one member of the team could pick up a shopping list left
by the housewife and deposit it at a central locatien from it

would he taken, together with similar orders from other families to
be filled kit the appropriate store or stores. (iscoun! trrart4u:,sTirs

might become avail ible based upon thevolome 1 f !441v, involvod.) The
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teem would deliver the orders as it arrived at the homee. (I have left
epee the frequency of the comma' visits to each home they would serve;
it might be weekly or twice a week,)

The teem members would have steady employment, reguser assignments,
and the same supervisors from week to weekunlike present domestic
dayworkers, whose employment is irregular and uncertain and may involve
a large number of constantly-changing and unfamiliar employer, And
home., Their role, would become much like those of field workers for
a regular business eetablishment (e,g. liars ho install and repair
telephones or household appliances), except that they would have regular
routes. It eesmirreesonable to expect that, in time, they would be
accorded a status in the eyes of their neighbors comparable to such
workers,

Initially, and particularly while unemployment remains high, the
household help services should be made available without charge to
all families with children in which all the able-bodied adults work or
attend school full-time. This would permit the operation to be con-
ducted on a scale which would make meaningful experimehtation possible,
The pet cost would be relatively mall, since most of the workers
involved would otherwise be receiving unemployment compensation or,.
*owe other form of income maintenance, Later, and particularly if
unemployment were sharply reduced so that there were competing demands
for the workers involved, further experimentation eight be conducted to
determine the piss of bhe fees that typical tactile, might be willing
to pay for these services. Fees might be graduated on the basis of
family income.

NEICKBORHDO0 conmS
1

We seem, as people, to be becoming increasingly isolated from
each other, Neighborhoods, in the sense of areas in which individuals
come into repeated comet with large numbers of their fellows and
Join togePher in a variety of activities, have larAelv disappeared.
The reasons need not he explored here, but the results seem to include
widespread loneliness all a feeling by marl- peyote that something is
missing from their lives

Whet 'let or lot the sense of nridhborliness fin Ire delinerately
recreated is open to question Alit it is worth trvilg,

One possibility might he the establishment of neighborhood centers
which would draw people to them for a wide variety of purposes- -
educational, cult.iral, recreational, end for various kinds of services
and counsellingwhile at the same time providing them with facil4ties
and outlets for their hobbies, interests, and talents, There steam to
be no good reason why people should he required to go off in different
directions for each of three separate purposes, encountering different
individuals in each locale and establishing genuine personal ties with
moos of'them,
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For present purposes it is not necessary to blueprint the nature
of such rooters dare te the lost detail. What is needed first is
adequate and strategically-located building Specs. Prelerably,it
should be near a shopping center or other facility that drams large
numbers of neighborhood people to it for other purposes. (This fector
could be ignored in a hish.population-density urban neighborhood.)
It might be possible to find the needed spec. in an untamed or under-
ureilisod public building.

Ideally, 4 variety of government facilities that serve large
numbers of the neighborhood's tesidents should be housed in the same
building or in adjacent or near -by buildings, This could include,
for example, the pat-office and the unemploygent compensstiou,
employment service, welfare and food scamp offices. Perhaps, if the
neighborhood centers concept takes hold, public buildings in the future
will be designed to house under one roof all facilities serving the
public in the neighborhood, while providing space for the centers.
If, as suggested below, the center included counselling and referral
services, time and travel for the local residents would be minimized
by having relevant government offices in the same building.

The space, obviously, should be large enough to house the full
range of activities that are contemplated f,r tne center and should be
suitable for adaptation to them. Those activities should be designed
to appeal to people of all ages, races and classes in the neighborhood
to be served, If possible, there should be adjacent outdoor space in
which children- -and possibly adults 40 well.-could engage in outdoor
gems, and sports,

The members of the staff responsible for conducting each of the
activities should he drawn from among the unemployed. They need not
in all cases be professionals in their respective fields- -although
professionals should by no means he excluded. They could be hobbyists,
provided they are knowledgeable, reasonably skilled, and able to
coammuicate their knowledge and skills to others. The centers' regular
staffs could be eugmented by teachers from community colleges who could
conduct regular claises on the centers' premises in any subject in
demand by a sufficiently large number of chose in the neighborhood.
(It would be understood that payments made by all the centers in the
community for the :services of such teachers would he pooled by the
college to add qualified unemployed teachers to its Staff.) In cases
where no single center could make full time use of a staff member, his
or h 'rviceS could be shared by several centers in the same
cow- end :oe or eoe might also be employed by (or operate out of)
a coos center of the type to he described below, In other cases,
the statt member might be paid on an hourly basis for time actually

`worked,
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Before the staff is hired, the neighborhood should be circularised
and canvassed to determine the kinds of ectivitlea in which there might
be substantial interest, On the basis of the canvas*, the staff to be
recruited from among the unemployed might incside persons able to teach
English to foreign residents; to teach foreign languages; to lead a
band, a chorus, a dance group or a theatrical group; to teach Creative
writing,driswing, painting, printmaking, sculpture, textile dyeing and
printing, photography, woodworking, dressmaking, and other arts and
crafts; to run a movie projector for the showing of films that could
be obtained free or inexpensively; to direct athletic activities or
calisthenics, etc. lf The range of possibilities is almost endless.

The neighborhood center should also, to the maximum extent possible,
be the focal point for a variety of public and private services used by
the neighborhood's residents. Unless and until the centers are housed,
AO vmggeated above, in the same building with a variety of government
offices serving the public, the same purposes might he accomplished in
part by other means. For example, the center might include the
equivalent of the kind of small-town limited service post-office that
often occupies a corner of a score and 13 operated by this manager or
the owner of the store as an auxiliary function (14 a member of the
center', staff !trimarily responsible for other duties could ;candle
requests for postal services' as they were made). 'Similarly, the
unemployment compensation, employment service, food stamp, welfare
offices, etc, could, if there were sufficient need, assign members of
their respective staffs to work in the centers. Alternatively, some
members of the center's staff having other duties could be trained to
serye part-time as agents of such offices. In that case, they should
receive an appropriate part of their pay from the agencies involved,

If the nature of the facilities makes it feasible, the uot,hboc-
hood child care center could also be located on the premises of the
center. In addition, private voluntary organirations of various types
might tind it usetul and should he encours:;..J to assign members of
their re4Pective stffc to work Part- or full-time in the .onter.

It should he obvious that, aside from convenience to the
neighberhooes residents; a major purpose of ';aving services available
at the center is to attract people to it, this enabling them to
famiiiarizr tlitmgelvS wi0 the activities it provides. with view
to involving t nem in such activitieg,

2/ It there is a hrs.,: coacentration of a particular ethnic group
in the neighhorhood, it would be well (particularly if there are to be
musical, choral, dance or dramatis activities) to seek out staff members
to lead those activities who are familiar with the culture of the
ethnic homeland.
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Toward the same end, the center should also be open for use as
ths local meeting place of social, fraternal and other orpoisettions
to which the neighborhood(' residents may belong. Similarly, space
should be made available for ad hoc recreational activities such ea
bridge, chess and checker gases, etc.

In a. 1, the neighborhood should informed at frequent
interval. sps weekly) of activities at the center. This could
be done throuw. posters, circulars, the local newspapers, radio. TV,
etc. The residents should be invited to attend'plays, musical events,
sports events, -ts and crafts exhibits, etc., gerereted by their
neighbors throu . use oT the center's facilities.

Each center should include on its staff at least one person able
to provide counselling and referral service to persons requiring
assistance with personal and family problems, If the neighborhood is
one in which large numbers of persons are more fluent in a foreign
language than in English, the counsellor should be able to speak that
language. The counsellor should be recruited from among the unemployed
and, if no trained person is available, should be given the necessary
training,

Some activities originating at the center would not be.conducted
on its premises. For example, the people participating to the center's
activities might decide to heaut4fy the neighborhood. (This is one
type of activity that might be pursued through neighborhood organiza-
tion for self-help discussed below.) Croups might he organized to
plant trees along certcn streets. Other groups, working under the
'traction of artists, might decide to decorate the neighborhood school
or to paint murals on the blank walls of neighborhood buildings. A
band organized in the neighborhood center might agree to ploy motile
in the neighborhood park on summer evenings. Here again, a wide
variety of projects could be initiated by people participating in the
center's activities.

The neighborhood centers would serve also as focal points for
neighborhood self-help organizations, to he discussed below.

It seems likely that some subsidy might he required in addition
to any fees that could reesonably he charged, (This is also true of
public child care centers,) But the social gains, indicated above,
could well'offsetihe ccst of the subsidies. In that case, the
public might decide to make the service available on permanent basis
even after unemployment had receded substantially.

Retiree Centers

Retiree centers providing essentially the same range of activities
and services proposed above for the neighborhodd centers have proven
their value and, in many cases, have Neen successful in attracino
large numbers of older persons.
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Questions can be reload, however, about the desirability for
either group of isolating the elderly from younger pongee. Moreover,
seesweiiesi of scale would mike it possible to provide a wider range of
activities and services for both groups, if the retiree centers operated
as part of the neighborhood teeters, Some activities and services at
seek neighborhood teeter should be designed specifically for the
retirees (e.g., pre-retirement counselling and assistance with Social
Security and Medicare problems), but the latter should have the fullest
practicable access to services available at the centers.

In edditton, the centers could serve as the focal points for the
special services for the elderly proposed above.

Prospects for Permanence

The establishment of neighborhood centers should not, in my
opilion, be visualised es temporary program designed sole:y to provide
worn for Oteunemployed. Under present conditions, initial recruitment
of staff for the centers should be focused on the niemployed--but the
centers, if they prove as valuable and successful as I expect, would
undoubtedly create a demand for their cont4nuance. The amount of tax
revenues required to support them would be relatively small. To come
extent, the centers would involve, not additional enpeeditures, but
a reolonisatiOn of recreational and cultural activities arI certain
types of cervices already supported by public funds. In addition, in
neigherhoodo where unemployment is especially severe, tie centers' staff
requirements for daytime activities would diminish as unemployment
abates,

COMMUNITY ARTS CENTER

The arts And crafts activities proposed above for the neighborhood
centers are intended to ,eneble people to pursue their :nterests and
improve their skills, as welt as to generate local recreational events,
regardless of the level of talent of the individuals participating.

Every community has its quote of genuinely talented unemployed and
underemployed artists in a variety of fields. Initially, the latter
group should be employed., as WPA employed them, to put their talents to
public use. Later, the same approaeh can be used to employ those
whose talent is discovered and developed in the neighborhood centers.

Communiti.-s of sufficient size could accommodate a community arts
center embracing the full range of arts and crafts for which capable
jobless person.: sue available. They should be employed primarily Co
apply their skiiis--to stage pleys.and musicel-events, to decorate
public buildings, to do creative writing- -and should be provided space
and facilities (e:g., presently-closed movie house to serve as theaters)
and equipment to practice their art, In addition, however, they could
be drawn on, part time, to serve the neighborhood centers.
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The community arts tenter should also arrange for interchenes of
theatrical and @toiler events and arts and craft* exhibits among the
qpishberbood centers within the community (e,g,, a play staged by
neighborhood center A could be routed to centers A, Cand 0).

Such interchanges would'be particularly valuable in communities
where **panic* neighborhoods have different racial find ethnic
cherecteristice. Ethnic pride deserve, encouragement but the cultivation
of respect for other cultures is at least equally impertadt. To the
extent that there to a distinctively American culture, it consists in
large part of a conglomeration of features drawn from the separate
cultures represented among our people. The further development And
enrichment of American culture would be stimulated by the kind" of
interchanges proposed.

The community arts center should also be charbed with the
responsibility for identifying particularly talented individuals and
groups emerging in the neighborhood centers. Et could encourage their
development and make their talents available to a wider audience by
arranging community-vide events and exhibit' it which such individuals
could perform or display and, in some cases sell, their work. This
could be done through community-wide contests judged by panels of
experts, but it also could be done less formally.

The separate community Ante centers, could be tied into State,
regional and national networks as proposed below..

As in the case of the neighborhood concert, I visualise the,
community arts centers, not as temporary expedients to help sop up
unemployment, but as permanent features of our society. To achieve
that status, of course, they would have to demonstrate their value.

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

The existence of neighborhood centers would facilitiate, (in fact
might lead to) spontaneous generation of organitetions of neighbors
to deal with Chtir common problems. Such organisation could be
directed toward an almost endless variety of purposes. One such purpose,
neighborhood beautification, has already been mentioned. Other possi-
bilities include creation of joint bip:ing groups (e.g.. to purchase
produce directly from farmers) and even cooperative stores, formation
of a neighborhood ertJtt union, lobbying to bring the needs of the
neighborhood (from a new traffic light to a new school building)
forcefully to the attention of the local authorities, volun_eer working
groups to rehabilitate deteriorating home, and other buildings in the
neighborhood, groups to visit and provide needed help to sick neighbors,
joint travel groups to obtain cut rate fares, etc. However email or
ambitious the project, it would contribute to some degree to restoring
the concept of neighborliness, with all its connotation' of mutual
help and interlocking networks of friend'.
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Traintai Community organisers sod Others

While self -help groups might spring from the initiative of people
potticipating in the neighborhood venters' activities, imaginative and
ads community organisers could help to bring larger numbers of such
groups into being, covering a wider range of activities, and could help
them become NOVO effective'inschieving their ends.

oreover, management of the centers themselves will require many
of the Arlie of well-trained community organisers. Either the manager
of each neighborhood center should be a trained orfeeperienced community
organiser or the center should have such an organiser as a member of its
'stiff,

The basic capabilities end personal-quaritiea that make for
effective community organizers are undoubtedly latent'im many of the
unemployed. Deland for greatly inereesed numbers of comhunity organi-
zers would be created by a decisions to e4tablish a national network of
neighborhood centers and cowmen/Cy artscentere,

Thus, a need would arise for training casters to develop community
organizers. In t!..se, the need would probably also seise to train cow.
nunity organizers in certain specializations, For example, a signifi-
cant number of neighborhood cente'r's might want to develop 7ooperatives
stores or credit unions. The chances for their ventures to succeed
would be greatly enhanced if they started on a sound footing, based
upon expert advice given them by persons equipped with specialized
knowledge in those fields, A combination of such knowledge with the
skills of a coemisnity organizer would increase the likelihood that
the advice given would be heeded.

Since demand for the services of specialists in any one community
is likely to be limited, they would have to operate out of and be
routed by the State, regional or national bodies propoied below.

STATE, HE,.:. AL AND
NATIUNAI.

Each neighborhood center and community arts center should be able
to profit from the experience of others, but since there is very little
experience to bUild on thus far, the centers would have to feel their
way and mistakes undoubtedly would be made. Mistakes could be minimized;
however, Af the .enters were linked in mutually supporting and reinforc-
ing networks, The networks could be estsilished at the State. national
mod regional levels, each with its own hehdquerters.

ST
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The keadquarters mvuld serve, among other things, as elearieg-
boss** for exchanges of oaPetiaeces. They could hold periodic,
coroft117-prepared conferences of the leaders of the meighborbood and
cemmmaity arts centers, they could Logue publications, and they could
respond to inquiries and requests for specialisted or other assistance

addressed to thee by the neighborhood and commmaity centers. They
cenid alsoreinfotee the efforts of the community errs centers to
encourage the development of talent by routing outstanding local per-
formers and arpo and crafts exhibits within their respective juris
diet/oats.

P4tential Problems

A number of practical problem are certain to be retied in
connection with the foregoing propoeals. All of them cannot be
anticipated, but a few of the foreseeable close are discussed below.

WM RATES

In view of the widespread tendency to view the victims of
maemploymeet as in some way responsible for their own plight, it
probably will be urgei that unemployed Ferreous hired to perform the
functions outlined above should be paid less than prevailing wcge
rates 3/ for the work they would be called upon to do. In further
support of that position, the.argnment would be advanced that wage
rates below the prevailing level, would provide an "incentive" for the
individuals involved to take private employment.

That position makes neither moral por Practical sense. To pay
anyone less than the established value of the'Mrk done is to cheat
the employee. The government has no more rfght to do that than any
private employer and the gArernalevt, in addition, has an obligation,
which it'has acknowledged in a numbervf mays, to encourage and
maintain fair labor standards rather than to underlain, them.

Moreover, there is no inherent superiority of private over publi6
employment. Therefore, why try to drive people from the latter to the
former? To do go would be particularly senseless in the case of the
activities proposed because it in intended, assuming they prove

3/ It should he understood that the phrases "prevailfr age

rates" and "prevailing wages," as used here, are intended t or
the range and levels of fringe benefits usually provided a- as
wage rates as such.
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epluable, to continue them on a permanent baste. Payment of lees thee
.prevoillus wages would cause disruptive turnover of personnel, thus
moderelains the efficiency of the programs sad lessening their
peeeibilities for emcee**. lisperimeets to determine whether the
Programs should be continued would therefore be inconclusive becauce,
if adA .'.en they failed, it would be impossible to say whether failure
vote acs to turnover (which would be most likely to involve the
4epektere of the personnel with the greatest capabilities) or to the
inherent defects of the programs.

?arrant of prevailing wage rites would also minimize the danger
of conflict with unions representing workers engaged In work similar'
-to the types. propoaed. Avoidance of such conflict would be important
to ensure the widest possible public acceptance and support for the
proposed programs. In the case of the neighborhood centers, many ofwho clients would be dram from unionized occu7ational and income
groups. conflicts with unions could be particularly damaging to
efforts to gain maximum partir:pstion in the center's act'vities.

,RUIIIARRY SERVICES
MN.

To the maximum extent possible, all work arfsing out the proposed
prop-sue should be performed by ertemployed persons hired for that
purpose. This would include, for examplr alterations to and
decorating of the premises to be used for the neighborhood centers.
Here, too. ebnfliet with unions could arise which should be avoided ifpossible. Generally. unions will tend to be sympathetic to programs
intended to employ those without jobs; however, there could he problems
in exceptional cases which might be eased if approaches were made in
advance to the top national echelons of the unions, where a broader
view is more likely to be taken. Special .arrangements might he made
in some cases to treat the workers actually performing the work
(assuming that all or most are relatively unskilled and are doing the
work under the supervision of an experiomed pf.ron, who might well
be * union member) as apprentices under the 4ppropriate qnion's
apprenticeship PrOgraa. This would have the additional valne of *
increasing their employment opportunitieg if Ind when t4ev leave the
programs.

In sole 2.:24eo work pjav haw to he vtnti lero4 ..art priate
employers to smooth rel.stion-; wit!, c,2 ,1 I f-r 1u rreasons. it WOuld be diir,A10 to CO,Irt 16( f.A -.A, !I 1.A!
unionized firms.
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CRITERIA ?DI CRFLOYMENT.

Until a definite decision has been made to maintain any of the
progenies on a permanent basis, one of their print purposes should be
.to provide work f,r the unemployed. To the maximum extent possible,
therefore, all such jobs, including administrative and supervisory
positions, should be filled from among the unemployed. Ability to do
the work involved, of course, must be a criterion applied to all jobs,
but it need not be and should not be present ability. Where there is
sound reason to believe that an individual has the potential to do
the work after'. reasonable training period, the training should be
provided and he or she should be paid (or unemployment coupensetion
Should be supplemented, State law permitting) while training is
.underway. In addition, and particularly in the case of the neighbor-
hood centers, efforts should be made to recruit from the area to be
served. This would create personal ties to the centers among people
(relatives and friends of the person hired) whom it is desired to
attract to them.

, UPGRADING

All possible jobs program should put Leavy mphasis on promotion
from within. To this end, opportunities for training for more skilled
and better paying jobs should be provided for all staff members in the
lower.e:helons and they should be encouraged to take advantage of them.
The training should be done, to the extent practicable, by unemployed
persons hired for that purpose, Uhere that is not possible, coopers-
Mon of the local school system, including the community colleges,
should be sought. The budgets of the programs should include reason-
able amounts to cover training fees in cases where outside facilities
must be used for training.

11 Fro !
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-CAN GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE FULL EMPLOYMENT?
(By Emerson P. Schmidt')

Nel,Wie. a kV TR

I PPM DCC110 ft

The depres.kion of the 30's and the resulting unemployment raissd...isLusations as tcy.this possibility of eliminating or alleviating such-^-7' periods through action by private business, or by government, orthrough the cooperation of both. Many people have assumed, be-cause the war produced full employment, that poems:cent couldprovide nseana for eliminating WiesnOoynsent in poem time. Such
thinking overlooks the fact thst !Ar artifice the overriding bf therights of individuahi -and that "war prosperity' is -theresult of borrowing money which must t.s. out of futureire from trade, manufxturtair and set Evit givento the deptiession in the 30's and full employment resulting fromthe war has tended to ...instils. the views of those who wouldsubordinate the liberties individuals in order' to achieve a. highlevel eff empioyment through a planned economy under governmentaustfices.

It is time that those who have to make the decisioni as to legisla-tion end those who would have to bear the burden recognize thedangers in a planned economy such as is contemplated under legisla-
tion now advocated in Great Britian and the United States.

Rather than attemPting to maintain a high standard of living
and a high level 'of employment through government planning anddirection, we about(' encourage the building, of a strong internal
economy based on individual freedom in this country. In additionto providing for our own well-being, this is desirable because of the
impact of conditions in this country on the rest of the world.

Frac° * longer-term standpoint, the hope for enduring 'world
peace which is uppermost in the minds of everyone today must reston the cooperation of strong nations, made up of independent-
thinking, free citizens living in a free economy, believing in their
own institutions, and willing, if necessary, to oppose attempts to
echievepeare, prosperity and happiness on a permanent basis through
economic war or conquest.

This Bulletin, which is the work of Dr. Emerson 'P. Schmidt,Director of the Chamber's Economic Research Department, is de-signed to shed some new light on the instruments, devices and power
rrAs. rwrattiatt OW CT Wackiest... Class.Wet WSW. 5.41, r trust.wsr ts WW1* No 151.Stwielvd W of tuber of Cwasitata tat Cidtsd ter MS if *teem /fir,Waitlaagroa. ,C, 30002. CelnYtallt leffi
*TM* Ihttletts tW wen el Use watt vb., owes Is awn AU Or OW war It Iswit report of the Cisessampr at Consaseres of She Vatted Nam war et obi CaaulWtr.gomelsette %Orr sad dots est. tbertfere. stscossettfr ferment Melt Aiwa. It t psltdalsewad eifttdxsted fur tbst ransom et fOltsios beestless. tisvtlas tettstisstioa sea speetoestUtview. that way be btlpfid 1st (Si eassfitrottos

Reeroduced from: U.S. Congress, Rouse. Should the
Voiotia government implement a program which guarantees
soldayaeat oppoitusities for ell U.S. citisess in the
labor force? loose doeummot 95-52S, 950 Comgress,
2d session. Washington, XJ:S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976.
p. 5-16.
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which a national government must employ if it is to guarantee full
employment. If we desire to attain this end or goal through govern-
ment guaranteeyere we prepared to employ the necassisry means?

CAMERON THOMPsON, Chairman,
'Committee on Economic Policy.

MARCH, 1945.
111110.11.14.11.

CAN .GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE FULL EMPLOYMENT?

The long depression of the 1930's, followed by the intense economic
activity during the war, has turned the mind of man everywhere to
the problem of overcoming depressions and maintaining high levels
of emp!oyment. There is so much agreement on the desirability of
these objectives t at further discussion of their merits can serve little
purpose.

A. dictators fascist, socialist or communist controlling prices,
wages and workers, can secure and maintain full employment so long
as its power endures. Whether a free society can shoulder upon govern-
ment a responsibility for sustained full employment a_ yet remain
a free society certainly remains to be demonstrated. We have no
historical evidence that it can.

Yet, political pressure is forcing many free societies to make the
effort to gu ntee full employment. This Bulletin is concerned with
three "full Aployment" plans, two public and one private, as follows:

1. Employment Policy Ministry of Reconstruction, England,
1944.

2. Full Employment in a Free SocietySir William Beveridge,
1944.

Full Employment Bill, S. 380, 79th

develops a goVernment-sponsored pro.
briefly we shall turn to an analysis of

3. Senator Murray's
Congress, 1945.

Each of these documents
gram. After describing each
their political implications.

I. StPLOYMENT POL1CT_,

The opening sentence of the official P:;cish White Paper (Cmd.
6527) on EMPLOYMENT POLYPI' otates: "The Government accept
as one of their primary aims and responsibilities the maintenance of
a high and stable level ofttemployment after the war."

The blueprint for accomplishing this objective has man,- facets,.
only the most important of which will be discussed. The White Paper
(and the other two documents) are based on the view that otal-
expenditures must be maintained. These expenditures (ignoringt fof
eign trade balance) fall into four groups:

1. Private consumption expenditures.
2. Public expenditure on current services.
3. Private investment expenditures.
4. Public investment expenditures (public work and

en terprises) .
Since the instability of consumption expenditures are said to be

largely a result of investment instability, most of the effort it to be
made to stabilize total investment. But how?

- 777 13.644T copy
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}irst, under the, British Government plan the whole system of
public works, from those carried on by the sinallest rural or urban
unit to those under the control of parliament, is to be coordinated.
MI government units will be reirired 4o estimate annually their
public works requirements for the next Ve years. 'Yeirly the central
government will set, a "target" of public works for the whole economy
with the siv depending on the eotimates of probable unemployment.
The plan is to be,controlled centrally through loan sanctions anti
grants-in-aid. This same plan is to be applied to the public utilities.

Second, private investment is to be encouraged at the onset of de-
pressions, through two. devices: (1) lowering the interest rates for
borrowed capital, which rates presumably are increased during pre-vious per'ods of business booms; (2) well established. business concerns,with a st ong financial position and reasonably assured of future ex-pansion, re to be encouraged to adopt consciously a contra-cyclicalpolicy of plant expansion tit the onset of depressions, These businesses
can hi convinced, it is argued, that plant expansion and renovation ina depression period is less co1/41y, and that they must assume a socialresponsibility to help the government prevent unemployment.

Obviously, this contra-cyclical publur works program and the sug-gestion that private enterpi Ise expand piant in depressions are notnew. In 193: the United States government adopted a somewhatsimilar public o'orks p*rogrsm. on paptr) and President Hoover (Lidhis best to stimulate private investment in 1930-32. It is necessary tomention this difference: The British now seem ready to develop and
f r

implement an over-all contra-cyclical program of public and 'private
works; the 'pattern has been laid and the Central government is pre-pared to take all necessary steps, (although Parliament has not actedas yet).

Third during impending depression, social security and_ possiblyother tax rates are to be drastically 'rellie.ed in ordqAo leave in thehands of the employed population a larger sum for intinediate expendi-
ture. Since, after the war, a very large portion of the total national
income will filter through public treasuries,. it is believed that such aprogram of relaxing tax collections during bad times will help sustain--
employment and purchases. This is deliberate planning to enlarge thedeficit in the government's accounts.

Fourth, the government, (luring threatening depression, will pur-chase heavily for its own needs, stuck piling the surplus to be used
op during subsequent iwriods when private demand again is brisk.The report cautiously urges the.exploration of the idea of government
buying ordinary commodities durilfg slack periods and reselling themfor ordinary private consumption when prosperity'returns.

The foregoing is the heart of the official policy of the present British-
government. Many devices and instruments are to he forged for carry-_ it _out. this pr04,114114. Labor -mehdity-is to.he itttproved-thiough theemployment exchanges, retraining programs. and positive .port to

. move people from areas and industries of low opportunity to oneswhere openings are in more abundance. Closely tied to this programis a program of "controlled industry location:" New plants, includingextensions of old ones. will require government approval. Special
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-financial and other inceiftives will be used to locate productive facilities
in accordaire with the government plan:

Because of the importance of adeance knowledge, in regard both
to public and private plans on the one hand, and in regard to prosper-
tive levels of economic activity on the other hand, a special' effort
will be made to secure much more detailed statistical materials of
eutTent and pending plans than was true in the pre-war period. The
following are the principal classes of new information to be collected
regularly:

1. Statistics of employment and unemployment, including
quarterly or monthly statements of 'prestit and primpectire
employment in the main industries and areas in the country,
based on returns from employers.

2. Regular information relating to savings and projected capital
expenditure by public authorities, and, as far as possible, by
private industry.

3. An annual census of production showing the structure of the
main groups of industries in the preceding year, inducting 'inter
dia, details of the quantity and value of output, stocks and
irbrk in progress. .

4. Monthly figures of production, consumption and stocks, and,
if possible, *figures of orders on hand, based on sample returns
obtained periodically throughout the year from large firms, trade
associations, and public institutions.

5. Animal and quarterly estimates of foreign capital move-.
tnents and balance of foreign payments.

The emphasis, it should be noted, is on provectire behavior as indi-
cated b. the words and phrases which we have italicized.

Thus the White raper, in effect, states that if the gvvernment is to
, assume responsibility for jobs through central planniini. many private

decisions must give way to public decisions, the central government
must have the authority,. power and weapons to implement that
responsibility. Unfortunately, the White Paper does not discliss the
problem of maintaining freedom under such a policy; but it, does-
recognize that if people do not cooperate with the government plan,
the plan must break down.

I I.. Muria.y. FULI. EMPLOYNIE%TB11,1,

This' bill, introduced in the U.S. Senate in anray. 1945, states
, All Americans able to work and seeking work have the right to use-
' ful . . employment . . and it is the policy 4 the United States
to assure the existence at all times of sufficient employment oppor- .
tunities to enaille all Americans . . to exercise tins right.

Under the t if1. the federal gOVertIfIlent responsituty to
pursue ;policies which will encourage the highest level of employment
through private and other nonfederal tuvestmertt an expenditures
and, only when this fails to absorb the total labor stIpply, will It resort
to federal expenditure to complete the task.

At the beginning of each regular session the President shall transmit
to Congresi- a National Production awl Employment Bitifiret winch sets
forth:

1. the size of the labor fiiree
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2. The estimated volume or" investment and consumption ex-
penditure by both private and public authority necessary to
absorb the total labor force

' 3. The estimated deficiency in No. 2 above.
,Olen a prospective deficiency looms over the horizon, the Presi-dent is, first, to set forth in this annual special Budget a program for

encouraging nonfederal expenditure. Then he must make up his mind
as to what effect these stimuli to nonfederal expenditure will have, andif he concludes that a deficiency remains be is to make recommenda-
tions to Congress for supplementary federal expenditures. Evidentlythis will require,a somewhat higher order of economic insight into the
economic process than we have ordinarily expected from our Presi-dents or their advisers.

The foregoing task of estimating may look simple and feasible, until
we try to envisage what it means. Obviously, for the President to makesuch an estimate would require the same type of det!iled figures,
forecasts and guesses, for which the British White Paper called. (Seepage 6, above.) For a country as large and varied as the United States,
the acquisition of the investment and consumption expenditure plansof our 3 million business units: our 6 million farmers, our 135 millionpeople and 165,000 government units, would be a prodigious, indeedan impossible, task.

Yet the success of this program would be dependent, in part, upona'reasonubly accurate estimate. Furthermore, unless the governmentacted promptly on the deficiency indicated, we might be in the midstof depression before the program got under way. It is only necessaryto remind, ourselves, for example, that id January, 1937, when Con-
gess convened all the business curves were rising. By the middle of
that year, employment and production were on the skids. Could thearchitects of the National Production and Employment Budgethave foreseen in time this cataclysmic decline? The notion that major4 future economic events .in a free society lean be forecast is a puredelusion. lit fact, if on the basis of a given set of facts an accurateforecast could be made, the people's compensatory and other reactionsto the forecast will themselves upset the forecast.

This point is mentioned only because nearly all the spokesmen of
government-created full employment are finally driven to the con-elusion that such a program calls fo * very wide discretion of admin-istrative authority; in other words, such a full employment program'cannot wa t on Congressional action: committee hearings, introductionof bills or making of appropriations. All this is too sl4w: the admin-istrator m stiplways have his finger on the trigger and iist be readyto squirt additional

. purchasing power into the -system whenever he:gees tor feels) the danger signe's hovering over the horizon. Congress
have to exercise great self-denial, would. have to recede intothe background and let the administratiop assume authority. It issale to predict that if we adopt this program Congress will he askedonly to set tle "broad outlines' and then let the administration rim it.Whether this will be different from the parliamentary declines which

we have witnessed in Europe prior to complete dictatorship rerilainsto be seen. But we surely would be on our way.
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HI THE BEVERIDGE FULL EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

Beveridge Plan goes all the way. In comparison, the British
'Paper and the Murray bill are effete, temrrate, halting and
qual. Beveridge does not bother to pay lip service to private
wise (although he finds a small corner for it, for the time being).
market mechanisms, private ownership of the instruments of
action and even complete free consumer choice are institutions
Perties which the people can well forego. The government can do
tter and, whenever the private plans stand in the way of public

the former must give way.
e are greatly in debt to Sir 'William for his utter frankness and his
ng us through to the hitter end. Beveridge will go down in history
lie man who believed that we can destroy the free and open market
he majority of economic transactions without destroying personal
political liberty.'

is recently as 1930, after nearly a lifetime of study, Sir William
s inclined to attribute tinemrkvment, except the frictional type,
excessively hi`h wageslabor overpricing its services (pp. 92-3).

it "A new era of economic theorizing about employment and un.4
oploy-n.nt was inaugurated by the publication in 1938 of the
.enerai ('henry of Employment, Interest, and Money, by John

\ Lytton' Keynes." 3 Beveridge tells us that the gist of t,L. new
revelation contained in this book is:

1.!:p1oymnt depends on spending. which 14 Of two kinds- for consumption' wstment ; what pople spend on consumption gives employment. What
sae, i_ do not spend on conimption, gives employment only if it is

invested . . . Iii capital equipment, sii. Y as factories, machinery, or ships, or in
increasing stocks of raw material,. (p. 93).

Entirely apart from the.fact that the above statemzzf is somewhat
inaccurate and incomplete, it seems incredible that Beveridge should
find this a new revelation or a new insight, when, as a matter of fact,
comparable fundamentals have been the. teaching of economics from
the beginning. It was implicit and explicit in Adam Smith (1776),
Ricardo 11S23),. Mill. (180), and the whole school of. economists
down to the pre-Keynes days. In fact, it is simple arithmetic, common
sense, and not abstruse economics or a new revelation. Keynes' con-
tribution lay in his particular diagnosis of the reasons for the failure
of the alleged self-corrective forces to bring about an equilibrium at
capacity output and move the idle savings back into the income
stream. Further, Keynes proposed a series of measures to remedy the
troubles, many of which do not differ in essentials from the progra m
which Beveridge outlines

The diagnosis of our maladies is now alleged to be complete; the
remedy is obvious: The government must move idle savings back into
the income stream by taxation and borrowing, and must, create
additional purchasing power whenever a gap appears. Incidentally,
this will give the government a tine opportunit} . Beveridge notes, to
determine expenditures according to "social priorities"that is, to
determine what is best for the consumer! (p. 31).

cortfulkod with ISererldgeo earlier report. Social insaraltiee and Allied Services.

That this is not likely hag been .heirs in 1-:erdom and the Free Market foxeparablr,
China-per of ("ammeter of USA. I44.'Se.' s, l'astne iteadjutriel.t. -pries, tar A 4 rItique of K41 IIP%
Rpeadttsg sad Nitrate. Est
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What is Full Employment? Beveridge defines "full employment"
as "having always more vacant jobs than unemployed men, not
slightly fewer jobs . . . the labor market should always be a seller's
market rather than a buyer's market." Again,

A full employment policy worthy of the name cannot limit itself to ameba-n*6h°
boom slightly and slightly mitigating depression. Its sun is the abolition of booms
and *Wraps and maintenance of a level of employment hitherto not evenattained during booms (pp. 18 and 184).

Whether such a feverish pitch of sustained economic activity is
consistent with the Maintenance of sanity, health and the necessary
flexibility of society does not seem to worry Sir William. Evidently
queues, shortages, delays and congestion are to continue from war to
post-war.

He recognizes that some short-run, frictional, between-jobs un-employment is inevitable even under this definition, but very soon
"one will be wanted in one's old job again or will be wanted in a new
job." 4

He recognizes that such a situation of full employment is always
explosive, with inflation threatening, but he asks labor to be reason-
able. "Wages ought to be determined by reason, not by the methods of
strike and 1-mkout." The freedom to strike is generally not one of the
freedoms enjoyed by workers when the government assumes respon-sibility for jobs for all. The power of coercion must not be diffused
but must be concentrated in one hand, that of the government.

The Supreme Instrument. As in the Murray bill, so in the Bev-
eridge, plan, the supreme instrument for implementing full employ-
ment is a new type of National Budget, under which the labor forceis counted and then this figure becomes the starting point in the
planning; next, the Minister of National Finance, after estimating
the total private expenditures on investment and consumption and
presumably ordinary government expenditures, must budget for ad-
ditional public expenditure (Beveridge prefers the word "outlay")
sufficient to absorb any remaining unemployed.

This budget 5 will be composed of six items:
1. Private consumption expenditures.
2. Private investment expenditures in the home islands.
3. Balance of payments abroad.

gpenditures coveridWTaxes or other
revenue.

5. Proposed public expenditures covered by borrowing.,
6. Output capacity (full employment) of the whole society.

The last item, number 6, is the starting point, the objective. Num-
bers 1-3 must largely be taken for granted as given, at least in the
short run. The variables to be manivilated by the government will
be. numbers 4 and 5. Beveridge. is not directly concerned with in-
creasing numbers 1 and 2 whereas the Murray bill, as We have seen,
requires the government first, or simultaneously, to try to stimulate
private activity before greater governmental expenditures are to beconsidered.

The primary and compelling duty of the British Ministry of Na-
tional Finance is to assure each year that the total expenditures in the

ttt $ ii44. a year of terrine manpower shortage's and oveirenployinest, more than onettrllllda Anterieleas app:led for uneenlito Meat conepethatittn. On the stew* day home tkl.0041per -on,. collected henedtg and the average duration ut benefit payments wag nearly K weeks_A later Bulletin will analyse the difficulties of this type of "budget-malting."
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private and the public sectors of the economy are sufficient to employ
the whole labor force.

Beveridge would establish a long series of boards, bureaus, minis-
tries, and other agencies to carry out the program. To his credit we
must state that he has elaborated the details to a considerable degree.
Eseb piece is fitted into the total selien3ebut he wisely keeps warning
the reader that everyone Must cooperate and that the government
cannot tolerate interference. How he reconciles this prodding with the
liberties which he postulates is not clear from the book.

IV. THE 'POLITICS OF GLTA.RANTEED FULL EMPLOTMENT

That Government ran create and guarantee full employment is
almost universally admitted. The thousands of slave states throughout
history and the recent experiments in Europe confirm this. Whether
such guaranteed employment is consistent with the modern concep-
tion of man as an individual human being, with rights of self-determi-
nstion, freedom of "mind,' spirit and bodythat is a question.
Certainly, experience suggests that, so far, such guaranteed full
employment can be secured only through totalitarian methods and
control.

Since Sir William discusses this matter at length, let us note what
he has to say.

('ontinuity of Policy: Beveridge recognizes that a government full
employment program dare not be upset by frequent changes of direc-
tion, by pressure groups or shifts, due to changes in exports. He says,

There nin4 rea-onahle continuity of economic policy in spite of changes
[due to free electionAl. The machinery of government, while responsive to general
changes of opinion, mu't b. re?ii-tant to "lobbies " -that is to say, organized
sectional pre:4ures (p. 22) Nore of these freedoms can be exercised irre-
sponsibly. Perpetual inqtahility of economic and social policy would make full
employment and any other social reforms futile or impos4ible (p. 23).

Private capitalism requires similar continuity and stabilitybut
it has not had it in recent years; and, what is at least equally impor-
tant, while it has existed the people have retained their political
freedom. Two further comments are relevant to the foregoing: (1)
How can such essential continuity of economic policy be assured if

If

in power. and responsible for implementing that guarantee, find it
necessary in time to dispense with free elections so that this essential
continuity of policy will be absolutely assured? If so, what becomes
of "full employment in a free society"? .12) If lobbies and pressure
groups must be resisted, what is the technique for resisting them? Are
free association, collective bargaining, and other forms of pressure to
be finally prohibited, even though the full employment policy, as
stated before its adoption, asserts that free association and collective
bargaining are to be permitted?

Obviously, Sir William himself here hints at the prospect of inevi-
table decline in liberty and freedom. In fact, he says, `. . . the problem

m- of maintaining full employment (through his outlay maintenance
program) is more complicated in a free society than it would be under77

a totalitarian regime" tp. 2:3). Here Sir William makes a sound obser-
vation. Once it political pertv is in power anti is committed to this
full employment poliq it will be very easy for that party, when it
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nos into difficulties (as it will), to move from art hint here given by
Sir William to.the utilization'of totalitarian methods.

Coating back, to this problem, Sir William again states,
The general conclusion is that the degree of liberty in such matters which can

he left to agencies independent of the State, without imperiling the policy of full
employment, depends on the responsibility and public spirit with which those
liberties are exercised (p. 31).

If the policy of full employment fails, who is to be the judge, of which
liberties and whose liberties are to be reduced or destroyed?

Extension of State Power; A very great expansion of i;ovemments1
power and authority is recognized by Beveridge as indispensable for
this full employment policy. He minces no words when he says,

Full employment cannot be won and held without a great extension of the
responsibilities and powers of the State exercised through organs Of the central
government. No power lees than that of the State can ensure adequate total
outlay at al! times or can control, in the general interest, the location of industry
and the ute of the land. To ask for full employment while objecting 'to these
extensions of State activity is to will the ad and refuse the means (p. 36).
We are highly indebted to the utt . frankness of Sir William. Re knows
add says, although he seems tr want to deny it elsewhere, that once
this full employment policy embarked upon, the state of freedom
will differ radically from the in a free market economy.

Lest we overlook any e. science of the state of mind which is
represented by Beveridge, note his recognition that this:
. .. gives to the State all the necessary powers for that purpose. How the State
should exercise those power4, how much it should undertake directly an bow
much should benione by private citizens, cart be left to be settled later in the light of
differing views as to the advantages and disadvantages (p. 192, italics supplied).

Although Beveridge insists that the government's policy must have
"reasonable continuity," he is not willing to tell us in advance just
how far the government may have to go in shearing the individual
of freedom and how far the government may have to go in taking
over additional' functions and tasks.

The Place of Private Enterprise, if Any: The British White Paper,
"Employment Policy," appears relatively neutral with regard to the
place of private enterprise in the new order; the Murray. bill would
seem to place some responsibility on the President to give private

V 'I
really private enterprise is about dead, we have not yet buried it.
Indeed, he would let it stumble along as best it can until it reaches
the cliffthen its obsequies can be celebrated.

Actually, Beveridge hops back and forth on this issue throughout
his book. Thus he says: "There is every reason for hoping that full
employment could be secured in peace by, the policy' outlined here,
while leaving the major part of industry to private enterprise" /.p. 205,
italics supplied). Again he says, that the "significant doubt that arises
on this is as to the possibility, under such conditions, of bringing
about a sufficient stability of private investment, and preventing its td
cyclical fluctuation. It is reasonable to let that doubt be resolved by
experience." In other words, let this threat of socialization of produc-
tion overhang private enterprise. Nothing could be better calculated
to cripple,. stifle and thwart the necessary. new private investment and
tech rroimcal improvement than such a threat. Who would invest in
new ventures or improvements under such circutnstances? One of the
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Chief reasons for the colossal inefficiency of the fenglish coal industry.
is that for a generation the threat of nationalization has hung over it.Today the output per manehift is the same as before the First World
War. Sir William would now let this threat hang over all industry.

So as to ream= the reader, ,Beveridge says, "The policy of full
employmOnt outlined here is a policy of socializing demand rather
than production." (p. 190.) But he also said: .

It may be found convenient, as a subsidiary e) measure, to transfer particular
industries from private to' public ownership, in order to Increase the power ofthe State directly to stabilise demand in a specified sector and in order to bring
monopoiling under assured control. (That is, give the State a monopoly.)

Beveridge insists on everybody's cooperation. Thus he says, if
labor will not cooperate but insists on unreasonable wages, on restrict-
ing output, on being undisciplined or on being ii.efficient; or if the
capitalists sabotage the system "desiring to make difficulties for the
State;" or private ownership interferes with the desired equalizing
of wealthif these things happen then we must also socialize
production...

Elsewhere in the book, he says that this policy "makes possible the
retention of private enterprise. . . . At the same time it does not
block the way to socialization of production in general or in any
particular industry." (p. 191.) Earlier he had said:

The list'of essential liberties' given above does not include liberty of a privatecitizen to means of production and to employ other citizens in operatingthem at a wage. . . On the view taken in this Report full employment is infact gttainable white leaving the conduct of industry in the main to private triter-prise. . But if, contrary to this view, it should he shown by experience br byargument that abolition of private property in the means of production was
necessary for full employment, this abolition would have to be undertaken (p,23, italics supplied).

lire foregoing is enough to suggest how long private ownership and
enterprise would survive the inauguration of the Beveridge program.
We are indeed highly indebted to Sir William for raising some of the
right questions about the compatibility of private enterprise and full
employment guaranteed by revernment.

Free Labor and7Callectice-Bargaining: AU- will-agree=thst;.Beveridie
is right in appraising private enterprise as a device, as an instrument
for attaining some desirable end of man. All we ask, however, is that
this device be appraised from all angles, in terms of its total potential,
in terms of both its merits and its demerits, and not merely in terms of
one or the other.

When we come to labor, there can be no compromise. Labor is not
a device or an instrumentrather, it is an end in and of itself. The
human being was nit made for the State; the State was made for man.

Although Beveridge's heart goes out to the disemployed worker and
his family, he thinks of the worker primarily as a producing and con-
suming unitan ecotunomic unit. Security must be had for him,
apparently, at the price of his liberty. And this is said in spite of Dere-

,. ridge's postulated essential liberties, noted above. Why is this a fair
statement about the freedom of labor under Beveridge's full employ-
ment policy? To get the answer, we must note what he says and what
he implies.

*The onsonUal liberties nevendav stilton no: freedom of worship, speech. writing study
and teaching: fmedoni of nesemNy and of association ; freedom In choice of occupation and
freedom in management of personal income (p. 211.
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Beveridge is prompt. to recognize that a full employment program
under which there are always more jobs than peo0e.to fill them is as
explOsive situation. The pressure upon wages may become irresistible.
'Employers would be forced to bid up wages in order to attract labor,
end the workers, both individually and collectively, could make and
enforce Wage demands or demands for shorter hours and other personal
advantages. Beveridge states:

There is a real danger that sectional wage bargaining, pursued without regard
toys effects on prices, may lead to a vicious spiral of inflation, with money wages
chalks; prices and without any gain in real wages for the working class as a whole
(p. 199)-

Again, he says:
If trade unions under full employment press wage claims unreasonably, main-

tenance of a stable price level will become impossible; wage determination will
perforce become a function of th Slat? (p. 207).

He is exceedingly critical of collective bargaining by plants, by
individual industries and insists that the pit-fent
collective bargaining (similar to that of the United States) must give
away to an over-all approach under which the individual union will be
told what to do and when it can do it.

The central labor federation would becomean arm of the State:
. the central organization,: of labour, such as the Trades Union Congress

General Council, should devote their attention to the problem of achieving a uni-
fied wage policy which assures that the demands of individual unions will be judged
With reference to the economic situation as a whole (p. 199-200).

It will be recalled that in totalitarian countries, Italy, Russia and
Germany, for example, the free labor unions were quickly abolished,
and all -workers were required to become members of government
unions.

Beveridge expresses the pious hope, ". . . wages ought to be deter-
mined by reason . and not simply by the bargaining power of
particular groups of men" (p. 200). If the parties fail to agree, he sug-
ges; . wages be settled by "an agreed arbitrator," but fails to suggest
how he is to be selected or what methods are to be used to force the
parties to--av,rairto-stk-birtiradisptite to sueh an arbitrator.
adds this somewhat ominous statement: ". . . men should not be
imprisoned for striking, though they may rightly be deprired of ail sup-
port if the strike is contrary to a collective bargain o an agreed arbi-
tration" (p. 200, italics supplied).

Although Beveridge is more specific than the British White Paper
(Employment Policy), the latter agrees that unless labor exercises
great self - discipline, the policy must fail. Thus the White Paper states:

Action' taken by the Government to maintain expenditure will be fruitless
unk.4s wages and prices are kept. reasonably stable . . it will be es4ential that
employers and workers should exercise moderation in wage matters.

The, reader must judge for himself whether in practice free labor
and free labor .unions would survive "jobs for all" as planned by the
State. DiscUssing these same problems another renowned Englishman,
Geoffrey Crowther, editor of the Economist (London), states, "I have
a suspicion that the Nazi altermitives, diabolical though they are
have far too much logic of ev_ynts in them to be brushed aside by th;
military defeat of Hitler." (Foreign Affairs, January, 1944.) But this
will not be the only route open to las if we have the courage and wit
to make the voluntary market economy. function effectively.

TA
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V. No ALTICINATIVIC?

We have arrived at the point where, if one raises any objections
to any and all "full employment" programs, he is labeled as being
against jobs for all. Until the last decade, the synonym for "full
employment" generally was nothing more nor less than "prosperity";
therefore, it can scarcely be argued that the critic of certain methods
for attaining and maintaining this prosperity is against what is now
termed "full employment." Hundreds of proposals have been advanced
for attaining prosperity, from the programs of the single-taxers,
social creditors and the cooperative movement to fascism, nazism,
socialism, communism and, indeed, capitalism with a free market.
From time to time the vogue changes. Today the panacea is in terms
of government spending, underwhich the government always sees to
it that there is enough purchasing power moving through the markets
to absorb all the output at capacity levels.

How do we know that this current vogue is the best solution or
even a solution? Just because it is the current fashion does not make
it right, does not make it workable and does not assure us that we
would accept it willingly, once we adopted it.

The decision we face is: Shall we shoulder upon government this
responsibility for full employment oi shall we adopt policies which
will gradually alleviate suffering, mitigate mass unemployment,
and encourage more effective operation of a voluntary, free society
based upon individual responsibility and effort?

We need to remind ourselves that there is a vast body of penetrating
and thoroughgoing scholarship which has placed its finger upon a host
of private and public policies which themselves are responsible for
the unsatisfact, performances of the private capitalist system in
the recent past. we embrace a new philosophy which has not
proven se tisfactory in Europe, we surely should make certain that the
blemishes on our system cannot be corrected. In a sense, this whole
series of Bulletins has been concerned with such reconstruction.

-VI,- Stmu-mti- APPitisfriati.

Were there no other reasonably satisfactory solution to the problems
of unemployment we all might embrace the new philosophy.' A volun-
tary free-market, capitalistic society can function satisfactorily only
under a rule of law and a political and social environment which are in
accord with its fundamental nature.

Great have been the achievements of this system in the past. Great
is its potential if we have tlte wit to provide it a social and political
milieu in which it can operate. Even its instability is not inherent in it.
Mass unemployment is not a necessary result of a really free, flexible
market economy. It results from an accumulation of wage and price
rigidities, unwise credit policies, war-created distortions and mal-
adjustments" and many other matters which are not inevitably parts
of the system.

Furthermore, through unemployment compensation and other
devices we can spread income more evenly over time and thus mitigate
the hardships of such unemployment as is unpreventable.

Bulletin No, :I in this series entitled. Full Finployment Its Politics and Economies, explained why.
under a free toiuiitary society, no one t Lao or group is responsihle for jots. The Yoh-rnaking lumens de-
prthls on the snaiiii ensure of profit rr ptdalluas sod this, in turn. rests on $ r.*t complex of forces and factors.

0 Two global wars within the memory of mast adults living on our I *.leatuteled planet have all hot anger Yid
the foundations upon which alone free voluntary witty can operate.
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Perhaps the, traditional England is dead and we, still colonial-
minded, are destined to ape her ways. It is h*hly unfortunate that the
sponsors of the Murray bill have not disc lm the degree of centralized

and authority which .their proposal silk involve in
"FLU they do this: are they in a position to determine whet they

be driven, willy-hilly, to the same conclusions and the same
bitter end reached by Beveridge.

What has happened to the England of yesteryear which, under the
lead of her bold and courageous businessmen, smashed the closed
ring of the earlier authoritarian system- -that of pre-Adam Smith
mercantilismand,gsve us our greet shipping fleets, our iron, textile,
machine and modern transportation industries and our conception of
an international division of labor and trade? ft would be a supreme
tragedy if in this crucial hour England turned her back on her dwn
great past and we, as mere imitators, followed in her train.

Considering our limited achievement of the 1930's in solving the
witm_iployment problem, many persons believe that a much more rea-
sonable goal than "full employment" would be the prevention of mass
unemployment.' Since we failed in a much more simple task, is it
altogether rational to set for ourselves a much more difficult objective?

Thus the editors of Life (March 5, 1945) state: "Although the
Murray bill calls itself the Tull Employment Act of 1945,' it shies
away from Beveridge's all-out controls. Therefore, it cannot and will
not guarantee full employment. What such a bill can help to do is to
offset, minimize, perhaps eliminate, the real economy enemy in America,
which is not individual idleness but mass unemployment. America
must tryand should he satisfiedto lick that problem over the next
20 years. But to call that 'jobs for all,' as Wallace does, is at worst
demagoguery, at best sloganeering!'

The Murray bill,. if it forces us to examine honestly and realistically
every proposed bill, rule and regulation and every public and private
policy in order to determine whether each contributes or hinders in the
process of absorbing our whole labor force into productive economic
activity, mould serve a useful Purpose.

If we can assume that the sponsors of the bill have a workable con-
cept of the job-making. process in a f

large orlrr, there may be some benefit from an over-a 1 review o the
factors making fOr economic prosperity. This point will be discussed
in a later Bulletin.

APPENDIX

Jobs-are a byproduct of an effectively functioning economy. They
are a means, rather than an end. Yet the current emphasis on jobs
and full employment is apt to make jobs the end and therefore lead to
programs promoting jobs merely for the sake pf jobs. In fact Bev-
eridge states that it is better to have men digging holes in the ground
and filling them up again than to have unemployment. Lord Keynes
has taken a similar position (see: Introduction to Bulletin s in this
series). Indeed for the most part Beveridge is not concerned with
efficiency and productivity.

A word must be said about the 60 million jobs which- tew politicians
are promising for the post-war. Before the war we hail about 46 million
gainfully. orcifp;td. Several million were unemployed an, I' of course

*Ting viraypolfit t. full. raploved Iry Adolph Abraniftul, Tbr Prol,leus ur Full VnIpik mcnt, lisrfardIhnisum livnew, 014, pp 437-4.4.
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we have had a net increase in the labor supply. Whether fifty fifty-
five or sixty million people will want to be gainfully occu after
the war cannot be determined in advance. The figure I I on
-117.011-ratilt regularity of earnmia of the chid bor, the cost of
living, the intensity of demand icr both existing and newly-developed
products and a host of other factors. The 'labor force" is not a fixed
quantity, it is not a datum, a fact, as all three of the plans outlined
above assume.

Finally, even assuming that the 60 million figure measures the
labor force for the post-war, it is still a misnomer. We do not want 00
million jobs; rather the goal should be 60 million gainfully occupied
persons. We do not have to struggle, strive and plan to develop jobs
for te6 to 8 million farmers, the millions of self-employed professional

the millions of self-employed businessmen and many others.
. To include all of these in, the 60 millions gives an erroneous impression

of the task ahead. Thus the whole economy never has and will not
need to provide more than about two jobs' for each three persons
gainfully occupied.

IP
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SECURING TOTAL EMPLOYMENT: THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT
(By James O'Toole)

Pull employment without inflation is generally accepted as a
primary goal of national economic policy. Legitimate and important
differences over definition aside, when the unemployment rate is clown
around the four percent level. this figure is widely taken as the prime
indicator that employment conditions in the economy are healthy.

But full employment does not in itself signify a condition of true
health in the labor market, it merely indicates the absence of serious
or apparent illness. By way of analogy, a men with tuberculosis is
clearly sick but is another man without visible signs of illness ipso
_facto healthy" Perhaps if we were to conduct a more searching
examination, we might find his lungs black and deteriorating from
smoking, his heart weakened from stress, or his resistance to all
varieties of ailments lowered by mental depression or poor diet.Similarly, no clean bill of health could be granted automstically
to even a full-employment economy unless the following- kinds of
latent or seldom diagnosed problems were eradicated from the hody
economic:

it) Subemployment: working less than full time, full year rand
often for less than the minimum ware) is a chronic 'problem for many.
workers. It has serious consecluertres for the life styles and life chances
of families a hen it afflicts heads of households.

12) Low-levet employment: many disadvantaged and minority
workers are trapped in Ohs that offer them little in the wsv of die-tidy
or selfesteem. These job, are characterized by harsh and arbitrary

unhealthy, im,ale, or inhumane working conditions, low
pay, and the absence of a career path.

(30 Involuntary employment many older people are forced to
take joh, because they* cown4g,
tinitiftiiii-g-aEcThsehol, are forced to ititionlrght because they can-
not ntinon a decent living stanilanl for their Camille, on from
primary johs. and many women mho noillol }wo. 10 holm, mild
rear their children are (tweed to Inky paid Jolts ii ordsi. to 1,,
for social service,.

if Underemployment --the oi 11:1,1111_.
cab.11 lion of workers. d-erlbd III 1110 f 11;/ III el'

TI,.. 11,, 1,..1 hirrid h% fly 11.1 11104problems, in part because lie ppir-ise fir inn
more readily mew:ore. The messus Iowa to eralunt public omploy-
ment policy focus largely on imemploy mint 1 tf I fgt. I I Ito* iy tit
the labor mnrket. Tbe,e indicator, Are relniovely Iwo

Jam.. I. I . 101AI I n.116% M+.1 flu. 1', de, ,, Am& . ,1tt. to. e.. I hyd.I.C., I 117'7... 141.f N.1 0.v ' f1St, c.iv,01f 71 A!, I d

Reproduced from: U.S. Cowes.. Howse. Should the
Federal government. implement a program which guarantees
employmmut opportunities for all U.S. citizens in the
labor force? noose doc000st 95-326, 95th Congress,
24 aossioa. Washington, 0.S. Coot. Print. Off., 1976.
p. 29-40.
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they tell us only whether jobs arc available for all those workers in
the olital labor force.

This official measure.of the size-of the labor force is both important
and controversial. It is s partial guide to how many jobs might have
to be created in corning decades, but it excludes millions of people
who might want jobs if they were available. For example, it excludes
labor-force dropouts who have given up looking for work, students
who stay in school beeanse they cannot fir;c1 jobs, wople on welfare,
and those who are in sheltered environments ranginT, from prisons to
mental hospitals. The labor-force participation rate is important also
because only those who are in the official labor force can be counted
as either employed or unemployed. The relationship of the participa-
tion rate and the unemployment rate is not a simple one; indeed, it is
Quite fluid. For instance, when new jobs are created, they are often
filled by people who are not in the official labor force. White middle-
class women often are attracted into the labor force to take new jobs,
while chronically unemployed black men and boys remain uneinployed.

Over the past decade, the total size of the labor force as well as the
size of thelorce as a percentage of total population have grown remark-
ably. Paradoxically, as the economy created new jobs at a clip un-
precendented in history, rates of unemployment also rose. The primary
reason behind this phenonienon has been the entry of millions of
women into the paid labor force. In 1950, the feniale labor-force parti-
cipation rate was '33.9 [percent; by 197:3 it was 44.7 percent. Most
dramatically, the rate of participation by women with children aged
six to seventeen went from 32.8 percent in 1950 to 52.6percent in 1972.
Between 1975' and 1976, the number of women job holders and job
seekers increased by nearly two million and accounted for almost all
the growth in the entire labor force.

Since rates of unemployment mask such shifts in the demographic
make-up of the work force, they are imperfect measures of the health
of the economy. Still, unemployment rates are important pieces of
information and not to be made light of, especially in the midst of a
recession. But recession is not a permanent condition, and the presence
of a temporary crisis shonlii_nnt,__distzactusfrosopuestring--mere--=-----
durable, appropriate, and longer-term performance measures for
public policy. Although by necessity we engage in crisis manage-
ment," we should not forget that the latent problems outlined above
are basic and enduring shortcomings in the labor market and will not

ish.with the current recession.
arty, current labor-policy performance measures are inadequate

to th hollenges that these complex, deeply rooted problems present.
They're nadequate, in brief, because (hey aggregate and thus obscure.
such problems as chronic subemployment and the existence
of millions of labor-force dropouts. Moreover, the measures lead to the
policy conclusion that simply creating more jobs ,will cure the major
illnesses of the labor market. Unfortunately, the simple availablil itv of
jobs is often not enough to satisfy the economic, social, and psycholog-
ical needs that lead people to seek work. Although providing jobs is
widely accepted as one of the best public-policy responses to such
social problcins as poverty, family disorganization. and physical and
mental ill health, not just any jobs will do. In order for work to function
as a lever on social problems, the right jobs intist be made available at
the right time to those who need them. This requirement is complicoell

7 91:
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by the fact that the work needs of individuals changea job that is
for a young person is not necessarily good for the father of triplets,

oreover, the quality of a job is important in determining its value asan ameliorator of social problemshandicapped, disadvantaged, and
other workers need tobe able to build their self-esteep on their jobs.
These are admittedly difficult demands to cope wifh because they
introduce qualitative measures into an area where problems and
solutions seemed to lend themselves so well to quantification.

From the point of view of public policy, these _qualitative concernsalso lead to two very frustrating conclusions. First, no monolithic
program can satisfy the wide range of employment needs. Second,the creation of jobs through either macro-economic stimulation orpublic service employment are essential but woefully insufficient
responses to the latent problems of employment.
Definitions and Myths

In the Work in America report, my colleagues and I suggested that
total employment is a more appropriate measure of a healthy labor
market than is full employment. Total employment is defined as a
condition in which everyone who desires a job would be assured of
finding one that reasonably satisfies his or her personal needs. Clearly,
total employment cannot and should not be mandated by government
fiat. It. can only be achieved by policies designed to create greaterfreedom of choice for workers. People must have real options amongan array of jobs offering different challenges, styles of supervision,
physical working conditions, and working hears. They must be ableto select the appropriate stages in their Jives in which to seek paid
employment. Such freedom of choice does not currently exist because
of certain intlexibilities and inequalities in the labor market thatrestrict its free play. No doubt a variety of policies could help to
remove some of these barriers and thus permit self-adjustment in thelabor forcea process that may be the only equitable and nontotali-

Artriall WilltiCia to the latent problems of employment...
Unfortunately, site - policies are unlikely to .he fully or fairlyevaluated in the framework of the current orthodoxy of labor eco-

nomics. One simply cannot measure the distance the stars in
quarts. Consequently, before moving on to a consideration of total
employment policies, we need to examine some myths, fictions, and
superstitions that currently misinform and constrain our vision.

..ifyth The jarobltms of unemploynani can be solred simply by
creating more jute. Economists view unemployment as a conditionin which the demand for existing jobs by these in the labor forceexceeds current supply. This concept is quickly translated into the
less sophisticated notion that imemploymcnt means there is a short-age of jobs. Thus. when policy makers deride that the shortageha S grown to intolerable proportions, ihey often pursue a simpleand logical course-- they use macro-economic stimulation ti, createmore jobs. roradoNic'ally. thi:, itetiOti tttr« Ica,' to evcn ratesof inieniployment N41111:41 the 1101 Jo''. attrat people, into thepaid labor force who previously were not looking for jobs, Hs I pointed

'out earlier in discussing women's entry. Even in the unlikely eventthat the United States werejo devise miliions of lie jobs through
massive spending or a lirograni of public-service employment, because
of this "substitution effect'. there would still be many people a ho
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would need, but would not be receiving;, the benefits of a good,
steady job.

Thus, the notion of shortage is basically nonfunctional in relation
to polio _y development, which requires an alternative way.of framipg
the problem. Apparently simple cases of shortages often can be heifer
understood and acted upon if they are seen as complex problems of
maldistribution and mismatching. Recent attempts to increase the
supply of medical manpower illustrate this phenomenop. In the late
1960s, American medical schools made a concertetd effort to gain a
windfall in federal aid by convincing theeAmerican public that there
was an acute shortage of doctors. This alarmist tactic almost worked'
until more thoughtful analyses shaved that the apparent defieiepey
is due more to a maldistribution of doctors both by specialty kul
geography than to general shortage across-the board. There are
more than enough psychiatrists in Nflitihattan, but too few pediatri-
.cians in the ghetto; there are so many radiologists in Los Angeles
that they have to inflate their fees to keep their incomes above the
so-called starvation level (seventy thousand a year), but there are
not enough general practitioners in rural Iowa. Thus, what was
called for was a system of incentives for th'e medical schools to correct
these'distribution problems, and such a program was enacted by the
Congress in September 1974.

Similarly, the idea of unemployment itself may not be a valid
guide to setting policy. If certain rigidities and blocks were removed
from. the job market, the total number of jobs might not be tar
short of the total number of people who want and need jobs at a
given time. Here, too, poor distribution is a useful concept. That is,
some pedple who do not want jobs are forced into the labor market
because, of tradition, laws, or the lack of available alternatives or
resources, and such barriers exclude many others who want and need
jobs. Those who might he reluctantly employed include: adults who
would like to take a year or two off from their jobs to return to school;
older peopir who would like to retire earlier.than age sixty-three or
sixty-five; welfare mothers who would rather stay home and rear

he-laprirtled incentive of a demeaning, poorly
paying job; middle-class mothers who would like to care for their
children but feel pressures to work from the woman's movement;
and fathers who would rather stay home and take care of their children.
_tmong those who would like to take jobs but cannot find them iti.e the
subemployed 29 to as percent of ghetto men and boys; teenagers who
would rather week than be in school; women who prefer work in the
labor market to work in their homes; retired people who would like
at least some part-time work; and the so-called expendable§ of
societyaddicts, convicts, and the handicapedmany o: whom
would prefer honest labor to being warehouseal in public institutions.

For nearly one hundred years, free-market industrial econoinies
have tried to curb unemployment by increasing the 401 rail number
of jobs. liegrettably, and often traga IlleE' noble a.spernients
have failed. .1 century is a fair test for as policy that aloes in work.
Perhaps it is time to try onether tuck, one designed to make the
labor market Ircer and more functional. To do this, we may need
social inventions that, b'atance the labor supply and dement! by

.allowing unwilling workers to leave time labor force and thereby
opening up jobs for people who want and need them. Such policie4
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would attempt to remove the social and legal barriers, such as some
social welfare regulations, that force reluctant people to work. At the
same time, they would _seek tq provide oppottimitieiand, in ap-
propriate instances, incometo people who would like to leave the
paid work force and do unpaid work, such as school work, child care,
and voluntary social service work. .

We are not ready to consider these policies, however, because other
myths reflexively force us to raise objections.

MO 2: Work is paid employment. According to this definition, a
housewife and mother does not work. Yet if her services are replaced
by a housekeeper, babysitter, and cook, or if she herself performs
these tasks for others, both she and her replacements are now con-
sidered workers because their salariei are .contributions -,to the gross
national product. 'flirre are many repercussions of this definition. It

rces some poor women to take low-paying, unsatisfying jobs in order
o become eligible for government health, welfare, and other social

services. Society would benefit more from properly retired children,
from lower co-As for day care, and from a citizenry, whose freedom of
choice wad preserved than from the fruits of the low-level employ.:
merit of these poor mothers. The issue is different for the middle
classes: women vill not be liberated until women and men can freely
choose to take jobs in the paid labor force, or to stay home and care
for their children, or both. This liberation ell' only occur when child
rearing IS ati highly valued by society as paid employMent.

Similarly, much volunteer activity might also be considered work.
Working in hospitals, in churches, on school boards, in scouting,
and in local grovernment is not paid employment, but it is every bit
as important to society as are many activities for which there is com-

ensationsuch as much of the make-work of public and private
bureaucracies.

Raising the stet is of child cafe and volunteer work to that of paid
employment would not be easy. It Would first involve eliminating pro-visions that require L-mploynwnt as a prerequisite for social services.
It might also nece-.sitate'some cash payments or tax write-offs for thesk
activities, as is the case in other nations where there are child al-
lowances, mothers' pensions, and pay or tax breaks for community
activities. We alc not open, however, to considering such alternative
policies, not only because we believe that work is Fund labor, but also
because of our adherence to the following related myth.

Myth 3: All paid labor is ennobling. Labor and welfare policies
reflect the puritan views that, any job is better than norjob, and no.
one is too good for any job. Taken to the extreme, these beliefs often
teed to an incredible contradiction manifested by many political
leaders: they espouse that work is good for everyone, but at the same
time they find it necessary to force people to work. If the former is
true, why is it necessary to advocate the latter? Now is it that Those
who preach the dignity of work els° believe that work should be used

Vii. as punishment?. At the root of this contradiction is the simple fact
that not all jobs are good jobs.

Although many jobs provide the social, psychological, and economic
\ rewards that make work se essential and meaningful to life, some jobs
oiler none of these satisfactions. Not only do they fail to .provide the
worker ilia! even minimal dignigv, challenge, and economic resources,
they they 11,1111111y destroy an inaiiidual's self-esteem:

se=
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The nature of work, then, is a critically important variable in din-
- cussicwof total employment. Related to the nature of work is the

in one's life whop one takes a certain kind of job. For example,
fruit is not a bad summer job for a student, but it is literally

or migrant farmers and their families. There is nothing wrong
with working in an unsteady, low job if one is young and
single, but if one tries to marry and raise a family in such an economic
condition, the odds are that the marriage will quickly di,solve.

The devastating consequences of the nature of work experience on
to .me..in__1967 to 1968 while I WAX doing

research in the black community of Los Angeles and in the Cape
Coloured community of Cape Town, South Africa (O'Toole, 19736).
As I mentioned in Chapter One, there was considerable family dis-
organization in both communities especially among the poor. My
original thesis was that the unemployment of fathers was the common
cause of the high rates of desertion, separation, and mother-headed
households found in bot\i communities. In South A' rxa, however, I
discovered that unemployment was only at the frictional level, and
in Watts even the high 12 percent rate of adult unemployment could
not account adequately for the extreme pathology in that ghetto. It
occurred to me after I had completed my research that the crucial
variable in both communities was the nature of the father's employ-
ment. In neither community were men rho worked in unsteady, low-
paying, demeaning, unskilled, and dead-end .jobs likely to have the
self-esteem or social or economic wherewithal to hold a family together.
In Watts, I estimated that only 65 percent .of the men over age
eighteen worked full time, full year, and earned more than the
minimum wage. That is, the subemployment rate for Watts Was
epproximately 35 percent. It *as not purely coincidental that in
about a third of the homes in Watts the father was absent and that
about a third of the families were on welfare.' Of course, there were
not always direct relationships among male subemployment, mother-

% centered families, end welfare cases, but the three factors correlated
far more often thafi not.

From the point of view of family formation, then, ad jobs are not

tjobs. .Moreover, the person who has paid employment in a
ionty is a crucial variable. In both South Africa and the United

State., nonwhite women were mere employable than nonwhite men.
Neeertheless, the availability of a job for a woman with small children
had no positive effect on family cohesion or other social problems
related to employment and poverty. It was the fathers of young
children who needed paid employment. Ironically, welfare work -
incentive programs in the United States ate designed to get. jobs for
mothers instead of finding jobs for fathers of welfare children. Work
programs are not directed to the fathers because they are not on7
welfare themselves, even though they are the proximate cause of their4.
family's welfare status. Punishiqg welfare mothers by making them
take undesirable jobs has little or no liositise impact on the familial or
employment problems of the chronically disadvantaged. (Of course.
these women also need the freedom to taken paid job if they so choose.),,
Headway will be made in the ghetto only when all men who wish to
have families can be fissured of good. steady jobs that will enable
them to support their families. Such a goal will not he realized, how-
ever, as long as the following myth is believed.
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Myth 4: Total employment would entail the involuntary mobilization
of millions of workers in public-service jobs. Many countries in which
unemployment has ceased to be a problemRussia and China, for
examplehave achieved total employment at the expense of personal
liberty. The specter of such totalitarianism has been raised by the
editors of the Hall Street Journal and others when arguing the case
against full employment. But total employment is a mintotalitarian
concept based on enhancing individual freedom of choice. Its goal is
not to force every citizen to take a paid job but to remove .artificial

--constraints and-rigidities-that restrict, the free- play Mille tabor market.
Artificial Sducational credential requirements, discrimination based
on age, sex, class, or race, and government policies that restrict
educational aid to the young or require employment among the middle-
aged are examples of constraints that might be removed,

Moreover, most employment is rather monolithic in terms of the
hours workers are required to be on the job. There are not enough
part-time jots or jobs with flexible days or hours to provide workers
with any choice. It is quite possible that providing greater opportuni-
ties for part-time jobs through job sharing would reduce some of our
most intractable unemployment problems, even with less job-creation
effort.

I have interviewed a number of unemployed people and have often
come away with the feeling that working conditions are frequently a
barrier to their taking jobs. The spfttrum of reasons unemployed.
people give for their status is incredibly wide, but in many cases it
boils down to the fact that the jobs that are available do not meet
their specific needs and desires. For example, I recall an engineer who
didn't want to take a job beneath that status, a blue-collar worker
who wanted a job that was intellectually stimulating, a middle-class
woman who wanted a job with training and promotion opportunities,
an elderly, man wtio wanted'to work three or four days a week at a
reduced salary in 'a union shop, and a young college graduate who
waged "to work in a team situation with interesting people." One

twondepi how much unemployment would be reduced if these workers
and others like them had greater choice among the kinds of jobs and
workie g. conditions that were available? Even without increasing job
creation efforts, it is probable that a great. number of unemployed
people could, find jobs. What appears to be needed is the removal` of
certain legal and credential barriers to employment, better matching
of jobs with individual social, psychological and- econ,mic needs,
policies designed to create more diversity and flexibility in' the con-

of work, aniPeasier movement in and out of the' labor market.
We do not need a totalitarian concept of full employment. Rather, we
must begin think of ways to remove barriers that inhibit freedom
of choice awl human de.'elopment.

However, since a free market works well only when its part icipints
are relatively equal, it may be necessary _14, creaie tome additional
public-service jobs in order to produce greater joki divorsity and
ftnions for those people not fully served by the free market.' But
these kinds of jobs should be kept to a because they tend
to be inferior to private-seetor jobs (despite the denials of decent
attil well-meaning-people). They quite often pay more, but in terms of
challenge, autonomy, status, and opportunities for !,rowth, they tend
to fall short, As evIdetire presented in Chapter Three shows, in the
public sector, clerical and service jobs constitute 42 percent of all
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employment (78 percent if teachers are excluded). while in the private
sector such jobs account for only 28 percent of all employment (U.S.
Department of Labor, 1974b). One out of three new jobs is being
created in the public sector, and although these jobs are not exactly
menial, 00 to 70 percent call for the employee to be an aide, attendant,
assistant, clerical worker, custodian, or semi-skilledblue-collar worker.
In addition to these criticisms of public employment, there is at least
impressionistic evidence that private employment is more innovative,
flexible, and responsive to the needs of workers. For, example,_
-kin& of self-lias described in ChiiiiirFive and worker
ownership described in Chapter Nine are all but impossible in the
civil service, which, by necessity, must be first and foremost respon-
sible to the voting public.

Another drawback of creating public-service jobs is that they end
Up going to middle-class people, not to those in the central cities who
are most disadvantaged. The chronically subemployed individual has
as much trouble holding a public-service job as he does holding jobs
in the secondary labor market. At least with day-laboring jobs he
does not need the senses of discipline, punctuality, and cooperation
that are needed in jobs created under the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act of 1973 (CETA) and other public-service
programs. To find ways to make gosernment employment serve those
who most need it, the Manpower Demonstration Research Corpora-
tion of New York has begun a series of experiments with alternative
working conditions. They hope to identify the conditions under
which hard-core unemployables can find success on the job. For example,
in some cases the workers are not held to strict standards of punc-
tuality and attendance to start with, but gradually the standards are
increased as the workers build their work habits. So fsr,this is all
theory and experiment. Until 'there are solid findings, public-service
jobs will continue to benefit primsrily the middle class.

There is also some evidence that public service jobs do not make
the best use of government expenditures for job creation. Apparently,
the number of jobs created varies considerably from one government.
program to another. The following table (drawn from several not
terribly reliable sources) illustrates the number of jobs created by
spending one billion federal dollars in various ways.

51,000 jobs if spent on highway construction ( &rick and Hannon, 1974).
35,000 jobs if spent on defense contracts (Bahson and Brigham, 1976).
60.000 jobs if spent on CETA-like public-service programs (Wall Street Journal,

1976).
76,000 jobs if spent on public housing ct,nstruction (Babson and Brigham,

1976),
54,000 job', if spent nn health progiams (not construction) (Bezdek and Han-

non, 1974).
jots if ',pent on water treatment plant4 (Porter 1973).

90.000 jobs if spent on education programs (not con-truction) Bab.-un and
Brigham, 1976).

The actual numbers here are irrelevant. What is important is that
every dollar spent by government influences new employment oppor-
tunities, that different programs have different job-creation effects,
and that CETA-like public-service ms, while not the least
effective, are far (roil being the mostPrrctive job-creation tools at
the disposal of the government.
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For all their liabilities, public-service jobs are nevertheless popular
with politicians and the public because they give the impression of

and direct action on the problems of unemployment. It 'is
hard red slow work to create jobs that produce goods and services in
actual demand, but it is easy and fast to start up training program
and public-service employment. Yet the latter programs are basically
psiliatives, and because they do not treat the muses of unemployment
they may even be counterproductive in that by alleviating the
get onto they remove pressures to act on the root causes. When un-

-reaches-7 or-8- percent; itiVOtaN5-(Tif public- service jobs
are able to command a wide audience (and are usually able to get a
public-employment bill passed in Congress). Then, when unemploy-
ment slips bock to 5 or.6 percent for cyclical reasons, the public quickly
turns its attention to other areas of concern, satisfied that the prompt
and wise leadership in. Washington has adequately dealt with the
problem. Conseqi.ently, true reforms are seldom considered, and the
damaging problems of subemployment, low-level employment, and
involuntary employment remain and grow worse.

iThe government does have a role in employment, but it shcrild be
more creative in applying its funds and regulatory powers i a order
to produce not only more jobs in the private sector, but more good

. For example, in Chapter One I suggested how a new returnable
ttle law might create jobs. In another case government could create

either 42.3,000 new jobs with a health program or 256,000 with a
highway programL--both for an identical investment of $5 billion.. In
making spending decisions, government should consider both the
number of jobs to be created and their potential for producing steady,
challenging work with career mobility. (See Chapter Ten for a develop-
ment of this notion.) Thus, it is more effective for government to use
its power to create jobs in the private profit and nonprofit sectors
than it is to create public-service employment. In no fashion does a
policy of total employment require either worker coercion or greatly
increased government employment.

Mytit 5: Total employment requires economic growth,. In the future,
the rate of unemployment may fall toward zero, even without much
economic growth. Indeed, within the next thirty years employment
rates may be reported negatively, expressing a situation in which
demand for workers exceeds supply. The convergence of five trends
makes such a zero-growth, total-employment future a distinct possi-
bility: (1) The rising costs of ene may lead to the increasing sub-
stitution of labor for capital. (2) The he increasing scarcity of capital
in our economy may lead to more labor-intensive enterprises. (3) The
continued shift from an industry-based economy to n services base
will create more jobs. (4) Environmentalist pressures will exacerbate
the shift away from capital-intensive. "ditty" industries (metals
and mining, for example) toward "cleaner," labor-intensive health,
education, and other services. (5) There will be a demographic shift,
culminating in about thirty-five years, which will cause the proportion
of retired persons in the population to be greater than ever before in
American history. Each of these five trends would have the effect of
lowering productivity and economic growth while increasing the ,

demand for workers.
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Whereas unemployment in the traditional sense will probably
disappear in the United States in the future,:. the broader issue of
tu3deremployment might become more acute for all social classes
because trends toward labor intensivity and zero economic growth
cold lead to a greater number of routine jobs. (These issues are
elaborated in Chapter Ten.) Here again, macro-eamomic policies and
public-service employment are ineffective tools. The problem is not
a shortage of jobs, but a poor mix of jobs. Looking at employment
through these new lenses we focus our attention on paliciesdesigned_
to-move the Lilior market, to dance i dividual freedom
of choice, to increase the flexibility and variety of jobs, and to en-

. courage human development. Such policies for total employment,
although devilishly difficult to pursue, are at least not trade-offs
against inflation.

M$4 6: Total employment is inflationary. We are now painfully
aware that A44 rates of unemployment and inflation can exist to-
gether. Does this mean that it is al%o possible to concurrently experi-
ence low rated; of unemployment and inflation? The current contradic-
tion of the Phillip's curve trade-off reopens this possibility for
discussion.

It gis appropriate here to look at some= nontraditional employment
policies that either are immune to inflation or are proved inflation
Weis. Obviously, total-employment policies that consider the prob-
lem to be maldistribution rather than a shortage of jobs bypasses the
issue of inflation. If one's tool for fighting unemployment is not macro-
economic, then there is little problem of its directly fueling inflation.,

A non-macro-economic policy of note in this regard is manifested in
West Germany's active manpower planning and training program,
referred to in Chapter One. The German strategy for worker retraining
and job change recognizes that career immobility can be a source
of worker discontent and of inflationary pressures. Although the Ger-
man program is not demonstrably associated with that country's rela-
tively low rates of inflation and unemployment, many economists on
both sides of the Atlantic argue that it has not hurt (Striner, 1972).
Several economists propose for the U.S. a similar program that would
decrease oversupplies of labor in declining industries and occupations
by retraining workers for places where they will be more productive
and wl-sre critical manpower shortages might otherwise create infla-
tionary bottlenecks (Holt, 1971). Even at a possible cost of four billion
dollars, such a program is attractive not only because it would lower
the rate of inflation, but because it would create a quarter of a million
jobs. It also strikes'difectly at the problems of underemployment.

Several other employment policies could make lesser, but. still
significant, contributions to 1pwering inflation. The following measures
would tend either to Macon the mobility or productivity of workers.
or to increase the efficien, I of the economy, 'thereby helping to reduce
the rate of inflation for any given level of employment : (1) reducing
race, sex," and age discrimination; (2) increasing mobility and vesting
of pensions; (3) introducing profit sharing tied to worker or *mall-
group productivity; and (4) redesigning jobs.
APernatire policies

What is important about all of these proposals is that they are
compatible with the total-employment approach I've been describing.
Although such an approach assumes the importance of using macro-
ecmomic policir.,to keep inflation and unemployment as low as pos-
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siblel the strategy is not dependent solely on macro-economic policy,
public service employment or any traditional economic methods for
creating new jobs. That is how it differs from what we have, and that
is why it probably has a greater chance of success than does the current
approach.

In order to create total employment, a series of discrete but Com-
patible private and public programs must be undertaken, many of
which can be initiated at the state, community, or plant level. Such
programs might- tie ono or-rnere -of the -following: fecilittite the with-
drawal from the paid labor force of reluctant workers; help those who
need and want jobs to acquire them; increase the mobility of workers;
and make the job market more flexible. Possible program strategies
might be to:

Reduce institutional rigidities in the labor market, such as
seniority rules. Remove the minimum-wage requirements for
those under twenty years of age and unmarried and raise them
for persons over twenty and for under-twenties who are married.

Remove all government regulations in which employment is
a prerequisite for social services. For example, make unpaid
individuals engaged in rearing children eligible for social security
benefits.

Provide a program of mid-carets worker training or sabbaticals
that covers school tuition and a substantial part of foregone
income.

Provide programs that allow workers to taper off before
retirement: for example, fifty-five-year-olds could work four days
and sixty-year olds thrm days. Conversely, those over sixty-five
.would be permitted to work without penalty if they so elected.

Establish a system of domestic "Fulbrights" for people who
would like to take a year or two away from their regular jobs to
engage in some kind of public service. Xerox has such a program
for its employees.

Provide a guaranteed minimum annual income through a
negative-income-tax scheme.

Stop massive immigration except for political or humani-
tarian reasons.

Permit cities to charter and operate banks. These banks wou141
underwrite loans to individuals or groups wishing to start
nonprofit or cooperatively owned businesses that met the em-
ployment needs of an underserved grOup or community. For
example, businesses would be eligible if they offered meaningful
employment to the aged, youth, or minorities, or if they provided
such groups with training to do meaningful but rare types of
work, such as skilled crafts and repairs.

Provide human-depreciation tax. iillowanees or employment
tax credits linked to the ratio of employment to fixed plant and
equipment. Both policies (or others like them; would encourage
the use of labor-intensise processes in industry.

Encourage the creation of commutvity. i!ouncils designed to:
(1) match people with work and educetion opportunities; (2)
counsel employers in the redesign of jobs'1.11) lobby for the crea-
tion of part-time and flexible jobs; awl, (4):.engage in local man-
power planning (Wirtz, 1975).

35-432 0 - 94 - 51
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Provide more part-time jobs and job sharing. One example
is the Pitney Bowes program, mentioned earlier, that permits two
mothers to split one Job. At some universities, a husband and wife
may share a faculty appointment. Britain's Patrick Goldring
(1974) suggests that if everyone were permitted to.hold two jobs
the worker in a bad job might find some satisfaction in another,
better position; stressful executives could unwind in manual jobs:
and potentially :etiundant workers could spend art of their work
time to p reparation. for a future job I boy u prppos l is
fraught with practical obstacles to realization, it at least offers a
response to the wav society has segmented the work, leisure,
education, anti family aspects of our lives, producing workers who
hate their work, who find no release in their leisure, and who find
little time for their families.

This list of possible programs could be twice as long, and I am not
certain that all the items included are either desirable or feasible.
What is important is that we can and .should start thinking in terms
*Ouch alternatives to traditional approaches. Although each such
program has a cost, its potential benefits must be considered, not only

economic terms, but in terms of their effect on mental and physical
health, crime, family cohesion, and social and political alienation.
Moreover, one has to weigh the inflationary aspects of the alternative
macro-economic policies and the costs of not acting at all in terms of
lost income, taxes, and product ion.

In sum, total employment can be achieved through opening up the
labor market, removing institutional rigidities, and offering people
greater freedom to choose when and where they will work. Such a
policy is appropriate now and will still be appropriate in the future
when employment conditions change. Such a policy is equitable be-
cause it favors no race, class, age, or sex. And furthermore, it is com-
patible with traditional tree - market principles.

Many things tan be done on the local level using this approach
that do not require federal initiatives. In particular, the problems of
underemployment do not lend themselves to federal programs but
are, as the next chapter argues, the rightful responsibaity of employers
and unions.

211
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AGAINST A TISISAL GUASANTSID 11.1111MOIMENT PROGRAM-
(Dv Dave M. O'Neill')

This is 1973. not 1933. Stereotyped thinking notwithstanding, un-employment is no longer a F.ignificant cause of poverty. The vast major-ity of people who experience unemployment during any year are notmembers of the poverty population and, conversely, the vast majorityof the poverty poptilation iloea..wt experience involuntary unemploy-ment. If modern povertv is relabed in any way to the labor market,it is via the low wages of the working jtoor. Government policy mayhave a role here, but definitely the form of large wale crea-tion programs.
Moreover, even if there is some small amount of poverty that is thedirect result of the trsbelity of low-productivity persdns to find jobs(even after a rea.onable amount of search and at a war realisticfor their productivity), the chances that a large-scale public r serviceemployment program will alleviate this special problem are practicallynil Experience iiisfer the recent Emergency Employment Act programsuggests that it is a het easier to talk about cresting jobs arid fillingthem with very di,silvantagril persons than it is actually to persuade

local officials 14 behave in this way with the federal funds.
But perhaps the must tragic feature in committing the governmentto such a wrong-liesdol approach to modern poverty is that the com-mitment would divert resources and enthusiasm away from other,notch more setouble income supplements for the adult workingpoor; more generous welfare payments to the disabled poor; moreand Metter developmental programs to enable the children of the poorto break the cycle of poverty and welfare, All these policy approaches

will ...offer from lack of funding and interest if a large commitment isMaude to the public job creation approach to poverty.

PoTtaTT, U.NEN/ft.OTHENT ANT, THE 1.1a0g MARKET

Table I gives the distribution of poor family heads and poor un-related individuals steeording to work experiene in 1971.' Note thatfully half of aIi poor family and nnrelated inetivabal4 bye inpoverty for rear.on old Et.e. elt:stbdity..h.va.e and diaorgatn-zatinm that are tits only totally ancelate.I to tIfIIVitlityfUNIlt his areal u only remotely connected with die !ohnt market at any way. Forthe other half. ,hose who worked either loll v eat:. lull flute, or parttheir obtain sinsansIIIi1t ant 1.04 imptez jobs, rather
1Paw, oeetil in 1 urpois Iirswy, 4% UMW 1.4r4 7, 7'0 k,Ptffird hr 1.4,1.111kol of I'01101,111.1 I , %CCM .41 . 1'lata44.4414*, 1'41414 1.117 4 14.S 4+44411 .; 4cult opro I4 del pip ht Fii,49 111tp.4, -11,rt um( ifse rata Hrk.r 1.1 1c.$4' r. 1. ( r /(.44rit 141,-p 4 1ho14 ton, 1%4,rti : thit,..r. porr, I rro.sfpe.sabli IN I , I 141410411 e

**produced from; U.S. Coegress. Sense. Mould the
federal goverment implement a program mbicls gmareetees
empleprommt optertenitiee for all U.S. chigoes in the
leiter force Sees. decemmet 55-520. 95th *WOOS'
Sol session. Nnikingtee, U.S. Cost. Print. Off., 197S.
p. 41-47.
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than their unemployment, is the major cause of their poverty. Al-
though the annual incidence of unemployment among the working
poor is about twice that among the working non-poor, the fact that
only about half the poor are able to work means that unemployment
is* very minor cause of poverty in the present United States economy.

This lack of significant connection between unemployment and
modern day poverty will strike some readers as so unbelievable that
it may be worthwhile to demonstrate the situation from another
point of viewby looking at the classification of the unemployed-
according to various characteristics.

Table 2 shows various characteristics of the 4.4 million people who
reported themselves unemployed during the survey week in February,
1973. The data on duration of unemployment suggest that the average
length of a spell of unemployment is probably about 11 weeks. This
is not likely to throw one into a life of poverty. In most states, un-
employment insurance benefits go on for at least six months.

The data on reasons for becoming unemployed are also enlightning.
People who voluntarily leave jobs and workers just entering or re-
entering the labor force make up fully 61 per cent of the unemployed. ,

TARE 1.-190110 EXPERIENCE' FAMILY HEADS AND UNMATED INDIVIDUALS MOW THE LOW.
INCOME LEVEL IN 1971
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TABLE 2. SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF UNEMPLOYED IVONNENS. FED 3 1973
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Number Percent of
Charaderistrc (thousands) dolributon

Deration of unemployment.
Tdtal entbspIoyed 181 100 0

Less than 5 weeks 2 113 51 I
5 to 14 friths 1.7,55 71 Z
15 to 15 4404 t 3^ 11 8
27 weeks and oral 38 $ 1

boson for plienn hymen*
Total cliternolored . .. ..... 4 442 MO 0

___ _.___. ____ ._
Lest last jab 1.724 38.1
Loft test lob 611 15.1
400104(Ol labor temp 1.311 30.9
Now oohed Wine. 614 15 4

Bowe of ndepenotnt iessonii i0fogIfff of the component sovn the Nom for total unernolood in this table
only appoint/le the actual number of unemployed in440ruary

_ Source Empbonient and (Amines. 41 i9, No 4, October 1912. table A-12 and A. IL
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Clearly, one would find individuals who are living in poverty on
account. of unemployment only within the subgroup who have lost
their jobs involuntarily and have also remained unemployed for a very
long time. In February, 1973, there were approximately 125,000
unemployed adult males who were both job - losers and unemployed
for 27 weeks or more.

Thus, to the extent that poverty is related at all to unemployment,
the size of the job creation program that would be needed would be

-a very mm161-6-fie, siiy-aMift-100,01JOI6b 61fiti-iit-lhi-verymaximutn.1-7
jHowever, one might still argue for a large-scale public job creation

program for the poor on the grounds that the working poor, if not
actually unemployed, are underemployed, and that the government
should provide jobs that pay a higher wage' In considering the merit
of -this proposal, it is useful to diitingiu.sh mature adults and the
elderly working poor from the young adult and teenage working poor.

Programs should be developed for the young working poor to
provide financing, information anti motivation to lead these young
people into the mainstream of skill acquisition and career planning.
Putting them into artificially created public employment jobs would
amount to saying that they have no potential for development. Given
the uncertain tenure and.possibly depressing nature of the job slots
that would be created, this approach might also very well do more
harm than good.

It is probably true that not much ran be done for the older working
pot,r via programs for promoting skill acquisition and geographic
mobility. Thus it is tempting to argue that they should be placed in
specially created public jobs which would have higher rates of pay
anti would yield incomes above the poverty line. The argument against
this superficially appealing approach is straightforwardthere are
far less costly ways of augmenting the income of the working poor.

Some form of negative income tax scheme has obvious adminis-
trative advantages over public job creation programs for augmenting
the incomes of the working poor. In addition, one must recognize that
many of the "created" jobs would turn out in practice to be "make-
work" jobs with very little socially useful output involved. Thus, in
transferring a poor worker from his private sector job, society would
be exchanging his positive (albeit small) social product in the private
sector for his negligible or zero product in the public sector. This would
constitute a real (although not highly visible) cost of the job creation
approach., Finally, there is the problem of the morale anti productivity
of nun -poor public sector workers. They have presumably obtained
their jobs on the basis of merit-related criteria. How would they react
to the preferential treatment that would he accorded. poor workers?

u final point, it is important to note that regardless of what
goveritniont program is adopted to aid the workinl: poor, generril
ectinomi ;:rowtil ritctorN are well on their l';l t(:111 elinunoting
!lit' plitionition of "working poverty." In 059. -I..; million male
family heads mho a (pied lived in poverty: in t 971, 'ht. tirimber find
dropped to 2 million. The major cape of thi trend wt-A, undoubtedly
1.111=1.11
lloa lithrr rc sr b% 41% ',lut rh. 10111 nuisitor of to? or ho ant

mehl 1.11 AM Or t suit ail trial lr ti i.tiprii. u'reiiiiihr,11.4,111 %BS
eilitnette,tf)crii the Ili 1 j1,1,. t 1.. 1.. ,st..fit I ,err rest -1114 v411!'Sfo iirctiille4 'ism petrril is( l he
glififrIll,rd /t.,. d s IerM ; it :1011/1 W. .11 I /it Phut tit 4,4sritiira FILO Ow 4wes see dulsUrnr
i4 gitwillithil itirtil ll al0.4.0 ll 14..,1 I 0:%,,I,tig II totif athoes 1.4 1,7.0Uil 1%1,100 4 5h.e1,10i 41 ltns
Utti'l$11441y ntrftf t tj rrlrht tai h% all Its up, Ir 'fie Labor (MVP

S.."' 1131.44 .411.11t4t.I'S :trimly :II I ar r,ditredi i.COPret wl Puqtt rC, 1:1H fie, shqfrierl.
'on tttd 7zprins, rats (lotissioityA.§ fiath, 1172)
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the growth in the productivity of poor workers because of growth in
the economy. If the 1939-1971 trend is projected into the future, it

that the phenomenon of working poverty, at least among
families, will disappear in about 15 yews.

Pnelie employment programs
Placing the working poor into public jobs is a bad idea in itself.

Moreover, even the notion that in practice large..numhersof the poor
. actually- end in Jobe -that are created is overly

optimistic.
This assertion will strike many as implausible. How can it be that

a modem government like the United States cannot set up and
administer a program that would accomplish such a simple objective
to use tax revenues to place poor people in public service jobs? All
that has to be done, it would appear, is to mandate in the legislation
creating the program that only ppor people be hired with the funds
appropriated for the program. Unfortunately, in practice, the real
world and human nature being what they are, things are not that
simple. Behold the workings of the Public Employment Program
(PEP) that was created by the Emergency Employment Act (EEA)
of 1971.

The EEA authorized 3750 million for FY 1972 and about $1.2
billion for FY 1973 to create public sector jobs for the twin objectives
of (1) providing needed public services; and (2) helping to reduce
unemployment, especially of disadrantaged hard -to- employ poor people.
Has the PEP achieved its objectives? Preliminary evaluative studies
conclude that it probably has not. And although the data currently
available for evaluative purp~s are skimpy, the two sources that
have reported lukewarm evalustionsSar Levitan and the National
Urban Coalition --are not enemies of federal manpower programs.'

In practice, local governments utilized part of the PEP funds to
ease their own tax burdens. In other words, some unknown (but
possibly very large) percentage of the program's 150,000 slots went.
to fill posts that would have been funded out of local borrowing or
taxes in the absence of federal funds. Also, not surprisingly, the charac-
teristics of those actually employed did not reflect the characteristics of
the disadvantaged working poor population. For example, fully 78
percent were at least hie' school graduates, including many old,
retired military officers who slipped in under a veterans' preference
clause that was supposed to apply to Vietnam veterans only.

In short, the current small-scale public employment program is in
all likelihood a failure in attaining either the objective of reducing the
tinemplo)-ment of the poor or in creating a net addition to local public
services.

To be fair, one should note here that the EF,A of 1-971 created a public
emplo, meet program that is a far cry from the priJgriim urged by the
more vigorous proponents of the public job creation approach to
poverty. The Nixon administration opposed the concept of public
employment to combat poverty from the outset. Initial forms of the
legislation put forth by Democratic senators werevetoed; thus the
existing bill's structure and provisions reflect the compromise that
came put of a partisan struggle; inclusion of the word "emergency"

See Iv' Ler:telt awl Robert Taggart "The Emergency Emplo)nient Art An Interim ANegiNlumt,
AltuAilf L4Avr Er:2 The t-,unbc Esseplopssig Programs: Ara hi:violation OF Tie Natieetat Cass
Clraloipx, The atiot.a1 Urban C'oralit son. 2100 St Street, S.W . lEtwhinglan, D C.
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in the title; ample use of the modifier "transitional "; provision for anautomatic shutoff of most of the funds when the aggregate unemploy-ment rate- dips below 4.5 percent.. Finally, and most important, it is arelatively small program (about 150,001 job slots in all) and wasscheduled to terminate in two years.
However, the failure of PEP'apparently has significant bearing on;_______aus..potewtial4anture-ambi.firm-mg-nuns. After Mired* importantdifference between the existing BEA and the proposals of liberalSenators is the size 'of appropriation involved. The language andcriteria used in the large-scale bills proposed by the 1Jemocrutsappear even less likely to insure that very poor people would actuallyend up in the newly created jobs.

Elements of a positive program
It is relatively easy to criticize existing programs and ideas. It ismuch harder to suggest wiser approaches. If large-scale public employ-ment programs are not the answer to the poverty problem, then whatis? The following program has four main parts: The first two deal withameliorating the poverty of the older poor who are able (and do) work,while the last two cover two groups of the younger poordisadvan-taged male youth and young welfare mothers.5

A Realistic Role for Job Creation_ As was noted above, somevery small amount of the poverty problem is due to long term struc-tural unemployment. There are a few older low-productivity workerswho have either been marooned in a depressed area of the country orare..Vietims of inflexible retirement systems of one sort or another.Whistever the ell Iltie of their inability to find work (even after a reason-able period of job search), their desire for work per se (as opposed toincome transfers) is a legitimate concern of public policy and doescreate a demand for a eery email -scaler public employment program.However, in order to insure that this small-scale program reaches thelong-term tingniployed poor in practice, major changes in the adminis-trative methods used to implement public job creation prograrbs willbe rmuired.
Perhaps the most important administrative innovation will be tostop using simple measures of unemployment. incidence as a basis forthe geographical allocation of funds and individual eligibility. TheEEA's allocation rule makes the amount a state gets a direct functionof the number of unemployed individuals in the state regardless oftheir classification, either according to the reason they became unem-ployed or according to the duration of their unemployment. Althoughthis simple-minded allocation might have been sufficient in the 1930when unemployment and poverty were largely.uverlapping, it canlead to inequitable allocations by area'iti the I970's. Many relativelyprosperous high-growth areas of the country es 'n11101'1140 havehad Above average iinemplovment rate, for the past 11 iders. The

reason for this 1,111110111111011 hats 1)011111IV 10 40 It ail Indeed,it hers to to t% it something opposite to fiovrty -the ititgrist ion oflarge nUillbers of iiion-poor! people seeking to better their economicopportunities. In-migrants 'always experience abve-averve unem-pioyment after they arrive in a new area. Thus, to insure that funds
Protrallts awl mil, r ,4th, lawrt --I tH,40 tIO Mat ir I 4' %CIA ?Pt SUR* ve nbn-Isbor.norititsrrigatoci fvSolis -ate I "I ,% r. tivi.
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will actually be targeted on the structurally unemplotrl poor, legisla-
tive rules for area allocation and eligibility, ust utilize information on
duration of unemployment, age, wage in last job, reason for becoming
unemployed, and so on.

In a well targeted job creation further, the types of job
slots created must be in line with the a ilities of very,low-productivity
older workers. If the legislation mandates the creation of fairly high
quality jobs (along with 'moderately high salaries), this will great y
reduce the probability that the poor will actually be hired to fill them.
Such a mandate might also create serious inequities between the work-
ing poor in the private sector and those structurally unemployed poor
whosend up in the public jobs. In this regard, the success of the very
small ($30 million) Operation Mainstream program in placing aged
unemployed individuals in modesi'public jobs should be studied.

Income Supplements ,for the Working Poor. The Negative Income
Tax (NIT) approach to alleviating the hardships associated with low
income stet is discussed elsewhere in this issue. The working poor
need more ney incomethat is their main problem. Any prigram
that will aim ly place more money income at Weir command com-
mends itse f th on the grounds of cost-saving efficiency and on the
grounffs tha t would cause the least amount of embarrassment for
the working poor people.

Why has such a straightforward anti-poverty policy not been insti-
tuted? The main reason appears to be that mass uncertainty exists
with regard to two issues: (1) would the existence of a negative income

inducenduce a large number of working poor people to reduce their
work effort? and (2) would any negative income tax bill that was
passed be in addition to, or a substitute for, the current rag-bag of
in-kind income supplements that the working poor already receive.
The resulta of ,large-scale work-incentive experiments will become
available soon and should shed some light on the first question. The
answer to the second question will involve clarification of just how
to treat in-kind income (e.g., public housing, food stamps, medicare
and so on in our discussions of poverty lines and appropriate levels

,of income supplements. In the interest of a sane, consistent approach
to the poverty problem, inkind and cash income should both be
counted in determining levels of need and program objectives. Thus,
if the in-kind programs are to be retained, then the level of the cash-
income supplement does not have to be pearly so high as if the in-kind
programs are to be discontinued.

Information, Financing and Motivation for the Young. The govern-
ment should refocus its entire manpower effort so that it deals exclu-
sively with disadvantaged youth. A. major strategic mistake of man-
power policy in the 1960'8 wa4 government involvement in problem
areas in which it had no legitimate interest. Large numbers of non-
disadvantaged adults passed through the portals of the MDTA
program. Many observers took this apparent demand as evidence of
program effectiveness. However, subsequent follow-up studies faded
to discover any impact of the training on the longrun earnings
capacity of these "trained" adults. One can only conclude that the
generous training allowances created the apparent demand for this
program.

'Rif the ar1,4*, f I '4. Nwell, Larry Fingell and R,ch*rd dinar
/ Manpower Lrerlippnlri t 47 .1 Trap:sty; Act
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But this is not surifrising. The private market sector is an efficient
engine for getting much humag as well as physical capital finanted
mi. prodOced. The only situation in which the private market mecha-
nism could be expected to fail would be in the case of the disadvan-
taged youth who, because of lock of information; funds,Nand motive-

. non, failed to make the requisite investment in human capital at the
crucial early stage in life. This, then, should be the focus a manpower
policy in the 1970's. Manpower policy should be integrated with,
policies towanl high school that involve drop-out prevention, career
counseling, end so on. In fart, it would probohly be a wise strategy
to drop the term "manpower" altogether. Abetter name for the
overall program should be "Career Development Assistance." Its

. starting point should be the early years of high school and it should
make available to the very young man ir. veritable avalanche of
options including Job.Corps, on the job training, two-year college,
four-year college, migration assistance, marriage counseling, psy0o-
therapy, and so on.

Young .II ellare Mothers. The problem here is how to prevent these
young girls from joining the welfare roles. The current manpower
policy., approach to welfare mothers (the Work Incentive Program);
although it has increased the total amount of work effort among AFDC
mothers, hits not made a dent in either overall welfare costs or case.
loads. The only realistic solution to the dependebt children problem
is prevention. Somehow prOgrams must be devised to make a young
girl growing lip in the ghetto feel that she will be better off if she fore-

the welfare life style and opts for the standard middle-classfirstyle, avoiding illegitimate births. What kind of a program will
71iice this result? This i.i one of the major challenges for social
arch in the 1970's.
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CONTROVERSY OVER TU ROMPHREY-EAERINS PROPOSALS
20..CORZWIL_ROMPLOININTs.CON

(By Mich101 Markowitz')

The .NAM recognises fully the 'magnitude of the unemployment..... 0

problem and its disastrous effects on the entire economy. We behest
that the "wettest of expanding public service jobs to take up the slack
in pine& of substantial unemployment has much merit.

e We are net opposed to that coacetit in principle or in total. However,
we do believe that this Utopian concept of the guaranteed job for

as would be provided in H.R. SO would present serious
and we believe that these problems would outweigh the

Nat Ibis bill wolkki offer. e.

to therefore ger on remird es HR. SO as preoently written.
Thom me a number of rewons. ust all, we believe that under this
biL you Would have a good many ,unqualified people entering the work
Wee. , ,

Second, we believe that this legislation, as it is written, would
probably produce an imbalance hetwean buying power or demand and
product or supply of geode what we think is the
printing inflationary spiral which idly will begin to abate but
wItte4 tinder tit! provisions of this bill most likely would not.

Third, we feel that the tremendous cost of the program as outlined
MILL SO timid-outweigh km benefits.

Molly we believe awn ere %number of defects and ambiguities, in
----the-octmthitructure-of-tbe-bill-which-mght-tirbo-bninthr-to light go

..,- that there'll' mipertionity to correct them.
We believe the hie'. spawn are really providing a legislative

vehicle for job applicants to sue the Ve&n4 t, not only if
they feel they have been Unfairly treated in their search for employ-
ment, but if they feel they are not being paid at rates bearing a positive

. relationship to their queli4catioas, eeporionto, and training.
F,... Melly. there are no wholly offective critaie which could possibly
A1V, I' be developed to determine this relAtionship in individual -cases and to
.--._____. -.. ...._floott.thocourta tali. these-kinds-oleases-e-eleetly-unwaerseteii:

We also believe the injection, of people not competent to perform a
-4: job In env enterprise would undoubtedly alow down or gliftrupt the

Meet* oi that enterprise and indeed its efficiency. We do not believe
this is in anyone's interest. '

V, Another pant we wish to make is we feel there Is a danger that the
structure of the work force growing out of the raechatiknt eutdamed
in the bill could he overweighted on the side of the pusloV,,ertor mill
.bis rookl be unhealthy in the long run, even unhealthier perhaps
than the normal mte of unemployment.

ISOM. Xlifinftlff:' 44114111111441 nt hhionikturrri. In CeeitntqfY OPT the numPtfre,

0741 ttrZs. r°14"'" " 'P.:11 Pr" tro "4" r4.4r.".4A'.cat r4prid:
aoc. caprnortim

I rsenn tetweenen, letwevnevel nn Motels 14, 1tC7,. Nile? die Pobeecuswavt a flp5ifl.n$. 1 (Iv*Mar Cssasisavv Saws mas 1,41144111 taw eavisiv offy441,414nel H H lit,ncek 41 Mello/ 414441handaruaa, sht Illenesit the tool openesenns, sad lrug lineSst rest An

Sepredeced frau: U .8 . Congress 1104441. Should the
Feder-al &marmoset implement a program which goareeteas
Imploposst opprtimities for ail U.S. citisees is the
tame force Souse daemon 93-321, 950 Coopreser,
id motion, Wspisiestes, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., MS.
p.
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It, insures, we believe,that the consumer buying power will continue
to escalate across the board without a corresponding increase in
production. .

. 1 -" Therefore, the prices of the limited supply of goods would continue
to rit4 adding further fuel to the fires of inflation.

While this would be true to a certain extent in any public works
on the scale contemplated here, the problems posed wouldrsgtrilirtential.

Th number of people in the Government on the payroll would be
out of all proportion to the number employed in the private sector.One further concern regarding this kind of extensive public employ-ment program is the substitution effect. That is always a risk. By this,
we mean the drawing of low-paid full-time or part-time workers outoldie private sector in search of higher paying public service jobs.

There are complex problems involved in ,determining the types ofjobs to be made available, who should get them and the wage level
.. .:- necessary to attract workers into the programs without drawing themout of the private sector.

.We think any policy of incorporating an extensive public servicejob program must consider. these questions carefully, and a programof the type contemplated` would face, we think, substantialproblems in this regard.
We are concerned about the very real possibility that this kind of

program, an expansion program, would aggravate the present. unem-ploymentsituation bringing people who are presently really not in thejob market into the job market.
We do not see the point of a government funded program that.. II

should be specially concerned with providing jobs for those who
1 normally would be in the work force, either presently or would wish,,1

., to be under present circumstances, becoming a bonanza for those who.1 otherwise really would not want to be in the work force.
; A third point that we want to make is that we believe the membersof this committee must consider the cost to the people 'of this countrythat this legislation would entail as compared to the benefits to beI derived from it.
1 One point that concerns us is that there is no limit provided, as II read the bill, for funds to)mplement this program. It would be ',nen-i ended as I read it.

We believe that the cost of administration alone for a program' onthis scale would be phenomenal. We have the Job Guarantee Officeexpanded, local training community job boards, a reservoir of public, 1 service and private employment projects, the Standby Job Corps1

- . 1 and Community Public Service Worit Reservoirs, all within eachI community.
; In addition, section 5(d) provides for "special" assistance includingbut not limited' to counseling, training, and, where necessary , trans-

_

rtation and migration assistince.
To actually employ and pay for all the people who show up at theob Guarantee Office will cost an enormous sum in tax dollars.

kmesThe inflationary impact of this proposal cannot be overstated.At a time when our Federal budget deficit is skyrocketing, the ap-ch in H.R. 50 needs close and thoughtful re-examination. We note

810
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that the committee has made the control of inflation a priority item
in section 3(c) of the revised bill.

Yet, we submit that the very nature and extent of the bill itself are
not compatible with that goal. The net effect of the bill will be a rapid
injection of money into the economy, creating a demand-pull inflation,
at least in the short term, which will only exacerbate our economic
situation.

There are inequalities in this legiilation that cannot be overlooked.
-One of the most obvious is the bill's approach to compensation, which
we believe dearly violates the principle of "equal pay for equal,work."

The bill, as written, could, in effect, provide for vastly different rates
of pay, based on prior work experience or even based on education.

seems totally inequitable, and would create tensions on the
job in addition to the strain on the economy. This pay differential
would be established regardless of whether the individual's education
or work background is relevant to the job in question, as we read the

. "bill.
The task of effective administration would not only be prohibitive

in cost but impossible from a practical point of view. The multiplicity
of institutions called for to carry out the provisions of this bill is stag-
gering and any coordination of this mammoth structure is almost
unimaginable. We urge the committee to carefully reconsider the
enormous administrative problems inherent in such a proposal.

We do subscribe to the need for public service jobs, but only when
such a system is clearly thought out and constructed.

Public service job opportunities made available through existing
channels, in addition to full use of the unemployment compensation
system, present a far better alternative than the mammoth and un-
workable system envisaged by this legislation.

This is not to say that the present system cemiot be improved
uponbut H.R. 50, we do not believe is the way to do it.

We believe that efforts should be directed primarily toward stim-
ulating the productive capacity of industry and increasing employ
ment opportunities in the private sector. There is a desperate need
in our country today for industrial expansion and we need broader,
more comprehensive training programs, especially in the private
sector to improve the performance of those entering the labor force.

Such training programs should be geared especially toward upgrad-
ing the skills of women, teenagers, and mir.zwity groups who have in
the past found it, most difficult to find jobs.

Only through such an approach can we insure that a rise in our
Nation's overall productivity will accompany an increase in numbers
of people employed.

Let me close by reiterating our concern about the unemployment
situation facing our Nation today. We d I o not want to be adversaries
in the search for better ways to combat this problem.

More jobs mean increased buying power for Indust re's producti.,
But we urge this committee to abanllon consideration of this unork-
able bill and to turn its attention instead to -constructive proposals
for improving our Nation's economic health.
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afire work hard as socribee meth tonere
then they karat j tv acquire their anceures.
Est more at faith n the political order dot
loners this selt-drotnictive sad socially moony
beliovior the adults who more thew Mardi-

fy AMIN of depeudeicy a d soli-betalroce.
Job development or ereafflot. it to happeas,

is something government only rarely doe,
welt Dinribtaing money it can do Petit go-at
etheiracy, Bat when the public grows relentful
of *Marv. Wookinitoes continua, it in the
gui.e of distribuoac worth. which is more ac-
ceptable to the public, as well as more ap-
pealing to potential Thus the wel-
fare Asir rapers& by moot uttrartivr
packaging for its products. the sur-
face it I. the same trapitilittetwic9c7
arid ilfT0fAIII41601. be it for or
the corporation.

(..spitalning oe failure

JOS gurrinter" and "creation" programs
drat the uniterskanding that ALI jobs are
to some estent created ere the worker.
Whether a hricklarer or a magazine edi-

tor. janitor or an *eyes., a rorjAwate execu.
live of an asscmhit low marker. only the iJi-
hoblel ran (malts K.startter the ioh. Is the
act 04 'uplifting Ltt.r. und,rpinp hardship,
achieving di4inctrfn, exig.14rfria prohrt. !WM -
OFPf -mall. thu 1.-1,,noes NW of the "leuggfe
LT whin+ human life imprnse. itself In this
ctfort. ohi.tacIes. -Lich A- ,II rimination. early
trierbon. Of even hAnkroptcw. "flea Aleut
higher achievement. tlytpelbng the rocket to
had Of anent (tot !mart( a nen 5,4. or a new
company. When Oaring te.-temii near collapm
VI the early Pros and lard A thousandsitif
worker*, few observers -aw that event as
bows for Seattle. Yet 41td-t.4 Boeing worker
and technirian .tarred .core of -mall hui.
nesse. from eleetvoire firms and solar ponel
fortorsem to an importer of pre 'At coffer. lot
the entire West Coast.

Since World tar II. the group. that ham
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-Busy- Doing-Nothing
Me Story of Government Job Creation
JAMES BOWAN!)

In 1%1, when il unemployment taw was 111. percent and
skill shortages existed in a banditti of fields. the federal government
committed itself It' INirilling a (VIMIWOWIISi% e manpower policy 10
train and employ the toiling masses. "rweilly-two tears later, the
unemploynnt rate is almost isvite as high, skill shortages still
abound, :mil roughly five times as many workers are -structur-
ally" or -long-term" tinempl4yed, Yet, Pnsiilent Reagan recently
signed :mother job training hill. anti 1.:cingrss K claw-tossing propos-
als kr put hundreds of thousands back to work doing nothing or a
reasonable facsimile of same.

A 1'179 Woking/0a !'pct series concluded, "Incredibly. the gov-
ernment has kept 1141 meaningful statistics E the effectiveness of
these training purr ramstnaking Ow past 15 years' effort almost,
worthless in terms of learning what works.'" Since 1964, the Cen-
eral Amounting ()Mier ((;At)) has almost annually revealed that
government manpower programs reported tan cl'46144.% are vastly ex-
aggerated and that the use e.f dishonest statistical methods is cam-
ouflaging failure.

Government manpower efforts gave us sob Corps centers, which
mainly redistributed crime to other neighlerrhoods; youth employ-
ment limit-its. which only taught kids bow In nap: and CETA pmjs
cots, which imiticird building an artifkial nick M Oregon, counting
cats and dogs in California, and recruiting food stamp recipients
lo Fkwida. Pliliticians have been proclaiming their commitment
to training workers for the private sector since 1%1. Yet,.Utwv-
a-ats have been perennially incapahk of adjusting to private de-
nuuid or meeting private standards.

Though training and jut, creation ptogralus have often been sep-
arated in the statute honks, Congress repeatedly blends the two,
paying training allowances as high as regular salaries, and com-
manding make-work pmgraini to prepare paycheck recipients for
real work. The two facets have nicely complemented one another:

I. Watholesom hit, April 24. 1979

*Sissy Doing Nothing: The Story of Government Job

Creation", by James Sovard, is reprinted from Policy
*.view, issue no. 24 (spring 1983). p. 87-102,

Pnliey,inview is a publication of the Heritage Pound -
aSiom 2J4 Hdasathusetts Ave', M.S., Washington, D.C. 20002.
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as mining programs failed, government seated pnake-work jobs
'to hum, the unemployed, and, as more people came to rely on a
go rent paycheck in lieu of work, skills shortages multiplied,
wing the demand for government training programs.

The Birth of wend Idea
In 1933, Franklin D. Roosevelt decided that the best way to end

the Depression was to raise twits and pay the unemployed for at-
tendance at public works projects. The government jobs program
beim comparatively slowly until, one afternoon in November 1933,
Harry Hopkins suggested to FDR the idea of putting all the un-
employed on the government payroll. The next morning, FDR
announced .plans to hire en Illatft, and within two weeks a million
men were on the payro11.7 The Civil Works Administration

, essentially politicians banging on an economic tin panhad four
million workers by mid-January 1934; but FDR (middy became
disillusioned with the high cost of the program and abolished it on
'Mzuell 31, 1934.' Government job creation programs were com-
paratively dormant the rest of the year, even though the unemploy-
ment rate was still over 20 percent.

In 1935, FDR began priming for the 1936 election and
launched the Works Progress Administration (WPA), which paid
over four million people in 1935. The WPA, popularly known as
"We Poke Along," was exactly like.CETA (Comprehensive Em-
ployment Training Act) in that the goal was to hire as many peo-
ple as quickly as possible, resulting in projects like art classes for
the insane. The WPA's main accomplishment was to give leaf rak-
ing a bad name. Despite billions of dollars of pump priming and
millions M paycheck recipients, the economy remained depressed
until World War. II, There were more enrollees in federal work
relief programs in 1938 than in any other year of the Depression.
Unemployment was still at 17.2 percent in 1939higher than it
was in 1931', two years after the stock market crash.

The modern era of manpower law opened with the Area Rede-
velopment Act of 1961, a law based on the right of geographical
areas to equal economic development, in spite of themselves. Crit-
ics reviled the taw as a program to revivc ghost towns.' The Area
Redevelopment Administration (ARA) was established to direct

2. H. L. Marekess, COarammaky, p. 424.
3. Lauda:vibe's. Fylatily D. Reeuveli Pod the Mar Deed.
4. Oscar W. Cooky, firyisee Mm Nei Is Week. p. 23.
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. federal money and training funds to depressed aMit, and was ok-
pected to play a serious role in achieving full employment. Asiearly
probletit was lack of interest by the unemployed--many were not
anxious to learn a new trade. Despite much ballyhoo, only 4,400
people had enrolled in ARA training programs by February
1962,5 and enrollment never exceeded 12,000'a yeardespitedie
fact that over five million were reported unemployed at the time
the bill passed. ;

The Area Redevelopment Administration's goal was to "create'
jobs" and give tra;-ing; but the GAO found that the agency typi-
cally overreported the number of jobs created by 128 percent,. did
not use available information to evaluate the number of new jobs
supposedly created,' -and routinely gave millions of dollars to lo-
cals that no longer had high unemploym;nt." The ARA and its
training program had no effect on reviving depressed areas. By
1965, the agency had so sufficiendy defamed itself that its name
was changed to the Economic Development Administration.

The 1961 Youth Employment Opportbnities Act, the first of
many congressional tributes to the effett of the minimum wage in
disemploying young people, offered jobs to 21,990 youth in response
to the "crisis" proportion of teenage unemployment (16.8 percent ----
compared to 24.5 percent in DeceMber 1982). This was followed
by the Public Works Acceleration Act of 1962, which aimed to in-
crease federal spending in depressed areas and to create more jobs
f6r the unemployed. The Joint F.cOnotnic Committee released a
study bn the new act, concluding " . our studies have led us tb
share the general view that such programs are likely to'be too slow
in starting and too late in ending."' Despite the-program's inef-
fectiveness, Congress continually reauthorized the Public Works .

. Acceleration Act, mainit because it was an excellent pork barrel.
. In 1962, Congress passed the Mappower Development and Train:

ing Act (MDTA)ato provide training for workers who lost their jobs
due to automation and other technological developments. Late the
Area Redevelopment Act, the MDTA was propelled .not by any
evidence of federal competence in training, but by the Moral con-
viction that "governmertt must do something now." In 1963, the

"5. Wei/SW*1' jasoad, February 16, 1964.
6. "GAO; R-146910, June 3, 1964, p. 1.
7. GAO, 13-151449, May 3, 1965, p. i.
8. GAO, 6-153449, June 25, 1-964, p.
9. IFATIorunic Report or the President. 1962, p. 92.
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worm was expanded to offer training for youth and other offi-
ask certified disadvantaged people. Amory occupations targeted
for training were waiter, waitress, anctdisl rasher.

The MDTA, was originally scheduled to he federally funded the
first two years, with expenses split fifty-fifty with the states there-
after. But, by August 1963, only Ws state id offered to divvy up
their share, so Congress postponed the matching requirement. In
1965, Congress reduced the matching costs to 10 percent of train-
ifigoostl, and postponed its imposition until 1967. It is significant
that, at a time when state and local governments were paying 95
percent of education costs, they refused to pay even 50 percent of
manpower training costs.

The MDTA failed to help the disadvantaged significantly. In
1964, the GAO revealed that the Manpower Development and
Training Achniristration was counting as permanently employed
any trainee who was able to hold any job fora single day.1° A 1978
Congressional Budget Office rein on MDTA concluded, " ... the
impact of training on wage rates has been minimal: the wage rate
increases of participants are not substantially different from those
of nonparticipants."" One widely quoted study revealed that sub-
sequent earnings declined the longer a person stayed in an MDTA
training program.'7 A 1967 poll by Manpower Research Council
found that 80 percent of the members of the American Society for
Personnel Administration said, "The Federal government's man-
power and training administration has not helped them find qual-
ified employees; and the largest percent of this group said this was
because training was given in the wrong skills."" A 1972 study
funded by the Department of Labor concluded, "that at least for
the period of time encompassed by the study, no significant impact
upon skill shortages can be identified" from government training
migrants."

The Job Corps
In 1964, in response to pressing political needs, Lyndon Johnson

launched the War on Poverty, with the Job Corps as centerpiece.
The Job Corps was intended to give poor youth the skills to raise

10. GAO, 13-146879, April 30, 1964, p. i.
11. Congressional Budget Office, CETA Reastilioruatron /owl, p
12. Quoted in Dave O'Neill, Federal Goomanent and Manpower.
13. Cortsoinal /instil, 1967, p. 25242.
14. O'Neill, p. 24.
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themselves, up to the middle class. 1,Bj proudly proclaimed, "The
days of the dole are numbered." But most of the youths recruited
for the Job Corps dropped out before their training was completed,
and many-of those who "graduated" gained little or nothing from
their experience. Crime was rampant at Job Corps centers. Of-
ficials made little effort to discipline recruits, because of fear that
they would quit and make the program look bad. In Kalamazoo,
Michigan, Job Corps trainees rioted and damaged fourteen build-
ings; at Camp Atterbury, Indiana, seven boys were arrested for forced
sodomy; at another camp, corps girls pelted police with bottles.
Many localities tried to evict the training centers because of the in-
crease in crime and violence that often accompanied them.'s But
leniency backfired: one of the four main reasons enlistees gave for
quitting was "fear of txxlily harm" from other job Corps members.

In a major 1969 study, the GAO concluded, "Post Job Corps
employment experience . has been disappointing. "". Job Corps
terminees did not do materially better than other eligible youth who
had applied to enter the program and then chose not to participate.
In FY 1968, the average cost per man-year of training was $8,300
roughly twice the tuition and living costs of a year at Harvard. 1k-
spite a big advertising campaign and kickbacks to recruiters, the
Job Corps could not meet its 1968 recruitment goals. And of those
who were enrolled, the GAO found that 22 percent were ineligible
for one reason or another. Its results were no more impressive. Of
362 Corps members who left the program ir. 1967.and were reported
to be employed immediately thereafter, a GAO survey one year
after of reported employers found that 22 percent indicated that
the Job Corps terminee had never worked for them. Of the remain-
ing 282, 211, cr 75 percent, had left their jobs. Only 71 of the 362
reported employed were still working at their first job. And only
25 percent of employed terminees were working in areas in which
they had received training. The GAO found that one Job Corps
center listed its terminees as employed solely by confirming that
they had a job interview scheduled.

In 1979, the GAO reported that the .job Corps was still failing,
and still masking its failure with statistical buncombe." For the
mid-1970s, the Corps claimed a placement rate of 90 percent of

15. Congn95ional Record, 1966, p. 25123 +
16, GAO, Rervgg, of &anomie Ofrfroriunay harem, March 18, 1969 p. 8 + .

17. GAO, /oh Cerrfrf Avid Strivarff Rigaurernera. and Fully Thsclose
hrfornsance, 1979. p, 3 +

35-632 0 ea - 52
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terminees; but the GAO found that, for 1975, "only 36% of those
youths who had been in Job Corps at least 30 days were placed."
For 1972 Job Corps participants, those who d spped out after thirty
days or less earned more on the average in 1976 ($2,027) than those
who stayed in between one and six months ($1,896).

The Job Corps is a typical government training program, in that
it selects training on the basis of ease :of administration, rather
than the enrollee's aptitudes and interests or the demands of the
labor market. At rural centers, job training is often subordinated
to the government's desire to have menial conservation work per-
formed. The GAO observed in 1979, "Assignment of a center is
moldy based on center openings and proximity to the youth's home
...at a minimum, youth's interest should be considered in mak-
ing assignments. ''"

The Neighborhood Youth Corps was begun in 1965 to give
poor urban kids "meaningful" work experience and to encourage
them not to drop out of school. But as the GAO reported time and
time again," the program has had no effect on dropout rates and
has. not prevented a vast increase in youth crime rates. Nor has the

*program provided much experience of the type commonly associ-
ated with the word "work." As columnist William Raspberry
commented, " o . we are raising a generation of kids who don't
know what' work is. "a" Mr. Raspberry blamed, government sum-
mer job programs as a major source of the kids' illusions. A 1977
GAO report concluded that at 20 to 75 percent of the work sta-
tions in four cities, young people had nothing to do, were simply
playing games, or were absent. Yet, workers who did not show
were paid the same as those who did.

The Washington, D.C. Summer Jobs Program is a typical pro-
gram and has provided sustenance for many investigative jour-
nalists over the years. In 1979, the program was launched with
the usual fanfare and great expectations. But the city government
could not get coordinated: some companies that requested 24
workers were only sent 2, and another organization that had not
requested any was sent 140 teenagers. Many workers were not

IS. Ibid. , p. 17.
19. GAO, &Meru if Eeortornie Opporisatite Programs. '1969; Lift:I/vow, mad

Maavionesd fi the likigIsborlsoad Youth Corps Summer Program en the Washargtort
Afetropolitars Arms, and Fauna AAVIPOW Training Pr ogratnrGAO Conclusions and Ob-
romatious, 1972; Infonnorion Pia* Summer Youth Program 1977

20. Washntgion Post, December 2, 1977.
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paid on time, and many were paid the wrong amount. "Asked
what job skills and work habits he is developing this summer at
the Banneker Center, Robert Williams, 16, of Southeast, said,
'Nothing but how to make a dollar.' "2.

By July 31, 1979, the Washington Post, the .biggest promoter of the
program early in the summer, conceded: "After all the high-level,
hurry-up help that went into Mayor Barry's ambitious effort to fund
summer jobs for youth of this city, the program is in shambles....
Kids' ... perception of the workplace can be needlessly warped by
sloppy managementit sets a terrible example."n And on Octo-
ber 18, in an obituary, the Post concluded, "The lesson they [teen-
agersj have taken away from the summer jobs program cannot be
anything but negative." (The 1980 D.C. Summer jobs Program
was again characterized by bureaucratic foul-ups, no-show work-
ers, and late pay. But it also had good intentions.) Of those pro-
grams in 1979, Senator Lawton Chiles complained that youth "get
such a strong.message of cynicism and corruption that it cannot fad
to carry over into their attitudes about work, crime, and society.""
And, while the Labor Department ran several programs-to bribe
youth to stay in school, the Job Corps openly enticed them to quit
and get job training and a General Equivalency Degree at govern-
ment expenseand with an allowance. 7'

The Emergency Employment Act (ETA) of 1971 sought to re-
duce unemployment by increasing the number of local and state
government employees. The F.E.A program, which consumed $3 to
4 billion before it ended in 1974, was created in response to the un-
acceptable high unemployment rate of 6 percent, and was also de-
signed to relieve hard-pressed local and state governments. But by
the time the program got rolling in 1972, the economy was boom-
ing, and local and state governments had a $12-billion m..enue sur-
plus, In some :+laces, such as New York City, F.EA created no new
jobs, as the city government simply rehired laid-off employees.
Overaa, only 24 percent of people hired under this program were
permanently retained."

21. Ibid. July 24, 1979.
22. Awl July 11 . 1979
23. Ibul. , October 18, 1979
24. Farttete, April 1979.
25. GAG), Job Corp, Should Strengthen ElspbrIsty Hequirrnynil and Fully Ihseloce Per.

*mance, p. I.
26 C;AO. Pub& Ent/Arne* Programs rro Selected Korai and flrbnn.4rear, p 34.
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The inhesent Goodness of Government Spending
Fnplly, in 1973, in response to a confusing hodgepodge of train-

ing and employment programs, Congress passed the Comprehen-
sive Employment and Training Act. In the preface to the new law,
Congress conceded, "It has been impossible to develop rational
priorities" in job training. This was borne out by experience.
CETA spent over $60 billion training and employing over 6 militia
people; but the unemployment rate is higher than when itstarted.
' CETA began as both a training and employment program, but

the job.creation aspect became dominant during the 1974-76 reces-
sion. jimmy Carter came into office in 1977, and, though the re-
cession was over, he ordered the creation of 350,000 additional
public service lobs by year's end. Local government officials com-
plained to Congress that the Labor Department was pressuring
them to hire more people than they wanted to or could; Labor De-
partment officials threatened to withdraw all funds if localities did
not spend "another million by Friday." CETA was justified solely
by faith in the inherent goodness of government spending.

CETA spent $30,000 to build an artificial rock for rock climbers
to practice on and $640,000 to provide education about gay lifestyles;
CETA gave $500 a month to a communist agitator in Atlanta, in his
words, to "organize for demonstration and confrontation "; and
CETA paid for a nude sculpture class in Miami where aspiring art-
ists practiced braille reading on each other.n

Waste, fraud, and political patronage abounded, In Philadel-
phia, thirty-three Democratic Party committeemen or their rela-
tives were put on the payroll; "an unemployed person living in a
pee- (Mayer] Rizzo ward had 'almost twice as good a chance' to
get a CETA job as a resident of an anti-Rizzo ward," according
to the Washington Pivi.z4 In Chicago, the Daley mach* required
CETA job applicants to have referral letters from their iird com-
mitteemen, and left applications without such refern led un-
der tables in unopened mail sacks." In Washington, Lie., almost
half of the city council staff was on the CETA rolls.

Though CETA was intended to create new jobs, many cities sim-
ply laid of and rehired their old employees. The city of East St.
Louis-had almost two-thirds of its work force on the CETA pay-

27. Rada', Degat. "CETA: fl I Billion Boondoggle," August 1978, pp. 72-76.
a. wshaccen Ant, July 1, 1975.
29. Corrasientsf Record, 1978, p. 24816.
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roll;'' San Diego and Miami had 47 percent of its work force on the
CETA rolls; and nationwide, 16 percent of the average municipal-
ity's work force were on the CETA rolls in 1978."

In Arizona, CETA paid college students to train for a track meet;
in Bath County, Virginia, CETA paid County employees to attend
dance classes; and in Chicago, a CETA worker reported that she
was paid for "playing checker?' with other employees. In Brook-
lyn, CETA workers used a printing apprentice program to open a
$5 and $10 billbusiness; but the poor quality of their'work soon had
them training on license plates instead."

CETA was used to increase demand for government services. In
Florida, CETA recruits went docr-to-door trying to persuade peo-
ple to sign up for food stamps, In Maryland, CETA workers offered
free rides to the welfare office. In New York. CEI'A workers ran a
phone serrict to inform pe(!ple what unemployment compensation
benefits they were entitled to."

At one point, CETA was paying over 10,000 artists and spent
over $175 million on art projects. This was not because CETA ex-
pected a big jump in the number of artists demanded by the market

por because any inadequacy was identified in existing methods of
artist training. CETA spent millions on the arts simply because it
thought the arts were a nice thing, and people should have more of
them, whether they liked it or not. In Montgomery County. Mary-
land, the richest county in the country, ( :ETA paid nine wpmn
$145 a week to attend ballet school. In l'oughskeepsie. New York,
CETA workers busied themselves attaching fake doors to old huikl-
ings to beautify the city:" In Seattle, CETA paid fourteen. homosex-
uals and lesbians to produce a play entitled "Lavender Horizons.""c

The 'Least Service at the Greatest Cost
CETA showed a genius for providing the least service at the

greatest cost. In many places, CETA workers maintained vegeta-
ble gardens for the elderlythus achieving about 2 percent of the
labor productivity of a real farmer in Kansas, Other cities used
CETA funds to hire "phone pals" for the elderly, thus federally
subsidizing idle gossip.

30. Reader'f lhgeci, August 1978, pp. 72-7h.
31. Irogoiry, "Tdles From the CF,TA (;rypt. August 3, 14-078,,. pp. 8 +
32. Ibid.
33. Ibid.
34. Ibid.
35. Cm/witty. thgert, "Angry Al," November 1't32.
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CETA allowed local governments to subsidize CETA wages so
that many "trainees" were being paid $20,000 per year. James
Kilpatrick reported that fifty-six CETA recruits 'averaged
$18,000 a year for jobs that paid only $8,751 in other government
agencies." 96 By paying high wages for easy work, CETA caused
an artificial shortage of low-wage labor in many cities and arti-
facially inflated wage levels in other places. As Dr. James Howell,
chief economist for the First National Bank of Boston said, "The
CETA program is actually making it more difficult than ever for
business to operate in the central city."'

CETA's training clement was largely lost in the mad rush to
dent the unemployment rate. But even here CETA failed. CETA
"crested" 425,000 jobs in 1977; but at leastthali of those wtre
simply "displacements"positions that state and local govern-
ments would have funded anyway. By contrast, in November
1977 alone, the private sector created 440,000 real jobsand
would have created even more if taxes had not been so high to
support make-work boondoggles.

In 1S78, Congress amended CETA to place more stress on the,
employability of CETA "graduates" in unsubsidized work. The :
result: from 1978 to 1980, CETA's placement rate in unsubsi-
dized work fell from 42 percent to 37 percent. '8 In 1982, when
CETA was winding down, the GAO found that 50 percent of
laid-off CETA workers were unemployed, and 55 percent of those
were receiving one or more forms of government handouts. Only
25 percent had permanent, full-time jobs, subsidized or other-
wise." Overall, only 14 percent of CETA recruits were able to
rind unsubsidized work in the private sector. The amazing thing
about CETA's dismal placement rate is that 75 percent of its re-
cruits were high' school or college graduates, and thus could have
been expected to do much better on their own in the labor market.

In 1978, the GAO reported that many CETA participants "re-
ceived training for which they were, neither academically nor phys-
ically prepared, received training in low-demand occupations and
received jobs which labor market surveys forecasted as surplus or
low demand occupations, and received training that did not pm-

36. Washiness. Sur, August 8, 1978.
37. etegFestisad Raid, 1978, p. 2700.
38. GAO, Lew Shook' Make Swr GETA Avvissu Have Ellsguy Emplrywhility

Dodgem* Syrksou p. It.
99. GAO. rich of the Phaseout of CITA Ablie Some join, p. t.
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vide them with skills needed to do the job.""' In 1979, GAO did a
follow-up report and found that many CETA trainees "remained
in their 'temporary' Public Service Employment jobs for several
years, and ... received no fornial training .either related or un-
related to their jobs."4' The Commission on Federal Patpenvork
reported that "the choice of job categories for which training is pm-
vided'often is haphazard. People are trained for job opportunities
that do not exist.. .P. 1'V 47

Federal employment,af'd training programs have been perpet-
ually unmanageable. In 1967, over thirty different programs ex-
isted, and Congress attempted to resolve the confusion by creat-
ing the Concentrated Employment Programto no avail. A 1973
GAO report on the District of Columbia manpower program
found seventeen different agencies with ninety-one different pro-
grams, with no coordination. The GAO concluded that "no (ne
knows how many people are being trained, for what occupations
they are being trained, or the impact of training on the demand
for skilled workers."" The National Council on Employment
Policy did a follow-up study and found, "It :vas impossible to
track individual trainees through the system; information on the
potential labor market was inadequate; the mandgement system
was 'bloated' with salaried staff."" Congress passed CETA to
end the chaos. Rut a 1979 GAO report found forty-four different
employment and training programs in the Tidewater Virginia
area with extensive duplication and competition. The GAO ob-
served that "the proliferation of prgqns in the Tidewater area
makes evaluating the overall results ot federally assisted efforts
very difficult, if not impossible."° The GAO found that only 22
percent of those hired from the Tidewater programs managed to
retain their jobs.

The federal government currently has twenty-two diffe:ent
training programs, with varying degrees of failure and notoriety.

40. GAO, Job Tramsog Programs ,bird ,tfore b.yfer Inv .tfanagement, p. 41.
41. GAO, Moo:1g Partsispants from Publit Seri*, Employment Fogranu solo Iln-

nibsidized Jobs Nerds More Attention, p
42. Commission on Federal Paperwork, Aniploymerst aod flaming ['Yoram,

P. 26.
43. GAO. Studs' so Federal Programs for MarepouerSmuts for the Disadoantagod sn

the District of Colismbsa, .january 30, 1973.
44. Washington Post, ,June 3, 1977.
45, GAO, Federally Assisted Employment and Training A Myriad of Aprons

Shoidd Be p. i -iii
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About the only ,kind of training program that has not completely
shamed itself 4 on-the-job training. And, even here, 62 percent of
OTJ trainees were no longer working with the employer they
trained under six months after training ended in 1978." The Fed-
eral government has paid many companies to provide OTJ train-
ing which they intended to provide trgardless. A recent study by
the American Enterprise Institute found that the "1967 revisions
of the minimum wagelaw reduced the value of OTJ training for
young white males by some 26 percent to 31 percent, reflected as
reduced earning power in 1969. "+7 The higher the minimum wage
is set, the less employers can afford to offer training and still make a
profit. If not for the minimum wage, workers could exchange less
pay for more training, and the process would be far more .efficient
and cheaper without government intervention or subsidies.

Federal job training has either tended to be unsuccessful or un-
necessaryeither failing to achieve its ends or paying to have
done what would have been done without a subsidy. As the gov-
ernment share of job training costs increases, job training will be-
come more what government wants and less what businesses and
individuals need.

. Job Creation in Theory
At best, government can, triroug-h taxation, transfer jobs from

the private to the public sector. If CF 1'A had not been devouring
$10 billion a year in the' late 1970s, up to a million additional en-
try level jobs could have been created in the private sector. And
these jobs would have produced enough to perpetuate themselves,
rather than being perpetually dependent on the latest continuing
resolution. If CETA had never existed, more Americans would be
employed today, and our standard of hying would be higher. Econ
otnist George E. Johnson, writing in the Brookings Institute study
Canting Jobs, estimated that the Gross National Product lost 34
cents in the long term for every dollar spent on public service em-
ployment job creation.*"
4161t is almost never a simple choice of paying people unemploy-

ment compensation or hiring them as public service employees.
The difference is one of getting no value at a low price or getting
minimal or no value at a high price. Congress usually insists on

46. GAO, Jab Trammg Avenviu Ned More Eifrrtive Masagenent, p. 23. -
47. Masanori Hashimoto, Malmo, Warn and On the fob Traiamg, p. 52.
48. Crewing Job, ed. by John L. Palmer, pp. 135-144.
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"prevailing wage" for make-work positionsbut this actually
works out to be much more than private compensation because
the government employees' do not work neatly as hard. With un-
employment compensation, recipients were limited to twenty-six
weeks; with CETA, a two-year hitch was common, often followed
by an indefinite period on other doles. Liberals say that anything
is better than unemployment; but the "solution" is something
that delays the person's return to a productive job, then society
loses doublyfirst by having to pay for an unproductive worker,
and again by being denied potential productivity.

Every public job c reation program either forces minimum wage
workers in the private sector to subsidize high-paying, make-work
positions or offers a subsidy for low-skill or unskilled labor. Inso-
far as government subsidizes unskilled labor, it increases the de-
mand for it, whit!) results in an increase in the number of un-
skilled laborerS and a decrease in the number of people who invest
the time, effort, and money to become skilled. By constantly rais-
ing the mininumi wage, government has continually narrowed
the differential between skilled and unskilled labor, thus discour-
aging people from investing in themselves. Government is willing
to do everything to t ncourage people to become skilled, except al-
low them a decent incentive.

Job creation and training programs have also fared badly over-
seas. A recent survey by the Efonrmit hitind that 74 percent of
Britain's unemplieyed felt that gtivcrnmerit training programs had
done them little or no god." Britain began a .job Creation Pro-
gram ( JCP) in 1(t75 to reducc unemployment and increase train-
ing; but, after leaving the program, only one-third of the workers
got jobs, and .56 percent registered as unemployed.'"

Many Western countries began public job programs during the
1974-76 recession. but nowhere have the programs. made A deci-
sive impact on unemployment. In Canada, two progfams created
roughly 100,000 jobs, but this still left 800.000 others out of work.
in Denmark, the Public Employment Program created 2,800 jobs
in 1976-77, but this helped only 3 percent of the unemployed. hi;
Britain. the JCP had 49,000 job positions, equivalent to about 4
percent of the country's unemployed." CETA, even at its most

49. Etnnimnst, Iklember 4, 1982.
O. Organization fin- get,nornic (:noperation anti Dcyclopment, Arra Job

Crention in the Pubhi Saito. p. 21.
51 , p 15
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overfed state, never exceeded more than 10 percent of the number
of unemployed: FDR.'s gargantuan payroll creation campaigns
never accounted for more than a third of the unemployed during
the Great Depression.

Job creation programs never do more than make a small dent in
unemployment rates.at peat WC Even the claims for the number
of jobs created are illusori. Economist Alan Feduer estimated in
1975 that, in the long run, between 60 and 90 percent of PSE po-
sitions simply displaced positions that would havt been created or
maintained by state or local governments."

Public job creation is firmly based on Keynesian economics on
the theory that government can spend the people rich. During the
1930s, administrators competed to see who could hire the most peo-
ple to do the least work. A Labor Department publication sug-
gested using CETA 4orkers for "labor intensive snow removal,"
Peking style. Liberals routinely justify job creation by claiming that
it will increase purchasing power; but to take a dollar from a private
pocket and put it in a public pocket doesnot increase purchasing
powerit only increases the chances of the dollar being misspent.

The Grand Illusion
The illusion underlying faith in government if o creation is that

it only countsor is somehow betterif gov riment does it.
Chief economic adviser Martin Feldstein explained to a congres-
sional committee that the recently increased gas tax would destroy
more jobs than it created, because it would take money out of the
private sector and give it to high paid union construction employ-
ees. Yet, the nation's press for the most part refused to recognize
this elementary fact, and continued praising Congress for "doing
something" about unemployment.

Government can create a job only by destroying the private sec-
tor's ability to create jobs. There is a finite amount of capital, and
what government uses to endow leaf-rakers cannot be used by
businessmen to hire productive workers. Government job creation
almost always assumes that the wages for the make-work positions
will come out of thin air-,that government can increase taxes by
five billion dollars or depreciate the currency with no effect on the
private sector. But as tong as one remembers that taxes and infla-
tion have effects, faith in government job creation is impossible.

52. Alan Fecliter, lske Emptervoti Program. p. 19.
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sident Reagan, when he recently signed the $3 billion Job
ing Partnership Act ( JTPA), promised the new program
not be a "make-work, dead-end, bureaucratic boondoggle.
dose look at the new law shows that it is firmly in the tradi-

federal manpower follies. The JTPA perpetuates the Job
despite that program's remorseful history. The JTPA au-
the continuation of Wilmer youth employnnt programs,
the deadliest enemy of teenagers' work ethic. In the re-

g hodgepodge, the JTPA even authorizes a *vial program
federal contractors meet affirmative action requirements.

ires local programs to spend at least 40 peicent of their
persons aged 16-21; this is a measly consolation for the

administration's failure of nerve in pushing for a submini.:.
ge for youth.

The t hamber of Commerce, National Association ofManufac-
dims, d National Alliance of Business are promoting JTPA as
a "great partnership." But the niain reason business tables are
keen on he new bill is that it is largely a subsidy for business.
JTPA w" allow local Private Industry Councils (PIC)--7which-
ire requi d to have a majority membership of businessmento
usefederal\money to pay for training in council members' firms,
thus saving \ them millions of dollars they would otherwise have to
spend. The ICs will likely be composed of established business-
men from la er businesses, who will use the training subsidies to
gain an addi ional edge over small, struggling businesses. If the
law actually ight to maximize benefits to the unskilled, it would
provide vouch rs to individuals, rather than unlimited discretion
to businesses. \ .

Many, if nos most, of the poor. disadvantaged, and `college
graduate trainee and make-work paycheck recipients would be
better off now i \thy federal programs had never existed. Aside
from the waste of scores of billions of Ziollars, government man-
power programs ( istorted people's lives and careers by making
false promises, leading them to believe that a year or two in this or
that program was the key to the future. Especially with CETA,
people spent valuable time in positions that gave them nothing
more than a paycheck, while they could have liecn developing real
skills in private jobs with a future. A mistrained person u worst off
than an untrained person who knows he still must acquire a skill.

If the goal is to create jobs, the most expedient policy would be
to require government welfare recipients to work in return for
their benefits-- --what is sometimes called workfare. If unemploy-

main'
totem
JTPA'
funds
Reap
mum
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mem compensation recipients were required to work twenty hours
a week for the government, the nation could create over four mil-
lion jobs overnight, and repair an awful lot of railroad beds. Or if
Congress refuses to do that, the least it could do, it could change
the name of unemployment compensation to government employee
training stipend, and artier all recipients to stay at home twidclling
their thumbs eight hours a day.

'The answer to unemployment and low skills is not to camou-
flage the problem and reduce investment, which every job crea-
tion program proposes, but to reduce the government-imposed
impediments and disincentives to the development and exchange
of labor. Government restrictions on hiring youth and paying
minimum wages make it unprofitable for business to lire millions
of low-skilled people. Government economic policies that disrupt
the economy with inflation and credit squeezes prevent the ac-
eumulation of capital necessary to start or expand businesses.
Government payments of high welfare, food stamp, and unem-
ployment compensation benefits make it more profitable for many
people to go on the dole, rather than accept low-paying work.
And government-incited trade wars with foreign countries, such
as the bill to require domestic content in American automobiles,
are guaranteed to decrease the total amount of trade, and thus re

. duce the total number of jobs. If government had not first crip-
pled the labor market, it is unlikely that government make-work
and training programs would ever have received widespread sup-
port. Ilre answer is not for government to spend another $50

.futilely attempting to cure a problem it caused, but to stop
, causing the problem in the first place,

In short, there is no substitute for prosperity. Any government
sdseme to train or employ the masses must first be measured by the
question: What effect will the increased taxation necesiaty to fi-
nance the program have on the economyon the total number of
productive, self-supporting jobs? Where there is a real job, there is
a real incentive to train someone for the job. In the long run, every
make-work program destroys more jobs than it creates, because it
squanders the capital that is necessary to support all jobs.

e. ...,
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Ibis research wide identifies somas of lefenntioa *bout public welfare,
, poverty, sod masted topics that will be Steassee4 by high school debaters.
The wide doweribes tedeuse mod other reentreb tools, sod provides appropriate
search tease that slob& be need shim coeseltiee ebb,. tools.

The gable is divided late teo parts. The first part describes basic
ommerch emcees wad lists the mirth terse Alai cps be died shoe exemielas
three Cools. Ile mound pert describes apesiallsorpeverty aud public welfare
medesnme seemme.

Search tome, .bleb way be mod separately or in coubleettes, are pm-
elided for each seselvtioa of the debate topic.

A. That the Federal Kovesesset 'hada everautes s Waimea ammal
each Seems to all Sated States clritios.

v (FUNLIC MUM
the Federal Oeverieset adept

tax teaseist all Netted States .litiress liaise le poverty.
0(11004TIVA MOM idA)

HI. That the Federal Ctoveremset should provide employeest for
all eiptees,le Kilted ftotoo caimans living la poverty.(L)

floosebeet the eel*, the omelettes* are =forted to in the abbreviated foss
listed As 001%124104de *bees.

The seem* Mose listed for seeb of the topics are not exhaustive. The
primary Mom are included to help the bleb school debater typia hie marsh
he astePiele on theft

by
* lisaitis K. Cooky

:ester Sibliestspher, Sanative sad Public Welfare
Library Services Sivielou
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REM= SOMCSIS

This is a listing of research cools described in this snide, li.tiag
Mess Aare each is mentioned.

haveizmis Statistics lades 8
11C1.1 i Novell ffsn..-paper Indexes 6
Sestmesa Periodicals Woe 3
C111 /AA= 3

5
CMagissaiosal Index
Canneneeimaal Quarterly Meekly Report
Comstessional *scoot

3
Ciremmtlem

7
Iiissat of Pablic Gamma Sills and issolutions 4
Irdas to Legal Periodicals
Legal laseerce Index 8
Libmsry of Canaries 'object leading.

1
*wimp Index .% I
Major laslelotion of the Congress
Neachly Coulon of United States Government Publication. 5
N stionsl Journal 4
National ilompapar Index 6
New Tot* Times Index 6
N suesestch
NIZIS

7
Official Vashinaten Post Index 6
Pnbliz Affairs Information Service lunette 2
leader's Aside to Periodical Literature

2
Social Science. Citation Index 9
Social Science Index

3
f4cal Abetracts 9

Statistical Itsfarenca Index 6
Weekly Compilation of Presidential Pgr-wiliento 5

Isferences to data bases coneercially 'satiable would include such
sources as DIALOG, ORBIT, and FRS.
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PART 1: GINEXAL REFERENCE SOURCES

MOORS

Library of .Congress subject beadino are used in many catalogs nation-
wide. This partial listing of subject heedless may be used to Identify
Meeks in the Library of Coagrees catalog and other library catalogs on pub-
lic welfare and poverty.

EIDIRRAL: Poor
Poverty
Momeleesness
Poverty research
Rural poor

run= Public welfare
MILFARE: rood relief, American

Old age assistance

Supplemental security Jocose program
Transfer payment
Welfare fraud
Welfare recipients
Public welfare sdeinistration
Federal aid to public welfare
Transients, Relief of
Scar:mit assistance, Doemetic

NEGATIVE Income maintenance programsMOM reality allowances
TAX: Ouaranteed annual income

Negative Larose tax

EMPLOYMENT: OneeploYed

Public service employment
Economic assistance, Domestic
Pull employment policies
Public works

Nard-core unemployed

JOURNAL ARTICLES

'Citation, to journal articles sued other materials about public welfare
and poverty can be found in number of printed indexes and online biblio-
graphic data bases. The materials covered by the printed indexes are briefly
described hers and the appropriate search tense are also listed.

Online bibliographic data bases enable the researcher to lotate citatioes
to journal articles and other =cartels quickly by using a computer rerainal
to more* a machine-readable file. C011as.dats based allow the researcher to
combine search terms in ways that are impossible in a printed index or library
catalog and to slmultaosously search material that would be contained in printed
index volumes covgring several years. The availability of 'various indesee
mellows is indicated in the description of the tools.

> NAOAZINE (microfilm)

tiosissitu Itedo provides citations to materials in over 370 popular
magosimes, focusing on coverage of current affairs, leisure time activities,
art., sports, and science and technology. The Lades is available online
coMmercielly.
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OUISSALs Poverty -

Somelessomme
Poor

Sorel poor

Mae Public welfare
MUM: Social service

Transfer payments
Wolfer: fraud
Welfare recipient*

ISIGATIWE Chore:steed annual income
IN00111 TAIL locos= meistessece program

ibestive income tee

KMPLOTMENTI Occupstion'al training
Pull employment policies
Public service employment
Unemployed

> POUIC AFFAIRS 1111,01U.ATION SKRVICX SULLETIM (PAIS)

PAIS ie a subject lades of boobs, pamphlet*, goverment publicatioes,
everts of public and private agencies, and periodical articles relating to
ammemic and social conditions, public admioistratios, and hategnational
reiations. fAIS is available =line commercially.

CESURAL: Poor
Nameless persons
Poverty

POSLIC Public welfare
OSUMI: Poverty - -belief eeasures

Transfer payments

SWAMI Family alLousnces
ISOM TAX: hocoits--Guareeteed income

ftWl.OesIrr: Nord -core unemployed
ftemployamet --Relief measures
employment --Tooth
Work relief

> CUM 70 PMLIODICAL tsunami
The hmsder's Gni* is an *tabor/subject index to perioaicals of general

latemost publiihed in tbe U.S.

CSIVIALs Poor
Romelesensee

POSLIC
0
Public welfare
Old age assistance

ISOATIVI Usgesdemosal wageman become

MLOVISIT: tbemploymemtlielief emeserse
Public works--Pedorel aid
ImploimestStatistics
Toiliblimploymemt
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> SOSINDSS PERIODICALS ISM

Business Periodicals Index is subject index to articles appearing
Se ElegIleb lengraige business periodicals. The Index its leaned monthly and
cumalsted quarterly and manually.

GENUAL: Poor
Pore rty

PUSLIC WELFARE: Public welfare

NEGATIVE Megetive income tax
DOC= TAX: Income maintenance progress

Family allowances

EMPLOYMENT: LbemploymeetItellef smasures
Pull employment policies
Nerd-core uneeeleyod
Job Come
Youth enployment

> SOCIAL SCIENCES INDEX

Social Science. Index is a cumulative index to English language periodicals
in the fifldi of pottttT science, public administration, sociology, and
other social science subjects. The Index is published quarterly with a bound
cumulation issued each year.

GENERAL: Poor
Poverty
Rural poor

PU1L1C Public welfare
WELFARE: Welfare recipients

Old ego assistance
Transfer payments

NEGATIVE Income maintenance programs
MOOS TAX: Sometime intone tax

EMPLOYMENT: Unemployeditellef oeuvres
Work relief

Cavil:lamelys employment and training act
Youth-- Esployn®t
Public employment
Full'employment policies

LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION

Congressional activities'oa public welfare and poverty issues may be
monitored by searchialithe following printed publications.

> COSPORESIONAL RECORD

The Comonalsioaal Record provides as edited transcript of the activities
as the finer of tie donee and the Senate. It is published eacb day Congress
is in mesaion. Subject and name indexes are published biweekly and cumulated
Mortally. Tames to be searched are "Poverty", *Welfare", "Comprobentier
Ileployeset and Training. Act ", and -lhoployment".
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> CONSIOISSIONAL WEEILY SEAM

Camwseieosl Quarterly Weekly Report provides current isfoneatioe on
Emig 1 activities, the provaSO of major bills, and backgrouad Lafor
motion on major policy issues. Important recent articles are indexed on the
beck cower of each issue. Commit this index under the heeding "Swath/
Edecatioss/Welfere. A quarterly and an ensue' index are also issued.
Coagreesioaal Quarterly also publishes an annual publication which cumulates
meteriaisppeariag in the weekly reports during a year. This publication is
omitted CQ Aimmaac. Cnastmeeiesel Quarterly Weekly Report Le available
online through the NEXIS library.

GENERAL: Poverty

PUBLIC WELFARE: Welfare and social service

NEGATIVE
INCOME TAX: Guaranteed intones

EMPLOYMENT: Employment mud unemployment
Employment and training programs

> NATIONAL JOURNAL

National Journal provides infotmetion on importnnt executive branch and
comaressionalactione. In addition to the annual index, the back cover of
each issue aleo contains a brief index to recent articles. Conauft this index
wader the headings "Intone Security" or "Employment".

GENERAL: Poverty

PUBLIC WELFARE: Welfare
Welfare and poverty

NEGATIVE
INCOME TAR: Welfare

EMPLOYMENT: Employment

Employment and labor

Siti and Resolutions

1'

> CONGRESSIONAL IJORIX

The Congressional Index, published by the Coemerce Clearing Rouee, is a
weekly looseleaf service which provides content and status infonestioe for
bills and resolutions pending in Congress. The progress of bill. and rose-
latices is reported from the introduction of the legislation to the final
disposition. Tense to be searched in this index are "Social services" and
"Esploymeet".

1

> SIGNS? OF PUSLIC 05EN AIL SILLS ANV RESOLUTIONS

The Hoyt summarises the essential feature, of public bills and reso-
lution/ and changes made in them during the legislative process. The Digest,
is published during each session of Consoles in two cumulative iseues end a
filial issue at the conclusiem of the missies. The Oleast has 'canape/cosponsor,

xele .idamtical bills. short title, and sUbject indexes.

SEARCH Public welfare and cheritiei
TERMS: Labor and employment
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> MAJOR LEGISLATION OW 1W CONGRESS (MLC)

The OILC provides summarise of selected major legislation arranged by
embject. It includes backgrosaul oo the issues and lafonsatiou an the content
and Statue of major bills affecting that issue. The publication may be
examined at a Government depository library or purchased from the Government
Prtistine Office. Search ender the headings "Income maintenance, "Labor", or
"Social services" tot public welfare and poverty related materials.

> CIS INOUE (Index to the Publications of the Ouitod States Congress)

The CIS Index, protistcad by the Congressional Intermitting Service, abstracts

all congressional publications with the exception of .ho Congarosional Record.
The Index is published monthly and cumulated Quarterly sad annually. Each
!gam of the Index is divided into index and abstract portions. CIS i.e.. is
available online Corpmercially.

MONDIAL: Poverty

Antipoverty programs
Onager and malnutrition

PUBLIC Public wrliare programs
WELFARE: Public welfare finance

NEGATIVE
INCOME TAX: Income maintenance

EMPLOYMENT. Unemployment
Public service employment
Manpower twining programa
Employment

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

> MONTRLT CATALOG OF UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PUBLICAMMIS

The Monthly. Catalog lists documents taloned by all branches of tP.s Federal
Government. the Catalog has monthly, semiannual, and annual indexes arranged
by author, title, puidect, keywords, and eeries/report title. The Matithil
Catalog is available online commercially.

GENERAL: Poverty

PUBLIC WELPASE: Public welfare

NEGATIVE
INCOME TAX: loco*, maintenance programs

I
EMPLOYMENT: Unemployment

Employment
Wampum r

Manpower policy

> NEWLY COMPILATION OP PNENIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS

The Weeklt Coegilation of Presidential Documents contains statesmots,
mesespee, and other providential materials released by the White Souse during
the Ptecodiag malt. The Weekly Compilation hoe meekly, quarterly, and annual
tadeses.

SWIM Welfare system
TERMS: Employment and unemployment

lboareployment
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NENSPAITUIAETICLIS

The fellewies isdesee any be weed to locate nesepaper articles on public
welfare Arad poverty issues.

> NNW TONI TINOS 1*11

Th0 New lock Time* lodes provides extensive abstracts for articles
appeariss 14 the New Tort Times.

GENTEALs Puwrty

runic WELFARE: Welfare (US)

NNGATIVE
INCOME TAX: Welfare (US)

EMPLOYMENT: Labor

> *14. A NOWELL INNEYASII MIMS

The Sell i Sewell Newsmver Indexes list Articles appearing in the Meese
Tribune, Chic.aso Sen-Times, Deaver Post, Detroit Nero, Inuaton Post, Los Angels!.

---7New Orleans Times-Picayune, See ?meter* Chronicle, and ileehinsien

GENERAL: Poverty

MEL= WEL/ARE: Public teller*

NEGATIVE
INCOVW TAT: Public welfare

EMPLOTNENT: inemployed
Public *circled: eeployment

> OFFICIAL VASOMOTOR POST MEV

)1hThe index provides access to al ubetentiel newsworthy lime in this
piper.

GENERAL 3

FUNL

TIVE
TAX: Public welfare

Poverty
Nowelesemese
Poor

Public welfare
Social service
Welfare [rood .

Reliant recipients

IMPLOTNEWT: Unemployed
Public service deployment

> NATIONAL NEWSPAPER

Netienal r laden, produced by Infonestion Access Corporation, is
k;,-. Malls ea commere y, and provide* frost-peps to beck-pew 144eXia$

an current affaire topics in the Christina Wriest.) Welter, New York Time and
lOnp Street Journal. d

.
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> NUTS

The CIS online library provide* access to wine service articles from
the Associated Press, gaited Press letentational, and Rester., articles from
the Washiagtms Post, and **real articles. The journals indexed include
Newsweek and U.S. Nem A, World evert. In addition to providing citations and
abstracts of the materials lacluded in the data bees. NEXIS make* the full
text 01 the articles available alias. XIS also proVirii access to the New
lietkTimee Intonation Seek. which is a current affair* data twee containing
citation* to the law Vett Times and over sixty newspapers and longue's.

>1111WSSNAICII

Nesmeeetris is the golly update of Nagssine Index, National Newspaper
lads*, sad Legal Resources Index in the Lockheed Dialog m It provide.

-page to back-page indexing of the Christian Science Monicv., Well Street
Journal, sad ewe Tork'Times, as well as popular magair;es, Inv IsumLle, and
legal newspapiiis.

LEGAL MATERIALS

Article. from law Journals are espelially useful for explGring ler,a1
aspects of public welfare and poverty.

> CURRENT LAW INDEX

Current Law Index covers over 660 law periodicals selected by an advisory
board of the Jr:atrium Association of Law Libraries. It is published in 8
monthly Logue*, 3 quarterly cumulation., and

s finale annual cumulation.

GENEAAL: Poverty
Poverty research
Poor

PUBLIC Public welfare
WELFARE: Social service

Welfare fraud
Welfare recipient.

NEGATIVE Income maintenance programs
INCOME TAX: Family allowances

EMPLOYMENT:' Unemployed
Public service employment
Pull employment policies

> INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS

The index to Legal Periodicals is a subject and author index to legal
article*, yee.its, institutes, and review* of works published in the U.S.,
Caned., and other lettliab-spaaking countries. The Index is published monthly
except September, with a bound cumulation each year.

GENERAL: Poverty law

PUBLIC WELFARE: Social welfare

NEGATIVE
IKONS TAX: %Social welter*

mmnAmmum Ueemployment

BEST COPY 846
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> MAL RESOVICE,INDE2 (microfilm')

Lesal Resource Index includes over 600 law journals, six legal newapapeta
mad relevant reaTeiriliirraa the Library of Congress collection, NAeafine Index,
sad *gamma Newspaper Inds's. The index is arranged to four separate faction.:
eubjemC, auther/title. table of cases, and table of statutes. When the Index
is supplemented, a new cumulative microfilm is provided. The Index is available
online commercially.

GENERAL: Poverty
Poor

Homelessness
Rural poor

PUBLIC Public welfare
WELFARE: Old age assistance

Social service
Welfare fraud
Welfare reeipicents

NEGATIVE Income maintenance programs
INCOME Family allowance*
TAX: Guaranteed annual income

Negative income tax

EMPLOYMENT: Unemployed
Pull employment policies
Hard-core unemployed
Public service employment

STATISTICAL SOURCES

> AMERICAN STATISTICS !NOCE (ASO

The American Stetiatice Index, indexes and describes the statistical
publications of the U.S. Government, including periodicals, annuals, biennial,
semi -emus', and special publications. The Index provides access to statis-
tical materials by subject, organisation, none, issuing Source, and title.
The Index le published monthly and cumulated quarterly and annually. ASI is
avali-Al; online commercially.

GENERAL: Poverty

PUBLIC
WELFAXE:

Public welfare programs
Old age assistance
Social service*

NEGATIVE
INCOME TAX: income maintenance

EMPLOYMENT: Public service temple
Implement and unsmplo nt
Mork incentive program

> STATISTICAL RUIUIICR /MX (SRI)

The Statistical Reference Index provides a guide and index to velected
statistical reference meteri-.1 from non- federal sources on wide avertible of
esbjecs matter. IC\includes the publications of trade, profewsionel, and tabor
ass - profit associstinge and institutions, bovines anteenixatiorie, coasercial

peblioinere, univareitflen4-tmdammmAgmt research concern, and State govniument
agmeciea. The Index provides access by subject, organisation, 04414, issuing
Pearce, and title. The Index is published monthly and cumulated annually.

t
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Public welfare programs
014 age aeeletamee
Social services
State fending for social welfare

MATINS
MCCOOK TAX: Income mainieoamcga

EMPLOYMENT: Public ohmic. employment

Comprammeive Employment and Training Act
Wort incentive progren
Employment add unemployment

PART pommy AND rustic WELFARE SOURCES

INDEXES ARO SFOLIOORAPHIC DATA RASES

Citations to journal articles and other materials about poverty and public
welfare teams may be found in the following printed indexes

SOCIAL SCIENCES CITATION INDEX provides indexing entries to the current
literature ia every 41.cl:satin fo the social sciences, Including economics
and sociology. The mdse ie published three times a year and cumulated
annually.

SOCIOLOGICAL ASSTEACTS coven, the world's literature on socioliqty and
includes materials odpolicy, poverty studio*. and community development. It
is published five times per year and coagulated annually.

Seth of thole indexes all available online commercially.

REVERENCE ROOKS

U.S. Congress. Nouse. Committee oa Ways and Heave. Subcommittee on Oversight.
Background material on poverty; Subcommittee on Oversight sod Subcommittee
on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation of the Committee on
Ways and Memos, U.S. Mouse of Itepreeentetfves. Washington, G.P.O., 1963.
10) p.

At Mad of title: 98th Congress, 1st session. Comedetes print,
IMIC? 98-13.

U.S. Office of Management and Sedost. Catalog of federal domestic assistance.
Washington, For,eale by the Sept. of Does., G.P.O., 198). 872 p.

PUblished annually.
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ORGANIZATIONS

-e

The following organisations were selected fro* the Encyclopedia of
ibasocistlams dad the Wnshintea Infonsetlea Directory. 1144-85 as possible
erteiriVirthenfornation on poverty sad public welfare iiremee. The descriptions
al the grumps' activities err taken from these sources.

astarlemo Public Vattern emeociation
111S 15th Street, 0.11., Suits 300
Washingtem, D.C. 20005
(202) 293-7550

National organisation of public welfare agencies, their professional staff
emebere end other. intereeted in public welfare. Develops national social policy
positions AO well as professional standards for member..

Brookings Institution
Otavermemetal Studies
1775 Nessachuaette Avenue, W.V.
liasbiaaton, D.C. 20036
(202) 757-6050

Research and educational organization chat studies welfare reform and other

related social welfare setters.

Doreen of Labor StAt1Otice (U.S. Dept. of Labor)
441 C Street, S.W.
Wesbinaton, D.C. 20212
(202) 52)-1221

Collects, analyzes, and publishes data on employment and unemployment.
Listed hern arm a sample of some of the publications available from the bureau:
!7:111:::ent and Earainss, Employmeot and Trsieine Report of the President,

Employmeit Problems to economic Status, and the handbook of Labor
Statistics. Three publication. Are available at the bariW5resionai7ifticse,
meay inpoeitory libraries, or from the Government Printing Office.

Center for the Study of Social Policy
236 hassechueetts Avenue, N.E.
Washington D.C. 20402
(202) 546-;067

Conducts research on the financing and delivery of government human
services. Analyzes the impact of progrem changes on specific populations, suzh
as recipients to the Aid to realties with Dependent Children Program and the

rking poor.

Smployment and Training Administration (U.S. Dept. of Labor)
Work incentive repartee (WIN)
.601 0 Street, N.W.
Weshington, D.C. 2021)
(202) 376-6630

Administer. the Wort Incentive (WIN) Program jointly with the Health and
S eem Services Department; provides services such as job training and referral.
to welfare recipients.

Institute for Socioeconomic Studies
Alr7ort Reed and New Rims Street
Wh;.a Plains, N.Y. 10604

(114) 4284400
fousiation with broad research interests relating to the quality of life,

ecoomic development, poverty, and urban regeneration. Conducts research for
scholars and policymekers studying important socioeconomic issues.

BEST Copy
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Mationoal Assembly of Nstiesel Volmatar Mealth
aid Social Mileage Ogpsoinatieed

191 giveaway
lawit lesb, M.T. 10007
(212) 2i74700

0sol is "to foster intorcanownicatiaa and isteractioa swag matiosal
velatasty health and social welfare ponchos is the intorosto of hogrossius the
incest of tbs isdivridual asaacias sot of 'elongation on bum usoods."

Motional Community Attica Assacy'Shocutive
Directors Aweeciatioa

1000 24th Street, CV., Suits WO
Mwobiogtem, P.C. 20036
(22) 294-4973

Sopreseets community *otitis ogooctoo to promote a unified approach to
ealving the problems of poverty wields the thicw4 States.

Olt/seal Comfewomco we Social Melton,
1730 M Serest. 11.1f., &site 911
Vsabiastas, D.C. 20034
(202) 703-0017

Owssaisatione of prolassicoal 004 lay ?ammo and local, State, and national
associas interested in social uelfavn and human services. Conducts studies on

. basic 'octal eslfara problem and policy issues.

M.S. Upjohn Institute for lowleywout Mesoarcb
300 S. liestwoolipo Ammo
lialmmisos, Machismo 49007
OM 343-5561

Private nonprofit otgoalastion "for ravearch into causes and affects of
omliPls,MOot =14 to *tuft mod investisato the faesibtlity and sothode of inuring
OSsisot unemplaybent mud aseloo toys and onomas of preveatingand alleviating
tho 41o/tress sod Ittintoltip causal by wnenpleynant.*

Dottims Gra* oa Doomootic Isnot old tovorty
675 liVerairis Otte., Poem 972
New leek, M.X. 40115
(212) $70-2307

A /reject of the Motiosal Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. which
aids is the orpaisatioa of anti-hanger coalitions throughout the country. Also
compilos nationwide statistics on Pederal budget cute and poverty oasis.

a
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Ito followias periodicals frequently cantata articlee as poverty, public
voltage, mod saplopaeat issues:

O

The Challesqpi (bisoathly)'(publiabod by Dept. of /Sidle Welfare,
Dirrieborg, Pa.)

McQuaide Opportuaity Report (weekly)
Evaluatiro Quarterly
Moos lasoerces Asetisets (quarterly)
Journal of Mums Ileocomeet'aducatica, Nanpouter.eed

Welters
Policies (quarterly)

Journal of Social Policy (quarterly)
Manpower (mustily)
Deathly Labor Deviser

Occupitioaol Outlook Qearferly (quarterly)
Public Welfare (quarterly)

4P
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C.- 71402

SO-043
March 24, 1984

PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO THE 1984-85
HIGH SCHOOL DEBATE

Nesoteed: Nov Cam the Federal Covermment Nest Deareass
poverty in the United States?

Aid to Families With Dependent Children, 1979 Recipient
Characteristics Study:

Part 1, Demographic and Program Statistics. 1982.
69 p. il. HE 3.65:979/pt.1 S/N 017-070-00380-0 f 5.00

Part 2, Financial Circumstances of AFDC Families.
1982. 60 p. 11.

HE 3.65:979/pt.2 S/N 017-070-00383-4 4.75

Characteristics of Households and Persons Receiving
Selscted Noncash Benefits: 1981. Includes data om the
following; Food Stamp Program; free or reduced price
&cahoot lunches; public or other subsidised housing;
Medicaid health imouramee; Medicare health insurance;
and employer or union-provided health insurance and pen-
sion plane. 1983. 41 p. Issued with perforations.

C 3.186:P-60/156 S/N 003-001-90722-4 6.00

Characteristics of the Population Below the Poverty
Level, 1981. Presents detailed social and economic

statistics for the population of the United States be-
low the poverty level in 1981 based on the March 4989
Current Population Survey. 1983. 219 p.. Issued with
perforations.

C 3.186:P-60/138 S/N 003-001-90724-1 7.00

Dislocated Workers` Issues and Federal Options. iz,
---awinfe the sources \and magnitude of labor dislocation

and analyses options for possible Federal aid. 1982.
09 p. Y 10.1:0 63 S/N 052-070-05756-4 5.00

)Making
Jobs Appropriations, Public Law 98 -8. An Act

Making Appropriations to Provide Productive Employment
for Hundreds of Thousands of Jobless Americans, to Has-
ten or laitiste Federal Projects and Construction of
Lasting Value to the Nation and its Citizens, and to Pro-
vide Humanitarian Assistance to the.Indigent for Fiscal
ofear 1985, and for Other Purposes. Approved March 24,
1913. 31 p.

GS 4.110:98/8 18//4 022-003-95761-4 5.25

Emergency Jobs Appropriations, Amendment, Public Law
14-16. Joint nesoldtion to Correct Public Law DUD Due
to litrors..in they Enrollment Of h.t. 1714. Approved
1sy°4, 1983. 1 p.

CS 4.110:98/26 5/N 022-003-95781-2 1.75
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Employment and Training Report of the President, 1982.
--711evieee significant employment and unemployment develop-

ments in calendar year 1981. For neva rear 1081, it
dem:tribes employment and training program activities
iCET.41 and reports on veterans' services. Summarises
major findings from research projects completed between
Jung 1081 and June 1082. 1983. 352 p.

L 1.42/2:982 S/N 029-000-00413-7 $10.00

Enhanced Work Projects, The Interim Finings From the
Ventures in Community Improvement Demonstration. 1980.
478 p. L 37.19/2:7.5 S/N 029-01.4-00113-2

Entitlement Implementation: The First Year's Experience.
This publication reports on the Youth Incentive Entitle-
ment Pilot Projects for August 1077 to October 1978,
the first year of the program. Entitlement guarantees
part-time school year and fuld-time summer employment to
all 16- to 19-year-old economically disadvantaged youth
who reside in one of the 17 selected Entitlement project
areas. 1980. 260 P.

L 37.19/2:11.1 S/N 029.014-00189-9

Expenditures for Public Assistance Programs, Fiscal
Year 1979. 1982. 28 p.

HE 3.69:979 S/N 017-070-00379-6

10.00

8.00

3.50

Federal Agency Equal Employment Opportunity Public Infor-
7-mation Materials: An Annotated Bibliography. Lists

information materials developed for external Federal
equal employment programs affecting private employers,
State and local governments, Federal contractors, and
recipients of Federal financial assistance. Includes
addresses and teleph^ne numbers of contact offices,
1981. 39 p.

Y 3.Eq 2:17 P 29 S/N 052-o1S-00057-0 4.50

Fifth Annual Report to the President and the Congress
of theNational Commission for Employment Policy, Ex-
panding Employment Opportunities for Disadvantaged
Youth. 1979. 264 p.

Y 3.E 7/3:1/9 S/N 052-003-00752 S 6.00

Government and the Advancement of Social Justice: Health,
Welfare, Education, and Civil Rights in the Eighties.
1980. 140 p.

Pr 39.8:Ag 3/So 1 S/N 041-00.440Z21-9

Linking Employment Probleac to Economic Statme; Contai.s
information on the employ ent problems faced by American
Workers in 1981 and on the 'mpact of these.prrems on 'he
economic status of choir families and hvuseho do. Three
employment problems are ar.atred: low earnings among year-
round, full-time worker--; unemployment; and involuntary
part-time employment. Paved largely on 1981 data from
the March 1082 Current Population Survey. 1983. 53 p.

L 2.3;2119 S/N 029 001427;7 5

Low-Income Life Styles. A collection of papers detail-
ing characteris.'ic behavior of the poor in the following
areas: family anisation, children's preparation for
school, health _are, and economic behavior. Pour of
these papers originally appeared in and one is an adap-
tiom from an article in Welfare in Review. 1966.
16 p. Ii. HE 17.2:L 62 S/N 017-060-00010-4

85

5.50

4.00

4.75

P.
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Nancy Income and Poverty Status of Families and Persons
in the United States: 1982 (Advance Data From the March
1983 Current Population Survey). 1983, 37 p. Issuedwith perforations.

C 3.186:P-60/140 S/N 003-001-91121-3 $ 3.75

Perspectives in Public Welfare: A History. Reviews poorrelief polioies and practices from "1 medieval period
through the ISSO's. 1969, reprinted 1979. 107 p.

HE 17.2:P 96/3 S/N 017-060-00059-7

Perspectives: The Civil Rights Quarterly, Volume 13,---Number 2, 1981, Summer-Fall. Deals with unemployment
discrimination during times of high unemployment and
other current issues of importance-to the poor and
minorities. 1981. 48 p.

S/N 005-000-00258-3

Pickaxe and Pencil: References for the Study of the WPA.
Contains bibliographic citations to books, pamphlets,
journal articles, and doctoral dissertations on the
Works Progress Administration, the Work Projects Ad-
ministration, and its various programa. Also lists
finding aids and other archival toots for the paper&
resulting from the Projects. 1982. 95 p.

LC 1.12/2:P $8 S/N 030-000-00137-1

Promising Practices: Reaching Out to Families. Docu-ment describes $3 groups engaged in developing and de-
livering services and materials to help meet familyneeds. Educational, emotional, environmental, financial,physical, and social problems are looked at from the per-
spective of family involvement, Names and addresser foreach group are provided, 1981. 61 p.

HE 23.1002:P 94/2 SA 017-090-00062 3

Public Assistance Recipient:; in Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areas, February 1982, Presents caseload
data for February 198T under the programa of Aid to
Families With Dependent /Thildren (AFDC) and r;oneral
Assistance (CA). 1983. 38 p.

HE 3.61/2:982 S/N 017.070-00396,6

Quarterly Public Assistance Statistics. (Quarterly and
,Quarterly

Index.) Contains data on aid to families withdependent children. Subscription price: Domestic - $12.00a year; Foreign S1S00 a year. Single copy price:
Domestic MOO a copy; Foreign $3.75 a copy. AnnualIndex: Domestic $3.50 a copy; Foreign - $4.40 a copy,
(QPAS). (Pile Code 2Q)

HE 3.00/4: S/N 017-070-80005-0

Supplemental Security Income, State and County Data,
-December 1981, Presents data on tats and county
distribution of Federally.administered payments to
peroona receiviag supplemental security income in
December 11181. 1982. 141 p.

HE 3.71:981-2 S/N 017-070-00384-2

Unemployment in States and Local Areas. (Monthly.)
--Sabecription service includes upplamental material

issued irregularly for an indeterminate period. Prn-
riles provisional, monthly estimates of the labor for,,e,
employment, and unemployment for States, metropolitan
areas, counties, and cities of 10,000 or more. These

'estimates are used for economic analysis and administra-
ti,n of various Federal economies assistance programs.
Subscription price: Domestic $50.00 a year; Foreign
$62.50 a year. ISSUED IN MICROFIClik ONLY (451 [LADS]
(Pile Code 23)

L 2, S/N 029-00181003-2
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Workers Without Jobs: A Chartbook on Unemployment.
Presents fUll-page charts and text on the extent of
unemployment in the United States. 1983. 69 p.

L 2.3:2174 S/N 029-001-02759-1 S 4.50

Youth Perspectives: The Lives Behind the Statistics.
Contains a description and analysis of the lives of
young C5TA rarticipants. Much of the information is
from personal interviews, which are often quoted.
-1980. 228 p.

Where to Order

How to Remit

%otc

37.19/2:2.10 ° S/N 029-014-00133-3

a

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

Regulations require payment in advance
of shipment. Checks or money orders
should be made payable to the Superin-
tendent of Documents. Orders may also
be charged to your Superintendent of
Documents prepaid deposit account with
this Office, MasterCard or VISA. If
credit card is used, please he sure
to include its date of expiration.
Postage stamps are not acceptable.

7.50

.f :4,rw.664-iwist Zyucasylit,. diC

limited and prices are subject to change
without prior notice.
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